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Ministry of Training, 
Colleges and Universities

Student Financial Assistance Branch

900 Bay Street
9th Floor, Mowat Block 
Toronto ON M7A 1L2 
Téléc (416) 325-3096

Ministère de la Formation 
et des Collèges et Universités

Direction de l’aide financière aux 
étudiantes et étudiants 
9th étage, édifice Mowat 
900, rue Bay 
Toronto ON M7A 1L2 
Fax (416) 325-3096

May 26, 2016

Ms. Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto ON M7A 2R9

Dear Ms. Mandhane

Thank you for your letter regarding the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities (UltH 
Ministry) requirements relating to documentation of mental health disabilities for the purposes of
eligibility for assistance under programs offered under the Ontario Student Assistance Program
(OSAP). As the Director of the Student Financial Assistance Branch, I have been asked to 
respond on behalf of the Honourable Reza Moridi, Minister of Training, Colleges and 
Universities.

OSAP is an umbrella term that is used to refer to loan, grant and bursary programs funded by the 
governments of Ontario and Canada. To facilitate the integration of the programs and facilitate 
access to students, Ontario delivers certain federal student assistance programs on behalf of 
Canada. Such programs offered under OSAP include programs specifically intended to provide 
assistance to students with disabilities: the Bursary for Students with Disabilities (BSWD), the 
Canada Student Grant for Services and Equipment for Persons with Permanent Disabilities 
(CSG-PDSE) and the Canada Student Grant for Persons with Permanent Disabilities (CSG-PD).

I am pleased to advise you that over the past year the Ministry undertook a review of Ontario 
applications, forms and guidelines which require disclosure of mental health diagnosis for the 
purposes of determining eligibility for assistance under OSAP. As a result of the review, 
disability-related eligibility criteria identified in OSAP forms and guidelines have been revised to 
remove requirements for such disclosure, effective for the 2016-17 OSAP academic year .

Reflecting the integrated nature of the Ontario and Canada student loan programs, the forms and 
documents developed by Ontario are also used for applicants applying for federal assistance. 
Ministry officials are in the process of advising their federal counterparts of the revisions to the 
Ontario forms and are providing them with a copy of our correspndence.

In closing, I would like to thank you for your attention to these matters and the work you do in 
supporting Ontario students with disabilities.

Sincerely,

Noah Morris
Director
Student Financial Assistance Branch
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January 5, 2017

Ms. Renu Mandhane, Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas St. West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON M7A 2R9

Dear Ms. Mandhane:

Re: OHRC Policy on ableism and discrimination based on disability

Thank you for your letter of November 2016 re the above-noted policy, which we have 
reviewed.

The College has two existing policies that refer to or are related to the Human Rights Code. The 
Professional Obligations and Human Rights policy which articulates physicians' professional and 
legal obligations to provide health services without discrimination. The Third Party Reports 
policy sets out the expectations for physicians when responding to requests for medical 
information about patients. The College does receive complaints from patients about a variety 
of issues relating to the provision of third party reports. We look forward to receiving your 
policy statement on medical documentation and the accommodation process.

In response to your letter, we can commit to the following:

• The Professional Obligations and Human Rights policy references will be updated to include 
your policy.

• Reviewing your policy statement on medical documentation and the accommodation 
process when it is received.

• Updating the Third Party Reports policy as necessary when it is next formally reviewed.
• Including information about the OHRC Policy on Ableism and discrimination based on 

disability in our publication, Dialogue, which is sent to all physicians in Ontario, in 2017.

Thank you for providing informatic

David A. Rouselle, MD FRCS
President

80 College Street, Toronto, Ontario M5C 2E2 Tel: (416) 967-2600 Toll Free: (800) 268-7096 Fax: (416) 961-3330
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April 29, 2016 

Chief Commissioner Renu Mandhane 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON M7A 2R9 

Re: Medical documentation guidelines and accommodation 

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane: 

On behalf of all of our member institutions, I am writing in reply to your letter of March 
15, 2016, which we understand was sent to all of Ontario’s publicly assisted universities. 
The Council of Ontario Universities (COU) is a membership organization composed of 
Ontario’s 20 publicly assisted universities and one associate member. COU works with 
its members to find consensus on a wide range of issues and advances them with 
government and other stakeholders. As such, we felt it appropriate that COU respond to 
your letter on behalf of the sector, in lieu of individual institutional responses. 

Ontario’s universities play a critical role in the social, cultural and economic success of 
our province and are leaders in ensuring that the dignity, rights and accommodation of 
people with disabilities are respected. On behalf of our member institutions, COU can 
advise that Ontario’s universities are all committed and strive to provide their services, 
education and accommodation in a way that respects the dignity and independence of 
people with disabilities. Ontario universities also recognize that each case and request 
for accommodation requires individual management and consideration.  

Our member institutions agree in principle with the OHRC’s recommendations outlined 
on pages 2-3 (a-f) of your letter. They are seeking advice and working collaboratively to 
develop a collective understanding of, and wherever possible, a consistent, sector-wide 
approach to operationalizing the six recommendations to ensure that universities meet 
their obligations pursuant to the Ontario Human Rights Code. 

http://cou.on.ca
mailto:cou@cou.on.ca
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Finally, while all universities are committed to responding in a timely fashion, not all 
members may be in a position to commit to implementation by the September 6, 2016 
deadline. COU members require time to undertake the collaborative operational review 
and to seek appropriate advice. In addition, each institution has its own governing 
processes that often require review and approval of new policies and operational 
practices by multiple bodies, which could affect implementation timelines. 

Ontario universities look forward to working together to address the important issues 
raised in your letter. Please feel free to contact Dominika Flood, at dflood@cou.on.ca or 
416-979-2165 ext. 203, should you have any questions or concerns. 

Yours sincerely, 

David L. Lindsay 
President and CEO 

cc: Executive Heads of Ontario Universities 

mailto:dflood@cou.on.ca
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Algonquin college

September 6, 2016 

Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto ON M7A 2R9 

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane: 

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation 

As per your request dated July 19, 2016, I am providing you with a progress report to our 
College response on April 29, 2016 regarding compliance to medical documentation guidelines 
and accommodations. I am pleased to report that we have continued our efforts in support of 
student success. Following our last correspondence our efforts have been focused on the 
following areas that were highlighted as “Future Planning”. Our progress in each area has been 
outlined below: 

1. Review of website to ensure clear information is presented to students, staff and the
community.

The Centre for Accessible Learning (CAL) website has been reviewed and updated to 
ensure that the information presented clearly indicates that although students need to 
register with our office, they (a) do not need to disclose their mental health disability 
diagnosis to receive accommodations or supports, (b) may request interim accommodations 
for disabilities pending receipt of medical documentation, (c) can get accommodations for 
both temporary and permanent disabilities, (d) can be assured that their private medical 
information will be stored in a secure manner at the CAL and will not be released to third 
parties without their written consent.  Our website also does not state or imply that requests 
for accommodation after a deadline, test or course completion will not be considered.  We 
will continue to review the CAL website on a regular basis to ensure that we continue to be 
in compliance with OHRC’s policies.  

2. Continued review of information on documents and brochures, to revise language and
messaging as needed.

CAL staff has reviewed documents and brochures and revised language and messaging as 
needed. These efforts will continue on a regular basis. 

3. Add an additional section to Policy AC01 to address the protocol for appeals.

An amendment to Policy AC01, Students with Disabilities, has been drafted to include a 
review of accommodation disputes process by an Accommodation Advisory Committee. A 
draft mandate and protocols document is currently under review. This committee, whose 
membership will include the Director of Student Support Services, an academic dean, a 
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professor, and a CAL counsellor, will serve the role of reviewing cases that cannot be 
settled within the school, prior to the case being sent through the formal academic appeal 
process. It is hoped that this process will assist in resolving most cases in a timely matter. 

4. Liaise with the Senior VP Academic area to discuss how information on retroactive 
accommodations will be distributed to faculty.  

The Senior VP Academic’s Deans & Directors Council met with Student Services to discuss 
the impact that accommodating retroactive accommodations will have on the Academic 
Area. It was agreed that the Deans will discuss these guidelines with their Chairs while the 
Office of the Senior VP Academic prepares a communication that will provide faculty and 
staff clear direction regarding updating course outlines and program handbooks, as well as 
the requirement for consultation about and implementation of retroactive accommodations 
as required. This item will be further discussed at Academic Departmental meetings at the 
beginning of the semester to ensure the implementation of this new direction is in accord 
with OHRC guidelines. 

5. Work with Human Resources to ensure information and professional development for 
faculty and all college staff are in place. Human Resources will be folding the new 
requirements into new faculty orientation sessions. In addition, these new guidelines will be 
added to existing training modules for all staff where appropriate.  

As of this academic year, the new requirements will be covered in the Faculty Learning 
Program (FLP) which is a required program for all new full-time faculty.  The new information 
will be included in the part-time faculty orientation for the December/January offerings. 

Algonquin continues to evolve our policies and practices to eliminate barriers and ensure 
access in support of success for all students with mental health disabilities. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Stanbra 
Vice President, Student Services 

Algonquin College: 
cc: Cheryl Jensen, President  
Claude Brule, Senior, Vice President Academic  
Cathy Frederick, Vice President Human Resources  
Shelley Styles, Director, Student Support Services  
Trina Budd, Manager, Centre for Accessible Learning, Student Support Services 



April 29, 2016 

Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto ON M7A 2R9 

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane: 

Re:  Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation 

As per your request for a College response to your letter dated March 15, 2016 
regarding medical documentation guidelines and accommodation for post-secondary 
students with mental health disabilities, I am providing you detailed information 
regarding procedures and guidelines carried out by Algonquin College in support of 
student success.  

Algonquin College has a strong reputation across the province for supporting students 
with disabilities. Our faculty modules on ‘Starting the Conversation’, our Anxiety 
Management student support group, and ‘Your Best Self’ series for students with ASD 
and anxiety are a few examples of the work we are proud to support. 

While much work has already been accomplished, Algonquin is continuing efforts to 
support compliance with the Medical Documentation Guidelines and Recommendations 
from the OHRC, for students with both permanent and temporary disabilities.  

Algonquin remains committed to ensuring our services are accessible to all students, 
particularly those who may have mental health disabilities. Our current practices are in 
line with the six measures outlined in your letter, as referenced below;  

Diagnosis and Gathering Information: 

1. Algonquin’s Medical Information Request Form complies with all 
recommendations of the MTCU funded Academic Accommodations 
Report. 

2. Algonquin’s website, forms, and other printed information do not indicate 
that a student needs to disclose diagnosis, nor do we insist on one in 
practice.  

3. The Medical Information Request Form allows students to voluntarily 
consent to provide a diagnosis.  



Interim and Retroactive Accommodations: 

1. Counsellors confirm that assistance will be provided to students who 
require interim accommodations while they await receipt of medical 
documentation. Any time limits for this documentation are determined on a 
case-by-case basis with each student. 

2. Requests for retroactive accommodations are done in consultation with 
the disabilities counsellor, the student and the faculty member(s) to ensure 
clear communication. 

Privacy and Confidentiality: 

1. Counsellors indicate clearly to students that medical information does not 
need to be disclosed to any college staff. Students have a choice in terms 
of how Letters of Accommodation are communicated to faculty. 

2. All information provided to our Centre is kept confidential; filing cabinets 
are locked, our database is confidential and password protected, access 
limited to those who need to work with this information. 

Communication to Students and College Staff: 

1. All counsellors and Disability Services staff have undergone training on 
our guidelines and procedures.  

2. Counsellors have met as a group and revised our Medical Information 
Request Form.  

3. Training for full time and part time faculty on mental health and 
accommodation will take place over the summer months and into the fall.  

Future Planning: 

The Manager of the Centre for Accessible Learning (formerly the Centre for 
Students with Disabilities) will continue to work with staff within CAL to ensure we 
are in compliance with OHRC’s policies on preventing discrimination based on 
mental health disabilities. While much work has already been done in this area, 
the following activity will occur over the spring/summer semester: 

1. Review of website to ensure clear information is presented to students, 
staff and the community. 

2. Continued review of information on documents and brochures, to revise 
language and messaging as needed. 

3. Add an additional section to Policy AC01 to address the protocol for 
appeals. 



4. Liaise with the Senior VP Academic area to discuss how information on
retroactive accommodations will be distributed to faculty.

5. Work with Human Resources and the college’s AODA Accessibility
Advisor to ensure information and professional development for faculty
and all college staff are in place. Human Resources will be folding the new
requirements into new faculty orientation sessions. In addition, these new
guidelines will be added to existing training modules for all staff where
appropriate.

Algonquin remains open to communications with you on this topic. We are committed to 
ongoing efforts to eliminate barriers and ensure access to accommodations and 
supports required for students with mental health disabilities to succeed.  

Sincerely, 

Laura Stanbra 
Vice President, Student Services 

Algonquin College: 
cc:  Cheryl Jensen, President 

Claude Brule, Senior, Vice President Academic 
Cathy Frederick, Vice President Human Resources 
Shelley Styles, Director, Student Support Services 
Toni Connolly, Manager, Centre for Accessible Learning, Student Support Services 
Karen Coffey, AODA, Accessibility Advisor, Human Resources 

1385 Woodroffe Avenue, Ottawa, ON K2G 1V8, Canada
T 613.727.4723
www.algonquincollege.com

http://www.algonquincollege.com
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Facsimile 

(705) 524-7329

www.cambrlancollege.ca

April 20, 2016
Renu Mandhane, B.A., J.D., LL,M, 
Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto ON M7A 2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane;

I am writing to confirm Cambrian College's commitment to implementation of the 
medicaf documentation and accommodation guidelines for students with mental 
health disabilities outlined in your letter of March 15, 2016, Cambrian College is 
committed to access and the highest standards of support for students, faculty 
and staff with a variety of needs. Our college has already implemented, or made 
substantial progress in implementing these and other, similar, measures.

By September 6, 2016, Cambrian College will have medical documentation 
guidelines, medical documentation forms and procedures In place that:

a) Do not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis to 
register to receive accommodations or supports;

b) Make it clear that students may request interim accommodations for mental 
health disabilities pending the receipt of medical documentation;

c) Do not state or imply that requests for accommodations after a deadline, test 
or course completion (i.e. retroactive accommodation) will not be considered;

d) Do not require students to reveal their private medical information to, or seek 
accommodation directly from, their professors, instructors, teaching 
assistants, etc.; and

e) Are clearly communicated to all students, faculty and staff.

Cambrian College's plans for implementation are in progress and processes are 
in place to involve staff, faculty and administrators as appropriate to:

1) Review and revise policies, procedures and forms related to the gathering 
and documentation of information ensuring that students are not required to 
disclose their mental health disability diagnosis to register for 
accommodations;

http://www.cambriancollege.ca
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2) Review and revise policies, procedures, forms and documentation with
respect to interim and retroactive accommodations. The work will Include a 
consultation process to share information with college staff and faculty for the 
purposes of promoting awareness, educating faculty, and gathering 
suggestions and feedback for further revisions;

3) Review and revise privacy and confidentiality documentation, forms and
procedures;

4) Create and implement a communication plan for students, faculty and staff
that Includes electronically posting the new guidelines, policies and 
procedures; presentation at department meetings; presentation to our 
Academic Advisory Committee (membership Includes faculty, a 
representative each from the deans’ group and senior administration); 
Inclusion of information in the student handbook as well as on all course 
outlines.

5) Creation of an interim and long term process to educate faculty about mental
health disabilities and accommodation.

Given the complexity of the issues, and the need for consultation with college 
stakeholders, the timing of the initial request and final implementation, some of the 
measures undertaken may be of an interim nature with a view to ongoing further 
improvements for the long term i.e. the development of an ongoing training process, 
videos etc. Please feel free to contact me if you require further Information and/or 
clarification. Cambrian College is committed to moving forward to provide the best and 
most appropriate accommodations for all students.

Best Regards,

Carol Prechotko, Interim Director
Glenn Cromble Centre for Student Support
Cambrian College of Applied Art’s and Technology

cc: President William Best
Cambrian College of Applied Arts and Technology

Alison De Luisa, Associate Vice President Student and Employee Development 
Cambrian College of Applied Arts and Technology

Pierrette A. Paxy, Manager
Cambrian College of Applied Arts and Technology, Equity Human Rights and 
Accessibility Office
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August 24, 2016
Renu Mandhane, B.A., J.D., LL.M.
Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto ON M7A 2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane;
I am writing to confirm Cambrian College’s implementation of the medical 
documentation and accommodation guidelines for students with mental health 
disabilities by September 6th. There will be a slight delay in the implementation of 
some of the planned elements due to the difficulty of working over the summer 
while many college employees are on vacation. It is anticipated that all of the 
elements will be in place by September 26th when our Accommodation of 
Students with Mental Health Disabilities policy receives final approval. In the 
interim, we are functioning as if the policy is in place.

Implementation of the required changes outlined below are completed or near 
completion as follows:

1) Revision of policies, procedures and forms related to the gathering and 
documentation of information;

2) Revision of policies, procedures, forms and documentation with respect to 
interim and retroactive accommodations.

3) Creation of a college policy, Accommodation of Students with Mental Health 
Disabilities, that provides direction for accommodation of permanent and 
temporary disabilities, retroactive and temporary accommodations and an 
accommodation appeal process (final approval September 26th). Training for 
administrators and deans was provided August 23, 2016. Information will be 
provided to faculty at department meetings along with mandatory online 
training;

4) Revision of privacy and confidentiality documentation, forms and procedures;

5) A communication plan for students, faculty and staff includes electronically 
posting the new guidelines, policies and procedures (scheduled for 
September 6th); presentation at department meetings; inclusion of information 
on all course outlines;

6) A resource website with information about mental health disabilities and 
resources at the college and in the community will be posted on our 
myCambrian site for students, faculty and staff (scheduled for September 6th);



7) Training for staff in the Glenn Crombie Centre (office for students with
disabilities);

8) Mandatory training for faculty on students with mental health disabilities and
accommodation is in place.

Please feel free to contact me if you require further information and/or 
clarification. We are committed to moving forward to provide the best and most 
appropriate accommodations for all students.

Regards,

Seija Korpela 
Interim Director
Glenn Crombie Centre for Student Support 
Cambrian College of Applied Arts and Technology 
705-566-8101 Ext.7264 
seija.korpela@cambriancollege.ca

mailto:seija.korpela@cambriancollege.ca
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Office of the Vice P resident, 
Student & Community Engagement 

September 6, 2016 

Chief Commissioner Renu Mandhane 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, Ontario M7A 2R9 

Progress Update: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation Practices for 
Postsecondary Students with Mental Health Disabilities  

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane: 

On behalf of Centennial College, I am pleased to inform you that over the summer semester, our 
team within the Centre for Students with Disabilities (CSD) worked diligently and collaboratively 
with the College’s senior leadership and broader community to operationalize the medical 
documentation and accommodation guidelines articulated in your March 15, 2016 
correspondence.   

While the CSD at Centennial College has always excelled at meeting and exceeding legislative 
obligations, and students at Centennial College have been highly satisfied with their 
accommodation experience at the College (evidenced by key performance indicators - a 77 % 
satisfaction rate 2015-16; 6 and 9 % points higher than the provincial and GTA averages 
respectively), the team welcomed the opportunity to further strengthen their approach to 
accessible, student-centered education.  

In our letter dated April 2016, we updated the OHRC on existing operations.  While many 
operational aspects were congruent with the desired guidelines, the CSD team strove to provide 
greater clarity to students and the community.  To this extent, I would like to report progress as 
follows: 

http://centennialcollege.ca
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Requirement Target Action 

1. (a) Do not 
require students 
to disclose their 
mental health 
disability 
diagnosis 

(b) make it clear 
students may 
request interim 
and temporary 
accommodations 
pending receipt 
of medical 
documentation 
and that both 
temporary and 
permanent 
mental health 
disabilities will be 
accommodated 

1a. Course 
syllabi  

All course syllabi were updated to inform students 
of their right under the Ontario Human Rights 
Code, to not disclose medical information and their 
right to temporary and interim accommodations:  

Students with permanent or temporary 
accommodations who require academic 
accommodations are encouraged to register with 
the Centre for Students with Disabilities (CSD) 
located at Ashtonbee (L1-04), Progress (C1-03), 
Morningside (Rm 190), and Story Arts Campus (Rm 
284).  Documentation outlining the functional 
limitations of a disability is required; however, 
interim accommodations pending receipt of 
documentation may be possible.  This service is free 
and confidential. For more information, please 
email csd@centennialcollege.ca. 

1b. Classroom 
visits 

Classroom visits have been organized for the fall 
semester for CSD staff to share information with all 
students about services at the CSD and to outline 
accommodation processes, including those within 
this document. 

1c. Intake 
process 
guide 

All CSD forms, documentation, and policies have 
been updated to reflect the medical documentation 
guidelines and accommodation policies. Students 
are made aware of the new OHRC guidelines during 
intake appointments. 

The Centennial College CSD webpage has also been 
updated to reflect the changes. 1d. College 

Broadcast Students and the greater college community are to 
be explicitly made aware of OHRC requirements via 
a college “broadcast” email to students, staff and 
faculty.  

mailto:csd@centennialcollege.ca
http://www.centennialcollege.ca/student-life/student-services/centre-for-students-with-disabilities/
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Requirement Target Action 

2. Make it clear that 
students may 
request  
retroactive 
accommodations 

2a. Procedures CSD Staff and College faculty have been made 
aware (via written communications and Back to 
School Faculty Meetings) that requests for 
accommodation after a deadline, test, or course 
completion (i.e., retroactive accommodations) will 
be possible.   

The Senior Manager of the CSD will continue to 
collaborate with colleagues across the College 
system to define parameters to facilitate requests 
for reasonable circumstances. 

3. Do not require 
students to 
reveal their 
private medical 
information or 
seek 
accommodation 
directly from 
their professors 

Student 
option: 
email or 
direct with 
instructor 

Students have never been required to reveal 
private medical information to, or seek 
accommodations directly from, their professors.  
Students will now be given the choice of contacting 
their instructors directly (given the importance of 
self-advocacy) via email or in person (via paper 
copies which we will provide) or having the 
Disability Counsellor email the professors directly 
on the student’s behalf, with an invitation for the 
student to make contact with the instructor to 
discuss any needs further. 

4. Information 
should not be 
shared outside of 
the CSD and 
privacy and 
confidentiality 
maintained 

4a. Information 
Sharing 

The CSD has always kept information confidential 
and in locked filing cabinets. The CSD database is 
password protected and access to confidential 
information is only provided to those who need to 
work with this information to support students. 
During intake process, students are advised of their 
privacy rights and how the CSD stores and 
maintains their medical records to ensure 
confidentiality at all times. 

5. OHRC 
requirements are 
clearly 
communicated to 
all students, 
faculty and staff 

5a. Community 
awareness 

Members of the CSD team have attended various 
department meetings throughout the College to 
provide information to new and returning staff and 
faculty about the articulated guidelines and 
responded to questions.  These meetings will 
continue throughout September. 
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Requirement Target Action 

Throughout the fall, additional webinars, 
documentation, a CSD student handbook and in-
person training will be completed with students, 
staff, and faculty to ensure students with mental 
health disabilities are supported to be successful. 

5b.  CSD staff 
training 

CSD Counsellors and Learning Strategists reviewed 
the new Guidelines in April, May, and June 2016. All 
CSD staff completed face-to-face training in June 
2016 at a team meeting and will review in an 
additional training video on September 6, 2016. 

5c. Faculty 
training 

Faculty training has been completed with our 
Schools of Transportation, Community and Health 
Studies, Advancement, Hospitality, Tourism and 
Culture, Business, and Continuing Education.  
Faculty training will take place with the School of 
Communication and Media Design on September 9, 
2016.  In total, over 300 faculty members have 
been informed of the new guidelines and 
accommodation process.  

The CSD has also developed an extensive online 
training video for all faculty (part-time and fulltime) 
to access through our Centre for Learning and 
Teaching (COLT).   New faculty have also received a 
Faculty Onboarding Guide with information on the 
new OHRC guidelines included (Page 29).  

After reviewing this documentation and following through with points of clarification or questions 
you may have of us, I do hope you feel assured that Centennial College has taken the necessary 
and important steps to bring our College policies and practices in line with the new OHRC 
requirements.  

Concurrent with the above, we will also be defining a comprehensive competency framework for 
student-facing employees in order to equip them with the knowledge, skills, and abilities to 
recognize signs of distress, listen and attend to the student, and make appropriate referrals. While 
this is part of our work under our Mental Health Innovation Fund initiatives, such capacity building 
supports the principles identified in the guidelines – which is inherently about making learning as 
accessible as possible for students. 

https://mix.office.com/watch/bcwsflg90354
https://mix.office.com/watch/bcwsflg90354
http://intranet.centennialcollege.ca/faculty-onboarding-guide
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We look forward to working with you as partners to address these important issues. Please feel 
free to contact myself (416) 289-5050 (cstephenson@centennialcollege.ca) should you have any 
further questions or concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Craig Stephenson, M.Ed., Ph.D. 
Vice President, Student & Community Engagement 

c.c.  Ann Buller (College President)  
Neil Buddel (Dean of Students) 
Linda Sallay (Senior Manager - CSD) 
Irene Volinets (Coordinator - CSD) 
Davinder Singh (CCSAI Student President) 

mailto:cstephenson@centennialcollege.ca
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Student & Community Engagement

P.O. Box 631, Station A 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M1K5E9 
T 416-289-5290 F 416-439.7358 
centennialcollege.ca

April 21, 2016

Chief Commissioner Renu Mandhane 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, Ontario M7A 2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane:

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation

On behalf of Centennial College, I am writing in reply to your letter dated March 15, that was sent to 
all Ontario Colleges requiring each institution to commit to implementing six measures intended to 
remove barriers experienced by students with mental health disabilities.

As you may already be aware, each College has its own compliment of services to accommodate 
and ultimately facilitate the success of students with disabilities. In this regard, Centennial is no 
different. Our institution supports an award winning unit (City of Toronto Access Award Winner 
2010), the Centre for Students with Disabilities (CSD). CSD is dedicated to advocating for and 
supporting students with disabilities across the College’s four campuses and two learning sites. As a 
resource and advocacy unit, the CSD team, in collaboration with the College’s senior leadership 
team, staff, faculty and students, works collectively to ensure that the dignity, rights and 
accommodation of all people with disabilities are respected and that we adhere to our own 
accessibility policies and procedures, as well as provincial and federal human rights legislation 
(including the Ontario Human Rights Code, the Charter of Rights and Freedoms and the 
Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act [AODA]).

We agree in principle with the OHRC’s six recommendations. Indeed you will see, with the additional 
comments noted in bold, that with regard to the overwhelming majority of recommendations, the 
College already practices many of the items listed and is committed to implementing as many 
outstanding items as possible by the September 6 deadline. Greater clarity is provided below:

(a) Do not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis to register with 
your Office for Students with Disabilities (OSD), or receive accommodations or supports; 
the forms/procedures will be updated by September 6 to reflect that students are not required 
to disclose their disability diagnosis to register for our services and to access accommodations 
and supports.

(b) Make it clear that students may request interim accommodations for mental health 
disabilities pending receipt of medical documentation; we were already doing this but do 
accept the need to make it clearer and will do so by September 6.
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See where
experience
takes you.

(c) Make it clear that both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities will be 
accommodated; we were already doing this in practice, but do accept the need to make it 
clearer and will do so by September 6.

(d) Do not state or imply that requests for accommodation after a deadline, test or course 
completion (i.e. retroactive accommodation) will not be considered; we were not doing that - 
it was not our practice.

(e) Do not require students to reveal their private medical information to, or seek 
accommodation directly from, their professors, instructors, teaching assistants, etc.; we do not 
require students to reveal their private medical information. However, because we do not wish 
to deny students the importance of developing the self-advocacy skills that have proven to be 
crucial for their success, students have a choice of how accommodation information is 
communicated to faculty. They can choose to send the information to faculty through email. If 
preferred, the counsellor will email it to professors on behalf of the student. Alternatively they 
can request to receive paper copies for their professors. Student choice is deemed essential 
to relay information.

(f) And are clearly communicated to all students, faculty and staff. We will ensure a more robust 
approach is taken to communications and staff training by September 6 in line with 
Appendix B of your March 15 correspondence. I appreciate that you acknowledge training for 
the greater college community will be on-going, which will be a work in process in partnership 
with our Centre for Organizational Learning and Teaching (COLT) and the College Committee 
on Disability Issues (CCDI) and we would like to take into account any teachable lessons from 
relevant Human Rights cases... please feel free to forward any relevant materials in this
regard.

Centennial’s goal is to provide every opportunity for our students with disabilities to be successful, 
and to transform lives by making the learning environment accessible for students with disabilities. 
We advocate for accessible, student-centered education, through collaboration with students, 
faculty, staff and external partners.

Our commitment stems from our deep respect for our students and their right to a barrier-free 
education; we are grounded deeply on principles of equity and committed to making the learning 
environment accessible.

Centennial looks forward to working together to address the important issues raised in your letter. 
Please feel free to contact me personally (tel. 416-289-5050 or e-mail 
cstephenson@centennialcolleqe.ca) should you have any further questions or concerns.

Sincerely,

Craig Stephenson, M.Ed., Ph.D.
Vice President, Student & Community Engagement

cstephenson@centennialcollege.ca
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Le 12 mai 2016

Madame Renu Mandhane
Commissaire en chef de la Commission ontarienne des droits de la personne 
Bureau de la Commissaire en chef 
180, rue Dundas ouest, suite 900 
Toronto (Ontario) M7A 2R9

Madame Manhane,

Je viens par la présente vous aviser que le Collège Boréal a pris connaissance 
des nouvelles lignes directrices relatives à la documentation médicale et 
accommodement des besoins. Nous confirmons que le Collège Boréal a 
préparé un plan d'action pour la mise en œuvre des recommandations 
touchant les six mesures sur l'ensemble des activités au Collège. Nous nous 
engageons a complété le tout avant l'échéancier du 6 septembre prochain.

Vous trouverez en annexe, une copie du plan d'action.

Pour toute question sur ce dossier, nous vous demandons de communiquer 
directement avec Madame France Quirion, Directrice intérimaire des services 
d'appui à l'apprentissage.

Nous vous prions d'agréer, Madame Manhane, nos plus sincères salutations. 

Le président du Collège Boréal,

Pierre Riopel

2 I, boulevard Lasalle, Sudbury ON Conada P3A6BI tél. : 705.521.6000 téléc. : 705.560.0545 piesidence@collegeboreol.ca

COLLEGEBOREAL.CA

mailto:presidence@collegeboreal.ca
http://www.collegeboreal.ca


Collège Boréal 
Mesures à rencontrer relatives à la documentation médicale et  

l’accommodement des besoins particuliers 

ÉNONCÉS  DOCUMENTS À REVISER CRÉATION DE 
NOUVELLES 
PROCÉDURES 

COMMENTAIRES

La documentation médicale 
ne doit pas exiger la 
divulgation du diagnostic 
des troubles mentaux de la 
part des étudiants et 
étudiantes 

1. Demande de services
2. Procédure d’identification 
3. Formulaire d’inscription 
4. Demande de services pour 

le programme de 
transition 

5. Formulaire de mise à jour 
6. Formulaire médical 

Les documents énumérés seront revus
et mis à jour pour rencontrer les 
mesures nécessaires pour le mois de 
septembre.  

Les lignes directrices et 
procédures relatives à la 
documentation médicale 
ainsi que les formulaires 
doivent clairement indiquer 
que les étudiants peuvent 
demander des mesures 

1. Procédure d’identification
2. Note de service aux 

professeurs 
3. Formulaire médical 

Une nouvelle 
procédure sera 
développée 

La pratique courante est de mettre en 
place les mesures d’adaptation 
intérimaires en attente de la 
documentation médicale. Cependant, 
la pratique n’est pas documentée.  

Les demandes d’adaptation 
rétroactive sont faites en consultation 



d’adaptation intérimaire ou 
rétroactive. 

avec l’étudiant ou l’étudiante, le 
professeur et l’intervenante. Chaque 
cas est traité de façon individuelle. La 
nouvelle procédure traitera des 
accommodements intérimaires et 
rétroactifs et mis en place pour le 
mois de septembre. 

Confidentialité et vie privée 1. Demande de services
2. Procédure d’identification 
3. Formulaire d’inscription 
4. Plan d’accommodements 
5. Note de service aux 

professeurs 
6. Divulgation de 

renseignements 
7. Demande d’information – 

écoles secondaires 
8. Formulaire d’évacuation 
9. Formulaire médical 

Une nouvelle 
procédure sera 
mise en place pour 
s’assurer que les 
professeurs soient 
mis au courant des 
étudiants et des 
étudiantes pour 
qui un plan 
d’accommodement 
a été développé. 

Les intervenants informent les 
étudiants et étudiantes à chaque 
rencontre que l’information partagée 
est confidentielle et qu’ils ne sont pas 
obligés de divulguer leurs 
informations médicales à aucun 
membre du personnel. Tous les 
documents énumérés seront revus et 
mise à date en mesure des exigences. 

Les étudiants et les étudiantes ont le 
choix quant à la façon dont les notes 
de service aux professeurs sont 
communiquées. Ils peuvent les 
remettre eux‐mêmes ou les 
intervenantes peuvent les envoyer par 
voie électronique. Nous encourageons 
les étudiants et les étudiantes de 
devenir leur propre avocat, mais nous 
sommes toujours prêts à 
communiquer leur plan directement 
aux professeurs.  



Toutes les informations fournies à
notre service sont confidentielles. Les 
classeurs sont verrouillés et la base de 
données est confidentielle et protégée 
d’un mot de passe. L’accès est accordé 
qu’à ceux qui ont besoin de travailler 
avec les informations. 

Communications avec les 
étudiants et les étudiantes, 
et les employées 

1. Page Web
2. Guide Boréal 
3. Journée d’orientation 
4. Programme de transition 
5. Communication aux 

étudiants – début de 
chaque étape à travers 
MonBoréal 

6. Communication à tout le 
personnel 

7. Plan de cours 
8. Formation des professeurs 

Les modes de communication 
énumérés seront utilisés pour 
communiquer les lignes directrices 
relatives à la documentation médicale 
aux étudiants et aux étudiantes ainsi 
qu’au personnel du collège.  
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21, boulevard Lasalle, Sudbury ON Canada P3A6B1 tél. : 705.521.6000 téléc. : 705.560.0545 presidence@collegeboreal.ca

C O L L E G E B O R E A L . C A

Le 6 septembre 2016 

Madame Renu Mandhane 
Commissaire en chef de la Commission ontarienne des droits de la personne 
Bureau de la Commissaire en chef 
180, rue Dundas ouest, suite 900 
Toronto (Ontario) M7A 2R9

Madame Manhane,

Je viens par la présente vous confirmer que le Collège Boréal a mise en oeuvre 
son plan d'action conformément à la liste de vérification découlant du rapport 
«Academic Accomodations Project» et en lien avec la documentation médicale 
et accommodement des besoins.

Vous trouverez en annexe, une copie de la mise à jour du plan d'action et la 
confirmation des actions terminées. De plus, vous trouverez quelques 
exemplaires des formulaires et procédures développés par le Collège Boréal.

Pour toute question sur ce dossier, nous vous demandons de communiquer 
directement avec Madame France Quirion, Directrice intérimaire des services 
d'appui à l'apprentissage.

Nous vous prions d'agréer, Madame Manhane, nos plus sincères salutations.

Le président du Collège Boréal,

Daniel Giroux



Collège Boréal 
Mesures à rencontrer relatives à la documentation médicale et 

l'accommodement des besoins particuliers

énoncés Document à reviser création de 
nouvelles 
procédures/
document

Commentaires
SUIVIS Le 2 september 2016

La documentation médicale 
ne doit pas exiger la 
divulgation du diagnostic 
des troubles mentaux des 
étudiants

1. Demande de services
2. Procédure d'identification
3. Formulaire d'inscription
4. Demande de services de

transition d'écoles 
secondaires

5. Formulaire de Mise à jour
6. Formulaire médical

Les documents énumérés seront 
revues et mises à jour pour rencontrer 
les mesures nécessaires pour le mois 
de septembre.

Tous les documents ont été révisés et 
mise à jour-travail complété

Les lignes directives et
procedures relatives a la
documentation médicale et
les formulaires doivent
clairement indiquer que les
étudiants peuvent
demander des mesures
d'adaptation intérimaire ou
rétroactive.

1. Procédure d'identification
2. Mémo aux professeurs
3. Formulaire médical

Un nouveau document 
informant les professeurs 
sera développé

La pratique courante est de mettre en 
place les mesures d'adaptation 
intérimaires en attente de la 
documentation médicale. Cependant, 
la pratique n'est pas documentée

Les demandes d'adaptation 
rétroactive sont faites en consultation 
avec ('étudiant, le professeur et 
l'intervenante. Chaque cas est traité 
d'une façon individuelle. Le nouveau 
document traitera des 
accommodations intérimaires et 
rétroactives.

Le document est complété

1



2

Confidentialité et vie privée 1. Demande de services 
2. Procédure d'identification 
3. Formulaire d'inscription 

4. Plan d'accommodements 

5. Mémo aux professeurs 

6. Divulgation de 
renseignements 

7. Demande d'information - 
écoles secondaires 

8. Formulaire d'évacuation 

9. Formulaire médical

1.Un nouveau document
informant les professeurs 
sera développé

2.Un nouveau document
sera développé sur la 
confidentialité et le 
traitement de dossiers.

Les intervenants informent les 
étudiants à chaque rencontre que
l'information partagée est 
confidentielle et qu'ils ne sont pas
obligés de divulguer leurs
informations médicales à aucun
membre du personnel. Tous les
documents énumérés seront revus et
mise à date en mesure des exigences.

Les étudiants ont le choix sur la façon 
dont les mémos aux professeurs sont 
communiqués. Ils peuvent les 
remettre eux même ou les 
intervenantes peuvent les envoyer par 
voie électronique. Nous encourageons 
les étudiants de devenir leur propre 
avocat, mais nous nous portons 
toujours prêt à communiquer leurs 
plans directement aux professeurs.

Toutes les informations fournies à 
notre service sont gardées 
confidentielles. Les classeurs sont 
verrouillés et la base de données est 
confidentielle et protégée par mot de 
passe. L'accès est donné seulement à 
ceux et celles qui ont besoin de 
travailler avec les informations.

1. Le document est complété,

2. Le document est en révisions.



Communications avec 
étudiants et employées

1. Page Web
2. Guide Boréal
3. Journée d'orientation
4. Programme de transition
5. Communication aux 

étudiants - début de 
chaque étape à travers 
MonBoréal

6. Communication à tout le 
personnel

7. Plan de cour
8. Formation aux 

professeurs

Les modes de communication 
énumérés seront utilisés pour 
communiquer les lignes directrices 
relatives à la documentation 
médicale aux étudiants et au 
personnel du collège.

Nos stratégies de communication ont 
été mises en place. Les efforts de 
communication se poursuivront tout 
au long de l'année scolaire.
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COLLEGE BOREAL 

SERVICE AUX ÉTUDIANTES ET AUX ÉTUDIANTS
ayant des besoins particuliers

DEMANDE D’INFORMATIONS MEDICALES

À la praticienne de la santé.
Au praticien de la santé,

Cette étudiante ou cet étudiant souhaite s'inscrire auprès du Service aux étudiantes et aux étudiants ayant des besoins 
particuliers du Collège Boréal. Ce service est responsable d’évaluer les besoins et d'établir les accommodements 
académiques pour les étudiantes et étudiants ayant des besoins particuliers. Notre but est de leur donner la possibilité 
de démontrer leur plein potentiel en répondant aux exigences des cours de leur programme tout en maintenant 
l’intégrité académique. Nous sommes mandatés par les Politique et directives concernant le handicap et l'obligation 
d'accommodement de la Commission ontarienne des droits de la personne, le Code des droits de la personne de 
l'Ontario, la Loi de 2005 sur l’accessibilité des personnes handicapées de l'Ontario ainsi que la Politique des Services à la 
clientèle ayant des besoins particuliers du Collège Boréal.

Le but de ce formulaire est de fournir une approche systémique pour permettre aux praticiennes et praticiens de la 
santé licencié(e)s de documenter les limitations fonctionnelles associées à la capacité de l’étudiante ou l'étudiant à 
effectuer les activités scolaires liées à ses études postsecondaires. Nous comptons sur vos connaissances de la 
condition de l'étudiante ou l'étudiant afin de clairement décrire son incidence sur sa capacité à répondre aux 
exigences scolaires en milieu postsecondalre.

Ce formulaire est destiné principalement aux étudiantes et étudiants qui :

ont un handicap permanent de nature médicale ou de santé mentale avec des symptômes continus ou épisodiques 
ayant un impact sur son éducation collégiale;
ont un handicap temporaire de nature médicale ou de santé mentale avec des symptômes continus ou épisodiques 
ayant un impact sur son éducation collégiale;
sont en évaluation afin de déterminer un diagnostic médical ou de santé mentale. Des accommodements 
temporaires peuvent être fournis dans une telle situation.

Comme vous le savez, l'environnement postsecondaire implique que les étudiants puissent compléter des projets, faire 
des tests et examens, faire de la recherche et enfin puissent assumer toutes les responsabilités exigées par une 
éducation supérieure. Les renseignements que vous fournissez devraient permettre l'évaluation et la mise en place des 
accommodements de l'étudiant.

Selon le Code des droits de la personne de l'Ontario, il n'est pas nécessaire de fournir un diagnostic spécifique pour 
accéder à des services et des accommodements académiques. Les étudiantes et étudiants sont donc invités, en 
première page de ce document, à indiquer s'ils fournissent le consentement à la divulgation de leur diagnostic.

Nous vous serions reconnaissants de bien vouloir remplir toutes les sections de ce document médical et d’y inclure tous 
renseignements additionnels pertinents.

Nous vous remercions de votre collaboration.

Téléphone : 1.800.361.6673, poste 2020
Courriel : besoinsparticuliers@collegeboreal.ca
Télécopieur; 705.521.6004

mailto:besoinsparticuliers@collegeboreal.ca


COLLÈGEBORÉAL
SERVICE AUX ÉTUDIANTES ET AUX ÉTUDIANTS

AYANT DES BESOINS PARTICULIERS

DEMANDE D’INFORMATIONS MÉDICALES

Nom :____________________________________________________  D.D.N. (JJ/MM/AAAA)__ :_____________________________

Téléphone :_________________________________  Courriel_:____________________________________________________

_____________________________________,

Ce formulaire servira à déterminer l'admissibilité de votre patient à la mise en place d'accommodements au Collège 
Boréal. Toutes les informations reçues resteront strictement confidentielles et n 'auront aucune incidence sur les décisions 
concernant l'admission.

À noter : Étudiants** ayant un trouble d’apprentissage
Ce formulaire n’est pas destiné au partage d’informations à propos d’un trouble d’apprentissage. Dans ce cas, il 
faudra nous fournir une copie de la plus récente évaluation psychoéducationnelle.

Note : Il Incombe à l'étudiant de payer les frais encourus (s'il y a lieu) pour la préparation de ce document médical.

SECTION A : doit être complétée par l’étudiant

Consentement de l'étudiant à l'échange de renseignements en vertu de la Loi de 2004 sur la protection des 
renseignements personnels sur la santé, L.O. 2004.

Je,  autorise mon praticien de la santé à l'échange d'informations avec le
Service aux étudiantes et aux étudiants ayant des besoins particuliers du Collège Boréal. Selon le Code des droits de la 
personne de l’Ontario, il n'est pas nécessaire de fournir un diagnostic spécifique pour accéder à des services et 
accommodements académiques.

Consentement de l'étudiant au partage du diagnostic.
Veuillez cocher une des cases suivantes :

Oui, je donne mon consentement à la divulgation de mon diagnostic.
Non, je ne donne pas mon consentement à la divulgation de mon diagnostic.

SECTION B : doit être complétée par un praticien de la santé licencié

Les critères suivants doivent être respectés afin de déterminer la présence d'un handicap.
1. L'étudiant a une ou des limitation (s) fonctionnelle(s).
2. La ou les limitation(s) fonctionnelle(s) altère(nt) le fonctionnement scolaire de l'étudiant au niveau 

postsecondaire.

Sélectionnez l’option appropriée :

L'étudiant a un handicap permanent présentant des symptômes qui sont : continus OU récurrents/épisodiques.

L’étudiant a un handicap temporaire présentant des symptômes qui sont : continus OU récurrents/épisodiques. 
Des accommodements temporaires devraient être procurés jusqu'à (indiquer la date)* :

L'étudiant est en évaluation afin de déterminer un diagnostic.
Des accommodements temporaires devraient être procurés jusqu’à (indiquer la date)* :

*Une mise à jour de la documentation sera requise après cette date

□
□ 

Signature de l'étudiant Date

□ □ □

□ 
_____________________

JJ/MM/AAAA
O 

_______________________
JJ/MM/AAAA

2



COLLÈGEBORÉAL
SERVICE AUX E'TUDIANTES ET AUX ÉTUDIANTS

AYANT DES BESOINS PARTICULIERS

□
Médication : Est-ce que l’étudiant a des médicaments prescrits pouvant avoir un impact sur son fonctionnement 
académique? Oui Non Si oui, veuillez en décrire l’impact :

Diagnostic (si le consentement a été donné) : Lorsque cela s'applique, utilisez les critères du DSM-5

ÉVALUATION DES LIMITATIONS FONCTIONNELLES : Impact des limitations fonctionnelles sur le rendement scolaire

Compétences/Habiletés Aucun
Impact

Impact
léger

Impact
modéré

Impact
sévère

Inconnu

Cognition

Attention/concentration
Mémoire à long terme

Mémoire à court terme
Fonctions exécutives (p. ex., planification, 
organisation, résolution de problèmes)
Traitement de l’information (p. ex., auditive, 
verbale, écrite)
Gestion des distractions

Physique

Mobilité

Motricité globale
Motricité fine
Aptitude à s'asseoir pour une période de 
temps prolongée
Aptitude à se tenir debout pendant une 
période de temps prolongée

sensorier

Vision (avec correction) : veuillez décrire au 
bas de la page
Audition (avec correction) : veuillez décrire 
au bas de la page
Langage : veuillez décrire au bas de la 
page

social/émotionnel

Interactions en groupe en salle de classe

Présentations orales en salle de classe
Autre: (veuillez spécifier)

Commentaires. Au besoin, veuillez fournir des renseignements supplémentaires sur les limitations fonctionnelles.

3



COLLEGEBOREAL
SERVICE AUX ETUDIANTES ET AUX ETUDIANTS

AYANT DES BESOINS PARTICULIERS

Considérez-vous que l'étudiant est capable de :

Maintenir les activités académiques exigées par son programme de choix? □ Oui Non 
Sinon, veuillez commenter :

Participer à un stage pratique? Oui Non 
Sinon, veuillez commenter :

Accommodements recommandés :

Charge de cours réduite (nombre de cours réduit chaque semestre) oui Non
Équipement spécialisé (p. ex., ordinateur, ameublement ergonomique, amplification) Oui Non
Technologie adaptative (p. ex., logiciels spécialisés) Oui Non
Services spécialisés (p. ex., preneur de notes, livres en format accessible, interprétation LSQ) Oui Non
Accommodements pour les tests et examens (p. ex., temps suppl. salle solitaire) Oui Non

Autre :

Commentaires or information additionnelle :

SECTION C : doit être complétée par un praticien de la santé licencié

Je,
nom complet en caractères d'imprimerie

 suis un praticien de la santé licencié et ce rapport reflète mon

opinion clinique actuelle, à l’intérieur de mon champ de pratique.

Signature Numéro de licence :.

Date : Courriel :.

Téléphone :. Télécopieur :.

Sceau officiel : Profession :

Médecin - Omnipraticien
Médecin - Autre :
Infirmier/infirmière praticien(ne)
Psychologue
Autre :

Merci d'avoir pris le temps de remplir ce formulaire.

Veuillez le remettre à l'étudiant ou le retourner à l'adresse courriel suivante : besolnsDarticuliers@colleaeboreal.ca 
ou par télécopieur : 705-521-6004.

mailto:besoinsparticuliers@collegeboreal.ca


COLIÈGEBORÉAL SERVICE AUX ÉTUDIANTES ET AUX ÉTUDIANTS
AYANT DES BESOINS PARTICULIERS

COMMUNICATION POUR LES PROFESSEURS

Lignes directrices relatives à la documentation médicale et à l'accommodement 
des besoins (Commission ontarienne des droits de la personne, avril 2016)

Les nouvelles mesures visent à éliminer les obstacles pour faire en sorte que les étudiants 
aux prises avec des troubles mentaux soient en mesure d'obtenir les accommodements et 
le soutien dont ils ont besoin. 

1. Diagnostic et collecte d’information :
La documentation médicale ne doit pas exiger la divulgation du diagnostic des 
troubles mentaux de la part des étudiantes et étudiants pour s'inscrire au Service aux 
étudiantes et aux étudiants ayant des besoins particuliers. La documentation doit 
confirmer la présence d’un handicap permanent ou temporaire et portera plutôt sur 
les limitations fonctionnelles auxquelles se heurte l'étudiante ou l'étudiant en milieu 
scolaire.

2. Mesures d’adaptation temporaires ou rétroactives :
• Mesures temporaires : Pour les étudiants qui sont en évaluation ou en attente 

de leur documentation, il est possible d'obtenir des accommodements 
temporaires.

• Mesures rétroactives : Les renseignements sur l’accommodement des besoins 
fournis par les établissements ne doivent pas indiquer ou laisser entendre que 
les demandes d’accommodement déposées après une date d'échéance, 
un examen ou la fin d’un cours (c'est-à-dire accommodement rétroactif) ne 
seront pas prises en compte. Ils devraient plutôt stipuler clairement que toutes 
les demandes d'accommodement seront examinées attentivement à mesure 
qu’elles surviennent.

3. Confidentialité et vie privée :
• Ne pas exiger que les étudiants divulguent de l’information médicale aux 

professeurs, chargés de cours ou autres et fassent des demandes 
d’accommodements directement auprès de ces personnes. Le Service aux 
étudiantes et aux étudiants ayant des besoins particuliers devrait 
communiquer aux professeurs toute information concernant 
l’accommodement. (Voir Procédure d’indentification, point 7)

4. Communication :
• Les informations relatives aux nouvelles lignes directrices seront partagées au 

personnel et aux étudiantes et étudiants par divers modes de 
communication : page web, Guide Boréal, Plans de cours, MonBoréal, etc.

N’hésitez pas à communiquer avec nous si vous avez des questions : besoin5Darticuliers@colleaeboreal.ca

Septembre 2016

mailto:besoinsparticuliers@colleaeboreal.ca


COLLÈGEBORÉAL
SERVICE AUX ÉTUDIANTES ET AUX ÉTUDIANTS

AYANT DES BESOINS PARTICULIERS

Procédures BESO/identification /août 2016

PROCÉDURE D’IDENTIFICATION

1. L’étudiant qui désire recevoir des services doit d’abord s'identifier auprès d’une 
intervenante du Service aux étudiantes et aux étudiants ayant des besoins particuliers 
de son campus.

2. L'étudiant doit fournir de la documentation officielle confirmant les limitations 
fonctionnelles reliées à ses besoins particuliers. Cette documentation doit provenir d'un 
professionnel autorisé ayant des compétences dans la spécialité appropriée pouvant 
confirmer les limitations et leur impact sur le rendement scolaire. Il peut s’agir de besoins 
particuliers permanents ou temporaires.

3. Lors de la première rencontre, l'intervenante évaluera la nature de la demande, 
passera en revue la documentation officielle et discutera avec l'étudiant des 
accommodements jugés raisonnables selon la nature des limitations causées par son 
besoin particulier.

4. Des accommodements temporaires pourront être mis en place pour les étudiants qui 
sont en attente de leur documentation médicale.

5. Un Plan d’accommodements sera développé selon l'évaluation des besoins et un 
Mémo aux professeurs sera rédigé.

6. Confidentialité: Une entente de confidentialité devra être discutée avec l'étudiant et 
un formulaire de Consentement à la divulgation de renseignements devra être signé 
pour permettre la communication des informations aux professeurs, au coordonnateur 
de programme et autres personnes concernées s’il y a lieu.

7. L’intervenante en besoins particuliers enverra par courriel le Mémo aux professeurs aux 
professeurs, au coordonnateur du programme et à l'étudiant. Nous encourageons 
également les étudiants à discuter de leurs besoins avec leurs professeurs. Au besoin, 
une rencontre pourra être organisée avec les professeurs, l’intervenante et l’étudiant.

8. Une rencontre avec l’intervenante devra se faire à nouveau au début de chaque 
étape du programme afin de réévaluer le Plan d'accommodements. Un nouveau 
Mémo aux professeurs sera rédigé au début de chaque étape.



C O L L E G E B O R E A L . C APLAN DE COURS

INF1078 (201) - Logiciels Microsoft

Nombre d’heures : 0

Durée du cours : 0 semaines

Cours préalables : Aucun

Cours associés : Aucun

Ce cours peut s'offrir comme formation
générale : Oui Non

Si vous êtes une étudiante ou un étudiant ayant des besoins particuliers permanents ou temporaires qui désirez des 
accommodements, nous vous encourageons à vous identifier au Service aux étudiantes et aux étudiants ayant des besoins 
particuliers de votre campus ou par courriel à l’adresse : besoinsDarticuliers@colieaeboreal .ca. De la documentation confirmant les 
limitations fonctionnelles reliées à vos besoins particuliers devra être fournie; toutefois, des accommodements temporaires pourront 
être mis en place jusqu’à l’obtention de la documentation. Toute la documentation est gardée de façon confidentielle.

DESCRIPTION DU COURS

Ce cours sert d’initiation à l’informatique et aux communications. D’abord, l’étudiante ou l’étudiant perfectionne ses connaissances de 
base en informatique tout en se familiarisant avec des logiciels de bureau et l’environnement technologique du collège. Ensuite, des 
outils technologiques sont étudiés et utilisés dans des situations pratiques reliées au marché du travail.

CONTRIBUTION DU COURS AUX RÉSULTATS D’APPRENTISSAGE EN FORMATION PROFESSIONNELLE (RAFP)
(http://www.edu.aov.on.ca/fre/aeneral/colleae/progstan/index.html)

L’étudiante ou l’étudiant aura démontré, de façon fiable, sa capacité à :

Aucun

CONTRIBUTION DU COURS AUX RÉSULTATS D’APPRENTISSAGE RELATIFS À L’EMPLOYABILITÉ (RARE)
(http://www.edu.aov.on.ca/fre/aeneral/college/proastan/essential.html)

L’étudiante ou l’étudiant aura démontré, de façon fiable, sa capacité à :

N° 1 communiquer d’une façon claire, concise et correcte, sous la forme écrite, orale et visuelle, en fonction des besoins de 
l’auditoire;

N° 4 exécuter des opérations mathématiques avec précision;

N° 7 localiser, sélectionner, organiser et documenter l’information au moyen de la technologie et des systèmes informatiques
appropriés;

EXIGENCES DE LA FORMATION GÉNÉRALE
lhttp://www.edu.aov.on.ca/fre/general/colleae/proastan/contain.html1

École de programmes :

Programme :

Session ;

Nom du professeur : 

Téléphone : 

Courriel :

Disponibilité du professeur :

http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/fre/general/college/progstan/index.html
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/fre/general/college/progstan/contain.html
mailto:besoinsparticuliers@collegeboreal.ca
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/fre/general/college/progstan/essential.htm
http://www.collegeboreal.ca




Conestoga College Institute of Technology and Advanced Learning 

College Administration - 299 Doon Valley Drive, Kitchener ON N2G 4M4 Canada, 519.748.5220, www.conestogac.on.ca

May 4, 2016

Renu Mandhane, Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street W., Suite 900 
Toronto, ON 
M7A2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane:

Re: Accommodation

We write in response to your letter of March 15, 2016 and apologize for the delay in communicating.

Conestoga College Institute of Technology and Advanced Learning is keenly aware of the importance of 
fulfilling its obligations under the Ontario Human Rights Code as it seeks to provide an accessible, safe 
and supportive environment for students and staff. Conestoga's Accessibility Services and Counseling 
Services staff have accounted for and are working toward the recommendations in your correspondence 
and as contained in the Academic Accommodations Report. Also, be aware that in an environment 
where registrations with Accessibility Services have increased over 40% in the past five years, and with 
the evolution of approach in this area, Conestoga is presently undertaking a review of its policies and 
procedures relating to accommodation. The information contained in your correspondence and in the 
Academic Accommodations Report will assist us in this process.

We would be pleased to discuss the above.

Yours truly,

Rusty McLay
Chief Administrative Officer and General Counsel

cc. President John Tibbits

http://www.conestogac.on.ca


Conestoga College Institute of Technology and Advanced Learning 

College Administration – 299 Doon Valley Drive, Kitchener ON N2G 4M4 Canada, 519.748.5220, www.conestogac.on.ca

- -  

September 13, 2016 

Renu Mandhane, Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street W., Suite 900 
Toronto, ON 
M7A 2R9 

and

Via email to legal@ohrc.on.ca

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane: 

Re: Accommodation 

We write in follow up to our exchange of correspondence, and specifically in response to your letter of 
July 19, 2016 in which you asked for an update on Conestoga College’s efforts in relation to 
accommodation.  We are pleased to provide an update. 

As set out in my letter of April 29, 2016, Conestoga College is keenly aware of the importance of fulfilling 
its obligations under the Ontario Human Rights Code as it seeks to provide an accessible, safe and 
supportive environment for students and staff.  Since April, Conestoga College’s efforts with regard to 
accommodation at the College have been ongoing.  In terms of the six specific items raised at page 2 and 
3 of your March 15 letter, we are pleased to confirm: 

(a) Conestoga College does not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis 
to our Accessibility Services staff.  Our Accessibility Services Health Certificate has been revised 
and does not require any provision of a diagnosis; 

(b) The Conestoga College student guide has been revised to confirm that students may request 
interim accommodation pending receipt of medical documentation;  

(c) The Health Certificate and Student Guide make it clear that both temporary and permanent 
disabilities will be accommodated; 

(d) The Conestoga Student Guide and Program handbooks have been reviewed to confirm that 
there are no references that state or imply that retroactive accommodation will not be 
considered; 

(e) Conestoga College has implemented a new electronic Accommodation Form which will be 
emailed by Accessibility Services to faculty, thereby removing the obligation on students to 
deliver the form.  Faculty are reminded in this communication that students with 

mailto:legal@ohrc.on.ca


accommodations will not be providing faculty with any medical information (which is the 
longstanding practice at the College); 

(f) Conestoga has taken steps to enhance communication to students, faculty and staff on 
accommodation, including accommodation of mental health disorders.  The Accessibility 
Services website now has all applicable information and forms on-line and available to students.  
References in the Student Guide and student handbooks have been reviewed and refreshed, 
and include links to the Ontario Human Rights Commission website.  The newly appointed 
position of Director of Student Success Services has attended, with Accessibility Services staff, 
new faculty orientation and all faculty meetings, as well as meetings with the Chairs of each 
academic program to communicate and refresh understanding.   

As such, while we feel that Conestoga has fulfilled the obligations as set out in your letter, Conestoga 
recognizes that this is not a one-time initiative, and we will continue to in our efforts to ensure we 
provide an accessible, safe and supportive campus environment.   

We would be pleased to discuss the above. 

Yours truly, 

Rusty McLay 
Chief Administrative Officer and General Counsel 

cc. President John Tibbits 



Confederation
C O L L E G E

Office of the President

P.O. Box 398 

1450 Nakina Drive

Thunder Bay, ON

Canada P7C 4W1 w

Tel (807)475-6350 

Fax (807)473-3727

ww.confederationc.on.ca

April 22, 2016

Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissioner
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON M7A 2R9

Dear Renu Mandhane:

RE: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation

Confederation College is committed to supporting students by providing a campus community that is 
conducive to transformative learning and that enhances student mental health and well-being. In May 
of 2015, Confederation College proudly launched its Student Mental Health and Well-Being Strategy; the 
first of its kind among Ontario colleges.

The measures outlined by your letter dated March 15, 2016, support many of the priorities outlined by 
Confederation College's Mental Health and Well-Being Initiative.

Diagnosis and Gathering of Information

The Medical Documentation Form used by our Student Accessibility Services (SAS) department requires 
students to provide the functional limitations of their mental health disability only. We do require that 
the form be completed by a registered health care professional, which can include a nurse practitioner, 
a family physician, psychologist, psychiatrist, etc. It is stipulated on the form that its purpose is to 
identify the functional limitations of the disability to best determine the student's specific learning 
needs.

The Medical Documentation Form allows students the choice to disclose a diagnosis on a voluntary 
basis. In doing so, the student must provide their written consent on the form.

http://www.confederationc.on.ca


Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation 
Confederation College

Page 2 of 3
April 22, 2016

Interim and Retroactive Accommodations

It is a long-standing practice of SAS to implement interim accommodations for students with mental 
health disabilities in "good faith” pending the receipt of medical documentation. This practice reflects 
Confederation College's commitment towards "early intervention for students in distress and at-risk" as 
outlined in our Mental Health & Well-Being Initiative. In these circumstances, an Interim 
Accommodation Plan is released to faculty listing only the student's specific accommodation needs.

SAS reviews all requests for accommodation after a deadline ("retroactive") on a case by case basis. The 
subject of Retroactive Accommodations was added to our Accommodation Practices. Since retroactive 
accommodations can take on many forms, a formal policy/procedure will be drafted prior to the 
September 6, 2016 deadline. When retroactive accommodations are requested, SAS staff will consult 
with the student, program faculty and, when required, Registrar's Office to ensure communication is 
clear, and that assignment deadlines/testing dates and accommodations are supported by all parties.

Privacy and Confidentiality

All students are advised to identify their disability-related functional limitations directly to SAS.
Students are informed by SAS staff during their initial appointment and subsequent appointments that 
documentation and/or diagnosis is strictly confidential and will not be shared outside of SAS. The 
student is further advised that they are not required to share information related to their diagnosis with 
any other College employee including faculty.

Accommodation Plans (AP's), marked confidential, are the only documents released to faculty. It is a 
well-established policy of SAS to distribute all AP's, including temporary and interim, directly to faculty. 
Students may, of their own volition, discuss with faculty their need for classroom accommodations.
SAS maintains a high level of confidentiality. All student documentation is securely locked in a filing 
cabinet which is housed in the office of the Accessibility Counsellor. Access to file servers is strictly 
limited to SAS staff.

Communication to Students and College Staff

Currently, Confederation College's Student Handbook and all SAS publications have been updated to 
ensure they comply with OHRC guidelines. Revisions emphasize that services and supports are available 
for permanent and temporary disabilities and are based on functional limitations.

Confederation College's Counselling Department has offered several sessions to faculty, staff and 
administration outlining the findings of the Condra Report and best practices regarding students with 
mental health disabilities. Training for full-time and part-time faculty on the accommodation process 
and mental health disabilities is on-going and will continue during the non-teaching period in the spring 
and over the summer months. This practice reflects the College’s commitment to foster "an inclusive, 
caring community" as outlined in our Mental Health & Well-Being Initiative.

Students in Distress handbook, created by our Counselling Department, was distributed to all full-time 
and part-time staff. This publication will be revised over the summer months to include new content.



Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation 
Confederation College

Page 3 of 3
April 22, 2016

Future Planning

SAS staff will continue to work with Human Resources Services to ensure Confederation College is 
compliant with OHRC's policies on preventing discrimination based on mental health disabilities. While 
significant strides have been made, Confederation College acknowledges that the following initiatives 
will need to continue over the summer months to meet the September 6, 2016 deadline.

1. Ensure the statement "Under the Ontario Human Rights Code, students are not required to disclose 
their disability diagnosis to access accommodations and supports through Student Accessibility 
Services" on all SAS publications, including their webpage.

2. Review information on documents and forms and revise language where required to emphasize:
• Functional limitations over diagnosis
• Both temporary and permanent disabilities will be supported

3. Request a review of our Medical Documentation Form by the OHRC to ensure it is compliant.

4. Post the Medical Documentation Guidelines and Medical Documentation Form on the Student 
Accessibility Services' website.

5. Introduce an Accommodation Appeals Process

6. Introduce a protocol/process regarding Retroactive Accommodations and ensure it is properly 
communicated to faculty, staff and students.

7. Create on-going training opportunities for full-time and part-time faculty and staff on the 
accommodation process and mental health disabilities

8. Create a form for students accessing support through Student Accessibility Services that will outline 
the following:
• All supporting documentation provided to SAS will be kept confidential
• Use of SAS' supports and services will not be identified on test results, transcripts and 

graduation documentation
• Personal information, particularly diagnosis of a disability, should not be disclosed to faculty or 

staff

I trust this meets the requirements set out in your letter dated March 15, 2016.

Sincerely,

Jim lVIadder
President



DURHAM 
COLLEGE 
SUCCESS MATTERS 

Memo
Date: April 26, 2016

To: Renu Mandhane, Chief Commissioner, Ontario Human Rights
Commission

From: Don Lovisa, President, Durham College

RE: Ontario Human Rights Commission Mental Health Policy 2016

I am writing in response to your letter of March 15, 2016 about medical 
documentation guidelines and accommodation for post-secondary students with 
mental health disabilities.

Durham College is committed to ensuring an accessible campus and has worked 
to ensure that our procedures for accommodating students with exceptionalities 
represent best practices in the field.

We are pleased to be able to provide you with a preliminary response regarding 
the guidelines that are in place on our campus in regards to medical 
documentation policies and procedures. The college practices many of the items 
in the list provided and is committed to implementing as many outstanding items 
as possible. Given the timing of your memo and the internal processes involved 
in developing and implementing new policy and training programs, the 
September 2016 timelines for full implementation will be difficult. Specifically, 
the complexity of the recommended guidelines extends to changing internal 
policies to match changes that MTCU is making to OSAP policies and developing 
training programs for medical staff to whom students will now turn for support 
formerly provided by mental health professionals. In addition, many employees 
have previous commitments to summer teaching and projects that must be 
honoured.

In terms of Durham College’s current practices as they relate to your recent 
letter, the guidelines provided by the ORHC are listed below with our notes 
following.

Medical Documentation Guidelines, Medical Documentation Forms and 
Procedures:



a) Do not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis 
to register with your Office for Students with Disabilities (OSD), or receive 
accommodations or supports;

Durham College Access and Support Centre does not require 
students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis to 
register or receive accommodations or supports.

b) Make it clear that students may request interim accommodations for 
mental health disabilities pending receipt of medical documentation;

Durham College provides interim accommodations in “good faith” 
without medical documentation up to 1 semester past the requested 
accommodation.

c) Make it clear that both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities 
will be accommodated.

Both temporary and permanent mental health exceptionalities are 
accommodated.

d) Do not state or imply that requests for accommodation after a deadline, 
test or course completion (i.e. retroactive accommodation) will not be 
considered;

All requests for accommodations are considered and navigated to 
support students’ needs and retro-active accommodations are 
provided on an individual basis,

e) Do not require students to reveal their private medical information to, or 
seek accommodation directly from, their professors, instructors, teaching 
assistants, etc.

Durham College does not require any student to reveal their private 
medical information to anyone, nor to seek accommodation from 
anyone beyond the Access and Support Centre.

f) Medical documentation guidelines are clearly communicated to all 
students, faculty and staff.

Documentation guidelines are discussed with students individually 
during intake meetings and follow-up coaching sessions.

Items to Be Completed:



A checklist will be developed for all student intakes to sign off on 
their knowledge and understanding of their rights and these 
guidelines. 

The Access and Support Centre will work in partnership with the 
Centre for Academic Faculty Enrichment and Human Resources to 
implement effective training for faculty, ASC staff and Health Centre 
professionals on issues related to mental health and faculty roles in 
the accommodation process. The training will be scheduled to roll 
out in September 2016 with participation by employees to be 
completed by December 2016. 

Updates to internal processes/procedures and online and/ or 
hardcopy resources will be undertaken during summer 2016 to 
document any guidelines and procedures not in existing policy and 
procedures as soon as possible. 

In addition to the above, the MTCU funded Academic Accommodations Report 
contains recommendations for documentation standards for post-secondary 
students with mental health disabilities which the OHRC has recommended to 
post-secondary institutions to review and implement. The status of 
implementation of these recommendations at Durham College is noted below: 

1. Use functional limitations and not diagnosis the basis for academic 
Accommodations 

In place 

2. Provide interim accommodations while a student is waiting to be 
assessed by a health care professional 

In place 

3. Provide information about temporary disabilities in their literature and 
develop a process for accommodating temporary disabilities 

Process established and is in DC literature 

4. Consider requests for retroactive accommodation (requests for 
accommodation after a scheduled test, exam or assignment has taken 
place and where the student has failed to meet performance 
expectations due to a disruption in their mental health) 

In place 

5. Have their Offices for Students with Disabilities (OSDs) and not the 
student communicate about accommodations with professors 

Implemented Aug 2014 



6. Have clear policies and procedures for accommodating students with 
D isa bi I ities 

Updated and posted September 2015 

7. Improve awareness and communication of available services 
Implemented and Ongoing 

8. Implement effective training for faculty on issues related to mental 
health and faculty's role in the accommodation process 

Partnership with CAFE for implementation for 2016 

9. Create a process for dealing with accommodation appeals 
Appeal process written into policy and approved 2015 

10. Establish Accommodation Advisory Committees for each school/faculty 
to advise the Dean on matters related to accommodation trends and 
the need for accommodation-related resources 

Di~ector of ASC acts as current advisor 

11. Establish accommodation teams made up of professionals with 
different areas of expertise to deal with complex accommodations 

Campus Assessment and Support for Students 
Policy and Procedure implemented 2015 

12. Use student satisfaction surveys for students registered with OSDs to 
determine what is working and what needs improvement 

Bi-annual surveys. Student Focus groups 2015 

13. Have OSDs act as resource hubs offering academic and social 
activities for students with disabilities 

Peer coaches & social groups coordinated through ASC 

If there are any questions about the existing policies, procedures and practices 
please do not hesitate to contact our vice president, Student Affairs, Meri Kim 
Oliver at merikim.oliver@dc-uoit.ca . 

Durham College will provide a status update on items noted in the OHRC 
guidelines for September 1, 2016. 

Don Lovisa 
President 
Durham College 

http://merikim.oliver@dc-uoit.ca


Fanshawe

Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissions 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation 

Dear Ms. Mandhane 

In response to the recent OHRC’s Directive with respect to medical documentation 
guidelines and mental health accommodations, Fanshawe College has implemented a 
number of changes. Specifically, the College has; 

1. Revised the Medical Documentation Form, information letter and webpage to
remove direct or implied language requiring disclosure of mental health diagnosis,
and confirmed availability of interim and temporary accommodations,

2. Updated all policies to remove implication of time restrictions for retroactive
accommodations and added language requiring all requests to be considered from a
human rights perspective,

3. Developed a process by which students are no longer required to request
accommodations directly from intructors,

4. Established an Accommodations Working Group to review issues related to
retroactive accommodations  and develop criteria and processes for consideration
of retroactive accommodations, interim and temporary accommodations, and

5. Developed a communication and education plan addressing process changes,
clarification of roles and OHRC directives. This includes posting information and
resources throughout the College’s website, email communications to all faculty,
meetings with the College’s academic leadership, inclusion of information and
resources in all new faculty training programs. Information and resources have also
been added to the College’s learning management system, FanshaweOnline for both
faculty and students and the College’s portal myFanshawe.

As indicated in my letter earlier this summer, the start of the fall semester will force a few 
initiatives to be fully implemented shortly past the September 6th deadline. These include 
the formal approval of the noted policy updates, communications to students through the 
student newspaper, the Interrobang, and the online newsletter FanMail. All of these items 
will be addressed on or before September 23rd. The Accommodations Working Group will 
continue to meet regularly to monitor the impact of the changes, address potential issues 
and expand education and awareness plans. 

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 



Heather Cummings Ph.D.  
Executive Director, Student Success  
Fanshawe College 
519-452-4430 



Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissions 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation 

Dear Ms. Mandhane 

Thank you for your letter dated March 15, 2016. Fanshawe College has already launched or 
soon to be launching a number of initiatives to implement the six measures outlined.  We 
expect to have the required changes implemented by the September 6, 2016 deadline.   

Specifically, Fanshawe will do the following: 

1. Revise Medical Documentation Form, information letter and webpage to remove 
direct or implied language requiring disclosure of mental health diagnosis, and 
confirm availability of interim and temporary accommodations.  

2. Update our Accommodations for Students and Applicants Policy, 
3. A working group of academic and enabling area representatives will review issues 

related to retroactive accommodations  and develop criteria and processes for 
consideration of retroactive accommodations, and 

4. Develop a communication and education plan addressing process changes, 
clarification of roles and OHRC directives. 

Given the timing of this request and our commitment to consult with all affected 
stakeholders, it will be necessary to implement an effective communication plan and 
submit an updated accommodations policy for consideration by our College Council at the 
start of the fall semester. In doing so, these two items may not be fully implemented by 
September 6th but will have been initiated to be completed shortly thereafter. 

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Heather Cummings Ph.D.  
Executive Director, Student Success  
Fanshawe College 
519-452-4430 
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Fleming College

April 25, 2016 

Ms. Renu Mandhane 
Chef Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
Office of the Chief Commissioner 
Toronto, ON 

Dear Chef Commissioner Mandhane 

Please consider this Fleming College’s response to your memo dated March 15, 2016 regarding Medical 
Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation.  As indicated below we have already implemented, or 
will commit to implementing the six identified measures. 

I did want to provide some context with our submission.  In preparing we have been in communication 
with our colleagues across the sector.  Furthermore, Colleges Ontario (CO) has been in consultation with 
the Council of Ontario Universities (COU) about their collective response and approach.  It has been 
determined that there is a wide variety of perspectives within the PSE sector and therefore, coming to a 
common position would be difficult given the timing and pending April 30, 2016 deadline for responses 
by colleges.   For this reason, and the fact that guidelines will have will have an impact on disability 
services offices, health centres, human resources and college policy, we are submitting an individual 
response. 

It should also be noted that given the complexity of this issue and the need for consultation, timing for 
the complete implementation and communication of these guidelines will present challenges.  
Nonetheless, we are fully committed to access and the highest standards of support for students, faculty 
and staff with a variety of needs. 

Kristi Kerford 
Associate Vice President, Student Services 
Fleming College 

cc. 
Tony Tilly, President 
Laurel Schollen, VP Academic 
Sonia Crook, VP Human Resources and Student Services 
Red Keating, Director, Counselling and Accessible Education Services 
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Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodations 
Summary on Current Deliverables and Future Planning 

For 

Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation  
of Students with Mental Health Disabilities 

LEGEND 
Indicates complete 
Indicates in progress 
Indicates work to be done 

(a) Do not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis to register with your 
Office for Students with Disabilities (OSD), or receive accommodations or supports; 
• Fleming College does not require students to disclose their mental health disability to access 

services/accommodations from our Accessible Education Services. We have instituted a new 
disability verification form based on functional limitations vs. diagnosis. 

(b) Make it clear that students may request interim accommodations for mental health 
disabilities pending receipt of medical documentation; 
• Fleming College has always permitted access to interim accommodations and as a general 

rule has always given students a full semester to secure appropriate documentation 
(reference - Access and Accommodation Procedure 7-701 OP Section 2.2.1). 

(c) Make it clear that both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities will be 
accommodated; 
• Fleming has always accommodated both temporary and permanent disabilities. 

(d) Do not state or imply that requests for accommodation after a deadline, test or course 
completion (i.e. retroactive accommodation) will not be considered; 
• At Fleming we have always dealt with retroactive accommodations on case by case bases. 

We have never stated nor implied that retroactive accommodations will not be 
considered. 

• We will include a statement in our  mater ia ls  that we will consider requests for 
retroactive accommodation on a case-by-case basis. 

(e) Do not require students to reveal their private medical information to, or seek accommodation 
directly from, their professors, instructors, teaching assistants,  
• At Fleming accommodations have always been arranged through our Accessible Education 

Services Department and never have we expected students to reveal private medical 
information to their professors, instructors or teaching assistants (reference - Access and 
Accommodation Procedure 7-701 OP Section 2.5). 

(f) Are clearly communicated to all students, faculty and staff. 
• While communication is made to students when they access the service, we will be updating our 

web site and course syllabus language to ensure clear communication.  
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To be completed before September 6, 2016: 
• Update our Disability Verification Form to our new Functional Limitations Form on our web site. 
• Review all web site content to ensure we are in compliance.  
• We have requested to add content/language to course outlines regarding accommodations for 

students with disabilities;  
“At Fleming College we are committed to providing all students with inclusive learning 
environments. If you had an IEP in high school or have a documented disability (i.e., diagnosed 
by a health care professional such as a family doctor, psychologist, audiologist, psychiatrist) or 
a suspected (i.e., not diagnosed by a health care professional) disability, we encourage you to 
discuss this with your professor and/or make an appointment with a counsellor” 

The Academic Accommodations Report 

In addition to the above, the MTCU funded Academic Accommodations Report contains 
recommendations for documentation standards for post-secondary students with mental health 
disabilities that the OHRC urges post-secondary institutions to review and implement. The Report 
recommends that post-secondary institutions in Ontario: 

1. Use functional limitations and not diagnosis the basis for academic accommodations 
2. Provide interim accommodations while a student is waiting to be assessed by a health 

care professional 
3. Provide information about temporary disabilities in their literature and develop a 

process for accommodating temporary disabilities 
• We currently do not have any specific info regarding temporary disabilities web site but 

will be adding this.  
• We do have a process for accommodating temporary disabilities. 

4. Consider requests for retroactive accommodation (requests for accommodation after a 
scheduled test, exam or assignment has taken place and where the student has failed to 
meet performance expectations due to a disruption in their mental health) 
• We consider retroactive accommodations on case-by-case basis. 

5. Have their Offices for Students with Disabilities (OSDs) and not the student 
communicate about accommodations with professors 
• When needed, college staff communicates with professors about accommodations.  

We also have an optional “Memo to Faculty” that we provide students. The memo 
gives them a tool if they want to start a conversation about their needs with their 
faculty. We do not share the Accommodation Letters with the faculty.  

6. Have clear policies and procedures for accommodating students with disabilities 
• Posted on our web site. 

7. Improve awareness and communication of available services 
• To improve communication we are developing an email series for employees. 

8. Implement effective training for faculty on issues related to mental health and faculty's 
role in the accommodation process 
• To improve communication we are developing an email series for employees. 

9. Create a process for dealing with accommodation appeals 
• Complaints/appeals regarding accommodations are made through our Harassment & 
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Discrimination Policy 
10. Establish Accommodation Advisory Committees for each school/faculty to advise the Dean 

on matters related to accommodation trends and the need for accommodation-related 
resources. 

11. Establish accommodation teams made up of professionals with different areas of 
expertise to deal with complex accommodations 
• We have two counsellors who are our experts in complex accommodations. 

12. Use student satisfaction surveys for students registered with OSDs to determine what is 
working and what needs improvement 
• An annual Satisfaction Survey is sent to all the students who access Counseling and 

Accessible Education Services. 
13. Have OSDs act as resource hubs offering academic and social activities for students 

with disabilities 
• With our new counselling model, we are moving in this direction. 

Appendix B - Checklist 

With respect to diagnosis and gathering information, documentation guidelines, forms 
and procedures should: 

• Clearly state that under the Ontario Human Rights Code, students are not required to 
disclose their disability diagnosis to register for OSD services and access 
accommodations and supports. 

• This is stated on our new Functional Limitations Assessment Form 
• We will be updating our web site to also reflect this and replace our Disability 

Verification From with our new Functional Limitations Assessment Form. 
• Make providing a diagnosis voluntary and not apply any explicit or implicit pressure to 

disclose a diagnosis.  This includes not implying that accommodations will be better or 
quicker if a diagnosis is provided.  Your form may allow students to opt into consenting 
to provide a diagnosis on a completely voluntary basis.  It can also explain that the 
student may need to consent to provide a diagnosis if he or she applies for certain 
federally or provincially-funded bursaries and grants and privately-funded external 
scholarships and financial awards. 

• Not stipulate that only a psychologist or psychiatrist can complete the form (any 
appropriate licensed medical professional such as a family doctor, psychiatrist, 
psychologist or psychological associate should be able to complete the form). 

• Ask the medical professional to confirm that the student has a disability OR is being 
monitored or assessed to determine a diagnosis. 

• Focus on requesting information about functional limitations due to a health 
condition that impairs the student's academic functioning while pursuing post-
secondary studies.  The form may also ask medical professionals to suggest 
appropriate accommodations. 

• Not indicate in any way that only permanent disabilities or significant temporary 
disabilities will be accommodated.  All disabilities that give rise to functional limitations 
that impair academic functioning should be accommodated. 

• If asking about medication, ask only about the effects of medications on academic 
functioning and not about the details of the medication prescribed. 
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• Not require students to give blanket consent to release of additional medical 
information or subsequent discussion with the medical professional.  If further 
information is justifiably needed to make an accommodation, the student can be 
asked to provide express and voluntary informed consent to release that 
information. 

• Ask for updated medical information where a disability is identified as temporary or 
where academic accommodations need to be re-visited over time to ensure that they 
continue to meet the student's needs appropriately. 

With respect to interim and retroactive accommodations, documentation guidelines, forms 
and procedures should: 

• Confirm that assistance will be provided to students who require interim 
accommodation pending receipt of medical documentation. 

• Establish a process to address interim accommodations in situations where a student 
self-identifies accommodation needs or it becomes apparent to staff in the Office for 
Students with Disabilities that a student may have an undiagnosed health condition with 
accompanying functional limitations that impair the student's academic functioning. 

• Students have always had a full semester to secure documentation. 
• Take into account the realities of any challenges that may be involved with a student 

obtaining an appointment or series of appointments with a medical professional in order 
to be diagnosed with a disability or have medical documentation forms completed.  If time 
limits must be contemplated, they should be determined on a case-by-case basis in 
consultation with the student. 

• Students have always had a full semester to secure documentation. 
• Remove any statement that suggests that retroactive accommodations (i.e. after failing 

to meet performance standards on a test, assignment or exam or during a course due to 
a disability) will not be considered. Instead, include a statement that the institution will 
consider requests for retroactive accommodation on a case-by-case basis. 

• Establish a process to meaningfully consider requests for retroactive accommodation or, if 
a process already exists, provide clear information to students, faculty and staff about that 
process. 

• We have always considered retroactive accommodation requests on a case-by-case 
basis.  While we do not have any public statements about retroactive 
accommodations, any student who comes to us we will walk through the process 
with them on a case-by-case basis.  We will now include a statement that the 
institution will consider requests for retroactive accommodation on a case-by-case 
basis. 

With respect to privacy and confidential ity, documentation guidelines, forms and procedures 
should: 

• Not require students to request accommodation directly from, or share any medical 
information with, their professors, instructors, teaching assistants, etc. Students should 
also not be required to deliver accommodation letters directly to professors, instructors or 
teaching assistants. Offices for Students with Disabilities should communicate with 
professors, instructors and teaching assistants about accommodations. 

• When needed, college staff communicates with professors about 
accommodations.  We also have an optional “Memo to Faculty” that we 
provide students. The memo gives them a tool if they want to start a 
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conversation about their needs with their faculty. We do not share the 
Accommodation Letters with the faculty.  

• Ensure that all information provided to the Office for Students with Disabilities is kept 
confidential.  This includes maintaining documentation in locked filing cabinets and on 
encrypted and password protected databases that can only be accessed by staff in the 
OSD who need access to the information. 

• Clearly state that a student's involvement with disability services and the fact that the 
student has received academic accommodations will not be identified on the student's 
official university records, test results, academic transcripts or graduation documentation. 

• We will be adding this to our web site and any relevant literature. 

Communication to students, faculty and staff about the documentation guidelines, forms and 
procedures should: 

• Include posting the institution's medical documentation guidelines and forms online 
and providing information about disability accommodation in any student 
handbook.  Students should also receive information about academic 
accommodation at the beginning of each semester via the institution's email 
communications or newsletter. Information about academic accommodation should 
also be included on all course syllabi distributed to students.  Links to policy 
references and other resources should be provided including links to the Ontario 
Human Rights Commission's policies (in particular the Mental health policy ), other 
relevant institution policies (such as the institution's human rights policy; 
accommodation policy and privacy policy); links to information about the 
institution's equity/human rights office; training resources for faculty, staff and 
students (for example an online video series on accommodating post-secondary 

 students with mental health disabilities ; an information and resource handbook, A 
Guide to Academic Accommodations and Managing your Mental Health While on 

 Campus, for students and families . 
• We have requested to add content/language to course outlines regarding 

accommodations for students with disabilities.  
“At Fleming College we are committed to providing all students with inclusive learning 
environments. If you had an IEP in high school or have a documented disability (i.e., 
diagnosed by a health care professional such as a family doctor, psychologist, 
audiologist, psychiatrist) or a suspected (i.e., not diagnosed by a health care 
professional) disability, we encourage you to discuss this with your professor and/or 
make an appointment with a counsellor.” 

• Include in-depth training on the documentation guidelines, forms and procedures 
for staff in the Office for Students with Disabilities. 

• Include effective and ongoing training for full-time faculty and part-time faculty, 
instructors and teaching assistants on mental health and accommodation.  This 
includes training on general mental health awareness; information on interacting with a 
student who may have a mental-health related issue; and understanding their role in 
the accommodation process including their responsibilities under the Code. Some of 
the resources listed above may be helpful in this regard. 

• Currently provide Mental Health First Aid and Safe Talk to students and 
employees. 

• We make every attempt to assist faculty in understanding their role in the 
accommodation process.  This is done both on a case-by-case basis, as well as 



sessions are provided during development time.  
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September 6, 2016 

Ms. Renu Mandhane 
Chef Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
Office of the Chief Commissioner 
Toronto, ON 

Dear Chef Commissioner Mandhane 

Please consider this Fleming College’s response to your memo dated March 15, 2016 regarding Medical 

Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation.  As indicated below, we have implemented and will 

continue to implement the six identified measures. 

a) Do not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis to register with 

your Office for Students with Disabilities (OSD), or receive accommodations or supports; 

 Fleming College does not require students to disclose their mental health disability to access 

services/accommodations from our Accessible Education Services. We have instituted a new 

disability verification form based on functional limitations vs. diagnosis.  This information is 

reflected on our AES web site. 

b) Make it clear that students may request interim accommodations for mental health disabilities 

pending receipt of medical documentation; 

 Fleming College has always permitted access to interim accommodations and as a general 

rule has always given students a full semester to secure appropriate documentation 

(reference - Access and Accommodation Procedure 7-701 OP Section 2.2.1).  This 

information is reflected on our AES web site. 

c) Make it clear that both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities will be 

accommodated; 

 Fleming has always accommodated both temporary and permanent disabilities.  This 

information is reflected on our AES web site. 

d) Do not state or imply that requests for accommodation after a deadline, test or course 

completion (i.e. retroactive accommodation) will not be considered; 

 At Fleming we have always dealt with retroactive accommodations on a case by case bases.  

 In August 2016, all employees received a memo providing information on the recently 

approved Class Absence Operating Procedure, and the process designed to address the 
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College’s requirement to comply with the Ontario Human Rights Commission’s ruling 

regarding “Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation” which includes a 

process for addressing requests for retroactive accommodations.   

e) Do not require students to reveal their private medical information to, or seek 

accommodation directly from, their professors, instructors, teaching assistants,  

 At Fleming accommodations have always been arranged through our Accessible Education 

Services Department and never have we expected students to reveal private medical 

information to their professors, instructors or teaching assistants (reference - Access and 

Accommodation Procedure 7-701 OP Section 2.5). 

f) Are clearly communicated to all students, faculty and staff. 

 Students accessing the services are made aware and it is reflected on our AES web site. 

 In August 2016, all employees received a memo providing information on the recently 

approved Class Absence Operating Procedure, and the process designed to address the 

College’s requirement to comply with the Ontario Human Rights Commission’s ruling 

regarding “Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation” which includes 

retroactive accommodations.   

We are fully committed to access and the highest standards of support for students, faculty and staff 

with a variety of needs. Ongoing work in communications and training will be continuing. 

Kind regards,  

Kristi Kerford 
Associate Vice President, Student Services 
Fleming College 

cc. 
Tony Tilly, President 
Laurel Schollen, VP Academic 
Sonia Crook, VP Human Resources and Student Services 
Red Keating, Director, Counselling and Accessible Education Services 
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April 29, 2016 

Renu Mandhane
Office of the Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto ON M7A 2R9

Dear Renu Mandhane:

I am writing in response to your memo of March 15, 2016 regarding Medical Documentation 
Guidelines and Accommodation.

At George Brown College, we recognize the importance of valuing and supporting diverse learning 
needs and have a strong history of prioritizing efforts toward increasing inclusion and support for 
all students. We have demonstrated leadership in the college sector concerning accessibility for 
students with disabilities and continue to move our college forward with initiatives such as the 
wide implementation of Universal Design for Learning, which will create more learning and 
engagement options for students, widen access to education, and strengthen our diverse 
community.

In recent years, we have experienced an increase in the number of students who are accessing 
academic accommodations due to mental health-related barriers to post-secondary education; in 
many cases, these concerns are very complex and intersectional. As our student population grows 
and needs become more and more complex, we continue to explore ways to reduce barriers caused 
by unnecessary bureaucracy, lack of understanding of the impacts of mental health concerns, or 
inflexible programming, to make access to supports and accommodations easier, faster, and more 
effective for students.

Through Student Affairs, we have been engaging in a Healthy Campus Initiative for the last few 
years, using the Post-Secondary Student Mental Health: Guide to a Systemic Approach by the 
Canadian Association for Colleges and Universities Student Services and the Canadian Mental 
Health Association (2013) as a helpful tool in determining important activities to advance the 
College’s capacity to address and support mental health needs, as well as create a culture of care, 
inclusion, and support. Successful outcomes of our Healthy Campus work include:

465 employees and student leaders trained in Mental Health First Aid
125 employees participated in the 3-part workshop series: Foundations for Flourishing,
focused on making effective referrals for students in need, creating the conditions for
flourishing inside and outside the classroom, and inspiring social change for positive
mental health

http://www.georgebrown.ca
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Raising awareness of mental health through our annual mental health conference, attended 
by 200-300 participants. Last few years have focused on promoting positive mental health 
on campus, creating cultures of care, the importance of connection, the neuroscience of 
relationships, self-regulation and flourishing on campus
Integrated service delivery model in Academic and Student Affairs, with counsellors and 
accessible learning consultants embedded in academic areas, to provide more tailored 
supports for students and educational guidance for staff, regarding mental health and other 
student concerns
Creation of an Office of Student Concerns, focused on a non-disci pi inary ‘circle of care’ 
model involving early intervention in cases of concern, often involving students with 
complex mental health needs
Beginning work on an emotional crisis response protocol to inform and guide faculty and 
staff in dealing with student mental health concerns effectively and appropriately 
Completely revamping our peer support program to integrate mental health and well-being 
into the program, with student leadership focused on peer-to-peer skill building guidance. 
Extra emphasis on creating a culture of inclusion, valuing of diversity, and community 
support.
8 Student Affairs staff trained in delivering “SafeTalk” suicide prevention training, to be 
offered across the college throughout the year
Creating a Healthy Campus Community will be the theme for the annual new staff retreat 
June 2016. Staff will engage in mental health and well-being educational opportunities, 
leading to increased knowledge and understanding of mental health and well-being, and 
the related needs of students and staff

Our Accessible Learning Services department has been aware of the recent change in legislation 
regarding mental health diagnosis disclosure requirements and has conducted a thorough review 
of our policies, procedures, and protocols with this in mind. Our team has been using the report 
that referred to in your memo, Recommendations for Documentation Standards and Guidelines 
for Post-Secondary Students with Mental Health Disabilities, as a guide in our review and revision 
of our approaches. The AL Services department has begun the work of making revisions to comply 
with the six recommendations listed in your letter and are well-positioned to complete this work 
by end of August, 2016.

Over the spring and summer, the AL Services team will be working intensively to ensure that all 
of our policies, protocols, procedures, forms, and materials are compliant, given the OHRC 
directives regarding students with mental health accommodation needs. AL Services will also 
develop a communications and training plan to ensure all faculty and staff, within Accessible 
Learning Services, Student Affairs, and across the entire College, understand the changes to 
policies, protocols, and documents. This work will be a collaborative effort between Student 
Affairs and the Academic areas, to support teaching faculty in understanding the implications of 
retroactive accommodations and supporting them in ensuring requests for accommodations are 
received and considered in a manner that is fair and appropriate. While this will involve a 
considerable work adjusting current materials and processes, we are confident that it is well within



our capacity to undertake and complete this work by September. We fully embrace the new 
directives, which will reduce barriers to learning and enhance opportunities for students dealing 
with mental health concerns.

On or before September 6, we will provide you with written confirmation that the six measures 
outlined in your memo have been implemented in accordance with the checklist you provided in 
Appendix B. We will also apprise you of any additional steps we have taken to implement the 
recommendations of the Academic Accommodations Report and will send you copies of our new 
and amended documentation guidelines, medical documentation forms, and procedures.

Sincerely,

Anne Sad
President, George Brown College

Office Of The President 
PO. Box 1015,
Station 6, Toronto, ON 
M5T2T9 Canada 
www georgebrown.ca
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Dear Renu Mandhane:

I am writing to confirm that George Brown College has embraced the spirit of the OHRC 
Mental Health Directives as received in your March 15, 2016 memo and has been busy 
implementing related initiatives throughout the summer. In specific we have implemented 
all six measures you outlined in your memo regarding Medical Documentation Guidelines 
and Accommodation. A detailed report of our College’s policy and procedural changes in 
alignment with the OHRC directives is included here, with sample copies attached. See 
Appendices A to H.

In addition, our College’s process of implementing the recommendations outlined in the 
Recommendations for Documentation Standards and Guidelines for Post-Secondary 
Students with Mental Health Disabilities (hereafter referred to as the ‘Academic 
Accommodations Report’) is well underway. Highlights of these college-wide 
developments - including our Healthy Campus and Universal Design for Learning 
initiatives - are also included in the attached report for your review.

At George Brown College, we recognize the importance of promoting student wellness 
initiatives and supporting diverse learning needs and have a strong history of prioritizing 
efforts toward increasing inclusion and support for all students. The OHRC directives have 
only served to bolster this existing commitment as we move forward with innovative 
strategies to increase learning and engagement options for students, widen access to 
education, and strengthen our diverse community.

Sincerely,

Anne Sado 
President
George Brown College
P.O. Box 1015, Station B 
Toronto, ON M5T 2T9 
Phone: 416.415.5000x4471
E-mail: asado@georgebrown.ca

P.O. Box 1015,
Station B, Toronto, ON 
M5T2T9 Canada 
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George Brown College 
Report on Implementation of OHRC Directives

George Brown College has implemented all six measures outlined by the Ontario Human 
Rights Commission in its March 15, 2016 memo regarding Medical Documentation 
Guidelines and Accommodation. A detailed description of this implementation follows, 
along with related attached appendices.

Diagnosis & Gathering Information

1. Do not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis to
register with your Office for Students with Disabilities (OSD), or receive
accommodations or supports.

a) Accessibility Learning (AL) Services Intake form was revised to ensure students 
know that they are not required to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis 
(pages 2, 3). See attached, Appendix A.

b) AL Services Disability Verification Form was revised, removing the reference to 
disability diagnosis. Instead, the form requests that the registered health care 
professional indicate the functional limitations and degree of impact of the 
disability, along with its permanence or expected duration. See attached. 
Appendix B.

c) AL Services Disability Verification Form does not require a blanket release of 
additional medical information. A Consent to Collect, Use and/ or
Release Personal Information form was created for cases where subsequent 
discussion with the medical professional is required for accommodation purposes. 
See Appendix C.

a) AL Services web site was revised, removing all references to requests for disability 
diagnosis. See http://www.georgebrown.ca/accessible-leaming-services/

b) A memo to all Academic Areas (College administrators and faculty) was sent, 
informing them of the OHRC directives including the fact that students are not 
required to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis in order to register with 
AL Services or receive accommodations or supports. This memo was also presented 
in face to face all faculty meetings in August in all divisions of the College. Faculty 
were offered more in-depth training and support upon request. See attached, 
Appendix D.

http://www.georgebrown.ca/accessible-leaming-services/
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2. Make it clear that both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities will be 
accommodated.

a) AL Services Disability Verification Form was revised to include the categories: 
Permanent-Continuous, Permanent-Episodic, Temporary, and Provisional. See 
Appendix B.

b) AL Services confidential Clockwork database was revised to include the 
categories: Permanent, Permanent & OSAP qualified, Temporary, Interim, Under 
Assessment. This amendment includes an automated procedure for flagging when a 
Temporary or Under Assessment accommodation requires review.

c) AL Services website was revised and now clearly reflects that both temporary and 
permanent mental health disabilities will be accommodated. Definitions of 
temporary and permanent disabilities are provided. See 
http://www.georgebrown.ca/accessible-leaming-services/

d) An AL Services Updates for 2016-17 educational tool was created and distributed 
to all George Brown College faculty and administrators to educate the College on 
roles, rights, and responsibilities related to the academic accommodation process. 
This document contains explicit reference to the fact that AL Services supports 
students with both temporary and permanent disabilities. See Appendix F.

Interim & Retroactive Accommodations
3. Make it clear that students may request interim accommodations for mental health 

disabilities pending receipt of medical documentation.

a) AL Services web site was revised, stating explicitly that “Students who have a 
permanent or temporary disability or who suspect they have a disability and are 
awaiting an assessment are eligible to receive academic accommodations from 
Accessible Learning Services” [emphasis added] and reinforcing this messaging 
with further details in the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) section. See 
http://www.georgebrown.ca/accessible-leaming-services/

b) AL Services Intake Form was revised for students to specify: “I suspect I have, or I 
am in the process of being assessed for a disability”. See Appendix A.

c) Protocols are being improved between Counselling Services and Accessible 
Learning Services to ensure that referrals can move easily between those areas.

http://www.georgebrown.ca/accessible-leaming-services/
http://www.georgebrown.ca/accessible-leaming-services/
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4. Do not state or imply that requests for accommodations after a deadline, test or 
course completion (i.e. retroactive accommodation) will not be considered.

a) While it was always George Brown College practice to consider retroactive 
accommodations, AL Services Policy has now been revised to explicitly incorporate 
consideration of Retroactive Accommodations in cases of mental health 
disabilities. Faculty have been directed to include AL Services in discussions about 
retroactive accommodations when mental health or disabilities are involved. See 
Appendix E.

b) An AL Services Updates for 2016-17 educational tool was created and distributed 
to all George Brown College faculty and administrators to educate the College on 
roles, rights, and responsibilities related to the academic accommodation process. 
This document contains explicit direction to consider requests for retroactive 
accommodation for a student who may be experiencing or has experienced mental 
health issues or disabilities. See Appendix F.

Privacy & Confidentiality
5. Do not require students to reveal their private medical information to, or seek

accommodation directly from, their professors, instructors, teaching assistants, etc.

a) AL Services procedure for distribution of student accommodation forms has been 
revised. With written consent from each student, Accessibility Consultants now 
generate and send student accommodation letters directly to professors through 
Clockwork, encouraging faculty members to direct any questions or concerns about 
the accommodation process to the Accessibility Consultant. This change is reflected 
in AL Services procedures as well as on the Accommodations section of the 
Accessible Learning Services web site. See 
http://www.georgebrown.ca/accessible-leaming-services/accommodations.aspx

b) A Consent to the Consent to Collect, Use and/ or Release Personal Information
was created to ensure consent of release of information by AL Services for a specific 
identified legitimate purpose adhered to privacy legislation. See Appendix C.

c) An AL Services Updates for 2016-17 educational tool was created and distributed 
to all George Brown College faculty and administrators to educate the College on 
roles, rights, and responsibilities related to the academic accommodation process. 
This document contains explicit reference to need for faculty members to protect a

http://www.georgebrown.ca/accessible-leaming-services/accommodations.aspx
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student’s privacy and keep the student’s accommodation plan confidential to 
protect them from further stigma. See Appendix F.

d) To safeguard students’ privacy, at George Brown College a student’s involvement 
with Accessible Learning Services has never been identified on or associated with 
the student’s official records, test results, academic transcript or graduation 
documentation.

Communication
6. Clearly communicate academic accommodation policies and procedures to all

students, faculty and staff.

a) AL Services Intake form and Disability Verification form have been posted on 
AL Services web site for reference by GBC prospective and current students, 
parents, caregivers, staff members, and any other members of the public wishing to 
inquire about George Brown’s academic accommodation procedures.

b) While George Brown historically provided a statement about academic 
accommodations in all Course Outlines college-wide, this statement has been 
updated to reflect new OHRC directives. See Appendix G.

c) AL Services Policy has been revised and approved by the Director of Student 
Affairs and the Director of Academic Quality. The Policy is actively in use by the 
Manager of Accessible Learning Services while the College awaits final policy 
approval by the Board of Governors. See Appendix E.

d) AL Services Accessibility Consultants were educated through information sheets, 
emails, and in-person meetings on the OHRC-related policy and procedural changes.

e) A memo was created explaining the new OHRC directives. See Appendix D
a. This memo was presented at the Academic Chairs and Directors Team 

meeting in spring 2016 and thoroughly explained
b. The memo was emailed to all Academic Chairs and Directors and Deans and 

they were asked to share with their faculty teams
c. Two additional messages were sent between May and August to the 

Academic Chairs and Directors, reminding them of the changes and 
encouraging them to create time on faculty meetings for AL Services to 
participate, explain the recent directives, and discuss how AL Services will 
collaborate and support areas to comply with the new guidelines

c) An AL Services Updates for 2016-17 educational tool was created and distributed 
to all George Brown College faculty and administrators to educate the College on
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roles, rights, and responsibilities related to the academic accommodation process. 
See Appendix F.

a. To explain new policies and procedures, multiple meetings with 
administrators and faculty groups across the college were held from June to 
August at Waterfront, Casa Loma, and St. James campuses. Each meeting 
involved explaining the OHRC guidelines and how they will impact GBC 
staff and students and answering questions from faculty. The directives were 
presented in the context of our values of diversity and inclusion and our 
cross-college efforts to create a healthy campus community, where all 
students have the opportunity and support to succeed. Specifically, these 
teams were guided in understanding the new guidelines through group 
meetings:

i. Dental programs
ii. Allied Health programs

iii. Nursing programs
iv. Fashion program
v. Design programs

vi. Community Services programs (multiple meetings)
vii. Construction/Technology programs

viii. Business programs
ix. Hospitality programs
x. Culinary programs

f) AL Services will be sharing a statement by email to all registered returning
students during the first week of September outlining the new procedure regarding 
distribution of accommodation plans to professors directly by Accessibility 
Consultants, and explaining students’ rights and responsibilities according to the 
new OHRC directives.

g) AL Services included guidance on retroactive accommodations in all 
communications to faculty groups.

h) Links to OHRC’s policies - in particular the Mental Health Policy - and George 
Brown College’s other human rights, privacy, and accommodation policies are 
provided on the George Brown College web pages.
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Implementation of Recommendations from 
The 2015 Academic Accommodations Report

George Brown College has a long history of educating its staff and the broader community 
in mental health awareness. GBC’s Healthy Campus Initiative and Universal Design for 
Learning academic priority speak particularly to the 2015 Academic Accommodations 
Report’s eight recommendation - Effective Training for Faculty in Universal Design, 
Mental Health, and the Accommodation Process. Some of our most relevant 
achievements to date in this area are highlighted below.

a) Healthy Campus Initiative
Through Student Affairs, George Brown College has been engaging in a Healthy Campus 
Initiative for the last few years, using the Post-Secondary Student Mental Health: Guide to 
a Systemic Approach by the Canadian Association for Colleges and Universities Student 
Services and the Canadian Mental Health Association (2013) as a helpful tool in 
determining important activities to advance the College’s capacity to address and support 
mental health needs, as well as create a culture of care, inclusion, and support. Successful 
outcomes of our Healthy Campus work include:

465 employees and student leaders trained in Mental Health First Aid. This 
training continues to be offered - both in a closed group (i.e. on request for the 
Security team, for example) and an open group format. Staff can register for the 
training throughout the year. This training is also available to student leaders.
125 employees participated in the 3-part workshop series: Foundations for 
Flourishing, focused on making effective referrals for students in need, creating the 
conditions for flourishing inside and outside the classroom, and inspiring social 
change for positive mental health. Fifty of those staff completed the whole series, 
and are now identified as “Healthy Campus Champions” for George Brown College. 
This training continues to be offered throughout the academic year. Staff sign up for 
the training through Staff Development. This training is also available to student 
leaders.
Additional training will be offered in suicide prevention: SafeTalk. Eight Student 
Affairs staff have been trained in delivering “SafeTalk training, to be offered across 
the college throughout the year. Any staff member can register for training through 
Staff Development. This training is also available to student leaders.
Raising awareness of mental health through our annual mental health conference, 
attended by 200-300 participants. Last few years have focused on promoting 
positive mental health on campus, creating cultures of care, the importance of 
connection, the neuroscience of relationships, self-regulation and flourishing on 
campus. The 2017 conference will focus on “resilience” with a leader in youth 
mental health and resilience, Michael Ungar, delivering the keynote. Professor 
Ungar is the Canada Research Chair in Child, Family and Community Resilience 
and Professor of Social Work at Dalhousie University, as well as a family therapist.
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Integrated service delivery model in Academic and Student Affairs, with 
counsellors and accessibility consultants embedded in academic areas, to provide 
more tailored supports for students and educational guidance for staff, regarding 
mental health and other student concerns. In some academic areas, counsellors and 
accessibility consultants are located one or two days a week, attend faculty 
meetings, provide guidance to teaching faculty and support staff around mental 
health and well-being, and deliver tailored groups to suit specific student needs. For 
example, in the Design department, Student Affairs provides a group “Art Therapy 
for Stress Reduction”.
Creation of an Office of Student Concerns, focused on a non-disciplinary ‘circle of 
care’ model involving early intervention in cases of concern, often involving 
students with complex mental health needs. In the first year only, the Manager 
successfully managed forty complex cases in a collaborative, solutions-focused 
manner.
Beginning work on an emotional crisis response protocol to inform and guide 
faculty and staff in dealing with student mental health concerns effectively and 
appropriately
Completely revamping our peer support program to integrate mental health and 
well-being into the program, with student leadership focused on peer-to-peer skill 
building guidance. Extra emphasis on creating a culture of inclusion, valuing of 
diversity, and community support. Peer coaches lead activities and workshops 
guiding students in breathing techniques for stress reduction, yoga, mindfulness 
meditation, and therapy dogs. Special one day events, such as “Art with Impact” and 
“Wellness Days” provide mental health and well-being awareness for students as 
well as strategies and resources for enhanced wellness.
Creating a Healthy Campus Community staff training was the focus of the June 
2016 annual Staff Development new staff three day retreat. Staff engaged in mental 
health and well-being educational opportunities, leading to increased knowledge and 
understanding of mental health and well-being, strategy and skills development and 
the related needs of students and staff.
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b) Universal Design for Learning
• George Brown’s 2016-19 college-wide Academic Plan includes the development of 

a college-wide Universal Design for Learning framework and strategy, including 
rollout plans and metrics for all applicable courses/programs and services. The 
endorsement and promotion of UDL from GBC’s Senior leadership demonstrates 
the College’s commitment to the integration of UDL to increase students’ access to 
education and reduce the current level of need for individual accommodations.

• In spring 2015, GBC sponsored 23 faculty members to attend a UDL conference at 
McGill University. These faculty members formed the first UDL Community of 
Practice group that began to meet monthly to share UDL practice ideas.

• George Brown developed and hosted a UDL conference for staff in May 2016 to 
generate excitement, increase awareness and build momentum for UDL 
implementation college-wide among academic and service area staff and faculty 
members. The President, Anne Sado, opened the conference, reinforcing the 
message of the importance of exploring innovative design for greater student 
inclusion, engagement, and success.

• An expert in UDL, Frederic Fovet, was hired to engage in pre-conference work with 
GBC, deliver the full day introduction to UDL and hands on workshop, and to meet 
with the six areas in GBC that are critical to moving UDL forward: Student Affairs, 
Academic Excellence, Staff Development, Educational Resources, eLearning, and 
Human Rights, Equity, and Diversity Office. Dr. Fovet assessed the current context 
at GBC and provided a short report on observed strengths and expected challenges 
in moving UDL forward.

• Academic & Student Affairs division has begun the process of developing a UDL 
audit of its student services to increase access for, among others, students with 
mental health issues and disabilities.

• George Brown College will be hosting UDL introductory and train-the-trainer 
training during intersession break in the fall, for all colleges across Ontario.
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Confidential Intake Form

CONTACT INFORMATION

Student ID #: 10 Name:
FIRST LAST

Female Male Another Gender Identity Date of Birth:
(MM/DD/YYYY)

Address:
(street  name  & number ) (apt  number ) (dty ) (province) (postal code)

Phone#1: Phone#2: 

TTY:
(telecommunications  DEVICE for  the  deaf )

Home email address:

George Brown College email address:
(EMAILS WILL BE SENT TO YOUR GEORGE BROWN COLLEGE EMAIL ADDRESS AS PER COLLEGE POLICY)

Which is the best way to contact you? Phone #1 Phone #2 Email TTY

Emergency Contact: Phone #:

May we email you regarding upcoming appointments and disability related events? Yes No

PROGRAM INFORMATION

Applied Accepted Start Date:
(MM/DD/YYYY)

Program Code: Program Name:
(example : culinary  management )

Full-Time Continuing Education Apprenticeship Dual Credit (High School)

Campus: (CASA LOMA, RYERSON, ST. JAMES, sunnybrook, waterfront, young centre, DISTANCE EDUCATION)

PREVIOUS EDUCATION

Name of High School and/or School Board:

Name of College/University and last year attended:

Accessible Learning Services George Brown College P.O. Box 1015 Station B, Toronto Ontario Canada M5T 2T9
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Accessible Learning Services George Brown College P.O. Box 1015 Station B, Toronto Ontario Canada M5T 2T9
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PRE-ADMISSION AND PLACEMENT TESTING
Notifications for required pre-admission or placement tests may be received by mail, email or posted to your student 
account in STU-VIEW.

1 Do you require accommodations for a pre-admission test? Yes No n/a
OR

2 Do you require accommodations for a placement test? Yes No unsure n/a
OR

3 Has the Early Childhood Dept, invited you to a mandatory information session? Yes No

If you check “Yes” to 1 or 2 an accommodation profile will be emailed to you and also sent to the Assessment Centre. 
After receiving your accommodations, you can book your test by calling the Assessment Center Test Accommodation

Hotline at 416-415-5000 extension 2624 or email booktest@aeoraebrown.ca. If you check “Yes” to 3 Accessible 
Learning will email the contact information for your accessibility consultant plus instructions for the arrangement of 
information session accommodations. Please allow ten business days to arrange accommodations.

DISABILITY INFORMATION

To register you must submit a signed Intake Form. Where available, please attach supporting documentation from a 
doctor, psychologist or other registered healthcare professional using the Disability Verification Form. The documentation 
should indicate the type of disability (it is not necessary to include a DSM diagnosis), the expected permanence of your 
disability as well as the physical, cognitive and behavioral impacts on your daily functioning. For more information on 
supporting documentation, please see our webpage at Accessible Learning homepage at www.Qeorgebrown.ca.

I currently have proof of a permanent or temporary disability Yes No

I suspect I have, or I am in the process of being assessed for a disability Yes No

I do not have a disability but I do require emotional/academic support Yes No

Please check your disability type(s). You may check more than one.

Acquired Brain Injury ADHD Blind/Low Vision Deaf/Hard of Hearing Other/Unsure

Learning Disability Medical Mental Health Mobility Undisclosed

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Please check which of the following services you are accessing or applying to:

OSAP (Ontario Student Assistance Program) WSIB (Workplace Safety Insurance Board)

ODSP (Ontario Disability Support Program) George Brown College Health Benefits Plan

SCSF (Second Career Strategy Funding) Other

http://www.georgebrown.ca
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Accessible Learning Services George Brown College P.O. Box 1015 Station B, Toronto Ontario Canada MST 2T9

STATEMENT of CONFIDENTIALITY

All information collected is Confidential as per Section 41(b) of the 
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act

The staff in Counselling Services and Accessible Learning Services (formerly Disability Services Office and Deaf and 
Hard of Hearing Services Office) of George Brown College agree to keep all information you share with us in strictest 
confidence subject to the provisions of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FIPPA). Files will be 
stored for a period of 10 years. Students may request copies of their file through a written request and with appropriate 
photo identification.

The Privacy Act imposes strict limits on the disclosure of information without your consent. However, we are obliged to 
disclose personal information when we become aware of child abuse, a situation where the individual presents a danger 
to self or others, or when required by law to do so (e.g. when we are subpoenaed and/or summonsed for records or 
testimony by a court or tribunal.) In addition, disability verification processes include the sharing of disability status with 
the Financial Aid office and, as part of the Ministry of Advanced Education and Skills Development, we may be required to 
produce information during a Ministry audit.

CONSENT REGARDING COLLECTION AND RELEASE OF 
INFORMATION NECESSARY TO PERMIT ACCOMMODATIONS

I understand that in order for the College to determine and provide appropriate accommodations for me, it is necessary for 
me to provide the College with all relevant disability related information including reports and assessments. I hereby give 
permission to the Accessible Learning Services at George Brown College to collect personal information regarding my 
educational and medical history related to my disability.

Accessible Learning Services will develop an Accommodation Plan based on my disability documentation. In order for me 
to receive my academic accommodations, I understand that the Accommodation Plan will be shared by email with my 
faculty, Chair, or with any third party provider retained by the College for the purposes of implementing accommodations. I 
can also choose to deliver my Accommodation Plan myself. Information will also be shared with the Financial Aid office, if 
there are bursary related requests.

I, have read the above statements and I
understand their terms and conditions.

(signature ) (date - mm/dd /yyyy )

Accessible Learning Services

Telephone-Local (416) 415-5000 extension 2622
Toll Free 1-800-265-2002
Fax 416-415-2726
Email letstalk@aeoraebrown.ca

Visit us at Accessible Learning Services (Accessible Learning homepage at www.georeebrown.ca

mailto:letstalk@georgebrown.ca
http://www.georgebrown.ca
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CONFIDENTIAL
MEDICAL Disability Verification

SECTION 1 STUDENT INFORMATION

Last Name First Name

Student Number Date of Birth

SECTION 2 REGULATED HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL

Last Name First Name

License Number 

Phone Number

Specialty

SECTION 3 DISABILITY DURATION

Please use the following classification to indicate permanence for the disability information you provide.

Permanent: Limitations caused by the disability are expected to impact student for the entire duration of their 

study period.

Temporary: Limitations caused by the disability will not last the duration of the study period. Indicate 

accommodation during period below.

Provisional: Student is under assessment; specific nature of the disability has not been determined. Duration of 

limitations is unknown; indicate accommodation duration below.

Please use a separate line for each disability.

Disability Permanence
Please select one per disability.

Duration
If your disability is temporary or provisional, 
please include duration of accommodations.

Permanent - Continuous Temporary From:

Permanent- Episodic Provisional To-

Permanent - Continuous Temporary From-

Permanent-Episodic Provisional To-

Permanent-Continuous Temporary From:

Permanent-Episodic Provisional To-
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SECTION 4 FUNCTIONAL LIMITATION & DEGREE OF IMPACT

Please rate the functional limitation associated with this student's disability.

1 = No Impact, 2 = Mild Impact, 3 = Moderate Impact, 4 = Severe Impact, 5 = Not Assessed

Skills I Abilities 1 2 3 4 5 
Impulsivity

Coping Skills

Group Work

Fine Motor

Notetaking

Presentation/Public Speaking

Self-Regulation

Lifting / Carrying

Problem Solving

Professional Conduct

Time Management

Multiple demands in a
limited time period

Skills / Abilities 1 2 3 4 5
Attendance

Attention

Mobility

Writing

Planning

Reading

Interpersonal Skills

Participation

Concentration

Gross Motor

Listening

Other:

SECTION 5 OTHER DISABILITY RELATED BARRIERS

Please comment on other disability-related barriers that you feel this student may encounter.

Medication:

Appointments:

SECTION 6 CERTIFICATION OF REGULATED HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL

I certify that the information provided on this form is accurate to the best of my knowledge and expertise.

Signature Date

Health Care Profession:

Physician - Family 

Physician - Other: 

Psychologist/ 

Psychological Associate

Audiologist

Optomologist

Other:

Affix medical office stamp or seal in the box above. 



Consent to Collect, Use and I or 
Release Personal Information

Collection of Information
I authorize Accessible Learning Services to collect information from:

For the purpose of:

I hereby give my authorization for collecting, using and storing information for 
services as described above. I understand that my authorization applies to the 
dates outlined below.

Student name:
Signature:

This consent is valid from (dates) to

Release of Information
I authorize Accessibility Learning Services to share with or release information to:

For the purpose of:

I hereby give my authorization for collecting, sharing and releasing information 
for services as described above. I understand that my authorization applies to the 
dates outlined below.

Student name:
Signature:

This consent is valid from (dates) to



Ontario Human Rights Commission Directives to all Post-Secondary Institutions, spring 2016

Accessible Learning Services, Academic and Student Affairs

The Ontario Human Rights Commission has asked all post-secondary institutions to reduce 

barriers to learning and provide support to students dealing with mental health issues, and 

specifically to do the following:

1. Diagnoses: We must not require students to disclose their mental health disability 

diagnosis to register with AL Services or receive accommodations or supports.

2. Medical documentation: We must not require students to reveal their private medical 

information to, or seek accommodation directly from, their professors, instructors, 

teaching assistants, etc.

3. Interim Accommodations; temporary and permanent disabilities: We must make it 

clear that students may request interim accommodations for mental health disabilities 

pending receipt of medical documentation and that both temporary and permanent 

mental health disabilities will be accommodated.

4. Retroactive accommodations: We must not state or imply that requests for 

accommodation after a deadline, test or course completion will not be considered.

The Accessible Learning Services Office is your first point of contact to support any student who 

needs accommodations for a disability-related issue or barrier (whether the disability has been 

confirmed or not). Always contact your Accessibility Consultant if you have any concerns or 

questions about accommodating a student and refer students needing disability-related 

support to your Accessibility Consultant. For any questions or concerns, contact Anne Moore, 

Manager of Accessible Learning Services: Anne.Moore^Keoraebrown.ca, ext. 2962

mailto:Anne.Moore@georgebrown.ca
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PURPOSE

This policy establishes guidelines for the academic accommodation of students with disabilities in academic programs at 
George Brown College. It is meant to clarify the mandate, role, and responsibilities and provide policy guidelines for all 
those involved in the accommodations process. This policy replaces the Disability Services Policy (2010).

SCOPE

This policy applies to all George Brown College students and applicants seeking or receiving support from Accessible 
Learning Services and to all George Brown College employees involved in the student accommodation process.

DEFINITIONS

This section includes an explanation of terms and abbreviations used within this document. 

Word/Term Definition

Disability As defined by the Ontario Human Rights Code, Section 10(1):

1. any degree of physical disability, infirmity, malformation or disfigurement that is
caused by bodily injury, birth defect or illness and, without limiting the generality of 
the foregoing, includes diabetes mellitus, epilepsy, a brain injury, any degree of
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Word/Term Definition
paralysis, amputation, lack of physical co-ordination, blindness or visual impediment, 
deafness or hearing impediment, muteness or speech impediment, or physical 
reliance on a guide dog or other animal or on a wheelchair or other remedial 
appliance or device,

2. a condition of mental impairment or a developmental disability,
3. a learning disability, or a dysfunction in one or more of the processes involved in

understanding or using symbols or spoken language,
4. a mental disorder, or
5. an injury or disability for which benefits were claimed or received under the insurance

plan established under theWorkplace Safety and Insurance Act, 1997

AL Services Refers to the Accessible Learning Services department, which includes the previously-named 
"Disability Services" and "Deaf and Hard of Hearing Services".

Academic
Accommodations and 
Accommodation Plan

Academic accommodations are educational interventions, practices, services, or supports 
designed to create access, reduce or eliminate disability-related barriers that impact learning, 
academic participation, and/or demonstration of knowledge and skills. AL Services refers to an 
individual's accommodations as an 'Accommodation Plan'.

Accommodations are meant to reduce or eliminate barriers. They must be feasible to 
implement and cannot modify course or program outcomes, or lower program standards.

Reasonable
Accommodation

Accommodations which do not impose undue hardship on the College in the form of significant 
changes to the fundamental nature of the learning outcomes and/or academic standards of a 
program.

Retroactive
Accommodation

When there is a student request to accommodate an evaluation, text, exam or assignment 
after it has taken place, due to an unexpected disruption in the student's health.

Self-identification In order to access accommodations, students must self-identify with AL Services by providing 
disability related documentation. Self-identification and the collection of documentation is a 
confidential process subject to the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act 
(1990).

Universal Design for 
Learning

Universal Universal design for learning (UDL) is a framework to improve and optimize teaching 
and learning for all people based on scientific insights into how humans learn, (www.cast.org, 
2016)

Policy

1.0 Background

This policy has been written in response to and in accordance with the Ontario Human Rights Code 1982 (Duty to 
Accommodate), Ontarians with Disabilities Act (ODA 2001), the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act 
(AODA, 2005) and March 2016 directives from the Ontario Human Rights Commission on accommodating students 
with mental health disabilities.

2.0 General Principles

George Brown College is committed to ensuring that students with disabilities seeking support are able to receive 
reasonable and effective academic accommodations and supports to participate fully in the academic environment. 
Accessible Learning Services provides such support at all campuses and for all programs.

http://www.cast.org
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More broadly, the College is committed to reducing the need for individualized accommodations and elimination of 
disability-related barriers by providing guidance and support to students and staff across the college in 
understanding disability-related barriers, in understanding the process of appropriate and effective application of 
academic accommodations, and through the integration of Universal Design to increase inclusion, student learning 
and success.

3.0 Accommodation - College Access

i. Students with disabilities must have equal access to all College programs and services. There must not be a 
limit placed on the proportion or number of students with disabilities admitted to College programs and/or
courses, unless undue hardship to the College can be demonstrated as required by the Ontario Human Rights
Commission Guidelines for Assessing Accommodation Requirements for Persons with Disabilities (2000).

ii. Students with disabilities must meet program eligibility criteria and applicant selection criteria relevant to the 
program. They have the opportunity to be provided with reasonable accommodation in the admission and 
selection process.

iii. In the admission and selection process, no greater onus of proof with respect to capability should be required 
from a student with a disability than is required of other students.

iv. Assessment of students with disabilities for admissibility is to be based on present functional ability and cannot 
be influenced by expected future deterioration.

v. Students with disabilities are to be provided assistance and accommodations on an individual basis.

vi. Students with disabilities who use a support person may bring that person with them to the College and to the 
classroom as described in the accommodation plan.

vii. Students with disabilities may be accompanied by their guide dog or service animal while at the College, except 
where excluded by law. Where a service animal is excluded by law, other measures are to be determined to 
assist the student.

viii. Once accepted to a program, students with disabilities are deemed to be capable of fulfilling the essential 
requirements of the program, if provided with reasonable accommodations and services.

4.0 Accommodation - Access to Information

i. Information regarding the availability of services for students with disabilities is to be included in all major 
College publications such as calendars, student handbooks, recruitment materials, websites, newsletters, and 
course outlines. All publications are to identify where students with disabilities can obtain accessibility 
information. This information is to be provided in an accessible format upon request.

ii. The Registrar’s Office is to provide information on the services available to students with disabilities in the 
College Offer of Admission package.

iii. All College policies will respect the dignity of persons with disabilities, encourage the principles of universal 
access design, and take into consideration the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (2005).

iv. A student’s registration with Accessible Learning Services will not be identified on the student's official college 
transcript and/or graduation documentation. Only those involved in the accommodation plan shall be alerted to 
a student’s registration with AL Services.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION

Appendix 1: Accommodation Procedures and Roles

RELATED POLICIES

GBC Accessibility Policy

GBC E-text Policy

AODA Customer Services Policy
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Ontario Human Rights Code 1982 (Duty to Accommodate)

Ontarians with Disabilities Act (ODA 2001)

Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA, 2005)

March 2016 directives from the Ontario Human Rights Commission on accommodating students with mental health
disabilities

Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (1990)

RELATED MATERIALS

APPENDIX ONE: PROCEDURES

Accommodation Procedures and Roles

Students requiring disability related accommodation at George Brown College may obtain assistance from AL Services. 
Assistance includes guidance and support in accessing reasonable and effective academic accommodations to reduce or 
eliminate barriers and increase access and inclusion. AL Services is committed to providing leadership for an efficient, 
effective, and respectful academic accommodations process. This process is a shared responsibility involving AL 
Services, academics, and the student.

1.0 Registering with Accessible Learning Services

it is the student's responsibility to register with AL Services by self-identifying. Students are encouraged to register 
before the semester starts or as early in the semester as possible, however, AL Services recognizes that many 
factors impact a student's ability to access accommodation services and given this, students may register at any 
time during the academic year.

2.0 Documentation

As a part of the registration process, students will be asked to provide documentation related to a permanent or 
temporary disability. Guidelines outlining the type of documention required will be posted on the AL Service 
website. Documentation from a health professional describing areas of disability related impairment is required in 
order to develop an accommodation plan. The health professional providing this verification must be licensed and 
qualified to do so. No disability related documentation will be shared outside the AL Services office without the 
student's consent. (See Privacy and Confidentiality below).

3.0 Interim Accommodations

Students without documentation who are experiencing a disability related impairment may access an interview with 
an Accessibility Consultant to explore their needs. The Consultant will determine if interim accommodations are 
warranted based on a review of the student's situation, interim accommodations may be available for up to one 
semester while the student seeks further documentation concerning the functional impact of a potential disability.

4.0 Retroactive Accommodations

A student requesting retroactive accommodation based on an unexpected disruption in their mental health will be 
given reasonable and fair consideration, in consultation with the student's academic department and may be 
granted in certain circumstances. AL Services may request additional documentation when considering these 
requests. Faculty who receive these request should contact a consultant in AL Services.

Page 4
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5.0 Determining the Academic Accommodations Plan

Individualized accommodation plans are created by the Consultant in conjunction with the student, who considers 
information from the student's documentation, the student's experience, and current information on the program 
and course curriculum to determine the impact of the disability and disability-related barriers in the specific learning 
environment. The Consultant considers potential options for reducing or eliminating barriers and creates a feasible 
and appropriate plan.

The accommodation plan may include a range of academic accommodations which may involve referral for 
additional support to a Learning Strategist or Adaptive Technologist.

Accommodations are meant to reduce barriers while maximizing independence, dignity, and autonomy. They must 
be feasible to implement and cannot modify course or program outcomes, or lower program standards. 
Accommodations must be reasonable and not impose undue hardship on the College to implement. Recommended 
accommodations should address the functional impacts of the student's disability, as evidenced/supported by the 
available documentation from a qualified health professional and the student's experiences.

6.0 Implementing the Academic Accommodations Plan

AL Services is committed to ensuring that the accommodations process is efficient and effective, respecting the 
support and communication needs of all those involved in the process. AL Services takes responsibility for 
communicating the plan to the academic faculty member involved and providing guidance for implementation, as 
well as opportunities to engage in collaborative problem-solving when issues arise.

The effective and efficient implementation of accommodations is a shared responsibility of all those involved in the 
process.

The professor is responsible for implementing classroom accommodations as explained on the accommodations 
plan. Academic Department Chairs are required to provide support to professors to ensure that accommodations 
are implemented effectively, appropriately, and in a timely manner. The academic department may respond to the 
plan with questions or concerns. All information will be taken into consideration and adjustments to the plan to 
ensure that it is feasible to implement will be made.

7.0 Managing Accommodation Concerns

AL Services is committed to ensuring that all stakeholders in the accommodations process receive service and 
support in a timely, respectful, and inclusive manner and that feedback from all stakeholders is gathered and 
responded to on a regular basis. The Manager of Accessible Learning Services is responsible for addressing issues 
and resolving complaints and concerns regarding a student's academic accommodations plan, the implementation 
of the plan, or the quality of AL Services service delivery. AL Services shall promote student feedback systems and 
post complaints processes wherever possible.

8.0 Privacy and Confidentiality

Accessible Learning Services staff commit to treating all students with dignity and respect. AL Staff are responsible 
for ensuring that student information is handled with professional discretion and in accordance with the Freedom of 
information and Protection of Privacy Act (1990). The collection, sharing, storage and destruction ofdisability related 
information involve processes that AL Services staff are trained in.

The extent to which information will be shared, with whom, and when, is explained verbally (or through ASL for 
Deaf students) and in writing through consent and confidentiality forms to students in the first appointment, and as 
required with the Consultant. Students are informed of and have choice in how accommodation plans are 
disseminated to faculty.
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Student information is kept confidential and can be accessed only by AL Services' staff requiring access for the 
purposes of implementing accommodations. Student files are stored securely and securely disposed of after 10 
years. Students may receive access to their files upon request for up to 10 years with the necessary proof of 
identity.

When it is necessary to share information with professors or staff outside of AL Services as part of the 
accommoataion process, information will focus on details of the accommodation plan and functional impacts of 
disabilities which may effect learning or access, not information on the disability type or diagnosis.
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■ Student Affairs
Accessible Learning Services Updates for 2016-17 

New Names and Roles!

Accessible Learning Services is the new name for what was formerly Disability Services and Deaf 
and Hard of Hearing Services. Here are some other changes:

• Accessibility Consultants is the new name for what were formerly Disability Consultants.
• Accommodation Plans are what we put in place for students with disabilities
• Janet Foster is the Service Provision Manager, Accessible Learning Services (note-taking, 

ASL interpretation, tutoring, etc.) - ifoster@georgebrown.ca
• Anne Moore is the new Manager, Accessible Learning Services (working directly with 

Accessibility Consultants and academic areas) - Anne.Moore@georgebrown.ca

Other roles within Academic and Student Affairs related to addressing concerns and promoting 
success:

• Tenniel Rock is the new Manager, Counselling and Student Well-being (including 
peerconnect)

• Dale Hall is the Manager of Student Concerns

What is the role of Accessible Learning Services?
The role of Accessible Learning Services (AL Services) is to ensure that students who are facing 

disability-related barriers to education receive appropriate and effective accommodations and 

support. AL Consultants use documentation verifying disabilities, details on the functional 
limitations the student may experience, and information on the academic program to assess needs 

and recommend appropriate accommodations.

Consultants are available to provide guidance and support to teaching faculty in implementing 

accommodations and can attend faculty meetings, meet one-on-one with faculty, or answer 
questions and provide guidance over the phone or through email.

1
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Accommodation Basics
The Ontario Human Rights Commission upholds that educational institutions have a duty to 

accommodate individuals with disabilities. The Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act 
(2005) includes standards of accessibility for all public sector organizations in Ontario with the goal 
of designing accessible learning from the start.

What is accommodation?
Academic accommodations are intended to reduce or eliminate disability-related barriers to 

education. Each student's circumstances, program, and disability is unique, so accommodations are 

individualized. Accommodations should not modify course outcomes, give the student an unfair 
advantage, or compromise academic rigor. Like any other student, the student with 

accommodations must meet course requirements and may or may not be successful in achieving 

course outcomes. Accommodations should reduce barriers to 'level the playing field' for the 

student, but do not guarantee academic success.

Accommodated Testing
The Assessment Centre provides accommodated testing for students with disabilities. Faculty 
should attach the test to a completed form (included with the Accommodation Plan) and drop it off 
at the Assessment Centre before the test date.
St. James, Room 275, Casa Loma Room C33, or Waterfront Room 532 or 
www.georgebrown.ca/assessment/loc-hours/
Need help? Contact the Accessibility Consultant for your area.

Student Behaviour
Students can choose to use or not use their accommodations and will do so based on their needs. 
Consultants can suggest strategies and behaviours to a student, but it is not the Consultant's role to 

manage student behaviours. Students with accommodations must adhere to GBC's Student Code of 
Conduct, like any other student. If you suspect that there are disability-related reasons for unusual 
behaviours, please contact the student's Accessibility Consultant for guidance and support. The 

Manager of Student Concerns, Dale Hall, is also a useful resource in dealing with complex student 
issues.

Universal Design for Learning (UDL)
Universal design for learning is the proactive planning of curriculum and teaching for greater access 

to learning, inclusion, and engagement for all students. For example:

• giving all students extra time on tests,

• coordinating class notes and sharing with all students in the class, and

• providing all course materials ahead of time in an accessible format through the learning 

management system (Blackboard)

...are examples of UDL-aligned teaching practices. These practices increase access, inclusion, and 

engagement for all students and reduce the need for some individual accommodations.
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In May, Academic and Student Affairs hosted GBC's first UDL conference. Additional opportunities 

for training and mentorship will be available in 2016-17. For one-on-one guidance, talk with the AL 

Consultant for your area or a Curriculum Specialist about ideas to make your curriculum more 

aligned with UDL. We would be very interested in exploring UDL with you!

Ontario Human Rights Guidelines for Accommodation at Post-Secondary - 2016
In spring of 2016, the Ontario Human Rights Commission (OHRC) provided all Ontario post-
secondary institutions with specific guidelines to reduce barriers for students experiencing mental 

health concerns. Accessible Learning Services has developed the following changes based on these 

recommendations:

1. Direct communication of Accommodation Plans
As part of our institutional responsibility, Accessibility Consultants will now be directly 

communicating the student Accommodation Plans to professors (unless the student chooses to 

deliver it to their professors themselves). Some accommodations may require the professor to 

discuss details with the student (e.g. parameters around extra time on assignments). Faculty should 

follow the directions on the Accommodation Plan and call the Accessibility Consultant for any 

questions or concerns.

2. AL Services Supports Both Temporary and Permanent Disabilities
The OHRC is asking that post-secondary institutions make sure that professors are aware that AL 

Services provides accommodations for both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities. If 
students are experiencing any disability that is impacting their education, including a first 
occurrence of a mental health concern, they should contact Accessible Learning Services or 
Counselling Services for support and for possible interim accommodations. Counselling and AL 

Services will work collaboratively to support students needing both types of supports for mental 
health issues.

3. Protect the Student's Privacy
The OHRC is recommending that faculty should avoid having conversations about a student's 

mental health or medical issues. Those discussions should be referred to Accessibility Consultants.
If a student has an Accommodation Plan in place, contact the Consultant for your school. If you are 

unsure if the student is registered or not, suggest that the student contacts Accessible Learning 

Services to put some accommodations in place. Please do not disclose to other students if a specific 

student is registered with AL Services. The accommodation process is meant to be confidential to 

protect the student from further stigma.

4. Extension on Assignment or Frequent Absences
If a student has either of these accommodations, please do not ask them for medical notes. The 

student would have already provided documentation to AL Services for these accommodations.
The student will be directed to negotiate the details of these accommodations with faculty; it is up 

to the professor to determine a feasible extension deadline. Contact the Consultant if you have any 

questions or concerns.
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5. Retroactive Accommodations 

Retroactive accommodations are accommodations that are granted after an assignment due date, 
test, or course completion. Many programs have already been granting retroactive 
accommodations, e.g. providing a Standing Deferred status in a course when the student has a 
legitimate and valid request and the SD is feasible in the program.

The OHRC is asking that faculty be open to considering a request for retroactive accommodations 
for a student who may be experiencing or have experienced mental health issues and to not state 
in program policies that requests for retroactive accommodations will not be considered.

Support

Our goal in Accessible Learning Services is to work collaboratively and supportively with academic 

areas to ensure that accommodations are implemented in a timely and effective manner. The 

Accessibility Consultant assigned to your academic division is available to meet with you or connect 
over email or phone to hear your questions, concerns, and ideas, and to provide you with support.

Get to know your Accessibility Consultant:

St. James Campus Casa Loma Campus Waterfront Campus Ryerson Campus 
(ECE)

Mandy Byrnes (CS)
Isaac Stein (CS)
Karen Walker (CPLS) 
Monique Dube (CPLS) 
Rose Marie Nigli (Bus) 
James Jollymore (CHCA) 
Nadia Stolpner (AD)

Valerie Sonstegard 
David Hurlbut

Marissa Malkowski 
Ayshia Musleh

Sheila MacMillan

Please contact the Accessibility Consultant for your area whenever you have a question or concern, 
or contact:

Anne Moore, Manager of Accessible Learning Services: Anne.Moore@eeoreebrown.ca. ext. 2962
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COURSE OUTLINE

SCHOOL OF

COURSE NAME:

COURSE CODE:

CREDIT HOURS:

PREREQUISITES:

COREQUISITES:

PLARELIGIBLE: YES (X ) NO ( )

EFFECTIVE DATE:

PROFESSOR: OFFICE #:

PHONE: EMAIL:

NOTE TO STUDENTS: Academic Departments at George Brown College will NOT retain historical copies 
of Course Outlines. We urge you to retain this Course Outline for your future reference.

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

ORIGINATOR:
SIGNATURE DATE

CHAIR:
SIGNATURE DATE

DATE OF REVISION:

EQUITY STATEMENT: George Brown College values the talents and contributions of its students, staff and community 
partners and seeks to create a welcoming environment where equity, diversity and safety of all groups are fundamental. 
Language or activities which are inconsistent with this philosophy violate the College policy on the Prevention of 
Discrimination and Harassment and will not be tolerated. The commitment and cooperation of all students and staff are 
required to maintain this environment. Information and assistance are available through your Chair, Student Affairs, 
the Student Association or the Human Rights Advisor.

ACCESSIBLITY AT GEORGE BROWN COLLEGE
George Brown College is dedicated to providing equal access to students with disabilities. Students who have, or suspect 
they may have, a disability (physical, medical or mental health) and who encounter disability related barriers to the 
successful completion of a course may receive reasonable and necessary academic accommodations through Accessible 
Learning Services. For more information, or to register, please visit the Accessible Learning webpage at 
www.Beorgebrown.ca/accessible-learning-services , email letstalkageorgebrown.ca , drop by the Accessible Learning 
office on your campus or call extension 2622. Many students who do not have a disability experience stressors or life 
situations that impact their academic performance. We encourage students to meet with a Counsellor by emailing 
letstalk a georgebrown.ca or dropping by the Counselling Office on your campus.

COURSE NAME:
COURSE CODE:

PAGE: 1
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STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES: Students should obtain a copy of the Student Handbook and refer to it for additional 
information regarding the grading system, withdrawals, exemptions, class assignments, missed tests and exams, 
supplemental privileges, and academic dishonesty. Students are required to apply themselves diligently to the course of 
study, and to prepare class and homework assignments as given. Past student performance shows a strong relationship 
between regular attendance and success.

COURSE NAME:
COURSE CODE:
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Skill L P E

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS:
As mandated by the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities essential employability skills 
(EES) will be addressed throughout all programs of study. Students will have the opportunity to learn 
(L) specific skills, to practice (P) these skills, and/or be evaluated (E) on the EES outcomes in a 
variety of courses. The EES include communication, numeracy, critical thinking & problem solving, 
information management, interpersonal and personal skills. The faculty for this course has indicated 
which of the EES are either Learned (L), Practiced (P) or Evaluated (E) in this course:

Skill L P E
1. communicate clearly, concisely and 

correctly in the written, spoken and 
visual form that fulfills the purpose 
and meets the needs of the audience

2. respond to written, spoken or visual 
messages in a manner that ensures 
effective communication

3. execute mathematical operations 
accurately

4. apply a systematic approach to 
solve problems

5. use a variety of thinking skills to 
anticipate and solve problems

6. analyze, evaluate, and apply
relevant information from a variety 
of sources

7. locate, select, organize and 
document information using 
appropriate technology and 
information sources

8. show respect for the diverse 
opinions, values, belief 
systems, and contributions 
of others

9. interact with others in groups 
or teams in ways that 
contribute to effective 
working relationships and 
the achievement of goals

10. manage the use of time and 
other resources to complete 
projects

11. take responsibility for one’s 
own actions, decisions and 
consequences

COURSE OUTCOMES:
Upon successful completion of this course the students will have reliably demonstrated the 
ability to:

1.

COURSE NAME:
COURSE CODE:
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DELIVERY METHODS / LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

LIST OF TEXTBOOKS AND OTHER TEACHING AIDS: 
Required:

Recommended / Optional:

TESTING POLICY:

ASSIGNMENT POLICY:

EVALUATION SYSTEM:

Assessment Tool: Description: Outcome(s)
assessed:

EES
assessed:

Date / 
Week:

%of
Final
Grade:

TOTAL: 100%

GRADING SYSTEM
The passing grade for this course is:

A+ 90-100 4.0
A 86-89 4.0
A- 80-85 3.7

B+ 77-79 3.3
B 73-76 3.0
B- 70-72 2.7

C+ 67-69 2.3
c 63-66 2.0
c- 60-62 1.7

D+ 57-59 1.3
D 50-56 1.0

Below 50 F 0.0

Excerpt from the College Policy on Academic Dishonesty:
The minimal consequence for submitting a plagiarized, purchased, contracted, or in any manner inappropriately 
negotiated or falsified assignment, test, essay, project, or any evaluated material will be a grade of zero on that material. 
To view George Brown College policies please go to www.georgebrown.ca/policies

COURSE NAME:
COURSE CODE:
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TOPICAL OUTLINE:

Week Topic / Task Outcome(s) Content / Activities Resources
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 INTERSESSION WEEK
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Please note: this schedule may change as resources and circumstances require.

For information on withdrawing from this course without academic penalty, please refer to the 
College Academic Calendar: httD://www.eeor2ebrown.ca/Admin/Re2istr/PSCal.asDx

COURSE NAME:
COURSE CODE:
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Appendix H

Email to returning students. 

Welcome back students!

Accessible Learning Services is happy to announce that we will now be able to email your 
accommodation plan direct to faculty. You will be cc’d on the email. Your Accessibility 
Consultant will be having a conversation about this with you when you meet or by email. 
This is being done to help ease the accommodation process for you. You are still welcome 
to introduce yourself to your faculty.

Have a wonderful year! We are here to support you!

Anne Moore, M.Ed.
Manager, Accessible Learning Services 
St. James Campus. 582C 
George Brown College 
416.415.5000 ext. 2962 
amooretàjgeoruebrown.ca
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0 Georgian
Georgian College

Office of the President and CEO 
Office of the Board of Governors

One Georgian Drive, Barrie, ON L4M 3X9

T: 705.728.1968

GeorgianCollege.ca

Apr. 28, 2016

Renu Mandhane
Chief Commissioner
Office of the Chief Commissioner
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900
Toronto, ON M7A 2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane:

I am writing in response to your letter dated March 15, 2016 referencing Medical Documentation 
Guidelines and Accommodation, As per your request I am happy to confirm that Georgian College 
currently complies with many of the measures you have identified in your letter. Staff in Accessibility 
Services are currently reviewing and modifying forms, documentation and website information to 
ensure full compliance with the six measures identified. This work will continue throughout the coming 
months and copies of our documentation guidelines, medical documentation forms and procedures will 
be forwarded to you before the September 6, 2016 deadline.

Below is a summary of compliance or status of compliance with each of the six measures.
a) Do not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis to register with your

Office for Students with Disabilities (OSD), or receive accommodations or supports;
We do not, nor have we in the past required a student to disclose their disability in order to 
register with our Accessibility Services office.

b) Make it clear that students may request interim accommodations for mental health disabilities
pending receipt of medical documentation;
We currently do, and have in the past provided interim accommodations pending receipt of 
medical documentation. Letters of accommodation that faculty receive do not differentiate 
whether a student has a permanent or interim accommodation

c) Make it clear that both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities will be
accommodated;
Although we do accommodate both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities, staff 
will be reviewing and updating documentation, literature and websites to ensure this is clearly 
stated.

d) Do not state or imply that requests for accommodation after a deadline, test or course
completion (i.e. retroactive accommodation) will not be considered;
We do not state or imply retroactive accommodations will not be considered. Each request for a 
retroactive accommodation is considered in collaboration with the student, Accessibility Advisor 
and faculty member.

..2
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e) Do not require students to reveal private medical information to, or seek accommodation from,
their professors, instructors, teaching assistants, etc; and
We do not, nor have we in the past required students to reveal their private medical 
information to their professors, etc.

f) Are clearly communicated to all students, faculty and staff.
Our policies are communicated to students, staff and faculty through a variety of means. 
However, staff in Accessibility Services in collaboration with our AODA officer are reviewing 
options to ensure optimum distribution of our policies.

Sincerely,

M , ,
President and CEO



# Georgian Office of the President and CEO 
Office of the Board of Governors

One Georgian Drive, Barrie, ON L4M 3X9

T: 705.728.1968

GeorgianCol leg e. ca

Sept. 2, 2016

Renu Mandhane
Chief Commissioner
Office of the Chief Commissioner
180 Oundas Street West, Suite 900
Toronto, ON M7A2R9

Dear Chief Renu Mandhane:

I am writing as a follow up to your original letter dated March 15, 2016 and you most recent letter dated 
July 19, 2016 referencing Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation.

As per your request I am pleased to provide you with written confirmation that the six measures have 
been implemented at Georgian College in accordance with the checklist in Appendix B of your original 
letter. Attached to this letter is a copy of our updated Student Success Services Policies and Procedures 
Guidelines which are in compliance with the six measures previously identified. I have also attached an 
updated copy of our medical request documentation form which is now in compliance.

Below is a summary of compliance with each of the six measures.
a) Do not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis to register with your 

Office for Students with Disabilities (OSD), or receive accommodations or supports;
We do not, nor have we in the past, require a student to disclose their disability in order to 
register with our Accessibility Services office.

b) Make it clear that students may request interim accommodations for mental health disabilities 
pending receipt of medical documentation;
We currently do, and have in the past, provide interim accommodations pending receipt of 
medical documentation. Letters of accommodation that faculty receive do not differentiate 
whether a student has a permanent or interim accommodation.

c) Make it clear that both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities will be 
accommodated;
We have updated our documents and website to clearly state that temporary and permanent 
disabilities will be accommodated.

d) Do not state or imply that requests for accommodation after a deadline, test or course 
completion (i.e. retroactive accommodation) will not be considered;
We do not state or imply retroactive accommodations will not be considered. Each request for a 
retroactive accommodation is considered in collaboration with the student, Accessibility Advisor 
and faculty member. We have updated our website to clearly state that each request fora 
retroactive accommodation will be considered.
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e) Do not require students to reveal private medical information to, or seek accommodation from, 
their professors, instructors, teaching assistants, etc.; and
We do not, nor have we in the past, require students to reveal their private medical information 
to their professors, etc. Any medical information required is to be provided only to our 
Accessibility Services office where it is stored in a secure manner. Professors, teachers, 
instructors, teaching assistants, etc. are not provided the details of any medical documentation 
on file with our office.

f) Are clearly communicated to all students, faculty and staff.
Our policies are communicated to students, staff and faculty through a variety of means. 
Communication with students, faculty and staff are done on an ongoing basis due to the cyclical 
nature of our business.

Following is a summary of our compliance with each of the points in the Appendix B - Checklist:

Diagnosis and Gathering Information
• We have included statements on our website and in our documentation that under the Ontario 

Human Rights Code, students are not required to disclose their disability diagnosis to register for 
and access accommodations and supports. We state that we only require documentation from 
an appropriate regulated health care professional confirming that a disability exists or that the 
student is being monitored to determine a diagnosis.

• We have clearly indicated in our documentation and website that disclosure of a diagnosis is 
totally voluntary. We do not indicate nor imply that a student will receive quicker or better 
accommodations if a diagnosis is provided.

• Our documentation and medical information request form simply state than we require 
documentation from an appropriate regulated medical health professional

• The regulated medical health care professional is asked to confirm that a student has a 
disability, or is being monitored to determine a diagnosis.

• Our medical information request form asks for the functional impact of the disability.
• We do not indicate that only permanent or significant disabilities will be accommodated.
• We only ask if the student been prescribed medication that may impact academic functioning, 

and if yes, what the impact may be.
• We do not ask for blanket consent to share medical information. We obtain consent to share 

the information requested on our medical information request form. If there is a need for 
subsequent information or clarification, we obtain separate consent from the student for that 
specific purpose only.

• In situations where the disability is temporary or the student is being monitored/assessed for a 
disability we ask for updated medical documentation based on the time line provided by the 
regulated medical health care professional that completed the form.

Interim and Retroactive Accommodations
• We clearly indicate that we will provide accommodations and support to students who require 

interim accommodations



• We have established processes to address interim accommodations in situations where a
student may self-identify or may be referred to our office by staff, faculty or through our 
Student of Concern Committee.

• Interim accommodations are provided for a semester at a time or a specific period of time as
indicated by a regulated medical health care provider. The interim accommodations may be 
extended based on the documentation provided or the scheduling of appointments, etc.

• We have included clear statements that requests for retroactive accommodations will be
assessed on a case-by-case basis.

• We have clearly stated and made the request for seeking retroactive accommodations simple
and straightforward for students.

Privacy and Confidentiality
• Students are not required to request accommodations directly from, nor are they required to

share any medical information with their professors, instructors, teaching assistants, etc. Letters 
of Accommodations will be sent to each of a student's faculty from our Accessibility Services 
office, unless the student requests otherwise.

• All information provided to our Accessibility Services office is kept confidential. All hardcopy
material is kept in locked file cabinets and then shredded after being scanned into our case 
management software. Our case management software, Clockwork, is encrypted and password 
protected with staff only having access to information they need.

• We have clearly stated to students that their academic record will not identify in any way that
they received academic accommodations.

Communication to Students and College Staff
• Information about academic accommodations are communicated on our website, through

email, special events such as orientation and information is now included in course syllabi.
• All staff in Accessibility Services are trained on the documentation, guidelines, forms and

procedures. Additionally, questions, concerns, changes are addressed regularly through team 
meetings.

• Training for faculty is provided primarily through our Centre for Teaching, Learning and
Academic Excellence (CTLAE) as well as through our Halogen training system. We provide 
additional training on general mental health issues, suicide awareness, etc. through workshops 
run by staff who are trained in Mental Health First Aid, Assist, and SafeTalk, as well as additional 
workshops provided by external trainers and community agencies.

Should you have any questions or require any further information, please contact me directly.

Sincerely,

MaryLynn Wést-Moynes 
President and CEO

enc.
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Student Success Services Statement of 
Intent 

The Student Success Services department includes a group of professionals who provide 
services to students according to Georgian College’s policies and procedures, as well as the 
ethical standards of the various professional associations to which the professionals may 
belong.  

Consistent with Georgian's mission to inspire innovation, transform lives and connect 
communities through the power of education, the Student Success Services department is 
committed to creating a campus community that is inclusive of all individuals, based upon the 
principles of acceptance, dignity, independence, integration and equal opportunity. 

Student Success Services team members work in a collaborative manner to contribute to 
overall student wellness and academic success, promoting support and respect for all 
individuals. Supporting students, parents and staff throughout the college, the team provides a 
safe, inclusive environment, ensuring confidentiality and a balanced, non-judgmental approach 
to working with students with identified and specific needs.
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1 REVIEW AND UPDATE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

This document describes how Student Success Services (SSS) will approach key service delivery 
issues. SSS should continually review and update these policies and procedures.  

1.1 Definitions 

 A policy is a statement of philosophy and general approach to an issue 

 A procedures set out the steps that will be taken to implement the policy 

1.2 Purpose 

The primary purpose of developing and documenting policies and procedures is to provide an 
agreed framework within which consistently high quality services can be provided. 

Policies and procedures are important because they: 

 Provide clear guidance to consumers about the nature and quality of service they can 
expect to receive 

 Provide clear guidance to staff about what is expected of them in specific situations 

 Provide a focus for considering and implementing any changes to the way the service 
operates 

 Ensure the services provided are of a consistent quality for every individual. 

There is a danger that where there is a reliance on unwritten policies and procedures, the 
absence of a key staff member might result in confusion, lack of direction or duplication of 
policy effort. 

This section of the Student Success Policies & Procedures Guidelines will therefore provide 
overall guidance in reviewing and updating policies and procedures.  

The Manager of Student Success Services will initiate a review of the policies on an annual 
basis, corresponding with the fiscal year and make adjustments as necessary. 

This section specifies that Student Success Services must have a mechanism to review and 
update its policies and procedures, and for staff in reviewing and updating them 

1.3 Requirements 

In order to review this document, Student Success Services’ departments, Centre for Access 
(Accessibility Advisors, Adaptive Technologist, Alternative Format, and Testing Services), 
Counselling, and Customer Service will need to: 

 Have a documented mechanism to review and update its policies and procedures. 
Student Success Services should have an established mechanism for reviewing and 
updating each of the policies and procedures  

o Whether it would be reviewed regularly and for how often, and/or under what 
circumstances it would be reviewed 
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o The person, role or committee responsible for the review 
o When the policies and procedures last reviewed and updated 

 Have a documented mechanism for obtaining staff input 
o Student Success Services should demonstrate that it has an established 

mechanism spelling how input from staff members is obtained in the process of 
reviewing and updating policies and procedures. 

 Ensure that the above mechanisms are implemented 

The above mechanisms to review and update policies and procedures, and to obtain input from 
staff, should be implemented so that current policies and procedures remain available for staff 
to use. 

1.4 Reviewing And Updating Policies And Procedures 

Review of policy and procedure timetabled over a year 

January 

Advise staff, of review timetable 

February March 

Call for comments and conduct 
feedback sessions for Adaptive 
Technology, Counselling, and 

Accessibility Advisor  

April 

Draft sections for Adaptive 
Technology, Counselling, and 

Accessibility Advisor 

May 

Call for Comments on draft 
sections Adaptive Technology, 
Counselling, and Accessibility 

Advisor 

June 

Finalize sections Adaptive Technology, 
Counselling, and Accessibility Advisor 

July 

Distribute Adaptive Technology, 
Counselling, and Accessibility Advisor 

sections  

August 

Call for comments and conduct 
feedback sessions for sections 
Alternative Format, Customer 

Service, and Testing 

September 

Draft sections Alternative Format, 
Customer Service, and Testing 

October 

Call for comments on draft sections 
Alternative Format, Customer 

Service and Testing. 

November 

Finalize sections Alternative 
Format, Customer Service and 

Testing 

December 

Distribute sections Alternative Format, 
Customer Service and Testing 
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1.4.1 Obtaining feedback on policies and procedures  

Staff will provide feedback and be involved in reviewing polices and procedures through 

 Scheduled review of a policy and procedures at regular meetings 

 Responding to draft policies and procedures through a Policy and Procedure review 
form 

1.4.2 Responsibility for reviewing and updating policies and procedures 

The Student Success Services staff will have the ultimate responsibility for reviewing and 
updating policies and procedures. Although no formal structure needs to be set up, leads for 
each of the groups, Adaptive Technologists, Counsellors, Customer Services, and Accessibility 
Advisor, will be responsible for facilitating discussion and collecting feedback for policies and 
procedures under review. 

1.4.3 Maintaining currency of policies and procedures 

Policies and procedures should show: 

 the date that they were updated; and 

 the date of the next review 

These details may appear in a separate section of the policies and procedures titled 
"Administration Issues", or may appear as a footnote on each page of the policies and 
procedures. Showing these details will ensure that the Student Success Services department is 
clear about the currency of each policy and procedure. 

1.4.4 Making policies and procedures available 

At this stage, the Student Success Services unit also needs to decide the distribution of policies 
and procedures, where they will be stored and how and under what circumstances they will be 
made available to service users and other interested parties. 

1.5 GUIDE FOR DEVELOPING A CHECKLIST FOR LISTING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

1.5.1 Introduction 

This template has been designed to assist you to record the policies and procedures stipulated 
under the various SQSs that need to be reviewed. It also assists you to assign dates when 
policies and procedures were reviewed and the responsible person/post /committee to review. 

1.5.2 Checklist 

The following format provides a structure within which to record your information. 
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SQS Policies and 
procedures 

Frequency  of 
review 

Context of 
review 

Responsible 
person/post
/ committee 

Date of last 
review and 
updating 

For 
example: 

10.1 Policy on 
entering 
the service 

Whenever 
there are 
changes in the 
Funding and 
Service 
Agreement or 
system 

(specify the 
platform for 
review, e.g. 
staff 
meeting) 

(identify staff 
member/post
/ Committee 
responsible, 
e.g. service 

(specify the 
date) 

1.6 GENERIC TEMPLATE FOR PROCEDURES 

For each of the SQSs that require policies and procedures, we have provided 

guidance on how to develop policies and procedures. The core information that is 

required for procedures related to all SQSs is outlined below. 

1.6.1 Introduction 

In this section of the procedures, you would describe the purpose of the procedures. 

1.6.2 Contents of the procedures 

In this section of the procedures, you would outline the key issues that the procedures address. 

1.6.3 Links 

Each procedure document will relate to one SQS. Some SQSs overlap, or have links with other 
SQSs. In this section, you should specify any other procedure documents that are relevant to 
this particular SQS. This will ensure that staff and service users are aware of the associated 
issues. 



1.6.4 Administration 

In this section, you will include the way in which you ensure the procedures are up-to-date, and 
that all people who need to access them are able to do so. In this section you will specifically 
include: 

 the date of the procedures; 

 how and to whom the procedures will be distributed; and 

 How and when the procedures will be reviewed. 

2 STUDENT SUCCESS SERVICES GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

Student Success Services strives to provide the highest level of customer service and support to 
its clients.  

We commit to: 

 Provide honest, authentic support and guidance to students and staff 

 Identify realistic expectations 

 Educate staff and faculty on Student Success Services  

 Link students to social opportunities and build a social network through events 

 Empower students to advocate for their success 

 Help students develop tools to identify barriers and overcome them 

 Educate and provide informational sessions related to health and wellness 

3 DEPARTMENTAL DEFINITIONS 

Accessible Format – includes large print, recorded audio and electronic formats, Braille, Daisy 
digital audio, and other formats usable by a student.  Accessible formats are created from 
conversion ready files. 

Accommodations - this refers to any service, adaptation or support mechanism that enables 
Students with Disabilities (SWD) to participate fully in academic, campus, and community life.  
In particular, academic accommodations provide SWD an equal opportunity to master the 
essentials of a post-secondary education.  Accommodations are intended to level the playing 
field so that students with disabilities have the chance to develop the same skills and abilities 
expected of all students (NEAAA). 

Adaptive Technology –refers to any technological equipment (software or hardware) that can 
be used to enhance the independent functioning of people with disabilities and help “level the 

5
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playing field” in areas such as reading, writing, memory, organization, communication, physical 
activities, daily living, work or even recreational purposes. 

Alternative Education Resources for Ontario (AERO) – the Ontario digital repository for 
alternative format for post-secondary institutions. 

Bursary for Students with Disabilities (BSWD) - Funded by the Government of Ontario, the 
BSWD is a component of the Ontario Student Assistance Program (OSAP) intended to:  

 help students with financial need meet their disability related educational costs without 
having to incur additional debt; and 

 increase access to post-secondary education for students with disabilities 

Circle of Care – Refers to a group of staff members who are responsible for the immediate care 
and support of a student. These staff members would normally be within Student Services, but 
could expand to another department based on the circumstances. 

Consent Forms – any consent form that Student Success Services administers  

Conversion Ready File – a file in electronic or digital format that facilitates conversion into an 
accessible format for students.  Refers to the ability of a producer to manipulate the file and 
ensure that it is converted into an accessible format that the student can use (e.g. PDF, Word, 
and Kesi). 

Current Student – Refers to any student enrolled in a full time or part time Georgian College 
program at any campus location (includes university partnership degree program students, 
College and Career Preparation, apprenticeship training, School within a College and Dual 
Credit students). 

Disability – refers to the definition provided in the Ontario Human Rights Code. Section 10 (1) of 
the Code defines “disability” as follows:  

a) any degree of physical disability, infirmity, malformation or disfigurement that is caused 
by bodily injury, birth defect or illness and, without limiting the generality of the 
foregoing, includes diabetes mellitus, epilepsy, a brain injury, any degree of paralysis, 
amputation, lack of physical co-ordination, blindness or visual impediment, deafness or 
hearing impediment, muteness or speech impediment, or physical reliance on a guide 
dog or other animal or on a wheelchair or other remedial appliance or device, 

b) a condition of mental impairment or a developmental disability, 

c) a learning disability, or a dysfunction in one or more of the processes involved in 
understanding or using symbols or spoken language, 

d) a mental disorder, or 
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e) an injury or disability for which benefits were claimed or received under the insurance 
plan established under the Workplace Safety and Insurance Act, 1997; (“handicap”) 

Documentation- refers to diagnosing documentation that may be in the form of a letter from a 
doctor, chiropractor, psychologist, psychiatrist etc.  The professional issuing the documentation 
needs to have the authority granted by their College to diagnose the disability. 

 Learning Disabilities: a recent psych educational assessment (conducted within the last 
3-5 years) 

 ADHD: a diagnosis by a psychologist, psychiatrist, or physician with appropriate training 
in neuropsychological disorders 

 Physical and medical disabilities, and mental health disorders: a medical form or letter 
from a qualified specialist indicating the student’s diagnosis, limitations, and 
recommendations for academic accommodations 

 Deaf or hard-of-hearing: an audiologist report 

 Blindness: CNIB registration number 

Educational Print materials – includes any print based, electronic or paper materials that are 
required reading for a student – for example: textbooks, novels, e-books or other print 
resources. 

Faculty and staff – Includes Faculty, Support Staff and Administrative staff at all Georgian 
College locations for the purpose of sharing service information and student inquiries (in 
accordance with FIPPA and PHIPA requirements). 

First Generation Student – A First Generation student (as defined by the Ministry of Training 
Colleges and Universities) is a student whose parents did not attend full or part time post-
secondary education in Canada or elsewhere. Youth with Crown Ward status are also 
considered First Generation students.  Students identify their First Generation status on the 
Ontario Colleges application.  

General community partners – refers to staff from community service agencies who provide (or 
could provide) services to Georgian College students. i.e. Grove Park Wellness Clinic, Georgian 
Nurse Practitioner-led clinic, Canadian Mental Health Association, School Boards, Children’s Aid 
Society, etc.  

Letter of Accommodation (LOA)-refers to the memo issued to faculty by the Accessibility 
Advisor that outlines the classroom accommodations that have been approved for the student.  
The student is provided with this document and is responsible for giving it to their faculty prior 
to booking any test accommodations. 

Mobile Assessment Team (MAT) - is a service which allows post-secondary students across 
Southern Ontario to access assessment services by Psychologists and Psychological Associates 
who will come to the student's home institution and complete a full assessment. 
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Personal Health Information includes (PHI) 

 Information relating to the physical or mental health of the individual, including 
information that consists of the health history of the individual’s family 

 Information relating to the provision of health care to the individual, including the 
identification of a person as a provider of health care to the individual 

 A plan of service for the individual 

 Information relating to payments or eligibility for health care, or eligibility for coverage 
for health care, for the individual 

 The individual’s health number 

 Information that identifies an individual’s substitute decision-maker” 

Parent – refers to parents of current or, with signed permission prospective students obtained 
from student.  All communication will be in accordance with FIPPA and PHIPA requirements.  

Perceptual Disability – as outlined in Section 32 of the Copyright Act.  This has been found to 
mean a disability that prevents or inhibits a person from reading or hearing a literary, musical, 
dramatic or artistic work in its original format, and includes such a disability resulting from 

(a) Severe or total impairment of sight or hearing or the inability to focus or move one’s 
eyes, 

(b) The inability to hold or manipulate a book, or 

(c) An impairment relating to comprehension; 

Prospective Student – Individuals who are considering attending, or have applied to a Georgian 
College program (includes university partnership degree program students, College and Career 
Preparation, apprenticeship training, School within a College and Dual Credit students). 

Publisher – a corporation that commercially distributes educational print materials. 

Regional Assessment and Resource Centre (RARC) - Provides access to affordable and 
professional psychological and psycho educational assessments to post-secondary students 
with learning difficulties. 

Service Animal  

a) any guide dog, signal dog, or other animal individually trained to do work or perform 

tasks for the benefit of an individual with a disability, including, but not limited to, 

guiding individuals with impaired vision, alerting individuals with impaired hearing to 

intruders or sounds, providing minimal protection or rescue work, pulling a wheelchair, 

or fetching dropped items.  The animal may wear specialized equipment such as 

backpack, harness, or special collar, but this is not a legal requirement. Service animals 

are working animals not pets. 
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b) If an animal meets this definition, it is considered a service animal regardless of whether 

it has been licensed or certified that it has been trained. This definition may be 

determined by asking about and/or observing the tasks performed by the animal. The 

tasks must be directly related to the disability. The partner may not be required to give 

details about his or her specific disability. 

c) Partner, a person with a disability who uses a service animal to provide assistance with 

daily tasks.  

Student with a Disability (SWD) - A student who has provided the required documentation 
pertaining to their disability and has registered with the Centre for Access/Student Success 
department. 

Third Party Representitives - A generic term for any individual who does not have a direct 
connection with a student. 

Youth with Crown Ward status (YWCWs) – a youth that is in the legal custody of the Children’s 
Aid Society. 
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4 ACRONYMS 

AA – Accessibility Advisors 

AERO – Alternative Education Resources for Ontario 

AT – Adaptive Technologist  

BSWD – Bursary for Students with Disabilities 

CAAT C – Canadian Adult Achievement Test, Level C 

CAMH – Centre for Addiction and Mental Health 

CCDI – College Committee on Disability Issues 

CPA – Communication Placement Assessment 

FG – First Generation 

FIPPA – Freedom of Information Protection of Privacy Act 

HOAE – Health Occupations Aptitude Exam 

GNPLC – Georgian Nurse Practitioner Led Clinic  

LDASC – Learning Disabilities Association Simcoe County 

LOA – Letter of Accommodation 

LSPS – Learning Strategies and Peer Services 

MAT – Mobile Assessment Team 

MRP – Most Responsible Provider 

NEAAA - National Educational Association of Disabled Students 

OCAS – Ontario College Application Service 

OHRC – Ontario Human Rights Code 

OSAP – Ontario Student Assistance Program 

OTN – Ontario Telemedicine Network 

PHI – Personal Health Information 

PHIPA – Personal Health Information Protection Act 
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PSB – Psychological Services Bureau 

RARC – Regional Assessment and Resource Centre 

RNT - Remote Note Taking Service  

SSS – Student Success Services 

SWAC – School within a College 

SWD - Students with Disabilities 

WSIB – Workplace Safety and Insurance Board 

YWCWs – Youth with Crown Ward status 

5 POPULATION SERVED BY STUDENT SUCCESS SERVICES 

 Current full-time students 

 Part-time students taking at least one college credit course 

 Prospective full-time and part-time students (as defined above) 

 Students with disabilities  

 Current and prospective First Generation students and youth with Crown Ward 
status 

 Parents 

 Georgian College faculty and staff 

 College and Career preparation, apprenticeship students, School Within a College 
(SWAC), dual credit students, sponsored students (WSIB) 

 Community clients receiving academic and career counselling  

 General community partners with a direct link to services provided to students 

 Students who have withdrawn from their program are not eligible for services 
through Student Success 

 Graduating students who require follow up support for up to three months while 
they transition to community supports 

6 HOURS OF OPERATION 

Barrie: The Student Success office is open from 8:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. Monday through 
Thursday (8:00 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. during the May to August summer semester) and closes at 
4:30 P.M. on Friday.  

Orillia: The Student Success office is open from 8:00 A.M. to 6:45 P.M. Monday through 
Thursday (8:00 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. during the May to August summer semester) and closes at 
4:30 P.M. on Friday.  

Owen Sound: The Student Success office is open from 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. Monday to Friday 
year round.   
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Muskoka, Midland, Orangeville, and South Georgian Bay: Services provided as arranged per 
campus. 

7 DEPARTMENTAL COMMUNICATION STRATEGY 

7.1 Response to inquiries 

Student Success staff will respond to all inquiries within 24 hours upon receipt or return to 
work (in cases where inquiry is received on a non-work day).  Inquiries will be returned in the 
method used to initiate conversation, unless otherwise requested.   

Staff will field inquiries in person, via email, telephone, online communications, or inter-
departmental communications (Clockwork, Office Communicator).   

When staff members are out of the office, email and telephone out of office messages will be in 
place and will offer an alternative contact for immediate inquiries and indicate a return date.  

All general email mailbox inquires will be reviewed and answered daily by the appropriate 
contact for that service area.  

7.2 Responsibility of all staff during absence from office 

To ensure adequate coverage, staff absences due to illness are to be reported by 
voicemail/email to the Manager, Admin Assistant and Customer Service staff at designated 
campus.  

Except during lunch, staff members are responsible for informing the customer service staff 
how they can be contacted and where they can be found when they leave the office and how 
long they expect to be away. Unless indicated in their calendar, staff are expected to be in the 
office in case there are crises or drop-in appointments. 

7.3 Intake and Consent  

All individuals requesting service will present at the Customer Service desk for scheduling and 
check-in for appointments.  All individuals will complete the Consent Form - for the Collection, 
Use and Disclosure of Information (Appendix A) as part of the condition to receive service. 
Community clients will complete The Community Intake Form: Consent for the Collection Use 
and Disclosure of Information (Appendix B).  All individuals refusing to complete the Consent 
Form will be informed of the consequences of non-completion and may be refused service.  The 
Consent Form will be kept on file in the Clockwork system, completed on the first contact with 
Student Success Services.   

Informed consent and confidentiality forms are fully explained by Student Success staff, signed 
by the student and witnessed by an appropriate staff member.  In situations where it is in the 
student’s best interest for information to be shared, students are asked to sign the Consent to 
Release and Exchange Information Form (Appendix C ) specifying what information may be 
communicated to individuals/departments, both on and off campus.  Students can add to, or 
remove consent at any time.  Changes need to be made in writing or in person.  
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7.4 Appointments  

All appointments for all Student Success staff will be booked through Clockwork. 

7.4.1 Students who arrive late 

Time allotted to staff appointments varies from 30-50 minutes depending on the nature of the 
appointment. If students are late for a Student Success staff appointment, the staff member 
will wait 15 minutes before embarking on an alternative activity. If students arrive any later 
than 15 minutes for their appointment, the staff member (if available) will see the student if 
the student wishes to continue with the scheduled appointment, but only for the length of the 
originally scheduled appointment.  Otherwise, the student is invited to rebook. 

7.4.2 No-shows and missed appointments  

Students who do not attend their appointment as scheduled will be acknowledged through 
email by the appropriate Student Success staff that they have missed a scheduled appointment. 
Clockwork has the functionality to send responses for no-show/missed appointments.  

A sample email is as follows: 

“Hello [student first name, mail merge from ClockWork], 

It was unfortunate that you were not able to make our [date, mail merge from 

ClockWork] appointment today. Please keep in mind that due to long waiting lists to see 

[staff, mail merge from ClockWork], it is important for students to let us know if they 

cannot make an appointment. If you wish to reschedule your appointment please contact 

our customer service staff at (insert appropriate contact # for campus). I look forward to 

seeing you. 

Sincerely, 

[Name, mail merge from ClockWork]  
[Title, mail merge from ClockWork]  
[Phone, mail merge from ClockWork]” 

7.4.3 Apparent Crisis or Emergency 

If a student presents with a crisis situation, Customer Service staff will determine the 
immediacy and make every effort to connect the student to the appropriate Student Success 
staff. Students presenting with extreme distress will be relocated to a private, quiet area, until 
assistance can be provided.  

Staff will make the necessary connections as quickly as possible, even if it results in interrupting 
appointments in progress, or rescheduling booked appointments.  

Staff will respond to students causing a disturbance in the department by: 
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 Remaining calm and firm 

 Trying to settle students down utilizing active listening strategies and determining their 
needs 

 Secure assistance from other staff members, including Counsellors  

 Contact security if needed 

7.5 Templates and Forms 

Student Success staff will not modify or alter the approved templates for forms utilized within 
the department or college-wide. This includes, but is not limited to, Letters of 
Accommodations, Intake and Consent Forms, Consent to Release and Exchange Information 
and, Ministry approved surveys and intake sheets.  

The Manager, along with departmental staff, will review templates annually. If changes are 
required, all changes will be proposed to the Manager.  

7.6 Live Meeting/Video Phones 

Student Success staff can conduct departmental meetings through Live Meeting or through 
conference calling, and should endeavor to do so when significant travel is involved for staff 
members.  

Staff will utilize Live Meeting or video phones to meet or connect with students in Orangeville, 
Muskoka, Midland and South Georgian Bay when appropriate. The Manager will ensure there is 
a confidential area at each regional campus location for video meetings to occur. 
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8 PRIVACY – FILES, REFERRALS, CONSENTS 

8.1 Confidentiality 

Georgian College is compliant with the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act 
R.S.O. 1990, and the Personal Health Information Protection Act, S.O. 2004. Student Success 
will endeavor to protect personal information in accordance with these laws. The staff of 
Student Success treats information with the utmost respect, privacy and confidentiality.  

8.2 Privacy Commitment 

Student Success staff are required to read and sign the Privacy Agreement for Georgian 
Employees/Students/Affiliates (Appendix D) upon commencement of employment with 
Student Success Services.  

Student Success Staff commit to: 

 Observe and comply with Georgian College (GC) Information Protection Procedures  

 Not accessing, using or disclosing personal information for purposes other than for 
which it is intended 

 Not divulging or discussing personal information (PI) or personal health information 
(PHI) of students, clients, employees or any other confidential information to any 
persons who do not require the information to perform their duties at the College 

 Not altering or in any way changing PI or PHI except as outlined in the GC policies and 
procedures, or as required in the performance of duties 

 Not maintaining PI or PHI for personal use or for business use other than for the 
College 

 Agreeing to take every step to protect all PI, PHI or confidential information to which 
they are entrusted through every stage of its lifecycle (collection, use, disclosure, 
storage and retention), including appropriate locking, password protecting, 
transferring, retaining and securely destroying of PI and PHI  

 Understanding that information system user ID is equivalent to a signature, and staff 
will take all reasonable steps necessary to safeguard passwords from disclosure to 
others 

 Contacting IT Department immediately for reassignment of a new password if it has 
been compromised 

 Understanding that the use of passwords will be strictly limited to accessing 
information on a need to know basis for the performance of duties   
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 Not attempting to access any unauthorized information including information about 
themselves, family, friends, colleagues or any other person whose information is not 
required to perform duties 

 Understanding and agreeing that as a safeguard to privacy, random audits may be 
conducted on the use of computer access to confidential information. It is understood 
and agreed that staff will be accountable for documented access to any records 

 Not sharing information related to clients, students, colleagues, faculty and staff, or 
any other confidential information on social media of any kind 

 Understanding there is an obligation to report situations that may contravene the GC 
privacy policy 

 Understanding that if the Privacy Agreement is breached it could result in discipline 
up to and including termination of privileges or affiliation with the College as 
applicable 

 Understanding and agreeing that the duty to maintain confidentiality of information 
shall continue after relationship with the College is terminated 

8.3 Collection and Use of Personal Information 

Personal information is collected under the legal authority of the Ontario Colleges of 
Applied Arts and Technology Act, S.O. 2002, and in accordance with Sections 38(2) and 41(1) 
of FIPPA.  

Information is retained in a secure software system called Clockwork.  Personal information 
will not be used for any purposes other than providing the best possible Student Success 
Services to individuals.  

Some demographic information (such as age, gender or academic program) is used in 
aggregate form by the College and/or Government of Ontario/Canada for administration 
and statistical purposes. This information is general and does not identify any individuals by 
name.  

If an individual feels their privacy or access rights have been compromised they should 
contact Georgian College Privacy Officer at 705-728-1968 x5770 or 
accessprivacy@georgiancollege.ca. 

8.4 Retention of Client Files 

8.4.1 Student Success Services 

mailto:accessprivacy@georgiancollege.ca
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Records relating to academic and non-academic support programs, student support services 
including learning assistance, academic advising, services for students with disabilities and 
career counselling.  

Retention:  5 years after last action. 

8.4.2 Students Accessing Interpreters 

Records relating to students receiving funding for interpreters. Retention:  7 years after last 
action. 

8.4.3 Clinical Counselling Case Files 

Records relating to clients who are provided with counselling services concerning personal, 
academic or career concerns by clinicians. Records may include intake information, notes 
made by service providers in order to provide counselling care, referral letters, consent 
forms and related documentation.  

Retention: 10 years after last contact or, where client is not yet 18, 10 years after client's 
18th birthday 

8.4.4 Clinical Counselling - Sexual Assault Case Files 

Records relating to clients who are provided counselling services concerning sexual assault. 
Records may include intake information, notes made by service providers in order to 
provide counselling care, referral letters, consent forms and related documentation 

Retention: 15 years after last contact. Or, 30 years when a Georgian employee is the alleged 
perpetrator 

8.5 File Storage 

Student Success staff will follow Georgian College Policy regarding physical and electronic 
file storage and safeguards (Procedure Numbers PH-106 & PH-107).   

Regardless of whether the PI is stored in electronic or paper format certain safeguards must 
be put in place to ensure that unauthorized disclosure does not occur, including: 

 Ensuring that storage locations are locked and secure, with controlled distribution of 
keys, lock combinations, and/or passwords 

 Ensuring that PI is not left unattended or outside secure areas, during interim 
storage 

 Ensuring that access to information during temporary storage is limited to 
authorized personnel and that such access is documented 
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 Labeling record storage containers in such a manner that the nature of the contents 
is not revealed 

 Ensuring that any mobile devices, such as laptops, containing PI are encrypted kept 
at all times 

8.6 Disclosure of Personal Information – Limits to Confidentiality 

There are a very limited number of circumstances where it is required by law to share 

personal information without prior consent. These include: 

 Knowledge or suspicion that children are at risk of abuse 

 Clear and imminent danger to self or other people 

 Records or testimony subpoenaed by the courts 

Staff should review the Disclosures in Emergency/Dangerous Situations document 
(Appendix E), and consult with a Counsellor or the Georgian College Privacy Officer in 
regards to disclosure of personal information.  

8.6.1 Situations That Require Disclosure of Confidentiality 

In the event that during a session staff become concerned that:  

1. a student may be a danger to him/herself;  

2. a student may be a danger to the physical safety of another individual;  

3. there exist reasonable grounds to suspect either current child abuse or the 
significant potential for future child abuse;  

4. a student may be involved in court proceedings; or  

5. the student reports an instance of apparent sexual misconduct or abuse on 
the part of a Regulated Health Professional (e.g., physician, dentist, 
chiropractor, nurse, psychologist, physiotherapist);  

then further inquiry should be made regarding the specifics of the situation and the 
manager should be informed. 

8.6.2 Suicide risk and the potential for harm to others 

If staff feels that the student is unable to maintain personal safety and poses a danger to 
self the staff is obligated to take steps to ensure student safety.   
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Such situations may require breaking confidentiality without the student's permission 
although it is always best to seek the student's permission to breach confidentiality if at all 
possible. By utilizing the Suicide Risk Assessment (Appendix OO), the staff will take the 
necessary steps to assess the situation and to assist the student in getting appropriate 
medical assistance.   

In the case where a student threatens harm to other students, the student must be warned 
that the threat will be taken seriously and must be reported.  The staff must notify the 
Director, Student Success who will notify senior levels of management, including the Dean 
of Students, Program Dean, Registrar, Campus Safety and Security (Police). The staff must 
record what was said when the threat was made and what action was taken on their part.   

In the case where a student threatens harm to staff member, the student must be warned 
that the threat will be taken seriously and must be reported.  The staff must notify the 
Director who will notify the staff’s manager. The staff’s manager will consult with Human 
Resources and Campus Safety and Security (Police).  The staff must record what was said 
when the threat was made and what action was taken on their part.   

In the case where staff perceives that the student poses a danger to another individual 
outside of the college, the staff will notify the Director and contact police. The staff must 
record what was said when the threat was made and what action was taken on their part.   

The staff may call upon direct colleagues to consult and offer opinions with respect to 
particular situations that involve harm to self or others. 

8.6.3 Child abuse (or potential child abuse)  

This refers to the neglect of, or the emotional, physical or sexual abuse of a person under 
the age of sixteen.  Thus, an adult student disclosing childhood abuse may raise concern for 
current or potential abuse, if the offender in question has close access to children.  For 
example, in the case of abuse by a parent, the student's younger siblings (under age 16) still 
living at home with the alleged offender, or the student's own children (the alleged 
offender's grandchildren), may be at risk for abuse.  In these situations, it may be necessary 
to make a report to the child protection agency with appropriate jurisdiction (Children's Aid 
Society, Catholic Children's Aid, Jewish Child and Family Services).     

State directly what was reported to you regarding the suspicion of abuse and document 
that you reported your suspicions to the appropriate agency.  

Staff will explain to the student that the ultimate goal of the agency is to keep families 
together, whenever possible and safety for the child. Staff will always err on the side of 
caution and consult with an intake worker at the agency and decide on a case-by-case basis 
how to proceed. It is best to try to involve students as much as possible in the decision 
making process to report. If students are willing to make the report from the Counsellors 
office, with the Counsellor present for support and clarification, this is often the best 
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method of reporting. However, counsellors are mandated to report and as such are obliged 
to report to the agency any belief on reasonable grounds that a child is at risk, in 
accordance with the Child Family Service Act, March 2000.  

8.6.4 In court related situations 

There are times when clinical records as well as the staff involved may be subject to 
subpoena. 

8.6.5 Sexual misconduct 

Sexual Misconduct on the part of a Regulated Health Professional refers to inappropriate 
contact or interactions of a sexualized nature between an individual (the student) and his or 
her Regulated Heath Care Professional, that occur in the context of, or are the direct result 
of, their professional relationship.  If staff has any reason to suspect that misconduct has 
occurred, the Director should be informed of the situation as soon as possible. 

Before breaching confidentiality for these or any other reasons, a staff should consult with 
the Director regarding the merits of and the procedures for doing so, unless the risk to 
safety is so great and imminent that prior discussion is not possible.  All efforts should be 
made to consult with a staff and another level of management should the immediate 
Manager be unavailable. 

8.7 Referrals 

8.7.1 Internal Referrals 

Internal referral to staff within Student Success Services falls under implied consent. As a 
result, Student Success Services staff follows the guidelines established by the Georgian 
College Privacy Officer.  

8.7.2 External Referrals 

Referrals outside the Student Success department, including staff members external to 
Student Success staff, community partners, parents, etc. require a signed and witnessed 
Consent to Release and Exchange Information Form.  

8.7.3 Third-Party Requests for information 

An individual's status should not be discussed with any non-affiliated person in any fashion 
without prior written permission of the student, except under particular circumstances (see 
Counselling Services section: 21.14 Situations That Require Disclosure of Confidentiality). If 
Student Success Services staff are asked for information by a third party not affiliated with 
the Student Success Services, the only response is an acknowledgement that if the 
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individual is a student, then information could be released with that individual's written 
authorization. It is the responsibility of the person making the request for information to 
obtain the authorization. 

For Students should be requesting their information through the formal process ( of 
completing the Access to Personal Information or Correction to PI/ PHI Form, which can be 
found on the Georgian College web site (http://www.georgiancollege.ca/privacy-policy/), 
pay the $5.00 processing fee, and possibly additional fees.  

In addition to the right of individuals to access and correction of PI and PHI, PHIPA also 
provides for Freedom of Information (FOI) allowing the general public access to records 
held by public institutions barring exemptions listed in the Act (e.g., cabinet records, third 
party information, etc.). 

To request access or correction to your PI or PHI, or make a Freedom of Information (FOI) 
request, please complete the following form that includes instructions and also indicates 
any fees associated with processing your request(s): 

Request for access to or correction of personal information/personal health information 

Please submit your completed form, with the application fee, to:  

ATTN: Access and Privacy Consultant 
Georgian College 
One Georgian Drive Barrie, ON L4M 3X9 
In order to process a request, an original signature is required from the requestor. 

For further information about use, collection, retention and disposal of personal or personal 
health information at Georgian College, please contact: 

Access and Privacy Consultant 
705.728.1968, ext. 1832 
accessprivacy@georgiancollege.ca

The process needs to be followed even if it is for a single page. All requests for documents 
need to be forwarded to the Access and Privacy Consultant 
(accessprivacy@georgiancollege.ca) for collection, processing and for APC records. Each and 
every page that is being provided is reviewed and information that does not pertain to the 
individual (other individuals for example) must be redacted/ severed. 

If we release any information without following the correct process, we can be held liable 
for breaches and potentially other harmful incidents if the information is sensitive. 

And just a reminder, we cannot, unless consent has been given, confirm whether a person is 
a student at Georgian College, confirm appointments, change appointments, etc. with 
anyone other than the student. 

http://www.georgiancollege.ca/privacy-policy/
mailto:accessprivacy@georgiancollege.ca
mailto:accessprivacy@georgiancollege.ca
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8.7.4 Confirmation of Student’s Medical/Health Information for the Purposes of 
Supporting an Accommodation or Academic Supports/Consent to Release 
Personal Health Information 

When documentation is required to support a student with an accommodation due to 
medical/health reasons, the following process applies:   

 When specific information is required from the student’s family practitioner, 
Student Success staff and the student will fill out the Consent to Release & Exchange 
Personal Health Information Form (Appendix F) before any contact is made with the 
family practitioner 

 Should the student not be in a position to sign the Consent to Release & Exchange 
Personal Health Information Form, their Substitute Decision Maker (SDM) (Appendix 
– G) along with the Student Success staff will complete the Consent to Release and 
Exchange Personal Health Information (SDM) Form 

 Once consent has been provided, Student Success Staff will have the student sign 
the Georgian College Student Medical Certificate form (Appendix H) granting the 
family physician permission with providing the required information to support the 
accommodation.  This form should be faxed to the family physician from Student 
Services and returned via fax  

8.8 Request to Access Files  

8.8.1 Student Requests to Access or Correct Information in Their Files 

In all cases with respect to Request to Access Files, staff must immediately notify the 
Director, Student Success Services and the College’s Access and Information Consultant.  

Students requesting access to, or correction of, personal information or personal health 
information in their files must complete the Request for Access to or Correction of Personal 
Information/Personal Health Information Form (Appendix I) and submit to the appropriate 
Student Success staff member.  

All students have the right to all the information in their files, with certain exceptions: 

a) Student Success staff have the right to refuse a request for access to student files of 
any staff member if s/he has reason to believe the request is frivolous or vexatious.  
The student then has the right to appeal this request to the Georgian College Privacy 
Officer.  

If the exceptions above do not apply, then:  

a) Students are welcome to review the contents of their own file in the 
presence of the Student Success staff member who wrote the notes placed in 
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the file, after all third party information is removed.   

b) Students are entitled to a copy of the file but not to the originals. The 
Student Success staff can make a photocopy of the originals and give them to 
the student, after all third party information is removed. With certain 
exceptions:   

 If there is confidential information about a third party this must be 
removed before the student reads his or her file 

 Copyrighted material such as test materials must be removed 

8.8.2 Procedure 

If the student requests a copy of his/her file, the first step is to ask the student what is the 
intention and/or purpose of the request.  It may be more appropriate for a staff member to 
write a letter on behalf of the student for part of an academic appeal (for example) or to 
provide a summary of their work together. Student Success staff will explore these issues 
with the student.  

In the context of reviewing the file together, the staff member should encourage feedback 
and discussion regarding the content of the file.  In light of this the student may ask for 
corrections of errors or omissions.  If the staff member agrees with these changes to the 
record, they will write the changes in a new (dated) record in Clockwork.  If there is 
disagreement between the student's request and the staff member’s response to this 
request, a statement of disagreement will be attached to the information reflecting any 
correction or omission that was requested but not implemented.  This statement of 
disagreement should appear as part of the documentation in Clockwork, dated the day the 
file was reviewed with the student.  

If the request to read a student file arises out of a complaint about the work that occurred 
in the staff member context, it might be necessary for the Director to meet with the student 
to review the file. 

If the staff member who worked with the student is no longer part of the Student Success 
team, the Director will meet with the student to review the file and discuss any requests for 
future service with the student. 

8.8.3 Procedure for contacts who are no longer students 

The following procedures should be followed when the request to review the file comes to 
the staff member directly from an individual who is no longer a Georgian student (and 
therefore not eligible for ongoing services in the department). 

a) If possible, staff should contact the individual directly and suggest a meeting 
to review the file together  
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b) If the request comes in writing, and the individual is not able to come to 
Student Success office to meet with the staff member (for example, the 
individual is no longer in the province), then the staff member will write the 
individual and try to find out if a summary or report of your work together will 
be sufficient.  

c) If the former student is not currently working with a staff member or another 
professional, or if the above option of a summary report is rejected, staff 
members will make a copy of the file notes and send the copy to the individual   

If there is a concern that the individual might experience any adverse effects to his/her 
physical, mental, or emotional health by reading the file without a staff member present to 
help him or her deal with the information in the record, then the staff member will consult 
either the team and/or another mental health professional on how to proceed.  Individual 
cases may require a consultation with a regulated professional association regarding the 
next step. 

8.9 Security of Information 

All efforts will be made to ensure confidentiality and security of personal information, 
personal health information and documents.  Staff will follow Information Technology 
guidelines in regards to the handling of electronic information. All staff will follow Georgian 
College guidelines in the Collection and Storage of Electronic Personal Health Records and 
Electronic Records. 

General principles regarding security of information: 

 All documentation must be stored in a locked cabinet in a locked office (when 
unattended) 

 Computers must be password protected and locked when staff are away from their 
desk 

 Privacy screens will be utilized in high traffic areas (all Customer Service staff) 

 All confidential files stored electronically must be password protected   

 Paperwork must be never left in a visible area and should be turned over when on 
the desk   

 Names or identifying characteristics are never used in conversations with other 
colleagues (without consent)   

 Information is not shared with parents (or other contacts) unless they have been 
added to the consent to release form 
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 Discreet phone messages are left that do not include the details of appointments 

 Limited information will be shared via email 

 All digital-based documentation should be stored within the Clockwork software 
program, or have a password/encryption to protect the information 

8.9.1 Security of Information via Email 

Staff will: 

 Write as though every email message will be disclosed and not say anything that 
would not be sent on official letterhead 

 Be cautious about including others’ personal information in email messages as email 
is not confidential  

 Recognize that email can be forwarded, leading to unintentional disclosure of 
personal information or confidential information 

 Consider communicating via telephone for sensitive matters 

 Limit cc’s to only those who need to know  

 Staff will avoid sending personal information (PI) over email. In unavoidable 
situations, the following practice is to be used as a guide: 

o Subject line information should be anonymous 

o Any attachments including PI should be password protected with the 
password distributed separately via telephone or separate email 

o Caution should be exercised in reviewing email distribution lists 

o Email containing PI should be filed, secured and kept with the same care as 
confidential paper records 

 Not send personal health information over the internet unless it is encrypted  

 Ensure that emails containing personal information will be kept securely for at least 
one year after its last use by the College as per FIPPA requirements 

8.9.2 Professional Conduct regarding use of Georgian Email 

Staff will: 

 Only use their Georgian College email address to conduct College business 
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 Be made aware to keep personal emails on College accounts to a minimum knowing
the College has a right to access GC account information

8.10 Appointment Notes 

Staff involved in case note management will follow proper document protocol. Case notes 
will be entered in Clockwork in a timely fashion, whenever possible.  

Appointments should be conducted in 50 minute durations to allow for ten minutes for staff 
to enter case notes before the next appointment.  If unavoidable interruptions or urgent 
follow up is needed between appointments case notes will be entered by the end of the 
business day if possible. 

Case note training will be provided on an as needed basis. 

Students have the right to request documentation of their meetings and appointments be 
excluded from Clockwork due to privacy concerns. In these situations, staff will be required 
to keep paper-based notes to ensure student information is not exposed to other staff 
members within the department. A note should be made in Clockwork, indicating a paper 
file for that student is available.  

9 TECHNOLOGY 

9.1 Clockwork 

Student Success staff will use Clockwork as their main appointment scheduling and 
documentation software. All student appointments, documentation and case note records 
completed by staff are to be entered into the Clockwork system. Staff using Clockwork will 
be asked to sign the Clockwork User Form (Appendix J) prior to being provided with access 
to the Clockwork system.  

For information regarding the use of Clockwork for specific staff roles, please review the 
Clockwork User Guide.  

Technological support for the Clockwork system can be accessed through the Student 
Success Clockwork System Administrator.  

The Clockwork Administrator is responsible for the configuration of Clockwork and the 
administration of users to the system. The Clockwork Administrator will work with 
Information Technology to: 

 Set up/troubleshoot Clockwork issues with IT Support and TechnoPro

 Install Clockwork on the desktop or laptop computer
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 If a new user in a new location, determine the IP address in order to place the 
computer virtually behind a secure Local Area Network 

 If the user is a counsellor, a person who advises students or others on personal, 
academic, and occupational issues, IT will have to add them to the list of Outlook / 
Clockwork e-mail synchronization 

9.1.1 Clockwork Administrator responsibilities include:  

 Creating users 

o First name 

o Last name 

o User name 

o Date added 

o Initially set password to “Changeme” 

 Setting up profiles and assigning users to a one or more groups 

 Testing users 

 Communicating to users that the account has been set up and arrange training 

 Creating templates/forms to support services and create efficiencies 

In addition, the Clockwork System Administrator establishes network folder access (T: drive) 
for various staff access rights.  

9.2 Supported Software and Technology 

Student Success staff utilize Banner for student demographic information, Blackboard to 
support student learning and time management, Outlook for email/non-student 
appointment information, EnCampus for Testing Services scheduling.   

Student Success staff are required to follow Georgian College’s Information Technology 
Acceptable Use Procedure. Additional software and download requests will be considered 
by the Director, who will seek approval and support through Information Technology.  

General technological support should be accessed through IT Support at ext. 1732 or 
itsupport@georgiancollege.ca

mailto:itsupport@georgiancollege.ca
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10 PHYSICAL SPACE 

Staff will be provided with the necessary equipment and resources to perform the duties of 
their job i.e. telephone, computer, work station, etc.  

Staff members are expected to use their office in the College to carry out work-related 
business only; any private business will be done outside of office hours. 

11 SAFETY 

11.1 Personal Safety  

Student Success staff will follow all Georgian College policies on health and safety. 

Staff will take all necessary precautions while meeting with individuals who may present a 
risk to their safety by notifying other staff of the meeting and requesting additional support 
when required. Students are required to be checked in with Customer Service and to read 
and sign the Consent Form - for the Collection, Use and Disclosure of Information prior to 
appointment. 

Staff members can request an office safety assessment through the Georgian College Health 
and Safety representative.  Adjustments to physical space can be considered. Staff should 
contact their Director to request additional physical safety requirements. The Director will 
be notified of all safety concerns that need to be addressed.  

The Director is to be notified immediately of all situations that impact the safety of staff 
members.  

Responding to potentially unsafe situations or emergencies would be the same as any other 
Georgian college employee. If applicable campus security should be called (ext. 5100) and if 
necessary 9-1-1 should be called. 

11.2 Lockdown 

All staff, faculty, and students should familiarize themselves with the Lockdown Procedures 
and any designated safe areas to take shelter in their work area in the event of a lockdown.  

According to Georgian College procedures, Lockdown is: 

 Initiated when a threat to life is imminent due to a violent situation such as an active 
shooter, a person threatening with a weapon, an armed robbery, etc. 

 Used because it is safer to remain inside a building than to evacuate 

Staff will be notified of a lockdown by one or more of the following:  

 Public announcement (PA) system (indoors and outdoors) 
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 Podium lights  

 Pop-ups on college computers – red screen or pop up will appear on projector display 

 Email notification (to Georgian email address) 

 Hallway/lab lights will say LOCKDOWN when lit up 

 Text message alerts (if you sign up, you will be sent a text message to your cell phone, 
sign up instructions available on banner)  

Upon notification of a lockdown, staff will cease all activity immediately and will use the 
policy of Run, Hide and as a last resort Fight: 

 Leave the campus by foot immediately if it is safe to do so. 

 If it is not safe to leave staff will stay in or go to the nearest office, room, classroom, 
labs etc. Avoid large open areas 

 Remain calm and listen for further instructions 

 Receive students, employees, visitors from the hallway (if possible) 

 Shut off lights and audio equipment 

 Move away from doors and windows, keep low and as out of sight as possible 

 Remain silent 

 Do not use cell phones  

 During a lockdown 9-1-1 should only be called to report medical emergencies and fire 

 Disregard fire alarm (if safe to do so) 

 Remain in the room until released by law enforcement 

If staff becomes aware of a violent situation they are to report it immediately to Lockdown 
number at 705-722-4000 or Ext. 4000 internally. Security, in conjunction with local police 
authorities, can initiate a lockdown.  

11.3 Mandatory Training  

Staff will be provided with training in Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System 
(WHMIS), Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA), Customer Service 
Training, Privacy/Confidentially Training, Workplace Violence and Harassment Training, 
Emotionally Charged Situations (Non-violent Crisis Intervention). 
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12 COMPLAINT PROCESS 

12.1 Complaint received in regards to Student Success Services  

Student Success staff field the complaint and respond in an appropriate and compassionate 
manner.  All options for resolution will be considered. The Director is informed of the 
complaint, how it was handled and the result/outcome.  In cases of escalation, the Director 
will respond to the complaint on the staff member’s behalf. If the situation requires, the 
Director may be required to refer the complaint to other administrative staff for resolution.  

12.2 Complaint received in regards to other service within the college 

Information is provided to the Director. Complaint/feedback is directed to appropriate 
contact within the college for resolution. The student is provided with the appropriate 
contact and action taken.  

12.3 Complaints Regarding Breach of Privacy 

If an individual feels their privacy or access rights have been compromised the student will 
be provided with the contact information for Georgian College Privacy Officer at 705-728-
1968 ext. 5770 or accessprivacy@georgiancollege.ca

12.4 Complaints regarding Accessibility Issues/Human Rights  

If an individual has a complaint regarding Human Rights, Accessibility or Accommodations 
provided, students should be directed to speak to the Director first.  If further resolution is 
required, students will be provided with the contact information for the Georgian College 
Equity Consultant at accessibility@georgiancollege.ca

13 STUDENT ROLES IN STUDENT SUCCESS SERVICES 

All students hired to work with Student Success Services will follow Human Resources 
policies in regards to mandatory and departmental training and reporting of time. All 
student staff will follow departmental policies. Students can be hired as Lab Monitors, 
Student Ambassadors and Transition Mentors.  

14 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Managers will complete annual performance reviews for staff, as per HR policy, and update 
position descriptions as necessary.  

mailto:accessprivacy@georgiancollege.ca
mailto:accessibility@georgiancollege.ca
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15 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

15.1 Professional Development Activities 

Professional Development (PD) activities should be presented to the Director and will be 
considered if:  

a) Budget is available 

b) PD directly impacts the work of the staff member 

c) Departmental coverage can be arranged  

Professional Development leaves will be considered as per college policy and process.  

15.2 Participation on College and external committees/teaching assignments 

Student Success staff members are encouraged to participate on College wide committees 
as well as external committees directly related to their duties at Georgian.  Staff will seek 
approval from the Manager/Director before agreeing to become a part of any committee 
that would impact staff time. 

Staff who wish to teach must seek approval from the Director who will base decisions on 
adequate coverage for the department.  Director will sign off on required approval forms 
for teaching. 

16 MARKETING AND PROMOTIONS 

All Student Success outreach and marketing materials will be developed according to 
Georgian College Visual Identity Guidelines and Style Guide.  Staff will abide by purchasing 
policies and procedures when purchasing promotional materials. 

16.1 Student Success Website 

The Student Success Website will contain accurate and up-to-date information regarding 
Student Success Services, locations and contact information. The website address is 
www.georgiancollege.ca/student-success and will be reviewed annually.  

17 LEGISLATION REFERENCES 

Accessibility of Ontarians with Disabilities Act  

http://www.aoda.ca

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms 

http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/Const/page-15.html

http://www.georgiancollege.ca/student-success
http://www.aoda.ca
http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/Const/page-15.html
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Copyright Act 

http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-42/index.html#docCont

Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act 

http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca/html/statutes/english/elaws_statutes_90f31_e.htm

Georgian College Code of Conduct  

http://www.georgianc.on.ca/admissions/downloads/4-136code-of-conduct.pdf

Georgian College Policies and Procedures 

http://www.georgiancollege.ca/admissions/policies-procedures

Testing Services - Section 8 (Academic Misconduct) and Section 10 (Test and Exam 
Regulations)  

Personal Health Information Protection Act 

http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca/html/statutes/english/elaws_statutes_04p03_e.htm

Ontario Human Rights Code 

http://www.ohrc.on.ca/en

Ontario Human Rights Commission – Guidelines on Accessible Education 
http://www.ohrc.on.ca/en/guidelines-accessible-education

Ministry Business Plans and Project Agreements 

Submitted as appendices 

http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-42/index.html#docCont
http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca/html/statutes/english/elaws_statutes_90f31_e.htm
http://www.georgianc.on.ca/admissions/downloads/4-136code-of-conduct.pdf
http://www.georgiancollege.ca/admissions/policies-procedures
http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca/html/statutes/english/elaws_statutes_04p03_e.htm
http://www.ohrc.on.ca/en
http://www.ohrc.on.ca/en/guidelines-accessible-education
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18 STUDENT SUCCESS SERVICES PROVIDED  

Please see individual service sections for more detailed information 

Adaptive Technology – Page 24 

The Adaptive Technologist (AT) provides assessment and training in the use of adaptive 
technology to students, staff and outside community clients as well as ongoing follow-up 
support. This includes conducting individual assessments, recommending hardware and 
software solutions to meet the individual’s needs, providing assessment and rationale for 
the purposes of bursary applications, sourcing out new technology, configuring technology 
in the adaptive computer lab, training individuals and training/supervising the student 
computer lab monitors so that they may also provide assistance. 

Alternative Format – Page 28 

The Alternative Format role is in place to procure educational materials for students with 
disabilities. Student textbooks are presented in an electronic format through the use of the 
AERO repository, through direct contact with publishers or through scanning of educational 
materials. 

Counselling Services – Page 31 

The Student Success Counselling Team includes professionals who provide services 
according to the Ontario College Counsellors (OCC) Code of Ethics as well as the Ethical 
Standards of the various professional associations to which they may belong.  

The Counsellor Team members work in a collaborative manner to contribute to overall 
student wellness and academic success, promoting support and respect for all individuals. 
Supporting students, parents and staff throughout the college, the team provides a safe, 
inclusive environment, ensuring confidentiality and a balanced, non-judgmental approach 
to working with students with counselling needs. 

Customer Service – Page 41 

Customer Service provides services for all staff in the Student Success Services Centre 
including:  Counselling, Disability Services, Learning Strategists, Adaptive Technologists, 
Testing Services, Nurse Practitioners (Barrie), Peer Services, Career Services (Orillia), First 
Generation and RARC. 

Accessibility Services / Transition & Summer Bridge Programs – Page 43 

Accessibility Services staff act as case managers to provide information, support and 
advocacy for students with physical, medical, sensory, mental health or learning disabilities. 
Staff are committed to support students through the educational process, encouraging 
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independence and helping students to succeed. Services and accommodations are 
recommended on an individual basis.  

First Generation / Crown Ward / First Year Experience / Orientation– Page 52 

The First Generation Project is funded through the Ministry of Training, Colleges and 
Universities and is designed to: 

 Increase the retention rates for First Generation students once they are admitted 
and enrolled in a postsecondary educational institution  

 Increase the postsecondary education graduation rates of First Generation Students  

 Establish reliable baseline information about First Generation students admitted and 
enrolled in publicly assisted postsecondary educational institutions  

 Inform government on the effectiveness of retention activities to help First 
Generation students be successful in publicly assisted postsecondary education 

Health Services – Page 55 

Student Success works closely with two Barrie Nurse Practitioner Clinics used by both Barrie 
and Orillia campus students, and at all campus locations, will maintain and share listings of 
available local medical options for students.  

Testing Services – Page 57 

Testing Services provides a range of testing and invigilation services for students, applicants 
and community clients.   
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19 ADAPTIVE TECHNOLOGY 

19.1 Overview of Services Provided 

The Adaptive Technologist (AT) provides assessment and training in the use of adaptive 
technology to students, staff and outside community clients as well as ongoing follow-up 
support. This includes conducting individual assessments, recommending hardware and 
software solutions to meet the individual’s needs, providing assessment and rationales for 
the purposes of bursary applications, sourcing out new technology, configuring technology 
in the adaptive computer lab, training individuals and training/supervising the student 
computer lab monitors so that they may also provide assistance. 

Student financial restrictions are considered when recommending adaptive technology with 
the AT working closely with the Accessibility Advisor in preparing the bursary application. 
Additionally, the AT researches and recommends a yearly plan for technology for the Centre 
for Access as well as the Student Success Department which includes the hardware, 
specialized software, and any other assistive devices used for students with disabilities. 

Guidelines followed include: financial aid office (OSAP), College Committee on Disability 
Issues, Student Success Policies and Procedures, and purchasing procedures are per college 
policy. 

19.2 Adaptive/Assistive Technology Assessment Procedures/Quotes 

 The student needs be referred to the Adaptive Technologist by an Accessibility 
Advisor 

 Documentation is required that indicates a temporary or permanent disability 
(learning disability, physical disability, mental health disability or other disability) 

 Training supports and/or bursary must coincide with recommendations set forth 
within the student’s documentation. i.e. training, use of adaptive technology and 
alternate format textbook transcription services 

 Eligible students will receive an initial technology assessment with AT using the Tech 
Assessment Intake Form (Appendix K) 

 Students will be introduced to/informed of: 

o adaptive labs and provided with information on services offered within the 
lab 

o alternate format textbook transcription services 

o adaptive lab usage 
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o various adaptive technology available (i.e. Read and Write Gold, Dragon 
NaturallySpeaking, Inspiration, Zoom Text and Smart Ideas) 

 Rationale will be documented in the student file with respect to recommended 
equipment, outlining the benefits for the student 

 AT will obtain a quote from the college bookstore (Georgian Stores) and advise the 
student on obtaining two additional quotes if they wish to purchase elsewhere. AT 
to provide the student with the specs to obtain these quotes  

 AT will fill BSWD application with quotes (Appendix K-1) and forward to the Financial 
Aid office for the bursary process to begin 

 Ongoing follow up with the student will occur including training and technological 
support 

19.2.1 Students Use of Technology/Loan of Equipment 

 Students who receive funding to support technology needs in the classroom, will be 
requested to sign a Digital Recording Agreement (Appendix LL) on the acceptable 
use of digital recordings/technology.  Adaptive Technologists will verify that this 
form has been signed when meeting with students for instruction for digital 
recording training.  This form is required for all recordings to occur in the classroom 
whether the technology has been obtained through bursary funding or when the 
student borrows it form the Adaptive Lab. 

19.2.2 Georgian Stores process – Preparation of Quote, Bursary Application, Pick up of 
Equipment 

Step 1 - Quote Preparation: 

 Use the Georgian Stores template on T drive (regular updates are sent and posted by 
8 A.M. next day) – template  notes the “Current as of date” 

 Student ID should be Student initials and student #  

 Any new, colour required, limited stock, updates or quantity required are noted in 
red in column B to draw your attention to them 

 The template automatically calculates the $ amount when a quantity is entered in 
column A 

 A subtotal for each group is calculated and HST is added in 

 Delete all unwanted rows and check the Total if an entire group has been deleted 
(total will have +#REF# if deleted subtotal groups have been deleted) 
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 Put your name on the AT Requested by” line 

 The quote is verified for amounts and date stamped with initials to indicate 
confirmation 

 Save the PDF and upload to ClockWork under Documentation/Bursary 

Step 2 

 Admin Assistant will inform Georgian Stores when the cheque is in and the order is 
then placed. 

 Georgian Stores will e-mail the AT when the computer is ready for pick up.  The AT 
will then contact the student and make an appointment to meet with the AT to pick 
up the equipment and complete set up 

 Immediately following the quote confirmation  

 Fill out page 4 of the bursary application (K-1) – found on the T drive under FORMS  

 Include the ALT Format fee if applicable 

 Generate the Letter of Rationale – Appendix MM  (template also on T drive) 

 Deliver to AA 

19.3 Adaptive Technology Training 

The AT is responsible for adaptive/assistive technology training and follow-up support with 
each student. This can be provided to the student in a variety of formats, including: 1:1 
training, group training, training video modules, paper-based learning materials or any 
other mode of learning.  

19.4 Student Success Adaptive Lab 

The Adaptive Technologist is responsible for operating and maintaining the adaptive 
technology computer lab (with the exception of maintaining the software and associated 
updates etc. as this is done by the IT department).  

 The lab is available to all students who are registered with Student Success Services  

 Computer lab has all of the standard college software installed along with some of 
the more popular adaptive/assistive technology programs in use today such as Read 
and Write Gold, Dragon NaturallySpeaking, Inspiration, Zoom Text and Smart Ideas 
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 AT is responsible for recruitment, hiring, training, scheduling and overseeing of the 
student lab monitors on each campus 

 AT is responsible for ensuring completion of all necessary human resources 
paperwork and scheduling student hours 

 Students also receive technology related assistance from the AT and student lab 
monitors while using the lab 

19.5 Technological Currency 

In conjunction with the IT department or a representative of the IT department, the 
Adaptive Technologist must maintain currency with software and hardware technologies 
and equipment standards, and will offer suggestions on software acquisition, upgrades or 
renewals annually.  

19.6 Supported Adaptive Technology  

Standard Technology available on all Adaptive Lab computers: 

 Read & Write GOLD– Text-to-Speech, Study/Research Tools, Organization etc. 
software 

 Dragon Naturally Speaking– Speech-to-Text software 

 Inspiration– Organizational, Mind Mapping Software 

 ZoomText– Screen Magnification software 

Supplementary (For some bursary students): 

 Sony Digital Voice Recorders (Hardware) 

 LiveScribe Digital Recording Smart Pens (Hardware) 

 WordQ– Word Prediction, Language Software 
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20 ALTERNATIVE FORMAT 

20.1 Overview of Services Provided 

The Alternative Format role is in place to procure educational materials for students with 
disabilities. Student textbooks are presented in an electronic format through the use of the 
AERO repository, through direct contact with publishers or through scanning of educational 
materials 

20.2 Service Procedures 

 All requests for Alternative Format are provided, in writing, by the student   

 All responses to student inquiries are completed via email 

 Responses to text availability are forwarded to the student’s Georgian College email 
address  

o During non-peak times, response times to the initial requests are within 
three business days   

o During peak periods, response times to initial requests are within three to 
five business days 

o As books are received from publishers, students are advised through email of 
any/all new text availability 

 Student completes the End-User Agreement (Appendix L), providing all relevant 
information pertaining to each type of educational print material – proof of 
ownership is required for each piece of educational material 

o  “Ownership” – defined in section 29.22(b) of the Copyright act states – the 
individual legally obtained the copy of the work or other subject-matter from 
which the reproduction is made, other than by borrowing it or renting it, and 
owns or is authorized to use the medium or device on which it is reproduced 

 Textbook information is reviewed and checked for accuracy – ownership details are 
confirmed, both book and receipt are stamped indicating the book was received in 
Alternative Format 

 Internal repository of textbooks is checked for availability 

o If available, copy of information is saved on desktop under student’s name, 
and burned to disk (or memory stick) for student’s use 
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o If not available on internal repository, the AERO repository is accessed and a 
search for materials is conducted 

o If available, copy of information is downloaded from AERO “cloud” and saved 
to internal repository, then burned to disk for student’s use 

o If not available in either internal or AERO repository, student is given the 
option of contacting the publisher to request an electronic copy of the work 
or to have the information procured in-house.  Estimated timelines for 
request completion are provided to the student at this point 

 If student wishes to have the book ordered from the publisher, steps are taken to 
request the textbook.  Once received from the publisher, chapters/sections are 
extracted and named, the book is saved to the internal repository and burned to 
disk for student’s use 

o NOTE:  each step followed at this point is based on publisher requirements.  
This can include processing an online form or sending an email to a specific 
contact at a publishing house 

 If the student wishes to have the book procured in house, the book(s) are provided 
for processing  

o In-House Processing Procedures: 

 Student and text information is recorded in the Cutting/Scanning 
documentation, each book is temporarily labeled with student details 

 The book is taken to have the spine cut 

 Book pages are processed through scanner 

 Pages of the book are extracted by chapter/section and saved in 
sequential format 

 The book is saved to internal repository and the disk is burned for 
student’s use 

 Student is advised, via student email address, that the request has been completed 
and the disk is ready for their use 

20.3 Referrals  

Referrals, if required, can be made with the Student Success Team.  If a student is 
experiencing trouble with the software, the student will be strongly encouraged to meet 
with an Adaptive Technologist. 
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20.3.1 Documentation and Record Keeping 

 All end-user agreement forms placed in the “To be Processed” folder, with the 
newest forms filed to the back 

 When the student request is pulled for processing, it is signed and dated by the 
Alternative Format Technician 

 Highlights and notations on the status of each text’s availability, any contacts with 
publishers and/or AERO are noted and dated 

 Agreement is placed in appropriate filing location, depending on status of the 
student’s request 

 All follow up relating to the student’s request are noted on the end-user agreement 

 When request is completed, the documentation is recorded for statistical purposes, 
and file is placed in semester appropriate file, and locked in cabinet  
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21 COUNSELLING SERVICES 

21.1 Overview of Services Provided 

The Student Success Counselling Team includes professionals who provide services 
according to the Ontario College Counsellors (OCC) Code of Ethics as well as the ethical 
standards of the various professional associations to which they may belong.  Counsellors 
maintain membership with the College of Psychotherapy or the College of Social Work. 

The Counselling Team members work in a collaborative manner to contribute to overall 
student wellness and academic success, promoting support and respect for all individuals. 
Supporting students, parents and staff throughout the college, the team provides a safe, 
inclusive environment, ensuring confidentiality and a balanced, non-judgmental approach 
to working with students with counselling needs. 

21.2 Hours of Operation 

Barrie: The Counselling offices are open from 8:00 AM to 7:00 PM Monday through 
Thursday (8:00 AM to 4:30 PM during the May-Aug summer semester) and close at 4:30 PM 
on Friday. Each weekday, during the fall and winter semesters, one counsellor is available 
on-call to respond to crisis situations or deal with time sensitive issues. 

Orillia: Counsellors work 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM Monday to Friday and respond to crisis 
situations and time-sensitive issues as they are presented. There are no evening hours. 

Owen Sound: Counsellors work from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM Monday to Friday and respond to 
crisis situations and time-sensitive issues as they are presented. There are no evening hours 
and counselling services during the summer months are limited and may be provided by 
telephone or video conferencing by Counsellors from other campuses 

Midland Campus – Services are provided by a Barrie Counsellor during periodic visits. 

Orangeville Campus – Services are provided by a Barrie Counselor during periodic visits. 

Muskoka Campus –Services are provided by an Orillia Counsellor during periodic visits. 

South Georgian Bay Campus – Services are provided by an Owen Sound Counsellor during 
periodic visits. 

For the four smaller campuses, outside of periodic visits, crisis situations and time-sensitive 
issues can be provided by telephone or video conferencing services. Depending on the 
situation, Counsellors from other campuses may be required to attend regional campuses 
or respond to phone meetings due to availability. 
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21.3 Counselling Services 

Based on a brief counselling model, the counsellors provide services to registered students, 
including: 

o Individual and group counselling for a wide range of academic, personal and career 
issues 

o Information on policies and procedures 

o Supportive counselling around advocacy**

o Referrals to internal resources and to community agencies and other external 
services 

o Workshops to help students: 

o make a successful transition into postsecondary programs 

o be successful during their programs 

o prepare for a successful bridge from postsecondary school to work, further 
education or continued self-development 

** A Counsellor may offer support to students by attending a meeting with faculty when 
students have an academic issue to discuss; however, the counsellor is encouraged to 
empower and coach students to advocate for themselves. If necessary and appropriate, 
students can be referred to the Georgian College Equity Consultant and/or Privacy Officer. 

Note:  The counselling team does not normally provide long term clinical counselling in its 
practice, rather follows a brief counselling model.  

Note: Students who have withdrawn from their program are no longer eligible for personal 
counselling 

21.3.1 Career Development  

o Individual career counselling 

o Online and written tools to facilitate career exploration and planning or 
employability skills 

o Referral to career advisors 
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21.4 Counsellor Qualifications 

All counsellors working on the counselling team must have a Master’s Degree in Counselling 
Psychology, Social Work or a related field and will have completed a supervised practicum 
as part of their graduate training. Most counsellors, in addition to their traditional 
counselling skills, have developed areas of specialty; and, in collaborative practice, students 
whose needs may best be met by a Counsellor with that area of specialty are advised and 
referred appropriately.   Counsellors are to be registered with a College or Governing 
association i.e. College of Psychotherapy, College of Social Work, College of Psychologists  

21.5 Counsellor Availability 

At any time, there will be a minimum of two counsellors on the Barrie campus during the 
day and one counsellor on the Orillia and Owen Sound campuses (excluding the summer 
where the coverage on the Owen Sound campus may be covered via telephone or video 
consultation with a counsellor from another campus). Counsellors will be available to 
regional campuses through telephone and video conferencing. Students, who present in 
extreme crisis, should be directed by campus staff to seek immediate medical services. 
Depending on the situation, counsellors may be required to travel to regional campus 
locations.  

When counsellors leave the department, they inform customer service staff where they can 
be reached and when they expect to return.  

Counsellors will ensure that their counselling sessions start on time and end on time except 
in cases of an emergency. If an emergency arises and the session cannot be completed on 
time, counsellors will notify customer service staff and ask them to explain the situation to 
students who may be waiting and either reassign the student to another counsellor or 
rebook the student for another time. Every attempt will be made to keep appointments on 
time and students seen at the time for which they are scheduled. Should the counsellor 
wish to leave contact information, in regards to an emergency situation that information 
should be left with customer service staff, for the student.  

Counsellors are responsible for blocking off time on the on-line calendar when they are not 
available and cannot take appointments, including travel time to another campus.  

Counsellors will have viewing access to each other’s online calendar.     

Counsellors on vacation or absent for other circumstances (i.e. college meetings) are also 
responsible for ensuring coverage for drop-ins and other responsibilities are arranged prior 
to being out of the office. 

21.6 Online Assistance – Ask a Counsellor Email 

Students have the opportunity to ask general questions through the “Ask a Counsellor” 
email (counsellor@georgiancollege.ca). A designated counsellor will check this site daily and 

mailto:counsellor@georgiancollege.ca
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redirect the question to the appropriate counsellor (usually based on their particular 
portfolio) or other appropriate party. The customer service staff will refer anything beyond 
a simple request to a counsellor for follow up.   

Messages received on “Ask a Counsellor" e-mail will receive a response within 2 working 
days (48 hours). Responses will include information the caller/sender needs to take the next 
step, and if needed, a referral for further information. 

21.7 Counselling Practicum/Placement Students 

Practicum sites afford opportunities for placement students in counselling related programs 
to engage in direct work-related activities and students can be given this opportunity. 
Before agreeing to supervise a practicum student, approval must be obtained from the 
Director. The Director will consider available space from which the student can work, and 
will seek out assistance from another counsellor to take on the supervision of this student’s 
work.  

21.8 Appointments 

Initial appointments will be booked by customer service staff who will schedule 
appointments according to counsellor portfolio assignments. Customer service staff will 
provide as much information as possible with regards to the appointment.  Students who 
ask to see a counsellor will be asked for information by customer service staff to determine 
whether or not assistance can be provided without the need to see a counsellor. 

 If customer service staff decide that the student should see a counsellor for the first time, 
that student will be required to follow appropriate intake procedures.  The counsellor will 
review the consent form with the student and inform them of the meaning and implication 
of consent.  

21.8.1 Apparent Crisis or Emergency 

If a student emergency arises and no counsellor is free, the customer service staff will 
contact a counsellor who is in the office and inform them of the crisis situation. Whomever 
that counsellor is with will be asked to rebook their appointment for later that day or week.  

21.9 Safety Issues  

No counsellor should be left alone with a student in the office area. It is the responsibility of 
the counsellor to ensure they let the customer service staff know they require a few 
minutes more after office hours. 

In case a student becomes aggressive or threatening, counsellors can call either security or 
another staff member for help.  
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21.10 On-call (appointments determined by each campus)  

Arrangements for on-call appointments will be based on campus needs. On-call 
appointments are brief appointments for students who believe that their situation warrants 
an early intervention.   

21.11 Service Delivery 

21.11.1 Individual Counselling 

Regular counselling sessions will usually be booked for one hour, but should most often last 
no more than 50 minutes. This provides the counsellor with time to write their clinical notes 
and prepare for the next appointment. In some cases, counselling sessions may be booked 
for less than one hour, depending on the individual requirements of students based on 
previous experience. 

A brief counselling and referral model is the preferred counselling option. Counsellors 
continuously evaluate situations to determine if additional appointments are required.   

21.11.2 Workshops 

Counsellors offer a range of value-added workshops that promote Student Success. 
Counsellors work in partnership with academic faculty to determine which workshops 
would be of most benefit. Workshops can be delivered both inside and outside the 
classroom.  

21.12  Protocol for Making Referrals 

21.12.1 When to make external referrals 

 When the Counsellor’s clinical assessment of the students' situation indicates the 
need for resources outside of the department 

 When a request is made by student or a third party in the context of a consultation 
for referral information 

 When a request for service has been made but can't be met by the resources within 
the department 

21.12.2 How to locate the appropriate resources: 

 Consult with colleagues for ideas and specific recommendations for particular 
presenting problems 

 Research community resources through printed resources, online or word of mouth 

 Access community resource listings through http://www.211ontario.ca/  

http://www.211ontario.ca/
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 Check to make sure that the service is still available 

21.12.3 Before giving the student a list of resources 

 Call to determine any of the following of which you are not aware:  

a. Is there a wait list? If yes, how long is it?  

b. Can the student self-refer? If not, what is the process (Telephone call? Letter 
of referral? Medical referral?) 

 Within the limits of your knowledge inform students (or third party) about the 
nature of the service provided and procedures they may encounter in the process. 
Coach students to be wise consumers. Encourage students to ask questions and to 
identify any concerns they may have. 

 When referring on-going students, maintain appropriate contact until they begin 
work with the agency or professional to whom they have been referred unless the 
student prefers no further contact with a counsellor during this time. If referral is 
through a third party, and there is a long wait list, offer to meet with the student for 
supportive counselling. 

21.13 Keeping Records 

21.13.1 Consent Forms 

The counsellor takes the consent form from a new student and explains verbally the limits 
of confidentiality. The counsellor ensures that the consent form is signed by the students 
and the counsellor. If the student refuses to sign the consent form, the counsellor may 
decline providing services.  

Counsellors keep a separate electronic record for the student visit on Clockwork. The 
Counsellor’s notes must be factual, accurate and legible. The record of the visit should be 
brief in most instances, recording the date, the reason for the visit, information provided by 
the student, any established plan, action, or referrals recommended or information given by 
the counsellor, any action taken by the counsellor and any follow-up information the 
student can provide. If the student subsequently contacts the counsellor and further 
information is received or given by either the counsellor or student, it should be noted, 
dated and added to the record. 

21.13.2 Documentation/Notes for Clockwork 

Keep in mind all documents are official records and could end up in a court or in other 
formal processes as evidence years after the actual writing of the documentation and they 
may be presented by someone not present at the time documentation was completed.  
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Please refer to the Clockwork tip sheet or to your Clockwork Lead for information on how to 
use Clockwork. There may be instances where paper files are needed (i.e. to store any 
documentation, letters etc.). 

For online notes (Clockwork): 

o When discussing other professionals use their names and titles 

o When possible, scan written work into Clockwork files 

o Keep signed consent forms and release of information forms secure  

o Document if the student cancelled, was a "no show" or if they rescheduled. It is up 
to the Counsellor’s discretion if they will follow up with students who miss an 
appointment, however, if there are any safety concerns the counsellor must make 
an effort to contact student who missed the appointment 

21.14 WSIB Sponsored Students and Counselling Services 

Counsellors will deliver confidential counselling services to WSIB sponsored students.  

If the Counsellor feels that additional services or reduced course loads may be needed for a 
particular student, they will discuss this with the WSIB Student Success Advisor (SSA).  The 
SSA will communicate with the student’s caseworkers at WSIB for any approvals to study 
plan changes prior to discussion with the student. Before sharing information with the SSA, 
Counsellors will ensure all WSIB sponsored students have completed the Consent to Release 
and Exchange Information form to ensure there is consent to share information between 
departments.  

Counsellors will not discuss changes of program or course load with WSIB sponsored 
students directly. If the student has concerns about a change in their academic schedule, 
the Counsellor will refer them to their SSA. 

21.15 Services to Regional Campus Locations 

In addition to periodic visits by Counsellors, regional campus locations have access to video 
phones in private office settings to conduct video phone meetings with Counsellors.  

For all counselling appointments, contact should be made through the Barrie Customer 
Service Staff at extension 1523.  

If it is determined that the student is in crisis, the Customer Service Staff will check the 
availability of the Barrie on-call Counsellor and make arrangements through a video phone 
meeting appointment as quickly as possible. If the on-call counsellor in Barrie is not 
available, the Customer Service Staff will check with Orillia or Owen Sound for their 
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availability. For imminent crisis situations, regional campus staff should take necessary steps 
to get the student to medical services.  

If the situation is not a crisis, but there is a need to speak with a counsellor, the Customer 
Service Staff will schedule a video phone meeting appointment for a Counsellor and the 
student for a future date.  

21.16 Psychiatric Services - Use of Ontario Telemedicine Network, GNPLC/Student 
Success 

Ontario Telemedicine Network (OTN) is a system that delivers clinical care and distance 
education among health care providers and patients using live, two-way videoconferencing 
systems and related diagnostic equipment.  

The Telepsychiatry Health service at The Georgian Nurse Practitioner-Led Clinic (GNPLC) 
makes it possible for student/patients to have greater access to care and to receive that 
care closer to home, thereby reducing travel time and expenses. 

Being a registered student at Georgian College enables any student (excluding International 
students) access to these services regardless if he or she has a family practitioner.  If a 
student is without a family practitioner and wishes to have this service, he or she must 
become a patient of the GNPLC.  Students without a family practitioner or a MRP (Most 
Responsible Provider) or who do not become a patient of the GNPLC will not receive 
Telepsychiatric Services.  All necessary referral forms and processes need to be completed 
as follows: 

Student Services/GNPLC Psychiatric Services Program (see Appendix M – Student Services - 
Mental Health and Addictions Flow Chart) 

 Student Success staff identifies a student with a need for a mental health referral 

 Student Success staff discusses Telepsychiatry Health program with the student i.e. 
Student can meet with a psychiatrist via OTN hosted at the GNPLC for diagnosis, 
follow-up, medications, recommendations, etc.  

 The Student Success staff obtains approval from the student and proceeds one of 
two ways: 

Option 1 – Student has a Family Physician or MRP: 

Student Success counsellor completes all appropriate supporting 
documentation including assessments and initiates contact with the family 
physician/MRP.  Documents to be faxed to the MRP: 
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o Consent for the Collection, Use and Disclosure of Personal Health Information 
for the Purpose of Georgian Nurse Practitioner-Led Clinic Mental Health 
Consultation (Appendix N)   

o CAMH – Adult Referral – Counsellor to fill out as much information as 
possible and MRP to fill in the remaining sections (Appendix O) 

o GNPLC Telepsychiatry Information form – Counsellor to fill in patient name 
and areas of concern (Appendix P) 

o OTN Telemedicine Clinical Scheduling Form (Appendix Q). MRP to fax the 
completed form to OTN Scheduling Services 1-888-879-2807  

Documents to be faxed to GNPLC Coordinator – 705-722-1583: 

o Consent for the Collection, Use and Disclosure of Personal Health Information 
for the Purpose of Georgian Nurse Practitioner-Led Clinic Mental Health 
Consultation (Appendix N)   

o OTN Referral Sheet (Appendix R) 

o Student Demographic Sheet (Appendix S) 

IT IS IMPORTANT TO CONTACT THE OTN COORDINATOR AT 705-722-1581 Ext. 
1412 AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO INFORM THEM OF THE STUDENT  

OTN will contact the student with an appointment 

Student has consultation at GNPLC via OTN 

Option 2 – Student does not have a family physician or MRP and agrees to become a 
patient of the GNPLC: 

o Counsellor or student connects with GNPLC by calling 705-722-1581 Ext. 
1412 or counsellor can fax OTN Referral Form 705-722-1583 (Appendix R) 

o Student Demographic Sheet (Appendix S) and areas of concern faxed to 
GNPLC  

o Student is required to visit the clinic to complete an GNPLC intake form 

o Following completion of the intake form an appointment will be made for 
OTN services  

o Student has consultation at GNPLC via OTN 
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21.17 Response to the death of a student 

The College will provide assistance to students and employees in dealing with the death of a 
student, in a sensitive and expeditious manner.  In accordance with Georgian College 
Operating Procedures and Practices, Response to the Death of a Student 1-134, an 
employee from the Counselling department will be designated to interact with a family 
member for the return of property and the closing of administrative files if deemed 
necessary. 
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22  CUSTOMER SERVICE 

22.1 Overview of Services Provided 

Customer Service staff provide support to Adaptive Technologists, Career (Orillia), 
Counsellors, Accessibility Advisor, First Generation, Learning Strategists, Nurse Practitioner 
(Barrie), Peer Services, Testing Services, and RARC. 

22.2 Responsibilities of Customer Service staff 

 Scheduling of appointments through Clockwork 

 Triage and crisis - response to service 

 Answering inquiries (e-mail, fax, and voicemail) within one business day 

 Scanning of all documentation pertaining to students who access Student Success 
Services, and upload subsequent electronic files into Clockwork 

 Request student numbers for community clients through the Registrar’s office 

 Sending confidential faxes 

 Ordering and distribution of office supplies  

 Storage of archived files 

 Preparing marketing materials for College events  

 Cleanliness and tidiness of Student Success Services area 

 Contacting security/physical resource for security and maintenance issues 

 Reminder e-mails for all students/community clients 

 Sorting of mail and faxes 

 Reconciliation of bursary spreadsheets (Orillia/Owen Sound) 

 Back up for Testing Centre (Orillia/Owen Sound) 

 Submitting and processing of textbook scanning requests (Owen Sound) 

 Facilitating of external and after hours testing (Owen Sound) 

 Minute-taking for staff meetings (Orillia/Owen Sound) 
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22.3 Documentation Handling  

 All documents are handled according to College policy (Procedure Numbers PH-106 
& PH-107) regarding confidentiality and outlined in section 8.5 File Storage of this 
document. 

 Documentation that is received via fax is placed in a sealed envelope and put in the 
staff member’s mailbox. 

 Completed consent and Intake sheets are placed in a secure file folder pending 
scanning. After the sheets have been successfully scanned to SSScan, the network 
folder, they should be placed in either a file for shredding or the receptacle for 
documents to be shredded. 

o Consent and intake sheets should be scanned within 24 hours of receipt. 

o Intake forms uploaded to ClockWork in the Student Intake/Information form. 

o Consent Forms uploaded to ClockWork in Documents/Consent Forms. 

 In order to streamline the process of uploading and retrieving documentation 
pertaining to a students tabs within the “Documentation” form where specific 
documentation should be uploaded to: 

o Diagnostic Statement – All documents pertaining to the diagnosis of a 
learning disability etc. Usually the AA will have identified this by a “star” on 
the first page. 

o Disability Documentation – any documentation relating to the student that is 
NOT a diagnostic statement, RARC document, or consent form. 

o RARC Documentation – any documentation concerning RARC, invoices, 
request forms, RARC intake forms, etc. but not a diagnostic statement. 

 Disability documentation held for Clockwork uploads will be kept in a locked file 
until scanning has been completed, and then shredded 

22.4 Inquiries from Parents, fellow students, and third party representatives 

The personal information and personal health information of students should only be 

shared with those that need it to do their jobs at the University (administration, colleagues, 

etc.). Even then, only the minimum amount of information necessary for an authorized 

purpose should be shared with those that need to know. The personal information and 

personal health information of students should not be shared outside of the University 

(parents, family members or friends) without the prior written consent of the student 
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22.5 Direction to Customer Service Staff 

 Direction and the process for booking appointments are determined by the manager 
of the department.  Any deviation from the appointment booking process must be 
approved by the manager. 

In order to protect the privacy of our students we need to ensure demographic information 

is not visible to anyone who might accidently view staff calendars and, on the rare occasion, 

other staff members when a student has requested that their accessing student services 

remain private. For the latter, although this rarely occurs, students can request their 

appointments and notes be hidden from designated Counsellors/Accessibility Advisor due 

to personal reasons etc.  As ClockWork has no mechanism to hide appointments and notes 

from these designated staff members the work around is to not display demographic 

information anywhere on the calendar and for these few occurrences staff will be required 

to keep paper files for the notes.   

When booking an appointment please follow the following guidelines: 

The “Sub title” field is to remain empty. 

Memo field should contain: 

Student’s first and last names, and booking staff initials ie. Jane Doe JC 
Student # 
Program 
Other relevant information 

For cancelled and no-show 

For Cancelled appointments use the “Cancelled” check box on the appointment screen, do 

not use the “Sub title” field.  

For “No shows” use “Calendar/No-show” 
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For all staff 

In the “Extra/My Settings/Scheduler settings” please do not check off anything in the green 

box. 

Please do not make “Book Student” appointments, if you are available to see students just 

leave that time slot blank – the reason for this is it causes duplicate records, and throws off 

the stats. If you have non-traditional hours please let the customer service staff know when 

you are available, or block the time when you are not available in ClockWork.  You can book 

off lunches etc. using the “Multiple Bookings” tab. 

Documents to be scanned 
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Return all intake forms, pscho-ed assessments, etc. to the front desk. They will scan 

documents to the network drive and upload them to the student’s file on ClockWork.  All 

generated letters of accommodations are saved to T:\Student Success\SS Documentation 

from there the customer service staff can upload them to the student’s file. 
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23 ACCESSIBILITY SERVICES / TRANSITION & SUMMER BRIDGE PROGRAMS 

Georgian College endorses and adheres to the Ontario Human Rights Code and the 
Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA).  Accordingly, all students with 
barriers to successfully completing their education are entitled to reasonable classroom and 
test accommodations and barrier free access to campuses and facilities. 

Accessibility Advisors (AA) provide information, support and advocacy for students who face 
physical, medical, sensory, mental health or learning barriers to education. AA’s support 
students throughout the educational process, encouraging independence and self advocacy.  

Services and accommodations are recommended on an individual basis.  

23.1 Support 

Barrie, Orillia, and Owen Sound campuses have dedicated Accessibility Services. AA’s are 

available on a year round basis at least four days a week. 

Regional campus (Midland, Muskoka, Orangeville, and South Georgian Bay) support will be 

provided through staff designated to those campus locations.  

23.2 Intake Process 

 Informed consent and confidentiality is discussed. Forms are witnessed for every 
student accessing Accessibility Services. 

o Students may remove consent at any time either in whole or in part. 

 Students will receive an electronic copy of Student Handbook: Services for students 
with disabilities (Appendix AA) to ensure they have the necessary information. 

 Appropriate documentation is collected and reviewed. 

o The documentation is deemed appropriate or not by the AA (refer to 
Appendix AA - Student Handbook: Services for students with disabilities). 

o If further documentation is needed, the student is advised on how to obtain 
this documentation. 

 The AA will provide “Student Services at a Glance” and the following will be 
explained:  

o Personal and academic counselling. 
o Adaptive Technologists role. 
o Study Skills Strategies. 
o Career Services. 
o Peer Services. 
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o Lab and Hubs. 
o Testing Services. 
o How to book appointments.  

23.3 Irlene’s Syndrome  

Cannot accept documentation from an “Irlene’s screener” for accommodations or 
confirmation of disability with the FAO. Documentation must come from an optomologist or 
an optician. If a student provides documentation from an Irlene’s Screener, refer them to a 
physician for a diagnosis.  

23.4 Disclosure of Diagnosis 

Under the Ontario Human Rights Codes, students are not required to disclose their disability 

diagnosis to access accommodations and supports. Any disclosure of a diagnosis is 

completely voluntary and it should not be stated nor implied that a student will receive 

better or quicker service if a diagnosis is provided. 

23.5 Learning Disabilities reports that are older than 5 years and accommodations 

We can issue accommodations to students who have an LD report older than 5 years, even 
if they do not wish to proceed with a new assessment. It is however important for the AA to 
recommend a new assessment.  

Cannot confirm as student with a disability with the Financial Aid Office. 

23.6 Documentation from regulated health care providers 

The medical information request form can be completed by the appropriate regulated 
health care professional. 

23.7 Interim Accommodations 

Occasionally a student may present to our department or be referred to our department 

seeking accommodations without documentation indicating a confirmation of disability. In 

these circumstances interim accommodations should be put in place based on information 

obtained from the student (ex. previous accommodations, areas of difficulty, etc.). Interim 

accommodations can be put in place for one semester allowing the student the time to 

acquire the necessary documentation or while they are being assessed or monitored by a 

health care professional. In some cases, it may take longer than a semester for a student to 

obtain the necessary medical documentation. Interim accommodations can be renewed as 

needed. 
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23.8 Retroactive Accommodations 

Any student may request retroactive accommodations through an AA. Upon receiving a 

request for a retroactive accommodation, the AA should gather as much information as 

possible about the request from the student in order to support the student in their 

request. The AA should then meet with the faculty member to review the request. If the 

request is denied, the AA should then set up a meeting with the student and the program 

coordinator to review the request and appeal the request for the retroactive 

accommodation. 

23.9 RARC Process  

1. A student may require testing because  
a) documentation is too old, or incomplete  
b) there is no formal history of LD or ADHD, but one is suspected. 

Note:  MAT also investigates Psychiatric disabilities, neuropsychological or ASD where 
there is also a history of learning difficulties.  Please contact Marie McCarron directly 
for these referrals. 

2. 1st appointment with student. During 1st appointment with student the AA should: 

 Pre-screening tool (RARC-Q) provided to student to fill out and return to AA (all 
students need to fill out pre-screener). 

 Student is asked to provide/gather all documents including transcripts, old 
assessments, IEP’s, etc 

 Fill out BSWD application ($2000 fee) if OSAP eligible.  Send to financial aid for 
processing.  Remember, funds will be returned if not used. 

 Remind student to get a blank cheque and bring to next appointment (only if not 
eligible for OSAP) 

 Financial documents are not needed if student is eligible for OSAP. Even if student is 
only eligible for federal portion, MAT will provide coverage for provincial portion. 

 Student is asked to provide proof of income to AA if not eligible for OSAP.  Either a) 
parent’s notice of assessment from the most recent tax year.  b) Students notice of 
assessment from most recent tax year. c) A recent T4 slip can be used at AA 
discretion when notice of assessment is not available. 

NOTE:  see information below concerning independent and dependent student status: 

Dependent Student 

For OSAP purposes, students are considered a dependent if none of the following 
applies: 
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 Married. 

 In a common-law relationship. 

 Sole-support parent. 

 Separated, divorced, or widowed, AND have NO dependent children living with 
student. 

 Has not been a full-time student at a high school or postsecondary institution for at 
least 12 consecutive months on 2 or more occasions. 

 Has been out of high school for at least 4 years before the start of study period. 

Independent student 

For OSAP purposes, students are considered an Independent if the following applies: 

 Separated, divorced, or widowed, AND have NO dependent children living with you. 

 Has not been a full-time student at a high school or postsecondary institution for at 
least 12 consecutive months on 2 or more occasions. 

 Has been out of high school for at least 4 years before the start of study period 

3. AA reviews RARC-Q and other supporting documents to determine if full assessment 
is warranted. 

4. 2nd Appointment with Student (AA has determined that assessment is warranted) 

During 2nd appointment with student AA should: 

 Fill out “late or No Show policy” form and give copy to student and for file. (all 
students fill out this form). 

 Fill out “RARC/MAT Financial Contract” and give copy to student/for file.  (all 
students fill out this form). 

o Indicate students income level if applicable.  Please initial beside income 
level and circle amount student is responsible for paying.  Financial 
documents provided by the student DO NOT have to be submitted to RARC.  
Please give these documents back to the student. 

 Get post-dated cheque from student for amount indicated. 
o Cheque made out to psychologist This may have to be filled in at a later date 

if psychologist unknown at that time. 
o If OSAP eligible student pays $0 (no cheque needed) 

 Georgian College student insurance will pay $300 for assessment services. 

NOTE:  Student has to have letter from MD to use this benefit referring them 
specifically for an assessment.  Student is responsible for accessing/claiming any 
student insurance benefit.  This means post-dated cheque is still required.  The 
student would be directly reimbursed from insurance company. 

 Fill out “partial funding request” form (if applicable) and give copy to student/for file 
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o Form used when student is not eligible for OSAP, but is unable to pay the full 
amount which corresponds with their/their parents’ income from the sliding 
scale. 

 Advise student of dates when assessment services will be at Georgian college 
o Have student provide dates and times when they are available for an 

assessment (6 hour block needed) 

 If assessment being conducted off campus, psychologist is responsible for contacting 
student and arranging a time/date. 

5. Referral email sent by AA to student, practitioner, Susan Price 
(susan.price@queensu.ca) and Marie McCarron (marie.mccarron@queensu.ca).  

Content of email confirms the following: 

 Referral confirmation 

 Amount to be paid by student 

 Student information (full name, contact information) 

 Practitioner information (full name, contact information) 

 Time/date of student availability and student schedule (if applicable) 

6. AA collects all information to send to psychologist or Marie McCarron at Queen’s 
University if psychologist is conducting assessment on campus: 

 RARC-Q 

 All supporting documents (transcripts, old assessments, IEP’s etc) 

 Late or No Show policy form 

 RARC/MAT Financial contract 

 Partial funding request (if applicable) 

 Post-dated cheque (if applicable) 

NOTE:  Send information to selected psychologist or Marie McCarron at least 2 
weeks in advance of assessment date. 

7. Assessment completed at arranged date/time.  Psychologist arranges feedback (this 
may take place via telephone).  Permission has to be given by the student to send 
completed assessment to Georgian College. 

8. Psychologist responsible for sending all corresponding documents to Marie 
McCarron at Queen’s University (i.e. invoice, financial contract etc). 

9. Invoice will be sent from Marie McCarron to contact person at Georgian for 
disbursement to appropriate AA (if needed for BSWD purposes).  Otherwise, AA 
does not require invoice. 

mailto:marie.mccarron@queensu.ca
mailto:susan.price@queensu.ca


For additional information please refer to the MAT Overview and Access Procedures 
(Appendix T) 

AA is responsible for determining funding eligibility for students accessing psychological 
assessments. For additional information please refer to Process for submitting BSWD 
application for RARC Assessments  (add appendix NN) 

23.10 Eligibility for Additional Bursary and Grants 

 Ontario Student Assistance Plan (OSAP) eligibility is discussed. The following link 
provides additional OSAP information: https://osap.gov.on.ca/OSAPPortal

 Student is advised to apply for OSAP  

 Students may need to be referred to the FAO for additional information on applying 
to OSAP 

 Confirmation of Disability Form (Appendix U) is sent to the Financial Aid Office (FAO) 
if the student has appropriate diagnosing documentation and is OSAP eligible.  

 Student is informed of the Bursary for Students with Disabilities (BSWD).  For 
additional information on the BSWD refer to: Ontario  Student Assistance Program: 
Eligibility, Assessment and Review Manual (Appendix V)  

 If eligible BSWD Application Form is completed with AT or AA depending upon the 
items or services requested (with AA signature approving all 
hardware/software/services) (Appendix W)  

 If student is eligible for BSWD funding, all copies of receipts/invoices/documents 
must be scanned and uploaded into Clockwork by Customer Service staff. Paper 
copies must be submitted to FAO upon receipt 

 Student must sign Confirmation of Receipt Form (Appendix X) indicating that all 
invoices/receipts will be received   

 Students may need to be referred to the FAO for additional information on applying 
to OSAP 

23.11 Adaptive Technology and the BSWD 

 Students who are eligible for the BSWD may be referred to an Adaptive Technologist 
for an adaptive technology assessment and quote for services and/or equipment, in 
order to apply to the BSWD for a technology bursary.  This process is outlined in the 
BSWD Eligibility, Assessment and Review Manual 
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 If student already owns a computer they must have it assessed for compatibility 
with the adaptive software and hardware they may need 

 Students should be advised that they need to have the computer they already own 
assessed for compatibility with the adaptive software and hardware they may need 

 Students will be informed that receipts will need to be submitted to verify 
equipment purchases 

23.12 Letters of Accommodation 

 A letter of accommodation (LOA) is issued to students with disabilities 

 LOA templates are uploaded into Clockwork (Appendix Y & Appendix Z – Laurentian 
LOA Appendix Z-a)). LOA templates uploaded into Clockwork are not to be modified. 
The process to modify templates must go through departmental manager  

 The LOA indicates which accommodations the student has but does not disclose the 
disability profile 

 The student will receive an electronic copy of their LOA form from the AA.  

 A student’s LOA will be sent to each of the student’s faculty members. Each student 
should be encouraged to meet with the faculty to discuss their needs where 
appropriate.  

 Interim accommodations may be put into place, for one semester, if appropriate, as 
determined by the AA and can be renewed for longer periods if necessary. 

 The LOA must be reissued each semester or when new courses are started (i.e. 
apprenticeship students are enrolled in eight and ten week programs) 

 Students who have a digital recording accommodation in the classroom will be 
required to sign a Digital Recoding Agreement (Appendix LL) which outlines the 
responsible use of the equipment.  Accessibility Advisor will review this form with 
students to ensure understanding  

 Any requests from students for LOA’s should be directed to the AA. The AA will 
email the LOA to the student. 

 At the time of reissuing the LOA the AA will update the student’s accommodations in 
Clockwork, if required 

 Changes to the LOA and accommodations can be reviewed by the student and AA at 
any time  
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 Students are advised how to book tests and where to access information about 
testing services 

 Additional information on Testing Services is available using the following link: 
http://www.georgiancollege.ca/student-success/testing/

23.13 Testing Services 

Discussion of testing related issues produced the following list of recommendations to be 

implemented: 

• Review testing process with staff to ensure students are never instructed to go to 

classroom alone.  This violates privacy as it discloses disability and use of testing, test 

integrity as student is alone with test and creates anxiety and embarrassment for the 

student 

• Ensure testing staff check disability accommodations with every test booking in CW 

to ensure student is requesting accommodations they are entitled to receive (there are 

some concerns reference sheets are allowed without that as an accommodation).  Faculty 

do not have access to student accommodations and therefore can only approve test length, 

date and materials allowed. 

• Students who require a “more private” private space. Some students relating to 

disability may require a private room without using technology.  If the AA highlights in the 

testing accommodations student requires a private room, and a private room is not 

available, students should be entitled to rebook their test.  AA to note this in “other” 

column indicating need for private room rather than private space.    

23.14 Test/Exam Reference Sheets 

23.14.1 Definition 

A reference sheet is a page of handwritten of typed notes that students with the specific 
accommodation are allowed to take into an exam. 

Students are responsible for meeting with their course instructor at the start of the 
semester to review how this accommodation may be supported in the course. 

IMPORTANT: Reference Sheets must be approved by the course instructor and 
submitted by the instructor to the Test Centre along with the test/exam. 

Accessibility Advisor supports Reference Sheets if and only if:    

http://www.georgiancollege.ca/student-success/testing/
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 Scores from up-to-date and comprehensive psych educational or 
neuropsychological assessment report clearly indicate memory impairment. 

 Student continues to experience memory failures during tests and exams 
despite adequate preparation, including the use of specific memory strategies 
and self-testing. 

23.14.2 Approval process for the use of reference sheets as a test accommodation 

In the case of a student who has provided Accessibility Services with written 
documentation from a qualified professional which, based on the diagnosed disability, 
indicates the use of reference sheets as an accommodation to assist in academic 
evaluation (quizzes/tests/exams), the following process will be followed:   

23.14.3 Creating the Reference Sheet(s) 

 The student will provide his/her course instructor with documentation from 

Accessibility Services substantiating the need for use of a reference sheet 

(appendix needed for reference sheet policy) 

 The student and / or the course instructor collaborate on the creation of the 
reference sheet(s). 

 The course instructor will keep the personal information (i.e. disability status) 
of the student strictly confidential. 

 The student and professor may work with the Accessibility Advisor in order to 
clarify the approval process and /or to ensure a complete understanding of 
reference sheets as an accommodation, and the process for developing and 
using the sheets.  The College’s Human Rights Consultant may also be involved 
as necessary.  

 Any student creating reference sheet(s) must present the finalized draft of the 
reference sheet(s) for the professor’s approval no later than three working 
days prior to the scheduled evaluation date.  Some discussion may be required 
between the student and the professor to ensure the reference sheet(s) 
appropriately accommodates the student in the area of the disability and is still 
acceptable to the professor for use in the evaluation process 

 If the student and faculty are unable to develop a reference sheet that is 
agreeable to both, the student must then discuss his/her decision to appeal 
with his/her Accessibility Advisor who will attempt to mediate a resolution by 
meeting with the student and the professor.  The Dean should be notified by 
the student and the program coordinator may also be consulted to facilitate a 
resolution to the problem 

23.14.4 Support for Memory Impairments 



Memory refers to a complex set of cognitive and neurological processes involved in the 
acquisition, storage, and recall of information. Specific memory impairments are 
characteristic of a variety of disabilities. 

By the time students are accepted into college, most have developed a personal repertoire 
of memory strategies effective at the high school level. However, college presents 
substantial new memory challenges. In general, there is far more information, at a higher 
level of complexity and detail, to be learned. There tends to be a greater emphasis on 
test/exam performance, versus take-home assignments. And finally, there is typically a 
substantially greater proportion of grades dependant on far fewer tests/exams, compared 
to secondary school. 

At Georgian College, our goal is to increase the likelihood that the performance of students 
with specific memory impairments on tests/exams reflects what they have actually learned, 
rather than the impact of their disability, without compromising the integrity of the 
evaluation. We do so in a variety of ways: 

• When appropriate, they may work with a Learning Strategist to develop exam-
anxiety reduction strategies and coping techniques. 

• Basic accommodations, such as extra time and a quiet location, may help 
compensate for the extensive processing required to retrieve information during tests and 
exams 

• A reduced course load may be advised 

• Students may be referred to a Learning Strategist for training in individualized study 
and exam-writing strategies 

• Learn to develop an individualized “Metacognitive Strategy Reference Sheet” to take 
into tests and exams 

• Depending on the nature and severity a student’s memory impairment, an 
alternative format may be requested as certain formats (e.g. multiple choice) put some 
students at a distinct disadvantage 

• Finally, in very rare cases, a pre-approved informational Reference Sheet may be 
recommended. 

Reference sheets are NOT cheat sheets, with facts and formulae copied down for the 
student to use during tests or exams. Rather, they provide mnemonic cues that the student 
has developed from the course material to assist in the recall of previously-learned 
information. 
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This information sheet is provided to assist instructors in understanding and implementing 
the use of Reference sheets for specific memory impairments. Of course, a student’s 
Accessibility Advisor is available for discussion about these strategies and accommodations. 

Reference Sheets as an Academic Accommodation 

Some students registered with Accessibility Services have medical or psycho-educational 
assessments that document the need for a Reference Sheet to compensate for significant 
memory problems, such as sequencing, working memory or long-term memory retrieval. 

Individuals have difficulty retrieving the information they’ve studied due to documented 
memory processing deficits. A Reference Sheet is a type of memory aid used to trigger the 
recall of that information; the purpose is not to provide the student with the answer but 
rather to provide the mechanism to retrieve what is already stored in their long-term 
memory. 

What is a Reference sheet? 

Memory is a complex function involving a series of processes. For example, in order for 
someone to commit a piece of information to memory, the brain must first receive input 
through one or more senses, and then process this information by sorting, categorizing and 
recognizing associations with existing memories (or knowledge), before storing it for later 
recall. To use this information later, the brain must then locate the stored information, 
organize it. Prepare a response and then release the information (i.e., through speaking, 
writing, or an action); Learning strategies that use a multisensory approach through the use 
of colours, visual pictures, songs, rhythms and rhymes capitalize on students’ strengths. 
Typically, our brains are selective and tend to remember only information that forms a 
memorable pattern. Therefore, strategies which encourage the organization of information 
into clear patterns help students, specifically those with learning disabilities, some types of 
head injuries, and attention deficit disorder, to store and retrieve information which 
otherwise would get jumbled due to processing difficulties. Some students with learning or 
medical disabilities have difficulty accessing stored information and may require Reference 
sheets during exams to help them compensate for their retrieval impairment in the testing 
environment. What are Reference sheets?  

• Reference sheets contain retrieval cues or mnemonic strategies that provide a 
systematic approach for organizing and remembering information. They do not provide the 
answers to questions but rather, they assist in the retrieval of information already learned. 

• Retrieval cues can take many forms. They may be mind maps, rhymes, acronyms, 
abbreviations, acrostics, visual chains, and so on. 

Without a full understanding of the material, a Reference sheet will not be of much use! 
Examples include:  
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• ACRONYMS Each letter in a word represents one item in a list: E.g. HOMES Five 
Great Lakes: Huron, Ontario, Michigan, Erie, and Superior  

• ACROSTICS The first letter of each word is used to create a new word to be used in a 
sentence: E.g. Very Active Cat (Three blood vessels – veins, arteries & capillaries)  

• RHYMES can be used to remember facts: E.g. Every perfect person owns Two 
hundred six bones  

• FORMULA CARDS Students demonstrate their knowledge of an application without 
penalizing them for deficits in memory in these examples, the actual Reference sheet would 
contain the following: HOMES, Very Active Cat, Every perfect person, and pre-approved 
formulae or vocabulary  

Essential Course Requirements 

The term ‘essential requirements’ refers to “knowledge and skills that must be acquired or 
demonstrated in order for a student to successfully meet the learning objectives of the 
course” (Oakley, Parsons & Wideman, 2012). 

If information on the Reference Sheet is determined to be an essential learning outcome, it 
should not be allowed. For example, if the learning objective of the course is to know a 
mathematical formula or to recall a key term, it should not be allowed on the Reference 
Sheet. However, if the learning objective is to demonstrate the ability to apply a formula, or 
explain the meaning of a key term/word, then it could be allowed on a Reference Sheet. 

It is recognized that due to the nature of courses’ stated learning outcomes, the creation of 
a Reference Sheet will require significant communication and collaboration between the 
student and course instructor. 

What can be included on a Reference Sheet? 

A Reference Sheet may or may not include the following: Acronyms, Short Phrases, Mind 
Maps, Schematic diagra,,s Pictures, Names, Tables, Charts, Key terms/words, Formulae, 
Example questions 

Adapted from the University of Toronto, 2006. 

Process 

Creating a Reference Sheet for a test is a variation on the "open book" style exam some 
teachers prefer to administer. Reference Sheets relieve student anxieties about taking the 
test, and cleverly encourage the student to study class material by placing the student in 
the position of an editor deciding what should be included in the limited space available. 
Several tools and strategies exist for creating and making the most of a Reference Sheet. 
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Why This Process 

• Helps students understand concepts - What the exam is really about! 

• Helps students put the most useful things on 

• Helps students make it easy to use 

What is the Instructor's process for approving Reference sheets? 

In the case of a student, who has provided the Centre for Access and Disability Services, 
Georgian College with written documentation from a qualified professional which, based on 
the diagnosed disability, indicates the use of reference sheets as an accommodation to 
assist in academic evaluation (quizzes/tests/exams), the following process will be followed:   

1. The student will meet with the course instructor to develop sample cues from 
course material. (The student’s use of a Reference Sheet for a given test/exam requires a 
course instructor’s express approval of its specific contents.)   

2. The student works on the Reference Sheet with their course instructor in advance of 
their test.  

3. The course instructor reviews the Reference Sheet and either approves the sheet or 
advises the student to make certain revisions and resubmit the sheet. 

4. The course instructor emails the approved Reference Sheet to the Test Centre to 
ensure the integrity of the exam is maintained. 

5. Students must submit their Reference Sheets along with their completed exam. 

References  

Oakley, B., Parsons, J. & Wideman, M. (2012). Identifying Essential requirements: A 
Guide for University Disability Service Professionals. Inter-University Disability Issues 
Association (IDIA).  

University of Toronto St. George Campus Accessibility Services (2006). Memory Aid 
Sheet Policy. 

23.14.5 Resolution/Appeal Process 

If agreement cannot be reached on content/design of the Reference Sheets 

 A student may appeal the content/format of a specific reference sheet if he/she is 
unable to reach agreement with the professor 
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 If resolution cannot be achieved prior to the quiz, test, exam, the student will not 
write the quiz, test, exam until the matter is resolved 

 If the issue of the reference sheet remains unresolved, the student may submit a 
written appeal to his/her Dean.   Either the student’s Dean or another Dean as 
designated by the Vice President Academic will review the situation with the 
student, faculty, Accessibility Advisor, Human Rights consultant and program 
coordinator to ensure that every attempt has been made to develop appropriate 
accommodation tools and either uphold the professor’s decision or direct other 
actions. 

 If the student disagrees with the Dean’s decision on the appeal, the student may 
submit a written request for a review to the College Academic Appeal Panel (CAAP) 
through the Registrar’s Office.  The CAAP process is outlined in the Georgian College 
Post-Secondary Calendar, Policies and Procedures, Section 9.2.1   The College’s 
Human Rights Complaint Consultant and the Accessibility Advisor may also be called 
upon to be involved in the review 

23.14.6 Resolution/Appeal Process – If agreement cannot be reached on 
content/design of the Reference Sheets 

 A student may appeal the content/format of a specific reference sheet if he/she 
is unable to reach agreement with the course instructor. 

 If resolution cannot be achieved prior to the quiz, test, exam, the student will not 
write the quiz, test, exam until the matter is resolved. 

 If the issue of the reference sheet remains unresolved, the student may submit a 
written appeal to his/her Dean.   Either the student’s Dean or another Dean as 
designated by the Vice President Academic will review the situation with the 
student, faculty, disability consultant, Human Rights consultant and program 
coordinator to ensure that every attempt has been made to develop appropriate 
accommodation tools and either uphold the course instructor’s decision or direct 
other actions. 

 If the student disagrees with the Dean’s decision on the appeal, the student may 
submit a written request for a review to the College Academic Appeal Panel 
(CAAP) through the Registrar’s Office.  The CAAP process is outlined in the 
Georgian College Post-Secondary Calendar, Policies and Procedures, Section 
9.2.1   The College’s Human Rights Complaint Consultant and the Disability 
Consultant may also called upon to be involved in the review.12

1 Oakley, B., Parsons, J. & Wideman, M. (2012). Identifying Essential requirements: A Guide for University Disability 
Service Professionals. Inter-University Disability Issues Association (IDIA).  

2 University of Toronto St. George Campus Accessibility Services (2006). Memory Aid Sheet Policy. 
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23.15 Ongoing Consultation 

 AA staff will: 

o Be available on an ongoing basis for students for consultation 

o Advocate for students in the college environment 

o AA will initiate a “check in” e-mail periodically throughout the academic year 

o Available on an ongoing basis for faculty and staff to consult with 

o Consult often with College and community resources – Counselling, Career 
Services, Learning Strategies, Peer Services, Testing Services, and Adaptive 
Technology, Deaf Access Simcoe Muskoka (DASM), Waypoint, CMHC, 
physicians, CNIB, Listen Up Canada! Community Living, Catholic Family 
Services, Learning Disabilities Association of Ontario, Autism Ontario, walk in 
clinics, Nurse Practitioner clinic etc. 

o Refer students directly to College or community resources (see list above) as 
needed 

23.16 Transition & Summer Bridge Programs 

Student Success organizes Summer Transition programs for students with disabilities. Up to 
date information on programs available can be found on the website at 
http://www.georgiancollege.ca/student-success/accessibility-services/centre-for-
access/transition-courses/  

23.16.1 Transition Skills for Post-Secondary Success 

Transition Skills for Post-Secondary Success is a three-week lifestyle management, credit 
course, residential program and academic skills workshop for students with a diagnosis of 
Autism Spectrum Disorder.  

23.16.2 Skills for Success 

Skills for Success is a two-week lifestyle management, credit course and residential program 
for students with a diagnosis of a Specific Learning Disability and/or ADHD.  

23.17 Interpreter Services  

When a student requires interpretive services the Accessibility Advisor will inform the 
Director of the department immediately.   

The Accessibility Advisor will contact Deaf Access immediately to indicate that there is a 
student who will be requiring services. 

http://www.georgiancollege.ca/student-success/accessibility-services/centre-for-access/transition-courses/
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As soon as the student has registered for courses, the Accessibility Advisor will forward the 
student’s schedule to Deaf Access.  This will allow interpreters to be scheduled. 

If a student has scheduled group work or would like to attend meetings on campus with 
faculty or support staff, the student will make their appointments and schedule the 
interpreter with Deaf Access.  The student will email Deaf Access and the Accessibility 
Advisor to set up these out of class appointment times so that they may be tracked and 
monitored. 

If an interpreter is not available, the student will be provided with note taking services for 
the classroom. 

23.18 CapComm RNT Services 

Steps to setting up CapComm RNT/ RC 

1. Use CapComm when a student is deaf or hard of hearing and requires note taking as 
an accommodation and peer note taking is not an available or appropriate option 
based on the student’s disability related needs. 

2. Have student sign consent so that their courses and contact information can be 
shared with CapComm. 

3. Have student fill out the Student Information for Remote Note taking Service Form 
(Appendix BB) and sign off. 

4. PDF the completed form and provide to CapComm via email. 

5. Refer student to AT to pick up CapComm mic. and for training on how to use and 
charge the mic. 

6. Student may be purchasing their own CapComm mic. through BSWD, be sure to 
complete this application if needed. 

7. Contact each Faculty who will be using the CapComm service and provide the RNT 
Information for Instructors at Georgian College (Appendix CC) to each Faculty. 

8. Ensure a Rep from C4A is available to assist with each Faculty’s first login as 
required. 

9. Provide the number of hours of RNT use for each student to C4A Manager and/or 
C4A web/data technologist 

10. Monitor service throughout the semester. 

Further information can be found in the Use of RNT by Post-Secondary Institutes document 
(Appendix DD). 
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CapComm Captioned Communications Inc. Contact Information: 
www.cap-comm.net
James Coffey, President, James@CapComm.co
Direct Line: 780-628-4304 
18929- 98 Ave NW 
Edmonton, AB T5T 5K6 
Phone: 780-628-4358 
Fax: 780-628-2851 
23.19 Process for Specialized Transportation 

Student must provide documentation of a permanent disability identifying the need for 
specialized transportation to and from the college. Example:   Medical – doctor’s certificate 
stating student is not able to drive. 

23.19.1 Bursary Guidelines  

Specialized transportation must be to and from the postsecondary institution only, for 
students who have a physical disability affecting mobility. Also, the costs for specialized 
transportation will only be considered if they exceed typical transit costs in the region 
where the student is attending school. Allowances for local transportation costs are 
included in the OSAP needs assessments. Therefore, only costs above and beyond typical 
local transportation costs will be considered for BSWD/CSG-PAAE funding.

 Student will provide a copy of their timetable to AA. 

 AA determines the number of days transportation is required. Some allowances 
should be made to allow for research and group work on campus. 

 Student will provide a quote from the service provider. E.g. specialized taxi service. 

23.19.2 Guidelines 

For frequently purchased services, Accessibility Services may choose to maintain up-to-date 
cost estimates for each type of exceptional education-related costs, rather than requiring 
each student to obtain his or her own cost estimates. 

Where a student chooses to obtain his or her own cost estimates or where the services 
required by the student is unusual and estimates are not on file, the student would be 
required to obtain two cost estimates. 

Students must provide receipts for services purchased as soon as possible after purchase, 
but no later than 30 days after the end of their study period.  All purchases must be made 
during the study period. 

Example: 
Taxi service: 

http://www.cap-comm.net
mailto:James@CapComm.co
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1 round trip per day - $15.00 
4 days per week $15.00 X 4 = $60.00 per week 
12 weeks per semester $60.00 X 12 = $720.00 
Allowance for transportation in OSAP needs assessment = $75.00 per month 
Weekly amount = $75.00 divided by 4. 3 = $17.44  
Semester amount = $17.44 X 12 weeks = $209.00 
Allowed reimbursement for transportation = $720.00 (cost) minus $290.00 (allowance from 
OSAP) = $511.00 (reimbursement) 
Note: Check with financial aid re allowance from OSAP. 

 After receiving the quote, the AA will estimate the cost for the semester. e.g amount 
for the semester minus the allowance for transportation in OSAP needs assessment 

 Student will complete a bursary request. The bursary request is submitted to 
financial aid for approval 

 Student must provide receipts containing date, service provider name, pick up and 
destination location, and cost of trip. Please refer to above guidelines for 
information on when receipts are expected 

 Receipts will be reviewed by AA and submitted for payment 

 Cheque will be issued to student 

23.20 Process for Requesting Accessible/Ergonomic Chairs 

Steps: 

1. AA will determine that the use of an ergonomic chair is an appropriate 
accommodation for a student through discussions/appropriate documentation 

2. When modifying LOAs in Clock Work, AA will select “Use of reserved student success 
chair” under Accessible Work Stations on the Accommodations page 

3. AA will request the student provide a list of their classrooms (building and room 
number) for the semester.  AA will physically check each classroom and ensure that 
an ergonomic chair is necessary (e.g. some computer labs/classrooms are equipped 
with office chairs already) 

4. AA will provide administrative assistant with a list of classrooms (building and room 
number) that do require a reserved student success chair  

5. Administrative assistant will keep a master list to determine if a student success 
chair already exists in the classroom being requested and will complete the work 
order on School Dude 
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6. At the end of each semester administrative assistant will request Physical Resources 
collect the chairs from the listed classrooms  

23.21 WSIB Sponsored Students and Disability Services 

Accessibility Advisor (AA) will deliver confidential disability support services to WSIB 
sponsored students. 

If the AA feels that additional services or a reduced course load may be needed for a 
particular student this will be discussed with the WSIB Student Success Advisor (SSA).  The 
SSA will communicate with the student’s caseworkers at WSIB for approval to study plan 
changes prior to discussion with the student. The AA will ensure all WSIB sponsored 
students have completed the Consent to Release and Exchange Information form to ensure 
there is consent to share information between departments. 

AA will NOT discuss changes of program or course load with WSIB sponsored students 
directly. 

If the student has concerns about their academics, the AA will refer them to their SSA and 
academic counselling. 

23.22 Use of Service Animal on Campus   

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this policy is to provide the College community with guidelines for the use of 
Service Animals on campus. This policy will assist in: 

• Understanding the rights of individuals with disabilities who utilize Service Animals; 

• Identifying types of Service Animals; and 

• Providing a framework for managing Service Animals on campus to ensure people 
with disabilities who rely on Service Animals are accommodated, subject to considerations 
of others who share the work, study or other campus environment.  

This policy does not define the use of service animals for off campus locations. Service 
Animal use by students related to off campus learning activities is determined by the off 
campus institution. It is the responsibility of the individual using the service animal to be 
fully aware of on and off campus location policies. 

SCOPE 

This policy applies to the College community, which includes students, staff, volunteers and 
visitors and the general public. 
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DEFINITIONS 

What do service animals do? 

Service animals perform various tasks and provide services for people with disabilities (who 
may train their own service animals or acquire one from a training facility); 

• Autism – assistance dogs specifically trained to assist individuals with autism 
spectrum disorders and help increase the safety for that individual. 

• Guide – serves as a travel aide for a person who is legally blind. 

• Hearing or signal – alerts a person with hearing loss or deafness when a sound 
occurs, such as an alarm or knock on the door. 

• Mobility assistance – helps a person who has a mobility or health disability. They 
may carry, fetch, open doors, ring doorbells, activate elevator buttons, pull a wheelchair, 
steady a person while walking, help someone get up after a fall, etc. 

• Seizure response – warns a person of an impending seizure, or provides aid during a 
seizure, such as going for help or standing guard over the person. 

POLICY 

Georgian College permits Service Animals that assist visitors, students or employees with 
physical, mental and/ or sensory disabilities at the College related functions. It does not 
apply to the use of Service Animals for off campus locations. It is the responsibility of the 
individual using the service animal to be fully aware of off campus location policies. 

Exclusions 

A service animal may be excluded when any one of the following conditions exists: 

• The service animal is disruptive and the partner is not effectively controlling it; 

• The service animal’s presence, behaviour or actions pose an unreasonable or direct 
threat to property or the health or safety of others. Risk may not be remote of speculative, 
such as thinking an animal might bite someone or will annoy others. Allergies or a fear of 
animals are generally not sufficient conditions to exclude service animals. 

• When another law specifically states that animals must be excluded or the animal is 
excluded by operation of another law.  

If the Service Animal is to be excluded for any of the above reasons, the partner must be 
given the option of participating in an activity or receiving services without the service 
animal on the premises. 
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If the animal has been excluded because of disruptive behaviour, the partner must be 
allowed to participate in the activity with the service animal once the animal’s behaviour is 
under control. 

An example of a law that specifically excludes animals is Ontario Regulation 562, under the 
Health Protection and Promotion Act, which states that live birds and animals are not 
allowed in “every room where food is manufactured, prepared, processed, handled, served, 
displayed, stored, sold or offered for sale.” It makes an exception for service dogs to allow 
them to go where food is normally served, sold or offered for sale. Other types of service 
animals are not included in this exception. 

Individual departments of the College, such as Veterinary Assistance, Veterinary Technician 
and Nursing programs may require additional regulations to ensure the health and safety of 
their respective areas. 

PROCEDURE 

Action  Responsibility 

1 Management of a Service Animal 

1.1 Service Animals must be accompanied and controlled at all 
times by their owner 

Partner 

1.2 The partner must remain in close proximity to the Service 
Animal; unless the owner is in an area where the animal is 
not allowed. At such times, the Service Animal must be 
crated.  

Partner 

1.3 The Service Animal should be responsive to voice commands 
at all times, and be under the full control of the owner. 

Partner 

1.4 Service Animals must be housetrained. Partner 

1.5 The Service Animal must be restrained on a leash or harness 
at all times, unless the animal is confined to a crate. 

Partner 

1.6 Barking, growling, biting or aggressive behaviour by a Service 
Animal will not be tolerated or permitted. 

Partner 

1.7 Service Animals should not disruptive others. This includes 
interaction with others, disturbing the personal belongings of 
others, engaging in personal grooming in public settings, 
blocking an aisle, passageway, for fire and or, emergency 
exits. 

Partner 
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2. Care of a Service Animal on Campus  

2.1 The Service Animal Partner is responsible for providing 
water, food and timely bathroom and exercise breaks each 
day. 

Partner 

2.2 If the Service Animal must be left alone at any time, the 
owner must provide an appropriate sized, well-ventilated 
crate for the Service Animal and make appropriate 
arrangements for the crate during these periods. 

Partner 

2.3 Individual departments, such as the Veterinary Assistant 
(VA), Veterinary Technician (VT) and Nursing programs may 
require additional procedures to ensure the health and 
safety of their departmental areas. 

Partner 

2.4 It is the responsibility of the Service Animal Partner to ensure 
the animal is kept clean, well groomed and odour free. The 
partner must arrange for any cleaning necessary due to the 
presence of the Service Animal. Waste must be cleaned 
immediately and disposed of properly. This includes all 
grounds as well as inside of the College. 

Partner 

3. Conflicting/Competing Disability Accommodations

3.1 Students with medical condition(s) affected by Service 
Animals should contact the Centre for Students with 
Disabilities if they have a health or safety concern about 
exposure to a Service Animal.  The student registering the 
concern will be asked to provide a medical documentation 
that identifies the conditions(s) allowing a determination to 
be made as to whether the condition is disabling and 
whether there is a need for an accommodation. Staff should 
follow the same process by speaking directly with their 
Manager. 

Partner 

4. Requirements for ensuring an inclusive environment when working with partners 
and service animals. 

4.1 Allow a Service Animal to accompany the partner at all times 
and in all areas on campus where members of the public, and 
students customarily have access, or in the case of an 
employee, where employees customarily have access. 

Employee 

4.2 Maintain a respectful distance from the Service Animal. It is 
not appropriate to pet, feed or startle a service animal while 

Employee 
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it is working; ask permission before touching the animal as 
this might distract it from its work. 

4.3 Ensure that the person using a Service Animal is included and 
not isolated from others. 

Employee 

5. Guidelines for verification of service animals  

5.1 If the person’s disability is obvious or otherwise known to 
you, and if the need for the Service Animal is also apparent, 
do not request any additional information about the 
disability or the need for the accommodation. For example, a 
blind person with a guide dog does not need to verify her/his 
disability or need for the dog. 

Employee 

5.2 If the disability is known, but the accommodation need is not 
apparent, request only information necessary to evaluate the 
disability related need for the accommodation. For example, 
if you know the person has a mobility impairment and he or 
she wants to have an assistance dog, request document or 
demonstration of the disability related need for the animal.

Employee 

5.3 When written verification of disability status or disability 
related need is appropriate, for example to ensure the long 
term accommodation needs are met, the individual may 
need to provide written verification from a doctor or other 
medical professional, or other qualified third party who, in 
their professional capacity, has knowledge about the 
person’s disability and the need for reasonable 
accommodation. 

Employee 

5.4 When requested, documentation for students or employees 
with a disability who use a service animal should include the 
following; 

a. Name and credentials of professional or evaluator; 

b. Description of the current functional limitation’s; and 

c. Specific tasks the service animal will perform to meet 
the accommodation needs of the individual or assist with the 
functional limitations. 

Employee/Partner 

6. Dispute Resolutions Process 
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6.1 In the event of a disagreement about the appropriateness of 
an accommodation, service quality, or an animal exclusion, a 
student should confer with the Centre for Students with 
Disabilities. If the matter is not resolved, the student may 
confer with the Accessibility Advisor  

Partner 

6.2 An employee with a disagreement should confer with Human 
Resources and if the concern is not resolved, may contact the 
Accessibility Advisor. 

Employee/Partner 

6.3 A visitor with a disagreement regarding the use of a service 
animal should contact the department responsible for the 
related event and, if the concern is not resolved, may contact 
the Accessibility Advisor. 

Visitor 

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION 

Appendix 1   Centre for Students with Disabilities Supporting Documentation for Service 
Dog 

Appendix 2 Service Animal Policy Use, Veterinary Assistant and Veterinary Technician 
Programs 

 Appendix 3 Management Plan for Care of Service Animal Draft September  2013 NN.docx 

RELATED MATERIAL 

Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA), 2005  
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23.23 Laurentian Students 

 In conjunction with Laurentian University Disability Services, accommodations will 
be worked out for Laurentian students via services with Georgian Accessibility 
Advisor.  Issues related to accommodations in the classroom or complaints regarding 
accommodations in the classroom will be handled by Laurentian University Disability 
Services. 

23.23.1 Laurentian Envision Students – Exams/Tests/Support 

 Arrangements for accommodations and supports need to be through Laurentian 
Disability Support Services. 

 Accommodations for Envision tests and exams are arranged through Laurentian 
University though can be written at the Barrie Campus.  Fees for exams for Envision 
students will be applied and paid for by Laurentian Envision Department. 

24 FIRST GENERATION / CROWN WARD / FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE / 
ORIENTATION 

24.1 Overview of Services Provided  

The First Generation Project is funded through the Ministry of Training, Colleges and 
Universities and is designed to: 

 Increase the retention rates for First Generation students once they are admitted 
and enrolled in a postsecondary educational institution  

 Increase the postsecondary education graduation rates of First Generation Students  

 Establish reliable baseline information about First Generation students admitted and 
enrolled in publicly assisted postsecondary educational institutions  

 Inform government on the effectiveness of retention activities to help First 
Generation students be successful in publicly assisted postsecondary education  

24.2 Services Provided to First Generation students 

First Generation Student Success Mentors are available at the Barrie, Orillia and Owen 
Sound campus locations and provide outreach to all regional campuses.  Mentors: 
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 Provide guidance and advice to First Generation students on academic, personal and 
social issues 

 Refer students to appropriate college or community services 

 Plan and implement FG transition and orientation programs, events and life skills 
workshops 

 Provide current and accurate information on all available resources for students 
from the college and community 

 Liaise frequently with college staff to ensure First Generation students receive the 
supports they require 

 Update college staff on First Generation programs and services and working with 
them to make sure student needs are identified and addressed appropriately 

 Market and assist students with the completion of the First Generation Bursary 
application and the access of other awards and scholarships 

 Keeping timely and accurate records of student contact information for Ministry 
reporting purposes 

 Develop resources to support FG parents with the student transition 

All First Generation student appointments follow intake and consent procedures and 
documentation requirements of Student Success.  First Generation intake forms (Appendix 
EE) are also completed.  FG Survey (Appendix FF) completion is required at the end of each 
appointment.  

24.3 Ministry reporting requirements 

First Generation project activities are governed by the annual First Generation Business Plan 
(Appendix GG – 2012-2013 Business Plan) submitted to and approved by the Ministry. The 
Manager, First Year Experience & Transitions works with Student Services leadership to 
determine activities and goals of the project. Project activity is reported as per Ministry 
guidelines, on a semester basis with a final report included at year end.  

24.4 First Generation Summer Transition and Engagement Workshop 

The First Generation Project organizes a Summer Transition and Engagement Workshops for 
incoming First Generation students to learn about campus life, college services and 
expectations. Up-to-date information can be found on the First Generation website at: 
www.georgiancollege.ca/first-generation.  

http://www.georgiancollege.ca/first-generation
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24.5 Crown Ward Education Championship Team  

The Crown Ward Education Championship Team is a Ministry of Training, Colleges and 
Universities funded project. Georgian College maintains a representative on the committee 
and is also responsible for the coordinator of the project funds and Ministry reporting 
requirements.  The project is governed by the annual Crown Ward Education Championship 
Team Business Plan (Appendix HH) submitted to and approved by the Ministry.  

The individual responsible for the Crown Ward Education Championship Team, currently the 
Manager of First Year Experience & Transitions, is also the Championship Administrator at 
Georgian College and the main point of contact for all prospective and current students 
with Crown Ward status and Children’s Aid caseworker contacts. This individual acts as the 
first point of contact for all Crown Ward inquiries, directs students to appropriate services, 
and increases awareness on campus of the profile and supports available for youth with 
Crown Ward status.   

24.6 First Year Experience 

The First Generation Project has leveraged funds and staff resources to assist with the 
launch and promotion of the First Year Experience project.  The resources completed to 
date include: 

 Parent and Family Resource calendar for supporters of Georgian College students 

 Quick Reference guide for students to provide information on services available, by 
topic, on all Georgian College campuses 

 Development and maintenance of the First Year Experience website 

 Establishment of a First Year Experience Drop-in Centre (B115) 

The partnership between First Generation and First Year Experience allows the project to 
increase awareness of supports and services available to incoming students to positively 
impact retention and student connections to the Georgian College community. 

24.7 Orientation and Transition Programming  

The Manager of First Year Experience and Transition Programs oversees the college’s 
orientation programs and services.  Under the umbrella of First Year Experience, 
Orientation programs include Get Connected, Stay Connected and Late Connection.  
Orientation is a collaborative project between FYE, Student Success and student 
government. 
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25 HEALTH SERVICES 

25.1 Health Services – All campuses 

Student Success Services at all campuses will maintain a list of available internal/local 
medical options (Hospitals/After-hours Clinic/Urgent Care Clinics).  Student Success staff 
can also inform students of the Telehealth Ontario  number for free access to a registered 
nurse 24 hours per day, 7 days per week.  Telehealth number is 1-866-797-0000, TTY: 1-866-
797-0007.    

Student Success works closely with the Georgian Nurse Practitioner Led Clinic: 

Georgian Nurse Practitioner Led Clinic (GNPLC)–Located on-site M Building–Barrie Campus 
705-722-1581 

 Georgian students who do not have family doctor or primary provider can register 
and become a patient gaining access to all services expected from a family practice.  
Students who have a family doctor though wish to be an on-going patient of the 
clinic will need to de-roster from their family practitioner 

 Students who are from out of the area and who have a family doctor though cannot 
access their family doctor can access the clinic during Clinic designated “urgent 
appointment” times only 

 Valid health cards and appointments are necessary  

 Psychiatric Services through OTN (Ontario Telemental Network), co-ordinated 
through GNPLC are available for students with or without a family physician.  
Process to obtain Psychiatric Services through OTN outlined under OTN Services 

 infections, birth control, counselling, contraception, minor injuries and illnesses, 
counselling for addictions, stress management and weight management. 
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26 TESTING SERVICES  

26.1 Overview of Services Provided  

Testing Services provides a range of testing and invigilation services for students, applicants 
and community clients.   

26.2 Hours/Availability 

Testing Services hours and availability varies by campus and term.  There are predetermined 
times set for tests with accommodations and missed/make up testing as outlined below.   

Note

Missed/make-up tests or tests with accommodations must be written on the campus where 
the student attends classes. Students who request an alternative campus location, will have 
their request denied and will have to resubmit their request. Please refer to policy and 
procedure regarding exceptions for extenuating circumstances (Section 26.18 Students
requesting a test at an alternative campus)  

Barrie Campus:  

Accommodations: 
Fall/Winter: Monday through Thursday, 8:00am-7:00pm, Friday 8:00am-4:00pm 
Summer: 8:00am-4:00pm  
Missed/Make Up: 
Fall/Winter:  Monday through Thursday, 2:00pm-7:00pm  
Summer: Monday through Thursday, 10:00am-4:00pm  

Orillia Campus: 

Accommodations: 
Fall/Winter: Monday through Thursday, 8:00am-4:00pm, Friday 8:00am-4:00pm  
Summer: 8:00am-4:00pm  
Missed/Make Up: 
Fall/Winter:  Monday through Thursday, 4:00pm-7:00pm  
Summer: Monday through Thursday, 10:00am-4:00pm 

Owen Sound Campus:  

Accommodations:  
Fall/Winter: Monday through Friday, 8:30am-4:30pm 
Summer: Monday through Friday, 8:30am-4:30pm 
Missed/Make Up: 
Fall/Winter: Monday through Thursday, 2:00pm -4:30pm  
Summer: Monday through Thursday, 10:00am-4:00pm  
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Regional Campuses including Collingwood, Midland, Orangeville and Muskoka have 
testing services as well with different hours and availability.  

26.3 Software Systems Utilized  

 Microsoft Outlook 

 Enterprise EnCampus 

 Clockwork 

26.4 Confidentiality of Testing Materials 

To ensure confidentiality and maintain integrity of testing materials, after tests are received 
and printed they are deleted from the testing services Outlook inbox 
(testingservices@GeorgianCollege.ca).   

At least one staff is always present in the Test Centre to ensure integrity of testing material. 
However, when a Test Centre is vacated, test materials are secured and locked away. 

Students are never instructed to go to classroom alone to pick up a test.  This diminishes the 
test’s integrity. If it is a student registered with the Centre for Access, this practice also 
violates their privacy, as it discloses use of the Test Centre and that the student has barriers. 

Ensure testing staff check disability accommodations with every test booking in CW to 
ensure student is requesting accommodations they are entitled to receive (there are some 
concerns reference sheets are allowed without that as an accommodation).  Faculty do not 
have access to student accommodations and therefore can only approve test length, date 
and materials allowed. 

• Students who require a “more private” private space. Some students relating to 
disability may require a private room without using technology.  If the AA highlights in the 
testing accommodations student requires a private room, and a private room is not 
available, students should be entitled to rebook their test.  AA to note this in “other” 
column indicating need for private room rather than private space.   This discussion 
regarding private space vs. private room should be added to the next AA meeting agenda.   

26.5 Complaint Process 

Complaints regarding accommodations are handled in a professional, respectful manner.  
Students/clients are referred to Accessibility Advisor, Counsellor or Manager.  

26.6 Invigilation 

Video surveillance is in place in all Testing Services locations college-wide (with the 
exception of the Orangeville campus), to help monitor potential academic misconduct and 

mailto:testingservices@GeorgianCollege.ca
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agitated and aggressive situations. Students will be notified through posters on site that 
video surveillance is in place.  

26.7 Mature Student Admission Testing  

26.7.1 Mature applicants who do not meet the Admission Requirements 

Mature applicants who do not meet the Admission Requirements for a program may be 
considered for entrance to an appropriate post-secondary diploma or certificate 
program by successfully passing the Admission Tests for Communications and/or 
Algebra and/or Arithmetic. 

 A “mature student” is defined as applicants who are 19 years of age or over by the 
first day of classes, and lack the academic entrance qualifications 

 EXCEPTIONS (at the discretion of Counsellor/Registrar): 

o Homeschooled applicants 

o Applicants, who are not 19 years of age for the first day of classes, yet have a 
high school diploma and not the appropriate level of admission subjects MAY 
be able to write. 

26.7.2 Screening & Booking 

 Each applicant will be considered on an individual basis and acceptance will be 
determined by counselling, previous post-secondary education and evaluation of 
experience 

 The counsellor or Registrar will refer all applicants to Testing Services for the 
appropriate testing 

 Applicants are to book the Mature Student Admission Test with Testing Services 

o Parents/Guardians requesting to book on behalf of the applicant will be 
redirected to have the applicant email or phone Testing Services 

 Refer to the Privacy Act if required 

26.7.3 Types of Admission Tests 

 CPA Test – web-based (referred to as CPA) 

 CPA Test- paper-based (referred by Counsellor or Accessibility Advisor) 

 Canadian Adult Achievement Test, Level C – paper-based (referred to as CAAT C) 
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26.7.4 Fees 

 All students are required to pay the applicable testing fees 

 Fees are to be paid prior to administering test 

o Fee Schedule for all tests, including rewrites: 

 Communications – single or both sections $30.00  

 Math – single or both sections - $30.00 

 All Tests - $60.00 

 Re-writes – same as above 

 CAAT C - $30.00 (referred by Counsellor)  

o Fees are NOT subject to HST 

o Fees are non-refundable 

 EXCEPTIONS: 

o A Counsellor may override the payment of fees, based on the economic 
situation of the applicant 

o Applicants who are identified as Second Career 

o Applicants who are identified as College and Career Preparation  

26.7.5 Administering CPA Test 

 Tests are administered via www.accuplacer.org 

 No time limits for any/all sections of the test 

 Reasonable breaks are permitted 

 Calculator is permitted for math sections of the test 

 EXCEPTIONS: 

o Student with pre-approved Accommodations 

 May have the use of Read & Write Gold toolbar 

 May use a paper copy  
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26.7.6 Off-site CPA for Placement Testing 

 Qualifying: 

o For applicants that are out of province, or further than 3 hours from Barrie, 
Collingwood, Midland, Orillia, Owen Sound or the Orangeville campus 

o Meets the criteria for testing as listed above 

 Scheduling: 

o Applicants are required to contact the CPA Lead (Barrie Campus) to make 
arrangements (referred to as the “home” campus) 

o Applicants are also required to find a college campus closest to them, willing 
to provide proctoring services and computer services (referred to as the 
“host” campus) 

 Applicants may be required to pay an additional fee to the hosting 
college – at applicant’s expense 

o Applicants with Accommodations will be required to contact the CPA Lead 
who will direct applicant to appropriate Accessibility Advisor to determine if 
accommodations will be approved and provided  

 Instructions to Off-site host college: 

o Upon receiving a request from applicant – the home campus emails “host” 
campus with all of the proctoring instructions 

 CPA Lead will arrange for & email test instructions to host college 

 Results: 

o Upon completion of Placement Testing, the host College closes the test 
session 

o The Barrie Campus Testing Services staff will email a copy of CPA for 
Placement scores to the home college campus, and the CPA Lead (Barrie 
Campus) will contact the applicant and relay the scores 

Refer to Explanation of Scores for follow-up 

26.7.7 Administering CAAT C Test 

 Only for applicants unsuccessful on the CPA, and have been referred by Counsellor 
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 Testing Services staff will refer to CAAT Instructions for Administering booklet for 
breakdown of time limits, unless counsellor specifies no time limit   

 Reasonable breaks are permitted 

 EXCEPTIONS: 

o Students with pre-approved Accommodations 

 May have the use of Read & Write Gold & a scanned test 

 Testing Services staff marks the test 

26.7.8 Required Scores for CPA & CAAT C 

  CPA Testing sections & required scores for Admission (as of 03Oct12): 

o Communications 

 Sentence Skills – minimum score of 53/120 

 Reading Comprehension – minimum score of 80/120 

o Math 

 Arithmetic – minimum score of 70/120 

 Algebra – minimum score of 55/120 

 CAAT C 

o As per the marking grid – PHS standing required 

26.7.9 Explanation of Scores for Admission to Applicants 

 CPA successful applicants 

o Will be advised that scores will be entered by the end of the next business 
day 

o Applicant will be given a copy of scores 

 CPA unsuccessful applicants 

o Will be referred back to the Counsellor for follow-up appointment regarding 
scores 

o Applicant will be given a copy of scores 
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 CAAT C applicants – regardless of scores 

o Applicant referred to Counsellor to review scores 

o CAAT C scores are emailed to the appropriate Program Admission Officer and 
Registrar by the Counsellor 

26.7.10 Re-writes for CPA & CAAT C 

 Testing Centre proctors will not provide an opportunity to re-write the CPA until a 
new referral has been generated by the counsellor 

 Rewrites are at the discretion of the counsellor 

 Only one rewrite is permitted per application period toward a program 

 It is at counsellor discretion to have the applicant test using the CAAT C for 
Communications 

26.7.11 Lifespan of Admission Testing 

 CPA Admission Testing results are valid two years   

 CAAT C scores are valid two years 

26.7.12 Testing Records Storage 

 CPA Results 

o Available on Banner 

 CAAT C Results 

o Give to Counsellor and Registrar’s Office  

o Uploaded and available on Banner 

26.8 Communication Placement Assessment Testing 

 An assessment of general literacy skills of enrolled students to assist with correct 
placement in a college-level Communication Course appropriate to their language 
level 

o Different from CPA for Admission 

o Typically, the majority of first-year students are required to take 
“Communications Essentials” in the first term of their program 
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o Successful candidates eliminate the need to take the “Communications 
Essentials” course, with the CPA for Placement acting as a pre-requisite to 
entering other Communications courses 

26.8.1 Screening & Booking 

 Students are advised to take the CPA for Placement in the Welcome documents that 
are sent to successful applicants, who have paid student fees and enrolled in a 
program 

o No additional referral required 

o No age requirement 

 Students are to book the CPA for Placement with Testing Services 

o Parents/Guardians requesting to book on behalf of the applicant will be 
redirected to have the applicant email or phone Testing Services 

26.8.2 Type of Placement Test 

 CPA Test – online  

o Only the Communications section is tested 

 Sentence Skills & Reading Comprehension 

26.8.3 Fees 

 Included in student fees 

 Non-refundable if student chooses not to take CPA for Placement 

26.8.4 Additional Information 

 Test is NOT mandatory 

 Successful completion of test DOES NOT equal an exemption from Communications

o Students are still required to take the mandatory number of communications 
classes required for their specific program 

 CPA for Placement testing needs to be completed PRIOR to registering for courses 

26.8.5 Administering CPA Test 
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 Tests are administered via CPA.ORG 

 No time limits for any sections of the test 

 Reasonable breaks are permitted 

26.8.6 Required Scores for CPA for Placement 

 CPA Testing sections & required scores for Placement (as of 03Oct12): 

o Communications 

 Sentence Skills – minimum score of 90/120 

 Reading Comprehension – minimum score of 90/120 

 Student must be successful of reaching minimum scores in BOTH sections 

26.8.7 Explanation of Scores for Placement to Students 

 Up-to-date information on Communications course offerings will be procured from 
the Communications department by Testing Services staff in order to provide 
accurate information to students writing the CPA test each admissions period 

26.8.8 Off-site CPA for Placement Testing 

 Qualifying: 

o For applicants that are out of province, or further than 3 hours from Barrie, 
Collingwood, Midland, Orillia, Owen Sound or the Orangeville campus 

o Meets the criteria for testing as listed above 

 Scheduling: 

o Applicants are required to contact the CPA Lead (Barrie Campus) to make 
arrangements (referred to as the “home” campus) 

o Applicants are also required to find a college campus closest to them, willing 
to provide proctoring services and computer services (referred to as the 
“host” campus) 

 Applicants may be required to pay an additional fee to the hosting 
college – at applicant’s expense 
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o Applicants with Accommodations will be required to contact the CPA  Lead 
who will direct applicant to appropriate Accessibility Advisor to determine if 
accommodations will be approved and provided 

 Instructions to Off-site host college: 

o Upon receiving a request from applicant – the home campus emails “host” 
campus with all of the proctoring instructions 

 CPA Lead will arrange for & email test instructions to host college 

 Results: 

o Upon completion of Placement Testing, the host College closes the test 
session. 

o The Barrie Campus Testing Services staff will email a copy of CPA for 
Placement scores to the home college campus, and the CPA Lead (Barrie 
Campus) will contact the applicant and relay the scores. 

 Refer to Explanation of Scores for follow-up  

26.8.9 Lifespan of Placement Testing 

Not required once student has registered for courses 

26.8.10 Testing Records Storage 

Available on Banner  

26.8.11 Troubleshooting for ALL CPA Testing 

Testing Services staff will trouble shoot any technical difficulties 

26.8.12 Accommodated Students & All CPA Testing 

 Read and Write Gold can be used for text-to-speech features for CPA testing (web 
highlighting) 

 Any testing with accommodations must be approved by Accessibility Advisor  

26.9 Health Occupations Aptitude Exam (HOAE) 

Mandatory admission testing used for selection of applicants applying for Health Science 
programs.  Areas covered are academic aptitude, spelling, reading comprehension, science 
and vocational aptitude. 
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a. Programs include (as of 2014/2015 Application Cycle): 

i. Practical Nursing, Dental Hygiene, Paramedic, Veterinary Technician 

26.9.1 Screening & Referral 

 The Registrar will send a letter and/or email to applicants of a Health Science 
program which will notify the applicant their application has been received, and 
completion of any additional entrance requirements are required 

 Applicants must be applying to a Georgian College program 

o If NOT applying to any Georgian Health Science program, they are to contact 
one of the colleges they have applied to through OCAS, and make 
arrangements to write the HOAE with them 

 Applicants may write another colleges’ HOAE session at one of our 
campuses, however this is treated as an “External Test” 

 Applicants to Health Sciences programs that have already successfully completed 
any additional entrance requirements INCLUDING any Mature Student Admission 
Testing 

 Applicants are to book the HOAE test online via Web for Admissions accessible 
through the Health & Wellness Online Test Reservation page 

o EXCEPTIONS (at the discretion of the test centre): 

 Specially arranged sessions may not be made available online, and 
can only be booked with Test Centre staff directly 

26.9.2 Fees 

 All students are required to pay the applicable HOAE testing fees 

 Fees are to be paid prior to administering test 

o Fee Schedule for HOAE: 

 First booking - $50 

 Rebooking of missed/cancelled test - $50 

o Fees are NOT subject to HST 

o Fees are non-refundable 
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 EXCEPTIONS: 

o Test Centre staff may, at their discretion, override payment of rebooking fee 
if missing/cancelling test was due to a medical emergency, death in the 
family or other unforeseen circumstances 

o Georgian College students enrolled in Pre-Health Sciences who are applying 
to a Georgian Health Science program may write for free during one of the 
designated sessions arranged by the Health Sciences department 

26.9.3 Administering and Scheduling a HOAE Test 

 Tests are administered via Psychological Services Bureau, www.psbtests.com

 Instructions are as per the PSB website 

 Scheduling: 

o Tests are to be scheduled by assigned personnel 

o Test Sessions SHOULD be scheduled at least two (2) weeks in advance 

o Click on the 'Test' tab. Choose 'Schedule Test'. In the next screen select the 
necessary computer-timed session type 

o On the next page, review your available inventory quantities, and then scroll 
down to 'Prepare Test Session'. Here, enter the anticipated number of 
examinees, then select the year, month and day, and time. Don't forget to 
click the “Continue” button 

 Preregistration/Calendar Page 

o Not required by Georgian College 

26.9.4 Applicants with Accommodations 

 Documentation required by Accessibility Advisor, Designated HOAE Lead in Orillia 

 Sufficient advance notice required 

 AA determines accommodations based on documentation 

 Accommodations may include: private space, extra time, calculator, reader  

26.9.5 HOAE Scores 

http://www.psbtests.com
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 Scores will be made available for viewing on the Web Self-Service (Web for 
Admissions) 

 There is no “Pass” mark.  Results provide a relative ranking based on averages from 
all applicants who have taken the HOAE. The results are specific to each particular 
program. Georgian College uses this information and assigns points. Points achieved 
through testing results and previous academic grades are combined to give total 
points. Applicants are then ranked based on these points 

 Rewrites: 

o The HOAE is used for selection so rewrites are not allowed  

o Applicants cannot write more than once per application cycle 

 Submission to other colleges: 

o Applicants who have completed the HOAE at Georgian College will have their 
results automatically forwarded by OCAS to the other colleges requiring the 
HOAE 

 Writing at another college  

o Applicants who have completed the HOAE at another college for the current 
application cycle will have their results automatically forwarded to Georgian 
College through OCAS. Please note however that Georgian College does not 
accept results of other selection tests from colleges in place of the HOAE 

26.9.6 Off-site HOAE Testing 

 Qualifying: 

o Any applicant within a 3-hour drive of any of the campuses where testing 
takes place is expected to test at Georgian 

o Applicants must be applying to a Georgian College Health Science program 

o Off Site Test Request form must be completed and assessed by HOAE Lead 

 Scheduling: 

o Applicant books into one of Georgian’s test sessions, and checks the 
appropriate boxes for “offsite”.  Applicant then needs to follow Off Site 
Procedure for approval  



o Included on the Offsite Testing Request form is the alternate location 
information 

o Once payment & forms have been received and assessed by HOAE Lead, the 
Georgian reservation will be cancelled and the test instructions will be 
forwarded to the alternate location 

o It is the applicant’s responsibility to check their email for confirmation of 
approval  

o Applicants must request date and time between Monday-Friday 8am- 4pm 
EST 

o International applicants, where possible, must test between these hours.  
When this is not possible, situations will be assessed on an individual case-
by-case basis to ensure staff is available for monitoring and providing 
technical support  

 Instructions to Off-site alternate college: 

o Upon receiving a request from applicant – the HOAE Lead will contact the 
alternate location with instructions for administering and proctoring the 
exam 

o The session code is sent on the day of the testing (half hour before scheduled 
test session) 

o Results will go through OCAS as normal 

o Any additional costs incurred by an alternate college are at student’s expense 

o HOAE Lead will process applicant’s results by sending email with session code 
to Health Sciences Program Assistant for processing  

26.9.7 Lifespan of HOAE Testing 

 HOAE results are only valid for 1 year.  Applicants cannot test twice for the same 
application cycle  

26.10 Tests with Accommodations 

A student with a disability has provided the required documentation pertaining to their 
disability and has registered with Accessibility Services.   

These students may request to write a test in the Test Centre as they may require 
accommodations such as extra time, a private space and adaptive technology 
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26.10.1 Referral - Letter of Accommodation 

Students must meet with a Accessibility Advisor at the start of each semester to obtain their 
Letter of Accommodation.   

This letter needs to be presented to each faculty member prior to requesting to write a test 
in the Test Centre 

26.10.2 Examples of Testing Accommodations 

 Baffle 

 Calculator 

 Clarification 

 Computer 

 Enlargements 

 Extended time 

 Large monitor 

 Reader (Read & Write Gold)  

 Scribe (Dragon)  

 Reference Sheets 

 Alone for Tests 

 Test centre classroom  

26.10.3 Students- Requesting Tests with Accommodations 

Student must book tests 5 business days in advanced of test; tests are to be booked for the 
same day and time as the class. 

Tests are booked using the online request form available on our Testing Services page, 
“REQUEST A TEST” they complete the form and submit it. 

 A copy of the test request is sent to Testing Services and a copy is sent to the Faculty as 
notification that the student has requested a test in the Test Centre  

On the day of requested test, student needs to come to the Test Centre on date and time of 
test with Photo ID 
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26.10.4 Testing Services Staff - Confirming Accommodations  

 Print off test request 

 Check student in Clockwork.  Check Term Code and confirm that accommodations 
are updated and students have requested the approved accommodations. 

 Ensure testing staff check disability accommodations with every test booking in CW 
to ensure student is requesting accommodations they are entitled to receive (there 
are some concerns reference sheets are allowed without that as an 
accommodation).  Faculty do not have access to student accommodations and 
therefore can only approve test length, date and materials allowed. 

 Students who require a “more private” private space. Some students relating to 
disability may require a private room without using technology.  If the AA highlights 
in the testing accommodations student requires a private room, and a private room 
is not available, students should be entitled to rebook their test.  AA to note this in 
“other” column indicating need for private room rather than private space.   This 
discussion regarding private space vs. private room should be added to the next AA 
meeting agenda.   

 Current online test booking form should have “test clarification” removed as it is not 
an accommodation  

 Recommend AA receive a screen shot of the on line test booking page so AAs can 
provide student with a handout of the accommodations they are entitled to receive 
in their meeting  

26.10.5 Testing Services Staff- Scheduling Tests with Accommodations 

Book request in Infosilem Encampus booking system  

 Send student Confirmation email example Confirmation of test booking— 

o This is to confirm your test request 

o Please report to Testing Services, (Campus, Room Location)   

 Testing Regulations 

o Personal items are not to be brought to the testing Centre 

o Coats, books, purses, bags, cell phone, computers or other personal 
belongings must be left in your locker or car 

o Testing Services Staff are NOT responsible for lost or missing items 



o You must present your student ID card or photo ID prior to writing  

o If the student brings unauthorized material into the Testing Centre, he or she 
will not be permitted to continue 

26.10.6 Late Bookings 

If students send in a late request, meaning the day before or same day, testing staff may be 
unable to process the request (see late requests in Policies and Procedures section). 

26.10.7 Testing Services Staff Preparation of Tests with Accommodations  

 Run report of test reservations for next day using Infosilem Encampus system  

 Confirm all tests have been sent in from faculty.  If not, send out reminder email to 
faculty  

 Make sure all alternative formatting is done and ready if students need to use Read 
and Write Gold 

 Print off an attendance sheet and have all tests in order and ready to go for morning 

26.10.8 Administering  

When student arrives in testing services for test, they must show photo ID, leave all 
personal items in designated area, make sure cell phone is turned off 

Go over all test information with student prior to giving them the test, i.e. length of tests, if 
open book, or student sheet approved and any other special information  

26.10.9 Proctoring  

Each testing private room has a video surveillance camera, and the main testing area has 
cameras. Watch attendance sheet to make sure student do not go over allotted time for 
test 

26.10.10 Completed Tests 

At each campus, all completed tests are scanned and emailed back to Faculty Georgian 
College email address.  At the Barrie Campus, the hard copy is held in Testing Services until 
the end of the semester, if not picked up all tests are shredded.  At the Orillia and Owen 
Sound campuses, staff delivers the hard copy of the test within 2 business days.   

26.10.11 Faculty 
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When faculty receives the test request they need to approve the request and check all of 
the information the students have entered then attach the test and send back to the 
appropriate Test Centre.   

26.10.12 Reader/Scribe Accommodations 

In some instances, a reader or scribe may need to be used for students with 
accommodations.  Georgian College Testing Services follows the guidelines set by the 
College Committee on Disability Issues (CCDI) which outlines the following 
(www.disabilityissues.ca).  Typically, this is not done at any campus but in some extenuating 
circumstances it may be requested, therefore it is important for all Testing Services staff to 
be aware of the process and guidelines.  

26.10.13 Readers 

A reader will read the test/exam word for word while the student listens. You are the eyes 
for the student. 

26.10.14 The Reading Process 

 Read the complete text to the student word for word, without adding or deleting 
from the text.   

 Read slowly and clearly. 

 Words and phrases emphasized in bold, capitals, italics, or negatives should be 
emphasized by voice inflection.    

 Other than the point above, read with an even inflection throughout the test so that 
the student does not receive any clues or hints.  

 It is important to read the question completely even if the student starts to respond. 

 The test will be set-up with a dual monitor; one for the applicant and one for the 
reader. 

26.10.15 Scribe 

A scribe transcribes the words, exactly as the student has dictated, onto paper or a 
computer.  They act as the student’s ‘hands’. 

The Scribe: 

 Will record the student’s words exactly as dictated  

 Will ensure answers are clear and legible 

http://www.disabilityissues.ca
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 May ask the student, if unsure, of how to spell a term or word   

 For longer written sections, will make a draft copy and revisions 

 Will not rephrase any answers the student has given 

 Will ensure the student reads and approves the final copy (the final copy is to be 
completed while the student is still present and the rough copy is not to be attached 
to final copy)  

 For lengthy sections, can use a computer to word process the student’s dictation if 
necessary 

 Will not rewrite a student answers 

 It is not the responsibility of the scribe to 

o Correct grammar and/or spelling errors 

o Suggest material to be included in the student’s answer 

o Indicate by any word or action that they think the student has made a 
mistake (scribes will be careful of facial expressions and body language) 

o Answer questions about the test material 

o Interpret the meaning of the test questions (unless the student is provided 
clarification as an accommodation) 

26.11 Missed/Makeup Testing 

A missed/makeup test is a test that a student did not write in class and was given approval 
by the faculty to make up in the Test Centre.  Missed tests are also scheduled tests that a 
student knows in advance that they will miss and faculty has pre-approved this.  

Faculty makes the decision as to whether a student has a reason for missing a test and is to 
give the student permission to book with the Test Centre. 

26.11.1 Qualifying/Academic Calendar 

Any active Georgian or Laurentian partnership student. 

26.11.2 Booking 

Students are to book using the on-line booking system that is found on the Georgian Web 
site.  
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26.11.3 Scheduling 

Students are to book during the hours of operation; these hours are posted on the web site.  
Providing there is seating available, students can book same day (with faculty approval). 

Students are required to write at their designated campus.  For extenuating circumstances 
faculty may seek approval from the Testing Advisor/Director for a student to write at 
another campus location otherwise students should be writing at their designated campus 
location. 

26.11.4 Preparation  

Check the Testing outlook mail box and book accordingly in Enterprise.  A confirmation 
email is sent to the student.  If there are any discrepancies the faculty and the student will 
receive an email. 

26.11.5 Administering 

Designated testing staff book and organize tests.  Proctoring is the responsibility of all staff 
who are working at the time of the test. 

26.11.6 Completed Tests 

All tests are scanned back to faculty by the end of the test date day, hard copy held for pick 
up.  Tests are shredded at the end of semester. 

26.11.7 Faculty 

It is recommended that tests be emailed to the test centre by an attachment.  Faculty are 
able to drop tests off at the Test Centre if they are unable to send electronically.  Tests are 
to be at the Test Centre 24 hrs before the test date.  At the Barrie Campus, faculty may pick 
up tests at their convenient if they need the hard copy.  At the Orillia and Owen Sounds 
Campuses, Testing Services staff will deliver the hard copy to the faculty mailbox in their 
secure mailbox in their program area.  

26.12 Independent Study (Owen Sound) 

Some students take part in courses that are not regularly scheduled in a classroom 
atmosphere, therefore tests and exams are proctored as required in the Testing Centre on 
behalf of the faculty. 

26.12.1 Booking 

Students are to book online via the on-line booking system found on the Georgian Website, 
using the “Missed/Makeup Testing Request form” and indicate Independent Study in the 
Additional Comments field 
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26.12.2 Scheduling 

Students are to follow the guidelines of the Missed/Makeup posted hours for booking and 
completing Independent Study tests/exams. 

26.12.3 Preparation  

Check the Testing outlook mail box and book accordingly in Enterprise.  A confirmation 
email is sent to the student.  If there are any discrepancies the faculty and the student will 
receive an email. 

26.12.4 Administering 

Designated testing staff book and organize tests.  Proctoring is the responsibility of all staff 
who are working at the time of the test. 

26.12.5 Completed Tests 

All tests are scanned back to faculty by the end of the test date day, hard copy held for pick 
up.  Tests are shredded at the end of semester. 

26.12.6 Faculty 

It is recommended that test be emailed to the test centre by an attachment.  Faculty are 
able to drop tests off at the test centre if they are unable to send electronically.  Tests are to 
be at the Test Centre 24 hrs before the test date.  Faculty may pick up tests at their 
convenient if they need the hard copy. 

26.13 External Testing 

External testing includes any organization other than Georgian and Georgian’s University 
Partnership programs (UOIT/Laurentian University). Please note that Laurentian Envision 
Department is treated as an external organization. 

26.13.1 Types 

Includes, but is not limited to, testing required for external Colleges and Universities, 
agencies, organizations, workplace and exemption testing. Tests may be computer-based or 
paper-based.  

26.13.2 Fees 

Barrie Campus: $60.00  

Orillia Campus: $50.00 + HST ($56.50)  

Owen Sound Campus: 2 hour $50.00 + HST ($56.50) 3 hour $75 + HST ($84.75) 
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26.13.3 Administering 

The Testing Services staff will follow the instructions as outlined by the instructions 
provided by the institution.  The student will be monitored by Testing Services staff and/or 
video surveillance. 

26.13.4 Accounting/Invoicing 

Barrie Campus:  Administrative Assistant to the Director, Student Success Services will 
invoice accordingly by submitting an Invoice Request Form (Appendix II) to the Accounting 
Department. 

Orillia Campus/Owen Sound Campus:  Testing Advisors will invoice accordingly by 
submitting an Invoice Request Form to the Accounting Department. 

26.14 OntarioLearn 

Georgian College is a member of the OntarioLearn (http://www.ontariolearn.com/en/) 
consortium of Ontario Colleges. Our mandate includes shared development, expenses, and 
delivery of online courses.  Students have access to their course 24/7 and learn through a 
combination of curriculum delivered online and through print-based texts and workbooks. 
All courses are instructor led (http://www.georgiancollege.ca/ontariolearn/). OntarioLearn 
exams are exams that are provided by the department and administered and proctored by 
Testing Services staff. 

26.14.1 Booking 

Barrie Campus: the OntarioLearn department books and administers exams.  The Test 
Centre does not. 

Orillia Campus and Owen Sound Campus: Students contact the Testing Services staff 
directly.  

Testing Services staff will book the student for the arranged date and time and email the 
student a confirmation email.  The department will be notified of this test reservation by 
being copied on the confirmation email to the student. 

26.14.2 Scheduling 

Testing Services staff will schedule the exam in Infosilem EnCampus for the pre-arranged 
date and time negotiated with the student. 

26.14.3 Administering 

The exam will be sent from the department via intercampus mail.  If sufficient time is not 
provided for this, the department will email the exam.  The Testing Services staff will follow 

http://www.ontariolearn.com/en/
http://www.georgiancollege.ca/ontariolearn/
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the instructions as outlined on the exam cover sheet to the student.  The student will be 
monitored by Testing Services staff and/or video surveillance.  

26.15 Challenge Exams 

26.15.1 Challenge Exam circumstances 

An individual lacks the credit because they were home schooled 

An individual lacks the credit but has worked in a related environment   

26.15.2 Courses 

Challenge exams are available for the following: biology, chemistry and physics. 

50% is considered a “pass”. 

26.15.3 Process 

Testing takes place at the Barrie and Orillia Test Centres.  

In all cases, the applicant should be directed to contact a Counsellor who can provide 
information and inform the individual of various options.  Results of the testing (if 
successful) go to the registrar’s office and (if not successful) Counsellor meets with the 
applicant to recommend upgrading or re-test options.    

Role of the Counsellor: Interview the client to discuss educational background, provide 
testing options, and provide information on preparing for the exam.   

26.15.4 Format/Resources 

Each exam is 3 hours long 

Biology Challenge Exam: 

138 marks total- multiple choice (85 marks), matching (16 marks), labeling diagram (37 
marks) 

Chemistry Challenge Exam:  

Calculator permitted  

110 marks total- multiple choice (5 marks), fill in the blanks/labeling (20 marks), 
nomenclature (20 marks), calculations (35 marks), balancing equations/stoichiometry (25 
marks) 
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Physics Challenge Exam: 

Calculator permitted  

73 marks total- all multiple choice (section - forces and motion, section 2- work, energy, 
power and machines, section 3-light and optics, section 4-waves and sound, section 5-
electricity and magnetism) 

College and Career Preparation can provide some helpful resources, as well Grade 11/12 
textbooks have been recommended. 

The biology test is based on human anatomy and physiology.  An essential text book similar 
to the one used in PRHS (pre-health science) would be appropriate.  

The chemistry exam includes material on the atom, periodic table, reactions, nomenclature, 
moles, balancing equations, gas laws, etc.  A grade 12 C level text would probably be 
sufficient. The PRHS chemistry text would probably be appropriate as well.     

26.15.5 Fees 

$100.00 per exam.  Fee is paid at the Registrar’s Office. The fee is the same for all clients 
(Georgian College applicants, or external agencies)  

26.15.6 Administering 

Testing Services staff provides the exam and scoring sheet to the applicant.  Applicant is 
provided with a private space and 3 hours for the exam.  

26.15.7 Marking/Results 

Exams with answers have been provided.  Testing staff can mark the exam based on the 
answer sheets however Sean Madorin is more than willing to mark any tests. 

Testing staff will mark exams. Testing Services sends the scores if successful to Registrar’s 
Office (Associate Registrar, extension 1700, or the Admissions Officer for the program).  If 
the applicant is unsuccessful, send the scores to the Counsellor and refer the applicant to 
book an appointment with the Counsellor.  The Counsellor will meet with the client to 
recommend upgrading or re-test options. 

26.16 Academic Misconduct 

Cheating is the use of inappropriate, unauthorized or unacknowledged materials, 
information or aids in any academic work. The use of books, notes, calculators and 
conversation with others is restricted or forbidden in many instances of academic work and 
their use constitutes. (http://www.georgiancollege.ca/admissions/policies-procedures/) 

http://www.georgiancollege.ca/admissions/policies-procedures/
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26.16.1 College Policy 

Section 8.1 of Georgian College Policies and Procedures outlines the Academic Misconduct 
process for instructors (http://www.georgiancollege.ca/admissions/policies-procedures/)  

26.16.2 Department Procedure 

In all instances, the Testing Services Staff will keep and secure any and all documents 
related to an incident until the process is complete. 

If the Testing Services Staff determines that an offence has occurred, a formal process will 
be started and records will be kept. The process involves the following: 

1. Where there is clear evidence that an attempt to cheat has been made during a test 
or examination the Invigilator will request that a colleague also witness the act. 

2. Invigilator will warn the student/applicant of the conduct by saying the following 
script:  

“I have reason to believe that you are using material that is not permitted for your 
exam.  Please hand in the material to me and we will move you to another private 
location where you can wait while I contact your Faculty/Program Coordinator*” 
(move student to private area before confronting, if student is not in a private room)  

3. Confiscate the unauthorized materials and test materials from the 
student/applicant.  Lead them to private area while you complete steps 5 and 6.     

4. If student/applicant shows any signs of aggression or severe distress, contact a 
Counsellor as soon as possible.  

5. Complete Academic Misconduct Form (Appendix JJ) by documenting the information 
including details of the alleged misconduct.   

6. Provide a copy of Academic Misconduct Form to the Faculty/Program Coordinator* 
and Registrar including the unauthorized materials and test materials.   

7. Faculty/Program Coordinator* will be responsible for following Section 8.1, 
Academic Misconduct Process as stated in Georgian College’s Academic Policies and 
Procedures   

*Contact appropriate staff member depending on type of test and availability (ie: if 
Faculty is not available, contact Program Coordinator) 

http://www.georgiancollege.ca/admissions/policies-procedures/
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26.16.3 Academic Misconduct during Admissions Testing 

Cheating during an admissions test such as the HOAE, FIRE, CPA tests.   

In all instances, the Testing Services Staff will keep and secure any and all documents 
related to an incident until the process is complete. 

If the Testing Services Staff determines that an offence has occurred, a formal process will 
be started and records will be kept. The process involves the following: 

1. Where there is clear evidence that an attempt to cheat has been made during a test 
or examination, the Invigilator will consult with a colleague to witness the act as well 
(if another colleague is available) 

2. Invigilator will warn the applicant of the conduct by saying the following script:  

“I have reason to believe that you are using material that is not permitted for your 
exam.  Please hand in the material to me and I will make note of where you are at in 
your exam and allow you to finish*” (move student to private area before 
confronting, if student is not in a private room)  

3. Confiscate the unauthorized materials and test materials from the applicant.   

4. If applicant shows any signs of aggression or severe distress, contact a Counsellor as 
soon as possible (if available)  

5. Complete Invigilator Report –Academic Misconduct Form for External Tests 
(Appendix KK) by documenting the information including details of the alleged 
misconduct.   

6. Contact Associate Registrar and provide copy of Invigilator Report-Academic 
Misconduct Form including the unauthorized materials and test materials.   

7. Further action will be taken by Associate Dean 

26.17 Test Centre Policy Regarding Personal Belongings 

Georgian College and its employees (Testing Services Staff) are not responsible for any 
items left in Student Services. 

Students/clients are advised that no personal belongings are allowed in the Test Centre. 
This includes, but is not limited to, coats, purses, bags, cell phones, iPhone, iPod, iPad, 
Blackberry, memory sticks, any other electronic device, pencils, pens, erasers, pencil cases, 
hats/caps, books, or any other personal belongings. 
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Students/clients are required to make arrangements to leave their personal belongings in 
their locker, in their car, with a friend or in the classroom (if the test is taking place in a 
classroom).  

26.18 Students requesting a test at an alternative campus 

26.18.1 Policy 

Unless there are extenuating circumstances, students are required to write their tests at the 
campus where they are taking the program/course.    

26.18.2 Message to students 

This message has also been included in the “notes” content of our main testing 
page (http://www.georgiancollege.ca/student-success/testing).   

Students with extenuating circumstances will be required to meet and get approval from 
their counsellor and coordinator. If applicable, their Accessibility Advisor will be involved as 
well.  

26.19 Late Requests 

If students send in a late request (less than 5 business days), Testing Staff may be unable to 
process the request and will inform the student via email. 

26.20 Receiving Tests from Faculty 

Once a test request has been submitted online, Faculty will receive a notification with an 
instructions form to be filled out.  When possible, the test should be attached to the reply 
email of this notification, with the instructions form completed. 

In some cases, it may not be possible for Faculty to attach a copy of the test.  Testing 
Services will be flexible in accepting “hand-delivered” tests.   

This policy was implemented to provide better service to our students and staff, including 
reducing traffic in the Test Centres which reduces distractions to our students.   

Once Testing Services receives a test from Faculty, staff will determine if the test needs to 
be used with adaptive technology.  If formatting/saving needs to take place, staff will 
ensure it is ready by the time testing takes place. 

For missed/make up tests, Faculty needs to send the test within 24 hours. 

For accommodations tests, Faculty needs to send the test within 3 business days.  This gives 
Testing Services staff to prepare it for use with adaptive technology. 

http://www.georgiancollege.ca/student-success/testing
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26.21 Scanning and Delivering Completed Tests 

Upon completion of a test, or when time permits, Testing Services staff will scan the 
completed test to their email.  Staff will review the scanned document to ensure it is legible 
and forward to the appropriate Faculty.    

At the Orillia and Owen Sound Campuses, Testing Services staff will deliver the hard copy of 
the completed test to the Faculty’s secure mailbox in their program area. 

At the Barrie Campus, Faculty can pick up the hard copy of their completed test. All tests 
will be shredded at the end of the semester.   

At the end of the semester, any tests that have not been picked up, or that are not 
deliverable (ie; no mailbox on campus) Testing Services staff will shred. 

26.22 Use of Email  

Testing Services staff only communicates with faculty using their Georgian College email 
account. 

Testing Services staff will not use faculty’s personal, (outside) work, or Laurentian emails. 

This ensures consistency and efficiency among Testing Services departments.  

26.23 Campus closures/inclement weather affecting classroom tests 

As per Section 10.1 of the Academic Policies and Procedures, in the event of a College 
closure due to inclement weather or unforeseen circumstances, students should contact 
their academic area for information on the rescheduling of tests or exams. 

When a test is not cancelled and there are multiple students that miss the test/exam due to 
inclement weather or unforeseen circumstances, the academic area is responsible for 
arranging the testing for students to make up the test/exam.  Students are not to be 
directed to Testing Services.  Students who do contact Testing Services will be advised to 
contact their academic area for information on the rescheduling of tests or exams.
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27 INDEX OF APPENDICES 

A. Consent Form - for the Collection, Use and Disclosure of Information 
B. Community Intake Form - for the Collection, Use and Disclosure of Information 
C. Consent to Release and Exchange Information Form 
D. Privacy Agreement for Georgian Employees/Students/Affiliates 
E. Disclosures in Emergency/Dangerous Situations 
F. Consent to Release and Exchanged Personal Health Information Form 
G. Consent to Release and Exchanged Personal Health Information Form (SDM) 
H. Georgian College Student Medical Certificate Form 
I. Request for Access to or Correction of Personal Information/Personal Health 

Information Form  
J. Clockwork User Form 
K. Tech Assessment Intake Form 

a. Bursary Application Form 
L. End User Agreement 
M. Student Services GNPLC Psychiatric Services Program Service Flow Chart 
N. Consent for the Collection, Use and Disclosure of Personal Health Information for 

the Purpose of Georgian Nurse Practitioner-Led Clinic Mental Health Consultation 
O. CAMH Referral Form 
P. Information for Physicians 
Q. OTN Telemedicine Clinical Scheduling Form 
R. OTN Fax Form 
S. Student Demographic Form 
T. Mobile Assessment Team Overview and Access Procedures 
U. Confirmation of Disability Form 
V. Ontario Student Assistance Program: Eligibility, Assessment and Review Manual 
W. BSWD Application Form 
X. Confirmation of Receipt Form 
Y. Letter of Accommodation template 
Z. Letter of Accommodation template – Laurentian Student 
AA. Student Handbook: Services for students with disabilities 
BB. Student Information for Remote Notetaking Service 
CC. RNT Information for Instructors at Georgian College 
DD. Use of RNT by Post-Secondary Institutes 
EE. First Generation Intake Form 
FF. First Generation Survey 
GG. First Generation Project Business Plan 
HH. Crown Ward Education Championship Team Business Plan 
II. Testing Invoice Request Form 
JJ. Invigilator Report – Academic Misconduct 
KK. Invigilator Report – Academic Misconduct (External testing) 
LL. Digital Recording Agreement 
MM. Computer & Technical “Needs” Assessment 
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NN. Process for submitting BSWD application for RARC assessments 
OO. Suicide Risk Assessment Checklist 



First Name:  Last Name: 

Phone Number:  ( ) Student ID #:  

Date of Birth (dd/mm/yyyy): / / Email: 

 _________________________________

Student Signature Date 

MEDICAL INFORMATION REQUEST FORM 
Attention Health Care Practitioner: This form will be used as part of the criteria to determine the student’s eligibility to 
receive academic accommodations and support services at Georgian College.  
Confidentiality: The information contained in this form is kept strictly confidential and is only used to help determine 
accommodations and supports.  Collection, use and disclosure of this information is subject to all applicable privacy 
legislation. 

SECTION A: To be completed by the student 

Student consent to release of information pursuant to the Personal Health Information Protection Act, 2004 (PHIPA) 

I,  consent to the disclosure of my personal health information by the regulated 
health care professional for the purpose of confirming my need for an academic accommodation. Under the Ontario 
Human Rights Code, you are not required to disclose a specific diagnosis to access academic accommodations.  

Check One (optional): I give consent for a diagnosis to be provided 

I do not give consent for a diagnosis to be provided 

SECTION B: To be completed by Regulated Health Care Professional 

Permanent Disability Definition: For the purposes of OSAP, ‘permanent disability’ is defined as a functional limitation 
that is caused by a physical or mental impairment that restricts ability to perform the daily activities necessary to 
participate in studies at a post-secondary level or in the labour force, and that is expected to remain with the individual 
for their expected life. Please note: A confirmation of disability is required to access some government financial aid 
programs for students with disabilities.  

Select the appropriate option: 
This student has a permanent disability Yes No 

This student has a temporary disability Yes No 

Interim accommodations to be provided until [date]*

This student is being monitored to determine a diagnosis 
Interim accommodations to be provided until [date]*

* Updated documentation will be required after this date 

If consent to disclose diagnosis was provided, please complete the following, using DSM-5 criteria when applicable: 



















________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

C 

Y

e

s

C 

C 

The student has the following diagnosis:  

Do you consider this person in stable condition and capable of managing academic stress? Yes No
Please comment:

Functional Impact: 
Please indicate challenges that may impair the student’s academic functioning at the post-secondary level. 
If more space is required, please attach. 

Concentration/Attention/Focus

Memory

Mobility

Fatigue

Chronic Pain

Learning Difficulties

Social/Emotional Difficulties

Other

Medications:  

Has the student been prescribed medication that may impact academic functioning? Yes No 
If yes, please describe impact: 

SECTION C: Certificate of Regulated Health Care Professional 

License/Registration Number: Email: 

Phone: Fax: 

Office Stamp Regulated Health Care Professional 

Physician – Family 

Physician – Other: 

Psychologist/Psychological Associate 

Other: 

I am a legally qualified health care professional and this report 

contains my clinical assessment and considered opinion at this time, within the scope of my practice. 

Signature Date 

For further information about the information requested on this form or the purpose for which it will be used, please contact Centre for 
Access at Georgian College at 705-722-1523; for more information about FIPPA/ PHIPA, please contact the Access and Privacy Office at 705-

728-1968, extension 5770 or accessprivacy@georgiancollege.ca

mailto:accessprivacy@georgiancollege.ca


at HUMBER
Humber Institute of Technology 
& Advanced Learning
205 Humber College Boulevard
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M9W 5L7
Tel: 416.675.6622 ext. 4853 Fax: 416.675.3154
chris.whitaker@humber.ca
www.humber.ca

Chris Whitaker
President & CEO

September 2, 2016

Ontario Human Rights Commission 
Office of the Chief Commissioner 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto ON M7A 2R9

Dear Commissioner Mandhane:

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation

I’m pleased to report that Humber College has met the objectives outlined in your memo of March 15, 2016 
outlining the OHRC’s standards for supporting students with mental health disabilities. I will identify for you 
both long standing practices and new measures taken to meet these standards:

Humber College does not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis to 
register with Accessible Learning Services (ALS), or to receive accommodation. We have integrated 
heath, counselling and accommodation services into one service area called the Student Wellness 
and Accessibility Centre, primarily to assist students in accessing accommodation support with greater 
ease. You will see in the attached Medical Report Form that we seek to understand the student’s 
functional limitations, temporary or permanent, in order that we might facilitate appropriate 
accommodation support.

Humber College makes it clear that students may request interim accommodation. You will see 
attached a copy of our Accessible Learning Services web-site that outlines our commitment to 
accommodating students for temporary and permanent disabilities and while students seek medical 
support.

Humber College does not state or imply that retroactive accommodations will not be considered. 
Humber’s Accommodation Taskforce reinforced this message with our academic leadership team to 
ensure the message is consistent across the College (see attached email to Deans, Associate Deans).

Humber College does not require students to reveal private medical information to faculty or to seek 
accommodation from faculty directly. Accessible Learning Services now communicates to faculty 
directly regarding specific accommodations individual students require (see attached email to Deans, 
Associate Deans). Humber faculty receive extensive human rights training to ensure that they do not 
engage in inappropriate conversations with students seeking accommodation.

In June of 2016, Humber’s Academic and Student Affairs leadership teams received updated human rights 
training on accommodating students with disabilities that included the OHRC's new standards. I am confident 
that we are in alignment with the OHRC’s new standards and that we are well positioned to continue providing 
excellent support for students.

Sincerely,

Chris Whitaker 
President & CEO

mailto:chris.whitaker@humber.ca
http://www.humber.ca
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HUMBER ABOUT PROGRAMS ADMISSIONS STUDENT LIFE INTERNATIONAL

STUDENT WELLNESS & ACCESSIBILITY Health & Counselling Fitness Accessible Learning Services Contact Us Emergencies

CENTRE

Home / Accessible Learning Services / Connecting with Accessible Learning Services

@ 

ACCESSIBLE LEARNING SERVICES

Events

Get Connected
• What do I need?
• Medical Report Form
• ASD Social Group

Returning Students

Faculty Resources

Easy Start Transition Program

www.humber.ca/student-life/swac/accessible-learning/get-connected/documentation

WHAT DO I NEED TO CONNECT TO SERVICES?

Accessibility Consultants work with students to determine academic accommodations based on 
the disability-related needs, the program requirements and documentation.

• Students are not required to disclose their diagnosis to Accessible Learning Services in order
to receive accommodations. However, students are usually asked to provide documentation 
outlining the functional impact for their disability.

• Accommodations are provided to students with both temporary and permanent disabilities.
• Students who are in the process of being assessed by a health care provider are eligible to

receive interim accommodations.

Documentation is helpful to determine the most appropriate accommodations. Depending on the 
accommodation need, our office may ask for additional, updated, or more specific documentation. 
If your documentation is not complete, you may wish to take Humber's Medical Report Form to 
your doctor to be filled out.

Individual Education Plan (IEP)

Students who provide a copy of their IEP are eligible to receive some academic accommodations 
at Humber. Depending on the accommodation needs and the program requirements, Accessibility 
Consultants may encourage students to obtain additional documentation.

OSAP

The Ontario Student Assistance Program (OSAP) provides some financial aid for students with 
disabilities. In order to access this funding, students may be required to provide additional/specific 
documentation. Students are encouraged to discuss this with their Accessibility Consultant.

wegotyou.humber.ca

http://www.wegotyou.humber.ca
http://www.humber.ca/student-life/swac/accessible-learning/get-connected/documentation
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Name:  Student #_______________  Date of Birth:_____________
(First) (Last) Day / Month / Year

Address:______________________________________________________________________________________
(Street and Number) (City, Province) (Postal Code)

Phone:___________________________   Email:_____________________________________________________

________________________________

Student Signature Date

-* 

___________________________________

_________________________________________________

□ □ 
□
□ 
□
□ 

Medical Report for Academic Accommodations and Services 
Accessible Learning Services

The information reported on this form will help Accessible Learning Services determine eligibility for academic 
accommodations and support services at Humber College/University of Guelph-Humber.

information collected via this form is confidential.

TO ENSURE RECORD ACCURACY, PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE STUDENT:

STUDENT CONSENT TO RELEASE OF INFORMATION

I, , hereby authorize my health care practitioner to provide the following information
to Accessible Learning Services. I understand that it is my responsibility to pay for the cost of this documentation, if 
required.

TO BE COMPLETED BY STUDENT AND REGULATED HEALTH PROFESSIONAL 
OPTIONAL STUDENT CONSENT TO DISCLOSURE OF DISABILITY TYPE

Please note that in accordance with the Ontario Human Rights Code, disclosure of a specific diagnosis is NOT required to 
access academic accommodations however, an indication of the disability type is currently required to access 
some government financial aid opportunities for students with disabilities. To be eligible for these opportunities, 
students are requested to provide consent for their health care professional to disclose their disability type here.

To be completed by the student:

I, , hereby authorize the health care practitioner to disclose my disability type to
Accessible Learning Services.

Student Signature:

To be completed by the Regulated Health Professional:

Disability type:
Mobility Impairment 
Visual Impairment 
Autism Spectrum Disorder □ 
Medical Disability 
Acquired Brain Injury

Deaf, Deafened, Hard of Hearing
Mental Health Disability
Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) / Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
Other (specify) :



■ 
□ □ □ 

■ 
□ 
□ _______________________
□ 

-»
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TO BE COMPLETED BY THE REGULATED HEALTH PROFESSIONAL

The following criteria must be met when determining disability:
1. The student experiences functional limitation(s)
2. The functional limitation(s) impairs the student’s academic functioning at the post-secondary level

In your opinion, does this person have a disability?
Yes No Unsure

If yes, is the disability:
Permanent
Temporary: Anticipated date of recovery Day  Month  Year
In process of being assessed

SKILLS AND ABILITIES - FUNCTIONAL IMPACT
DEGREE OF IMPACT NONE MILD MODERATE SEVERE UNKNOWN

COGNITIVE
Attention / concentration
Long-term memory
Short-term memory
Executive functioning
Information processing
Time management
Ability to manage distractions
Judgement - anticipating the impact of one’s 
behaviour on self and others

PHYSICAL
Attendance / absence from class
Chronic pain
Stamina (consider fatigue and lethargy)
Mobility
Gross motor
Fine motor
Ability to sit for a sustained period of time
Ability to stand for a sustained period of time

SENSORY
Vision (best corrected)
Hearing (best corrected)
Speech
Touch

SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL
Control emotions during routine academic interactions
Work effectively in group work situations
Ability to deliver class presentations
Reading social cues
Ability to manage academic stress
OTHER - Please Indicate any additional functional limitations Including the (side) effects of medication. If more space is 
required, please attach.



□  □ 
ri  n

   □  0 
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Comments

Please provide additional comments or elaboration.

Verification by Regulated Health Professional

Type of practitioner:
Physician Psychologist 
Psvchiatrist other

1 certify that this person has been a regular patient of mine for:
10+years 5-10 years 2-5 years Less than 2 years Walk-in / first visit

Practitioner’s Name:
(Please Print)

Date:
Day / Month / Year

Signature License /Registration #

Address:
(Street and Number) (City, Province) (Postal Code)

Business Stamp:
TELEPHONE # 

FAX#

Please address questions or concerns to Humber College, Accessible Learning Services: 
North, Guelph-Humber, Carrier Drive, and Orangeville Campuses 416-675-5090 

Lakeshore Campus 416-675-6622 ext.3331



E-mail to Humber Deans, Associate Deans from Accommodation Taskforce

From: Cynthia Lessard <Cvnthia.Lessard(a)humber.ca>
Date: August i8, 2016 at 9:23:55 AM EDT
To: Alvina Cassiani <Alvina.Cassiani(3)humber.ca>. Denise Devlin-Li <Denise.Devlin-Li(S>humber.ca>. Derek 
Stockley <Derek.Stocklevfa)humber.ca>. Guillermo Acosta <Guillermo.Acosta(â)humber.ca>. Jason Powell 
<Jason.Powell(a)humber.ca>. Paula Gouveia <Paula.Gouveia(S)humber.ca>. Steve Bellamy 
<Steve.Bellamv(ahumber.ca>. Susan Somerville <Susan.Somerville(a)humber.ca>. Andrew Scott 
<Andrew.Scott@humber.ca>. Avril Carnovale <Avril.Carnovale(a)humber.ca>. Basil Guinane 
<Basil.Guinane@humber.ca>. Bill Angelakos <Bill.Anaelakos(a)humber.ca>. Dawn Macaulay 
<Dawn.Macaulav(a)humber.ca>. Heather Lowry <Heather.Lowry(a)humber.ca>. James Cullin 
<James.Cullin(3)humber.ca>. Jeanine Webber <Jeanine.Webber(a)humber.ca>. Kristan Lingard 
<Kristan.Linaard(cDhumber.ca>. Lenore Duquette <Lenore.DuQuettefa)humber.ca>. Mark Hanna 
<Mark.Hanna@humber.ca>. Michael Auchincloss <Michael.AuchinclossfS>humber.ca>. Michael OLeary 
<Michael.OLearvfii)humber.ca>. Paul Griffin <Paul.GriffintDhumber.ca>. Peter Madott 
<Peter.Madott@humber.ca>. Robert Richardson <Robert.Richardson(§)humber.ca>. Rudi Fischbacher 
<Rudi.Fischbacherfâ)humber.ca>. Sheila West-Merker <Sheila.West-Merkerfa)humber.ca>. Stephanie Dimech 
<Stephanie.Dimech@humber.ca>. Susan Kelsall <Susan.Kelsall(a>humber.ca>. Vera Beletzan 
<Vera.Beletzan(a)humber.ca>. Vincent Shaikh <Vincent.Shaikh(5)humber.ca>
Cc: Eileen De Courcy <Eileen.DeCourcv(a)humber.ca>. Laurie Rancourt <Laurie.Rancourt@humber.ca>. Lori 
Diduch <Lori.Diduchfa)humber.ca>. Jason Hunter <Jason.Hunter(a)humber.ca>. Gina Antonacci 
<Gina.Antonacci@humber.ca>. Jen McMillen <Jen.McMillen(5)humber.ca>. Meg Houghton 
<Mea.Houahton(3)humber.ca>. Nancy Simms <Nancv.Simms(a)humber.ca>. Nora Simpson 
<Nora.Simpson(5>humber.ca>. Sandra Cardinal <Sandra.Cardinal(a)humber.ca>. Sarah Peake 
<Sarah.Peake(3)humber.ca>
Subject: New protocol for accommodating students with disabilities

Deans and Associate Deans:

We are writing as the co-chairs of Humber's Accommodations Taskforce regarding the new protocol for 
accommodating students with disabilities. This new protocol is based upon the guidelines identified by the 
Ontario Human Rights Commission, as discussed in the Accommodations Session at the recent JOCASA 
retreat. We ask that you communicate the information below across your school and specifically to all faculty (full 
and part-time) as the new protocol is in effect immediately.

1. Students are no longer required to communicate their accommodation requests directly to their
faculty. Accessible Learning Services (ALS) will be communicating to faculty directly about the 
accommodation requirements for individual students in their courses. Some students may still choose 
to engage with faculty directly about their accommodation requests. In most cases, this information 
will now be issued from ALS directly to the faculty member, via email. Where a faculty name is not 
identified within the Banner system, the accommodation letter will be sent to the appropriate 
Associate Dean for follow up. Each accommodation letter will include the name of an Accessibility 
Consultant available to answer questions about the specific accommodation request.

2. In order to ensure that each school is well supported, Accessible Learning Services has assigned a
consultant to each academic school. The role of your school's consultant is to act as a point of 
contact to help disseminate information regarding ALS and gain some familiarity with your 
programs. We encourage you to include your consultant in upcoming school meetings and other 
gatherings of staff and faculty throughout the year for the purpose of bridging communication 
between ALS and your school. Please note, that although many of your school's students will be on 
the case load of your school's consultant, it is not possible for this to always be the case. If there are
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specific questions about a student's accommodation request, please refer to the consultant noted on 
the accommodation letter.

The consultants are assigned to each school as follows:
Alessia DiVirgilio— School of Applied Technology
Maureen Carnegie - Media Studies & Information Technology
Sonia Thakur- School of Hospitality, Recreation & Tourism
Sue McCarthy- School of Health Sciences
Kirston Arbour-The Business School
Joanne Settle- School of Community & Social Services
Jeff Szmyr- School of Liberal Arts & Sciences
Laura Law- School of Creative and Performing Arts

3. Please ensure that the accommodation information is clearly presented on all course syllabi. This 
information is a part of CTL's course outline template, and is included here for your reference:

Humber strives to create a welcoming environment for all students where equality, diversity and inclusion are 
paramount. Accessible Learning Services facilitates equal access for students with disabilities by coordinating 
academic accommodations and services. Staff in Accessible Learning Services are available by appointment to assess 
specific needs, provide referrals and arrange appropriate accommodations. If you require academic accommodations, 
contact Accessible Learning Services: httD://www.humber.ca/student-life/swac/accessible-learnina

q. Students are entitled to request a retroactive disability related accommodation. In order to ensure that 
we are consistent in our approach to retroactive accommodation, we ask that you refer students 
directly to ALS for review and consideration. It is also important to ensure that your school does not 
have any documentation that advises students that they cannot request retroactive disability related 
accommodation. As with all decisions related to academic standards, ALS will consult with the 
appropriate person(s) within the school when these issues arise.

Thank you for disseminating this information to your school. If you have any questions or concerns, please do not 
hesitate to contact either of us.

Jen McMillen 
Gina Antonacci

c.c. Laurie Rancourt, Jason Hunter, Lori Diduch

http://www.humber.ca/student-life/swac/accessible-learning
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President & CEO

Humber Institute of Technology 
& Advanced Learning
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Tel: 416.675.6622 ext. 4853 Fax: 416.675.3154
chris.whitaker@humber.ca
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R E C E I V E D
MAY 0 2 2016

ONTARIO HUMAN 
_RIGHTS COMMlR.QinM

April 22, 2016

Commissioner Mandhane 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
Office of the Chief Commissioner 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto ON 
M7A 2R9

Dear Commissioner Mandhane:

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation

Thank you for your notice of March 15, 2016 outlining the OHRC's standards for supporting 
students with mental health disabilities.

Humber College and the OHRC have a shared goal of eliminating barriers and ensuring 
accessibility for students with disabilities. I'm pleased to report that we've already made 
significant progress on this front and will commit to implementing the identified measures 
across all divisions and faculties at Humber College. You will receive additional communication 
from me by September 6, 2016 identifying all steps taken.

Sincerely,

Chris Whitaker



La Cité: Le college d’arts appliques et de technologie

Ottawa, le 19 mai 2016 

Madame Renu Mandhane, Commissaire en chef 
Commission ontarienne des droits de la personne 
Bureau œ la Commissaire en chef 
180, rue Dundas ouest, suite 900 
Toronto (Ontario) M7A 2R9 

Madame la Commissaire en chef, 

Vous trouverez en pièce jointe, la réponse du collège La Cité à votre lettre datée du 7 avril 
2016, au sujet des Lignes directrices relatives à la documentation médicale et accommodations 
des besoins. Nous y précisons les mesures en place, les démarches déjà entreprises ainsi que 
celles que nous nous engageons à mettre en œuvre d'ici le 6 septembre 2016, en lien avec 
chacune des six mesures identifiées par la Commission ontarienne des droits de la personne. 

Comme vous le savez sûrement, l'implication des divers partenaires, la communication 
organisationnelle et la complexité des démarches menant à la pleine mise en œuvre des lignes 
directrices présentent certains défis, notamment en considérant les délais fournis. Toutefois, le 
collège La Cité s'engage à continuer d'offrir des programmes et des services inclusifs et 
accessibles à tous, y compris les étudiants pouvant présenter des limitations relatives à la santé 
mentale. 

Veuillez agréer, Madame, mes salutations distinguées. 

Suzanne Gibault 
Direction exécutive des technologies de l'information, 
de l'apprentissage et des services à l'étudiant 

c.c. Lise Bourgeois, Présidente 
Philippe Proulx, Directeur, Centre de la réussite collégiale 
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Sommaire des modifications planifiées liées aux 
Lignes directrices relatives à la documentation médicale et accommodement des besoins 

pour les étudiants ayant un trouble de santé mentale 

LÉGENDE 
Indique que c'est terminé 
Indique que c'est en progrès 
Indique que c'est à mettre en place 

Le Collège La Cité s'engage à adopter, dans 1' ensemble de ses secteurs, des lignes directrices, 
procédures et formulaires relatifs à la documentation médicale qui : 

(a) N'exigent pas la divulgation du diagnostic de troubles mentaux des étudiants en vue de l'inscription 
au bureau des Services aux étudiants ou de l'obtention de mesures d'adaptation et de soutien; 
• La Cité a modifié son formulaire de Demande d'information médicale pour les conditions de 

santé mentale en lien avec les attentes de la Politique relative à la santé mentale. Ainsi, 
l'étudiant n'est plus tenu de divulguer son diagnostic de santé mentale afin d'accéder aux 
mesures d'adaptations scolaires offertes par le Services d'appui et d'adaptations. De plus, les 
questions sont formulées en vue d'identifier les limitations fonctionnelles relatives au 
rendement scolaire plutôt qu'un diagnostic. L'étudiant peut de façon volontaire choisir de 
divulguer son diagnostic de santé mentale, mais celui-ci n'est plus exigé pour obtenir le service. 
Par contre, les étudiants sont avisés qu'ils pourraient devoir fournir leur diagnostic afin 
d'accéder aux programmes d'aide financière du gouvernement réservés aux étudiants ayant un 
handicap. 

• Le site web sera mis à jour pour donner accès aux plus récentes informations mentionnées 
ci-haut et fournir le lien aux formulaires médicaux modifiés. 

(b) Indiquent clairement que les étudiants peuvent demander des mesures d'adaptation 
intérimaires en vue de l'accommodement de leurs troubles mentaux en attendant 
l'obtention de la documentation médicale; 
• La Cité permet déjà aux étudiants l'accès à des mesures d'adaptation intérimaires le temps 

de pouvoir fournir la document ation médicale. Un Protocole d'adaptations temporaire est 
alors émis, le cas échéant. Ceci est d'ailleurs indiqué dans Les directives pédagogiques de 
l'étudiant (4.1 Aide pédagogique aux étudiants faisant appel au Service d'appui et 
d'adaptations). 

(c) Indiquent clairement que l'établissement assure l'accommodement des troubles mentaux 
permanents et passagers; 
• La Cité a toujours offert des mesures d'adaptation aux étudiants présentant un handicap 

permanent ou temporaire, qu'il s'agisse de troubles mentaux ou physiques. 

(d) N' indiquent pas ou ne laissent pas entendre que les demandes d' accommodement reçues 
après une date d'échéance, un examen ou la fin d'un cours (c' est-à-dire accommodement 
rétroactif) ne seront pas prises en compte; 
• A La Cité, les accommodements rétroactifs sont déjà permis. Nous évaluons toute 

demande d'accommodement rétroactif sur une base individuelle (i.e. au cas par cas). Dans 
ce processus, nous travaillons en collaboration avec l'étudiant et les membres du 



.. 
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personnel concernés et impliqués dans le dossier de l'étudiant. Toute décision et plan 
d'action est mis par écrit afin de s'assurer que tous s'entendent sur les mêmes démarches 
à suivre. Toutefois, aucune information spécifique à ce sujet n'est présentement publiée 
sur le site web ou dans la documentation actuelle. 

• La directive pédagogique sera modifiée pour inclure l'informa~on relative aux 
accommodements rétroactifs (4.1 Aide pédagogique aux étudiants faisant appel au Service 
d'appui et d'adaptations). Le tout sera aussi inclus dans nos documents informatifs remis aux 
étudiants. 

( e) N'exigent pas_ CUJeJes étudiants divulguent leur information médicale privée aux prof-e.s-seurs, 
chargés de cours, adjoints à l'enseignement ou autres, ou fassent directement auprès de ces 
personnes des demandes d'accommodement de leurs troubles mentaux; 

• À La Cité, la pratique actuelle veut que les étudiants remettent leur information médicale à 
un conseiller du Service d'appui et d'adaptations qui conserve le dossier sous clef. D'autre 
part, le conseiller avise l'étudiant qu'il n'est pas tenu de divulguer son diagnostic au 
personnel et aux enseignants. 

• Le conseiller achemine une copie du Protocole d'adaptations - PA (lettre confirmant les 
adaptations validées par le conseiller) au coordonnateur du programme de l'ét udiant en 
question. Les étudiants obtiennent une copie papier qu'ils présentent à leurs enseignants, 
au besoin et à leur discrét ion. Cette démarche permet aux enseignants de fournir les 
adaptations proposées dans le PA. 

• Dans le cas où un étudiant ne serait pas confortable de présenter son PA à ses enseignants, ou 
préfèrerait qu'une tierce partie s'en charge (à son choix), le conseiller pourra faire parvenir le PA 
directement aux enseignants, et servir d'intermédiaire au besoin. Cette option sera transmise à 
l'étudiant lors de la détermination de son PA. 

(f) Sont communiqués clairement à tous les étudiants, professeurs et membres du personnel. 
• Tous les conseillers du Service d'appui et d'adaptations ont pris connaissance des lignes 

directrices et des procédures. Les conseillers ont mis à jour le formulaire de Demande 
d'information médicale. 

• Nous continuerons au cours des prochaines semaines à sensibiliser le reste du personnel de 
l'équipe. 

• Tel que mentionné plus haut, l'information sera mise à jour sur le site web du Service 
d'appui et d'adaptations. Le site web des partenaires du campus sera aussi mis à jour, des 
avis de comptoirs seront préparés. 

• Les étudiants pourront aussi voir l'information sur le Portail des étudiants et sur leurs 
plans de cours. 

• Nous prévoyons des communications à tous les membres du personnel du Collège pour leur 
transmettre les mises à jour clefs (la Politique sur la santé mentale et sa portée, 
accommodement rétroactif, possibilité que le protocole d'adaptations soit envoyé dans 
certaines circonstances directement aux enseignants par le conseiller et non par l'étudiant, 
possibilité de demander des accommodements en processus de diagnostic ou si l'on soupçonne 
avoir une condition). 
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April 28, 2016

Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, Ontario M7A 2R9

Dear Ms. Mandhane,

Thank you for your correspondence dated March 15, 2016 where you outlined the Ontario Human 
Rights Commission's (OHRC) perspective on Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation. 
You overviewed the issue very clearly and the OHRC's expectations around compliance. Lambton 
College and the OHRC does in fact have the shared goal of eliminating barriers and ensuring students 
with mental health disabilities will be able to access the accommodations and supports they need to 
succeed.

Given the complexity of the issue outlined, the need for consultation and communication with college 
stakeholders and the fact we are a smaller College with limited human and financial resources, we are 
concerned with the timing of your original request and the date of September 6, 2016 for full 
implementation. However, Lambton College is committed to access and ensuring the highest standards 
of support for students, faculty and staff with a variety of needs. Based on this, I will confirm that 
Lambton College will do everything possible to ensure implementation of the six measures outlined by 
September 6, 2016.

I look forward to responding in more detail on or before September 6, 2016 confirming that the six 
measures have been implemented, advising of additional steps our College has taken to implement 
recommendations in the Academic Accommodations Report and providing the OHRC with any additional 
documentation or medical forms that emerge due to this issue.

Thank you for your time and consideration of the above.

Sincerely,

Judith Morris
President & Chief Executive Officer 
Lambton College

cc.The Honourable Reza Moridi, Minister of Training, Colleges, and Universities
Rob Kardas, Lambton College Vice-President Student Success and Campus Services 
James Grant, General Manager, Lambton College Student Administrative Council
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September 2, 2016

Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, Ontario M7A 2R9

Dear Ms. Mandhane,

I am writing today as a follow up to my letter dated April 29, 2016 to reiterate Lambton College's 
compliance with the six measures outlined in your correspondence related to Medical Documentation 
Guidelines and Accommodation. We are fully supportive and I would like to confirm that the six 
measures outlined have been implemented at Lambton College. Below, in accordance with Appendix B 
of your original letter, I have outlined specific action Lambton College has taken and will continue to 
take through the Fall semester to ensure smooth implementation for students, staff and faculty. Also, 
attached to this letter is the updated version of Lambton College's Medical Information Request Form.

Diagnosis and Gathering Information:

• Lambton College's Medical Information Request Form complies with all recommendations of the
MTCU funded Academic Accommodations Report.

• Lambton College's website, forms, and other materials do not indicate that a student needs to
disclose diagnosis.

• The Medical Information Request Form allows students to voluntarily consent to provide a
diagnosis.

Interim and Retroactive Accommodations:

• Our Counsellor does confirm that assistance would be provided to students who require interim
accommodations while they await receipt of appropriate medical documentation and this has 
also been reflected in Lambton College's revised Academic Accommodation of Students with 
Disabilities policy #200-9-1.

• Students at Lambton College have always had a full semester to secure appropriate
documentation taking into consideration the reality of obtaining an appointment with a medical 
professional.

• Requests for retroactive accommodations are being done in consultation with the counsellor,
the student and the faculty member to ensure clear communication. This has also been 
reflected in our revised Academic Accommodation of Students with Disabilities policy #2000-9-1.

1457 London Road. Sarnia. Ontario Canada N7S 6K4 Phone: 519 542-7751 Fax 519 541-2420 www lambtoncollege



Privacy and Confidentiality:

• Our Counsellor clearly indicates that medical information does not need to be disclosed to any 
college staff. When necessary, college staff will communicate to faculty about accommodations. 
However, students could make a request to have their Confidential Academic Accommodation 
plans communicated to faculty, but this isn't common practice.

® Students at Lambton College have always had a full semester to secure appropriate 
documentation.

• All information to our Centre is kept confidential; filing cabinets are locked, our database is 
confidential and password protected, access is limited to those who need to work with this 
information.

Communication to Students and College Staff:

• Our Accessibility Counsellor and staff understand the guidelines and procedures.
• Our Vice-President, Student Success & Campus Services and our Vice-President, Academic are 

working together to ensure smooth implementation.
• Our Medical Information Request Form has been revised to reflect changes and is available 

online.
• We have proposed to update content language to course outlines regarding accommodations 

for students with disabilities "Students with permanent or temporary accommodations who 
require academic accommodations are encouraged to register with the Accessibility Centre 
located in Room L103. Documentation outlining the functional limitations of disability is 
required; however; interim accommodations pending receipt of documentation is possible. All 
documentation is kept confidential in the Accessibility Centre. For more information, contact 
519-542-7751 ext. 3393 or email AccessibilitvCentre(a)lambtoncolleee.ca".

• Training for staff and faculty on mental health and accommodation has taken place over the 
summer and will continue into the fall. We also have made every attempt to assist faculty in 
understanding their role in the accommodation process. This has been done individually as well 
as in a larger professional development session.

Future Planning:

• We continue to work closely with our Academic leadership to ensure that these updates are 
communicated and distributed to faculty.

• We work with our Learning Innovation Centre to provide increased professional development 
for faculty and staff at Lambton College. In addition, these requirements will be added to new 
faculty orientation sessions.

• We will continue to work with our Accessibility Centre to ensure that we are in compliance with 
Ontario Human Rights Commission (OHRC) policies on preventing discrimination based on 
mental health disabilities.

mailto:AccessibilityCentre@lambtoncollege.ca


Lambton College has a strong reputation for supporting students with disabilities and remains 
committed to ensuring that our services are accessible to all students. We are eager to continue 
working with the OHRC to ensure that we have adhered to guidelines and procedures, as we are fully 
committed to providing the highest standard of support for students, staff and faculty. If you have any 
questions or concerns, please contact Mr. Rob Kardas Lambton College's Vice-President, Student 
Success & Campus Services at (519) 542-7751 ext. 3390 or rob.kardas(5)|ambtoncolleee.ca.

Thank you for your time and consideration of the above.

Sincere

president & umer txecutive umcer 
Lambton College

cc: Rob Kardas, Vice-President Student Success and Campus Services, Lambton College
Donna Church, Vice-President, Academic, Lambton College 
Kurtis Gray, Director, Student Success, Lambton College

mailto:rob.kardas@lambtoncollege.ca
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Loyalist College

April 29, 2016

Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, On M7A 2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane:

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation

Please accept this letter as confirmation that we have received the Commission’s directive as indicated in 
a letter dated March 15, 2016. Loyalist College is committed to meeting all measures, notwithstanding 
any extenuating circumstances, by Sept 6, 2016 as per the following:

• Update the Medical Information Request form giving students the option to refuse disclosure of
their medical diagnosis;

• Revisit our current process for the provision of interim and retroactive accommodations;
• Review our communications process to ensure clarity on the provision of services and

accommodation for both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities;
• Create a communication for faculty regarding the provision of services and accommodation for

both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities, retroactive accommodations and when
and who to reveal medical information to. Staff will be informed that students are not required to
disclose their disability diagnosis and only information regarding functional limitations as it relates
to academic performance will be provided by accessibility services;

• Create a communication for students informing them of their rights in the disclosure of a medical
diagnosis and under what conditions it could be required, ie: grants and bursaries. All
communications will be posted on the website.

Best regards,

John McMahon
Senior Vice-President Academic and Student Success

Copy: Denyce Diakun, Director Student Services

Wallbridge-Loyalist Road P.O. Box 4200 Belleville, Ontario K8N 5B9 Tel: (613)969-1913 www.loyalistcollege.com

http://www.loyalistcollege.com
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Mohawk College

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

September 2, 2016

Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON M7A 2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane:

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation

Thank you for your letter of July 19, 2016, to which I am replying, as requested, to provide 
you with an update on our progress in operationalizing the measures outlined in your letter to 
me of March 15, 2016.

Since our correspondence in the spring, Mohawk College has made significant progress in 
operationalizing those measures by taking steps to maintain our policies and practices in 
compliance with the requirements of the Ontario Human Rights Code. We have 
systematically reviewed each recommendation, and made appropriate changes to 
documentation and practices. We will continue to monitor and refine all documentation and 
practices to remain on track, and to ensure continued compliance with the Code.

We look forward to your public recognition of our commitment, and thank you for 
maintaining an open dialogue with us.

Ron J. McKerlie 
President

cc: Leaal@ohrc.ca (by e-mail only)

T. 905 575-2222 | F. 905 575-2313
Fennell Avenue & West 5th Street
P.O. Box 2034 | Hamilton, ON. L8N 3T2

mohawkcollege.ca

mailto:Legal@ohrc.ca
http://www.mohawkcollege.ca


April 29, 2016 

Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto ON M7 A 2R9 

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane: 

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation 

Thank you for your letter of March 15, 2016, to which I am replying . 

Mohawk College is committed to ensuring a welcoming and supportive environment for our 
students and all members of the College community. Specifically, Mohawk College promotes 
respect for human rights in general, and compliance with the Ontario Human Rights Code in 
particular. 

As your letter notes, Mohawk College has been working hard on making our services 
accessible to increasing numbers of students with mental health disabilities, and providing 
necessary accommodation when required . 

In general, Mohawk College supports the implementation of the six measures listed in your 
letter of March 15, and has already implemented, or made substantial progress in 
implementing, these and other, similar, measures. 

As you will appreciate, Mohawk College operates in a complex, multi-stakeholder 
environment, and is committed to consulting all affected stakeholders when implementing 
important changes to its processes of the kind referred to in your letter. Accordingly, 
although Mohawk College expect to continue to work diligently in implementing measures 
necessary to remain in compliance with our obligations under the Ontario Human Rights 
Code, we are unable, at this time, to definitively state that all the measures listed in your letter 
will have been fully implemented by September 6, 2016. 

We remain open to further discussion with you on this subject, and will keep the Commission 
fully informed as we move forward with our efforts on this important topic. 

Ron J . McKerlie 
President 

T. 905 575-2222 F. 905 575-2313 
Fennell Avenue & West 5th Street 

P.O. Box 2034 Hamilton, ON. L8N 3T2

mohawkcollege.ca
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Niagara College Canada

ffice of the President

April 30, 2016

Ontario Human Rights Commission 
Office of the Chief Commissioner 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto ON M7A 2R9

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation 

Dear Commissioner:

We are writing to confirm receipt of the Medical Documentation Guidelines and 
Accommodation memo dated Mar. 15, 2016. We are pleased to confirm that Niagara College 
has already implemented some of the six measures and we are committed to meeting the 
stated requirements by the stated deadline.

Our Student Services department will be updating all appropriate policies and procedures and 
will communicate these changes and requirements across all divisions and faculties. In 
addition, our Student Services and Human Resource divisions will be working on training 
components related to the requirements.

Niagara College will submit written confirmation by September 6, 2016, confirming 
implementation of the six identified measures in accordance with Appendix B of the Medical 
Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation memo.

Sincerely,

Dan Patterson, Ph.D 
President

©Niagara 
College
Canada O
APPLIED DREAMS.



September 6, 2016

Ontario Human Rights Commission 
Office of the Chief Commissioner 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto ON M7A 2R9

Dear Commissioner:

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation

I am writing in follow-up to our April 26,2016 letter regarding the Medical Documentation Guidelines 
and Accommodation memo dated March 15, 2016. I am pleased to confirm that Niagara College has 
revised its Student Accommodation Policy and Procedure addressing the requirements outlined in 
measures (a) through (e) of the March 15, 2016 memo.

In addition to responding to these five measures, the College is currently in the process of 
communicating these requirements to the College community as per measure (f). This includes, but is 
not limited to, a recent presentation to all academic Deans and Associate Deans outlining policy and 
procedure changes related to accommodations and communication to students as part of their 
accommodation meetings for the Fall 2016 semester. In addition, the College has created training 
content which will be administered during the Fall 2016 semester; one training component addresses 
general Mental Health Awareness and a second component specifically addresses accommodations in 
the classroom. The College will continue these training and communication activities throughout the 
Fall 2016 term.

Attached with this letter are copies of our revised Student Accommodation Policy and Student 
Accommodation Procedure as requested in the Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation 
memo. If you have any questions, or feedback, regarding our updated policy and procedure, or our 
communication and training approach, please contact our Director of Student Services, Rick Anderson, 
at (905) 735-2211 ext. 7783, or via email at randerson^niagaracollegexa.

Sincerely,

Dan Patterson, Ph.D. 
President

Niagara-on-the-Lake Campus • 135 Taylor Road, S. S #4 Niagara-on-the-Lake, ON LOS 1 JO Tel: 905-641-2252

NiagaraCollege.ca

Canada Office of the President
APPLIED DREAMS.

mailto:randerson@niagaracollege.ca
http://NiagaraCollege.ca
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College Policy 

Revised: August 24, 2016 
Last Revised: October 14, 2015  

Approved: January 25, 2008  
Executive Responsibility: Academic & Learner Services  

POLICY GROUP: NC800 – Student Records, Rights & Responsibilities 

POLICY TITLE:  Student Accommodations 

A. Background and Definitions 

Niagara College endorses fair and equal access to education for students with disabilities. 
Niagara College’s commitment to the provision of accommodation includes, when necessary, 
program/course accommodation and any such variety of services that will enable each student to 
successfully access the curriculum engaged by their program/course of choice. 

A student with disabilities is a person who has or has had, or is believed to have had any of the 
following: 

a) any degree of physical disability, infirmity, malformation or disfigurement that is 
caused by bodily injury, birth defect or illness; 

b) a condition of mental impairment or a developmental disability; 
c) a learning disability, or a dysfunction in one or more of the processes involved in 

understanding or using symbols or spoken language; or 
d) any degree of mental disability resulting in functional limitations that impair the 

student’s academic functioning while pursuing their studies. 

B. Purpose 

Respectful of its obligation to students with disabilities, Niagara College adheres in spirit and 
practice to the Ontario Human Rights Code.  Niagara College is committed to providing access 
to an educational environment that fosters a climate of mutual respect, fairness, dignity and 
equitable treatment, and to extend to students opportunities to exercise their worth and potential.    

Niagara College aspires towards a shared exchange of learning.  As the educational experiences 
of students with disabilities broaden, it is of equal importance that the general college 
community continues to grow in awareness and sensitivity. 

C.  Policy Statements  

1. Notwithstanding any disability and/or provision of accommodation, a student must be 
able to perform the essential requirements of a program/course when attending Niagara 
College. Where a disability, prevents or interferes with the student performing the 
essential requirements of a program or course, thus impacting the academic integrity of 
the program or course, the accommodation of the disability may constitute undue 
hardship. 
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2. Students with disabilities are encouraged to self-identify with Niagara College’s 
Accessibility Services. In order to receive accommodations, students are required to 
provide sufficient documentation to confirm their limitations and types of 
accommodations being requested.    

3. Students are not required to disclose their disability diagnosis to register for accessibility 
services, and accommodations and supports. A diagnosis will only be requested in rare 
circumstances such as where a person’s needs are complex, challenging or unclear and 
more information is needed or where the information clearly relates to the 
accommodation being sought; clear justification of why a diagnosis is needed must be 
provided in these situations.  Students may need to consent to providing a diagnosis if 
applying to certain federally or provincially-funded bursaries or grants and privately-
funded external scholarships or financial awards. 

4. Responsibility to self and others is expected of all students. While Niagara College 
accepts its responsibility to provide assistance and accommodations to students with 
disabilities, where needed, students seeking accommodations have a reciprocal 
responsibility to participate in the accommodation process and fulfill college 
expectations.  All students, including those with disabilities, will be subject to the 
following: 
a) matters of discipline; 
b) consequences of contravening academic agreements, including when an individual 

agreement concerning alternate delivery or evaluation of course material between the 
faculty and student is broken by the student; 

c) general expectations relating to demeanor and behavior within the college 
community; and 

d) program and course-related academic criteria. 

5. The College’s Centre for Health, Wellness and Accessibility Services provides the 
following services: 
a) assessment of individual needs; 
b) dissemination of information; 
c) liaison with faculty members and others, with student’s consent, to coordinate 

assistance, especially in the areas of advocacy, academic delivery and evaluation; 
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d) liaison with Academic Administrators, with student’s consent, to inform them of 
accommodations made for students with disabilities, in their programs/courses; 

e) liaison with college service providers, with student’s consent, to inform them of 
service accommodations and needs; 

f) provision of assistive devices and human resources as aids to learning; and 
g) ongoing support and counselling. 

6. It is acknowledged that students may require accommodations on an interim basis, as 
appropriate, and for a reasonable period of time, pending receipt of medical 
documentation; limitations and required accommodations to be confirmed by 
Accessibility Services. Students may also require temporary accommodations which will 
be arranged for the period of time that the limitations and/or restrictions are substantiated. 
Once established, interim and/or temporary accommodations are arranged on a case-by-
case basis, according to documented functional limitations. In keeping with Niagara 
College’s obligations under, and commitments to, the Ontario Human Rights Code, 
accommodations will be implemented as needed, short of undue hardship. 

7. A student’s involvement with Accessibility Services and the fact that the student has 
received academic accommodations will not be identified on the student’s official student 
record, test results, academic transcripts or graduation documentation. 

8. Any requests for retroactive accommodations will be meaningfully considered on a case-
by-case basis. 

D.  Related Documents  

Procedure: NC800 Student Accommodations 
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April 21, 2016

Ontario Human Rights Commission 
Office of the Chief Commissioner 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON 
M7A 2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner:

Further to receiving your letter of March 15th regarding Medical Documentation Guidelines and 
Accommodation, Northern College has implemented the six measures across all divisions and faculties, 
in accordance with the checklist in Appendix B to your letter.

A summary on current deliverables and future planning, as well as our Accessibility Services Medical 
Information Request Form are attached.

Sinferely,

Att.

http://www.northernc.on.ca


Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodations 

Summary on Current Deliverables and Future Planning

For

Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation of Students with
Mental Health Disabilities

Diagnosis and Gathering Information:

1. Our New Medical Information Request Form complies with all recommendations of 
the MTCU funded Academic Accommodations Report, also known as the Condra 
Report. Please see attached.

2. Our website, forms, or other information have never indicated that a student needs 
to disclose diagnosis, nor do we insist on one. We do require documentation from a 
licensed health care practitioner indicating the presence of a disability, and include 
an area on our form for Health Care Practitioners to make recommendations or 
provide information to assist in supporting a student.

3. The Medical Information Request Form allows students to opt into consenting to 
provide a diagnosis voluntarily. It also states that they may need to provide a 
diagnosis if applying for bursaries such as the OSAP Bursary for Students with 
Disabilities. The College Committee on Disability issues (CCD!) has tried to work 
with the Student Financial Assistance Branch of MTCU in requesting many times 
over the past 3 years, that they remove the need for a specific diagnosis from their 
application for student assistance through bursaries. To date this has not been 
changed. Perhaps the OHRC could provide guidance with this request.

Interim and Retroactive Accommodations:

1. Advisors confirm that assistance will be provided to students who require interim 
accommodations while they await receipt of medical documentation. For this request, a 
Temporary Letter of Accommodation is provided. Faculty receive this as they would any 
other Letter of Accommodation. This is noted on our Medical Information Request Form. 
Any time limits for this documentation are determined on a case-by-case basis with each 
student.

2. Requests for retroactive accommodations are done in consultation with the Accessibility 
advisor, the student and the faculty member(s). All three are involved to ensure 
communication is clear, and that assignment deadlines/testing dates/accommodation 
needs are understood and supported by all three parties. This takes place on a case by 
case basis.



Privacy and Confidentiality:

1. Advisors make it very clear to students at their initial meeting and at further 
appointments that medical information does not need to be disclosed to any college 
staff. Letters of Accommodation are clearly marked as confidential. Information about the 
confidentiality of our services is also on our website.

2. Students have a choice in terms of how Letters of Accommodation are communicated to 
faculty. The advisor will email it to professors on behalf of the student. Alternatively the 
student can request to receive paper copies for their professors. Student choice is 
essential to relay information.

3. All information provided within the Accessibility Centre is kept confidential. Filing 
cabinets are locked. Our database is confidential and passwordprotected. Access is 
only given to those who need to work with this information.

Communication to Students and College Staff.

1. All advisors and Accessibility Services staff have undergone training at departmental 
meetings on our guidelines and procedures. We have reviewed many of the Condra 
recommendations as a group, and will continue to do so through the summer months.

2. Advisors have met as a group and revised our Medical Information Request Form. We 
will continue the process of revised forms and review of website information over the 
summer months, to comply with the recommendations within the OHRC Policy on 
Preventing Discrimination based on Mental Health Disabilities and Addictions.

3. Training for full time and part time faculty on mental health and accommodation will take 
place in August..

Northern has been recognized for its partnership with the Canadian Mental Health Association 
in the development of a student training program to support mental health on campus

Future Planning:

The Manager of Accessibility Services will continue to work with staff Accessibility Services to 
ensure the college is in compliance with OHRC’s policies on preventing discrimination based on 
mental health disabilities. While much work has already been done in this area, Thanks to the 
active participation and lead of our staff in the CCDI provincial group. The following activities will 
need to be supported over the spring/summer semester:

1. Review our website to ensure clear information is presented to students, staff and the 
community.

2. Continue to review information on documents and brochures, to revise language and 
messaging if needed.



3. Add an additional section to Accessibility Services Policies & Procedures to address the 
protocol for appeals regarding retroactive accommodations.

4. Liaise with the VP Academic area to discuss how information on retroactive 
accommodations will be distributed to faculty.

5. Work with Human Resources Services to ensure information and professional 
development for faculty and all college staff are in place.

Christine Bender

Manager,

Accessibility Services
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_____________________________________________________________________________________
__________ __________ ______________________ __________ _

Name:_________________________________________________  D.O.B.: (DD/MM/YY):_____________________

Phone:___________________ Email:_______________________________________________________________

 D  □  D D □ 

_________________________

□
□

Student Signature Date

□ 

□ 

________________

________________

Accessibility Services
MEDICAL INFORMATION REQUEST FORM

This form will be used as one of the criteria to determine effective academic accommodations and support services at 
Northern College. All information received will be kept strictly confidential and does not impact admission decisions.

Note: Students with Learning Disabilities
This form is not for information about a learning disability. Please submit a copy of the most recent psycho-educational

assessment.
SECTION A: To be completed by student_

Campus: Timmins Kirkland Lake Haileybury Moosonee Online

Student consent to release of information pursuant to the Personal Health Information Protection Act, 2004 (phipa )

I authorize the health care professional to provide the following information to
Accessibility Services at Northern College. Under the Ontario Human Rights Code, it is not a requirement to provide a 
specific diagnosis to access academic accommodations and services from the Accessibility Services.
Please note: A diagnosis is required to access some government financial aid programs for students with disabilities. If 
you wish to access such funding, you need to provide consent for the diagnosis information to be released.
Check one:

I give consent for a diagnosis to be provided
I do not give consent for a diagnosis to be provided

SECTION B: To be completed by Regulated Health Care Professional

The following criteria must be met when determining a disability. Refer to page four for further information.
1. The student experiences functional limitation(s)
2. The functional limitation(s) impairs the student's academic functioning at the post-secondary level

Select the appropriate option:
l. This student has a permanent disability with symptoms that are continuous OR episodic

2. This student has a temporary disability with symptoms that are continuous OR episodic

Interim academic accommodations to be provided until (date)*:

3. This student is being monitored to determine a diagnosis

Interim academic accommodations to be provided until (date)*:

* Updated documentation required after this date



2 of 4 Northern College Medical Information Request Form

_________

Medications: Has the student been prescribed medication that may impact academic functioning? DNo 
If yes, describe impact:

The student has the following diagnosis (*when consent given on page 1). When applicable, use DSM-5 criteria.

How long has this student been your patient? 1st Visit

Impact of disability: check appropriate boxes below to indicate impact on academics

Skills/Abilities No Impact Mild
Impact

Moderate
Impact

Severe
Impact

Not
assessed

COGNITION
Attention / Concentration
Long-term Memory
Short-term Memory
Executive Functioning
Information Processing
Managing distractions (filter out stimuli)
PHYSICAL
Mobility
Gross motor
Fine motor
Ability to sit for a sustained period of time
Ability to stand for a sustained period of time
SENSORY
Vision (with correction): Describe below
Hearing (with correction): Describe below
Speech: Describe below
SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL
In-class and group work interactions
Ability to perform class presentations
OTHER: (state)

Please provide any additional comments or elaboration:
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__________________________________

__________________________________  __________________

______________________________________  _______________________________________

____________________________________  _________________________________________

□ 
□ _______________
□ 
□ _________________________

Do you consider the student capable of:
Sustaining normal academic activity in their program of choice? Yes No If no, please comment:

Participating in a work/field placement? Yes No If no, please comment:

If you indicated (on page 1) the student has a permanent disability, do you recommend reducing the student's full-time 
program course load? Yes No

SECTION C: Certification of Regulated Health Care Professional

Please print.

I
Full name

am a legally qualified health care professional and this report contains my

findings and considered opinion at this time, within my scope of practice.

Signature: Licence/Registration Number:

Date: Email:

Phone: Fax:

Medical Office Stamp: Health Care Profession:

Physician - Family
Physician - Other:
Psychologist / Psychological Associate
Other:

Completed form to be returned to appropriate campus:
Accessibility Services:
Timmins Campus
C-114
4715 Hwy 101 East
South Porcupine, ON PON1HO
Fax: 705-235-6880
Tel: 705-235-3211 x 7200
Email: chalmersj@northem.on.ca

Accessibility Services:
Kirkland Lake Campus
140 Government Rd E 
Kirkland Lake ON P2N 3L8 
Fax: 705-568-8186 
Tel: 705-567-9291 x 3625 
Email: oreillys@northern.on.ca

Accessibility Services: 
Haileybury Campus
640 Latchford Street 
Box 2060
Haileybury ON POJ1K0 
Fax: 705-672-2014 
Tel: 705-672-3376x8818 
Email: jibbw@northern.on.ca

Accessibility Services: 
Moosonee Campus
First Ave Box 130 
Moosonee ON POL 1Y0 
Tel: 705-336-2913 
smallw@northern.on.ca

mailto:chalmersj@northem.on.ca
mailto:oreillys@northern.on.ca
mailto:jibbw@northern.on.ca
mailto:smallw@northern.on.ca
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Dear Health Care Professional,

You have been asked to complete this form by a student who wishes to register with Accessibility Services at Northern 
College. Accessibility Services provides academic accommodations and educational support services for students with 
documented disabilities attending Northern College. Our goal is to provide the necessary accommodations to equalize 
the opportunity for students to meet their essential course or program requirements while maintaining academic 
integrity. We are mandated by the Human Rights Commission's Guidelines for Accommodating Persons with Disabilities, 
the Ontario Human Rights Code and Northern College STUDENT SERVICES ACCESSIBILITY SERVICES POLICY AND 
PROCEDURES.

The purpose of this form is to provide a system-wide approach for Regulated Health Care Professionals to document the 
functional limitations that a student with a disability is likely to experience at college. We rely on your detailed 
knowledge of this student's disability, including a description of the current functional impairments that may impact 
his/her ability to meet essential course or program requirements and to determine appropriate academic 
accommodations. This form is meant primarily for students who live with:

• Permanent mental health/medical disability with symptoms that are continuous or episodic and who are 
involved in college education.

• Temporary medical/mental health disability with symptoms that are continuous or episodic can also be 
accommodated through our office.

• Interim accommodations may also be provided for students who are in the process of being assessed for a 
medical/mental health disability.

As you know, the post-secondary environment involves taking examinations, doing research, completing assignments, 
and assuming responsibility for one's higher education pursuits. The information you have provided should clearly relate 
to accommodation planning for studies at the post-secondary level.

Under the Ontario Human Rights Code, it is not a requirement to provide a specific diagnosis to access accommodations 
and support services from Accessibility Services. Disclosure of a diagnosis may be required for some government 
financial aid programs for students with disabilities. Students are asked to indicate if they provide consent to release this 
information on page one of this document.

Thank you



Northern College

September 01, 2016 

R. Mandhane 
Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 

Northern  college is very pleased to provide follow-up from the previously submitted report 
“Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodations ;Summary on Current Deliverables and 
Future Planning For Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation of Students with 
Mental Health Disabilities”.  

As noted in the previous report, we confirmed that Northern College had met the majority of 
recommendations and also committed to ensuring the following:      

1. Review our website to ensure clear information is presented to students, staff and the
community.

2. Continue to review information on documents and brochures, to revise language and
messaging as needed.

3. Add an additional section to Accessibility Services Policies & Procedures to address the
protocol for appeals regarding retroactive accommodations.

4. Liaise with the VP Academic area to discuss how information on retroactive
accommodations will be distributed to faculty.

5. Work with Human Resources Services to ensure information and professional
development for faculty and all college staff are in place.

We are extremely pleased to report that Northern College has completed its document review 
and are in the process of finalizing the wording on some of our documents to accurately reflect 
changes to the Medical Documentation Guidelines.  Northern College will also engage in a 
continuous review process to ensure that information on documents and brochures, is aligned 
with consistent and appropriate language and messaging.  

Northern College’s Accessibility Services Staff have produced a document “Post-Secondary 
Students with Mental Health Disabilities” with the goal of providing a guide to academic 
accommodations and managing mental health on campus, see appendix A.   (Please note that 
this document is in draft form as it has yet to be proofread and vetted through the approval 
process).   This document will be added to the current Policies and Procedures of the 
Accessibility Department.  



Northern College’s Accessibility Staff, in conjunction with the Human Resources Department and 
the Vice-President Academic’s office hosted a Training Session geared to faculty on August 29th 
to ensure directives for post- secondary students with Mental Health Disabilities is clearly 
understood.   The training session provided very specific information regarding the  process for 
providing retroactive accommodations and was discussed at length as well as many other 
matters related to supporting students who are impacted by Mental Health issues.  See appendix 
B. (We are waiting for the OHRC to respond to the letter from the College Committee on 
Disability Issues regarding the length of time acceptable for retroactive accommodations). 

Northern College prides itself in providing excellent services to students with Learning 
Disabilities, physical and mental health challenges. We have welcomed the directives of the 
Ontario Human Rights Commission and strive to improve in any way that will best accommodate 
students.  

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you require anything further.    

Christine Bender 

Manager,  
Accessibility Services 
Northern College of Applied Arts & Technology  
benderc@northern.on.ca 705-235-3211, ext. 2232 

mailto:benderc@northern.on.ca


443 Northern Ave., Sault Ste. Marie, ON P6B 4J3 Canada 
tel 705.759.2554 fax 705.759.1319 I www.saultcollege.ca

April 26, 2016 

Ontario Human Rights Commission 
Office of the Chief Commissioner 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON M7A 2R9 

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane: 

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation 

Thank you for your letter and your ongoing commitment to improving access to post-secondary 
education for students with mental health disabilities. 

Sault College has been very fortunate to be the recipient of funding from the MTCU for the development 
of our Mental Health Hub service delivery model. It has been recognized as an innovative model in the 
Province of Ontario and our student's access to supports on and off campus have significantly improved. 

Sault College is committed to continuously improving guidelines, policies, and procedures across the 
College to ensure compliance with the Code and the OHRC's Mental Health Policy. The following 
outlines Sault College's responses in this regard. 

a) OHRC requirement: Do not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis 
to register with your Office for Students with Disabilities (OSD), or receive accommodations or 
supports. 
Sault College commitment: Our OSD does not currently require students with mental health 
disabilities to disclose a diagnosis in order to register for services or receive accommodations or 
supports. Additional policies and procedures, as well as public facing information development 
will improve current practices and awareness. 

b) OHRC requirement: Make it clear that students may request interim accommodations for 
mental health disabilities pending receipt of medical documentation. 
Sault College commitment: Our 05D currently provides provision for interim accommodations 
for students identifying with mental health disabilities. Interim accommodations can be 
accessed during any period of time the student is pending receipt of medical documentation. 
Additional interim accommodation information will be provided in newly developed College 
publications prior to September 6, 2016. 

c) OHRC requirement: Make it clear that both temporary and permanent mental health 
disabilities will be accommodated. 
Sault College commitment: Our 05D currently provides provision for temporary and permanent 
mental health disability accommodations. Additional policies and procedures, as well as public 
facing information development will improve current practices and awareness. 

http://www.saultcollege.ca


d) OHRC requirement: Do not state or imply that requests for accommodation after a deadline, 
test or course completion (i.e. retroactive accommodation) will not be considered. 
Sault College commitment: Our OSD currently considers upon request, a retroactive 
accommodation for a test or course completion requirement. Additional policy development 
and training will improve the current practices and public awareness. 

e) OHRC requirement: Do not require students to reveal their private medical information to, or 
seek accommodation directly from their professors, instructors, teaching assistants, etc. 
Sault College commitment: Our OSD implemented the electronic submission of the Faculty 
Accommodation Memo for students in 2011. All student accommodations are emailed by the 
Counsellor directly to the student and the faculty. All student information in the OSD is kept 
confidential. Paper records are locked in a private locked file room or electronic files are 
password protected. Public facing information development will improve awareness of 
processes utilized to ensure confidentiality is maintained. 

f) OHRC requirement: That medical documentation guidelines, forms and procedures are in place 
and are clearly communicated to all students, faculty, and staff. 
Sault College commitment: Our OSD currently makes a faculty information guide available to 
assist faculty accommodating students with disabilities. Students with disabilities are provided 
access to attend a transition program prior to the start of each academic year. Information on 
the OSD and how to access accommodations is available in College publications and the website. 
Additional public facing information opportunities, as well as training for faculty will improve 
awareness of policies and procedures to accommodate students with mental health disabilities. 

Prior to September 6, 2016 additional information will be provided to your office as requested in 
response to the checklist in Appendix B of your March 15, 2016 letter. 
Sault College would like to thank you again for the important work you are doing to improve the lives for 
students with mental health disabilities. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Ron Common, President 



August 23, 2016

Ontario Human Rights Commission 
Office of the Chief Commissioner 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON M7A 2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane:

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation Progress Update

Sault College is very pleased to provide you with an update on our progress in operationalizing the 
previously outlined measures taken to ensure medical documentation guidelines and accommodation 

practices for students with mental health disabilities are consistent with the requirements of the 
Ontario Human Rights Code.

Diagnosis and Medical Documentation:

1. The attached Medical Information Request Form has been developed to ensure students 
providing documentation to receive accommodations are not required to disclose their disability 
diagnosis. The information on the form provides details on the functional limitations impacting 
the student's ability to learn and be successful.

2. The attached updated Student Accommodation Policy clearly indicates that under the Ontario 
Human Rights Code, students are not required to disclose their disability diagnosis to register for 

Accessibility Services accommodations and support access.

Interim, Temporary and Retroactive Accommodations for Mental Health Disabilities:

1. Additional information on interim, temporary and retroactive accommodations is included in 

the attached Student Accommodation Policy. Information and resources have also been added 

to the Accessibility Services website, the Student Portal, all online and print admission material 
and the student handbook to ensure applicants/students with mental health disabilities or 

temporary disabilities are aware of the accommodation process.
2. The retroactive accommodation request process allows students to consult with the 

Accessibility Services Counsellor first, in order to facilitate further discussion with the faculty and 

student. Dates or deadlines to consider retroactive accommodations are not included in the 
Student Accommodation Policy as all reasonable requests will be considered by Sault College.

3. All students will receive an email message during the first week of classes each semester to 

provide them with the accommodation process information.
4. The attached Course Outline Addendum for 2016 includes updated information regarding the 

accommodation process.



Student Medical Information Shared with Professors, Instructors etc.:

1. The Accessibility Services Office implemented the use of electronic accommodation memos in 
2011. These memos are signed by the student and then emailed to the appropriate 
Professors/Instructors and copied to the student. Students are not required to present the 
memo or reveal their private medical information to their Professors/Instructors in order to 
receive accommodations.

Medical Documentation Guidelines, Forms and Procedures:

1. The attached Student Accommodation Policy and the Medical Information Request form are 
available on the Student Portal to review. The Accessibility Services Office provides a transition 
program in late August each year to support new students with disabilities through the delivery 
of workshops to assist them prior to starting school. Specific workshops are delivered to assist 
students with mental health disabilities transition to College.

2. The following training modules are in development for faculty/staff to attend via workshop or 
independent review:

Universal Design of Instruction - focuses on universal design strategies to support students 
with mental health disabilities
Faculty Accommodation Memo - provides information, helpful tips and strategies to provide 
the accommodations listed on the Faculty Accommodation Memo 
Diversity in the Classroom - provides information, helpful tips and strategies to manage 
mental health and/or learning challenges where additional support is required, behaviours 
are problematic etc.
Understanding Disabilities - provides information on disabilities and how students can best 
be accommodated

3. Universal Design of instruction training continues to be an ongoing priority for Sault College 
each year for new employees during their orientation and during the annual spring professional 
development series.

4. The Accessibility Services Counselling team meets monthly with faculty from various programs 
to discuss challenging issues in order improve service delivery for students with disabilities.

Accessibility Advisory Committee & Accommodation Sub-Committee:

1. The attached terms of reference for the Accessibility Advisory Committee have been developed 
with the first meeting scheduled in October 2016. The Committee will:

Provide accommodation input to the Accessibility Services Office and Faculty upon request
Review the impact of accommodations on academic standards
Review policies and process involving the accommodation of students
Identify accommodation training initiatives for the College to consider
Meet 3 times per year with additional meetings as required
Prepare a submission annually to include in the Accessibility Annual Status Report
Ensure student identities are not disclosed during committee discussions
Review accommodation case review requests upon demand
Report on case review results



Sault College is committed to continuously improving guidelines, policies, and procedures across the 
College to ensure compliance with the Code and the OHRC's Mental Health Policy and would like to 
thank you again for the important work you are doing to improve the lives for students with mental 
health disabilities.

Sincerely,

Dr. Ron Common, President

Attachments:
1. Student Accommodation Policy
2. Medical Information Request Form
3. Accessibility Advisory Committee & Accommodation Sub-Committee Terms of Reference
4. Course Outline Addendum 2016-2017
5. Accessibility Services website link

http://www.saultcollege.ca/services/StudentServices/AccessibilitvServices.asp

http://www.saultcollege.ca/services/StudentServices/AccessibilitvServices.asp
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POLICY: Student Accommodation Policy
APPROVED BY EXECUTIVE: August 17,2016 
SUPERSEDES POLICY: June 17,2015

PURPOSE:

This policy outlines the responsibilities of students, faculty, administration and the Accessibility 
Services Office to accommodate qualified applicants and students with disabilities, and to provide a 
framework for developing appropriate accommodations allowing for equal opportunity for 
educational success.

SCOPE:

Applicants and students with disabilities are eligible to receive accommodations under the Ontario 
Human Rights Code.

DEFINITIONS:

Disability (permanent or temporary): Any physical or psychological condition as defined by the 
Ontario Human Rights Code that limits the opportunities of a person to meet the essential 
requirements of a course or program. Such conditions may include, but are not limited to: attention 
deficit disorder, blindness or low vision, brain injury, deafness or hardness of hearing, developmental 
disability, learning disability, medical condition, mental health disability, and mobility limitation.

Qualified Applicant: For the purposes of this policy, means a person who has applied to the College 
and whose qualifications appear to meet the requirements to be considered further for an offer of 
admission or has accepted an offer of admission to a College academic program, course or other 
academic offering.

Student: For the purpose of this policy, unless explicitly defined otherwise, means a person who is 
registered in a College academic program, course or other academic offering.

Accommodation: Refers to strategies to equalize the opportunity of a person with a disability in 
meeting the essential requirements of applying for or achieving the learning outcomes of a course or 
program. Accommodation extends distinctly beyond a standard level of service provided for the 
general population. Accommodation will be considered appropriate if it will provide an equal 
opportunity to attain the same level of performance, or to enjoy the same level of educational 
benefits experienced by others.

Interim Accommodation: Refers to strategies to equalize the opportunity of a person with a 
suspected ortemporary disability in meeting the essential requirements of applying for or achieving 
the learning outcomes of a course or program, interim accommodations are provided to students 
that have met with a Counsellor and are in the process of attaining supporting documentation or are 
experiencing a temporary physical or mental health disability. Interim accommodation will be 
considered appropriate if it will provide an equal opportunity to attain the same ievel of performance, 
or to enjoy the same level of educational benefits experienced by others.

Undue Hardship: In accordance with the Ontario Human Rights Code, the limit of the College’s 
capacity to accommodate without experiencing an unreasonable amount of difficulty. This means
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that the College is not expected to provide accommodation if doing so would bring about 
unreasonable difficulties based on health, safety, financial or other relevant considerations. The 
question of when undue hardship is reached must be evaluated in the context of each specific 
request for accommodations.

Supporting Documentation: Medical or psychological documentation that supports and establishes 
the existence of a disability and/or the functional limitations to determine the student’s 
accommodation needs. Supporting documentation must be provided by a professional who is 
qualified and competent to provide the required information, and who is able to provide an objective 
opinion and evaluation. Where the documentation is not sufficient to determine the functional 
limitations of the student, the College may require that further supporting documentation be 
submitted.

POLICY:

General

The principles of this policy and responsibilities of the parties will comply with the dictates of the 
Ontario Human Rights Code.

1.1. Guiding Principles

1.1.1 The College focuses on the removal of barriers to education and services for students 
by designing facilities, systems, services and curricula in such a way that accessibility 
is enhanced and the need for individual accommodation is minimized.

1.1.2 Individualized assessment of accommodation options is explored with respect to any 
remaining disability-related needs in accordance with the Human Rights Code.

1.1.3 Accommodation is provided in such a way that integration and full participation of 
persons with disabilities is encouraged.

1.1.4 The needs of the student are accommodated in a manner that respects their dignity.
1.1.5 Willingness to explore solutions is key to treating students with respect and dignity.
1.1.6 As each person has unique needs, accommodation options are explored in an 

individualized manner.
1.1.7 The accommodation process is a shared responsibility among the student with a 

disability, and College staff including Professors, Accessibility Services staff and 
administrators.

1.1.8 Once accommodation is provided, students are expected to meet the published 
learning outcomes and essential requirements of their academic programs.

1-2 Responsibilities in the Accommodation Process

1.2.1 Responsibilities of the Student

• Advise the College of the disability and accommodation need as early as possible by 
contacting the Accessibility Services Office.

• Make their needs known to the best of their ability in order that the College may assess 
accommodation options.

• Discuss their disability and accommodation needs with persons who need to know. This 
will include Accessibility Services Counsellors and if they choose, Professors or 
administrators responsible for providing the accommodation.
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• Provide supporting documentation of the disability and accommodation needs when 
necessary for accommodation, which will be kept confidential by the Accessibility 
Services Office in accordance with this policy.

• Participate in discussions regarding possible accommodation solutions.
• Cooperate with any experts whose assistance is required to determine accessibility 

needs or to manage the accommodation process.
• Work with College staff providing accommodations on an ongoing basis to manage the 

accommodation process, including providing further supporting documentation to the 
Accessibility Services Counsellor.

• Meet published learning outcomes and essential requirements of courses and programs 
once accommodation is provided.

• Notify the Accessibility Services Counsellor of retroactive accommodation needs for 
consideration.

1.2.2 Responsibilities of the College

• Accept the student’s request for accommodation in good faith, unless there are 
legitimate reasons for acting otherwise.

• Advise students of accommodation support services and how they can be accessed.
• Take an active role in ensuring that alternative approaches and possible accommodation 

solutions are investigated.
• Maintain confidentiality and protect privacy.
• Comply with the Ministry of Training Colleges and Universities Tuition and Ancillary Fee 

Binding Policy Directive by providing students with permanent, documented disabilities 
that require a reduced course load as a learning accommodation, access to pay a 
reduced tuition fee of $20 per course once they have paid the equivalent in tuition fees 
as a student taking the same program in the approved duration and in the same 
academic years and terms.

• Comply with the Personal Health information Protection Act (PHIPA) and the Freedom of 
Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FIPPA) with respect to the collection, use and 
disclosure of personal health or other personal information collected under this policy.

• Limit requests for information needed to enable an appropriate response to the 
accommodation request.

• Grant accommodation in a timely manner.
• Keep a record of the accommodation request and action taken.
• Consider the student’s request for retro-active accommodations.

1.2.3 Responsibilities of the Accessibility Services Office

• Serve as the central point of contact for all matters related to students with disabilities.
• Request supporting documentation as required. If there are questions or concerns about 

the information received, and with the informed consent of the student, the Accessibility 
Services Counsellor may consult further with the student’s external health care provider.

• Assess the student's need for accommodations based on the supporting documentation, 
on input from the student, and on professional judgement.

• On behalf of the College, obtain an expert opinion or advice where needed.
• When other funding sources are unavailable, approve and bear the cost of any 

supporting documentation required by the College.
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1.2.4 Responsibilities of Faculty

• Review faculty memos identifying accommodations for students with disabilities.
• Provide the necessary classroom accommodations.
• Practice Universal Design for Learning strategies to reduce the need for 

accommodations.
• Provide the necessary testing accommodations.
• Consult with the Accessibility Services Office and the student where needed.

1.2.5 Responsibilities of the Director of Student Services

• The Director of Student Services establishes, maintains and implements procedures and 
other resource documents as are deemed necessary by the Director to implement the 
provisions of this policy. Such documents reflect effective disability accommodation 
practices.

• Review of such documents is initiated by the Director on an annual basis. When major 
change is contemplated, the Director consults with stakeholders as appropriate.

1-3 Accommodation Principles

1.3.1 Under the Ontario Human Rights Code, students are not required to disclose their 
disability diagnosis to register for Accessibility Services accommodations and support 
access.

1.3.2 Persons with disabilities must meet applicant selection criteria and program eligibility 
criteria. Qualified applicants are provided reasonable accommodation with respect 
to any activities required by the College to demonstrate that they meet requirements 
for an offer of admission to a College academic program, course or other academic 
offering (e.g., providing adequate time to complete a required pre-admission test).

1.3.3 in some circumstances the nature or degree of a student’s disability precludes the 
person from being able to perform the essential skills or demonstrate the essential 
knowledge required for a College program or course. However, a reasonable effort 
must be made by the College to accommodate the needs of the student with a 
disability before they are deemed to be unable to meet these requirements.

1.3.4 Where accommodation includes modification or waiver of a health or safety practice, 
the College assesses the resulting risk to the student and others. If the assessed 
risk outweighs the benefit of the accommodation, the College may deny the 
accommodation.

1.3.5 If a student’s disability or accommodation needs put others at risk, that risk and the 
severity thereof must be identified and assessed to be a significant risk on an 
objective basis before it can become the basis for a refusal to accommodate the 
person’s disability. Evidence is required to prove the nature, severity, probability and 
scope of the risk. Where warranted, the College may require additional medical or 
psychological assessment before the student can be accommodated in the College 
setting. The student may be required to adhere to a specified treatment plan in order 
to be accommodated at the College.

1.3.6 The Coliege is guided by the attached Procedure A: Accommodation Procedures and 
Guidelines to facilitate the implementation of this policy.

1.3.7 Where a person with a disability cannot be accommodated in accordance with these 
principles, or where a person is found incapable of performing the essential 
requirements of a program or course, alternatives are explored with the student. Any 
exceptional arrangements regarding withdrawal without academic penalty must be
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approved by the Dean/Chair of the program, issues related to fees or possible fee 
refunds are to be submitted to the Registrar.

1.3.8 If a student’s identified disability is a substantive barrier to the student’s ability to 
present their appeal case, the College administrator acting under the appeal 
procedure of this policy makes an assessment and provides appropriate appeal 
process accommodation.

1.3.9 The College is not responsible for costs incurred by a party who retains a paid 
advisor.
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PROCEDURE A: ACCOMMODATION PROCEDURES AND GUIDELINES

1, Accommodation Procedures

1.1 The College makes available to all students information about the availability of services 
for students with disabilities. Information about Accessibility Services is included with 
Offers of Acceptance for post-secondary programs. The Continuing Education calendar 
includes a general statement about the availability of assistance for students with a 
disability.

1.2 The student self-identifies their disability to the College by contacting the Accessibility 
Services Office. Early identification is encouraged so that appropriate academic 
accommodations can be put in place by the beginning of the term.

1.3 Accessibility Services meets with the student to collect necessary information, including 
supporting documentation identifying the functional limitations of the disability to 
determine accommodation needs.

1.4 The student is assigned to an Accessibility Services Counsellor, who reviews the 
information collected and assesses the supporting documentation. The student is invited 
to meet with the Counsellor to consult about appropriate academic accommodations.

1.5 The Accessibility Services Counsellor prepares a “Confidential Student Accommodation 
Memo” that is emailed to the student's faculty and copied to the student. The memo lists 
academic accommodations suited to the person's disability. The original signed student 
copy of the memo is held in the Accessibility Services file. The student's supporting 
documentation remains strictly confidential and is kept secure in the Accessibility Services 
Office.

1.6 It is optional that the student arrange a private time with the faculty to review the required 
accommodations.

1.7 If the appropriate academic accommodation is a reduced load, the Accessibility Services 
Counsellor processes the appropriate documentation to the Registrar's Office.

2. Challenge of an Accommodation

2.1 If a student has a concern about the adequacy of accommodation or the provision of 
accommodation, the concern should be raised immediately with the Professor or the 
Accessibility Services Counsellor. The Professor or Accessibility Services Counsellor or both 
should meet with the student as soon as is reasonably possible to review the student’s 
needs and accommodations, and attempt to resolve the student’s concerns.

2.2 In cases where a student requests an accommodation retroactively, the Accessibility 
Services Counsellor will review the circumstances to determine how the request may be 
considered by the College.

2.3 If the Professor or Accessibility Services Counsellor and the student are unable to come to 
an acceptable resolution within 15 business days from the date the Professor or 
Counsellor was first contacted, the student, the Professor or the Counsellor may refer the 
concern to the Director of Student Services for review.

2.4 The Director of Student Services, within 7 business days of the referral, reviews and 
decides on the matter, and communicates the College accommodation decision to the 
student in writing. The Academic Chairfor the student’s program and the Accommodation 
Sub-Committee (ASC) are consulted prior to deciding the matter.

2.5 If the student is not satisfied with the College accommodation decision, the student may 
initiate an Academic Grade Appeal beginning with the Step 3 Appeal procedure (Section
7.6.3 of the Student Code of Conduct and Appeal Guidelines) since sections 2.1 to 2.4
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above replace Step 1 and 2 of the Academic Grade Appeal process. The time frames of 
the Step 3 Appeal process would then be adhered to by all parties.

3. Multiple Proceedings

3.1 Where the Director of Student Services determines that the subject matter of the 
complainant is more appropriately dealt with under another College policy or procedure, 
the Director may, following consultation with the administrator of the other policy or 
procedure, exercise discretion to direct that matter be dealt with and decided under the 
other College policy.

3.2 Where the subject matter of a complaint is also the subject matter of another procedure, 
the Director works with the administrator of the other policy or procedure to determine 
under which policy or procedure the matter is to be addressed.

4. Protection from Reprisal

In order to protect individuals who make use of this policy or participate in procedures under this 
policy, the College prohibits reprisal or threat of reprisal against these individuals. Individuals 
who violate these provisions are subject to discipline or other corrective action.
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SAULT
C O L L E G E

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Name:________________________________________________________ D.O.B.: (DD/MM/YY):

Phone:______________________________Email:_______________________________________

____________________________

Student Signature Date

____________________________

0

____________________________

MEDICAL INFORMATION REQUEST FORM

This form will be used as one of the criteria to determine eligibility for academic accommodations and support services at 
Sault College. All information received will be kept strictly confidential and does not impact admission decisions.

Note: Students with Learning Disabilities
This form is not for information about a learning disability. Please submit a copy of the most recent psycho-educational
assessment.
SECTION A: To be completed by student

Student consent to release of information pursuant to the Personal Health Information Protection Act, 2004(PHIPA)

I authorize the health care professional to provide the following information to
Accessibility Services at Sault College. Under the Ontario Human Rights Code, it is not a requirement to provide a specific 
diagnosis to access academic accommodations and services from Accessibility Services.
Please note: A diagnosis is required to access some government financial aid programs for students with disabilities. If 
you wish to access such funding, you need to provide consent for the diagnosis information to be released.
Check one:

I give consent for a diagnosis to be provided
I do not give consent for a diagnosis to be provided

SECTION B: To be completed by Regulated Health Care Professional

The following criteria must be met when determining a disability. Refer to page four for further information.
1. The student experiences functional iimitation(s)
2. The functional limitation(s) impairs the student's academic functioning at the post-secondary level 

Select the appropriate option:
l. This student has a permanent disability with symptoms that are continuous OR episodic 

2. This student has a temporary disability with symptoms that are continuous OR episodic

Interim academic accommodations to be provided until (date)*:

3. This student is being monitored to determine a diagnosis

Interim academic accommodations to be provided until (date)*:

* Updated documentation required after this date

Medications: Has the student been prescribed medication that may impact academic functioning? Yes No
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_________________  □

If yes, describe impact:

The Student has the following diagnosis (*when consent given on page 1). When applicable, use DSM-5 criteria.

How long has this student been your patient? Years OR 1st Visit

Impact of disability: check appropriate boxes below to indicate impact on academics

Skills/Abilities No Impact Mild
Impact

Moderate
Impact

Severe
Impact

Not
assessed

COGNITION
Attention / Concentration
Long-term Memory
Short-term Memory
Executive Functioning
Information Processing
Managing distractions (filter out stimuli)
PHYSICAL
Mobility
Gross motor
Fine motor
Ability to sit for a sustained period of time
Ability to stand for a sustained period of time
SENSORY
Vision (with correction): Describe below
Hearing (with correction): Describe below
Speech: Describe below
SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL
In-class and group work interactions
Ability to perform class presentations
OTHER: (state)

Please provide any additional comments or elaboration:



_________________________________________________  ______________________________________

_____________________________________________________  ______________________________________________________

_ __________________________________________________  _________________________________________________________

□ 

□ _____________________________

□ 

□  ___  ______________________
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Do you consider the student capable of:

Sustaining normal academic activity in their program of choice? Yes No If no, please comment:

Participating in a work/field placement? Yes No If no, please comment:

If you indicated (on page 1) the student has a permanent disability, do you recommend reducing the student's full-time 

program course load? Yes No

SECTION C: Certification of Regulated Health Care Professional

Please print.

I
Full name

am a legally qualified health care professional and this report contains my

findings and considered opinion at this time, within my scope of practice.

Signature: Licence/Registration Number:

Date: Email:

Phone: Fax:

Medical Office Stamp: Health Care Profession:

Physician-Family

Physician - Other:

Psychologist / Psychological Associate

Other:

Completed form to be returned to:

Accessibility Services- Student Services
Sault College
443 Northern Ave
Sault Ste. Marie, ON P6B4J3
Fax: 705.759.9857
Tel: 705.759.2554 x 2703
Email: studentsupport@saultcollege.ca

mailto:studentsupport@saultcollege.ca
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Dear Health Care Professional,

You have been asked to complete this form by a student who wishes to register with Accessibility Services at Sault 
College. They provide academic accommodations and educational support services for students with documented 
disabilities attending Sault College. Our goal is to provide the necessary accommodations to equalize the opportunity for 
students to meet their essential course or program requirements while maintaining academic integrity. We are 
mandated by the Human Rights Commission's Guidelines for Accommodating Persons with Disabilities, the Ontario 
Human Rights Code and the Sault College Student Accommodation Policy.

The purpose of this form is to provide a system-wide approach for Regulated Health Care Professionals to document the 
functional limitations that a student with a disability is likely to experience at college. We rely on your detailed 
knowledge of this student's disability, including a description of the current functional impairments that may impact 
his/her ability to meet essential course or program requirements and to determine appropriate academic 
accommodations. This form is meant primarily for students who live with:

• Permanent mental health/medical disability with symptoms that are continuous or episodic and who are 
involved in college education.

• Temporary medical/mental health disability with symptoms that are continuous or episodic can also be 
accommodated through our office.

• Interim accommodations may also be provided for students who are in the process of being assessed for a 
medical/mental health disability.

As you know, the post-secondary environment involves taking examinations, doing research, completing assignments, 
and assuming responsibility for one's higher education pursuits. The information you have provided should clearly relate 
to accommodation planning for studies at the post-secondary level.

Under the Ontario Human Rights Code, it is not a requirement to provide a specific diagnosis to access accommodations 
and support services with Accessibility Services. Disclosure of a diagnosis may be required for some government 
financial aid programs for students with disabilities. Students are asked to indicate if they provide consent to release this 
information on page one of this document.

Thank you
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SAULT COLLEGE 
ACCESSIBILITY ADVISORY COMMITTEE & ACCOMMODATION SUB-

COMMITTEE 
TERMS OF REFERENCE

This Terms of Reference provides guidelines for establishing an Accessibility Advisory 
Committee (AAC) and an Accommodation Sub-Committee (ASC)

Committee  Composition

The College will have one AAC with a cross section of faculty/staff from different 
schools/departments with an ASC with ad-hoc members assigned as required.

The Accessibility Advisory Committee (AAC) will include:

Four Student Services members including:
o Director, Student Services (Chair)
o Counselling/Accessibility Coordinator (Vice Chair/Chair Designate) 
o Student Services Officer (Secretary) 
o LS/AT (Secretary Designate)

Five members from various other departments/schools including:
o Quality Assurance Manager 
o Faculty Business/Technology programs 
o Faculty Health programs 
o Faculty Trade programs 
o Faculty Community Service Programs

The Accommodation Sub-Committee (ASC) will include:

o The Director of Student Services 
o The Counsellor involved in the case 
o The Faculty involved in the case 
o 2 AAC members 
o The Student’s Program Chair/Dean

Accessibility Advisory Committee responsibilities & Purpose (AAC)

a) Providing accommodation input to the ASO and faculty upon request.
b) Reviewing the impact of accommodations on academic standards.
c) Review policies and processes involving the accommodation of students.
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d) Identify accommodation training initiatives for the College to consider.
e) Identify members of the committee to be called upon for the ASC meetings.
f) Review ASC outcome reports.
g) Meet 3 times per year with additional meetings scheduled as required.
h) Prepare a submission annually to include in the Accessibility Annual Status 

Report
i) Ensure student identities are not disclosed during committee discussions.

Accommodation  Sub -Committee  Responsibilities  (ASC)

a) Members would review accommodation case review requests upon demand.
b) A report on the results of the case review would be prepared for the AAC and the 

faculty/staff directly involved in the case.

Term  of  Appointment

Internal staff will be appointed by their respective Division Heads. 

The term of office is two years.

Cancellation  of  Meetings

The Chair or designate will declare that, due to circumstances (including inclement 
weather, lack of quorum, etc.), the meeting is cancelled. The Chair or designate will 
notify members by phone and/or email.

Meeting rescheduling will be at the call of the Chair, with every consideration to hold the 
subsequent meeting the following week.

Approved by Executive Committee: August 17, 2016



^  S A U L T
COLLEGE

COURSE OUTLINE ADDENDUM 2016-2017

1. Course Outline Amendments:
The faculty member reserves the right to change the information contained in this course 
outline depending on the needs of the learner and the availability of resources.

2. Retention of Course Outlines:
It is the responsibility of the student to retain all course outlines for possible future use in 
acquiring advanced standing at other postsecondary institutions.

3. Prior Learning Assessment:
Students who wish to apply for advance credit transfer (advanced standing) should obtain 
an Application for Advance Credit from the academic assistant or program coordinator (or 
the course coordinator regarding a general education transfer request). Students will be 
required to provide an unofficial transcript and course outline related to the course in 
question. Please refer to the Student Key Dates Calendar for the deadline date by which 
the application must be made for advance standing.

Credit for prior learning will also be given upon successful completion of a challenge exam 
or portfolio. Staff in the Testing Centre (G1800) can provide information regarding the Prior 
Learning Assessment and Recognition policy or it can be viewed on the Student Portal.

Substitute course information is available in the Registrar's office.

4. Student Portal:
The Sauit College Portal allows you to view all your student information in one place, 
mysaultcollege gives you personalized access to online resources seven days a week 
from your home or school computer. Single log-in access allows you to see your personal 
and financial information timetable, grades, record of achievement, unofficial transcript, and 
outstanding obligations. In addition announcements, news, academic calendar of events, 
class cancellations, your learning management system (LMS), and much more is available. 
Go to https://mv.saultcoileqe.ca.

5. Communication:
The College considers Desire2Learn (D2L) as the primary channel of communication for 
each course. Regularly checking this software platform is critical as it will keep you directly 
connected with faculty and current course information. Success in this course may be 
directly related to your willingness to take advantage of this Learning Management System 
(LMS) communication tool.
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6. Accessibility Services:
Students who have a temporary or permanent disability or a suspected disability requiring 
academic accommodations are required to register with the Accessibility Services Office as 
early in the admission process as possible. Students will meet with an Accessibility 
Counsellor to review accommodation needs based on functional limitations impacting their 
academics. All information provided to the Accessibility Services Office is kept confidential, 
and records are not included in any other office within the College. The Student 
Accommodation Policy, along with other Accessibility Services policies and forms, are 
available on the Student Portal. (Contact staff in A0170 orstudentsupport@saultcollege.ca)

7. Audio and Video Recording Devices in the Classroom:
Students who wish to use electronic devices in the classroom will seek permission of the 
faculty member before proceeding to record instruction. Students with disabilities who 
require audio or visual recording devices in the classroom as an accommodation will receive 
approval from their counsellor once the Audio and Video Recording Devices in the 
Classroom Policy has been reviewed by the student. Recorded classroom instruction will be 
used only for individual academic use and will not be used for any other purpose. 
Recordings may only be used for individual study of materials presented during class and 
may not be published or distributed. Intentional misuse of audio and video recordings or 
intentional misrepresentation when requesting the use of a device for recording shall 
constitute a violation of this policy and laws protecting intellectual property.

8. Academic Dishonesty:
Students should refer to the definition of “academic dishonesty” in the Student Code of 
Conduct. Students who engage in academic dishonesty will be issued a sanction under the 
Student Code of Conduct which could lead to and include expulsion from the 
course/program. In order to protect students from inadvertent plagiarism, to protect the 
copyright of the material referenced, and to credit the author of the material, students must 
use a documentation format for referencing source material.

9. Tuition Default:
Students who have defaulted on the payment of tuition) as of the first week of November 
(fall semester courses), first week of March (winter semester courses) or first week of June 
(summer semester courses) will be removed from placement and clinical activities due to 
liability issues. This may result in loss of mandatory hours or incomplete course work. Sault 
College will not be responsible for incomplete hours or outcomes that are not achieved or 
any other academic requirement not met as of the result of tuition default. Students are 
encouraged to communicate with Financial Services with regard to the status of their tuition 
prior to this deadline to ensure that their financial status does not interfere with academic 
progress.

August 9, 2016 Page 2



Seneca College 

O F F I C E  O F  T H E  P R E S I D E N T

David Agnew
President

1750 Finch Avenue East 
Toronto, ON, Canada M2J 2X5 

+1 416.491.5050 ext. 77001 
president@senecacollege.ca

April 29, 2016 

Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, Ontario 
M7A 2R9 

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation 

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane: 

On behalf of Seneca, I am responding to your letter dated March 15, 2016. 

I was pleased to see the recognition in your letter that postsecondary institutions, including 
Seneca, have been working for many years to provide accessible services and accommodate 
students with mental health disabilities.  At Seneca, we have begun to implement the six 
measures as outlined (Appendix A) and are committed to meeting the September 6, 2016 
timeline.  For example, Seneca has already revised its medical documentation form to support 
access to services for all students with disabilities.  Seneca allows students to access temporary 
accommodations while additional information is pending and has reviewed requests for 
retroactive accommodations on a case-by-case basis.   

A compliance plan is currently under development to streamline the documentation standards 
and implementation of academic accommodations across the College. This plan will include 
sharing the framework for the recommendations and educating community stakeholders on their 
roles and responsibilities in a successful roll out of the new forms, policies and academic 
accommodation requests.  A communications strategy is an important part of this plan to ensure 
the delivery of services and supports are consistent across the College.  Updating web sites, 
brochures, faculty and staff training, and presentations to college committees are all planned in 
the coming months.   

During the summer months there is a reduction in the number of staff and faculty on campus. 
While it is an ideal time to design communication tools and configure our electronic records 
system to be able to directly email the accommodation letters to faculty, time is needed to pilot 
some of the communication and system tools in the summer. This will likely continue throughout 
the fall term when the full complement of faculty, staff and students return to the campus.     

mailto:president@senecacollege.ca


Seneca will report back before September 6, 2016 on the progress to date. We anticipate some of 
the 13 recommendations from the Academic Accommodations Report will be implemented by 
this date.   Seneca is committed to implementing the outstanding recommendations by the end of 
fall 2016. 

The main contact on this project is Dr. Terry McQuaid, Director Counselling and Accessibility 
Services.  Dr. McQuaid can be reached at 416.491.5050 ext. 22916 or at 
terry.mcquaid@senecacollege.ca for further information on Seneca’s progress in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

David Agnew 

Cc:  Christine Blake-Durie, Dean of Students 
Terry McQuaid, Director Counselling and Accessibility Services 

mailto:terry.mcquaid@senecacollege.ca


O F F I C E  O F  T H E  P R E S I D E N T

David Agnew
President

Seneca College 
1750 Finch Avenue East 
Toronto, ON, Canada M2J 2X5 

+1 416.491.5050 ext. 77001 
s president@senecacollege.ca

August 29, 2016  

Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, Ontario  
M7A 2R9 

Dear Chief Commissioner: 

Re: Update on Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation 

I am writing to you to provide an update on actions in response to your letter dated March 15, 
2016.  

Seneca has continued efforts to ensure services are provided in a timely and accessible manner 
for all students requiring academic accommodation, including students with mental health 
disabilities. Seneca implemented the six measures (Documentation Guidelines and Standards) 
summarized as follows:  

• Accommodation Letter Project Plan is currently in the pilot phase to streamline the 
delivery of academic accommodation letters directly to teaching faculty.  

o The office supporting students with disabilities, Counselling and Accessibility 
Services (CnAS) has actively partnered with Academic Schools, Marketing and 
Communications, Information and Technology Services, student groups and other 
stakeholders to inform the communication strategy. The project had two phases. 
The first was to identify and communicate the new student academic 
accommodation process through direct mailing to program area designates, 
attendance at faculty meetings, front-facing services and program specific training 
on the delivery and implementation of academic accommodations (June to August 
2016). The second phase was the configuration of Accommodate (the online 
system) to generate and deliver academic accommodation letters in real time. At 
this time these letters are being delivered through a secure OneDrive system and it 
is expected to be a seamless transition to using the full Accommodate system by 
end of October 2016. 

o Seneca has identified a process using Accommodate to remind professors to place 
the accommodated student’s test/assignment/exam at the Test Centre and include 
additional instructions if needed. This will reduce pre-evaluation anxiety and 
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stress, increasing students’ opportunity to perform to the best of their ability in a 
typically stressful environment.  

o Seneca is actively using a client relationship platform and social media to 
highlight key OHRC messages and market student support services in real time. 

o Multi-disciplinary professional staff will attend classrooms, provide professional 
development days for professors and engage in onsite discussions around 
supporting students with mental health concerns and concurrent disabilities within 
the classroom in compliance with the recent OHRC recommendations on the 
implementation of academic accommodations.  

Seneca has begun to implement the 13 measures (Academic Accommodations) summarized as 
follows:  

• Implementing Academic Accommodations  
o Seneca has revised communications materials (i.e. websites, brochures, direct 

presentations) to reflect current messaging, noting students can access or receive 
services without disclosing their diagnosis. This includes revision of the medical 
certificate to collect information on functional limitations as the documentation 
standard for academic accommodations. 

o Seneca confirms that permanent and temporary disabilities are accommodated 
until the condition resolves and/or further documentation is received. Students 
with permanent disabilities outlined in the documentation of functional limitation 
are provided a range of supports and services as assessed by a member of CnAS 
office supporting students with disabilities. 

o Seneca removed references to the statement ‘retroactive accommodations will not 
be considered’ from collateral print material. Specific work has been done across 
departments and the website advising students of the process for academic 
accommodations, setting out clear guidelines. 

o An Academic Accommodations Process Checklist for students has been linked to 
the Counselling and Accessibility Services website from Seneca’s main page. 

o Professional Development for disability services professionals is ongoing to 
ensure they are working in compliance with current OHRC legislation. In 
addition, an online faculty module is expected to be completed before the end of 
September 2016 to assist in onboarding of new teaching faculty and provide a 
primer for long serving professors on the expectations set out in the OHRC’s 
letter March 2016. 

o A single point of contact has been established – a service adviser – within the 
CnAS service area to provide orientation information to prospective and incoming 
students who need to understand the disability services and supports offered 
before accepting their admission. 

An important issue to consider is how these recommendations impact privacy and consent 
legislation in an adult learning module. Seneca has adopted the OHRC recommendations for all 
disabilities and will educate students on the benefits of this institutional framework. To remain 



compliant with competing legislation, an electronic statement of informed consent has been 
developed to manage departmental disclosure of and program implementation of academic 
accommodations to ensure students are in agreement. 

Seneca remains committed to meeting the September 6, 2016 timeline. However, we expect 
work will continue to be required in the fall as communication and training tools may not have 
reached the full complement of faculty and staff during their vacation in the summer months. 
The progress to date reflects our continued commitment to identify remaining issues and target 
these for implementation completed by the end of fall 2016. 

Our main contact on this project is Dr. Terry McQuaid, Director Counselling and Accessibility 
Services. Dr. McQuaid can be reached at 416.491.5050 ext. 22916 or at 
terry.mcquaid@senecacollege.ca for further information on Seneca’s progress in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

David Agnew

mailto:terry.mcquaid@senecacollege.ca


Sheridan

April 27, 2016

Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON M7A 2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane:

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation

Please accept this as a response to your March 15, 2016 letter requesting that Sheridan 
College respond to the six measures outlined by Ontario Human Rights Commission 
(OHRC) regarding our medical documentation guidelines and procedures for students 
requesting academic accommodations based on a mental health disability.

Sheridan College is committed to supporting and providing the highest level of service 
and access to all students with disabilities, in accordance with the principles of dignity, 
independence, and full participation. We respectfully adhere to the policies and 
guidelines of the Ontario Human Rights Commission regarding the provision of 
academic accommodations to students with disabilities, including those with mental 
health disabilities.

Staff in Student Affairs and Accessible Learning have been following the progress of 
changes to the provision of mental health accommodations, as outlined in the Mental 
Health Policy and in the release of the Academic Accommodations Report. To that end, 
Accessible Learning posted new medical documentation forms on their website on 
January 5, 2016. These forms no longer require a diagnosis for medical or mental 
health disabilities. Student Affairs continues to review the Academic Accommodations 
Report and is working with their academic partners to implement the recommendations.

While it took time to develop, updating our medical documentation forms was within the 
scope of Student Affairs and Accessible Learning. They were able to implement these 
changes relatively easily. There are parts of the six measures listed in your letter (and 
some of those listed in Appendix B), however, that are outside the purview of 
Accessible Learning and require support from and consultation with other stakeholders 
within the College. These stakeholders include, but are not limited to, the Academic 
Faculties, Human Resources, and the Centre for Teaching and Learning.

Jrampton Mississauga Oakville The Sheridan College Institute of I 905 8154020
Technology and Advanced Learning F 905 815 4023
1430 Trafalgar Road sheridancollege.ca
Oakville, Ontario L6H 2L1



The recommendations in the Mental Health Policy and the Academic Accommodations 
Report are extensive, and it is clear that the OHRC is asking Sheridan to conduct an 
equally extensive and comprehensive review of our institutional policies, practices, and 
resources. An expectation that the entirety of the consultation, research, creation, 
development, and delivery of Appendix B can effectively and thoroughly take place 
within a four month period is challenging at best.

For example, the development, production, and delivery of “...effective and ongoing 
training for full-time faculty and part-time faculty, instructors and teaching assistants on 
mental health awareness” will be difficult to complete within the four month timeline 
provided by the OHRC. Effective training on procedures and practices can only be 
delivered after they have been created. They can only be created after thorough 
consultation and research, or else the training will not meet the needs of Sheridan and 
students we are here to support.

Please note our responses below to the 6 measures the OHRC has outlined:

1. Do not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis to 
register with Accessible Learning, or receive accommodations or supports

Sheridan is compliant as of January 5, 2016. We request functional 
limitations only. However, we do have a section for disclosure of a 
diagnosis for the purposes of accessing government grants (pending 
updated guidelines from the Ontario Student Assistance Plan).

2. Make it clear that students may request interim accommodations for mental 
health disabilities pending receipt of medical documentation

At Sheridan, an informal process is currently in place by Accessible 
Learning staff; formal process to be developed

3. Make it clear that both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities will be 
accommodated

Sheridan is compliant as of January 5, 2016.

4. Do not state or imply that requests for accommodation after a deadline, test or 
course completion (i.e. retroactive accommodation) will not be considered

Sheridan’s Accessible Learning team has always worked with faculties to 
support students to consider requests for accommodations after 
deadlines. We do not currently use the term “retroactive” to describe these 
accommodations, as we consider them a normal request. Accessible 
Learning will work with faculty to define retroactive accommodations to 
ensure all stakeholders understand these requests and the process.

The Sheridan College Institute of 905 815 4020
Technology and Advanced Learning 905 815 4023 2
1430 Trafalgar Road sheridancollege.ca
Oakville, Ontario L6H 2L1



5. Do not require students to reveal their private medical information to, or seek 
accommodation directly from, their professors, instructors, teaching assistants, 
etc.

Medical information comes through Accessible Learning only.
Accommodation Forms sent by Accessible Learning to faculty do not
include a student’s diagnosis.

6. Are clearly communicated to all students, faculty and staff
This process is currently in development

We have also included a chart that corresponds with Appendix B (see below).

Over the next several months, Sheridan College will:

A. Review its website to ensure that clear and accurate information is provided

B. Continue to review handbooks, brochures, and other communications and revise 
if needed

C. Develop an institutional Academic Accommodations Policy, with particular regard 
to the Mental Health Policy and the Academic Accommodations Report

D. Our Accessible Learning team will partner with stakeholders across the institution 
to ensure effective training and awareness of mental health disabilities and 
accommodations, including the Centre for Teaching and Learning, the Academic 
Faculties, and Human Resources

Sincerely,

Jeff Zabudsky, PhD 
President and Vice Chancellor

Incl.

The Sheridan College Institute of 
Technology and Advanced Learning 
1430 Trafalgar Road 
Oakville, Ontario L6H 2L1

905 815 4020 
905 815 4023 

sheridancollege.ca
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Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodations

Appendix B: Checklist Response

Diagnosis and Gathering Information

Item Status Future plans
Clearly state that under the Ontario 
Human Rights Code, students are 
not required to disclose their 
disability diagnosis to register for AL 
services and access academic 
accommodations and supports

Compliant

Make providing a diagnosis 
voluntary and not apply any explicit 
or implicit pressure to disclose a 
diagnosis.

Compliant

Not stipulate that only a 
psychologist or psychiatrist can 
complete the form (a licensed 
medical professional)

Compliant

Ask the medical professional to 
confirm that the student has a 
disability OR it is being monitored or 
assessed to determine a diagnosis

Compliant

Focus on requesting information 
about functional limitations due to a 
health condition that impairs the 
student’s academic functioning 
while pursuing post-secondary 
studies

Compliant

Not indicate in any way that only 
permanent disabilities or significant 
temporary disabilities will be 
accommodated

Compliant

If asking about medication, ask only 
about the effects of medications on 
academic functioning and not details 
about the medication prescribed

Compliant

4



Not require students to give blanket 
consent to release of additional 
medical information or subsequent 
discussion with the medical 
professional. If further information is 
justifiably needed to make an 
accommodation, the student can be 
asked to provide express and 
voluntary informed consent to 
release that information

Compliant

Ask for updated medical information 
where a disability is identified as 
temporary or where academic 
accommodations need to be 
revisited over time to ensure that 
they continue to meet the student’s 
needs appropriately

Compliant

Interim and Retroactive Accommodations

Confirm that assistance will be 
provided to students who require 
interim accommodation pending 
receipt of medical documentation

Compliant

Establish a process to address 
interim accommodations in 
situations where a student self- 
identifies accommodation needs or 
it becomes apparent to staff in OSD 
that a student may have an 
undiagnosed health condition with 
accompanying functional limitations 
that impair the student's academic 
functioning

Informal process in 
place

Formal procedure for 
interim
accommodations in 
development as part 
of the institutional 
Academic 
Accommodation 
Policy.

Take into account the realities of 
any challenges that may be involved 
with a student obtaining an 
appointment or series of 
appointments with a medical 
professional in order to be 
diagnosed with a disability or have

Compliant
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medical forms completed. If time 
limits must be contemplated, they 
should be determined on a case-by- 
case basis in consultation with the 
student.
Remove any statement that 
suggests that retroactive 
accommodations will not be 
considered. Instead, include a 
statement that the institution will 
consider requests for retroactive 
accommodation on a case-by-case 
basis

No statement either 
way concerning 
retroactive 
accommodations

Statement will be 
added to the website 
and will be added to 
the institutional 
Academic 
Accommodation 
Policy

Establish a process to meaningfully 
consider requests for retroactive 
accommodation and provide clear 
information to students, faculty and 
staff about the process

Not yet formalized Will be
communicated once 
defined and 
established within the 
institutional Academic 
Accommodation 
Policy

Privacy and Confidentiality

Not require students to request 
accommodation directly from, or 
share any medical information with, 
their professors instructors, teaching 
assistants, etc. students should also 
not be required to deliver 
accommodation letters directly to 
professors. OSD should 
communicate with professors and 
instructors about accommodations

Compliant

Ensure all information provided to 
OSD is kept confidential. This 
includes maintaining documentation 
in locked filing cabinets and on 
encrypted and password protected 
databases that can only be 
accessed by staff in the OSD who 
need access to the information

Compliant

6



Clearly state that a student’s
involvement with disability services
and the fact that the student has
received academic accommodations
will not be identified on the student’s
official university records, test
results, academic transcripts or
graduation documentations

Compliant

Communication

Include posting the institution’s 
medical documentation guidelines 
and forms online and providing 
information about disability 
accommodation in any student 
handbook

Compliant in Student 
Affairs and Office of 
the Registrar

Will review additional 
department-specific 
handbooks to ensure 
compliance

Students should also receive 
information about academic 
accommodation at the beginning of 
each semester via the institution’s 
email communications or newsletter

Information provided at 
the start of each term 
by the Office of the 
Registrar. Information 
on Accessible 
Learning is part of this 
information

Information about academic 
accommodation should also be 
included on all course syllabi 
distributed to students

Not current practice Statement to be 
created as part of 
institution’s Academic 
Accommodation 
Policy

Links to policy references and other 
resources should be provided 
including links to the OHRC’s 
policies, relevant institutional 
policies, equity/human rights office, 
training resources for faculty, staff 
and students

Links to relevant 
policies and guidelines 
of Sheridan and OHRC 
are available to faculty 
within the Accessible 
Learning Virtual 
Community for Faculty 
on SLATE (online 
learning management 
system). Links to the 
AODA, OHRC 
available on website. 
Some training

Insert links to specific 
OHRC policies, 
institutional policies, 
equity/human rights 
office on Accessible 
Learning website by 
August 31, 2016. 
Review training 
resources available 
online to students 
and staff by August 
31, 2016

7



resources for students 
are available on 
website, for faculty on 
SLATE.

Include in-depth training on the 
documentation guidelines, forms 
and procedures for staff in OSD

Ongoing Provide training for all 
Accessible Learning 
staff on the Mental 
Health policy by 
August 31, 2016

Include effective and ongoing 
training for full-time faculty and part- 
time faculty, instructors, and 
teaching assistants on mental health 
and accommodation.

In the past year, 
Counsellors have 
presented to faculty on 
mental health through 
the Centre for 
Teaching and 
Learning. Managers of 
Accessible Learning 
and Counselling 
presented at a faculty 
retreat on mental 
health and mental 
health
accommodations

Develop related 
policies and 
procedures. Develop 
training for academic 
community
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Office of the President

April 29, 2016

Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
Office of the Chief Commissioner 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON M7A 2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane:

In response to your March 15, 2016 letter, St. Clair College is providing you with the commitment 
that by September 6, 2016, we will make every effort to have medical documentation guidelines, 
forms and procedures in place across all divisions and faculties.

St. Clair College is very proud of the ongoing hard work and commitment to ensuring we are 
accessible to increasing numbers of students with disabilities, including mental health disabilities.

Although many of these components are already in place or well underway, the complexity in 
fulfilling some, including the resources needed, have foreseeable challenges. In order to 
overcome challenges to successfully implement and bring awareness to our college community 
stakeholders, we are currently undergoing internal collaborative reviews to bring about any 
necessary revision to ensure compliance with our obligations under the Ontario Human Rights 
Code.

With these efforts underway, we are not able to commit with absolute certainty that all measures 
will be fully implemented by September 6, 2016, however we are undoubtedly committed to 
continued communication and full disclosure to the Commission on our progress with a genuine 
goal of on-time completion.

Sincerely,

Patricia France, M.Ad.Ed.
President

start ao anywhere

stclaircollege.ca
2000Talbot Rd.W., Windsor, Ontario, Canada N9A 6S4 • T: 519.972.2701 • F: 519.966.3763 • pfrance@stclaircollege.ca • www.stclaircollege.ca



September 6,2016

Renu Mandhane
Chief Commissioner
Ontario Human Rights Commission
Office of the Chief Commissioner
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900
Toronto, Ontario
M7A 2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane:

RE: Medical Documentation Guidelines and
Accommodation - Mental Health Disability.

In response to your July 19, 2016 letter regarding the above referenced matter, St. Clair 
College is providing you with an update on our progress in operationalizing the measures 
outlined in your March 15,2016 correspondence regarding the Commission's expectations for 
medical documentation guidelines, forms and procedures to be implemented across all 
College divisions and faculties.

The College believes that it has now successfully implemented the six measures outlined in 
your correspondence of March 15th, in accordance with Appendix B thereto and consistent 
with the recommendations contained in the Academic Accommodations Report, as 
demonstrated by the following modifications which have been made to the information 
contained in the College's Student Equity, Inclusion and Accessibility policies and procedures:

• Students are no longer required to disclose their mental health diagnosis to register 
with the Office for Student with Disabilities or to receive accommodations or support; 
Students will be provided a Functional Limitations Assessment Form to be completed 
by the appropriate practitioner;

• Students may request interim accommodations for mental health disabilities pending 
receipt of medical documentation;

• Both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities will be accommodated;
• Requests for retroactive accommodations will be considered;
• Students shall not be asked to reveal their private medical information;
• The College's Accessibility Services will communicate directly with Instructors to

provide particulars of individual Student Accommodation Plans immediately upon a 
plan being put in place;

• A variety of communications methods are being employed to reach staff, students and 
faculty, such as posting our accommodations statement on our web page, in course 
outlines and in major publications. Revised policies, forms and procedures regarding
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both initial requests for accommodation and related appeal procedures have also 
been communicated electronically and in-person to staff and faculty.

• Additional staff training has also been provided through access to instructional videos 
from the Commission and the St. Lawrence College/Queen's University instructional 
websites. Email communications have been sent to returning students regarding new 
accessibility information.

Further, the College is continuing to work at how it might implement additional 
recommendations and best practices identified in the Academic Accommodations Report. 
Specifically in this regard, we would advise that the following measures are already in place 
towards this goal:

• The College's Accessibility Services team meets on a weekly basis to review and 
resolve complex accommodation issues and regularly consults with a designated 
Clinical Psychologist who has expertise in learning disability and psycho-educational 
assessment issues;

• The College regularly, in February of each year, requests that all Students complete a 
Key Performance Indicator survey with comment cards for specific service areas, 
including disability services, where students have an opportunity to rate their level of 
satisfaction with accessibility services and provide additional comments for suggested 
improvements;

• Student Accessibility Service counsellors are trained to provide counselling and 
referral services to students with disabilities regarding a broad range of academic 
support services, including learning strategies, tutoring, assistive technologies, as well 
as general counselling and advice regarding overall health and wellness and access to 
all College recreational and social activities.

St. Clair College is very proud of its ongoing hard work and commitment to ensuring that we 
are accessible to increasing numbers of students with disabilities, including mental health 
disabilities. We believe that we have now accomplished the goal of bringing our policies and 
practices in line with the Ontario Human Rights Commission's expectations regarding 
requirements for medical documentation in support of accommodation of mental health 
disabilities and are committed to pursuing additional opportunities for further improving our 
level of service to all students challenged by disability issues.

Sincerely,

Patricia France 
President

2000 Talbot Road West, Windsor, ON N9A 6S4 T. 519.966.1656 F. 519.972.3811
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April 29, 2016

Chief Commissioner Renu Mandhane 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180.Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON M7A 2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane:

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation

Thank-you for your letter of March 15, 2016, about medical documentation 
guidelines and accommodations for post-secondary students with mental health 
disabilities.

St. Lawrence College and its leadership has and continues to work hard to 
ensure equal access and opportunity to participate in post-secondary education 
for students of all (disabilities. As noted, students presenting with mental health 
disabilities are rising in post-secondary institutions, and St. Lawrence College is 
no exception. Prior to receipt of your letter, St. Lawrence College's Counselling 
and Accessibility Department had already Started a review of the 
recommendations of the Academic Accommodations Report, including its 
implications on practice and processes within our accommodation processes. 
This included consultation with other colleges, physicians, and other health care 
providers. We are now engaged in updating all or our documentation, and 
establishing processes for implementing academic accommodations based on 
medical information that provides functional limitations,

St. Lawrence College is committed to implementing the 6 measures put forth, 
and will strive to meet the September 6, 2016 deadline. In fact, we already have 
in place interim accommodations, provide accommodations for both temporary 
and permanent mental health issues, and do not require students to disclose 
their private medical information outside of our Counselling and Accessibility 
office. We would like to note that while we are committed to the implementation 
of these measures, we are concerned with the tight timeline given the breadth of 
changes and the impact on practice for staff in the disabilities office. Much like 
the implementation of accommodations themselves, unknown challenges will 
arise that will need to be addressed, and we are committed to meeting each of 
them in support of students with all (dis)abilities. St. Lawrence College will 
continue to share information with its colleagues through our list serves in 
support of each other in making these changes, and will provide an updated 
letter of our progress prior to September 6lh.

Sincerely,

lenn Vollebregt
President and CEO

http://www.stlawrencecollege.ca
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Algoma University

1520 Queen Street E Sault Ste Marie. Ontario Canada P6A 2G4 www.algomau.ca 

p 705 949-2301 F 705-949-6583 toll  free  in  CANADA 1 888 ALG0MAU

July 8,2016

Chief Commissioner Renu Mandhane 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas St West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON M7A2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane:

This is Algoma University's response to your letter dated June 9, 2016 in regards to 
Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodations.

Algoma University recognizes our responsibility to uphold the Ontario Human Rights Code, 
and furthermore, recognizes our duty to accommodate students with disabilities.

Algoma University is pleased to confirm that we currently implement all six measures 
outlined in the June 9th letter and will further educate students, staff and faculty in our 
Faculty and Student Orientation programs this upcoming August.

In further detail, items (a) through (f) are addressed below:

a) Algoma University does not require students to disclose their mental health 
disability diagnosis to register with our Disabilities Services Office (DSO) or receive 
accommodations or supports;

The DSO informs students of their right not to disclose their diagnosis. Disclosure of 
a diagnosis is voluntary for mental health disabilities. Medical documentation will 
reflect the functional limitations caused by the disability allowing the DSO to 
provide accommodations or supports for those students that wish not to disclose 
their disability.

b) Algoma University makes it clear that students may request interim 
accommodations for mental health disabilities pending a receipt of medical 
documentations;

c) Algoma University makes it clear that both temporary and permanent mental health 
disabilities will be accommodated. Again, provided medical documentation will 
reflect the functional limitations caused by the disability allowing the DSO to 
provide accommodations or supports for those students that wish not to disclose 
their disability.

Algoma
^UNIVERSITY

• 

• 

http://www.algomau.ca


d) Algoma University does not state or imply that requests for accommodations after a 
deadline, test or course completion (i.e. retroactive accommodation) will not be 
considered;

e) Algoma University does not require students to reveal their private medical 
information to, or seek accommodation directly from faculty, their professors, 
instructors, teaching assistants, etc. Algoma Students do have an option to sign a 
consent form if they choose to share any information with a faculty or staff member;

f) Algoma University is committed to communicating all the above to all students, 
faculty, and staff. The University will utilize its annual Faculty Conference and its 
Student Orientation program to communicate the roles and processes of the DSO 
and how accommodations are determined.

In addition to the six measures, outlined above, our DSO is working diligently with our 
Financial Aid Office to ensure all OSAP forms are revised as they pertain to medical 
documentation.

Algoma University currently complies with all six required measures, and has met the 
September 6,* 2016 deadline indicated in your letter. If you have any further questions or 
concerns, please do not hesitate to contact my office.

Sincerely,

Richard McCutcheon, PhD
Academic Dean and Acting President
(sent on behalf of Dr. Craig Chamberlin, President)

cc: Barb Muio, Coordinator
Algoma University, Learning Centre / Disability Services

Darla Pirillo, Director 
Human Resources
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brocku.caJune 27, 2016

Ontario Human Rights Commissioner 
Office of the Chief Commissioner 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, Ontario M7A 2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner,

Brock University has received your letter dated June 9,

 2016

Brock is committed to ensuring that its policies, practices and documentation 
regarding mental health accommodations are compliant with the Ontario Human 
Rights Code and the OHRC’s Policy on preventing discrimination based on mental 
health disabilities and addictions.

Since we received your original letter in April 2016, we have been working on 
updating the relevant documentation. We have implemented most of the changes 
required by the six outlined measures and believe that our policies and practices 
are largely compliant with the Code and the Policy.

We continue to work on residual changes to the relevant policies and 
documentation and anticipate that all the necessary changes will be completed by 
the end of October. Changes to our Academic Accommodation for Students with 
Disabilities Policy will need to be considered by the relevant Senate committees 
and passed by the Senate, which does not resume till September. We anticipate 
that the soonest the policy will pass Senate is at its October 5, 2016 meeting at 
which point the accompanying changes to forms and documentation can be 
implemented.

We assure you that Brock is dedicated to ensuring that it fulfills its duty to 
accommodate students with mental health disabilities and would be happy to 
provide further information on our progress in the Fall.

Sincerely

Jadk'N. Lightstone 
President 8t Vice-Chancellor

cc Anna Lathrop, Vice-Provost Teaching, Learning and Student Success 
Alana Sharpe, Human Rights and Equity Advisor

http://brocku.ca
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September 6, 2016

Commissioner Renu Mandhane 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON M7A2R9

Dear Commissioner Mandhane,

RE: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation

As requested, please accept this letter as Brock University’s response regarding the 
OHRC direction to implement specific measures regarding medical documentation, 
guidelines, forms and procedures. The measures and our responses are outlined 
below:

OHRC Direction Brock’s Response
a Do not require students to disclose their 

mental health disability diagnosis to 
register with SAS or receive 
accommodations or supports.

In compliance - this direction is stated 
within Brock’s service policies, processes 
and documents

b Make it clear that students may request 
interim accommodations for mental 
health disabilities pending receipt or 
medical documentation.

In compliance - this has always been in 
practice at Brock

c Make it clear that both temporary and 
permanent mental health disabilities will 
be accommodated.

In compliance - this direction is stated 
within Brock’s service policies, processes 
and documents

d Do not state or imply that requests for 
accommodation after a deadline, test or 
course completion (i.e. retroactive 
accommodation) will not be considered.

In compliance -Brock’s practice as well as 
service policies, processes and documents 
do not state or imply that requests for 
retro-active accommodations will not be 
given meaningful consideration; in 
alignment with OHR all accommodations 
are considered on an individual basis.

e Do not require students to reveal their 
private medical information to, or seek 
accommodation directly from, their 
professors, instructors, teaching 
assistants etc.

In compliance - while Brock has not 
required students to reveal their private 
medical information, practice has been for 
students to work with faculty to discuss the 
recommended accommodation plan which 
may be misunderstood as seeking 
accommodation directly from professors,



instructors, teaching assistants, etc. 
Brock’s Academic Accommodation for 
Students with Disabilities (February 8, 
2012) policy has been revised and is 
pending appropriate institutional approval.

f Clearly communicate to all students, 
faculty and staff.

In progress - a draft communication of the 
OHRC direction and Brock’s compliance is 
in draft. A communication advising all 
students, faculty and staff will be 
completed by October 1, 2016.

We have also attached for your information the documentation form, guidelines and 
process flow chart.
We trust that this communication meets with the OHRC expectations however more 
comprehensive work has been completed over the summer to integrate these 
measures institutionally and communicate to students, faculty and staff. A further 
communication providing more of these details will be forwarded by October 1, 2016. 
Should you require further information or wish to discuss please contact Sarah 
Penninsi at spennisi@brocku.ca.

Sincerely,

mailto:spennisi@brocku.ca


Brock University
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Student Wellness and Accessibility Centre 
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES 
T 905-688-5550 x3243
F 855-700-4793

PERSONAL COUNSELLING SERVICES 
T 905-688-5550 x4750
F 905-688-7260

STUDENT ACCESSIBILITY SERVICES 
T 905-688-5550 x3240 
F 905-688-7260 

Student Accessibility Services Documentation Guidelines  

Brock University Student Accessibility Services facilitates academic accommodations and 

provides supports to students with permanent disabilities or temporary and/or cyclical health 

conditions. 

Definition of Disability  

The definition of disability should be interpreted very broadly. "Disability" is based on Human 

Rights and the intersection between impairment and the environment. Impairment is a 

functional issue which causes limitations or difficulties in completing a task or action, or 

participating in life's activities.   

Accommodations and supports for students with a diagnosed Learning or Health Disability is a 

shared responsibility between the student, Student Accessibility Services (SAS), faculty and all 

university personnel. Students are required to provide the appropriate documentation to SAS 

and are advised to communicate requests as early as possible to allow the service provider 

adequate time to respond.   

Temporary Disabilities and Academic Accommodations   

Students who experience a temporary, short-term medical, physical or mental health condition 

unrelated to a documented permanent disability, but affecting academic functioning for one to 

three academic terms may require temporary academic accommodations. Similarly, interim 

accommodations may be provided pending receipt of documentation.    

A brief medical issue that is common to the general population (such as a flu virus) and requires 

academic consideration should be discussed with an instructor who will then advise the student 

of the appropriate university policy (i.e., exam deferral, make-up exam) and accommodate the 

student.    



Brock University  Student Accessibility Services  
Student Wellness and Accessibility Centre Documentation Guidelines 

Temporary Mental Health Issues  

For students who are experiencing academic difficulties due to a temporary mental health 

issue, SAS can provide support in the form of referrals in order to help students access other 

available health, assessment, and therapeutic resources. Temporary mental health 

accommodations may be arranged on an individual basis while students are actively engaged in 

addressing their particular symptoms and/or pending documentation.

Please note: Prior history of receiving accommodations in previous academic environments is 

not a guarantee that accommodations will be granted at Brock University.  SAS makes 

independent judgement about the appropriateness of all accommodation requests.  

Documentation Guidelines 

The following guidelines list the documentation components required to confirm a need for, 

and assist in the determination of appropriate academic accommodation.   

Documentation must:  

 Support the request for accommodations or academic adjustments and/or aids and 

devices.  

 Verify the functional impact of the disability on the student’s academic performance.  

 Be issued by a qualified practitioner who is certified in the areas of the disability such as: 

 Family Physician 

 Psychologist 

 Psychiatrist 

 Audiologist  

 Neurologist 

 Ophthalmologist 

 Occupational Therapist

 Optometrist

 RN (EC)

This information will assist  us in determining the most appropriate aids, services and 

accommodations which will address the functional limitations of the disability.  

Should you have any questions about documentation, please feel free to contact the 

Student Accessibility Services staff and we will be happy to provide more information 

and/or answer any of your questions. You can reach the department by calling 905-

688-5550 x3240. 
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Guidelines for Required Documentation of a Medical, Physical, Sensory or Mental Health 

Disability  

Please provide:  
A completed SAS Medical Documentation Form which is available from the SAS 
reception in ST400 or by emailing askSAS@brocku.ca. 

OR 

A letter from a licensed medical practitioner, qualified in the appropriate specialty area 
(or a general medical practitioner who has preferable been treating the patient over the 
last 6 months), which must be current (within the last 6 months) and include: 

1. Name.  

2. Date of birth.  

3. Nature of disability or health condition.  

4. Date(s) of initial diagnosis(es) and any pertinent treatment. 

5. Frequency and duration of care.  

6. Current functional impact/assessment including (where appropriate): Physical 
tolerance/activity; engagement; gross and fine motor function; situational 
responses; cognition; impact on communication, memory, concentration, test-
taking, group work, attendance, etc.   

7. Assistive devices, specialized equipment, environmental adaptations required.  

8. Expected progression or stability.  

9. Patient’s recommended follow-up.   

10. Name of practitioner, professional credentials, address, phone number, typed, 
dated and signed.  

Students with a hearing loss (deaf, deafened, hard of hearing) should also include: 

1. Audiologist report. 
2. Use of assistive devices, e.g. hearing aids, FM System, etc. 

Students with a visual impairment should also include:

1. Visual acuity (best corrected). 
2. Visual field limitations.   

mailto:askSAS@brocku.ca
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Guidelines for Required Documentation of a Learning Disability 

These guidelines describe standard criteria for documenting a Learning Disability according to 

the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, V (DSM-V) and the Learning Disabilities Association of 

Canada (LDAC)/Learning Disabilities Association of Ontario (LDAO) diagnostic criteria and 

associated supporting document. 

1. A copy of your latest psychoeducational assessment, which has been completed within 
the last three to five years by a registered psychologist or psychological associate. The 
assessment should have been completed within the last 3 years or a diagnosis made at 
18 years of age or older. Documentation that is more than 3 years old is reviewed on an 
individual basis. 

2. A report must contain a clear diagnostic statement indicating the presence of a learning 
disability. Statements such as “suggest the presence of” or “may indicate” are not 
acceptable diagnostic statements. Also, the report should make every effort to identify 
the underlying psychological processing deficit. 

3. A previous I.E.P. or letter from your high school/college detailing the types of academic 
accommodations you have utilized in the past few years. 

A psychoeducational assessment report should contain the following: 

1. A detailed interview to obtain relevant background information. 

2. Review of relevant educational records. 

3. A formal intelligence test (e.g., WAIS IV). 

4. A formal measure of academic achievement (e.g., WIAT II, WJ-III). 

5. Note: the WRAT is not considered an acceptable measure when used on its own. 

6. A formal measure of Memory skills (e.g., WRAML-2, WMS IV). 

7. Summary section should include a detailed description of how the student’s 
psychological processing deficit impacts their current learning endeavours. 

8. Efforts to rule out differential diagnoses 

9. Recommendation section should include ideas that may assist in meeting the students 
disability related needs. 
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Guidelines for Documentation of Adult Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder   

In order to support the needs of adults with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (AD/HD) in 
a university setting, it is necessary that supporting documentation be based on the following 
criteria.  It is strongly recommended that students also be screened for possible vision, hearing, 
or health problems that may be contributing to attention and/or academic difficulties.   

A clinical assessment by a licensed mental health professional, such as a psychiatrist, 
neuropsychologist, a clinical or educational psychologist or psychological associate, using the 
current version of the DSM is required.  Evaluation by clinicians who have extensive training 
and experience in differential diagnosis with adults is recommended.   

This assessment should include:   

1. Early indicators of difficulties with attention and/or hyperactivity and impulsivity in 
the student’s school history and/or through consultation with someone who has 
known the student well over a significant period of time (e.g., family, teachers)   

2. A thorough family, social, academic and/or occupational history which includes 
consultation with individuals who know the student well   

3. Information regarding the functional impact of the student’s disability on his/her 
ability to participate in the post-secondary educational setting   

4. Recent diagnosis (within the last 3 years) or a diagnosis made at 18 years of age or 
older.  Documentation that is more than 3 years old will be evaluated on a case-by-
case basis.   

SAS recognizes that previous evaluation by a physician/pediatrician may be accepted by the 
current evaluator as evidence of the existence of the disorder since childhood, but may be 
questioned as the sole indicator of adult AD/HD and the functional impact in the post-
secondary environment.  Therefore, students with AD/HD who request accommodations and 
support at the university level may be asked to provide a current assessment report to support 
the request for academic accommodations. SAS can provide assistance with screening, interim 
accommodation, funding information and referral.     

Content of the Assessment Report   

The assessment report should include the following:   

 Disclosure of AD/HD as a diagnostic statement, including the nature (type) of the 
disorder as outlined in the current version of the DSM.   
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 Information regarding the functional impact and severity of symptoms that will 
influence academic performance.   

 Implications for appropriate accommodations in a university environment indicated by 
the recommendations.   

 Impact of any co-existing conditions (psychiatric and/or learning) that may be affecting 
functioning.   

o Other associated disorders (e.g., anxiety disorders, mood disorders) frequently 
co-exist with AD/HD.  It is therefore important to consider such information 
when recommending appropriate support.   

 Assessment of cognitive and academic functioning.   

o Due to the fact that learning disabilities frequently co-exist with attention-deficit 
disorders, it is important to investigate the student’s learning profile, and the 
presence of possible learning disabilities, in order to provide appropriate 
support.   

 Assessment and description of social-emotional functioning either through formal 
assessment and/or clinical interview to rule out other explanations for the difficulties.   

[Adapted from the University of Guelph’s Centre for Disabilities documentation guidelines.]  
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Student Accessibility Services Medical Documentation Form  

Dear Student,  

Confidentiality 

Documentation provided by students is considered confidential and is treated in a way that will protect the 
individual’s dignity. Information about your health condition is not shared with anyone outside of the 
Student Accessibility Services office without your expressed consent. Neither will any accommodation 
information be identified on any official university academic records. Collection, use, and disclosure of this 
information is subject to all applicable privacy legislation. 

It is not a mandatory requirement that a DSM V diagnosis be disclosed in order to receive academic 
accommodations. However, consent to provide diagnosis may be required for eligibility if you apply for 
certain federally or provincially funded bursaries, grants or external scholarships.  

Student Release of Information 

I, , hereby authorize this health practitioner to provide 
the following information to Brock University, Student Accessibility Services (SAS), with regards to the impact 
and restrictions a diagnosed health condition places on my academic performance and any 
recommendations to assist in the provision of accommodations. 

I consent to provide a diagnosis on a voluntary basis  Yes No

Please note: Medical professionals may charge a fee associated with the completion of this form.  
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Student Accessibility Services Medical Documentation Form  

Dear Health Care Practitioner, 

Purpose of this form. 

Student Accessibility Services facilitates special services and determines appropriate services, 
supports and accommodations for students with permanent disabilities or a temporary/cyclical 
health condition that impairs academic functioning. The information in this form will be used to 
support the student’s need for academic accommodations. The information provided may also be 
used to assess eligibility for financial support or other programs for students with disabilities while 
this student is registered at Brock University. 

 Documentation must be provided by a licensed medical professional certified specifically in 
the area of disability or a treating family physician (who has preferably been treating the 
patient for a minimum of 6 months) 

 Please complete this form as fully as possible to ensure accurate and full assessment of the 
request for accommodations or academic adjustments and/or aids and devices, and to assist 
with determining the functional impact of the disability on the student’s academic 
performance. 

Please return completed form to:  

Brock University  
Student Wellness and Accessibility Centre 
Student Accessibility Services 
ST400 
1812 Sir Isaac Brock Way, 
St. Catharines, ON  L2S 3A1 

By Email to: askSAS@brocku.ca

By Fax to:    905-688-7260 

mailto:askSAS@brocku.ca


Student Accessibility Services Medical Documentation Form  

 _____        ___________ 

 ______________________  ______________________. 

 _____      ____________ 

_______________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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To Be Completed by Licensed Medical Professional 

Statement of Disability 

Disability is defined as a functional limitation due to a health condition that impairs the person’s ability to 
perform daily activities necessary to access, learn or participate in post-secondary studies. 

Please check appropriate statements for this student in the academic setting: 

Not a disabling condition in the current academic setting. 

Temporary disability with symptoms that are: ongoing OR recurring/episodic

Anticipated duration from to

Permanent disability with symptoms that are: ongoing OR recurring/episodic

Updated documentation regarding disability status must be reassessed every 
due to the changing nature of the illness. 

Student is being assessed to determine a diagnosis.  

Nature of Disability 

ONLY IF the patient permits the disclosure of the diagnosis, please provide a clear DSM V diagnostic 
statement including any co-morbid diagnoses.  

*If the nature of disability is ADHD  

1. Please list relevant measures administered during diagnostic process (e.g. Conners’, BRIEF, 
Brown’s, structured clinical interview, etc.):  

2. Please list any recommendations for managing symptoms  e.g., exercise,  coaching,   



Student Accessibility Services Medical Documentation Form  

______________________________________ 

__________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________
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How long have you been treating this patient:

Date of last clinical assessment:

Date(s) of consultation or diagnosis onset:

Medication Information 

Is this student currently taking medication(s) for symptoms? Yes No

If yes, is the medication likely to have an adverse effect on academic functioning? 

Adverse effects currently experiencing that 
may impact academic functioning 

AM PM N/A 

Assessment and treatment plan 

Date of next assessment:

Treatment/intervention plan (i.e., recommended follow up or referrals that may impact participation in 
academic studies):  

Do you consider this patient to be in stable condition and able to effectively manage the demands of 
academic life (workload demands, assignments, deadlines, research, etc.) with reasonable support?  

Will you be monitoring this patient on a regular basis while he or she is attending university? 



Student Accessibility Services Medical Documentation Form  

_____________ 

_____________ 
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Impact on functioning and activities 

Impact due to the patient’s current symptoms that may affect academic activities/functioning: 

Please complete all that apply. 

Cognitive Skills/Abilities Within 
Normal 

Mild  

Impact 

Moderate  

Impact 

Severe  

Impact 

Not  

sure  

Attention and concentration 

Processing of information 

Ability to meet deadlines 

Manage distractions 

Organization / Planning 

Memory: Short /long term – please specify 

Other: 

Physical Skills/Abilities Within 
Normal 

Mild  

Impact 

Moderate  

Impact 

Severe  

Impact 

Not  

sure  

Mobility 

Gross Motor Function 

Fine Motor/Dexterity 

Stamina/Fatigue / ability to engage in academic 
activities 

Sitting – If unable to sit for long periods, 
recommended length of time 

Standing – if unable to stand for long periods, 
recommended length of time 

Persistent pain 

Frequent need for washroom 

Other: 
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Social / Emotional/ Behavioural 
Functioning  

Within 
Normal 

Mild  

Impact 

Moderate  

Impact 

Severe  

Impact 

Not  

sure  

Social interactions – participating in class 

Attendance 

Ability to meet deadlines 

Group situations 

Ability to deliver oral presentations 

Effectively control emotions during evaluation 
situations 

Rational thinking and reasoning 

Other: 

VISION: Within 
Normal 

Mild  

Impact 

Moderate  

Impact 

Severe 

Impact 

Not  

sure  

Visual acuity (best corrected) 

Please provide further information i.e., left eye, 
right eye, field vision affected, etc. 

HEARING Within 
Normal 

Mild  

Impact 

Moderate  

Impact 

Severe  

Impact 

Not  

sure  

Hearing loss (best corrected) 

Please provide further information i.e., left ear, 
right ear, bilateral, audiogram provided. 

Other 
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____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Fieldwork/Placement – Specific skills and 
abilities  

Within 
Normal 

Mild  

Impact 

Moderate  

Impact 

Severe  

Impact 

Not  

sure  

Work safely with vulnerable populations (e.g., 
children, elderly, patients) 

Meet the demands of field work / placement  

Other 

Additional Information: 

Please add any additional information about this patient that may assist us in determining appropriate 
services at the university: 

Recommendations for specific specialized equipment and/or services: 

Based on the functional limitations identified, do you have recommendations for specific academic 
accommodations, e.g., reduced course load, flexibility on assignment deadlines, assistive technology 
support or assistive aids/devices, note taking supports, etc.)  

Rationale for specialized equipment / services:
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____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

Professional Information: 

Name of licensed medical professional (please print): 

Registration number: 

Facility name and address (please use official stamp):  

Telephone number: 

Signature of licensed medical professional: 

Date: 

Thank you for taking the time to complete this form. 

Collection notice: 

Brock University protects your privacy and your personal information. The personal information requested on the form is collected 
under the authority of The Brock University Act, 1964, and in accordance with the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy 
Act (FIPPA) for the verification and impact of psychiatric disability form. Direct any questions about this collection to the director of 
the Student Wellness and Accessibility Centre at Brock University at 905-688-5550 extension 3981. 



Yes 

No 

Type of Accommodation 

Academic Accommodations 

Temporary Accommodations 

Interim Accommodations 

Student Accessibility Services – Academic Accommodations Process 

Prospective Student Makes Contact with SAS 

Phone 
call 

Email 

Drop-in 

Online New Student 
Registration Form 

Transition 
Coordinator 
Processes – 

Documentation 
provided? 

Provide Appropriate 
Documentation Guidelines 

Option to book appointment 
with Transition Coordinator if no 

documentation or advised to 
book with Case Manager. 

Transition Coordinator 

uses discretion based on 

information provided in 

New Student Registration 

form 

Prepare student 
file and advise 

to book with CM 
for intake 
interview 

D
o

cu
m

e
n

ta
ti

o
n

 

V
al

id
 

O
u

td
at

e
d

 
N

o
n

e 

Diagnosis and/or FL provided 
Determine accommodations 

based on FL 
Follw-up schedule is determined 

on a case-by-case basis 

Disability under investigation. 
Some documentation submitted 

FL provided, but temporary or 
permanent status is not yet 

determined 

Interim accommodations set up 
pending receipt of 

documentation 

Determine if FL(s) is/are still 
valid 

Interim accommodations set up 
pending receipt of updated 

documentation 
Follow-up in 2 weeks 

Intake interview with CM or TC. 
Referral AND/OR...  

Interim accommodations set-up 
in good faith pending receipt of 

documentation 
Follow-up in 2 weeks 
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Carleton University

Office of the President and Vice-Chancellor
503 Tory Building 
1125 Colonel By Drive 
Ottawa, ON K1S 5B6 Canada 
Tel: (613) 520-3801 
Fax: (613) 520-4474

presidents.office@carleton.ca

Chief Commissioner Renu Mandhane 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, Ontario M7A 2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane:

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation

I am writing in reply to your letter dated June 9, 2016 and received by Carleton on June 22, 2016. 
We understand that a similar letter was sent to all of Ontario’s universities.

Carleton University recognizes its role in ensuring the dignity, rights and accommodation of 
people with disabilities are respected. Carleton is committed to providing its services, education and 
accommodation in a way that respects the dignity and independence of people with disabilities and 
complies with the Human Rights Code. We also recognize that each request for accommodation requires 
individual management and consideration.

I am pleased to advise that Carleton agrees with and is implementing the OHRC’s 
recommendations outlined in items (a-f) of your letter. Many of them have been implemented and I can 
confirm that all will be implemented by September 6, 2016.

Finally, Carleton agrees that it is a laudable goal for the sector to develop a consistent approach to 
the accommodation of students. Carleton is committed to working collaboratively with all Ontario 
Universities to develop, wherever possible, a consistent, sector-wide approach to accommodating students 
with disabilities.

Please feel free to contact Suzanne Blanchard, Vice-President (Students and Enrolment) at 
Suzanne.blanchard@carleton.ca should you have any questions.

Sincerely yours,

Roseann O’Reilly Runte 
President and Vice-Chancellor

mailto:presidents.office@carleton.ca
mailto:Suzanne.blanchard@carleton.ca
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Le 5 mai 2016 

Renu Mandhane
Bureau de la commissaire en Chef 
180, rue Dundas ouest, suite 900 
Toronto ON M7A 2R9

Madame Mandhane,

Objet : Lignes directrices relatives à la documentation 
et accommodement des besoins

En réponse à votre lettre du 7 avril 2016 ayant pour objet les lignes directrices 
relatives à la documentation médicale et aux accommodements des besoins, 
nous vous confirmons notre ferme intention de réviser et de modifier, le cas 
échéant, les pratiques ainsi que les politiques et procédures du Service 
d'accessibilité de l'Université de Hearst, et ce, afin qu'elles soient conformes aux 
six mesures énoncées dans votre lettre.

Nous avons d'ores et déjà pris connaissance des recommandations émises dans 
le rapport de YAcademic Accommodations Project, de la série de vidéos 
électroniques ainsi que du guide d'information et de ressources pour les 
étudiants développés par le Collège St-Lawrence. Tous ces renseignements, 
ainsi que les outils qui sont offerts, nous ont permis de bien saisir les exigences 
de la Commission ontarienne des droits de la personne, et nous seront fort 
utiles pour la mise en œuvre des six mesures en question. Des liens pour 
accéder aux vidéos et au guide d’information seront ajoutés à notre site Web.

L’Université de Hearst étant un petit établissement, il nous est assez facile de
joindre tous les membres du personnel ainsi que la clientèle étudiante lorsqu’il



est nécessaire de leur offrir une formation ou de nouvelles informations. Ainsi, 
d’ici la fin août 2016, le corps professoral, le personnel administratif ainsi que 
les étudiantes et les étudiants seront informés de tous les changements relatifs 
aux lignes directrices touchant la documentation médicale et les mesures 
d’accommodement. Elles et ils en seront informés par le biais de rencontres en 
face à face et de documents déposés dans leur case et également, en ce qui 
concerne la clientèle étudiante, dans leur trousse de bienvenue. Un formulaire 
d’attestation devra être signé pour nous confirmer qu’elles et ils ont lu et 
compris l’information transmise. Les nouvelles pratiques, qui répondront aux 
exigences de la Commission ontarienne des droits de la personne, seront 
effectives dès le début de l’année scolaire 2016-2017, soit à partir du 29 août
2016.

Lyne Poliquin 
Adjointe au vice-rectorat 
Responsable du Service d’accessibilité

c.c. : Pierre Ouellette, Recteur 
Université de Hearst

Marc Bédard, Vice-recteur 
Université de Hearst
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NOTE DE SERVICE 

Date :   le 15 aout 2016  

De : Lyne Poliquin 

Aux : Professeures et professeurs 

Objet :  Note à ajouter au plan de cours 

Comme	  discuté	  lors	  de	  la	  dernière	  rencontre	  du	  corps	  professoral,	  soit	  le	  8	  juin	  dernier,	  la	  
Commission	  ontarienne	  des	  droits	  de	  la	  personne	  (CODP)	  oblige	  les	  collèges	  et	  universités	  à	  
suivre	  de	  nouvelles	  lignes	  directrices	  relatives	  aux	  accommodements	  des	  besoins	  ainsi	  qu’à	  
la	  documentation	  médicale,	  et	  ce,	  plus	  particulièrement	  en	  ce	  qui	  concerne	  les	  étudiantes	  et	  
les	   étudiantes	   aux	   prises	   avec	   des	   problèmes	   de	   santé	   mentale.	   Ces	   nouvelles	   lignes	  
directrices	  doivent	  être	  appliquées	  dès	  le	  6	  septembre	  2016.	  	  

Voici	  en	  quoi	  consistent	  ces	  nouvelles	  lignes	  directrices	  :	  	  

1. Les	  collèges	  et	  les	  universités	  ne	  peuvent	  plus	  exiger	  de	  la	  part	  des	  étudiantes	  et	  des	  
étudiants	   qu’elles	   ou	   ils	   divulguent	   leur	   diagnostic	   du	   DSM	   pour	   accéder	   aux	  
mesures	   d’adaptation	   et	   de	   soutien.	   L’accommodement	   des	   besoins	   en	  matière	   de	  
santé	   mentale	   doit	   être	   fondé	   non	   pas	   sur	   le	   diagnostic,	   mais	   sur	   les	   limitations	  
fonctionnelles.	  

2. Il	   est	   nécessaire	   d’offrir	   des	   mesures	   d’accommodement	   intérimaires	   lorsque	  
l’étudiant	  ou	  l’étudiante	  est	  en	  attente	  d’une	  évaluation	  par	  un	  professionnel	  ou	  une	  
professionnelle	  de	  la	  santé.	  	  

3. Les	   institutions	   postsecondaires	   doivent	   fournir	   des	   mesures	   d’accommodement	  
pour	  les	  handicaps	  passagers.	  

4. Les	   institutions	   postsecondaires	   sont	   tenues	   d’examiner	   la	   possibilité	   d’offrir	   des	  
mesures	  d’adaptation	  rétroactives	  (exemple	  :	  Demande	  d’accommodement	  après	   la	  
tenue	  de	  tests,	  d’examens	  ou	  de	  travaux	  prévus	  que	  l’étudiant	  ou	  l’étudiante	  n’a	  pas	  
été	   en	   mesure	   de	   réussir	   adéquatement	   en	   raison	   d’une	   perturbation	   de	   l’état	  
mental).	  
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5. Les	   renseignements	   fournis	   par	   les	   collèges	   et	   les	   universités	   sur	   les	  
accommodements	   ne	   doivent	   pas	   indiquer	   ou	   laisser	   entendre	   que	   les	   demandes	  
d’accommodement	  déposées	  après	  une	  date	  d’échéance,	  un	  test	  ou	  la	  fin	  d’un	  cours	  
ne	   seront	   pas	   prises	   en	   compte.	   Ils	   doivent	   stipuler	   clairement	   que	   toutes	   les	  
demandes	   d’accommodement	   seront	   examinées	   attentivement	   à	   mesure	   qu’elles	  
surviennent.	  

6. Pour	  assurer	  la	  confidentialité	  des	  renseignements	  des	  personnes	  ayant	  des	  troubles	  
mentaux,	   les	   étudiantes	   et	   les	   étudiants	   ne	   devraient	   pas	   être	   tenus	   de	   faire	   des	  
demandes	   d’accommodement	   auprès	   de	   leurs	   professeures	   et	   professeurs	   ou	   du	  
personnel	  administratif.	  Toute	  demande	  d’accommodement	  devrait	  être	  traitée	  par	  
le	  Service	  d’accessibilité.	  

7. L’information	   sur	   l’accommodement	   en	   milieu	   scolaire	   devrait	   aussi	   être	   incluse	  
dans	  tous	  les	  plans	  de	  cours	  distribués	  aux	  étudiantes	  et	  aux	  étudiants.	  

Vous	  trouverez	  ci-‐joint,	  comme	  vous	  me	  l’aviez	  demandé,	  une	  note	  qui	  doit	  être	  ajoutée	  à	  
vos	  plans	  de	  cours.	  Cette	  note	  prend	  en	  compte	  l’une	  des	  exigences	  du	  Ministère,	  soit	  celle	  
présentée	  ci-‐haut	  au	  point	  7.	  

Inscription	  au	  Service	  d’accessibilité	  
Pour	   s’inscrire	   au	   Service	   d’accessibilité,	   un	   étudiant	   ou	   une	   étudiante	   doit	   remettre	   un	  
document	  signé	  par	  un	  professionnel	  ou	  une	  professionnelle	  de	   la	  santé	  attestant	  qu’il	  ou	  
elle	  a	  des	  limites	  fonctionnelles.	  	  

Le	  professionnel	  ou	   la	  professionnelle	  de	   la	  santé	  (médecin,	  psychiatre,	  psychologue,	  etc),	  
rédigeant	   le	   document	   en	   question	   nous	   informera	   strictement	   des	   restrictions	   et	   des	  
limitations	  fonctionnelles	  associées	  au	  trouble	  mental	  ou	  a	  un	  handicap	  diagnostiqué	  (façon	  
dont	  le	  handicap	  a	  une	  incidence	  sur	  son	  travail	  universitaire	  et	  sa	  capacité	  à	  participer	  aux	  
études	  postsecondaires)	  :	  	  

• Concentration	  	  	  
• Mémoire	  	  
• Écoute	  et	  prise	  de	  notes	  en	  même	  temps	  
• Fatigue	  
• Compréhension	  
• Organisation,	  résolution	  de	  problème,	  gestion	  de	  temps	  
• Interaction	  sociale	  
• Présentation	  orale	  



Il	   ou	   elle	   peut	   suggérer	   des	  mesures	   d’accommodement	   appropriées	   pour	   répondre	   aux	  
besoins	  de	  l’étudiant	  ou	  de	  l’étudiante	  :	  	  

• Heures	  supplémentaires	  –	  tests	  et	  examens	  
• Aide	  pour	  prise	  de	  note	  
• Salle	  distincte	  –	  tests	  et	  examens	  
• Négociation	  à	  l’avance	  d’un	  report	  des	  dates	  de	  remise	  de	  travaux	  
• Travaux	  alternatifs	  –	  conception	  universelle	  d’apprentissage	  
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_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________	  

Note	  à	  ajouter	  au	  plan	  de	  cours.	  

Pour	  mieux	  informer	  les	  étudiantes	  et	  les	  étudiants	  au	  sujet	  des	  services	  offerts	  par	  le	  
Service	  d’accessibilité,	  nous	  vous	  demandons	  d’inclure	  la	  note	  suivante	  à	  votre	  plan	  de	  
cours	  :	  

SERVICE	  D’ACCESSIBILITÉ	  	  
Pour	  les	  personnes	  nécessitant	  des	  mesures	  d’accommodement	  —	  service	  confidentiel	  

Le	  Service	  d’accessibilité	  conçoit	  et	  met	  en	  œuvre	  des	  mesures	  d’accommodement	  visant	  à	  
contourner	  les	  obstacles	  à	  l’apprentissage	  posés	  par	  un	  problème	  permanent	  ou	  temporaire	  
de	  santé	  physique	  ou	  mentale,	  une	  déficience	  auditive	  ou	  visuelle,	  une	  incapacité	  physique	  
ou	  motrice,	  un	  trouble	  d’apprentissage,	  un	  trouble	  déficitaire	  de	  l’attention	  avec	  ou	  sans	  
hyperactivité.	  	  

Les	  étudiantes	  et	  les	  étudiants	  nécessitant	  des	  mesures	  d’accommodement	  pour	  pouvoir	  
progresser	  ou	  participer	  pleinement	  à	  la	  vie	  universitaire	  doivent	  en	  informer	  le	  Service	  
d’accessibilité	  dès	  que	  possible	  par	  téléphone,	  au	  705-‐372-‐1781,	  poste	  245,	  ou	  au	  moyen	  du	  
formulaire	  d’inscription	  en	  ligne	  disponible	  sur	  le	  site	  Web	  de	  l’Université.	  	  
Ce	  formulaire	  doit	  être	  acheminé	  à	  l’adresse	  suivante	  :	  lyne_poliquin@uhearst.ca

Toutes	  les	  demandes	  d’accommodement	  seront	  examinées	  attentivement	  à	  mesure	  qu’elles	  
surviennent.	  

Pour	  plus	  d’informations	  relatives	  au	  Service	  d’accessibilité,	  visitez	  le	  
http://www.uhearst.ca/accessibilite

mailto:lyne_poliquin@uhearst.ca
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Lakehead University

PROVOST AND VICE-PRESIDENT (ACADEMIC)
t: (807) 343-8181 f: (807) 343-8075 

e: provost@lakeheadu.ca

8 July 2016

Via Email: legal@ohrc.on.ca

Office of the Chief Commissioner 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON M7A 2R9

Attention: Renu Madhane

Dear Renu,

RE: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodations

I am writing in response to your letter dated June 9, 2016, received by us on June 22, 2016. 
President Stevenson forwarded your correspondence to me for response.

First, allow me to thank you for recommending principles that assist Lakehead University in 
meeting our responsibilities under the Human Rights Code. As COU stated on our behalf and 
with our consent, Lakehead University, along with Ontario’s other universities, plays a critical 
role in the social, cultural and economic success of our province and are leaders in ensuring 
that the dignity, rights and accommodation of people with disabilities are respected. Lakehead 
University is committed and strives to provide our services, education and accommodation in a 
way that respects the dignity and independence of people with disabilities. Lakehead University 
also recognizes that each case and request for accommodation requires individual management 
and consideration.

Lakehead prides itself in ensuring ethical conduct of all members of the University Community, 
including in personal integrity, respect for others, and compliance with law and policy.
Lakehead University also believes that all members of the University community have the right 
to study, to work, and to live in an environment free from all forms of harassment and 
discrimination, including but not limited to any or all that are based on prohibited grounds in the 
Ontario Human Rights Code.

Lakehead University’s current policy on Accommodations for Students with Disabilities states:

"The University is committed to fostering an inclusive climate of equitable access, 
understanding and mutual respect which recognizes the dignity and worth of all persons, 
provides equal rights and opportunities without discrimination, and protects the privacy, 
confidentiality, comfort, autonomy and dignity of students with disabilities.
To preserve the academic integrity of the University, it is reaffirmed that all students 
must satisfy the essential requirements of their respective courses and programs while 
at the same time, recognizing that students with disabilities may require reasonable 
accommodations to enable them to do so.

S Lakehead
^  U N I V E R S I T Y
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Lakehead University shall make reasonable and appropriate academic accommodations 
for students with disabilities in accordance with the terms of the Ontario Human Rights 
Code. This occurs through a collaborative process that acknowledges a collective 
obligation to develop an accessible learning environment that both meets the needs of 
students and preserves the essential requirements of the University's programs and 
courses. This policy reflects the shared responsibility of students with disabilities, 
instructors, Departments/Schools, Faculties, Student Accessibility Services (formerly 
known as the Learning Assistance Centre) and staff from other administrative offices to 
exercise flexibility and creativity in the provision of academic accommodations."

As COU stated on our behalf and with our consent, Lakehead University agrees in principle with 
the OHRC’s recommendations outlined in your letters. We are seeking advice and working 
collaboratively both internally and with Ontario's other universities to develop a collective 
understanding of, and wherever possible, a consistent, sector-wide approach to operationalizing 
the six recommendations to ensure that Lakehead University meets our obligations pursuant to 
the Ontario Human Rights Code and other applicable legislation.

We have taken several steps to review with a view towards implementing recommendations set 
out in the Academic Accommodations Report, starting in the Summer of 2015. An “Academic 
Accommodation Workshop” was held in September 2015 involving a wide range of Faculties 
and Departments with guest speakers, Dr Mike and Eleanor Condra. The workshop outlined the 
recommendations in the Academic Accommodations Report, addressed academic 
accommodation questions and served as background work for the review of Lakehead 
University’s Academic Accommodations Policy and associated procedures. The review is in 
progress through the work of the Senate Teaching and Learning Sub-Committee on 
Accessibility.

We have also begun the process of reviewing our medical documentation guidelines, medical 
documentation forms, and procedures to determine if they are consistent with the six 
recommendations the OHRC recently outlined. This review is continuing over the summer 
months under the guidance of our Provost and Vice-President Academic, by our Vice-Provost of 
Student Affairs, the Manager of our Student Accessibility Services, and our Deans and 
Departmental Chairs, and will also feed into the work in progress by the Senate Teaching and 
Learning Sub-Committee on Accessibility.

The draft revisions to the policy and procedural documents will be shared, input sought from the 
University community and will ultimately be brought to the appropriate governing bodies for 
approval. If our review results in proposed modifications to any policies approved by the Board 
of Governors or the Senate, we must submit such modifications to the appropriate governing 
body for consideration, evaluation, and approval. While we cannot precisely predict the length 
of time that it will take for each governing body to consider proposed amendments, we can state 
that Administration will endeavour to bring any changes requiring Senate approval to or before 
our February 13, 2017 Senate meeting, and any changes requiring Board approval to our 
January 27, 2017 Board of Governors meeting. We will also work towards such changes being 
approved by the respective governing bodies by late Spring 2017. In the interim we will follow 
best practices that align with OHRC’s six principles in our work with students with mental health 
disabilities.
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You have asked Lakehead to indicate to you whether we have medical documentation 
guidelines, medical documentation forms, and procedures in place that conform to the six 
principles outlined in OHRC's recent correspondence. Please see our response to each point 
below.

1. Medical documentation guidelines, medical documentation forms, and procedures are in 
place that do not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis to register 
with Student Accessibility Service, or receive accommodations or supports.

Lakehead University does not require students to disclose their diagnosis to register with 
Student Accessibility Services or receive accommodations or supports. Our Medical Form asks 
the practitioner to provide information on the functional limitations related to academic 
functioning. Students can and often do voluntarily provide a diagnosis, however this is neither 
required nor requested.

Lakehead's Policy on Accommodations for Students with Disabilities, effective April 30, 2001 
and last revised October 1, 2010, does refer to "diagnosed disabilities". We are evaluating 
potential revisions to this policy with a view to making it consistent with our current practices, 
and taking it through the governance process as discussed earlier in this letter.

2. Medical documentation guidelines, medical documentation forms, and procedures in place 
that make it clear that students may request interim accommodations for mental health 
disabilities pending receipt of medical documentation

Lakehead University has provided interim accommodations pending documentation and will 
continue to do so. As mentioned above, over the Summer we are reviewing our guidelines, 
forms and procedures to ensure that they make it clear that Lakehead will consider interim 
accommodations pending receipt of medical documentation.

3. Medical documentation guidelines, medical documentation forms, and procedures in place 
that make it clear that both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities will be 
accommodated.

Lakehead University accommodates students with both temporary and permanent disabilities 
and will continue to do so. As mentioned above, over the Summer we are reviewing our 
guidelines, forms and procedures to ensure that they make it clear that both temporary and 
permanent mental health disabilities will be accommodated.

4. Medical documentation guidelines, medical documentation forms, and procedures in place 
that do not state or imply that requests for accommodation after a deadline, test, or course 
completion (i.e. retroactive accommodation) will not be considered.

On a case by case basis Lakehead University has provided retroactive accommodations and 
will continue to do so. However, certain published procedures (such as the Procedures 
Associated with the Policy on Academic Accommodation of Students with Disabilities) do imply 
that requests for accommodation must be made prior to tests or assignments. We are 
reviewing these procedures over the summer with a view towards implementing changes that 
ensure Lakehead confirms with the current provisions of the Ontario Human Rights Code.
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5. Medical documentation guidelines, medical documentation forms, and procedures in place 
that do not require students to reveal their private medical information to, or seek 
accommodation directly from, their professors, instructors, teaching assistants, etc.

We are not sure what you mean by "etc.". We can confirm, however, that our system is set up 
such that students are not required to reveal their private medical information to, or seek 
accommodation directly from, their professors, instructors, and teaching assistants in order to 
receive accommodations. Students are not required to reveal their private medical information 
related to accommodation requests to anyone other than Student Accessibility Services staff.

6. Medical documentation guidelines, medical documentation forms, and procedures in place 
that are clearly communicated to all students, faculty and staff.

Lakehead's medical documentation guidelines, medical documentation forms, and procedures 
related to academic accommodation are posted publicly on the University's website, at 
https://www.lakeheadu.ca/faculty-and-staff/departments/services/sas. They are also 
communicated broadly to the University students, faculty and staff, through a variety of 
methods, including the following:

• information at student orientation,
• student/faculty handbooks,
• mass email,
• course syllabi, and
• presentations.

The Senate Teaching and Learning Committee’s sub-group on Accessibility is also working to 
develop a handbook that will assist both faculty and staff who are involved in working with 
students who require accommodations. The ongoing education and training for faculty, 
instructors and staff around mental health and accommodations, including an understanding of 
their role in the accommodation process and their responsibilities under the Code, is under 
review.

Thank you again for your recommendations and guidance in assisting Lakehead University to 
meeting our responsibilities under the Human Rights Code. Please do not hesitate to contact 
me if you require further information.

Sincerely,

Lakehead University

Per:

Dr. Moira McPherson
Provost and Vice-President Academic 

1er

cc: Dr. B. Stevenson, President and Vice-Chancellor
Ms. B. Eccles, Legal Counsel and Interim University Secretary 
Ms. M. Ryks-Szelekovszky, Vice-Provost (Student Affairs)
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						 Director
Office of Human Rights and Equity

t: (807) 346-7765
e: dgeer@lakeheadu.ca

6 September 2016 

via email: legal@ohrc.on.ca
Renu Mandane 
Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 University Avenue, Suite 900 
Toronto, Ontario     M7A 2R9 

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandane,  

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodations 

Further to our letter of 8 July 2016, we are pleased to share with the Commission more 
detail on our practices around mental health accommodations and our progress with 
regards to fulfilling our human rights obligations.   

As mentioned in our previous correspondence, any policy or practice changes that 
require Board or Senate approval will be effective as of January and February 2017 
respectively.  Notwithstanding these dates, please find below and attached a more 
comprehensive look at what Lakehead University has been doing to ensure that 
students with mental health disabilities are accommodated in full compliance with the 
Code, related policies and recommended practices.    

The below list and attached samples bear in mind the outlined measures of 
implementing medical documentation guidelines, forms and procedures across all 
divisions and faculties that: 

a) Do not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis to 
register with our Student Accessibility Services (SAS), or receive 
accommodations or supports; 

b) Make it clear that students may request interim accommodations for mental 
health disabilities pending receipt of medication documentation; 

c) Make it clear that both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities will be 
accommodated; 

d) Do not state or imply that requests for accommodation after a deadline, test or 
course completion (ie retroactive accommodation) will not be considered; 

e) Do not require students to reveal their private medication information to, or seek 
accommodation directly from, their professors, instructors, teaching assistants, 
etc.; and 

f) Are clearly communication to all students, faculty and staff. 
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Please find attached: 

1) Documentation Guidelines for Students with Disabilities/Medical Conditions 
2) Medical Documentation Form 
3) Fall email to all Lakehead University students re: new SAS documentation 

guidelines 
4) Student Accessibility Services Brochure 
5) Student Accessibility Services Post Card 
6) Planning for University: Transition Preparation for Students with Disabilities 

and/or Medical Conditions 
7) Accessing Academic Accommodations Student Checklist 
8) Student Accessibility Services handout for Engineering Transition Students 
9) Student Accessibility Services handout for Law Students 
10) Provost memo to all Chairs, Directors and Instructional Faculty 
11) Sample content for educating Faculty and to include on Course Syllabi 

These samples in addition to the on-going processes outlined in our previous 
correspondence demonstrate our intent to fully comply with the outlined measures 
around Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation. 

We would also like to note that Lakehead University’s commitment to realizing the 
human rights of all campus users has been further expressed through the newly created 
Office of Human Rights and Equity.  As Director, I will be pleased to work in partnership 
with the Commission to ensure full human rights compliance at Lakehead University.  
Please feel free to contact me should you require any further information. 

Sincerely, 

Dreeni Geer, B.A., J.D. 



 | 

Laurentian University/Université Laurentian
Office of Enrolment Management & Student Life 

Bureau de la gestion des inscriptions et de la vie étudiante 

Laurentian University Université Laurentienne 

This will acknowledge receipt of your most recent letter dated June 9, 2016 and received at 
Laurentian University on June 22, 2016.  

To confirm, as indicated in the sectoral response by the Council of Ontario Universities, Laurentian is 
committed to ensuring that its services are accessible and that accommodations are made in 
accordance with the principles and values enshrined in the Ontario Human Rights Code.   

In particular, Laurentian University can advise as follows in response to the six measures for the 
implementation of the Ontario Human Rights Commission’s medical documentation guidelines: 

a) Laurentian University does not require students to disclose their mental health disability
diagnosis to register with our Accessibility Services Office (the office that provides supports to
our students with disabilities), or receive accommodations or supports;

b) Laurentian University’s form states that medical documentation can be provided as soon as
possible following the request for accommodation. While we do provide interim
accommodations pending receipt of the said documentation, we clarify the documentation
prior to September 6, 2016 to more clearly state that interim accommodations can be made
pending receipt of the medical documentation;

c) Laurentian University’s form also provides for temporary and permanent disabilities. We will
further fine tune the form to more clearly state that both temporary and permanent
disabilities including mental health disabilities will be accommodated;

d) None of Laurentian University’s forms or communications state or imply that requests for
accommodations after a deadline, test or course completion (i.e. retroactive accommodation)
will not be considered. Such retroactive accommodations have been granted in the past and
will continue to be available where warranted;

e) Laurentian University encourages students to contact the Accessibility Services Office who will
assist in ensuring that any medical information is kept confidential and that appropriate
accommodations are implemented.

f) Laurentian University’s process and procedures in relation to accommodations for students
with disabilities are available to all students, faculty and staff. Laurentian University will
commit to more clearly communicating these processes and procedures during its orientation
sessions this fall with students as well as sending out a campus wide message to all staff and
faculty about same prior to September 6, 2016.

In addition, Laurentian University will carefully review the checklist in Appendix B of the Commission’s 
letter dated March 16 to further implement the above six measures, and will report back to the 
Commission on or before the September 6th timeline as outlined in the March 16 letter. 

We trust that this answers the specific request by the OHRC. 

Chris Mercer 
Executive Director, Enrolment Management, Student Life & International 



Office of the Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON M7A 2R9 

September 15, 2016 

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation at Laurentian University 

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane, 

I am following up on the Laurentian University email dated July 8, 2016 sent in reply to the 

Commission’s letter of June 9, 2016. We would like to thank the Commission for granting us an 

extension of time to provide the additional information sought by September 6, 2016. 

Laurentian University is committed to ensuring that its services are accessible and that 

accommodations are made in accordance with the Ontario Human Rights Code.  

In accordance with the Commission’s letter of March 15, 2016, we can confirm as follows: 

With respect to diagnosis and gathering information: 

1) Laurentian University currently uses Accessibility Services forms that incorporate a 

functional limitations assessment. The forms do not require the disclosure of a disability 

diagnosis to register, receive and/or access accommodations and supports.  

2) The forms also do not explicitly or implicitly pressure a student to disclose a diagnosis. In 

terms of accessing federally or provincially funded bursaries and grants, the University uses 

the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities Disability Verification Form. 

3) The forms do not stipulate that only a psychologist or psychiatrist can complete the form. 

The terms used are “practitioner” or “professional”. 

4) The forms do not ask about the confirmation of a disability but rather about the functional 

limitations and the temporary/permanent nature as well as the severity. 

5) The forms also focus on requesting information about the functional limitations due to the 

health condition as well as suggested supports (accommodations). 

6) The forms do not in any way indicate that only permanent disabilities or significant 

temporary disabilities will be accommodated. They leave open the accommodation of all 

disabilities that give rise to functional limitations. 

7) The forms only ask about the use of prescription medication and the effects of the 

mediation and how these may impact participation in a medical environment. 

8) The forms do not require students to provide a blanket consent to release of additional 

medical information. 

9) The forms do not mention the need for updated medical information and Laurentian 

University’s Accessibility Services Office would follow up with a student about updated 

functional limitations on a case by case basis. 
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With respect to interim and retroactive accommodations:  

1) Laurentian University’s practice is to provide assistance and interim accommodations 

pending receipt of medical documentation. 

2) The Accessibility Services Office has established a process to address interim 

accommodations in situations where a student self-identifies accommodations needs or it 

becomes apparent to staff in the Accessibility Services Office that a student may have an 

undiagnosed health condition with accompanying functional limitations that impair the 

student’s academic functioning. 

3) The Accessibility Services Office takes into account the realities of any challenges that may 

be involved with a student obtaining an appointment or series of appointments with a 

medical professional in order to be diagnosed with a disability or have medical 

documentation forms completed. Any time limits are determined on a case by case basis 

and are done in consultation with the student. 

4) The Accessibility Services forms do not state or imply that requests for accommodations 

after a deadline, test or course completion (i.e. retroactive accommodation) will not be 

considered. Such retroactive accommodations have been granted in the past and will 

continue to be available where warranted. 

5) The Accessibility Services Office has a practice that meaningfully considers request for 

retroactive accommodations. 

With respect to privacy and confidentiality: 

1) None of Laurentian University’s documentation, guidelines forms or procedures require 

students to request directly from or share any medical information with their professors, 

instructors, teaching assistants, etc. In addition, Laurentian University’s Accessibility 

Services Office will communicate with professors, instructors and teaching assistants about 

the accommodations required. 

2) The Accessibility Services Office keeps all information provided to it confidential and the 

procedure includes maintaining physical documentation in locked filing cabinets and 

electronic documents in password protected databases that can only be accessed by staff in 

the Accessibility Services Office who need to access the information. 

3) Laurentian University does not identify or note the fact that a student has received 

academic accommodations in any of the student’s official university records, test results, 

academic transcripts or graduation documentation. 

With respect to communications: 

1) Laurentian University’s Accessibility Services Office is still in the process of updating its 

guidelines and online portal to include all of the suggested information in the Appendix B 

checklist attached to the letter dated March 15.  The drafting and review process has been 

hampered by a number of factors including the campus modernization project, personnel 

changes and other external factors. It is expected that an updated communications strategy 

about all of the above practices and procedures for accommodating students with 

disabilities will be completed in the next several weeks. 
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2) Staff in the Accessibility Services Office have received in-depth training about the updated 

documentation, forms, procedures and guidelines. 

3) The Accessibility Services Office in partnership with Laurentian University’s Equity, Diversity 

and Human Rights Office will be developing training sessions and workshops for faculty and 

staff about the roles and responsibilities under the Ontario Human Rights Code in relation to 

accommodations for students with disabilities. In this regard, a pilot workshop session on 

Accommodations for Students with Disabilities was delivered for faculty in one of the 

departments at the end of August and the result was a much better understanding of the 

individualized, case by case, nature of the need to accommodate and their role in facilitating 

accommodations in a manner that respects the dignity and worth of students with 

disabilities. 

Please find attached the updated forms noted above that are used by Laurentian University’s 

Accessibility Services Office. 

We trust that we have responded to the Commission’s requested information and we will continue 

to update and improve our forms, guidelines, processes and procedures and awareness about them 

in keeping with our stated commitment to ensure that Laurentian University’s services are 

accessible and where needed, appropriate accommodations are made. 

Sincerely, 

Dominic Giroux 

President and Vice-Chancellor 
Laurentian University  



McMaster University

Office of the Provost 
and Vice-President 
(Academic)

1280 Main Street West 
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada 
L8S4K1 

Phone 905.525.9140
Ext. 24301
Fax 905.546.5213
Email provost@mcmaster.ca 
http ://www. m cm aster, ca

July 7th, 2016

Renu Mandhane
Office of the Chief Commissioner, Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto ON M7A 2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane,

This is in response to your inquiry dated June 9, 2016 sent to President Patrick Deane re: 
Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation. McMaster University is 
committed to ensuring that our accommodation policies and practices related to students with 
mental health disabilities are in line with the requirements of the Ontario Human Rights 
Code.

In February 2015 we launched our “Student Mental Health and Well-being Strategy”. One of 
the strategy’s five priorities is to “Adapt accommodation policies, processes, organizational 
structures and pedagogies to changing and growing student mental health needs.” 
(mentalhealthstrategy.mcmaster.ca/priorities/#accessibility-accommodations)
To address this priority, in May 2015 we established a working group to re-write our policy 
on academic accommodations. This group is chaired by Dr. Sue Baptiste (School of 
Rehabilitation Science), whose research interests include accessibility and human rights. We 
are in the final stages of the re-write, which aligns with the requirements outlined in the 
Code, and is scheduled for approval at our next Senate meeting on September 14th, 2016. The 
new policy was informed from the beginning by the work of Dr. Mike Condra (Queen’s 
University), who presented his findings on documentation standards for students with mental 
health disabilities to our working group in June 2015. We would be pleased to share our new 
policy with you once approved.
In response to the specific requirements outlined in your letter, please see the summary 
below:

a) Do not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis to register with
your Office for Students with Disabilities (OSD), or receive accommodations or supports;

McMaster University does not require students to disclose their mental health disability 
diagnosis to receive accommodations or supports.

b) Make it clear that students may request interim accommodations for mental health
disabilities pending receipt of medical documentation;

McMaster
University
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Students at McMaster University may request interim accommodations for mental 
health disabilities pending receipt of medical documentation. The new policy on 
academic accommodations will make this clear.

c) Make it clear that both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities will be 
accommodated;

McMaster students with both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities are 
accommodated through our OSD (“Student Accessibility Services”). The new policy on 
academic accommodations will make this clear.

d) Do not state or imply that requests for accommodation after a deadline, test or course 
completion (i.e. retroactive accommodation) will not be considered;

McMaster does not state or imply that requests for retroactive accommodation will not 
be considered. The new policy will explicitly address the university’s obligations with 
respect to retroactive accommodations.

e) Do not require students to reveal their private medical information to, or seek 
accommodation directly from, their professors, instructors, teaching assistants; and

f) Are clearly communicated to all students, faculty and staff.

McMaster University does not require students to reveal their private medical 
information to, nor does it require students to seek accommodation directly from, their 
professors, instructors, teaching assistants, etc. Upon approval of the new policy this 
fall, we will educate students, faculty and staff on this and other key aspects of the 
policy.
I hope that this letter clarifies the status and progress of our work on academic 
accommodations and documentation to date.

Sincere!;

Dr. David Wilkinson
Provost and Vice-President (Academic)
McMaster University

cc: The Honourable Deb Matthews
Minister for Training Colleges and Universities

David L. Lindsay 
President and CEO 
Council of Ontario Universities 
180 Dundas Street West 
Suite 1800 M5G 1Z8
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Sept 6, 2016

Chief Commissioner Renu Mandhane 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas St. W., 9th Floor 
Toronto ON M7A 2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane,

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation

On behalf of Nipissing University, I am writing to you today as a follow-up to my letter dated July 6, 2016 which 
was sent in reply to your letter of June 9, 2016 which followed from the initial response sent from the Council of 
Ontario Universities on behalf of all Ontario's universities to your earlier letter dated March 15, 2016.

As I stated in my earlier letter, Nipissing University is committed to ensuring that the dignity, rights and 
accommodation of all people with disabilities are respected.

As per your request, I am writing to you today to confirm that Nipissing University has undertaken steps 
required to address the six measures listed in your letter. Below you will find a status update in red as to the 
details outlined in our initial response.

(a) Do not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis to register with your Office of 
Students with Disabilities (OSD), or receive accommodation or supports.

• Nipissing will be implementing new forms to be completed at first instance by all students seeking
disability-related accommodation for mental health disabilities. These forms will be based on the 
Functional Limitations Assessment form included in Appendix C of the Academic Accommodations 
Report. Completed and Attached.

• We will also be creating a new consent form that makes clear that the disclosure of the student's
diagnosis is voluntary and that, if additional information is justifiably required, a separate request 
will be made and a separate consent will be obtained. Completed and Attached.

• We will be reviewing and updating all Nipissing University publications, specifically the Student
Accessibility Services publications, to ensure that any statements indicating that disclosure of a 
student's diagnosis is required in order to access accommodations or supports are removed. 
Completed

(b) Make it clear that students may request interim accommodations for mental health disabilities pending 
receipt of medical documentation.

• We will be reviewing and updating all Nipissing University publications, specifically the Student
Accessibility Services publications, to ensure that all communication is clear that requests may be 
made for interim accommodations and that any requests for such accommodations will be 
considered by the institution. Completed.

http://www.nipissingu.ca


• Prior to September 6,2016, we will be reviewing our existing accommodation process, or
establishing a new process, to provide for consideration of interim accommodation requests.
Completed and new statement created and included in SAS publications and website: 
i. INTERIM ACCOMMODATIONS

SAS recognizes that appropriate documentation from a health care professional 
occasionally takes time to obtain; therefore, SAS can arrange interim accommodations 
while an assessment is pending or when waiting for documentation. Students who 
require interim accommodations are asked to complete the Self-Identification Form and 
an Accessibility Consultant will be happy to meet with you to begin the accommodation 
planning process.

(c) Make it clear that both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities will be accommodated.
• Nipissing currently states in our publications and on our website that accommodation is available

for both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities. We also communicate this to 
students and prospective students to the university during institutional recruitment events such as 
Open Houses, Campus Tours and the University Fair etc. Completed.

(d) Do not state or imply that requests for accommodation after a deadline, test, or course completion (ie.
Retroactive accommodation) will not be considered.

• Nipissing does not currently state or imply in its policies or procedures that retroactive
accommodations will not be considered.

• Currently, we do consider requests for retroactive accommodations where the student submits
medical documentation supporting a medical need for such accommodations.

• Nipissing will develop and implement prior to September 6,2016 a statement confirming that the
institution will consider all requests for retroactive accommodations on a case-by-case basis. 
Completed and included here:
i. RETROACTIVE ACCOMMODATIONS

Nipissing University faculty, staff, and administration give meaningful consideration to 
requests for retroactive accommodation (requests for accommodation after a scheduled 
test, exam or assignment has taken place and where the student has failed to meet 
performance expectations due to a disruption in their mental health).

Nipissing has a number of university regulations and academic policies in place that 
allow a student to make a request for retroactive accommodation and consideration, 
including late withdrawal, incomplete grade requests, and grade appeals. However, 
oftentimes, through a collaborative process, the student, SAS and faculty, are able to 
establish an appropriate solution that addresses the student's individual needs and 
circumstance. Should a student require consideration for retroactive accommodation 
for disability related reasons, SAS will communicate this request with the appropriate 
Faculty or faculty member.

All requests for Retroactive Accommodation are considered on a case-by-case basis

• We will also be considering the need for and, if necessary, developing a new medical form to be
used by students who are requesting retroactive accommodation. If a new form is developed, it 
will be consistent with the principles set out in paragraph (a) above. Decision that there was no 
need for a new form at this time. Nipissing and SAS will continue to review requests for 
retroactive accommodations on a case-by-case basis.



(e) Do not require students to reveal their private medical information to, or seek accommodation directly 
from, their professors, instructors, teaching assistants, etc.

• All student personal health information is stored in confidential and secure files in the Student 
Accessibility Services office or password-protected data-base. Students are not required to share 
this information with their faculty, nor would it ever be shared with faculty by the Student 
Accessibility Services office, without informed student consent to do so. No Action Required.

« Currently, academic accommodations are communicated to faculty in a letter of Accommodation 
from the Student Accessibility Services office. Students at Nipissing currently have the choice to 
decide on the method of delivery of this letter. They have the option of deciding to deliver the 
letters in person or to have them delivered via email by their Accessibility Consultant. No Action 
Required.

• Students are encouraged to speak to their faculty if they require an assignment extension, 
alternate assignment, rescheduled test etc. However, if a student is uncomfortable with 
approaching or unable to approach their faculty member, they have the option to request their 
Accessibility Consultant to speak with the faculty member on their behalf. As a result, students 
are never required to seek accommodation directly from their faculty member if they are not 
comfortable doing so.
i. Students are informed of this upon their intake appointment with their Accessibility 

Consultant.
ii. STATEMENT UNDER STUDENT RIGHTS and RESPONSIBILITY (WEBSITE)

Your registration and involvement with SAS and the fact that you receive academic 
accommodation will not be identified on your off ial university records, test results, 
academic transcript or graduation documentation.

(f) Are clearly communicated to all students, faculty and staff.
• Nipissing will be reviewing and updating the website and all other Student Accessibility Services 

publications to ensure they are consistent with the six measures set out in your letter.
• In-depth training on the new medical documentation guidelines, forms and procedures will be 

completed for all Student Accessibility Services staff as well as all front line staff in the Division of 
Student Development and Services.

STAFF TRAINING
All front line staff (SAS AND SDS) have been informed of above-noted changes in 
accommodation policies, procedures and practices.

• Student Accessibility Services will be working with the Deans to ensure that updated information 
regarding the above-noted changes in accommodation policies, procedures and practices is 
provided to all faculty members through emails, newsletters, new faculty orientation and faculty 
councils.

FACULTY TRAINING
1. Email sent to all faculty providing information regarding the above noted changes in 

accommodation policies, procedures and practices.
2. Meetings scheduled with Deans, Chairs and Directors over the course of September 

to further discuss information regarding academic accommodations, procedures, 
and practices.

3. SAS has committed to: developing bimonthly newsletters for faculty that will include 
resources and information on supporting students with disabilities; simplifying 
access to Letters of Accommodation through a new faculty portal; offering greater 
faculty resources through our website; and providing a means for faculty to easily



provide feedback and comments online and/or through distributed faculty 
surveys. We are hopeful that through these efforts we will improve the overall 
supports and services Nipissing provides students with disabilities and continue to 
ensure students with disabilities are able to access the supports and 
accommodation they require.

4. SAS Open House event. Presentation on the academic accommodation process, 
support services available to students with disabilities, how to refer students 
Student Accessibility Services, information on roles and responsibilities including 
legislation and duty to accommodation was completed.

a Student Accessibility Services will be communicating information to students regarding the 
process for seeking academic accommodations at the beginning of each semester.

STUDENT COMMUNICATION
i. Email to all Nipissing Students outlining support services available and how to access.

To be sent at the beginning of each term.
ii. Statement Developed to Faculty and encouraged to use on Course Syllabi.

Student Accessibility Services tSAS)
Student Accessibility Services assists students with permanent and temporary 
disabilities. Disabilities supported include, but are not limited to: Learning Disabilities, 
Mental Health, ADHD, Sensory Disabilities, Medical Disabilities and Physical Disabilities

If you have or suspect you have a disability for which your require academic 
accommodation or supports, please visit the SAS team in B210 or get more information 
on the Nipissing University SAS webpage (www.nipissingu.ca/sas).

* The Division of Student Development and Services will be continuing to offer Supporting Students 
in Distress presentations (with the updated information) to all faculty and staff. Ongoing.

Nipissing University is confident that we have taken appropriate steps to ensure consistency with the six 
measures identified in your letter. Feel free to contact Casey Phillips (Assistant Vice-President, Students) at 
caseyp@nipissingu.ca or 705-474-3450 ext. 4100, should you have any questions or concerns.

Yours truly,

Dr.

Provost & Vice-President Academic and Research

Cc: Dr. Michael DeGagné

President & Vice-Chancellor

mailto:caseyp@nipissingu.ca
http://www.nipissingu.ca/sas


Casey Phillips

Assistant Vice-President, Students 

Sarah Tedesco,

Manager, Student Accessibility Services

David L. Lindsey 

President and CEO 

Council of Ontario Universities 

180 Dundas Street West 

Suite 1800 M5G 1Z8

The Honourable Deb Matthews

Minister Advanced Education and Skill Development



MEDICAL DOCUMENTATION FORM 
FOR PHYSICAL, SENSORY, MEDICAL, and MENTAL HEALTH DISABILITIES

This section to be completed bv the student PRIOR TO asking a health care professional to complete
the following Medical Documentation Form

Please Print:

Consistent with the Ontario Human Rights Commission, Nipissing University does not require you to 
disclose your disability or health condition diagnosis in order to register with Student Accessibility 
Services (SAS) and to receive academic accommodation.

Providing your diagnosis may be required to establish eligibility for certain federally or provincially 
funded bursaries and grants and privately-funded external scholarships and financial awards. This Form 
can be used to establish eligibility for such financial assistance, provided you have consented to the 
disclosure of your diagnosis.

If you decide to disclose your diagnosis, please note that this information will be kept strictly 
confidential. Student Accessibility Services will not share this information with anyone, including your 
instructors, without your explicit and written consent.

If you choose to consent to the disclosure of your diagnosis, you must check the box below. Your 
consent will allow your Health Care Practitioner to complete the relevant section of the Form.

I consent to disclose the diagnosis of my physical, sensory, mental health, or medical disability.

NIPISSING
U N I V E R S I T Y

STUDENT DEVELOPMENT AND SERVICES

Student's Last Name:____________________________________________________
Student's First Name:____________________________________________________
Date of Birth (mm/dd/yyyy):________________________________________________
Student Number:________________________________________________________
Email Address:_________________________________________________________

□

Signature of Student Date

Please Print Name



ATTENTION Health Care Professional:

This student is requesting disability-related academic accommodation and/or support through Student 
Accessibility Services at Nipissing University.

The information you provide in this report will be used by Student Accessibility Services to assess this student's 
eligibility for academic accommodation during their studies, and therefore we rely on your detailed knowledge 
of this student's disability or condition and the impact it may have on their academic performance.

Since this form contains many specific sections, health care professionals are asked to complete only those 
section(s) that relate to their scope of practice. Please complete your assigned section(s) below based on your 
scope of practice.

Approved Professionals

Sections A. B. C. D. and H to be completed by one of the following:
Family Physician Psychologist Psychiatrist Psychological Associate Medical Specialist

Section E: Vision to be completed by one of the following:
Family Physician Optometrist Ophthalmologist

Section F: Hearing to be completed by one of the following:
Family Physician Audiologist

Section G: Speech to be completed by one of the following:
Family Physician Speech-Language Pathologist

Section I: Specialized Equipment and Services to be completed by any of the professional listed in the above.

Certificate of Approved Professional

Practitioner's Name (please print):

I am a legally qualified in the province of Ontario and the
following report contains my clinical assessment and considered opinion at this time.

Practitioner's Signature:

Date Completed (mm/dd/yy):

License Number/Registration Number:

Name/Address/Phone Number:
Please use office stamp or attach business card



□ 

□ 
 _________________________ .

□ 
□ ________________

□ 
□ _______________

_______________ ______________.

 □

Functional Limitations Assessment Form for
Physical. Sensory. Medical, and Mental Health Disabilities 

NOTE: The following criterion must be met for the determination of a disability:

The student experiences functional limitations due to a health condition that impairs the student's academic 
functioning while pursuing post-secondary studies.

Please check one box on the left:

I confirm that this student has a disability based on a diagnosed* health condition according to the criterion 
outlined above.
Or

i confirm that i am monitoring and assessing the student's health condition to determine a diagnosis and this 
assessment is likely to be completed by

Date

If the student has consented to disclosure of specific diagnosis (as indicated by their signature on page 1), 
please provide the diagnosis and DSM-V code, as applicable.

Duration of the Disability 

Complete 1 or 2 or 3

1. This student has a permanent disability with symptoms that are:
continuous OR
recurrent/episodic Frequency and Duration:

2. This student has a temporary disability with symptoms that are:
continuous OR
recurrent/episodic Frequency and Duration:

Accommodations to be provided from to**

3. This student is being monitored and assessed to determine a diagnosis.

**Updated documentation will be required by SAS to continue providing academic accommodations after this 
date.

*According to the Ontario Human Rights Commission, post-secondary institutions do not routinely need to be informed of the specific 
diagnosis to provide academic accommodation. Ontario Human Rights Commission, Policy on preventing discrimination based on mental 
health disabilities and addictions (Toronto: Government of Ontario, 2014), section 13.7 at 53.



□ □ □ □ □

□ □ □ □ □

□ □ □ □ □

□ □ □ □ □

□ □ □ □ □

□ □ □ □ □

□ □ □ □ □

□ □ □ □ □

□ □ □ □ □

□ □ □ □ □

Medication

If the student has been prescribed medication for this condition, when is the medication likely to affect 
academic functioning negatively? (Check all that apply)

Morning Afternoon Evening N/A

Functional Limitations

Using the following scale, please rate the impact of the impairment caused by the disability as well as possible 
medication effects (if any) on the areas of functioning

1 2 3 4 0

Within normal limits
No functional 
limitation evident in 
this area

Mild or Slight
Functional 
limitation evident 
in this area

Moderate
Functional 
limitation evident 
in this area

Severe
Functional 
limitation evident 
in this area

Unable to assess or 
unknown at this 
time

A. Cognitive Skills/Abilities

Attention/Concentration 1 2 3 4 0

Short -Term Memory 1 2 3 4 0

Long-Term Memory 1 2 3 4 0

Information Processing 1 2 3 4 o

Ability to Manage distractions 1 2 3 4 0

Executive Functioning: planning, 
organizing, problem solving, 
sequencing, time- management

1 2 3 4 o

Ability to Meet Assignment Deadlines 1 2 3 4 o

Ability to Take Notes 
During Class Lectures

1 2 3 4 o

Judgment: anticipating the impact 
of one's behaviour on self and others

1 2 3 4 0

Communication: ability to effectively
convey information orally or in writing

1 2 3 4 0

□  □  □  □ 



Other l 2 3 4 O
Please describe:

Comments: Please elaborate on any of the areas above that need further explanation

B. Physical Skills/Abilities

Mobility 1 2 3 4 o

Gross Motor l 2 3 4 o

Fine Motor/ Manual Dexterity 1 2 3 4 0

Stamina/Ability to engage in
academic activities

1 2 3 4 0

Sit for sustained periods of time 1 2 3 4 o

Stand for sustained periods 1 2 3 4 0

Other 1 2 3 4 0
Please describe:

Comments: Please elaborate on any of the areas above that need further explanation



C. Social-Emotional Skills/Abilities

Ability to effectively control emotions 
during routine academic interactions

1 2 3 4 0

Ability to read social cues l 2 3 4 0

Ability to effectively control emotions 
during evaluation situations

1 2 3 4 0

Ability to effectively manage the demands 
of academic life

1 2 3 4 0

Ability to respond to change effectively l 2 3 4 0

Ability to participate in group work situations l 2 3 4 o

Ability to participate in classroom settings 1 2 3 4 0

Ability to deliver oral presentations 1 2 3 4 o

Other 1 2 3 4 o
Please describe:

Comments: Please elaborate on any of the areas above that need further explanation

D. Fieldwork/Practicum - Specific Skills/Abilities
(Complete only when fieldwork/practicum is required by student's program of study e.g. Nursing, Education) 

Work safely with vulnerable populations*** l 2 3 4 O

Stamina: Meet the demands of fieldwork*** l 2 3 4 O

***|f a rate of 2-4 or 0 was given, please elaborate on these areas.



E. Vision
(Visual acuity loss (best corrected), left eye, right eye, bilateral, visual field limitations)

Vision l 2 3 4 O
Comments: Please elaborate on any of the areas above.

F. Hearing
(Hearing Loss (best corrected), left ear, right ear, bilateral)

Hearing l 2 3 4 o
Comments: Please elaborate on any of the areas above.

G.Speech

Speech l 2 3 4 O
Comments, if needed:

H. Safety

Does this student have a condition such that the university may need to respond in an emergency situation if 
symptoms of the condition appear while the student is on campus or during fieldwork, (e.g. seizure disorder, 
severe allergic reaction)

Yes No

If "yes", please describe condition(s).



I. Specialized Equipment and Services

Based on the functional limitations you identified in the above sections, is there a need for specialized 
equipment and/or services? If the answer is "yes", please (1) tick items required and (2) provide a rationale as to 
why the specialized equipment or service is needed.

Specialized Services:

Sign language interpretation Computerized note taker

Documents in braille Large print Accessible textbooks, readings

Other, please specify:

Classroom modifications:

Ergonomic furniture Specialized lighting Assigned seating

Other, please specify:

Assistive technologies:

Use of a screen reader Text to voice software Voice to text software

Amplification system Magnification equipment Video captioning Laptop

Other, please specify:

Rationale for Specialized Services/Equipment:



Hi NIPISSING
U N I V E R S I T Y

July 6, 2016

Chief Commissioner Renu Mandhane 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas St. W., 9th Floor 
Toronto ON M7A 2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane,

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation

On behalf of Nipissing University, I am writing in reply to your letter of June 9, 2016 which followed from 
the initial response sent from the Council of Ontario Universities on behalf of all Ontario's universities to 
your earlier letter dated March 15,2016.

Nipissing University is committed to ensuring that the dignity, rights and accommodation of all people 
with disabilities are respected. Further, Nipissing University is committed to reviewing and, where 
necessary, updating our accommodation policies, procedures and practices relating to students with 
mental health disabilities in order to ensure they reflect the six measures outlined in your letters. We 
already have several of these six measures in place at our institution and we will be working to ensure 
that all six are implemented, promoted and communicated to all stakeholders in advance of September 
6, 2016.

Out of an abundance of caution, we do wish to make clear that formal changes in University policy or 
procedure may require University Senate or Board of Governors approval. These bodies do not meet 
over the summer months and will not reconvene until September, and therefore it will not be possible 
to obtain any formal approvals required prior to September 6, 2016. Nevertheless, it is our intention to 
implement and communicate any changes required to ensure consistency with the six measures 
outlined in your letters on an interim basis prior to September 6,2016, pending subsequent receipt of 
any formal approvals which may be required.

As per your request, we have set out below an overview of the steps that Nipissing University will be 
undertaking to address the six measures listed in your letters:

(a) Do not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis to register with your 
Office of Students with Disabilities (OSD), or receive accommodation or supports.

• Nipissing will be implementing new forms to be completed at first instance by all
students seeking disability-related accommodation for mental health disabilities. These 
forms will be based on the Functional Limitations Assessment from included in Appendix 
C of the Academic Accommodations Report.

1 0 0  C o l l e g e  D r i v e ,  B o x  5 0 0 2 ,  N o r t h  B a y ,  O N  P 1 B  8 L 7  

l e i :  ( 7 0 5 )  4 7 4 - 3 4 5 0  •  f a x :  ( 7 0 5 )  4 7 4 -  1  9 4 7  •  t t y :  ( 8 7 7 )  6 8 8 - 5 5 0 7

w w w . n i p i s s i n g u . c a



• We will also be creating a new consent form that makes clear that the disclosure of the 
student's diagnosis is voluntary and that, if additional information is justifiably required, 
a separate request will be made and a separate consent will be obtained.

• We will be reviewing and updating all Nipissing University publications, specifically the 
Student Accessibility Services publications, to ensure that any statements indicating that 
disclosure of a student's diagnosis is required in order to access accommodations or 
supports are removed.

(b) Make it clear that students may request interim accommodations for mental health disabilities 
pending receipt of medical documentation.

• We will be reviewing and updating all Nipissing University publications, specifically the 
Student Accessibility Services publications, to ensure that all communication is clear that 
requests may be made for interim accommodations and that any requests for such 
accommodations will be considered by the institution.

• Prior to September 6, 2016, we will be reviewing our existing accommodation process, 
or establishing a new process, to provide for consideration of interim accommodation 
requests.

(c) Make it clear that both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities will be 
accommodated.

• Nipissing currently states in our publications and on our website that accommodation is 
available for both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities. We also 
communicate this to students and prospective students to the university during 
institutional recruitment events such as Open Houses, Campus Tours and the University 
Fair etc.

(d) Do not state or imply that requests for accommodation after a deadline, test, or course 
completion (ie. Retroactive accommodation) will not be considered.

• Nipissing does not currently state or imply in its policies or procedures that retroactive 
accommodations will not be considered.

• Currently, we do consider requests for retroactive accommodations where the student 
submits medical documentation supporting a medical need for such accommodations.

• Nipissing will develop and implement prior to September 6,2016 a statement 
confirming that the institution will consider all requests for retroactive accommodations 
on a case-by-case basis.

• We will also be considering the need for and, if necessary, developing a new medical 
form to be used by students who are requesting retroactive accommodation. If a new 
form is developed, it will be consistent with the principles set out in paragraph (a) 
above.

(e) Do not require students to reveal their private medical information to, or seek accommodation 
directly from, their professors, instructors, teaching assistants, etc.

• All student personal health information is stored in confidential and secure files in the 
Student Accessibility Services office or password-protected data-base. Students are not 
required to share this information with their faculty, nor would it ever be shared with 
faculty by the Student Accessibility Services office, without informed student consent to 
do so.

• Currently, academic accommodations are communicated to faculty in a letter of 
Accommodation from the Student Accessibility Services office. Students at Nipissing 
currently have the choice to decide on the method of delivery of this letter. They have



the option of deciding to deliver the letters in person or to have them delivered via 
email by their Accessibility Consultant.

• Students are encouraged to speak to their faculty if they require an assignment 
extension, alternate assignment, rescheduled test etc. However, if a student is 
uncomfortable with approaching or unable to approach their faculty member, they have 
the option to request their Accessibility Consultant to speak with the faculty member on 
their behalf. As a result, students are never required to seek accommodation directly 
from their faculty member if they are not comfortable doing so.

(f) Are clearly communicated to all students, faculty and staff.
• Nipissing will be reviewing and updating the website and all other Student Accessibility 

Services publications to ensure they are consistent with the six measures set out in your 
letter.

• In-depth training on the new medical documentation guidelines, forms and procedures 
will be completed for all Student Accessibility Services staff as well as all front line staff 
in the Division of Student Development and Services.

• Student Accessibility Services will be working with the Deans to ensure that updated 
information regarding the above-noted changes in accommodation policies, procedures 
and practices is provided to all faculty members through emails, newsletters, new 
faculty orientation and faculty councils.

• Student Accessibility Services will be communicating information to students regarding 
the process for seeking academic accommodations at the beginning of each semester.

• The Division of Student Development and Services will be continuing to offer Supporting 
Students in Distress presentations (with the updated information) to all faculty and 
staff.

Nipissing University is confident that we will be able to make the changes outlined above to ensure 
consistency with the six measures identified in your letters prior to the September 6, 2016 deadline 
outlined in your letters, at least on an interim basis pending formal approval of any changes to policy or 
procedure that require University Senate or Board of Governors approval. In the event that through our 
work, we discover any issues that may affect our ability to meet this deadline, we will send an updated 
letter to you outlining the issues affecting the implementation timelines.

Nipissing University looks forward to working together with you and the Ontario Human Rights 
Commission to address the important issues raised in your letter. Feel free to contact Casey Phillips 
(Assistant Vice-President, Students) at casevp@niDissineu.ca or 705-474-3450 ext. 4100, should you 
have any questions or concerns.

Yours truly,

Dr. Harley d'Entremont
Provost & Vice-President Academic and Research

mailto:caseyp@nipissingu.ca


Ce: Dr. Michael DeGagné 
President & Vice-Chancellor

Casey Phillips
Assistant Vice-President, Students 

Sarah Tedesco,
Manager, Student Accessibility Services

David L. Lindsey 
President and CEO 
Council of Ontario Universities 
180 Dundas Street West 
Suite 1800 M5G 1Z8

The Honourable Deb Matthews
Minister Advanced Education and Skill Development



OCAD UNIVERSITY 
McCAUL STREET 

TORONTO, ONTARIO 
MSTlWl 

T. 416 977 6000 
F. 416 977 6006 

April 25, 2016 

Renu Mandhane, Chief Commissioner 
Office of the Chief Commissioner 
900-180 Dundas Street West 
Toronto, Ontario, M7A 2R9 

Thank you for your correspondence of March 15, 2016. OCAD University 
welcomes the detailed direction of the Ontario Human Rights Commission 
(OHRC) to ensure that OCAD University's approaches to medical 
documentation and student accommodations are line with the Ontario 
Human Rights Code, OHRC policies and guidelines, and the standards in 
the Academic Accommodations Report. 

OCAD University recently approved a Policy on Academic 
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities that reflects the OHRC 
policies and guidelines, including documentation guidelines, and OCAD 
University commits to implement the OHRC recommendations and to 
develop an implementation and communication strategy that ensures that 
procedures/practices across all divisions and faculties reflect the six 
measures, in accordance with Appendix A and B, by September 06, 2016. 

At the same time, we are supportive of the COU taking a leadership 
role in ensuring that there is uniformity across the university sector. 

Thank you again for your direction on this important human rights 
matter and OCAD University looks forward to an ongoing dialogue with the 
OHRC as we continue to strive for high standards in the accommodation 
of students with disabilities. 

Scincerely,

Dr. Sara Diamond, 0. of Ont., RCA 
President and Vice-Chancellor, OCAD University 

Cc: The Honorable Reza Moridi, Minister for Training, Colleges and Universities 

WWW.OCADU.CA

http://WWW.OCADU.CA
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OCAD UNIVERSITY
100 McCAUL STREET 
TORONTO, ONTARIO 

MST1W1

T. 416 977 6000 
F. 416 977 6006

WWW.OCADU.CA

September 06, 2016

Renu Mandhane, Chief Commissioner 
Office of the Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas St. W.
Toronto, On 
M7A 2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane,

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation

As requested in your correspondence of March 15, 2016, OCAD University is pleased 
to confirm that it has implemented the six measures, in accordance with the 
checklist in Appendix B, across all divisions and faculties. OCAD University has also 
implemented items 1-11 and 13 in Appendix A, and will implement item 12 in the 
2016/17 academic year.

In June 2016, OCAD University struck an Accommodation Advisory Committee 
with representation from all faculties and relevant administrative units. After 
receiving training from the Office of Diversity, Equity and Sustainability Initiatives 
(ODESI) on the Ontario Human Rights Commission (OHRC) directive and related 
policies, the Advisory Committee developed an Action Plan. To implement the 
Action Plan, the Advisory Committee reviewed all policies, procedures, forms and 
communications regarding student accommodations; conducted community 
consultations with students and academic/administrative units; revised OCAD U’s 
Medical Documentation Form, course syllabi, and communications regarding 
student accommodations; and developed accommodation procedures, Medical 
Documentation Guidelines, a training plan, and detailed communications for 
students, staff and faculty regarding academic accommodations.

OCAD University is pleased to share its Action Plan with updates on the steps taken 
for implementation, as well as the following documents, as requested by the OHRC:

1. Accommodation Advisory Committee
2. Training for Advisory Committee, Office of Diversity Equity and 

Sustainability Initiatives
3. Academic Accommodations for Students with Disabilities Policy
4. Medical Document Form, Centre for Students with Disabilities
5. Documentation Guidelines
6. Website communications with accommodation procedures
7. Student Handbook communications
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8. Course Syllabi information on accommodations

Thank you again for your guidance identifying and removing systemic barriers for 
students with disabilities and bringing OCAD U’s policies, procedures and practices 
in line with the Human Rights Code and related policies.

Sincerely,

Dr. Sara Diamond, 0. of Ont., RCA 
President and Vice-Chancellor, OCAD University

WWW.OCADU.CA
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IMPLEMENTING THE ONTARIO HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION'S DIRECTIVE
MEDICAL DOCUMENTATION GUIDELINES AND ACCOMMODATION
ACTION PLAN: OCAD UNIVERSITY

SUMMARY: THE SIX MEASURES
The OHRC seeks your commitment that by September 6, 2016, the start of the next academic year, OCAD University will have medical
documentation guidelines, medical documentation forms and procedures in place across all divisions and faculties that:

(a) Do not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis to register with your Office for Students with Disabilities
(OSD), or receive accommodations or supports;
(b) Make it clear that students may request interim accommodations for mental health disabilities pending receipt of medical

documentation;
(c) Make it clear that both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities will be accommodated;
(d) Do not state or imply that requests for accommodation after a deadline, test or course completion (i.e. retroactive accommodation)

will not be considered;
(e) Do not require students to reveal their private medical information to, or seek accommodation directly from, their professors,

instructors, teaching assistants, etc.; and
(f) Are clearly communicated to all students, faculty and staff.

APPENDIX B: CHECKLIST
With respect to diagnosis and gathering information, documentation guidelines, forms and procedures should:

1. Clearly state that under the Ontario Human Rights Code, students are not required to disclose
their disability diagnosis to register for OSD services and access accommodations and
supports.

Status: Completed
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Steps for implementation:
Incorporated in OCAD U's Academic Accommodations for Students with Disabilities Policy 
(Accommodations Policy), in the Medical Documentation form, on the Centre for Students with 
Disabilities (CSD) Website, in training curriculum, and in Student Handbook.

2. Make providing a diagnosis voluntary and not apply any explicit or implicit pressure to disclose 
a diagnosis. This includes not implying that accommodations will be better or quicker if a 
diagnosis is provided. Your form may allow students to opt into consenting to provide a 
diagnosis on a completely voluntary basis. It can also explain that the student may need to 
consent to provide a diagnosis if he or she applies for certain federally or provincially funded 
bursaries and grants and privately funded external scholarships and financial awards.

Steps for implementation:
Incorporated in OCAD U's Medical Documentation form and on the CSD Website.

Status: Completed

3. Not stipulate that only a psychologist or psychiatrist can complete the form (any appropriate 
licensed medical professional such as a family doctor, psychiatrist, psychologist or 
psychological associate should be able to complete the form).

Steps for implementation:
Incorporated in OCAD U's Medical Documentation form.

Status: Completed

4. Ask the medical professional to confirm that the student has a disability OR is being 
monitored or assessed to determine a diagnosis.

Steps for implementation:
Incorporated in OCAD U's Medical Documentation form.

Status: Completed
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5. Focus on requesting information about functional limitations due to a health condition that 
impairs the student's academic functioning while pursuing post secondary studies. The form 
may also ask medical professionals to suggest appropriate accommodations.

Steps for implementation:
Incorporated in OCAD U's Medical Documentation form, on the CSD Website, in training 
curriculum, and in Student Handbook.

Status: Completed

6. Not indicate in any way that only permanent disabilities or significant temporary disabilities 
will be accommodated. All disabilities that give rise to functional limitations that impair 
academic functioning should be accommodated.

Steps for implementation:
Incorporated in OCAD U's Accommodations Policy, in the Medical Documentation form, on the 
CSD Website, in training curriculum, and in Student Handbook.

Status: Completed

7. If asking about medication, ask only about the effects of medications on academic 
functioning and not about the details of the medication prescribed.

Steps for implementation:
Incorporated in OCAD U's Medical Documentation form.

Status: Completed

8. Not require students to give blanket consent to release of additional medical information or 
subsequent discussion with the medical professional. If further information is justifiably 
needed to make an accommodation, the student can be asked to provide express and 
voluntary informed consent to release that information.

Steps for implementation:
Removed from OCAD U's Medical Documentation form.

Status: Completed
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9. Ask for updated medical information where a disability is identified as temporary or where 
academic accommodations need to be revisited over time to ensure that they continue to meet 
the student's needs appropriately.

Steps for implementation:
Incorporated in OCAD U's accommodation procedures on Website.

Status: Completed

With respect to interim and retroactive accommodations, documentation guidelines, forms and procedures should:

10. Confirm that assistance will be provided to students who require interim 
accommodation pending receipt of medical documentation.

Steps for implementation:
Incorporated in OCAD U's Accommodations Policy, on the CSD Website, in training curriculum, 

and in Student Handbook.

Status: Completed

11. Establish a process to address interim accommodations in situations where a student self 
identifies accommodation needs or it becomes apparent to staff in the Office for Students with 
Disabilities that a student may have an undiagnosed health condition with accompanying 
functional limitations that impair the student's academic functioning.

Steps for implementation:
Incorporated in OCAD U's Accommodations Policy, on the CSD Website, and in the Student 

Handbook.

Status: Completed
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12. Take into account the realities of any challenges that may be involved with a student obtaining 
an appointment or series of appointments with a medical professional in order to be diagnosed 
with a disability or have medical documentation forms completed. If time limits must be 
contemplated, they should be determined on a case by case basis in consultation with the 
student.

Steps for implementation:
Incorporated in OCAD U's Accommodations Policy and on the CSD Website.

Status: Completed

13. Remove any statement that suggests that retroactive accommodations (i.e. after failing to 
meet performance standards on a test, assignment or exam or during a course due to a 
disability) will not be considered. Instead, include a statement that the institution will consider 
requests for retroactive accommodation on a case by case basis.

Steps for implementation:
Incorporated in OCAD U's Medical Documentation form, in procedures on the CSD Website, and 

in training curriculum.

Status: Completed

14. Establish a process to meaningfully consider requests for retroactive accommodation or, if 
a process already exists, provide clear information to students, faculty and staff about that 
process.

Steps for implementation:
Incorporated in OCAD U's procedures and communication on the CSD Website and in training 

curriculum.

Status: Completed

With respect to privacy and confidentiality, documentation guidelines, forms and procedures should:

15. Ensure that all information provided to the Office for Students with Disabilities is kept 
confidential. This includes maintaining documentation in locked filing cabinets and on 
encrypted and password protected databases that can only be accessed by staff in the OSD who 
need access to the information.

Status: Completed
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Steps for implementation:
Incorporated in OCAD U's Accommodations Policy, on the CSD Website, and in the Student
Handbook.

16. Clearly state that a student's involvement with disability services and the fact that the student 
has received academic accommodations will not be identified on the student's official university 
records, test results, academic transcripts or graduation documentation.

Steps for implementation:
Incorporated in CSD Website and in Student Handbook.

Status: Completed

Communication to students, faculty and staff about the documentation guidelines, forms and procedures should:

17. Include posting the institution's medical documentation guidelines and forms online and 
providing information about disability accommodation in any student handbook. Students should 
also receive information about academic accommodation at the beginning of each semester via the 
institution's email communications or newsletter. Information about academic accommodation 
should also be included on all course syllabi distributed to students. Links to policy references and 
other resources should be provided including links to the Ontario Human Rights Commission's 
policies (in particular the Mental health policy other relevant institution policies (such as the 
institution's human rights policy; accommodation policy and privacy policy); links to information 
about the institution's equity/human rights office; training resources for faculty, staff and students 
(for example an online video series on accommodating post—secondary students with mental 
health disabilities; an information and resource handbook, A Guide to Academic Accommodations 
and Managing your Mental Health While on Campus, for students and families

Status: Completed
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Steps for implementation:
Medical Guidelines and forms posted on CSD Website 
Information published in Student Handbook
All student e-mail sent from Vice Provost at beginning of academic year
Accommodation information incporated into syllabi template
The following links to training resources incorporated in the CSD Website:

• OCAD U Canvas Course Shifting Perspective: Inclusive Teaching and Learning at OCAD U
• Teaching and learning resources at Faculty Curriculum Development Centre
• Accessible Campus Website
• Health and Wellness Crisis Support Webpage 

The following policy links incorporated on CSD Website:
• OHRC Policy on preventing discrimination based on mental health disabilities and 

addictions
• OCAD U Academic Accommodations for Students with Disabilities Policy
• Office of Diversity Equity and Sustainability Initiatives (human rights office)
• OCAD U Respectful Work and Learning Environment Policy (human rights policy)
• FIPPA

18. Include in-depth training on the documentation guidelines, forms and procedures for staff in the 
Office for Students with Disabilities.

Steps for implementation:
Training delivered by Vice Provost, Students, at CSD unit meetings.

Status: Ongoing throughout the 
2016/17 academic year.

19. Include effective and ongoing training for full-time faculty and part-time faculty, instructors and 
teaching assistants on mental health and accommodation. This includes training on general 
mental health awareness; information on interacting with a student who may have a mental- 
health related issue; and understanding their role in the accommodation process including their 
responsibilities under the Code.

Steps for implementation:
• Associate Dean, Faculty of Design, in collaboration with Office of Diversity Equity and

Status: Curriculum and 
Orientation Completed 

Training Plans and Delivery: 
Ongoing
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Sustainability Initiatives (ODESI), developed curriculum to be shared across faculties and
delivered by Associate Deans in faculty orientation sessions and ongoing faculty
meetings. Associate Deans to provide ODESI with Training Plan to reach sessional,
permanent and tenured faculty, and teaching assistants, for 2016-17.

• Vice Provost presented at Academic Leadership Team Orientation (Aug. 29, 2016) on
OCAD U's Accommodations Policy, OHRC directive and Supporting Students in Distress
Protocol.

APPENDIX A

1. Use functional limitations and not diagnosis the basis for academic accommodations 

Steps for implementation:
Incorporated in OCAD U's Accommodations Policy, in the Medical Documentation form, on the 
CSD Website, in training curriculum, and in Student Handbook.

Status: Completed

2. Provide interim accommodations while a student is waiting to be assessed by a healthcare 
professional

Steps for implementation:
Incorporated in OCAD U's Accommodations Policy, on the CSD Website, in training curriculum, 
and in Student Handbook.

Status: Completed

3. Provide information about temporary disabilities in their literature and develop a process for 
accommodating temporary disabilities

Steps for implementation:
Incorporated in OCAD U's Accommodations Policy, in the Medical Documentation form, on the

Status: Completed
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CSD Website, in training curriculum, and in Student Handbook.

4. Consider requests for retroactive accommodation (requests for accommodation after a scheduled 
test, exam or assignment has taken place and where the student has failed to meet performance 
expectations due to a disruption in their mental health)

Steps for implementation:
Incorporated in the Medical Documentation form, on the CSD Website, and in training 
curriculum.

Status: Completed

5. Have their Offices for Students with Disabilities (OSDs) and not the student communicate about 
accommodations with professors

Steps for implementation:
Incorporated in OCAD U's Academic Accommodations for Students with Disabilities Policy 
(Accommodations Policy), on the CSD Website, in training curriculum, and in Student Handbook.

’'‘Students are provided with the choice to a) provide their accommodation letter to faculty, or b) 
for CSD to communicate directly with faculty.

Status: Completed

6. Have clear policies and procedures for accommodating students with disabilities 

Steps for implementation:
See OCAD U's Accommodations Policy and the procedures on the CSD Website.

Status: Completed

7. Improve awareness and communication of available services

Steps for implementation:
• Re-developed the CSD Website with sections on: Documentation Guidelines,

Accommodation Procedures, Frequently Asked Questions, Information for Health Care 
Practitioners, Types of Academic Accommodations, Resources for Supporting Students

Status: Completed
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with Disabilities, Information for Course Instructors and TAs, Services and Supports 
Offered by the CSD, Information and Policy Links; and Privacy and Confidentiality.

• Incorporated accommodation information in Student Handbook
• Developed training curriculum for faculty and instructors
• Orientation for Academic Administrators (August 2016)

8. Implement effective training for faculty on issues related to mental health and faculty's role in the 
accommodation process:

Steps for implementation
• Associate Dean, Faculty of Design, in collaboration with ODESI, developed curriculum to 

be shared across faculties and delivered by Associate Deans in faculty orientation 
sessions and ongoing faculty meetings. Associate Deans to provide ODESI with Training 
Plan to reach sessional, permanent and tenured faculty, and teaching assistants, for 
2016-17.

• Vice Provost presented at Academic Leadership Team Orientation (Aug. 29, 2016) on 
Academic Accommodations Policy and related requirements coming from the OHRC and 
Supporting Students in Distress Protocol.

Status: Ongoing

9. Create a process for dealing with accommodation appeals

Steps for implementation:
Process outlined in Accommodations Policy.

Status: Completed

10. Establish Accommodation Advisory Committees for each school/faculty to advise the Dean on 
matters related to accommodation trends and the need for accommodation related resources

Steps for implementation:
Created Accommodation Advisory Committee for 2016-17 academic year.

Status: Completed
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11. Establish accommodation teams made up of professionals with different areas of expertise to deal 
with complex accommodations

Steps for implementation:
Process outlined in OCAD U's Accommodations Policy.

Status: Completed

12. Use student satisfaction surveys for students registered with OSDs to determine what is working and 
what needs improvement

Steps for implementation:
To be developed by Associate Vice President and Provost Students, in consultation with the 

Accommodation Advisory Committee, in the 2016/17 academic year.

Status: To be completed in 
2016/17 academic year.

13. Have OSDs act as resource hubs offering academic and social activities for students with disabilities 

Steps for implementation:
CSD to continue to develop and deliver events and programming to build community, provide 
support and celebrate achievements. Events include the orientation bus tour and annual 
events for graduating students.

Status: Ongoing
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2016/17 Accommodation Advisory Committee

Advisory Committee to advise the Deans on matters related to accommodation trends and 
the need for accommodation related resources and to measure the effectiveness of any new 
accommodation policy/procedure/process to determine its impact on staff and students' 
awareness of the accommodation process and on the removal of access, integration and 
learning barriers for students with disabilities.

2016/17 Committee Membership

Amanda Hotrum, Director, Diversity, Equity and Sustainability Initiatives (Chair) 

Colleen Reid, Associate Dean, Design 
Ian Clarke, Associate Dean, LASSIS
Linda Carreiro, Associate Dean, Academic Affairs, Faculty of Art 
Michael Prokopow, Dean, Graduate Studies 
Gillian Siddall, Vice President Academic and Provost 
Deanne Fisher, Vice Provost Students
Robinson, Jennifer, Clinical Director, Health and Wellness Centre
Khadija Aziz, Director of Diversity and Equity, Student Union
Robin Fraser, OCAD Student Union Advocate
Andre De Frieitas, Manager Financial Aid & Awards
Susanne Seinader, Director Centre for Students with Disabilities
Bharat Saini, Senior Disability Consultant, Centre for Students with Disabilities
Cathy Cappon, Manager, Office of Diversity, Equity & Sustainability Initiatives
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lüJ Policy Context

Ontario Human Rights Commission (OHRC) intervened in Application before the 
Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario (HRTO), to bring all university and college 
approaches to medical documentation and accommodation in line with:

- Human Rights Code (Code),
- OHRC Policy on preventing discrimination based on mental health 

disabilities and addictions,
- Recommendations in a MTCU-funded report, Recommendations for 

Documentation Standards and Guidelines for Post-Secondary 
Students with Mental Health Disabilities (Academic Accommodations 
Report).

OHRC worked with York University and the Complainant to develop new 
documentation guidelines to access academic accommodations.
Chief Commissioner Renu Mandhane issued correspondence to all Ontario 
universities and colleges (March 15, 2016) regarding documentation guidelines 
and accommodations for post-secondary students with mental health disabilities.

Interior work by Marc De Pape '13 OCAD UNIVERSITY 2
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Role of OHRC

• OHRC Policies/Guidelines
- s. 30 the Human Rights Co authorize OHRC to provide

guidance on interpreting Cod
- Set standards to ensure compliance

- Advance a progressive understanding of the
- Based on jurisprudence and considered by HRTO

• Powers under Code to conduct inquiries in the public 
interest and initiate Applications before the HRTO

Interior work by Marc De Pape 13 OCAD UNIVERSITY 3



Academic Accommodations Report

The goals of the project:
1) Develop province-wide documentation standards and guidelines, taking into consideration 
the specific needs of post-secondary students with mental health disabilities.
2) Develop training for students, faculty, access/disability advisors, student leaders and 
administrators, on how best to accommodate post-secondary students with mental health 
disabilities which could be consistently implemented across the province.
3) Develop an information and resource handbook for students with mental health 
disabilities.
Recommendations are based on:
1. Research Study: Information gathered from five stakeholder groups through focus groups 
and on-line surveys (faculty-986, students with mental health disabilities-914, disability 
advisors-97, administrators-125, and campus physicians-28)
2. Consultations with the OHRC
3. Visits to best practice sites (Queen’s University, Belfast, United Kingdom and the 
University of Manitoba
4. Literature Review

Interior wofk by Marc De Pape '13 OCAD UNIVERSITY 4
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OHRC Request

Ail Ontario universities and colleges requested to respond to Chief 
Commissioner’s letter by April 30, 2016, that they have already 
implemented or will commit to implementing the six measures 
across all divisions and faculties and what steps will be taken to do 
so, by September 06, 2016.
On or before September 06, 2016, provide written confirmation 
that:
- Six measures have been implemented in accordance with the 

checklist (Appendix B),
- Advise of any other steps taken to implement 

recommendations in the Academic Accommodations 
Report,

- Send OHRC copies of new or amended documentation 
guidelines, medical documentation forms and procedures.

Interior work by Marc De Pape ‘13 OCAD UNIVERSITY 5
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— »r OCAD U’s Commitment

• President Diamond replied April 25, 2016
• Welcomed detailed direction of the OHRC
• Indicated OCAD U’s Policy

Accommodations for Studentsreflects 
OHRC policies and guidelines 

• OCAD U committed to
- Implement OHRC recommendations
- Develop an implementation and communication strategy that 

ensures procedures/practices across all divisions and faculties 
reflect the six measures, in accordance with Appendix A and B.

- By September 06, 2016

Interior work by Marc De Pape '13 OCAD UNIVERSITY 6
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An Evolving Approach to Medical 
Documentation

• Universities and the OHRC share the goal of eliminating barriers and 
ensuring students with mental health disabilities will be able to access the 
accommodations and supports they need to succeed.

• Approach of requesting some form of diagnostic information must be 
revisited.

• Students with mental health disabilities should no longer have to disclose a 
DSM diagnosis to receive accommodations and supports.

• All medical documentation guidelines and procedures should be reviewed 
to ensure diagnosis is not a requirement.

• Barriers to accommodations identified by research and consultations 
should be addressed (outlined in Appendix A).

Interior work by Marc De Pape 13 OCAD UNIVERSITY 8



Why a shift away from diagnosis and the 
provision of medical information?

The ability to maintain control of, and privacy over, sensitive medical information is 
particularly important for people with mental health disabilities because of the stigma 
associated with these disabilities.
Requiring a diagnosis impacts on a student’s autonomy and dignity and may deter 
students from requesting accommodations.
The definition of disability under the Code is flexible and encompasses novel 
disabilities and disabilities for which a precise diagnosis is unclear or has not yet 
been determined.
Students may have difficulty accessing mental health services in a timely way and 
reaching a conclusive diagnosis may take up to 18 months or never be possible.
A DSM diagnosis is neither sufficient nor necessary to indicate what a student’s 
functional limitations are or what accommodations are needed.
Medical practitioners can confirm that the student experiences a functional limitation 
due to mental health condition or diagnosed disability in order to verify requests for 
academic accommodation and safeguard academic integrity.
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Medical documentation guidelines, 
forms and procedures: Six Measures

Medical documentation guidelines, forms and procedures must be in place 
across all divisions and faculties by September 06, 2016, that:

1. Do not require students to disclose mental health disability diagnosis to 
register with CSD or receive accommodations or supports;

2. Make it clear that students may request interim accommodations for mental 
health disabilities pending receipt of medical documentation;

3. Make it clear that both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities will 
be accommodated;

4. Do not state or imply that requests for accommodations after a deadline, test 
or course completion (i.e., retroactive accommodations) will not be 
considered;

5. Do not require students to reveal their private medical information to, or seek 
accommodations directly from, their professors, instructors, teaching 
assistants; and

6. Are clearly communicated to all students, faculty and staff.

Interior work by Marc De Pape 13 OCAD UNIVERSITY 10



Implementing the six measures:
Appendix B Checklist 

• OHRC recommends Sample Form from Academic Accommodations
Report as it addresses many of the six measures.

• OHRC outlines what should be in the Documentation Guidelines and 
Procedures regarding:

• diagnosis and gathering information,
• interim and retroactive accommodations,
• privacy and confidentiality,
• communication to students, faculty and staff about documentation 

guidelines, forms and procedures.

Interior work by Marc De Pape OCAD UNIVERSITY 11



Implement Academic 
Accommodations Report

Review and implement recommendations in the Academic 
Accommodations Report:

1. Use functional limitations and not diagnosis as the basis for academic 
accommodations,

2. Provide interim accommodations while waiting to be assessed by a health 
care professional,

3. Provide information about temporary disabilities in their literature and 
develop process for accommodations,

4. Consider requests for retroactive accommodations (requests for 
accommodation after a scheduled test, exam, or assignment has taken place 
and where the student has failed to meet performance expectations due to a 
disruption in their mental health),

5. Have Offices for Students with Disabilities communicate about 
accommodations with professors,

6. Have clear policies and procedures for accommodations for students with 
disabilities,

Interior work by Marc De Pape 13 OCAD UNIVERSITY



Implement Academic Accommodations 
Report - Continued

7. Improve awareness and communication of available services,
8. Implement effective training for faculty on issues related to mental health 

and faculty’s role in the accommodation process,
9. Create a process for dealing with accommodation appeals,
10. Establish Accommodation Advisory Committees for each school/faculty 

to advise the Dean on matters related to accommodation trends and the 
need for accommodation-related resources,

11. Establish accommodation teams made up of professionals with different 
areas of expertise to deal with complex accommodations,

12. Use student satisfaction surveys for students registered with OSDs to 
determine what is working and what needs improvement,

13. Have OSDs act as resource hubs offering academic and social activities 
for students with disabilities.

Interior work by Marc De Pape '13 OCAD UNIVERSITY
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Action and reporting required on, 
or before, September 06, 2016

Action required:
• Develop medical documentation guidelines, forms and procedures 

incorporating the six measures, as outlined in Appendix B.
• Develop an implementation and communication strategy that ensures 

procedures/practices across all divisions and faculties reflect the six 
measures, in accordance with Appendix A and B.

• Review the Academic Accommodations Report and take steps to 
implement the recommendations and best practices identified therein.

Reporting requirements:
• Provide OHRC with written confirmation that the six measures have been 

implemented in accordance with the checklist in Appendix B.
• Advise OHRC of steps taken to implement recommendations in the 

Academic Accommodations Report, as outlined in Appendix A.
• Provide copies of new or amended documentation guidelines, medical 

documentation forms and procedures to the OHRC.
Interior work by Marc De Pape '13 OCAD UNIVERSITY 15
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Description:
This policy outlines the principles, roles and responsibilities involved in providing academic 
accommodations for students with disabilities.

Approvals:
Approved by Teaching and Learning Committee: December 15, 2015 
Approved by Senate Academic Standards Committee: February 3, 2016 
Approved by Senate Academic Policy and Planning Committee: February 8, 2016 
Approved by Senate: February 29, 2016

Date Effective: September 2016

Approval Authority: Senate 

Signature: b.h. Yael, Chair

Policy:

I. INTRODUCTION

OCAD University herein referred to as “the University" values accessibility, cultural diversity, 
equitable global citizenship, art and design advocacy, aesthetic and formal excellence, 
sustainability and entrepreneurship. The University is accountable for and committed to 
providing a working and learning environment that is accessible and inclusive to all persons who 
work, study or visit, and strives to provide services in a way that respects the dignity, 
confidentiality, self-esteem and independence of persons with disabilities.

The University recognizes that the provision of academic accommodations for students with 
disabilities is a collaborative process with shared responsibility among all stakeholders. The 
Centre for Students with Disabilities (CSD) has subject matter expertise in the area of disability, 
accessibility and academic accommodations and oversees and coordinates the student 
academic accommodation process.

Course curriculum, delivery methods and evaluation methodologies should be designed 
inclusively from the outset, since barrier prevention is preferable to barrier removal. Even where 
the principles of inclusive or Universal Design for Learning (UDL) have been fully implemented, 
some barriers may continue to exist for students with disabilities. Where barriers exist, the duty

l



to accommodate requires the University to make accommodations up to the point of undue 
hardship to provide equal access for students with disabilities. Academic accommodations for 
students with disabilities are governed by the: Ontario Human Rights Code (OHRC), Ontarians 
with Disabilities Act (ODA, 2001), and the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA, 
2005).

This policy reflects the responsibilities of students with disabilities, instructors, departments, 
academic units, faculties, and administrative staff in meeting both the University’s mission of an 
accessible, inclusive and supportive learning environment and the legal duty to accommodate.

II. PURPOSE

This policy aims to:

2.1 Foster and maintain a climate of understanding and mutual respect for the dignity and 
worth of all persons and to protect the privacy, confidentiality, self-esteem and autonomy 
of all students including those with disabilities;

2.2 Ensure that students with disabilities are accommodated in accordance with the 
University’s legal responsibilities under the terms of the Ontario Human Rights Code, 
which promotes inclusion and full participation;

2.3 Preserve the academic integrity of the University by re-affirming that all students must 
satisfy the essential requirements of their respective courses and programs, while also 
recognizing that students with disabilities may require academic accommodations to 
enable them to do so;

2.4 Define the roles and responsibilities, including legal responsibilities, for instructors, 
departments, academic units, faculties, and all University personnel in the provision of 
academic accommodations; and

2.5 Define the roles and responsibilities of students.

III. PRINCIPLES REGARDING ACADEMIC ACCOMMODATIONS FOR STUDENTS WITH 
DISABILITIES

3.1 The principles of accommodation involve the following three factors:

a) Respect for dignity: Accommodations should be considered along a continuum from 
those that most respect a student’s right to privacy, autonomy and dignity, to those that 
least respects them. The University will fashion accommodation solutions in a manner that 
respects the dignity of students with disabilities, at the highest level in the continuum 
achieved. Respect for dignity also includes taking into account how an accommodation is 
provided and the student's own participation in the process. The University has a duty to 
maintain a positive environment for all persons they serve. The University will address any 
behaviour that may be injurious to the dignity of students with disabilities.
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b) Individualized accommodation: There is no set formula for accommodation. Each 
student's needs are unique and must be considered afresh when an accommodation 
request is made. At all times, the emphasis must be on the individual student and not on 
the category of disability. Differential treatment may sometimes be required to provide 
students with an equal opportunity to achieve full benefit from the educational 
environment.

c) Inclusion and full participation: The University will make efforts to build or adapt 
educational services to accommodate students with disabilities in a way that promotes 
their inclusion and full participation.

3.2 Promoting inclusive design:

The OHRC’s Policy and Guidelines on Disability and the Duty to Accommodate ("Disability 
Policy") and the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) 
assert that, from the outset, the University has an obligation to design their academic facilities, 
programs, policies and services inclusively. This means that the University needs to be aware of 
both the differences between students and differences that characterize groups of individuals 
when making design choices to avoid creating barriers. Course curriculum, methods of delivery 
and evaluation should be designed inclusively from the outset. Inclusive design emphasizes 
equal participation and recognizes that all students have varying abilities and needs. The 
method of design may involve an entirely different approach and it is based on positive steps 
needed to ensure equal access for those who have experienced historical disadvantage and 
exclusion from society’s benefits.

3.3 Right to accommodation:

The Code asserts that all students have a right to full participation and integration into the 
University and to “access their environment and face the same duties and responsibilities as 
everyone else, with dignity and without impediment" (Guidelines on Accessible Education. 2004, 
OHRC). Accessibility includes accessible curricula, teaching and assessment, as well as the 
provision of the necessary supports and accommodations to ensure that students with 
disabilities have equal opportunity in their education.

3.4 Duty to accommodate:

There is a legal obligation on the part of the University, and its employees, to make its services 
available to all students in a manner that does not discriminate. The duty involves 
accommodating students with disabilities in accordance with the terms of the Ontario Human 
Rights Code. Accommodation involves removing barriers and providing academic 
accommodations for any remaining needs of students with disabilities, in a way that respects 
their dignity and provides equal opportunity.

3.5 Duty to inquire about accommodation needs:

In general, the duty to accommodate a disability exists for needs that are known. However, in 
some circumstances, a disability may leave an individual unable to identify that they have a 
disability, or that they have accommodation needs. The University must attempt to help a person 
who is clearly unwell or perceived to have a disability by inquiring further to see if the person has 
needs related to a disability and offering assistance and accommodation. When the University is
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aware, or reasonably ought to be aware, that there may be a relationship between a disability 
and someone’s performance, the organization has a “duty to inquire” into that possible 
relationship before making a decision that would affect the person adversely. Once any 
disability-related needs are known, the legal onus shifts to those with the duty to accommodate.

3.6 Duty to provide documentation:

When a person with a disability is requesting accommodations, the accommodation provider is 
entitled to verify both that a disability exists and the nature and extent of relevant restrictions or 
limitations. Reports from experts may be of assistance in determining the most appropriate 
accommodation(s). Students requesting accommodations from the University have a 
responsibility to provide sufficient information about their disability-related needs to facilitate the 
academic accommodation process.

The documentation provided should include:

• Confirmation that the student has a disability or medical condition;
• The functional impact/limitation or needs associated with the disability or medical 

condition; and
• Recommendations of the type of accommodation(s) that may be needed to allow the 
student to fulfill the essential duties or requirements of their course/program of study.

The staff at the Centre for Students with Disabilities (CSD) have expertise in managing 
academic accommodation requests in the academic environment and, as such, play a vital role 
in the accommodation process. Students may choose to provide the CSD with more detailed 
information about their disabilities, in order to facilitate the academic accommodation process.

There may also be some instances where a student will be asked to produce a medical 
diagnosis of their disability for the purposes of establishing eligibility for student funding 
programs.

Students with perceived disabilities will receive interim supports, if applicable, from the CSD 
while they seek the verifying documentation.

The University is not expected to diagnose illness or “second-guess” the health/disability status. 
An accommodation provider is not entitled to substitute its own opinion of the disability for that of 
medical documentation provided by a doctor. Similarly, an accommodation provider must not 
ask for more confidential medical information than what is necessary because it doubts the 
person’s disclosure of their disability based on an impressionistic view of what a disability should 
“look like."

3.7 Limitation of the duty to accommodate:

a) Undue hardship: The University is required to accommodate students with disabilities to
the point of ’undue hardship’. The Ontario Human Rights Code identifies three (3) 
factors that are to be considered in assessing whether a requested accommodation 
would cause undue hardship.
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These are:
• cost;
• availability of outside sources of funding, and;
• health and safety requirements.

No other considerations can be properly considered. Accommodation may simply involve 
making policies, rules and requirements more flexible. While doing this may involve some 
administrative inconvenience, inconvenience by itself is not a factor for assessing undue 
hardship. To claim undue hardship, the organization responsible for making the accommodation 
has the onus of proof. It is not up to the person with a disability to prove that the accommodation 
can be accomplished without undue hardship.

The nature of the evidence required to prove undue hardship must be objective, real, direct and, 
in the case of cost, quantifiable. The organization responsible for accommodation must provide 
facts, figures and scientific data or opinion to support a claim that the proposed accommodation 
in fact causes undue hardship. A mere statement, without supporting evidence, that the cost or 
risk is "too high” based on impressionistic views or stereotypes will not be sufficient.

Accommodation is a process and is a matter of degree, rather than an all-or-nothing proposition, 
and can be viewed as a continuum. The highest point in the continuum of accommodation must 
be achieved, short of undue hardship. At one end of this continuum is full accommodation that 
most respects the person's dignity and promotes confidentiality. Alternative accommodation (that 
which would be less than “ideal”) might be next on the continuum when the most appropriate 
accommodation is not feasible. An alternative (or “next-best”) accommodation may be 
implemented in the interim, while the most appropriate accommodation is being phased in or put 
in place at a later date when resources have been allocated.

Determining the “most appropriate” accommodation is a separate analysis from determining 
whether the accommodation would result in undue hardship. If there is a choice between two 
accommodations that equally respond to the person’s needs in a dignified way, then the 
accommodation provider is entitled to select the one that is less expensive or less disruptive to 
the organization.

b) Essential requirements

In a university setting, essential requirements may include, but are not limited to, the knowledge 
and skills which must be acquired or demonstrated in order for a student to successfully meet 
the learning outcomes of the course or program. The University is legally required to make 
efforts to appropriately accommodate a student with a disability when the disability precludes the 
student from fulfilling the essential requirements of a course or program. In some circumstances, 
the nature and degree of a disability may mean that no accommodation would enable an 
individual to meet the essential requirements. In these cases, the University is not required to 
accommodate and may refuse accommodations in order to preserve the academic integrity of a 
course or program. However, a person cannot be presumed incapable of meeting the essential 
requirements unless an effort has been made to explore all appropriate options for academic 
accommodations. The onus is on the University to prove the essential requirements of a course 
or program and that no academic accommodations would enable the student to meet those 
requirements.
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3.8 Confidentiality:

It is important that the University actively promotes an environment that ensures students feel 
safe disclosing a disability. Maintaining confidentiality for students with disabilities is an 
important procedural component of the duty to accommodate. The University requires sufficient 
information to reasonably evaluate and respond to a student’s request for accommodations. For 
this reason, students requesting academic accommodations are required to provide information 
pertaining to their disability and its impact to the CSD. Personal information that identifies that a 
student has a disability should remain exclusively with the CSD in a secure filing system away 
from the student’s academic record, to protect the student’s privacy. This is meant to protect the 
University from allegations of discrimination, as well as the student from potential discriminatory 
practices. At times, the accommodation process may require that the student disclose 
information regarding the impact of their disability to other staff and instructors on a need-to- 
know basis such that specific responsibilities can be met under the terms of this policy. All 
personal information disclosed is governed by OCAD University’s Privacy and Personal 
Information Collection Procedures.

3.9 Related Policies
• Respectful Work and Learning Policy
• Accessible Customer Service Policy

IV. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Although the person seeking accommodation has a duty to assist in securing appropriate 
accommodation that will meet their needs, they are not responsible for originating a solution or 
leading the accommodation process. It is ultimately the University’s responsibility to determine 
and implement solutions, with the co-operation of the person seeking accommodation.

Often, a number of parties might be involved in the accommodation process. Everyone should 
co-operatively engage in the process, share information and avail themselves of potential 
accommodation solutions. It is in everyone’s best interests that congenial and respectful 
relationships be maintained throughout the accommodation process.

Summary of Responsibilities

Operational responsibilities for the implementation of the Policy are shared by all members of 
the University community. Some areas of the University, however, are specifically accountable 
for implementing portions of this policy.

4.1 Students:

The University recognizes the importance of a student’s experience and knowledge with respect 
to their disability and its impact on learning. This being the case, it is imperative that the student 
with the disability participate fully in the academic accommodation process.

To ensure that the Centre for Students with Disabilities (CSD) has sufficient time to properly 
review and coordinate academic accommodation requests, students are responsible for 
submitting their requests for academic accommodations and associated documentation in a 
timely manner. Some accommodations may take longer to arrange (e.g., sign language
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interpreters and alternate format course material) than others, and students with these types of 
requests should be particularly cognizant of the timing of their requests. Failure to make a 
request or supply the required documentation in a timely manner may delay the implementation 
of the requested accommodation.

4.2 The Student shall:

• Advise the University of the need for academic accommodations by registering with the
CSD;

• Make their needs known to the best of their ability;
• Answer questions and provide the CSD with current supporting documentation 

regarding their disability and its impact; such documentation is to be provided by an 
approved and regulated health care professional and to be recent and relevant in 
nature;

• Participate in discussions regarding possible academic accommodation solutions for the 
development of an academic accommodation plan;

• Discuss with the CSD, their instructor, their program or faculty, any concerns they may 
have about whether or not they will be able to meet the essential requirements (learning 
outcomes) of a course or program prior to the beginning of the academic term;

• Co-operate with any experts whose assistance is required;
• Inform their instructors, as soon as possible, for each course where academic 

accommodations are requested; or to request that the CSD inform instructors, if 
preferred;

• Meet the essential requirements once academic accommodations are provided;
• Fulfill agreed upon responsibilities, as set out in the academic accommodation plan;
• Work with the CSD on an ongoing basis to manage the academic accommodation 

process;
• Notify the CSD, and other appropriate parties (e.g., instructors) on a need to know 

basis, about any changes to their academic accommodation needs;
• Advise the CSD of difficulties they may be experiencing in accessing educational life, 

including concerns with their arranged academic accommodations.

4.3 Instructors and Teaching Assistants:

Instructors and teaching assistants play a vital role in shaping a student’s post-secondary 
experience as well as maintaining the University's academic standards. Instructors and 
teaching assistants have a duty to educate themselves about disability-related issues, to 
interact with students in a non-discriminatory manner, to engage in the accommodation 
process, and to provide appropriate academic accommodations.

4.4 The Instructor and/or Teaching Assistant shall:

• Determine course content, general methods of teaching, textbooks and resources so 
that any necessary academic accommodations (e.g., alternative formats of print or 
video/audio materials) can be in place for the beginning of the academic term;

• Identify, upon request, and with the assistance of their academic unit, the essential 
requirements of the course;

• Advise students of available accommodations and support services, and the process by 
which these resources may be accessed;
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• Refer students who identify as having a disability or suspected disability who are 
requesting disability-related academic accommodations to the CSD;

• Take an active role in collaborating with the CSD to ensure that alternative approaches 
and possible accommodation solutions are investigated while still maintaining the 
essential requirements of the respective course/program;

• Obtain opinion or advice from their Chair, Graduate Program Director, Associate Dean, 
Dean, Director of Continuing Studies, and the CSD, when needed;

• Maximize a student’s right to privacy and confidentiality, including only sharing 
information regarding the student's accommodation request, as needed, with those 
directly involved in the accommodation process;

• Work with the student, CSD, Chair, Graduate Program Director, Associate Dean, Dean, 
and Director of Continuing Studies, when needed, to explore alternative forms of 
accommodations in the event that the student or instructor find that the current 
academic accommodations are not working well based on the impact of the student's 
disability and/or the nature/type of course;

• Notify the student and the CSD if there is a concern regarding an academic 
accommodation. The instructor will work in collaboration with the student, the CSD and 
other relevant parties, as appropriate, to resolve any concerns regarding individual 
academic accommodations;

• Attempt to help a student who is clearly unwell or perceived to have a disability by 
inquiring further to see if the student has needs related to a disability and informing the 
student of the support services available on campus, such as the CSD and the Health 
& Wellness Centre. Alternatively, Instructors and/or Teaching Assistants may consult 
with their Chair, Associate Dean, CSD and/or Associate Vice-President, Students. If the 
student appears to be in distress, follow the Protocol for Supporting Students in 
Distress;

• Provide the CSD, upon request and in a timely manner, with the required information 
regarding assessment requiring CSD facilitation, in accordance with the timeline(s) 
specified by the CSD;

• Ensure that the classroom environment is welcoming and that all students treat one 
another with respect;

• Take immediate remedial action in situations where bullying and harassment are or 
may be taking place.

4.5 Centre for Students with Disabilities (CSD):

The CSD has the primary responsibility for determining appropriate academic accommodations 
and facilitating the provision of services and supports for students with disabilities in order to 
assist students in meeting the essential requirements (learning outcomes) of their course or 
program.

4.6 The CSD shall:

• Accept a student's request for accommodation in good faith (even when the request 
does not use any specific formal language), unless there are legitimate reasons for 
acting otherwise. Students with perceived disabilities will receive interim supports, if 
applicable, from the CSD while they seek the verifying documentation;

• Review the medical and/or psychoeducational documentation and its appropriateness 
for supporting the requested academic accommodations;

• Make referrals to appropriate professionals when assessment and/or treatment



services are needed;
• Ensure that confidentiality is maintained, subject to disclosure for the provision of 

academic accommodations, as consented by the student, and adhering with the 
appropriate Human Rights and privacy legislation and the limits of confidentiality;

• In consultation with the student and appropriate University staff, as needed (e.g., 
Instructors, Chairs, Associate Deans, Deans, Graduate Program Directors, Director of 
Continuing Studies, etc.), develop an academic accommodation plan for each qualified 
student, based on the student's needs and any available course or program information 
and requirements; this plan shall be reviewed each academic year or as needed and 
may require revision as the student’s needs and course requirements may change;

• Provide education and support to instructors, departments, academic units, faculties, 
and other administrative staff, regarding the provision of academic accommodations as 
well as disability-related issues;

• Communicate with the student and instructor, as needed, throughout the term to ensure 
the effectiveness of the academic accommodation plan;

• When necessary, work with the instructor and student to adjust academic 
accommodations that support the student while maintaining the academic integrity of 
the course or program;

• Schedule and facilitate accommodated tests/exams when requested by the student;
• Coordinate academic accommodation requests in a timely manner;
• Ensure the policy is interpreted and applied to promote the University’s interest in

supporting a safe and inclusive learning environment for all students.

4.7 OCAD University:

The University shall:
• Ensure that the school environment is welcoming and that all students treat one 

another with respect;
• Be accountable for and committed to providing academic accommodations for students 

with disabilities;
• Ensure the appropriate resources, including support for faculty, to meet the conditions 

under the policy;
• Take steps to include students with disabilities in in-class and extra-curricular activities;
• Review the accessibility of the educational institution as a whole, including all 

educational services;
• Design and develop new or revised facilities, services, policies, processes, courses, 

programs or curricula inclusively, with the needs of persons with disabilities in mind;
• Ensure that the costs of accommodation are spread as widely as possible.

V. RESOLVING CONCERNS REGARDING ACADEMIC ACCOMODATIONS

Academic accommodations aim to facilitate equality of treatment by addressing and seeking to 
remedy the disadvantages encountered by persons with disabilities as a consequence of 
structuring institutions and educational services in ways that (often inadvertently) better meet the 
needs of the dominant group.

The Ontario Human Rights Code and OCAD U's Respectful Work and Learning Environment 
Policy (RWLEP) provides the right to be free from discrimination, and there is a corresponding
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legal duty to accommodate disability-related needs to the point of undue hardship and to keep 
environments and services free from harassment and discrimination because of disability.
Failure to meet the procedural or substantive duty to accommodate students with disabilities 
could amount to discrimination under the Ontario Human Rights Code and a violation of 
OCAD U’s RWLEP.

5.1 Students and instructors should discuss any concerns regarding the academic 
accommodation plan with the student's primary advisor in the CSD. The Chair, Graduate 
Program Director, and Director of Continuing Studies may be consulted as needed.

5.2 If the concern(s) regarding the academic accommodation plan is not resolved, the 
Director of the CSD shall discuss the situation with the student’s primary advisor in the CSD, the 
student and/or the instructor (as applicable). Depending on the outcome of this discussion, 
further consultation may take place with relevant academic administrators only as necessary. 
This may include additional input from the Chair, or Dean or designate (for undergraduate 
students), the Graduate Program Director, Dean or designate (for graduate students), or the 
Director of Continuing Studies (for Continuing Studies students), and/or other relevant 
staff/departments/academic units who may have expertise that will assist in clarifying the 
essential requirements of the course or program and/or may generate additional academic 
accommodation options. Following this consultation, if applicable, the Director of the CSD shall 
determine an appropriate revised academic accommodation plan. Every effort shall be made to 
complete this review process in a timely manner and to protect confidentiality throughout.

5.3 Where an instructor raises challenges to an academic accommodation plan that falls 
outside the grounds noted in section 3.7, and the CSD has been unsuccessful in achieving a 
resolution of the instructor's concerns, the CSD shall advise the instructor of the legal 
responsibility to provide academic accommodations relative to the essential requirements (see 
Grading Policy #1021 for reference to learning outcomes) and refer the matter to their Associate 
Dean, as required, to resolve differences pertaining to the academic accommodation plan.

5.4 If the student does not agree with the academic accommodation plan, they may appeal 
the proposed academic accommodation plan or the decision not to provide the requested 
academic accommodation through the appeal process.

5.5 An appeal can be initiated by the student, through a formal written request, to their 
respective Dean. The written request must include the grounds for appeal.

5.6 The Dean will review the appeal request and discuss the situation with the relevant 
parties and then render a decision.
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Appendix A

Definitions

• Academic Accommodations:
Refers to a planned variation in the way a student with a disability receives course curriculum 
and materials, participates in course activities, or demonstrates competency of course content 
and skills through evaluation and assessment.

• Disability:
The definition of ‘disability’, for the purposes of this Policy, is as defined in the Ontario Human 
Rights Code.

• Disability Documentation:
Refers to any and all documents verifying that a student has a disability, and to understand the 
impact of the disability and any resulting impact it has on the student. Please visit the Centre for 
Students with Disabilities’ website for more information.

• Academic Integrity - Essential Requirements:
Essential requirements are the learning outcomes, or skills, knowledge or attributes that must be 
achieved at a designated level in order for a student to be successful in the course. In order to 
achieve a learning outcome, there are usually a series of learning tasks or objectives that must 
be undertaken. It is often with these learning tasks/objectives that students require academic 
accommodations.

• Instructor:
For the purposes of this document, instructor means teaching staff, which may include faculty 
and instructional staff.

• Undue Hardship Standard:
The Ontario Human Rights Code and the Ontario Human Rights Commission’s policies 
establish that appropriate factors for assessment of undue hardship include cost, outside 
sources of funding, if any, and health and safety requirements. As clarified in the Disability 
Policy, factors that may be incorrectly seen by some to be “reasonable” (such as third-party 
preference, business inconvenience, and employee morale), are excluded - that is, not part of a 
defense to a refusal to accommodate.

Section 3.4.1 of the Disability Policy (“Undue Hardship”) describes both appropriate and 
excluded factors in detail. Of particular note is the sub-section on cost (3.4.1 b), which states 
that costs will amount to undue hardship if they are:

• quantifiable;
• shown to be related to the accommodation; and
• so substantial that they would alter the essential nature of the enterprise, or so 

significant that they would substantially affect its viability.

• Students:
For the purposes of this document, the term students applies to part time, full time, OSAP



eligible and non-OSAP eligible, international, undergraduate, graduate, and/or continuing 
education program students.

Additional Resource:

The Policy on Academic Accommodations for Students with Disabilities has been developed as 
a complement to the University’s Respectful Work & Learning Environment Policy (RWLEP; 
Policy 8001). The Office of Diversity, Equity and Sustainability Initiatives (ODESI) plays a critical 
role ensuring a fair and effective administration of OCAD U's human rights policies and 
providing subject matter expertise on the principles of human rights, equity and accessibility 
and related obligations in the resolution of complaints. ODESI administers the RWLEP and all 
stakeholders may contact ODESI to ask a question or raise a concern about an accommodation 
being provided, the process to receive an accommodation, or to seek assistance in resolving an 
accommodation issue. Section 5 of the RWLEP provides all students with the right to participate 
and learn in an environment that promotes equal opportunities and prohibits discriminatory 
practices and to make a complaint and have the complaint investigated pursuant to the RWLEP.
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Please return form to:
Centre for Students with Disabilities, OCAD University 

100 McCaul Street, Toronto, Ontario, M5T 1W1 
T 416-977-6000 ext. 339 

F 647-438-9731

Centre for Students with Disabilities (CSD) 
MEDICAL DOCUMENTATION

*Page 1 to be completed by Student. *

 Can we leave a voice mail?: Yes No

The CSD may contact you via email. Please ensure you check your OCAD University student email account.

This section to be completed and signed by the student PRIOR TO asking a regulated health care 
professional to complete the Medical Documentation form.

Consistent with the Ontario Human Rights Commission’s policies, students are not required to disclose their 
specific diagnosis(es) in order to register with the Centre for Students with Disabilities and to receive academic 
accommodations. A student’s disclosure or non-disclosure of their diagnosis(es) has no impact on the level of 
service and/or support that they may receive through the Centre for Students with Disabilities.

Students who wish to disclose their diagnosis(es) to the Centre for Students with Disabilities may do so.

Please check one:

I do not consent to the disclosure of my diagnosis(es) to the CSD
I consent to the disclosure of my diagnosis(es) to the CSD

Confidentiality: collection, use and disclosure of this information is subject to all applicable privacy legislation 
(Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FIPPA) and Personal Health Information Protection Act 
(PHIPA)). The information in this document is confidential and will remain separate from your OCAD University 
student record.

Student Consent
I, , hereby authorize this health care
professional to provide the following information to the Centre for Students with Disabilities at OCAD University.

OPTIONAL -1, , hereby authorize the Centre
for Students with Disabilities at OCAD University to contact the health care professional to discuss the information 
provided in this medical documentation specifically related to the provision of my academic accommodations and 
supports.



To Regulated Health Care Professional:

This student is requesting disability-related academic accommodations and supports while studying at OCAD 
University.

The purpose of this medical documentation is twofold:

• Documentation assists the Centre for Students with Disabilities (CSD) in determining if a student is an 
individual with a disability who is eligible for service.

• Documentation provides the CSD with the student’s functional impact resulting from the disability, which 
will assist with the identification of appropriate academic accommodations and supports.

In order for the CSD to consider the request, the student is required to provide the University with 
documentation which is:

• Completed by a regulated health care professional who can determine the presence of a disability within 
their scope of practice.

o Since this medical documentation form contains many sections, health care professionals are 
asked to complete only those section(s) that relate to their scope of practice and the student’s 
area of disability.

o The health care professional can review and reference other medical documentation when 
completing the CSD Medical Documentation form.

• Thorough enough to support the academic accommodations and supports being considered or requested.

Note: A diagnosis alone does not automatically mean disability-related academic accommodation is required.

The provision of all appropriate academic accommodations and supports is assessed based on the impact of the 
disability on academic performance during the period for which the accommodation is being requested. If the 
information provided in this form is not sufficient to meet the academic accommodation and support needs of the 
student, the CSD may seek further information. We are accountable under the Ontario Human Rights Code to 
provide appropriate academic accommodations to students with disabilities. Academic accommodations are 
intended to level the playing field for students with disabilities while maintaining academic integrity.

Please visit our Information for Health Care Professionals web page (http://www.ocadu.ca/services/disabilitv-
services/information-health-care.htm) for additional information on documentation guidelines and academic 
accommodations and supports.

If you have any questions regarding this Medical Documentation form, academic accommodations and supports 
at the post-secondary level or the services provided by our office, please feel free to contact us via telephone at 
416-977-6000 extension 339 or email at csd@ocadu.ca.

Thank you for completing this Medical Documentation form.

Centre for Students with Disabilities - http://www.ocadu.ca/csd
OCAD University

http://www.ocadu.ca/services/disability-services/information-health-care.htm
mailto:csd@ocadu.ca
http://www.ocadu.ca/csd


*Pages 3 to 8 to be completed by Regulated Health Care Professional.*
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

Disability Information

Select one or more options as applicable:

If the student has consented to the disclosure of their diagnosis(es) on page 1 (one) of this Medical 
Documentation form:

Please provide a clear and current diagnostic statement; avoiding such terms as “suggests” or “is
indicative of. If the diagnostic criteria are not present, this must be stated in this report. Please note 
any multiple diagnoses or concurrent conditions that may impact academic functioning.

If the student has not consented to the disclosure of their diagnosis(es) on page 1 (one) of this Medical 
Documentation form:

I confirm that a disability is present and this student requires academic accommodations and/or
supports.

I confirm I am in the process of assessing the student to determine the presence of a disability(ies)*.
The assessment will likely be completed by (MM/DD/YYYY)_______

Duration of the Disability 

Choose one of the following:

Temporary disability (or disabilities) with symptoms that are likely to be time-limited
accommodations to be provided from (MM/DD/YYYY)

to
if duration is unknown, please indicate reasonable duration for which the student should be 

accommodated/supported (please specify number of weeks, months):

Permanent disability (or disabilities) with on-going (chronic or episodic) symptoms.
characterized by fluctuations in functioning 
progressive

Student is being assessed to determine the presence of a disability(ies)*
accommodations to be provided from (MM/DD/YYYY)

to
*Updated Medical Documentation will be required by the CSD once the assessment is completed.



Functional Impact

Using the following scale, please rate the functional impact caused by the disability as well as possible 
medication effects (if any) on the areas of functioning below. Please only rate the skills/abilities that in 
your professional opinion have a disability-related functional impact in the post-secondary environment.

Please see the Appendix (pages 9-10) for a description of each area of functioning.

Area of Functioning No Impact Mild Moderate Severe Cannot
Assess

Cognitive Skills/Abil ties - *EF = Executive Funct oning
Attention/Concentration
Communication
EF - Organization
EF - Planning
EF - Problem solving
EF - Time management
Information processing
Judgement
Manage distractions
Meet assignment deadlines
Memory - Short-term
Memory - Long-term
Motivation
Take notes during lectures

Physical Skills/Abi ities
Mobility
Motor Skills - Fine
Motor Skills - Gross
Sit for sustained periods of 
time
Stamina
Stand for sustained periods of 
time

Social-Emotional Skills/Abilities
Ability to respond to change
Effectively read social cues
Emotional regulation
Participate in classroom 
settings
Participate in group work
Participate in oral 
presentations/critiques

Other
Hearing**
Sleep
Speech
Vision***

**Hearing - Hearing loss (best corrected), left ear, right ear, bilateral
***Vision - Visual acuity loss (best corrected), left eye, right eye, bilateral, visual field limitations 
Please elaborate on the next page for Hearing and Vision.



Please elaborate on any of the areas above that require further explanation and/or list any additional areas of 
functioning that may impact the student’s academic functioning (e.g. painting/drawing tolerance, writing 
tolerance):

Course Load

The student has been advised to reduce their course load:

Yes No

Medications

if this student has been prescribed medication(s) for their disability(ies), when is the medication(s) likely to havea 
negative effect on their academic functioning? Check all that apply:

Morning Afternoon Evening N/A

Medication(s) may impact academic performance. If applicable, please list any current adverse effect(s) that may
impact the student’s participation in the post-secondary environment (e.g. concentration, alertness):

Health and Safety in the Studio Environment

OCAD University students frequently operate tools/machinery and use a variety of materials in the completion of 
their projects. Please identify any Health and Safety considerations pertaining to the Studio environment:

Health and Safety Comments
□ Will need assistance/support with operating 

machinery (e.g. wood shop; metal shop)

Will need assistance/support with handling 
hazardous chemicals (e.g. acid bath)

Other (Please elaborate)



Academic Accommodations and Supports

Please list the recommended academic accommodations and supports:

Please list any recommended assistive technology/devices. Please provide rationale for the recommendation(s) 
linking them to the functional impact (e.g., speech-to-text software, text-to-speech software, organizational tool, 
FM System, mobility aid, etc.):

Safety

Does this student have a disability(ies) such that the university may need to respond in an emergency situation if 
symptoms of the disability(ies) appear while the student is on campus or during a placement/fieldwork/field trip 
(e.g. seizure disorder, severe allergic reaction):

No Yes

If yes, please describe the disability(ies) and provide further information that would assist the university in 
responding in an emergency situation:



OPTIONAL - Disability Information - Students applying for disability-related funding through OSAP

There will be instances when the Type of Disability is required to establish eligibility for specific disability-related 
supports/funding under the Ontario Student Assistance Program (OSAP).

The disability-related funding programs under OSAP include:

• Ontario Bursary for Students with Disabilities
• Extended eligibility for the 30% Off Ontario Tuition grant
• Canada Student Grant for Persons with Permanent Disabilities, and
• Canada Student Grant for Services and Equipment for Persons with Permanent Disabilities.

If the student has a Learning Disability: you do not need to complete this form. Instead, the student must provide 
a psychoeducational assessment conducted by a registered psychologist or psychological associate. To be 
considered, the assessment must have been completed either when the student was at least 18 years of age or 
within the past 5 years.

If the student would like to apply for disability-related funding through OSAP, please let us know the 
student’s Type of Disability(ies).

Type of Disability (check all that apply)

Functional/Mobility Impairment (e.g., paraplegia, quadriplegia, muscular dystrophy, cerebral palsy, spinal 
cord injury, spina bifida, multiple sclerosis)

Visual Impairment
Visual acuity: Visual field:

Hearing Impairment
Please indicate hearing loss in better ear:

Mild Moderate Severe Congenital Profound

Medical Disability (e.g., epilepsy, chronic pain, heart condition)

Acquired Brain Injury
Provide date of injury (MM/DD/YYYY):

Autism Spectrum Disorder (e.g., autism, Asperger’s, pervasive developmental disorder, etc.)

Mental Health Disability

Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) I Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
Psycho-educational assessment performed?

Yes - Attach a copy of the assessment No Unknown

ther (specify):



Thank you for taking the time to complete this form. The information provided will assist the CSD to 
determine the appropriate academic accommodations for your patient while attending OCAD University.

Name of Regulated Health Care Professional (Please print):

Office stamp or Business card:

NOTE: If you do not have an office stamp please sign and attach your letterhead - signatures on prescription
pads will not be accepted

Registration/License Number: Telephone Number:

Fax Number: Email Address:

I am a legally qualified

in the country that I am registered/licensed

to practice and this Medical Documentation form contains my clinical assessment and considered opinion at this 

time.

Health Care Professional’s Signature: 

Date (MM/DD/YYYY): 



Centre for Students with Disabilities (CSD) 
MEDICAL DOCUMENTATION - APPENDIX

Cognitive Skills/Abilities

• Attention/Concentration
e.g. maintaining focus during tests/exams, in lectures, writing essays, working on 

assignments
• Communication

e.g. engaging in class discussions; asking questions in/outside of class
• Executive Functioning - Organization

e.g. keeping track of materials/supplies/notes; maintaining order of personal space
• Executive Functioning - Planning

e.g. determining steps required to complete assignments; prioritizing tasks
• Executive Functioning - Problem solving

e.g. defining a problem and determining appropriate solutions
• Executive Functioning - Time management

e.g. estimating time; following a schedule; meeting deadlines; arriving on time
• Information processing

e.g. ability to input, process, store and retrieve information
• Judgement

o anticipating the impact of one’s behaviour on self and others
o e.g. understanding when it is appropriate time to interrupt a Course Instructor during class;

working in groups; providing feedback to peers during critiques
• Manage distractions

e.g. ability to filter out distracting visual and auditory stimuli during classes and/or testing 
situations

• Meet assignment deadlines
e.g. ability to consistently submit assignments/projects by the deadline

• Memory - Short-term
o information that is stored for a short period of time
o e.g. ability to follow class directions; ability to recall what was read; ability to follow

conversations/discussions
• Memory - Long-term

e.g. ability to recall and retrieve stored information, especially in time-limited testing 
situations

• Motivation
e.g. meeting deadlines and goals; attending classes

• Take notes during lectures
e.g. ability to capture salient information during class lectures and discussions



Physical Skills/Abilities

• Mobility
e.g. ability to: get to and from classes independently, ambulate within classroom/studio, 

climb stairs, maintain balance
• Motor Skills - Fine

e.g. ability to: grip a pencil/pen and write/draw, type, perform repetitive activities,
manipulate tools/equipment safely (e.g. scissors, tweezers, screwdrivers, saws, drills, etc.)

• Motor Skills - Gross
e.g. ability to: lift, carry, reach overhead, twist, bend, kneel

• Sit for sustained periods of time
e.g. during a 3-hour and/or 6-hour class

• Stamina
e.g. ability to attend 15+ hours of class a week, complete the resulting study requirements 

and meet assignment and exam demands
• Stand for sustained periods of time

e.g. in a 3-hour studio class

Social-Emotional Skills/Abilities

• Ability to respond to change
e.g. change of: classrooms, assignment deadlines, class schedule or instructors/teaching 

assistants
• Effectively read social cues

e.g. follow established classroom protocols such as waiting to be asked before answering 
course instructor’s questions; understand when it is an appropriate time to interact with 
others

• Emotional regulation
e.g. be calm when interacting with others (course instructors, students, other staff); sit in 

assigned seating during test/exams with the rest of the class; accept constructive feedback 
during critiques without adverse reaction

• Participate in classroom settings
e.g. participate in classroom discussions

• Participate in group work
e.g. work cooperatively and collaboratively with peers on group assignments

• Participate in oral presentations/critiques
e.g. deliver oral presentations to peers/instructors

Other

• Hearing - Hearing loss (best corrected)
left ear, right ear, bilateral

• Sleep
e.g. difficulty falling asleep, staying asleep and/or waking in the morning

• Speech
e.g. articulation, fluency, rate

• Vision - Visual acuity (best corrected)
left eye, right eye, bilateral, visual field limitations



Documentation Guidelines and CSD Medical Documentation form (web 
page)

In order to register with the Centre for Students with Disabilities, students must submit 
supporting Medical Documentation from a Regulated Health Care Professional (e.g. Medical 
Doctor, Medical Specialist, registered Psychologist).

The medical documentation provided should include:
1. confirmation that the student has a disability or medical condition;
2. the functional impact/limitation or needs associated with the disability or medical 

condition; and
3. recommendations of the type of accommodation(s) that may be needed to allow the 

student to fulfill the essential duties or requirements of their course/program of study.

Students with Learning Disabilities and/or ADHD are asked to provide the CSD with their 
Psychoeducational Assessment.

Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder may have a Psychoeducational Assessment and/or 
other medical documentation that can be provided to the CSD. Students can also have their 
health care professional provide us with information by completing the CSD Medical 
Documentation form.

Students with physical, sensory, medical and mental health disabilities can have their health 
care professional provide us with information about the functional limitations and 
recommendations/supports by completing the CSD Medical Documentation Form.

Student can provide their Individualized Education Plans (lEPs) as additional supporting 
documentation.

The CSD Medical Documentation form can be downloaded here-CSD Medical Documentation 
form (PDF).

As per the Ontario Human Rights Code, students are not required to disclose their disability 
diagnosis to register with the CSD or to receive academic accommodations and supports. There 
may be instances when a disability diagnosis is required, for example when the academic 
accommodation needs are complex. Students have the option of disclosing their disability 
diagnosis to the CSD. There will be instances when the Type of Disability is required to establish 
eligibility for specific disability-related supports/funding under the Ontario Student Assistance 
Program (OSAP).

All disability information shared with the CSD is confidential and will not be released without 
the written consent of the student. Your status with the CSD will not be identified on your 
official university record, test results, academic transcripts or graduation documentation.



If you feel you may have a disability that is impacting your academic performance but have 
never been formally assessed or diagnosed, please contact the CSD to schedule an Intake 
appointment. The Disability Counsellor will discuss external referral options for a medical 
and/or psychoeducational assessment through a regulated health care practitioner. You may be 
eligible for interim academic accommodations pending the external medical/psychoeducational 
assessment and receipt of appropriate documentation confirming the presence of a 
disability(ies).

If you feel your academic performance was affected by your disability and you did not have 
accommodations in place, you may petition for academic consideration through the Office of 
the Registrar. Petitions are considered on a case-by-case basis and may include requests such 
as extensions beyond the end of the semester or late withdrawal from a course.

If you have any questions regarding the documentation requirements, please contact the CSD 
via email at csd(S)ocadu.ca or by calling us at 416-977-6000 Extension 339.

mailto:csd@ocadu.ca


Website communications with accommodation procedures

OCAD UNIVERSITY (HTTP://OCADU.CA)

Faculty and students talking at the launch of the Inclusive Design Research Institute at OCAD University. Photo by 
Christina Gapic.

Centre for Students with Disabilities
OCAD University values accessibility, cultural diversity, equitable global citizenship, art and 
design advocacy, aesthetic and formal excellence, sustainability and entrepreneurship. The 
University is accountable for and committed to providing a working and learning environment 
that is accessible and inclusive to all persons who work, study or visit, and strives to provide 
services in a way that respects the dignity, confidentiality, self-esteem and independence of 
persons with disabilities.
The University recognizes that the provision of academic accommodations for students with 
disabilities is a collaborative process with shared responsibility among all stakeholders. The 
Centre for Students with Disabilities (CSD) has subject matter expertise in the area of disability, 
accessibility and academic accommodations and oversees and coordinates the student academic 
accommodation process. Academic accommodations for students with disabilities are governed 
by the: Ontario Human Rights Code (Codej (www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/90h19), Ontarians with 
Disabilities Act (ODA, 2001) (https://www.onurio.ca/laws/statute/oio32) 

, and the Accessibility for Ontarians with 
Disabilities Act (AODA, 2005) (https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/05all).

Location

We are located in room 316 (third floor) at 100 McCaul Street.

Hours of operation

Monday, Tuesday and Thursday: 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. (closed 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.) 
Wednesday: 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. (closed 12 p.m. to 2 p.m.)
Friday: 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. (closed 12 p.m. to 4 p.m.)

Accommodated quizzes/tests/exams will still occur Friday afternoon, if applicable.

Contact

http://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/90h19
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/01032
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/05a11
HTTP://OCADU.CA


Email: csd@ocadu.ca
Telephone: 416-977-6000 Ext. 339 
Fax: 647-438-9731

Staff at the CSD

Susanne Seinader, MA Counselling Psychology, Director 
Email: sseinader@ocadu.ca
Telephone: 416-977-6000, Ext. 288
Bharat Saini, OCT, B.Ed., M.Ed., Senior Disability Consultant and Program Supervisor 
Email: bsaini@ocadu.ca
Telephone: 416-977-6000, Ext. 287
Alison Nicholls, MSc.OT, OT Reg. (Ont.), Disability Counsellor 
Email: anicholls@ocadu.ca
Telephone: 416-977-6000, Ext. 424
Chelsea Good, MSc.OT, OT Reg. (Ont.), Disability Counsellor 
Email: cgood@ocadu.ca
Telephone: 416-977-6000, Ext. 4940
Lisa Allen, MES, Learning Strategist/Assistive Technologist
Email: lallen@ocadu.ca
Telephone: 416-977-6000, Ext. 484
Kimberly Giberson, Assistant
Email: csd@ocadu.ca
Telephone: 416-977-6000, Ext. 339

mailto:csd@ocadu.ca
mailto:sseinader@ocadu.ca
mailto:bsaini@ocadu.ca
mailto:anicholls@ocadu.ca
mailto:cgood@ocadu.ca
mailto:lallen@ocadu.ca
mailto:csd@ocadu.ca


Registering with the Centre for Students with 
Disabilities

The Centre for Students with Disabilities (CSD) at OCAD University supports 
undergraduate, graduate and continuing studies students with temporary and permanent 
disabilities. Students can be enrolled in full-time or part-time studies.

It is important to register with the CSD as early as possible to ensure appropriate 
academic accommodations can be arranged in a timely manner. Students can register with the 
CSD throughout the year.

To register with the CSD, please 
follow the process below:

L Contact the CSD to schedule an Intake appointment by
visiting the CSD (Room 316,100 McCaul Street) during office hours

calling the CSD at 416-977-6000 extension 339

emailing the CSD at csd@ocadu.ca

if you have an accommodation need in order to participate in the 
Intake process, please let us know.

2. Bring completed medical and/or psychoeducational documentation to 
your Intake appointment.

3. During the Intake appointment you will meet with a Disability 
Counsellor who will review your medical/psychoeducational 
documentation with you and discuss the functional impact 
(httpV/www.ocadu.ca/services/disabili -services/info-
Students/students-faq.htm)of your disability(ies), learning needs, 
essential requirements of your program of study, and previous

mailto:csd@ocadu.ca
http://www.ocadu.ca/services/disability-services/info-Students/disability-faq.htm


academic accommodations (if applicable). Following this discussion, 
appropriate academic accommodations will be identified.

4. An Academic Accommodation Letter will be prepared. The Letter will 
only state your academic accommodations. Students are not required 
to share their specific medical/disability information with their Course 
Instructor(s) and TA(s). You will have the option of:

providing your Academic Accommodations Letters directly to your 
Course Instructor(s) and TA(s), or

your Disability Counsellor can send your Academic Accommodations 
Letter via email to your Course Instructor(s) and TA(s).

5. Access your academic accommodations.

6. Contact your Disability Counsellor, as needed, during the academic 
term to discuss changes to your disability status and the functional 
impact of your disability(ies) on your academics and to ensure the 
effectiveness of your academic accommodations.

7. Request Academic Accommodation Letters each academic term that 
you are registered in course(s).

As per the Ontario Human Rights Code, students are not required to disclose their 
disability diagnosis to register with the CSD or to receive academic accommodations and 
supports. There may be instances when a disability diagnosis is required, for example when the 
academic accommodation needs are complex. Students have the option of disclosing their 
disability diagnosis to the CSD. There will be instances when the Type of Disability is required 
to establish eligibility for specific disability-related supports/funding under the Ontario Student 
Assistance 
Program (OSAP).
All disability information shared with the CSD is confidential and will not be released 
without the written consent of the student. Your status with the CSD will not be identified on 
your official university record, test results, academic transcripts or graduation documentation.
If you feel you may have a disability that is impacting your academic performance but 
have never been formally assessed or diagnosed, please contact the CSD to schedule an 
Intake appointment. The Disability Counsellor will discuss external referral options for a 
medical and/or psychoeducational assessment through a regulated health care practitioner. You 
may be eligible for interim academic accommodations pending the external 
medical/psychoeducational assessment and receipt of appropriate documentation confirming 
the presence of a 
disability(ies).
If you feel your academic performance was affected by your disability and you did not 
have accommodations in place, you may petition for academic consideration through the Office 
of the Registrar. Petitions are considered on a case-by-case basis and may include requests 
such as extensions beyond the end of the semester or late withdrawal from a course.



Documentation Guidelines and CSD Medical 
Documentation form

In order to register with the Centre for Students with Disabilities, students must 
submit supporting Medical Documentation from a Regulated Health Care Professional (e.g. 
Medical Doctor, Medical Specialist, registered Psychologist).
The medical documentation provided should include:

L confirmation that the student has a disability or medical condition;

2. the functional impact/limitation or needs associated with the 
disability or medical condition; and

3. recommendations of the type of accommodation(s) that may be 
needed to allow the student to fulfill the essential duties or 
requirements of their course/program of study.

Students with Learning Disabilities and/or ADHD are asked to provide the CSD with 
their Psychoeducational Assessment.
Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder may have a Psychoeducational Assessment 
and/or other medical documentation that can be provided to the CSD. Students can also have 
their health care professional provide us with information by completing the CSD 
Medical Documentation form.
Students with physical, sensory, medical and mental health disabilities can have their 
health care professional provide us with information about the functional limitations 
and recommendations/supports by completing the CSD Medical Documentation Form.
Student can provide their Individualized Education Plans (IEPs) as additional 
supporting documentation.
The CSD Medical Documentation form can be downloaded here - CSD Medical Documentation 
form (PDF) - coming soon.
As per the Ontario Human Rights Code, students are not required to disclose their 
disability diagnosis to register with the CSD or to receive academic accommodations and 
supports. There may be instances when a disability diagnosis is required, for example when the 
academic accommodation needs are complex. Students have the option of disclosing their 
disability diagnosis to the CSD. There will be instances when the Type of Disability is required 
to establish eligibility for specific disability-related supports/funding under the Ontario Student 
Assistance 
Program (OSAP).



All disability information shared with the CSD is confidential and will not be released 
without the written consent of the student. Your status with the CSD will not be identified on 
your official university record, test results, academic transcripts or graduation documentation.
If you feel you may have a disability that is impacting your academic performance but 
have never been formally assessed or diagnosed, please contact the CSD to schedule an 
Intake appointment. The Disability Counsellor will discuss external referral options for a 
medical and/or psychoeducational assessment through a regulated health care practitioner. You 
may be eligible for interim academic accommodations pending the external 
medical/psychoeducational assessment and receipt of appropriate documentation confirming 
the presence of a 
disability(ies). 
If you feel your academic performance was affected by your disability and you did not 
have accommodations in place, you may petition for academic consideration through the Office 
of the Registrar. Petitions are considered on a case-by-case basis and may include requests 
such as extensions beyond the end of the semester or late withdrawal from a course. 
If you have any questions regarding the documentation requirements, please contact the 
CSD via email at csd@ocadu.ca  or by calling us at 416-977-6000 Extension 
339-

mailto:csd@ocadu.ca


Services and Supports offered by the CSD

Academic Accommodations

During the Intake process, students will meet with the Disability Counsellor to begin 
the academic accommodation planning process. During your first meeting, the Disability 
Counsellor will:

review your documentation

discuss your academic program's essential requirements

discuss your strengths and learning challenges, and

work with you to develop the most appropriate academic 
accommodations plan.

The Disability Counsellor may also: 

provide you with referrals for additional assessments and/or community 
resources and supports

refer you to see an Assistive Technologist and/or Learning Strategist, and

inform you of bursaries for students with disabilities and advise about 
funding applications.

The Disability Counsellor determines your academic accommodations by using a 
thorough needs assessment. Academic accommodations are designed to respond to each 
student's needs and are based on a number of factors including:

the functional impact of your disability(ies)

the program's essential requirements and learning objectives

the program's format (e.g. online, in-class, fieldwork),

the recommendations in the psychoeducational and/or medical 
documentation, and

your past learning experiences.



Your academic accommodation(s) must be directly related to the functional limitations of 
your disability in the university environment. Additionally, your academic accommodations 
may change depending on the course or program’s essential requirements and any changes in 
your symptoms. It is also important to note that having a specific diagnosis/disability does 
not necessarily mean that you are entitled to be accommodated, or to receive a specific type 
of accommodation.

Academic Accommodations that may 
be available

Potential academic accommodations include (not an exhaustive list): 

alternative exam location (e.g. a quiet space or private room)

additional time to complete quizzes/tests/exams

flexible deadlines (extensions) for assignments negotiated in advance, 
when possible

alternate format of course materials 

note-taking support 

access to ASL Interpreters

additional clarification from Course Instructor and/or TA 

audio recording lectures.

Supports that are available through 
the CSD

Potential supports available through the CSD include (not an exhaustive list):

access to an Assistive Technologist 

access to a Learning Strategist 

disability counselling support 

learning skills workshops

social support through various activities coordinated by the CSD 

summer transition program for new students coming to OCAD University.



Academic Accommodation Request Forms
**A11 forms will be posted shortly.**

Requesting Academic 
Accommodation Letters

Please follow these steps to request Academic Accommodation Letters:

L Complete the Academic Accommodation Letters request form (PDF) by 
visiting the CSD during our office hours or completing the PDF form 
available here.

2. Students can choose the number of academic accommodations letters 
needed for the academic term. Students can also choose how they 
would like their Course Instructors and TAs informed of their 
academic accommodations:

the primary advisor can email the academic accommodation letter 
directly to their Course Instructors and TAs, and/or

students can pick-up hard copies of their academic accommodation 
letters from the CSD and provide them directly to their Course 
Instructors and TAs.

3. Please complete the Academic Accommodation Letters request form 
every academic term that you are enrolled in course(s).

Requesting Test/Exam 
Accommodations

Please follow these steps to request accommodations for quizzes/tests/exams:



L Complete the Request for Test/Exam Accommodations form (PDF) by 
visiting the CSD during our office hours or completing the PDF form 
available here.

2. Submit the completed form at least two weeks in advance of the 
scheduled quiz/test/exam.

3. If you have pop quizzes in your course, please complete this form as 
soon as possible and we will work with your Course Instructor to 
make the accommodation arrangements.

4. You will receive an email at your OCAD University student email 
account, approximately two business days before your scheduled 
quiz/test/exam. This email will include the start time and location of 
your accommodated quiz/test/exam.

5. If you change courses, class sections or drop courses, and requests 
test/exam accommodations, please inform the CSD immediately by:

sending an email to your primary advisor or the CSD (csd@ocadu.ca 
); please include the full course code in your 

email

calling the CSD at 416-977-6000 Extension 339.

6. If there are any conflicts with the test/exam accommodations in 
regards to scheduling, please inform the CSD right away so we can 
address the matter in a timely manner.

7. Every effort will be made to arrange accommodations for late 
test/exam accommodation requests.

Requesting Alternate Format

Please follow these steps to request alternate format for course materials:

L Complete the Request for Alternate Format form (PDF) by visiting the 
CSD during our office hours or completing the PDF form available 
here.

2. Bring your original receipt(s) and course reader(s)/textbooks(s) to the 
CSD along with the completed request form.

3. Your request will be processed and you will be informed when the 
alternate format is ready.

mailto:csd@ocadu.ca


Requesting Note-taking Support

Please follow these steps to request note-taking support:

1. Complete the Request for Note-Taking Support form (PDF) by visiting 
the CSD during our office hours or completing the PDF form available 
here.

2. Once your completed request form is received it will be processed and 
recruitment of a note-taker will begin.

3. Please submit your completed request form as early as possible (ideally 
before the beginning of the academic term).

4. If you change courses, class sections or drop courses, and requests 
test/exam accommodations, please inform the CSD immediately by:

sending an email to your primary advisor or the CSD 
(csd@ocadu.ca ); please include the full 
course code in your email

calling the CSD at 416-977-6000 Extension 339.

mailto:csd@ocadu.ca


Personal Emergency Evacuation Plan (PEEP)
OCAD University strives to provide safe emergency evacuation planning and support to 
all members of the community, including students with disabilities. In many cases, 
conventional methods of emergency evacuation are not adequate, and accommodations for 
students with disabilities must be made.
Personal Emergency Evacuation Plans (PEEPs)
(http://www.ocadu.ca/Assets/documents/peep.pdf) (PDF) are customized plans designed to 
provide a framework for students with disabilities to specify and plan for safe emergency 
evacuation. PEEPs are one component of OCAD U’s broader emergency evacuation plan for 
persons with disabilities. Completing a PEEP is voluntary.
If you are a student with a disability (temporary or permanent) enrolled at OCAD U and wish 
to create a PEEP, please:

Contact the Centre for Students with Disabilities (CSD) by telephone (416- 
977-6000, Ext. 339), email (csd@ocadu.ca ) or in 
person (room 316,100 McCaul St.) to set up an appointment to meet with 
a Disability Counsellor.

During this process, you will register with the CSD and your specific 
accommodation needs will be discussed.

The PEEP is reviewed on an annual basis, or as necessary in response to a change in
course schedule or disability impact. It is the responsibility of the student to communicate any

changes needed to their PEEP on file to the CSD.
OCAD U is committed to the principles of the Freedom of Information and Protection of 
Privacy Act (http://www.ocadu.ca/about/governance/information-and-privacy.htm) (FIPPA). The 
information provided in the PEEP is strictly used for emergency evacuation only. However, it 
may be necessary to disclose some of the information provided in the PEEP with staff members, 
security personnel and emergency services personnel, on a need-to-know basis during an 
emergency evacuation.

http://www.ocadu.ca/Assets/documents/peep.pdf
mailto:csd@ocadu.ca
http://www.ocadu.ca/about/governance/information-and-privacy.htm


Frequently Asked Questions

What is an Academic 
Accommodation?

Refers to a planned variation in the way a student with a disability receives course 
curriculum and materials, participates in course activities, or demonstrates competency of 
course content and skills through evaluation and assessment.

What is a Disability?

The definition of 'disability' is as defined in the Ontario Human Rights Code 
(https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/90h19).

What are Essential Requirements?

Essential requirements are the learning outcomes, or skills, knowledge or attributes that 
must be achieved at a designated level in order for a student to be successful in the course. In 
order to achieve a learning outcome, there are usually a series of learning tasks or objectives 
that must be undertaken. It is often with these learning tasks/objectives that students 
require academic accommodations.

What are Functional 
Impacts/Limitations?

Functional Impacts/Limitations are areas of difficulty, for example in the area of 
Cognitive Skills/Abilities, Physical Skills/Abilities and Social-Emotional Skills/Abilities, that are 
caused by a disability and affect academic performance. Functional Impacts/Limitations are 
used to identify reasonable academic accommodations.

What is a Temporary Disability?

https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/90h19


A disability is considered to be temporary if the symptoms and functional impact are likely to 
be time-limited.

What is a Permanent Disability?

A disability is considered to be permanent if it has on-going (chronic or episodic) symptoms 
that will impact the student over the course of their post-secondary studies and is expected 
to remain for their lifetime.

Do I need to disclose my diagnosis to 
the CSD?

As per the Ontario Human Rights Code, students are not required to disclose their 
disability diagnosis to register with the CSD or to receive academic accommodations and 
supports. There may be instances when a disability diagnosis is required, for example when the 
academic accommodation needs are complex. Students have the option of disclosing their 
disability diagnosis to the CSD. There will be instances when the Type of Disability is required 
to establish eligibility for specific disability-related supports/funding under the Ontario Student 
Assistance 
Program (OSAP).

Will my disability information appear 
on my university transcript?

All disability information shared with the CSD is confidential and will not be released 
without the written consent of the student. Your status with the CSD will not be identified on 
your official university record, test results, academic transcripts or graduation documentation.

I think I may have a disability? What 
should I do?

If you feel you may have a disability that is impacting your academic performance but 
have never been formally assessed or diagnosed, please contact the CSD to schedule an 
Intake appointment. The Disability Counsellor will discuss external referral options for a 
medical and/or psychoeducational assessment through a regulated health care practitioner. You 
may be eligible for interim academic accommodations pending the external 
medical/psychoeducational assessment and receipt of appropriate documentation confirming 
the presence of a 
disability(ies).



I have a disability but did not have 
academic accommodations in place?

If you feel your academic performance was affected by your disability and you did not 
have accommodations in place, you may petition for academic consideration through the Office 
of the Registrar. Petitions are considered on a case-by-case basis and may include requests 
such as extensions beyond the end of the semester or late withdrawal from a course.



Information for Course Instructors and TAs

Academic Accommodations Letters

Students registered with the Centre for Students with Disabilities meet with a 
Disability Counsellor for an Intake appointment. During this appointment, Disability 
Counsellor will use a thorough needs assessment to determine the student’s academic 
accommodations.

Academic accommodations are designed to respond to each student’s needs and are based on a 
number of factors including:

the functional impact of the student's disability(ies)

the program's essential requirements and learning objectives

the program's format (e.g. online, in-class, fieldwork),

the recommendations in the student's psychoeducational and/or 
medical documentation, and

their past learning experiences.
Once an academic accommodation plan has been created, students have the option to provide 
their Academic Accommodation Letters by the following methods to their Course Instructors 
and TAs:

the primary advisor in the CSD can send the Academic Accommodations 
Letter via email to the student's Course Instructors and TAs

the student can request hard copies of their Academic Accommodation 
Letters and provide them directly to their Course Instructors and TAs.

Types of academic accommodations

Potential academic accommodations include (not an exhaustive list):

alternative exam location (e.g. a quiet space or private room)



additional time to complete quizzes/tests/exams

flexible deadlines (extensions) for assignments negotiated in advance, 
when possible

alternate format of course materials (e.g. text-to-speech, closed 
captioning)

additional clarification from Course Instructor and/or TA

one-on-one critiques

note-taking support

access to ASL Interpreters

audio recording lectures

audio recording feedback during critiques.

Supports that are available through 
the CSD

Potential supports available through the CSD include (not an exhaustive list):

access to an Assistive Technologist 

access to a Learning Strategist 

disability counselling support 

learning skills workshops

social support through various activities coordinated by the CSD 

summer transition program for new students coming to OCAD University.



Resources for Supporting Students with Disabilities
Course Instructors and TAs are encouraged to review the following resources:

Policy on Academic Accommodations for Students with Disabilities
(http://www.ocadu.ca/Assets/conten t/registrarial/3007+Academic+Accommodations+for+Students+with+Disa ilities+Policy.pdf) (PDF).
This Policy outlines the roles and responsibilities for students, Course 
Instructors and TAs, the CSD and the University.

The Canvas course titled - OCAD U Faculty Handbook 
(https://canvas.ocadu.ca/enroll/PGG6W6). This course includes 
information on academic support services for students as well as student 
policies, regulations and procedures.

The Canvas course titled - Shifting Perspective: Inclusive Teaching and 
Learning at OCAD University (https://canvas.ocadu.ca/courses/18749). This 
course was developed in collaboration with several departments on 
campus.

The Faculty & Curriculum Development Centre 
(http://www.ocadu.ca/services/faculty-curriculum-development-
centre.htm) (FCDC) web site. The FCDC supports and facilities the 
development of program and course curricula.

The Teaching and learnin resources
(http://www.ocadu.ca/services/faculty-curriculum-development-
centre/teaching-resources.htm) section of the FCDC web site.

The Accessible Campus (http://cou.on.ca/resources/accessible-
campus/) web site which was developed by the Council of 
Ontario Universities.

The Health & Wellness department Crisis Support 
(http://www.ocadu.ca/services/health-and-wellness/crisis-
support.htm) webpage outlines crisis intervention supports available, 
including a section on supporting students in distress.
The Office of Diversity Equity and Sustainability Initiatives 
(http://www.ocadu.ca/services/odesi.htm) (ODESI) ensures the fair and effective 
administration of OCAD U’s human rights policies and providing subject matter expertise on 
the principles of human rights, equity and accessibility and related obligations in the 
resolution of complaints.

http://www.ocadu.ca/Assets/content/registrarial/3007+Academic+Accommodations+for+Students+with+Disabilities+Policy.pdf
https://canvas.ocadu.ca/enroll/PGG6W6
https://canvas.ocadu.ca/courses/18749
http://www.ocadu.ca/services/faculty-curriculum-development-centre.htm
http://www.ocadu.ca/services/faculty-curriculum-development-centre/teaching-resources.htm
http://cou.on.ca/resources/accessible-campus/
http://www.ocadu.ca/services/health-and-wellness/crisis-support.htm
http://www.ocadu.ca/services/odesi.htm


Frequently Asked Questions

What is an Academic 
Accommodation?

Refers to a planned variation in the way a student with a disability receives course 
curriculum and materials, participates in course activities, or demonstrates competency of 
course content and skills through evaluation and assessment.

What is a Disability?

The definition of ‘disability’ is as defined in the Ontario Human Ri hts Code 
(https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/90h19).

What are Essential Requirements?

Essential requirements are the learning outcomes, or skills, knowledge or attributes that 
must be achieved at a designated level in order for a student to be successful in the course. In 
order to achieve a learning outcome, there are usually a series of learning tasks or objectives 
that must be undertaken. It is often with these learning tasks/objectives that students 
require academic accommodations.

What are Functional 
Impacts/Limitations?

Functional Impacts/Limitations are areas of difficulty, for example in the area of 
Cognitive Skills/Abilities, Physical Skills/Abilities and Social-Emotional Skills/Abilities, that are 
caused by a disability and affect academic performance. Functional Impacts/Limitations are 
used to identify reasonable academic accommodations.

What are my responsibilities as a 
Course Instructor or TA?

Please refer to the Policy on Academic Accommodations for Students with Disabilities (PDF)
(http://www.ocadu.ca/Assets/content/registrarial/3007+Academic+Accommodations+for+Students+with+Disabilities+Pol y.pdf) for 
information

https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/90h19
http://www.ocadu.ca/Assets/content/registrarial/3007+Academic+Accommodations+for+Students+with+Disabilities+Policy.pdf


pertaining to tne responsiDinties 01 course instructors ana i/vs.

I am concerned about a student’s 
academic performance. What should 

I do?

If you feel the student may have a disability that is impacting their academic
performance, please inform the student of the services/supports available at the CSD. Please do
not ask the student for personal health information.



Information for Health Care Practitioners

Medical Documentation

In order to register with the Centre for Students with Disabilities, students must 
submit supporting Medical Documentation from a Regulated Health Care Professional (e.g. 
Medical Doctor, Medical Specialist, registered Psychologist).
The medical documentation provided should include:

L confirmation that the student has a disability or medical condition;

2. the functional impact/limitation or needs associated with the 
disability or medical condition; and

3. recommendations of the type of accommodation(s) that may be 
needed to allow the student to fulfill the essential duties or 
requirements of their course/program of study.

The CSD Medical Documentation form can be downloaded here - CSD Medical Documentation 
form (PDF) - coming soon.

Documentation Guidelines

Students with Learning Disabilities and/or ADHD are asked to provide the CSD with 
their Psychoeducational Assessment.
Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder may have a Psychoeducational Assessment 
and/or other medical documentation that can be provided to the CSD. Students can also have 
their health care professional provide us with information by completing the CSD 
Medical Documentation form.
Students with physical, sensory, medical and mental health disabilities can have their 
health care professional provide us with information about the functional limitations 
and recommendations/supports by completing the CSD Medical Documentation Form.
Student can provide their Individualized Education Plans (IEPs) as additional 
supporting documentation.
As per the Ontario Human Rights Code, students are not required to disclose their 
disability diagnosis to register with the CSD or to receive academic accommodations and 
supports. There may be instances when a disability diagnosis is required, for example when the 
academic accommodation needs are complex. Students have the option of disclosing their



disability diagnosis to the CSD. There will be instances when the Type of Disability is required 
to establish eligibility for specific disability-related supports/funding under the Ontario Student 
Assistance Program (OSAP).

Types of Academic Accommodations

Potential academic accommodations include (not an exhaustive list): 

alternative exam location (e.g. a quiet space or private room)

additional time to complete quizzes/tests/exams

flexible deadlines (extensions) for assignments negotiated in advance, 
when possible

additional clarification from Course Instructor and/or TA

alternate format of course materials

note-taking support

access to ASL Interpreters

audio recording lectures.

Supports that are available through 
the Centre for Students with 

Disabilities (CSD)

Potential supports available through the CSD include (not an exhaustive list):

access to an Assistive Technologist 

access to a Learning Strategist 

disability counselling support 

learning skills workshops

social support through various activities coordinated by the CSD 

summer transition program for new students coming to OCAD University.
If you have any questions regarding the documentation requirements, please contact the
CSD via email at csd@ocadu.ca  or by calling us at 416-977-6000 Extension
339-

mailto:csd@ocadu.ca


Policy on Academic Accommodations for Students with
Disabilities

OCAD University developed the Policy on Academic Accommodations for Students 
with Disabilities
(http://www.ocadu.ca/Assets/content/reEistrarial/3007+Academic+Accommodations+for+Students+with+Disabilities+Poli(
This policy aims to:

Foster and maintain a climate of understanding and mutual respect for 
the dignity and worth of all persons and to protect the privacy, 
confidentiality, self-esteem and autonomy of all students including those 
with disabilities;

Ensure that students with disabilities are accommodated in accordance 
with the University's legal responsibilities under the terms of the Ontario 
Human Rights Code, which promotes inclusion and full participation;

Preserve the academic integrity of the University by re-affirming that all 
students must satisfy the essential requirements of their respective 
courses and programs, while also recognizing that students with 
disabilities may require academic accommodations to enable them to do 
so;

Define the roles and responsibilities, including legal responsibilities, for 
instructors, departments, academic units, faculties, and all University 
personnel in the provision of academic accommodations; and

Define the roles and responsibilities of students.

If you have any questions regarding the Policy on Academic Accommodations for Students 
with Disabilities, please contact the CSD via email at csd@ocadu.ca  or by 
calling us at 416-977-6000 Extension 339.

http://www.ocadu.ca/Assets/content/registrarial/3007+Academic+Accommodations+for+Students+with+Disabilities+Policy.pdf
mailto:csd@ocadu.ca


Policy Resources
Please find additional resource below:

Ontario Human Rights Commission Policy on preventing discrimination 
based on mental health disabilities and addictions (http://policy-
preventing-discrimination-based-mental-health-disabilities-and-
addictions)

(Policy on preventing discrimination based on mental health disabilities 
and addictions)OCAD U's Respectful Work and Learning 
Environment Policy (RWLEP)
(http://www.ocadu.ca/Assets/documents/8ooi-respectful-work-learning-
environment-policy.pdf) (PDF)

http://policy-preventing-discrimination-based-mental-health-disabilities-and-addictions
http://www.ocadu.ca/Assets/documents/8001-respectful-work-learning-environment-policy.pdf


Privacy and Confidentiality
It is important that the University actively promote an environment that ensures students 
feel safe disclosing a disability. Maintaining confidentiality for students with disabilities is 
an important procedural component of the duty to accommodate. The University 
requires sufficient information to reasonably evaluate and respond to a student's request 
for accommodations. For this reason, students requesting academic accommodations are 
required to provide information pertaining to their disability and its impact to the CSD. 
Personal information that identifies that a student has a disability will remain exclusively with 
the CSD away from the student’s academic record, to protect the student’s privacy.
At times, the accommodation process may require that the student disclose 
information regarding the impact of their disability to other staff and instructors on a need-to- 
know basis such that specific responsibilities can be met under the terms of the Policy on 
Academic Accommodations for Students with Disabilities.
All personal information disclosed to the CSD is governed by:

OCAD University's Privacy and Personal Information Collection 
Procedures

Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FIPPA)

Personal Health Information Protection Act (PHIPA).
The Centre for Students with Disabilities requires consent from the student in order 
to communicate with Course Instructors, TAs, on-campus departments, parents, and 
external organizations.



The information on this page is repeated text

Contact Information

Location

We are located in room 316 (third floor) at 100 McCaul Street.

Hours of operation

Monday, Tuesday and Thursday: 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. (closed 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.) 
Wednesday: 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. (closed 12 p.m. to 2 p.m.)
Friday: 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. (closed 12 p.m. to 4 p.m.)

Accommodated quizzes/tests/exams will still occur Friday afternoon, if applicable.

Contact

Email: csd@ocadu.ca (mailto:csd@ocadu.ca)
Telephone: 416-977-6000 Ext. 339 
Fax: 647-438-9731

Staff at the CSD

Susanne Seinader, MA Counselling Psychology, Director 
Email: sseinader@ocadu.ca 
Telephone: 416-977-6000, Ext. 288
Bharat Saini, OCT, B.Ed., M.Ed., Senior Disability Consultant and Program Supervisor 
Email: bsaini@ocadu.ca 
Telephone: 416-977-6000, Ext. 287
Alison Nicholls, MSc.OT, OT Reg. (Ont.), Disability Counsellor 
Email: anicholls@ocadu.ca 
Telephone: 416-977-6000, Ext. 424
Chelsea Good, MSc.OT, OT Reg. (Ont.), Disability Counsellor 
Email: cgood@ocadu.ca 
Telephone: 416-977-6000, Ext. 4940
Lisa Allen, MES, Learning Strategist/Assistive Technologist 
Email: lallen@ocadu.ca 
Telephone: 416-977-6000, Ext. 484



The information on this page is repeated text

Kimberly Giberson, Assistant 
Email: csd@ocadu.ca 
Telephone: 416-977-6000, Ext. 339



Feedback
The Centre for Students with Disabilities welcomes feedback regarding supporting students 
with disabilities. Please send your feedback to Susanne Seinader, Director, Centre for Students 
with Disabilities, via email at sseinader@ocadu.ca 

mailto:sseinader@ocadu.ca


Student Handbook communications
OCAD U SERVICES & DEPARTMENTS

Academic Advising
The Student Advising Centre provides a 
coordinated and centralized model for 
undergraduate student academic advising. 
The Student Advising team supports 
student success by providing a welcoming 
environment where students can get sup-
port and advice related to their personal 
and academic success. Student Advisors 
are available to help, provide answers, 
support, and give advice. They assist with 
course selection and program planning, 
discuss degree requirements, review 
educational paths, identify opportunities, 
and connect students with on-campus 
resources. Student Advisors are available 
on a drop-in basis only, from Monday 
to Friday, 10 am to 3:30 pm.

advising@ocadu.ca

All Gender Washrooms
Gender neutral and fully accessible 
washrooms are located on the 1st, 3rd, and 
6th floor of 100 McCaul. They can also 
be found on each floor of 113 McCaul, and 
on the jth floor of 230 Richmond Street. 
These are single stall washrooms, and 
everyone is welcome to use them no matter 
what gender, if any, you identify with.

Anniversary Gallery
Located beside the Great Hall of OCAD 
University (100 McCaul St.), the Anniver-
sary Gallery services the OCAD U commu-
nity by supporting student exhibitions 
and public presentation labs. The gallery 
is available for experimental, process, and 
course work from students in all OCAD U 
programs. First-time exhibitors are 
encouraged to use this space as a learning 
opportunity and a chance to collaborate, 
see work by students in other areas of 
study, and gain experience in exhibiting. 
As a non-curated space, it may be booked 
for exhibitions by undergraduate and/or 
graduate students in all areas of study.

Allocation of exhibitions in the An-
niversary Gallery are facilitated through 
the Anniversary Gallery Monitor for two 
week exhibition periods. Preference is 
given to first time exhibitors who demon-
strate a readiness and ability to exhibit, 
and exhibitions are granted in an effort to 
provide representation for all areas of 
study at OCAD U. All exhibits must feature 
two or more students, and students are 
responsible for coordinating their group 
proposal. Submissions are accepted on an 
ongoing basis.

Information and applications are 
available online at www.ocadu.ca on the 
Anniversary Gallery webpage.

anniversarygallery@ocadu.ca

Big Ideas Fund
The OCAD U $1,500 Big Ideas Fund is 
a micro-grant initiative by the Office of 
Diversity, Equity & Sustainability Initiatives 
(odesi ) and its Student Advisory Com-
mittee. This initiative encourages OCAD u's 
creative thinkers, artists and designers to 
identify social justice and equity issues 
that impact our community and to take 
action through innovative ideas.

What types of ideas will be considered? 
Your idea can be anything: organize an 
event, create an installation or public art 
piece, write and produce a zine or pub-
lication, curate an exhibition, create an 
awareness campaign or data visualization, 
execute a design solution... any idea that 
has an empowering, positive and unifying 
impact on campus is welcome!

bigideasfund@gmail.com 
416-977-6000x3840 
facebook.com/ocaduDEI 
twitter @OCADU_DEI

Campus Bookstore
51 McCaul Street
9-6, Monday — Friday 

The OCAD U Campus Bookstore provides 
students with essential services related to 
textbooks, course packs, and other course 
materials. The OCAD University Campus 
Bookstore is a vibrant and dynamic store 
located right in the heart of the OCAD U 
community. We’re proud to be a leader 
in saving students money on textbooks 
through innovative programs such as our 
rental textbook program, our great 
selection of used textbooks, competitive 
pricing on new textbooks and our price 
match guarantee. Our line of OCAD U 
branded clothing offers great value and a 
nice selection of fashionforward styles.

The store also showcases and sells com-
munity created products that highlight 
the imaginative, creative and innovative 
thinking of OCAD u’s students, faculty, 
stalf and alumni. The store’s unique retail 
presence makes a contribution to the local 
culture, enhances the street presence of 
OCAD U on McCaul St. and, most impor-
tantly, continues to provide outstanding 
service and value to our students.

manager@51 ocadu.com 
416-977-6000 x360

Campus Life
Campus Life, within OCAD u’s Student 
Success Programs, ensures that stu-
dents have access to social, learning and 
development opportunities outside the 
classroom. Our programs encourage 
enhanced personal growth, connection, 
engagement, leadership, self-confidence, 
interpersonal and team-building skills.

Campus Life at OCAD University is 
what YOU, the student, makes it. So, look 
into our programming. Find out what's 
happening on campus, and get ready to 
meet other students and get involved. 
Activities help support community build-

ing, enhance your student life experience 
and the overall quality of campus life.

We help coordinate activities such as 
R.A.D. at OCAD U, faceîface: postcard 
project, O-DAYS!, and programming that 
includes the Student Mentor Program, 
Volunteering on Campus, registering 
Student-run groups, special events, student- 
led projects, and fitness and well-being 
initiatives, such as yoga, meditation and 
intramural sports.

ocadu.ca/campus-life
Brent Everett James, 
Campus Life Coordinator 
ocadcampuslife@ocadu.ca

Centre For Students With 
Disabilities

We are located in room 316 (third floor) 
at 100 McCaul Street.

Monday, Tuesday and Thursday:
9 am to 4 pm (closed 12 pm to 1 pm) 
Wednesday: 9am to 4pm 
(closed 12 pm to 2 pm)
Friday: 9am to 12pm 
(closed 12 pm to 4 pm)

The Policy on Academic Accommoda-
tions for Students with Disabilities Policy 
states that the University is committed to 
providing a working and learning environ-
ment that is accessible and inclusive to all 
persons who work, study or visit, and 
strives to provide services in a way that 
respects the dignity, confidentiality, 
self-esteem and independence of persons 
with disabilities.

The Centre for Students with Disabil-
ities (csd ) organizes and facilitates aca-
demic accommodations for students with 
permanent and temporary disabilities. 
Academic accommodations are designed 
to address the need for alternative ways 
of accessing academic material, processing 
academic information, assessment meth-
ods of learning outcomes and access to the 
university campus (Studios and Shops)

mailto:advising@ocadu.ca
mailto:anniversarygallery@ocadu.ca
mailto:bigideasfund@gmail.com
http://facebook.com/ocaduDEI
mailto:manager@51ocadu.com
http://ocadu.ca/campus-life
mailto:ocadcampuslife@ocadu.ca
http://www.ocadu.ca


that may be needed as a result of the func-
tional impact of a disability. If you are a 
student with a disability or suspected dis-
ability and feel you might need academic 
accommodations please contact the CSD 
as soon as possible to set up a registration 
appointment.

What you can expect when you
come to register with the CSD:

1. You’ll be asked to have a medical prac-
titioner complete the CSD’s medical 
documentation form. The provision 
of a diagnosis is optional but may be 
needed for certain funding programs 
(bursaries) and/or for complex 
disabilities.

2. If there is a delay in completing the 
documentation, you may have access 
to interim accommodations, the 
Disability Counsellor will discuss this 
process with you.

3. You’ll be asked to attend an intake 
interview with one of our disability 
Counsellors so that we can get to 
know your academic support needs.

4. All of your information will be 
treated as confidential and no 
information will appear on your 
OCAD University transcript

j. Together with your Disability 
Counsellor, an academic accommo-
dation plan will be developed.
You’ll have the choice to either 
provide your accommodation letters 
directly to your faculty or have the 
CSD send them via email 

Appointments can be booked through the 
Assistant by calling 416-977-6000 X339, 
emailing csd@ocadu.ca or simply 
dropping by the Centre.

Wishing you success in the 2016/17 
academic year!

Sincerely,
The Staff at the CSD.

Centre For Emerging 
Artists & Designers
The Centre for Emerging Artists & 
Designers (cead ) is committed to support-
ing the early-career advancement of all 
students and recent alumni at OCAD U.
To accomplish this, a wide range of both 
academic and co-curricular services are 
offered by the Career Development office 
and Experiential Learning Placements 
Program.

As part of the Centre for Emerging 
Artists & Designers, the Career Develop-
ment office provides direction, resources 
and opportunities which enable students 
to develop the skills, network and knowledge 
base required to be successful creative 
professionals, in any number of contexts 
and sectors. Also within the CEAD, the 
Experiential Learning Placements Program 
supports students who are seeking to do 
an internship for academic credit—or 
develop the associated professional skills— 
whether through a course or on an 
independent basis.

Career Development 
ocadu.ca/career-development
careerdevelopment@ocadu .ca
416-977-6000x4020 

Experiential Learning 
Placements Program 

www.ocadu.ca/explearning
explearning@ocadu.ca
416-977-6000 x3844 

Social Media 
Facebook.com

/ocaducareerdevelopment 
instagram.com/ocaducead
twitter. @ocadu_cead

Copy & Print Services
Copy and Print Services provides the 
OCAD University community with its copy-
ing and digital output needs. We currently 
operate one primary digital output 
location, all networked black and white

printers, and the university’s fleet of 
multi-function copiers.

If you have any questions about print-
ing, file preparation or copying, feel free 
to contact us! You can also consult our 
Knowledgebase which contains how-to 
articles for things like file preparation, 
copying and printing, fee and account 
information, and more!

51 McCaul Street 
(Behind the Campus Bookstore) 
copyprint@ocadu.ca
416-977-6000 x202 
ocadu.ca/services/copy-print-services
Knowledgebase: 

http://bit. ly/print-how-to
twitter: ©OCADUPrintShop

Financial Aid & Awards
At OCAD U, education costs will be met 
by a variety of sources, including OSAP, 
bursaries, scholarships, awards and oppor-
tunities to work on campus. In addition 
to the online resource information, staff 
in the Financial Aid & Awards office 
can advise students with respect to their 
financial situation, provide referrals to the 
appropriate financial assistance programs, 
and assist them with securing the resources 
required to meet their post-secondary 
education costs.

OCAD University is committed to 
Ontario’s Student Access Guarantee, which 
states, “No qualified Ontario student 
should be prevented from attending our 
publicly assisted colleges and universities 
because of a lack of financial support 
programs. The Student Access Guarantee 
means students in need will have access 
to the resources they need for their tuition, 
books and mandatory fees.”

230 Richmond, level 5 
Monday-Friday, 8:30-4:30 
FinancialA@ocadu.ca
416-977-6000 x250 
twitter: ©FinAidOCAD 
twitter: ©OCADUFAA

First Generation Program
First Generation refers to students whose 
parents/guardians did not attend univer-
sity or college. If your sibling(s) has/have 
attended a postsecondary institution, 
but your parents have not, you are still 
considered first generation. The First 
Generation Program offers support for 
students who are the first in their family 
to attend university — but all students 
are welcome!

Programming includes workshops 
(writing, time management, critique), 
Study groups for VISC 1001 and VISC1002, 
community-building events and 
Compass: a two-day orientation for first- 
year students. We also produce a yearly 
publication and exhibition featuring print 
publication of art, design and writing of 
first generation students.

Stephanie Dayes 
Coordinator, Writing & 
Learning Services 

Writing & Learning Centre 
113 McCaul, Level 5 
Room 510 
416-977-6000 x239

Graduate Gallery
The Graduate Gallery’s Mission is to pro-
vide an accessible and inclusive space to 
promote and facilitate diverse interdisci-
plinary collaborations of graduate artistic 
research and programming.

The Graduate Gallery is a shared 
space, a site of development, experimen-
tation and artistic research for graduate 
students, faculty, alumni and staff, as well

mailto:csd@ocadu.ca
http://ocadu.ca/career-development
mailto:careerdevelopment@ocadu.ca
http://www.ocadu.ca/explearning
mailto:explearning@ocadu.ca
http://Facebook.com/ocaducareerdevelopment
http://instagram.com/ocaducead
mailto:copyprint@ocadu.ca
http://ocadu.ca/services/copy-print-services
http://bit.ly/print-how-to
mailto:FinancialA@ocadu.ca


Policies & Resources

Last updated September 2016

Student Resources
As a student, you have access to the following resources:

Academic Advising (Undergraduate) (http://www.ocadu.ca/services/academic-

advising.htm)
Our Centre can help you to effectively navigate course selection and program planning, degree requirements, policies and 
educational opportunities, and to be successful in your studies by providing answers, advice, support and informed 
referrals to on-campus partners and external resources where appropriate. You may be directed to consult with your 
program area Chair for specialized advising. We can also be a first point of contact if you have a question or concern and 
are not sure where to go or who to ask.

Campus Life (http://www.ocadu.ca/services/campus-life.htm)
We ensure that you have access to social, learning and development opportunities outside the classroom. Our orientation, 
transition, mentoring, volunteering, student-run groups, and fitness and well-being initiatives encourage enhanced personal 
growth, connection, engagement, leadership, self-confidence, interpersonal and team-building skills.

Campus Security (http://www.ocadu.ca/services/campus-security.htm)
We provide security, visual patrolling, medical response, conflict resolution, non-violent crisis intervention, and crime 
prevention, as well as assistance and information to the OCAD U community. We also offer programs such as Walk Safe, 
Guardly, Loss Prevention, and Emergency Response.

Centre for Emerging Artists & Designers (CEAD) 

(http://www.ocadu.ca/services/career-development.htm)
We support the career advancement of students and recent alumni through a wide range of academic and co-curricular 
services, including facilitated learning experiences, a variety of skill-building resources and meaningful experiential learning 
placement opportunities.

Centre for Students with Disabilities (CSD) 

(http://www.ocadu.ca/services/disability-services.htm)
We are committed to the principles of respect, inclusion and equity for all persons with disabilities, in accordance with the 
Ontario Human Rights Code and the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act and provide academic 
accommodations and support services for students with disabilities. If you require disability-related services you are

http://www.ocadu.ca/services/academic-advising.htm
http://www.ocadu.ca/services/campus-life.htm
http://www.ocadu.ca/services/campus-security.htm
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http://www.ocadu.ca/services/disability-services.htm


encouraged to register with us as early as possible in the academic term to ensure the timely provision and communication 
of your academic accommodations with your instructors.

Fabrication Shops & Studios (http://www.ocadu.ca/services/studios.htm)
We seek to provide safe and accessible studio environments for students to complete their course requirements. Studio 
hours and requirements vary; please visit the shops and studios webpage for relevant policies, hours of operation, and 
extended access hours.

Financial Aid & Awards (http://www.ocadu.ca/services/financial-matters.htm)
Our staff can advise you with respect to your financial situation, provide referrals to the appropriate financial assistance 
programs, and assist you with securing the resources required to meet your post-secondary education costs.

Finance Office (http://www.ocadu.ca/services/financial-matters.htm)
Our office can answer your questions about your tuition and ancillary fees, when and how to pay, refunds, the online Fees 
Account, and student payroll and tax forms (T2202A, T4 orT4A). Visit us to pay fines, add to your print accounts and 
purchase OCAD U tickets for the shops and studios.

Health & Wellness Centre (http://www.ocadu.ca/services/health-and-

wellness.htm)
Our clinical team of medical, administrative and mental health professionals provides health and counselling services. Our 
goal is to provide accessible and student-centered services to support your overall health and well-being, allowing you to 
enjoy a successful and fulfilling post-secondary experience. Although booked appointments are encouraged, walk-in 
appointments are available.

International Student Services (http://www.ocadu.ca/services/international-

students.htm)
International students, exchange students and students who wants to make meaningful global connections can visit our 
office for support, information and referrals pertaining to: immigration matters, on- and off-campus employment for 
international students, emergency bursary funds for international students, the University Health Insurance Plan (UHIP), 
adjusting to life in Canada and student exchange and study abroad opportunities.

IT Services (http://ocadu.ca/it)
We support administrative and academic computing, including e-mail, printing, wired and wireless network access and 
security, the Laptop Program, office phones, digital capture and output, Canvas, and other information systems. Visit IT 
Services Support (https://support-its.ocadu.ca/) to open a support request.

http://www.ocadu.ca/services/studios.htm
http://www.ocadu.ca/services/financial-matters.htm
http://www.ocadu.ca/services/financial-matters.htm
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Office of Diversity, Equity & Sustainability Initiatives (ODESI) 

(htt p ://www. ocad u. ca/servi ces/odes i. htm)
We advance equity, accessibility and sustainability at OCAD U. Contact us for confidential human rights advice, information 

and support.

Office of Graduate Studies (http://www.ocadu.ca/academics/graduate-

studies/current-students.htm)
Provides academic advising, access to funding opportunities, professional development workshops, and a first point of 
contact for graduate students.

Office of the Registrar (http://www.ocadu.ca/services/records-and-

registration.htm)
Visit our office for information and forms related to academic records, course registration, appeals and petitions, as well as 
graduation and convocation.

Student Union (OCADSU) (http://www.ocadu.ca/services/student-union.htm)
We represent the student body and advocate for OCAD U students in discussions with administration and faculty, other 
universities and colleges, all levels of government and the Canadian Federation of Students.

Writing & Learning Centre (WLC) (http://www.ocadu.ca/services/writing-and-

learning-centre.htm)
As OCAD U’s academic support centre for writing, critical thinking, critical reading, studio learning and study skills, we 

provide drop-in services, one-on-one tutoring appointments, study groups, tutoring for Thesis year, English language 

services, tutoring offered at the Indigenous Visual Culture program office, studio visits, critique skills-building and academic 

integrity workshops.

http://www.ocadu.ca/services/odesi.htm
http://www.ocadu.ca/academics/graduate-studies/current-students.htm
http://www.ocadu.ca/services/records-and-registration.htm
http://www.ocadu.ca/services/student-union.htm
http://www.ocadu.ca/services/writing-and-learning-centre.htm


ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATION LEADERSHIP TEAM - ORIENTATION SESSION 
Monday, August 29, 2016 from 12:00pm - 4:30pm 
3rd Level Boardroom, 230 Richmond Street West

Time Topic Presenter(s)

12:00noon Welcome Remarks and Lunch Hosted 
by the Vice-President, Academic and 
Provost

Gillian Siddall

12:05noon - 12:15pm Welcome Remarks from the Deans

12:15pm - 12:45pm Academic Plan Update Gillian Siddall

12:45pm - 1:00pm Senate and Curriculum Deadlines b. h. Yael, Senate Chair

1:00pm -2:00pm Updates from the Vice-Provost, 
Students and International:

• Recruitment Cycle 2016
• Academic Accommodations 

Policy and related coming from 
Ontario Human Rights 
Commission

• Supporting Students in Distress 
- refresh of the protocol and 
introduction for new academic 
administrators

• Sexual Violence protocol

Deanne Fisher

2:00pm -2:30pm Academic Policies Information and 
Updates from the University Registrar

Elisabeth Paradis

2:30pm - 2:45pm BREAK

2:45pm -4:30pm Academic Leadership Development / 
Chair and GPD Panel: “Lessons 
Learned as a Chair/GPD”

Panellists:
• Philippe Blanchard (FoA)
• Dot Tuer (FoLASSIS)
• Lenore Richards (Grad)
• Dorie Millerson (FoD)

Moderated by the Faculty Curriculum 
and Development Centre (FCDC)

4:30pm Conclusion



Queen’s University

PRINCIPAL AND VICE-CHANCELLOR

Richardson Hall, Room 351 

Queen’s University 
Kingston, Ontario, Canada K7L 3N6 

Tel 6x3 533-2200 

Fax 613533-6838

July 8, 2016

Ms. Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto ON M7A 2R9

Dear Ms. Mandhane:

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation

I am writing to confirm that Queen's University already has in place, or is in the process of 
implementing, the six measures outlined in your correspondence of March 15, 2016, and June 9, 
2016.

We are committed to creating a welcoming culture that facilitates the integration of 
students with disabilities, including students with mental health disabilities, into the 
university community. In keeping with this commitment, all the measures are already 
reflected in the medical documentation guidelines, medical documentation forms and 
procedures of the Queen's Student Accessibility Services (QSAS) office.

In addition, the university's cross-campus Advisory Committee on Academic 
Accommodations, which was established in 2012, has updated Queen's Policy for Academic
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities to reflect explicitly the measures outlined in 
your prior correspondence. The policy is scheduled for review by the University Senate at 
its September 2016 meeting. The Senate does not meet over the summer, so September is 
the first opportunity to bring the updated policy forward.

Specifically, the policy makes it clear that, consistent with OHRC measures (a) through (e):

a) Students are not required to disclose their disability diagnosis to register with Queen's
Student Accessibility Services, or receive accommodations or supports;

b) Students may request interim accommodations for disabilities pending receipt of
medical documentation;

c) Both temporary and permanent disabilities will be accommodated;
d) Retroactive accommodations will be considered;
e) Students are not required to reveal private medical information to, or seek

accommodation directly from, their professors, instructors, teaching assistants, etc.



With regard to clear communications to all students, faculty and staff, consistent with OHRC 
measure (f), academic accommodation-related information will be communicated to all students 
at this month's summer orientation (a day-long on-campus program for incoming first-year 
students), through direct emails, and on websites (including those of QSAS, Student Affairs, 
and Faculties/Schools), and to faculty and staff through established university channels over the 
summer and throughout the academic year.

A new feature at this year's summer orientation program is the opportunity for incoming 
students to meet one-on-one with QSAS advisors to briefly discuss academic accommodation 
needs, including documentation requirements, how to register with QSAS, and to receive any 
additional advice they may need before they begin their studies.

At Queen's University, we are committed to ensuring we meet our Ontario Human Rights Code
obligations to our students. We shall also continue to review best practices for supporting all 
students with disabilities.

If you have any questions about anything in this letter, please do not hesitate to get in touch 
with me via Ms. Chris Berga (bergac@queensu.ca ).

Sincerely,

Daniel R. Woolr 
Principal and Vice-Chancellor
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Ryerson University 

350 Victoria Street. Toronto, Ontario. Canada M5B 2K3 t: 416-979-5002 f: 416-979-5292 mlachemi@ryerson.ca ryerson.ca 

Mohamed Lachemi 
President and Vice-Chancellor 

August 31, 2016 

Chief Commissioner Renu Mandhane 

Ontario Human Rights Commission 

180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 

Toronto, ON M7A2R9 

Via Email: legal@ohrc.on.ca 

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane: 

RE: Response to March 15, 2016 medical documentation guidelines and accommodation letter 

Ryerson University has ensured that the guidelines outlined in your March 15th letter have been 

reflected in Ryerson's policies, procedures and practices related to academic accommodation for 
students with mental health disabilities. 

Starting on page three of this letter are appendices which contain documents demonstrating Ryerson's 

compliance with the OHRC's guidelines, and reflecting how Ryerson is communicating the guidelines 

with its academic community. 

Ryerson was already in compliance with a number of the guidelines: 

1) Students are not required to disclose a diagnosis statement in order to register with our student 
disabilities office, Academic Accommodation Support (AAS). AAS requires documentation to 

clearly state how the disability impacts a student's academic functioning. 

2) AAS also provides support for students who live with permanent or temporary disabilities; AAS 
has updated its procedures to provide interim accommodations while a student with a mental 
health disability is in the process of obtaining documentation. 

3) Since 2014, AAS uses an online system that generates the sending of electronic letters to 

professors/course instructors outlining a student's recommended accommodations for each 

course, no longer requiring students to deliver the letters personally to their instructors. It is the 

student's responsibility to follow-up with a professor/instructor about particulars such as 

deadlines, but where clarification is needed regarding an accommodation, the 

professor/instructor is asked to contact the academic accommodation facilitator listed in the 

letter.
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Ryerson reviewed and updated, where necessary, academic policies and program handbooks to ensure 

that requests for disability-related accommodation after a deadline, test or course completion (i.e. 

retroactive accommodation) will be considered on a case-by-case basis. 

Ryerson's Vice-Provost Students is actively engaged with academic departments and schools to ensure 

that faculty and course instructors are aware of their responsibilities related to the mental health 

accommodation. Ryerson's Learning and Teaching Office will be offering a workshop to faculty and 

course instructors later in term on student mental health and the academic accommodation process. 
AAS recently also published its first, full-length handbook in clear, plain language for students to 

understand the accommodation process. 

Ryerson has always, and will continue to demonstrate, a strong commitment to fostering an inclusive 

educational environment that promotes mutual respect; recognizes equality, dignity and the autonomy 

of all persons. Ryerson understands and takes seriously its duty to provide accommodation for persons 

with disabilities and equal opportunity without discrimination. Ryerson views accommodation of 
students with disabilities as a shared responsibility and a collaborative process between our students, 

faculty and staff, in accordance with the Ontario Human Rights Code and the Accessibility for Ontarians 
with Disabilities Act. 

Sincerely, 

Mohamed Lacnemi 
President and Vice-Chancellor
Mohamed Lacnemi

2
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Appendix A – Disability Assessment Form 



Disability Assessment Form 

Last updated: August 23, 2016 

INFORMATION FOR STUDENTS 

Ryerson University’s Academic Accommodation Support (AAS) uses this form to verify that a 
student has a disability and to understand the impact(s) of the disability on the student’s 
academic functioning.  

Why is this information required? 

To receive reasonable and appropriate accommodations and supports from AAS, students must 
“communicate their needs in sufficient detail and co-operate in consultations to enable the 
person responsible for accommodation to respond to the request.” (Ontario Human Rights Code 
Guidelines, 1994, p.17).  

The Ontario Human Rights Commission’s Guidelines (1994) also state that the university, as the 
body responsible for accommodating, must have sufficient information “to properly assess the 
impact of the disability on the specific academic task and know how to make the requested 
accommodation.” 

Completing this form 
This form must be based on a current and thorough assessment from an appropriate, registered 
health care professional qualified to diagnose the condition (family physician, medical specialist, 
clinical psychologist, etc.).  The provision of supplementary documentation from other service 
providers (e.g. health or educational) is also welcome.  

Do not use this form for a Learning Disability (LD), Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 
(ADHD) and/or Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) diagnosis. For those, a valid and recent 
psycho-educational assessment, completed by a registered psychologist, must be provided. 

The completed form must be sent directly by the health care professional to Ryerson 
University’s Academic Accommodation Support by mail or fax.  

Protection of privacy 
In accordance with Section 39(2) of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, 
1990 (“FIPPA”), the information on this form is collected under the authority of the Ryerson 
University Act, 1977 for the purpose of providing reasonable and appropriate academic 
accommodations and supports for students with disabilities.  

Personal information and personal health information that is collected for this purpose or for a 
consistent purpose, will be used, disclosed, retained and destroyed in accordance with 
Ryerson’s Information Protection and Access Policy and Records Management Policy.   

Disability Assessment Form Page i 



A student’s personal health information is kept strictly confidential within AAS. AAS does not 
share this information with anyone else – including faculty and course instructors.  

If you have questions about the collection, use and disclosure of this information by Ryerson, 
contact Academic Accommodation Support: 416-979-5290, aasadmin@ryerson.ca.  

INFORMATION FOR REGISTERED HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS 

Ryerson University’s Academic Accommodation Support (AAS) facilitates the provision of 
reasonable and appropriate academic accommodations and supports for students with 
disabilities.  

To determine these accommodations and supports, AAS must verify that a student has a 
disability and understand the impact(s) of the student’s disability on their academic functioning.  

The student is required to provide the university with documentation that is: 

• Based on a current, thorough and appropriate assessment; 

• Provided by a registered practitioner, qualified to diagnose the condition; and 

• Supportive of the accommodations being considered or requested. 

Please note that a student’s mental health diagnosis is not required to receive 
accommodations and supports from AAS but full details of the impact(s) of the disability on 
the student’s academic functioning must be included (see Part IV). If the student consents to or 
requests that you provide a diagnosis statement, this information is kept confidential in 
accordance with Ryerson’s Information Protection and Access Policy. 

All relevant sections must be completed carefully and objectively to ensure accurate 
assessment of the student’s disability-related needs, which may include access to support 
services, and government and school bursaries while attending university.  

Careful completion of all relevant sections also ensures that a student who is currently receiving 
interim accommodations will have a full and appropriate accommodation and support plan once 
disability documentation is obtained.  

If no disability is present, students will be referred to other supports at Ryerson. AAS supports 
are only available to students with documented disabilities. 

Disability Assessment Form Page ii 
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________/_________/_______ 

________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 

_____________________ 

________/_________/_______

�

�

________/_________/_______ ________/_________/_______

�

________/_________/_______ ________/_________/_______

For AAS office use only – date received (day/month/year): 

Student information: 

Name: 

Ryerson ID#: 

Telephone number: 

Email address: 

Part I: Assessment/support history 

1. How long have you provided service to this student? 

2. Last date of clinical assessment (day/month/year):  

3. Will you continue to provide service(s) to the student while they attend Ryerson? 

Yes No Unknown 

Part II: Confirmation of disability 

1. Indicate the appropriate statement for this student in the current academic setting: 

Permanent disability with on-going (chronic or episodic) symptoms that will 
significantly impact the student over the course of their expected life 

Temporary disability with anticipated duration (day/month/year): 

From to 

Unknown status. Indicate reasonable duration for which they should be 
accommodated and/or supported at this time (day/month/year): 

From to 

� � � 



Disability Assessment Form Page 2 
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2. Identify the student’s primary disability by selecting the most appropriate from the list 
provided. If applicable, identify any/all disabilities that co-occur with the primary one.  

Nature of disability Primary disability 
Check only one 

Secondary/tertiary 
disabilities 
Check all that apply  

Acquired brain injury 

Chronic 
illness/systemic/medical 

Deaf, deafened, hard of 
hearing 

Low vision, blind 

Mental-health related disability 

Mobility 

Other*

*Reminder: For LD, ADHD and/or ASD diagnosis, a valid and recent psycho-educational assessment, 
completed by a registered psychologist, must be provided. This form will not be accepted. 

3. Complete the following chart to indicate:  

a) Diagnosis*
*A student’s mental health diagnosis is not required to receive accommodations and supports 
from AAS but full details of the impact(s) of the mental health disability on the student’s academic 
functioning must be included (see Part IV). If the student consents to, or requests that you 
provide a diagnosis statement, this information is kept confidential in accordance with Ryerson’s 
Information Protection and Access Policy. 

b) Prognosis – anticipated duration 

Diagnosis Prognosis 
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� �

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

m 

Part III: Treatment 

1. Medication(s) and/or treatments that impact academic functioning? 
Yes No Not applicable 

a) If yes, describe impact(s): 

2. Services(s) and/or support(s) recommended for participation in post-secondary 
academics (i.e. counselling, sign language interpreter, learning strategy support, 
etc.). Please provide rationale.   

Part IV: Impact(s) on academic functioning 

1. Select applicable functional limitation(s); the severity (where ‘1’ has little impact; ‘4’ 
has severe impact (i.e. the student cannot perform the task independently); and ‘0’ is 
unable to assess/unknown); and describe the specific impact(s) on academic 
functioning. Use N/A (not applicable) where warranted.  

Functional limitations 0 1 2 3 4 Impact on academic functioning 
e.g. Writing ✓ Student unable to write for longer than 30 minutes 

due to flare in symptoms 

e.g. Attention and 
concentration 

✓ Student loses focus after 15 minutes of sustained 
attention, sensitive to distraction in the environment, 
difficulty completing assignments on time 

e.g. Managing a full 
course load 

✓ Unable to keep on readings and assignments for 
four or more courses 

Academic tasks 
Listening 

� 
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Functional limitations 0 1 2 3 4 Impact on academic functioning 

Reading 

Speaking 

Typing 

Writing 

Cognitive 
Concentration/attention 

Executive functioning 
(planning, organizing, 
problem solving, 
sequencing, time 
management)  

Information processing 

Long-term memory 
(recall/retrieve stored 
information) 

Short-term memory 
(information stored for 
about 30 seconds) 

Difficulties with 

Attending classes 
regularly 

Fatigue 
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Functional limitations 0 1 2 3 4 Impact on academic functioning 

Managing a full course 
load 

Managing stress 

Mood 

Social interactions 

Speech 

Physical activity intolerance 
Gross motor: 
Lifting over 5 lbs. 

Reaching above 
shoulders 

Bending 

Fine motor/manual 
dexterity 

Mobility: 
Climbing (stairs) 

Walking 

Sitting for sustained 
periods  

Standing for sustained 
periods 

Other: 
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________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

2. Sensory Disabilities. If applicable, please list or attach any vison and/or hearing 
impairment scores which impact academics.  

a) Visual acuity loss (best corrected), left eye, right eye, bilateral 

b) Hearing loss (best corrected), left ear, right ear, bilateral. For hearing impairment, 
also include most recent audiogram.  

3. Use this space to provide any further rationale to explain/list the student’s functional 
limitation(s) related to academic performance and/or to provide any further 
information: 

Part V: Accommodation recommendation(s) 

Indicate specific recommendations for academic and/or placement accommodations 
and/or equipment/software. Recommendations must include a rationale as it relates to 
the impact(s) on the student’s academic functioning as listed in Part IV. 

Academic, placement and/or 
equipment/software accommodation 
recommendation(s) 

Rationale 
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________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

________/_________/_______ 

 _________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

________/_________/_______ 

Part VI: Health care professional 

Please print except on signature line. 

Name: 

Signature: 

Date (dd/mm/yyyy): 

Professional designation: 

License/registration#: 

Facility name: 

Facility address: 

Office stamp: (Business card or copy of letterhead also accepted) 

Thank you for completing this form with accuracy and careful consideration.  
The information will facilitate the supports requested by your client while at Ryerson 
University. 

Note: Providing false information or altering this form is a violation of Ryerson University’s 
Senate Policy 60: Student Code of Academic Conduct 

OPTIONAL: Release of information to be completed by the student 

I, hereby authorize express authority 
for Ryerson University Academic Accommodation Support (AAS) to communicate with above 
named professional to supply additional information relating to the provision of my academic 
accommodations and disability-related services. 

Student signature: 

Ryerson ID#: 

Date (dd/mm/yyyy): 

AAS considers this permission valid for as long as you are a student at Ryerson or if you revoke 
your consent in writing, whichever comes first.  
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The health care professional must send this form directly to Academic Accommodation 
Support by mail or fax. Students are not to submit this form. 

Contact information and mailing address 

Academic Accommodation Support (AAS) 
341 Yonge Street, Toronto ON, M5B 1S1 

Fax: 416-979-5094 
Phone: 416-979-5290 
Email: aasadmin@ryerson.ca
Web: www.ryerson.ca/studentlearningsupport

mailto:aasadmin@ryerson.ca
http://www.ryerson.ca/studentlearningsupport
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Student Handbook 

Academic 
Accommodation 
Support 



We are Academic 
Accommodation 
Support (AAS) 
As Ryerson University’s student disability services office, we work confidentially and 
directly with incoming and returning students who live with both temporary and 
permanent disabilities that impact their academic functioning. 

Our job is to work with students to create and implement an individualised academic 
accommodation plan so that they can fully participate in their studies whether at the 
certificate, undergraduate or graduate level. We work with any student who requires 
academic accommodation regardless of their program or course load. 

This handbook is your roadmap to the accommodation process at Ryerson. 

Please take the time to review it from start to finish. Then connect with us to have any 
of your questions answered or to book your intake appointment. 

In-person:  Student Learning Centre - 4th floor 
By phone:  416-979-5290 
By email:  aasadmin@ryerson.ca
Online:  ryerson.ca/studentlearningsupport/academic-accommodation-support

mailto:aasadmin@ryerson.ca
http://ryerson.ca/studentlearningsupport/academic-accommodation-support
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Section 1: How to register with AAS 

Registering with Academic Accommodation Support (AAS) is a key step in ensuring you get 
the necessary support you need to participate fully in your academic studies if you live with a 
documented, permanent or temporary disability such as: 

• A learning disability (LD) 
• A sensory impairment (such as vision, hearing) 
• An acquired brain injury 
• Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) 
• Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) 
• A chronic health issue (such as epilepsy, migraines) 
• A mobility issue 
• A mental health disability (such as anxiety, depression) 

We also work with you if you suspect you have a disability or are in the process of obtaining 
documentation of your disability. We will ensure that you have appropriate interim 
accommodations and supports in place. 

When to begin the registration process 
Register for academic accommodation support as soon as possible, preferably prior to the start 
of the semester to ensure your accommodation plan is active when classes start. For incoming 
Ryerson students, it is recommended to register as soon as you accept an offer of admission and 
have a student number. 

Generally, new registration requests made after our final exam deadline will be scheduled for 
the following semester.  

Follow these steps to register with AAS. 

Step 1: Book an intake appointment 

Contact our intake administrator to schedule a confidential intake appointment. You can 
contact the administrator: 

In person: Student Learning Centre - 4th-floor 
Student Learning Support Main Reception, 341 Yonge Street 

By phone: 416-979-5290 
By email: aasadmin@ryerson.ca

mailto:aasadmin@ryerson.ca


Step 2: Obtain documentation 

Before the scheduled date of your intake appointment, you should obtain documentation of 
your disability. Documentation helps your academic accommodation facilitator understand the 
impact(s) of your disability on your academic functioning. Having this information ensures that 
your accommodation plan meets your individual learning needs. 

If you do not have the required documentation by the date of your intake appointment, don’t 
worry; you can still attend the meeting. We work with students who are in the process of 
obtaining documentation or who suspect they may have a disability. 

Documentation requirements 
Documentation should clearly state the specific functional limitation(s) you experience in an 
academic setting. When we understand the correlation between your disability and its impact 
on how you learn, we are able to better collaborate with you to build the most appropriate and 
effective accommodation plan. 

Our documentation requirements vary depending on the nature of your disability. There are two 
main types: 

1.  Students living with a learning disability, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, or who are 
on the Autism Spectrum 

We require a copy of your most current psycho-educational assessment for learning 
disabilities and Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, or a neuropsychological assessment 
for students with diagnoses on the Autism Spectrum, conducted by a registered psychologist 
or psychiatrist trained to test for and diagnose the condition. 

•  The assessment must contain information on the tests administered as well as the 
scores obtained; and 

•  The assessment must be completed at an adult age (>18), or within the last three years. 
•  If you have an older assessment or IEP, we will discuss options at your intake 

appointment for getting an updated assessment, including possible funding options, 
and explore the possibility of interim accommodations. 

You may be eligible for funding for a new or updated psycho-educational assessment through 
one of the bursaries listed on page 8 or through your insurance. Check with your insurance 
company benefits plan to see if you (or your partner/spouse, or perhaps one of your 
parents/guardian) is covered. 

Sliding scale psycho-educational assessments are offered through the Regional Assessment 
and Resource Centre’s Mobile Assessment Team. Your academic accommodation facilitator 
will provide you with details if/as needed at your initial intake appointment. 
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2. Students living with a mental health, medical or sensory disability 

We require a disability assessment form to be completed by an appropriate, registered   
health care professional who is qualified to diagnose the disability and can thoroughly    
assess its impact on your academics. The form can be downloaded from our website or a hard 
copy picked up at the Student Learning Support Reception on the fourth floor of the Student  
Learning Centre. 

•  Documentation provided to us must clearly state the impact(s) of the disability on 
your academic functioning. This means there must be a direct correlation between 
the impact(s) and the accommodation(s) that are requested. 

•  Documentation needs to be current (within the past year) so we have the most 
accurate information about the impact of your disability. This enables us to create the 
most effective accommodation plan with you. 

•  If you live with a mental health disability, you are not required to disclose your 
specific diagnosis statement, but it can be included if you would like us to know this 
information. 

Step 3: Submit documentation 

For students with documentation for a learning disability, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity 
Disorder or Autism, documentation can be submitted to our intake administrator prior to your 
initial appointment. To submit your documentation: 

In person: Student Learning Centre - 4th-floor 
Student Learning Support Main Reception, 341 Yonge Street 

By fax:  416-979-5094 
By email: aasadmin@ryerson.ca

For students with documentation for a mental health, medical, or sensory disability, the 
completed disability assessment form should be faxed or mailed directly by the health care 
professional, or brought in an envelope with a stamp from the medical office over the seal. If it is 
not submitted in either of these ways, we will request your permission to confirm its authenticity 
by contacting the office directly. 

Confidentiality and consent 
Your confidentiality is very important to us. Any documents provided to, and correspondence 
with AAS, is treated confidentially. All documents are securely stored in our office in accordance 
with the university’s privacy and records policies. We do not share documents unless a student 
requests us to and provides written permission. 

We only communicate with you and relevant Ryerson faculty and staff members for the 
purposes of facilitating your academic accommodation and related learning needs. We need 
your written permission before we communicate with others on your behalf, e.g. family 
members like parents and spouses. 

mailto:aasadmin@ryerson.ca


Step 4: Attend your intake appointment 

The date of your intake appointment has arrived. Remember that this is a confidential 
appointment, and even if your documentation is not yet complete, you can still attend the 
appointment to discuss a potential interim accommodation plan. 

What to expect 
At your first meeting with your academic accommodation facilitator, you can expect to: 

•  Meet and get to know your facilitator 
•  Review our confidentiality and consent forms 
•  Discuss the impact(s) of your disability as it relates to your academics 
•  Develop an individualised accommodation plan 
•  Learn important procedures for making use of your accommodations 
•  Understand how to use our online services 
•  Discuss other appropriate supports and services, including bursary and grant information 

(if relevant) and/or enhanced service providers 
•  Discuss ongoing support 

After this meeting, you are considered to be a registered student with AAS and your academic 
accommodation facilitator will be your main contact with our office. 

Important note: Students diagnosed with a print disability (a learning, physical or visual 
disability that prevents a person from reading conventional print) can request their books in 
an accessible format. Inform your facilitator of any print disability-related needs as soon as 
possible, as this accessible format may take up to four weeks to arrange. 

Understanding your accommodations 
Academic accommodations support your ability to access and participate fully in the academic 
environment in a positive way that is responsive to your learning. 

It is important to understand that your recommended accommodations are based upon the 
documentation on file, provincial best practices, the professional experience of our team, 
and your individual needs. It is possible that a student has a disability and does not require 
accommodation when there are no specific disability-related barriers. For example, if a student 
in a wheelchair has access to classrooms and washrooms,  and can listen and take notes in the 
classroom, they may not require an academic accommodation. 

Academic accommodations do not exempt you from meeting your course and program 
standards. 
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Section 2: How to activate your 
accommodations 

Once registered with AAS, you need to activate your accommodations each semester. You do 
this by sending electronic accommodation letters to your professors or course instructors via our 
online system. After your letters are sent, we expect you to reach out to your professors or course 
instructors to discuss your individual accommodation plan and how it will work for each course. 
If you are not comfortable approaching them directly, contact your academic accommodation 
facilitator who can communicate with your professor or course instructor on your behalf. 

Step 1: Send accommodation letters 

AAS has an online system that generates the sending of electronic letters to your professors or 
course instructors outlining your recommended accommodations for each course. It is your 
responsibility to activate the sending of the letters by logging onto the AAS online system. 
Ideally, your letters are sent to your professors or course instructors as early as possible each 
semester, prior to a graded assignment, test or exam. You can access our online services from 
this web page: 

www.ryerson.ca/studentlearningsupport/academic-accommodation-support 

Step-by-step instructions and a how-to video for sending the electronic letters are also available 
online. 

The system allows you to decide which professors or course instructors to send your letters to, 
and which accommodations you wish to request in each course. 

Important note: If you do not indicate a specific accommodation on a letter, that 
accommodation will not be available to you for that particular class. 

If you receive a message preventing you from using the system, contact AAS immediately for 
help. 

Step 2: Follow-up with your instructors 

Some accommodations require discussion with your professors or course instructors to 
determine how they will be implemented and/or any limitations. This is because some details 
need to be arranged collaboratively by both you and your professor or course instructor, such as 
the duration of extensions on assignments. Another reason is that not all accommodations work 
with the diverse ways course curriculum is delivered. 

http://www.ryerson.ca/studentlearningsupport/academic-accommodation-support


Your academic accommodation facilitator will provide information on the steps you can take to 
navigate these kinds of conversations during your intake appointment or at your request.  

Important note: Please follow up with your facilitator right away if you and your professor or 
course instructor cannot come to an agreement when discussing an accommodation. With your 
permission, we will work with your professor or course instructor to come to an appropriate 
resolution. 

Step 3: Book necessary quizzes, tests and/or exams 

Your accommodation plan may include accommodations for tests. Tests include quizzes, tests, 
mid-terms and final exams. 

There are some obligations when booking to write your tests with accommodations at the Test 
Centre. We appreciate these steps are not needed to write with your class (which you’re always 
free to do; however, you will not have access to accommodations if you opt for this). 

In order to ensure your accommodations are in place for writing at the Test Centre, you are 
required to: 

•  Book via our online service; 
•  Book at least ten (10) days in advance. If you miss this deadline, an exceptional booking 

request form has to be completed. The Test Centre cannot guarantee your request due to 
space limitations and invigilator availability, however every effort to fulfill your request will 
be made; 

•  Book your final exams by the deadline each semester; and 
•  Always book for the same date and time as the class unless your professor or course 

instructor has arranged a different time or date with you in advance; they will need to 
confirm this with the Test Centre. 

Once you have completed the online booking, you will receive advance notice via your Ryerson 
email account of the following: 

•  Test date; 
•  Start time, and 
•  Exact location. 
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Online tests 
To use your accommodations for online tests, you still need to book through the AAS online 
service. In the booking, indicate that the test is online, and whether it will be written at the Test 
Centre or if you are permitted to write off-campus. Online tests need to be written in the Test 
Centre unless the main class is also writing off-campus. 

The Test Centre does not have the ability to change the duration (i.e. add extra time) of online 
tests. Speak to your professor in advance of the test date to ensure your accommodations are 
factored in to the online platform being used. 

Day of your test 
Please arrive at the scheduled location (confirmed in your email), approximately 15 minutes 
before the start time. For final exams, please arrive 30 minutes prior.  Bring your Ryerson 
student card (your One Card) or a valid government issued photo ID as proof of your identity. 
This ID will be checked by the Test Centre. 

Contacting the Test Centre 
If you have questions or encounter problems related to booking a test with academic 
accommodations, contact the Test Centre: 

By phone: 416-979-5000, ext. 7932 
By email: testcentre@ryerson.ca 

Step 4: Stay in touch 

Keep your facilitator updated on any changes to your health or learning needs, or if you 
encounter any problems with school or using your accommodations. Facilitators are here to 
provide ongoing support to students, including working with professors or course instructors 
and/or academic departments to ensure that you have access to your accommodations as 
needed. 

Placement or practicum accommodations 
If you are in a program that has a placement or practicum component (e.g. Nursing, Child and 
Youth Care, Social Work, etc.), we will discuss your accommodations based on your 
disability-related needs in these contexts with you. Because implementation of placement and 
practicum accommodations often includes an external organization or agency 
(outside of Ryerson), it is essential to start the accommodation request process well in advance 
of when you apply for your placement. 

Contact your facilitator to arrange placement accommodations at least one semester before 
you apply for your placement assignment with your department. 

mailto:testcentre@ryerson.ca
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Section 3: Supplemental information 

Financial assistance 

OSAP 
Applying for OSAP is the first step in determining eligibility for disability-related grants, 
bursaries, or funding for an assessment. The Ontario Student Assistance Program (OSAP) is 
used by AAS to determine if you have “financial need” that would make you eligible for the 
various government grants and bursaries. 

Grant for students with permanent disabilities 
Students who are receiving OSAP and live with a documented, permanent disability may be 
eligible for the provincial Grant for Students with Permanent Disabilities. 

To apply, check the Permanent Disability box on your OSAP application. You do not need to take 
a student loan to be eligible for funding. You can decline the loan portion of the program once 
your eligibility has been determined. 

Important note: You will need to request a letter from AAS confirming that you live with a 
permanent disability. 

Bursaries (BSWD & CSG-PDSE) 
The Bursary for Students with Disabilities (BSWD) and the Canada Student Grant for Services 
and Equipment for Persons with Permanent Disabilities (CSG-PDSE) help eligible students 
meet their disability-related educational costs. 

Consult with your facilitator for more information regarding these bursaries during your initial 
intake appointment. 

Enhanced services 

You may be eligible to work with one or more of our enhanced service support providers. 
This will be discussed during your initial intake appointment.  Working with one of these 
staff members provides you with more opportunities to discuss various aspects of your 
accommodations and learning needs. These include: 

Accessibility specialist 
If you live with a sensory disability and use service providers, such as sign language interpreters 
or computerized note-takers, you will need to connect with our student accessibility specialist to 
ensure we make appropriate arrangements for these supports. 
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Assistive technology 
Our assistive technology specialist works with students to help them explore and learn to use 
technology-based supports for their academics. Your facilitator will connect  you with an AAS 
assistive technology specialist, if applicable. 

AAS also has eight computer workstations loaded with adaptive software reserved for registered 
students. 

Learning and transition 
Our learning and transition facilitator works with students to help them identify their learning 
strengths, and develop effective learning and study skills. Your facilitator will connect you with 
their programming, if applicable. 

Student note-taking:  RU Noted 
For students who will benefit from another student’s notes, we offer the RU Noted student 
note-taking program as an enhanced service. Your facilitator will discuss your eligibility with you 
and how this support works at Ryerson, if applicable. 

Library accessibility services 
The Ryerson University Library offers a wide range of supports and services to students who live 
with disabilities. 

Student Learning Support (SLS) 
All students who are registered with AAS are welcome to access the programs of Student 
Learning Support (SLS). SLS offers individual help, group sessions and workshops, English 
language practice, math tutoring, writing assistance and more. You do not need to disclose to 
AAS that you are using these supports. 

Summer transition programs 

SHIFT and Portage are free transition programs for students living with disabilities who are 
heading into full-time studies at any post-secondary institution in Ontario. We offer participants 
a space to explore possibilities for personal empowerment, a positive start, and planning for 
post-secondary success. 

For event dates and to register for SHIFT or Portage, visit this web page: 
www.ryerson.ca/studentlearningsupport/academic-accommodation-support 

You can also send an email to shift@ryerson.ca. 

http://www.ryerson.ca/studentlearningsupport/academic-accommodation-support
mailto:shift@ryerson.ca


Section 4: Pulling it all together - your 
responsibilities 

You, of course, play a vital role in your accommodation plan. You have a number of 
responsibilities related to your accommodations. Please keep in mind the importance of: 

•  Reading emails sent to your Ryerson email account 
•  Reviewing and meeting the important deadlines we post (e.g. test booking deadlines) 
•  Staying in touch and letting us know if you need to discuss your accommodation plan and 

its implementation, including any problems you are encountering 
•  Following the correct procedures associated with your accommodations 
•  Activating the sending of accommodation letters each semester 
•  Keeping track of the significant dates for students at Ryerson 

Self-advocacy 

Self-advocacy is an important skill for all students. It is also a key component of using your 
accommodations. 

“Self-advocacy is essentially about knowing yourself, being able to promote yourself and your 
skills while speaking to any challenges you may face because of your disability, and being able 
to request the accommodations you need. ...[It] is a skill that is developed. It takes practice.”1

1National Educational Association of Disabled Students, 2016  

Your facilitator will discuss what self-advocacy means in this context during your intake 
appointment. AAS also offers workshops and resources related to self-advocacy skills. For more 
information or guidance, speak with your facilitator. 

Your facilitator is also always available to speak to professors or course instructors and 
academic departments on your behalf, with your permission, if you would like assistance with 
arranging any aspect of your accommodations. 
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Resource:  
Academic accommodation checklist  

Think about and decide if your disability will impact 
your academics and whether you will require academic 
accommodations 

Book an intake appointment with AAS 

Obtain your disability-related documentation 

Submit your documentation to our office 

Attend your intake appointment to meet your facilitator and 
develop your accommodation plan 

Send electronic accommodation letters to your professors or 
course instructors via the AAS online system 

Follow-up with your professors or course instructors as 
necessary to discuss your accommodations 

Book tests (including quizzes, tests, midterms) for which you 
require accommodations via the AAS online system 

Check your Ryerson email account regularly to stay up-to-date 
with important AAS information and deadlines 

Stay in touch with your facilitator as necessary throughout the 
semester 

When the final exam schedule is released, book your final 
exams with accommodations via the AAS online system 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Academic Accommodation Support 
Student Learning Centre - 4th floor 
Tel: 416-979-5290 
Email: aasadmin@ryerson.ca 
Web: www.ryerson.ca/studentlearningsupport/academic-accommodation-support

mailto:aasadmin@ryerson.ca
http://www.ryerson.ca/studentlearningsupport/academic-accommodation-support
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I. PURPOSE 

This policy establishes guidelines for the academic accommodation of students with 
disabilities in order for them to access and demonstrate learning in a university context while 
maintaining the integrity of course content and objectives,  as well as ensuring fairness for 
all students.  

II.   DEFINITIONS 

In this policy and in its procedures: 

• “academic accommodation” means a planned variation in the way a student with a 
disability receives course curriculum and materials, participates in course activities, 
or demonstrates mastery of course content and skills through evaluation and 
assessment. Ryerson University shall provide academic accommodation that does 
not impose undue hardship *. 

• “applicant” means a person applying to become a student at Ryerson University.  

• “disability” means disability as defined in the Ontario Human Rights Code, R.S.O. 
1990, c. H.19, as amended (“Code”).   

• “documents regarding disability” means any and all documents verifying that a 
student has a disability, or to understand the impact of the disability and any resulting 
functional limitations it places on the student. These documents must be based on a 
current, thorough, and appropriate assessment from a registered health care 
professional qualified to diagnose the condition. 

• “essential academic requirements” means the knowledge and skills that a student 
must acquire and demonstrate to meet successfully the learning objectives of a  
course or program. 

• “student” means a student at Ryerson University registered in continuing education, 
undergraduate and graduate full-time or  part-time programs, certificates, and 
continuing education courses; 

• “University” means Ryerson University. 

* “Undue hardship” is defined in the Ontario Human Rights Code. 

III. SCOPE 

This policy applies to:  
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a. the instruction and delivery of course materials in the classroom and through 
electronic mediums; 

b. student participation in course activities; and 

c. an instructor’s methods of evaluation and assessment, and a student’s demonstration 
of mastery of course content and skills through evaluation and assessment.  

IV.  PRINCIPLES  

Ryerson University provides academic accommodations for students with disabilities in 
accordance with the terms of the Code and the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities 
Act (“AODA”). The University strives to make its academic programming accessible to all 
students.∗

∗ Academic accessibility is based on inclusive design of course and program curricula, delivery methods and 
activities, and their forms of assessment which recognizes the difference between students and groups of 
learners. 

The University is committed to preserving academic freedom and  high academic standards. 
The University will provide academic accommodations to assist students with disabilities to 
fulfill the academic requirements of their programs without alteration in academic standards 
or outcomes. The nature and extent of accommodations shall be consistent with and support 
the integrity of the curriculum and the University’s academic standards.  

The University re-affirms that all students are expected to satisfy the essential requirements 
of their program of studies and recognizes that students with disabilities may require 
academic accommodations to do so, including alterations to how the student demonstrates 
that she or he has acquired the necessary knowledge and skills.  

Accommodating students with disabilities is a shared responsibility and a collaborative 
process.  To this end, the University is committed to educating students, faculty and staff 
about the requirements to accommodate students with disabilities, the provisions of the Code 
and AODA, and the resources available to provide additional information and guidance. 

The University is committed to fostering an inclusive educational environment that: 

• promotes mutual respect; 
• recognizes the equality, dignity and autonomy of all persons; 
• recognizes that “disability refers to the negative aspects of the interaction between 

individuals with a health condition and personal and environmental factors…the 
disability experience resulting from the interaction of health conditions, personal 
factors, and environmental factors varies greatly.” (World Health Organization, 
2011); 
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• provides academic accommodations and equal opportunity without discrimination; 
• fosters student learning through a range of teaching pedagogies; 
• protects the privacy and confidentiality of its students, and 
• recognizes the shared responsibility of students, instructors, Departments, Schools, 

Faculties, Academic Accommodation Support (formerly Access Centre), and 
administrative staff to exercise flexibility and creativity in the provision of academic 
accommodations. 

The University is also committed to updating appropriate technology and providing 
education and training to faculty and staff so that materials are increasingly more accessible 
to all students.  

V.  CONFIDENTIALITY 
All documents regarding disability will be held securely in Academic Accommodation 
Support.  Information on accommodation is only released on a need-to-know basis within 
the University community or when the student consents to a broader release of information. 

VI. RESOLUTION OF DISAGREEMENTS 

Faculty, instructors, students and Academic Accommodation Support are encouraged to seek 
agreement regarding mutually satisfactory  provision of academic accommodations. In the 
event of a disagreement,  disputes will be resolved in accordance with the principles of this 
policy and using the procedures described below. 

VII.  AUTHORITY 

The Vice Provost Academic and the Vice Provost Students are responsible for establishing 
procedures related to this policy and their regular review. The Vice Provost Academic has 
ultimate authority for the resolution of disagreements. 
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PROCEDURES 

A.  ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

1. University Application Process:  

a. Applicants are strongly encouraged to declare that they have need of  
accommodation(s) in the process of application  to Ryerson. For University programs 
that require on-site attendance for auditions, interviews, essays, tests, and other like 
non-academic criteria, advance notice is recommended to ensure appropriate 
accommodation can be arranged within the critical admission timelines. 

b. Upon request, the University will provide admission information to applicants in 
accessible formats within a reasonable timeframe.  

c. If questions arise during the application process pertaining to the ability of an 
applicant to fulfill the essential requirements of a program, even if accommodated, 
the issue will be discussed by Admissions, Academic Accommodation Support, the 
Chair/Director of the department, and the Dean of the applicant’s prospective Faculty 
(where appropriate).  The Chair/Director shall work with the applicant and Academic 
Accommodation Support to determine academic accommodations which may enable 
the applicant to meet the essential academic requirements. 

d. In the event that the Chair/Director, in conjunction with the Dean determines that no 
accommodation would enable the student to meet the essential academic 
requirements, Admissions shall so inform the applicant and other options shall be 
discussed. 

e. Admission into a program does not guarantee that an applicant will, in fact, be able 
to meet the essential academic requirements of the program or any specific course. 

2. Academic Accommodation Support will:  
a. partner with students, faculty, instructors, staff and other professionals to facilitate 

academic accommodation; 
b. receive and verify all documents regarding disability; 
c. request and obtain any additional documents regarding disability reasonably required 

by the University; 
d. assist students in obtaining documents regarding disability, as reasonably required; 
e. ensure that all student information and all documents regarding disability are treated 

confidentially and maintained in secure files; 
f. review all documents regarding disability, conduct an interview with the student and 

recommend an academic accommodation plan where appropriate; 
g. facilitate academic accommodations for students with disabilities; 
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h. consult with instructors and faculties/schools, as needed, on crafting academic 
accommodations to enable students to satisfy the essential requirements of their 
program of studies; 

i. coordinate the requests for and assist in the provision of academic accommodations; 
j. inform students with disabilities of their obligations as registrants; 
k. provide problem-solving support to students with disabilities when applicable; 
l. assist and provide information pertaining to academic accommodations to 

instructors, Chairs/Directors, Deans and other administrative staff; 
m. provide documentation, upon request and with the consent of the student, confirming 

a student’s registration with Academic Accommodation Support and outlining the 
student’s academic accommodation; 

n. educate, when appropriate, students, faculty, and administrative staff as to their rights 
and responsibilities under this policy; 

o. consult with various individuals and offices as required; 
p. ensure that tests and exams held in Academic Accommodation Support are conducted 

and invigilated in accordance with University policy and procedure; and 
q. ensure confidential and timely delivery of tests or exams according to Academic 

Accommodation Support procedures. 

3. Students with disabilities requiring accommodation:  
a. are responsible for: 

i. following academic accommodation procedures;  
ii. meeting the essential academic requirements of a course/program; and 

iii. discussing with Academic Accommodation Support, their instructor, their 
Department or Faculty, any concerns they may have about whether or not they 
would be able to meet the essential academic requirements of a course/program 
prior to enrolling in a course/program; 

b. are advised to register with Academic Accommodation Support when they need 
assistance beyond what is provided in the course in relation to: 
i. receiving course curriculum and materials; and/or 

ii. participating in course activities. 
c. must register with Academic Accommodation Support when they need an 

accommodation for demonstration of mastery of course content and skills through 
evaluation and assessment; 

d. provide Academic Accommodation Support with all documents regarding disability 
that are reasonably requested by the University, to keep that information up to date, 
and to consent to the University making use of this information on a need-to-know 
basis for appropriate University purposes, including the administration of this policy; 

e. contact Academic Accommodation Support as soon as possible about any required 
accommodations, taking into account the complexity of implementation of the 
required accommodation(s); 

f. learn and follow Academic Accommodation Support procedures with regard to 
registration, renewing registration, booking quizzes, tests and exams, and the 
provision of accommodation and supports; 
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g. collaborate with Academic Accommodation Support, instructors, and others (for 
example, academic advisors, Chairs/Directors, Deans, Library staff etc.) by 
identifying learning needs to develop an appropriate accommodation plan; 

h. understand that they need to activate the sending of accommodation letters to their 
instructors through the online accommodation support system used by Academic 
Accommodation Support; 

i. understand that choosing not to use an approved accommodation while completing 
a course may impact any appeal made on the basis of disability in that course. 

j. request that their eligibility for university awards, scholarships or other opportunities 
be considered on the basis of their accommodation (e.g. reduced course load). 

4. Instructors shall:  
a. strive to make course curriculum and materials and course activities accessible to all 

students; 
b. work with University stakeholders to accommodate Academic Accommodation 

Support registrants who require specific accommodation while preserving the 
essential academic requirements of the course and program; 

c. direct students seeking evaluation of their disability-related documentation to 
Academic Accommodation Support; 

d. not accept or review a student’s documents regarding disability; 
e. maintain the confidentiality and privacy of students with disabilities who are 

registered with Academic Accommodation Support; 
f. understand that they are the primary agents of providing student academic 

accommodation within the University; Academic Accommodation Support 
facilitates the accommodation process for students who are registered with Academic 
Accommodation Support; 

g. collaborate with Academic Accommodation Support in structuring an appropriate 
accommodation plan that meets the needs of the student with a disability and satisfies 
the essential academic requirements of the respective course or program; 

h. notify the student and confer with Academic Accommodation Support as soon as 
possible, regarding concerns that may arise related to fulfilling the essential academic 
requirements of the course or program within the agreed upon accommodation plan, 
and continue to work with the student and Academic Accommodation Support to 
explore alternative accommodations.  If unsuccessful in developing an appropriate 
accommodation plan, refer to the Department/School Chair/Director;  

i. provide textbooks and other materials to the library as soon as possible to ensure that 
materials can be provided in an accessible format; and 

j. incorporate identified techniques to provide academic accessibility within the 
teaching/learning environment.  

5. The Department/School Chair/Director shall:  
a. provide an opportunity for all faculty members to familiarize themselves with this 

policy; 
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b. assist faculty in ensuring that course instruction, materials and activities are 
accessible in order to develop an inclusive learning environment for students; 

c. provide resources to support approved academic accommodations;  
d. consult with students and Academic Accommodation Support, as required, when 

students have first identified their need for accommodations. This may occur prior to 
registration, following registration, or when a student approaches Academic 
Accommodation Support with an accommodation request;  

e. discuss with the student and Academic Accommodation Support concerns about how 
accommodations relate to the essential academic requirements of the 
course/program; 

f. collaborate with Academic Accommodation Support to provide accommodations for 
university entrance requirements, (e.g. entrance tests); 

g. review, upon a student’s, instructor’s and/or Academic Accommodation Support’s  
request, concerns with the recommended accommodation plan and assist in 
developing alternatives;  

h. ensure that field placements/practicums are informed of, and able to respond to, 
accommodation requirements of students with disabilities prior to assigning students 
to a specific placement setting; and 

i. ensure the provision of accommodations for students with disabilities is outlined in 
the Department/School student handbook in accordance with the Course 
Management Policy. 

6. Deans shall: 
a. work with the Department/School Chairs/Directors to ensure that all instructors are 

made aware of this policy and that the practices associated with the delivery of 
accommodations are consistent with this policy; 

b. assist faculty, chairs, and directors in ensuring that course instruction, materials and 
activities are accessible in order to develop an inclusive learning environment for 
students; 

c. review decisions not to provide any academic accommodation or a particular 
academic accommodation;  

d. provide resources as appropriate to implement any approved academic 
accommodations; and 

e. ensure that academic accommodations received by students will not be a barrier to 
eligibility for university honours or opportunities. 

7. The Convocation and Awards Office shall make accommodations for convocation 
ceremonies, in conjunction with Academic Accommodation Support as appropriate, 
with advance notice from the student or other relevant parties. 

8. Financial Services shall, in accordance with the Ryerson Memorandum: Tuition Rebate 
Policy for Students with Disabilities, maintain a process for fairly assessing tuition fees 
where a reduced course load is an appropriate academic accommodation. 
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9. Library Services shall:  
a. make efforts to provide access to information for students with disabilities; 
b. collaborate with the instructor and Academic Accommodation Support to provide 

information in accessible formats to students with disabilities; and 
c. collaborate with CCS to provide adaptive technology within the library to improve 

accessibility. 

10. Learning & Teaching Office shall:  
a. provide resources to faculty members related to universal instructional design, 

delivery and evaluation methods; and 
b. provide information and training related to academic accommodations specifically 

for students with disabilities. 

11. Student Financial Assistance shall: collaborate with Academic Accommodation 
Support in the administration of specialized funding according to Ministry guidelines. 

B. RESOLUTION OF DISAGREEMENTS 

1. Review of Accommodation Plan if Not Accepted:  
a. If the student with a disability, Academic Accommodation Support and the instructor 

cannot agree on the academic accommodations to be provided, the instructor or 
Academic Accommodation Support Manager (or designate from Academic 
Accommodation Support) shall discuss the matter with the Chair † of the Department ‡ 
promptly after it becomes clear that there will be no agreement on the provision of 
academic accommodations. 

b. The Chair shall review all relevant documentation and will consult with others as 
appropriate. The Chair may request additional documentation from all parties. If the 
Chair agrees with the student’s requested academic accommodations, the Chair shall 
direct in writing that those academic accommodations be provided.  If the Chair does 
not agree that the academic accommodations requested by the student are 
appropriate, the Chair shall as soon as possible forward all relevant documentation 
to the Dean §  for her or his review. 

c. The Dean shall review all relevant documentation and will consult with others as 
appropriate in an effort to resolve the matter.  The Dean may request additional 
documentation from all parties. If the Dean agrees with the student’s requested 
academic accommodations, the Dean shall direct in writing that those academic 
accommodations be provided. If the Dean does not agree that the academic 
accommodations requested by the student should be provided, the Dean shall provide 

† Chair includes Director or designate of either a Chair or a Director, as appropriate 
‡ Department includes School or other division of the University, as appropriate. 
§ Dean includes a designate of the Dean. 
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her or his decision and the reasons for that decision in writing to the student, the 
instructor, and the Chair. 

d. If the student is not satisfied with the Dean’s response, she or he may write to the 
Vice Provost Academic within two weeks from the date of Dean’s letter.  

e. The Vice Provost Academic, in consultation with the Vice Provost Students, shall 
review all relevant documentation and will consult with others as appropriate in an 
effort to resolve the matter.  The Vice Provost Academic may request additional 
documentation from all parties. The Vice Provost Academic will render a final 
decision on the matter. There shall be no review of or appeal from the decision of the 
Vice Provost Academic. 

2. Accommodation Pending Review  
a. The University recognizes that decisions involving academic accommodations must 

be made expeditiously.  In the event that a request for accommodation is under review, 
the instructor and Academic Accommodation Support shall review the 
accommodation plan to determine what portion, if any, of the plan it is appropriate to 
implement immediately. 

b.Where a student has been accommodated, pending the final outcome of all reviews, 
and the final result is that the academic accommodation should not be granted, the 
Chair may, in his or her discretion, recommend that a student be retroactively 
withdrawn from a course. 
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Ryerson University is committed to promoting academic success and to ensuring that students’ 
academic records ultimately reflect their academic abilities and accomplishments. The University 
expects that academic judgments by its faculty will be fair, consistent and objective, and recognizes 
the need to grant academic consideration, where appropriate, in order to support students who face 
personal difficulties or events. Academic consideration is the general name given to a number of 
different alternate arrangements that may be made, dependent upon the circumstances and what is 
appropriate for both the students and the University, such as the extension of a deadline for an 
assignment, re-weighting of an exam or assignment because of missed work, the permission to 
continue on probationary status. It should be understood that students can only receive grades which 
reflect their knowledge of the course material. 

This Policy* provides the process by which students may seek academic consideration. It is expected 
that requests for academic consideration will be made as soon as circumstances arise which will 
impact their academic performance. The policy also describes the grounds and process by which 
students may appeal when they believe the academic consideration provided is not appropriate or 
when they have been unable to resolve course-related issues with their instructors.†
The University is responsible for dealing with student appeals fairly and must adhere to the timelines 
established in this policy. 

* The “Graduate Student Academic Appeals Policy” applies for the School of Graduate Studies. 
† For the purposes of this document, “instructor” shall mean any person who is teaching a course at Ryerson. 

Students should refer to University publications (the Calendars, the Student Guide, and the Senate 
web site) for detailed information on the various types of academic consideration that may be 
requested; necessary documents such as appeal forms, medical certificates and forms for religious 
accommodation; and procedural instructions. Students are responsible for reviewing all pertinent 
information prior to the submission of a formal academic appeal. Incomplete appeals will not be 
accepted. Students are responsible for ensuring that a formal appeal is submitted by the deadline 
dates published in the calendar, and must adhere to the timelines established in this policy. 

The Academic Appeals process reflects decision-making in an academic environment and, as such, 
cannot be equated to decision-making in the judicial system. The principles of natural justice and 
fairness will apply to all decisions made. 

I. ACADEMIC CONSIDERATION 

IA. GENERAL REGULATIONS 
1. It is the student’s responsibility to notify and consult with either the instructor, or the 

Chair/Director of the teaching or program department/school, depending on the situation, as 
soon as circumstances arise that are likely to affect academic performance. 

2. It is the student’s responsibility to attempt to resolve all course-related issues with the 
instructor as soon as they arise, and then, if necessary, with the Chair/Director of the teaching 
Department/School. Failure to do so may jeopardize the success of an appeal made at a later 
date. 

3. It is the instructor’s responsibility to respond in a timely fashion when students raise grading 
or course management issues. 

4. It is the responsibility of the Department/School to ensure that Department/School handbooks 
have up-to-date contact information published outlining who in the school/department is 
responsible for academic consideration and appeals.
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5. When issues are not resolved with an instructor, or when a student does not receive a timely 
response from an instructor, the Chair/Director should normally be contacted for an informal 
resolution, where possible. 

6. It is the Chair/Director’s responsibility to be accessible to discuss matters that cannot be 
resolved between the instructor and the student. 

7. If academic concerns are not resolved informally with the instructor or the Chair/ Director, 
students may file an appeal with their Department/School. 

8. If the Chair/Director is the instructor for a course in which an accommodation or alternate 
arrangement is being requested and the matter cannot be resolved, he or she should request 
that the Dean appoint an appropriate replacement to act as Chair/Director in the process. 

9. Students who do not receive their final grades because of outstanding debt to the University, 
risk missing the deadline for filing an appeal. Grades will not be officially released to students 
with outstanding debt. 

10. Students who are appealing their Required to Withdraw or Permanently Withdrawn standing 
may continue in their program and shall be registered in courses on the basis of a probationary 
contract until the standing appeal is resolved. Students must pay all appropriate fees. If the 
appeal is denied and they remain Required to Withdraw or Permanently Withdrawn, they will 
be given a full refund of the fees charged for the program courses in which they enrolled that 
semester. 

11. Appeals not filed by the published deadlines and incomplete appeals will normally not be 
accepted. In extenuating circumstances, students or university administrators may request 
that a Chair/Director, Dean, or the Secretary of Senate, depending upon the level, provide an 
extension. 

12. Ryerson program students are required to maintain a Ryerson e-mail address. (See Policy 
157: Establishment of Student E-Mail Accounts for Official University Communication). 

IB. ALTERNATE ARRANGEMENTS 

IB1. Accommodation for Missed Examination and/or Assignment: Religious, Aboriginal and 
Spiritual Observance: Students must have filed the necessary forms for accommodation of 
religious, aboriginal or spiritual observance as required by Policy 150: Accommodation of 
Student Religious, Aboriginal and Spiritual Observance. 

IB2. Accommodation for Disability: Students who have approved accommodations with Academic 
Accommodation Support (formerly the Access Centre), must activate the sending of an 
accommodation letter via AAS’ online system to each of their instructors outlining their 
approved accommodation(s) for each course. This should be done as early as possible, prior to 
a graded assignment, test or exam, according to Academic Accommodation Support  
Policies and Procedures. (See Section III and Policy 159: Academic Accommodation of 
Students with Disabilities.) 

IB3. Alternate Arrangements for Missed Examination and/or Assignment: Medical or 
Compassionate 
a. Students shall inform their relevant instructor(s) (via email whenever possible) in advance 

when they will be missing an exam, test or assignment deadline for medical or 
compassionate reasons. When circumstances do not permit this, the student must inform 
the instructor(s) as soon as reasonably possible.
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b. Alternate arrangements are based upon the severity of the circumstances and the amount 
of work missed. Generally, normal employment commitments will not constitute grounds 
for academic consideration. However, changes to normal employment commitments as a 
result of a more complex issue may be part of a request for academic consideration. 

c. In the case of illness, a Ryerson Medical Certificate, or a letter on letterhead from an 
appropriate regulated health professional with the student declaration portion of the Ryerson 
Medical Certificate attached, is required to be submitted to the office of the student’s own 
program. For non-program students enrolled in courses at The G. Raymond Chang School 
of Continuing Education, the Ryerson Medical Certificate is required to be submitted to 
the Chang School. In all these cases, documentation is required within three (3) working 
days of the missed work. In extraordinary circumstances, exceptions to the 3-day 
requirement to provide documentation can be granted if the medical illness, including 
documented mental health issues, prevents a student from seeking medical attention or 
documenting their illness in a timely fashion. 

d. Documentation required for reasons other than illness should be submitted to the office of 
the student’s own program. For non-program students enrolled in courses at The G. 
Raymond Chang School of Continuing Education, such documentation is required to be 
submitted to the Chang School. 

e. All faculty and staff are required to exercise discretion and adhere to the principles of 
confidentiality regarding any documentation received. 

f. Once an alternate arrangement is accepted, it is final unless subsequent events interfere with 
the fulfillment of that alternate arrangement, and the grade in the course may not be 
appealed based upon an allegation of the original arrangement being unfair. 

g. Students who are either not offered an alternate arrangement or who do not accept the 
alternate arrangement offered by an instructor, may consult with the Chair/Director. If the 
test or assignment for which an alternate arrangement has been made becomes a point of 
contention in the final course grade or violates Policy 145: Undergraduate Course 
Management or the course outline, the student may appeal the final course grade at the 
end of the term, on the original medical or compassionate grounds 

h. Normally a student who misses a final exam will be given an incomplete (INC) and given 
a make-up exam as soon as possible. 

i. Unless an incomplete grade (INC) is applicable, the instructor cannot grant extensions 
beyond the final date for submission of grades as part of an academic consideration. 

IB4.  Arrangements for Inability to Complete Term Work in More Than OneCourse: 
a. Students who are unable to complete their term work in more than one course, due to 

circumstances that arise during the semester, should consult with the Chair/Director of 
their program Department/School as soon as possible. Failure to do so may jeopardize the 
ability to provide consideration and to launch a future appeal.
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b. When seeking alternate arrangements, students must submit supporting documentation to 
their program Chair/Director who should advise them as to what to do on a course-by-
course basis as soon as possible. A copy of the suggested arrangement will be kept on  
record in the Department/School, and each instructor should be informed of the suggested 
arrangement. Students must contact each instructor to verify that the suggested arrangement 
is acceptable to the instructor. 

c. Instructors should not require documentation to support the request for an alternate 
arrangement, as the Chair/Director has already made an assessment. 

d. While it is advisable for students to discuss dropping a course with the instructor, courses 
may be dropped at the time of the consultation with the Chair/Director. The Chair/Director 
must inform the involved faculty member that the student has dropped the course. The 
Registrar will review documentation and contact the Chair/Director should any clarification 
be required as to why a student should be granted an INC or course drop after the deadline. 
The Registrar has final approval of both retroactive course withdrawal without academic 
penalty and any possible financial arrangements that may result. 

IB5. Advance Consideration of Academic Standing: If, during the semester, students 
experience medical or compassionate circumstances that may later affect their academic 
standing, it is the students’ responsibility to bring the situation to the attention of the 
Chair/Director at the earliest possible time. 

IC. GRADE REASSESSMENT 

IC1. Re-grading of Work or Recalculation by Instructor 
a. Students who believe that an assignment, test or exam, either in whole or part, has not 

been appropriately graded, or that there has been a miscalculation of a grade due to an 
omission, improper addition, etc., must contact the instructor to resolve the issue within 
ten (10) working days of the date when the graded work is returned to the class. Grades 
not questioned within this period will not be recalculated at a later date. 

b. Students may be required to submit a written request for re-grading, stating why the work 
warrants a higher grade. The instructor must respond within five (5) working days. A 
reassessment may result in the grade remaining the same, being raised or being lowered. 
Students must receive feedback that addresses their rationale for requesting a re-grading 
of the work. 

c. If there is a concern about work returned during the final week of classes, or a final 
paper or exam, there might not be an opportunity to review the grade with the instructor 
or to have the work remarked prior to the assignment of a final grade for the course. In 
that case, a meeting with the instructor should be scheduled as soon as possible. 

d. Students shall be given supervised access to any graded work that has not been returned 
or to their final exams, and be permitted to use that work for a reasonable length of time 
in order to prepare the required explanation for the re-grading request.
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e. It is recognized that there are assignments that do not lend themselves to independent re-
evaluation, such as presentations or performances. Therefore, these may not be reassessed. 

IC2. Formal Re-grading of Work by Someone Other than the Instructor 
a. Students may request a formal re-grading of their work if: 
i. they do not accept an instructor’s re-grading of the work; or 
ii. the instructor has not responded to the student; or 
iii. the instructor has not regraded the work within five (5) working days; or 
iv. they do not feel they can discuss the matter with the instructor. 

b. To request formal re-grading, students must submit reasons, in writing to the 
Chair/Director, as to why the original grade, and if applicable, the instructor’s revised 
grade, was inappropriate, based on evidence from the course outline, course notes, 
textbooks, etc. Asserting that the work deserves more marks or that the student disagrees 
with the mark is not sufficient support for the reassessment. The Chair/Director may 
deny the request for a re-grading if the rationale is not based upon the merit of the work. 

c. If the request for re-grading is accepted, the Chair/Director will follow the procedures 
outlined in the Procedures appended to this policy, to have the work formally regraded. 

d. A re-grading may result in the grade remaining the same, being raised or being lowered, 
and the reassessed grade becomes the official grade for that work. The revised grade 
cannot be subsequently appealed. If reassessment of the work was not done or has not 
been done in keeping with this policy, the ground of the appeal is Procedural Error. 

ID. COURSE MANAGEMENT ISSUES: Students who have concerns about how a course is 
taught or managed should first consult with the instructor as soon as the concern arises. 
However, if they feel that the matter cannot be discussed with the instructor or if the matter 
cannot be resolved, students should consult with the Chair/Director. 

II. ACADEMIC APPEALS - GRADE AND STANDING: Academic Appeals are reserved for 
issues related to grades and academic standings that could not be resolved informally with an 
instructor or a Chair/Director. Where appropriate, appeals may be filed at any time during the 
term. 

IIA. GROUNDS FOR APPEALS: There are four grounds that may be considered for grade and 
academic standing appeals: Medical; Compassionate; Prejudice; and Procedural Error. In 
addition, Course Management may also be considered as grounds for grade (but not academic 
standing) appeals. With the exception of Procedural Error, no new grounds may be introduced 
at subsequent levels. 

IIA1. Medical 
a. An appeal may be filed on Medical grounds when an unforeseen medical condition occurs 

during the term that impacts a student’s ability to meet academic obligations. It is expected 
that students who need an alternative arrangement for meeting academic obligations will 
submit appropriate documentation for work that is missed, and will make alternate 
arrangements for either a single course or for all courses in that term (see section IB on
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Alternate Arrangements). Alternate arrangements are based upon the severity of the 
circumstances and the amount of work missed. 

b. Students must submit a fully completed Ryerson Medical Certificate, or a letter  on 
letterhead containing all of the information required by the medical certificate and signed 
by an appropriate regulated health professional for the applicable period of time, with the 
signed affidavit portion of the Ryerson Medical Certificate appended. The documentation 
should explain the duration of the medical condition and the impact of the medical condition 
on the student’s ability to perform during that period. Where circumstances do not permit 
this, the student must inform the instructor as soon as reasonably possible. The University 
may seek further verification of medical claims. 

c. Students must submit applicable medical documents within three (3) working days of any 
test, exam or assignment due date to receive consideration for that work. In extraordinary 
circumstances, exceptions to the 3-day requirement to provide documentation can be 
granted if the medical illness, including documented mental health issues, prevents a student 
from seeking medical attention or documenting their illness in a timely fashion. 

IIA2. Compassionate 
a. Appeals may be filed on Compassionate grounds when there are events or circumstances 

beyond the control of, and often unforeseen by, the student, which seriously impair that 
student’s ability to meet academic obligations. Instructors should have been informed of 
these circumstances as soon as they affected a student’s ability to complete his/her work so 
that alternate arrangements could be made. Failure to have done so may jeopardize the 
appeal. Alternate arrangements are based upon the severity of the circumstances and the 
amount of work missed. Changes to normal employment commitments as a result of a 
more complex issue may be appealed on compassionate grounds. 

b. Students must submit applicable documentation within three (3) working days of a test, 
exam or assignment deadline to receive consideration for that work. In extraordinary 
circumstances, exceptions to the 3-day requirement to provide documentation can be 
granted. 

IIA3.  Course Management 
a. Appeals may be filed on the ground of Course Management when students believe that a 

grade has been adversely affected because an instructor has deviated from the Course 
Management policy of the University or from the course outline, or has demonstrated 
personal bias or unfair treatment. 

b. Students should have brought course management issues to the attention of the instructor 
and/or the Chair/Director when the concern arose. Failure to have done so may jeopardize 
the appeal. 

c. Students must provide the course outline or policy reference when it is relevant to their 
appeal, detail where the deviation, or personal bias or unfair treatment occurred and explain 
how their academic performance was affected. 

IIA4. Prejudice 
a. Claims of prejudice are limited to prohibited grounds as defined by the Ontario Human 

Rights Code (e.g. race, sex, sexual orientation, disability, etc.). Students who believe their 
grade has been adversely affected by another form of personal bias or unfair treatment 
should appeal under the ground of Course Management.
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b. When filing an appeal on the grounds of prejudice, students must submit a copy to, and 
consult with, the Human Rights Office (formerly the Discrimination and Harassment 
Prevention Office). That Office will do an assessment and make a recommendation to the 
Chair/Director before the appeal will proceed. This may result in a delay in the appeals 
process. 

c. If the H u m a n  R i g h t s  Office determines that there is insufficient evidence to support 
a claim of prejudice on a prohibited ground and the student wishes to proceed on the basis 
of personal bias or unfair treatment, the appeal may be amended to be filed on the ground 
of Course Management. 

d. If, during the course of any level of appeal, it is determined that there may have been 
prejudice on a prohibited ground, which was not investigated by the Human Rights  
Office, it will be referred to that Office and the decision will be delayed until that Office 
has assessed the claim and made a recommendation. 

IIA5. Procedural Error 
a. Appeals may be filed on the ground of Procedural Error when it is believed that there has 

been an error in the procedure followed in the application of either this policy or any 
applicable policy of the University that has impacted a student’s grade or standing. Appeals 
granted on this ground will rectify the procedural error. 

b. Where students claim that an academic regulation or policy was improperly applied or not 
followed, they must reference both the policy and the alleged error, and explain how this 
procedural error has affected their academic record. This may include such things as a 
failure to recalculate a grade or remark an exam, or when a response deadline has been 
missed. 

IIB. STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES 
IIB1   Burden of Proof 

a. Grade Appeals: In all grade appeals it is the student’s responsibility to demonstrate that 
the final grade they have received in a course should be reviewed. Students will only 
receive grades which reflect their knowledge of the course material. 

b. Academic Standing Appeals: In all academic standing appeals the responsibility is on 
students to demonstrate that their academic standing should be changed. Since Academic 
Standing is determined by students’ academic performance, students must provide 
substantial reasons why their current standing is not appropriate. Students should normally 
have consulted with the Chair/Director as soon as the situation that affected their 
academic performance arose 

IIB2. Filing an Appeal 
a. Levels of Appeal 
i. Department/School Level: Students who wish to file either a grade or standing appeal 

based on one of the grounds in section IIA, must first appeal to their Department/School 
(or The Chang School for grade appeals in continuing education (CE) courses) by the 
deadline outlined in the Ryerson calendars, 
a. Grade appeals must be submitted to the Department/School in which the course is 

taught. Grade appeals for all CE courses are to be submitted to The Chang School, and 
the appropriate Program Director will coordinate the response with the appropriate 
Department/School. 

b. Standing appeals are submitted to the student’s program Department/School.
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ii. Faculty Level: Students who wish to appeal the decision of the Department/ School must 
do so to the Dean within ten (10) working days of the date of the decision letter from the 
Department/School. Students must indicate in their letter where they disagree with the 
Department/School decision. 

iii.Senate Level: Students who wish to appeal the decision of the Faculty must do so to the 
Senate within the (10) working days of the date of the decision letter from the Faculty. 
Students must indicate in their letter where they disagree with the Faculty decision. 

b. General Regulations 
i. Students must use the appeals forms available on the Senate website, and must retain a 

copy for their records for submission at any subsequent appeal. 
ii. Incomplete or late appeals will normally not be accepted. 
iii.Appeals must be filed in person unless prior arrangements are made to submit it via fax, 

mail or email. If the appeal is incomplete, it is not accepted. If fax, mail or email 
submissions are accepted, original documents must be submitted in person by the student 
by a date to be determined based upon the circumstances. 

iv. INC grades must be appealed within ten (10) working days of the posting of the new 
grade. Students are responsible for periodically checking for the posting of their grades. 

v. If a student appeals only an academic standing, it will be assumed that the grade(s) upon 
which the academic standing was based have been accepted. 

vi.The program Department/School is not required to consider an appeal of an academic 
standing if the grade appeal was denied and it was the sole basis of the standing appeal or 
if the grade appeal was granted and the standing is automatically changed as a result. 

c. Advocates and Legal Counsel 
i. Students may consult with an advocate at any time during the appeals process. An 

advocate may represent a student at any hearing that may occur at the 
Department/School, Faculty or Senate level. Advocates may speak on behalf of the 
student. 

ii. Legal Counsel is permitted to represent students or the University Respondent only at 
the Senate level of appeal. 

d. Ombudsperson: Students may consult with the Ombudsperson regarding issues of 
fairness at any time during the appeals process. 

IIC. Decision Maker Responsibility 
IIC1.  Responding to Appeals 

a. Department/School: Each Department/School must determine who shall respond to student 
appeals. The Chair/Director (or designate or committee) may consider appeals at the 
Department/School level. For continuing education courses the CE Program Director shall 
act as Chair/Director in appeals which concern procedural issues, and shall refer all other 
appeals to the appropriate academic coordinator. 

b. Faculty: Each Faculty must determine who shall respond to student appeals. The Dean 
(or designate or committee) may consider appeals at the Faculty level.
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c. Continuing Education: In cases involving continuing education courses that are not 
housed in a specific Faculty, the Dean of The Chang School of Continuing Education (or 
designate or committee) shall consider the appeal. 

d. Senate: The Senate Appeals Committee shall form panels to hear appeals at the Senate 
level. 

IIC2. General Regulations 
a. No academic appeal may result in the granting of a numerical grade. 

b. If a student initiates more than one academic appeal, the decision maker at any level may 
determine if the appeals should be heard concurrently or sequentially. Grade appeals are 
considered before standing appeals. 

c. If an appeal of a charge of academic misconduct is related to a concurrent grade or 
academic standing appeal, the misconduct appeal will be heard first, and the decision, if 
relevant, forwarded to the appropriate department/school. As per the Student Code of 
Academic Conduct, a grade of “DEF” may be assigned while a misconduct charge is 
under investigation. 

d. The Registrar must approve any recommendation by the Chair/Director or Dean to either 
allow a student to take a course that has been failed more than three times (or fewer as per 
a Department/School standing variation) or to grant a student a retroactive course 
withdrawal without academic penalty and any associated financial arrangements.  

e. All correspondence with students (setting of hearing dates, decision letters, etc.) will be 
done via Ryerson email. The only exception will be the distribution of the appeals package 
for Senate appeals. Students shall receive their packages either in person or via courier, 
normally within five (5) working days of the hearing. 

f. Appeals decisions are normally sent to students within five (5) working days of the receipt 
(or the hearing) of the appeal, unless the student is notified of extenuating circumstances 
which require an extension of that deadline. 

g. Current information on who is responsible for responding to appeals in each Department, 
School and Faculty must be provided to students in a Department/School handbook and to 
the Secretary of Senate. Members of any appeals committee shall have terms from July 1 
to June 30 of the following year. 

h. All individuals who have responsibility for deciding appeals, including Chairs/Directors, 
Deans, or designates, and all Appeals Officers shall be required to attend training 
session(s) conducted by the Office of the Secretary of Senate prior to making any appeals 
decision. 

i. Anyone who chairs an appeals committee at any level may not serve on an appeals 
committee at any other level.
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IIC3. Dismissal of Appeals: 
a. Department/School: The Department/School may dismiss (not accept) an appealonly when 

the appeal is submitted past the deadline or is incomplete. 

b. Faculty: In some circumstances where the Dean or designate believes that the grounds 
have not been met, or that the student has not indicated where the error was in the previous 
decisions, the Dean or designate will give the student notice of intent to dismiss (not 
accept) the appeal. The student is given the opportunity to respond in writing to the intent 
to dismiss within five (5) working days of receipt of the notice. A panel of the Senate 
Appeals Committee will be convened to determine if the appeal should be heard or if the 
recommendation to dismiss the appeal should be upheld. 

c. Senate: In some circumstances where the Secretary of Senate believes that the grounds 
have not been met, or that the student has not indicated where the error was in the previous 
decisions, the Secretary will give the student notice of intent to dismiss (not accept) the 
appeal. The student is given the opportunity to respond in writing to the intent to dismiss 
within five (5) working days of receipt of the notice. A panel of the Senate Appeals 
Committee will be convened to determine if the appeal should be heard or if the 
recommendation to dismiss the appeal should be upheld. 

IIC4. Conflict of Interest: No member of an Appeals Panel should have had any prior involvement 
with the case. A member of a Hearing Panel, a student or an instructor (appellant and 
respondent) must disclose any conflict of interest, if known, as soon as possible before the 
Hearing. If either party raises a conflict of interest regarding any Panel member(s) once the 
Hearing has begun, the Hearing Panel will judge the validity of the conflict and will decide 
on whether the Panel member may sit on the appeal. If the Panel member with the conflict is 
excused and there is no quorum, the Hearing may continue if agreed upon by all parties or 
will be adjourned and a new hearing scheduled with a new Panel member. 

IIC5. Standard of Proof: In an academic appeal it is the student’s responsibility to show that the 
original decision was incorrect. The standard of proof in all decisions shall be “a balance of 
probabilities”. This means that, in order for students to be granted their appeals, they must 
show the Panel that it is more likely than not that the original decision was incorrect. 

IID. Senate Appeal Hearings 
IID1. Senate Appeals Committee and Panels: The Senate Appeals Committee is established by the 

Senate. The Secretary of Senate shall establish hearing panels consisting of at least three 
members of the Senate Appeals Committee, including at least one student. 

IID2. Notice of Hearing: Both parties must be given ten (10) working days notice of an appeal 
hearing date and time. An appeal may be scheduled with less than ten (10) days notice with 
the written agreement of both parties. Documentation will be distributed to all parties, 
normally within five (5) working days of the hearing. 

IID3.   Hearing Regulations 
a. Representation/Support 
i. Students may be represented by an advocate or legal counsel who may speak for the 

student and confer with the student as necessary.
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ii. Students may have a support person in the hearing, but this person may not participate in 
any way. Students may also bring witnesses, but these must be declared in advance on 
the appeal form. 

iii. The University may retain legal counsel who may speak for the respondent and confer 
with the respondent as necessary. 

b. Procedural Decisions by the Panel 
i. The Panel Chair may adjourn the Hearing when it is required for a fair process. 
ii. If either the appellant or the respondent fails to attend the Hearing, and there are no 

extenuating circumstances, the Hearing may proceed in his or her absence. Hearings 
will not be postponed if a witness, advocate or counsel fails to appear. 

iii. A Hearing is open to the public except when the appellant, respondent or a Panel member 
requests that the hearing be closed. Members of the public may not participate in, or in 
any way disrupt, the hearing. Any member of the public, or the support person, may be 
removed from the hearing by the Panel. 

iv. All witnesses called by either side should be present at the start of the Hearing to be 
introduced, and then, unless the Panel decides otherwise, only while giving testimony. 
If the hearing remains open, witnesses may return after all witnesses have presented 
their testimony. 

v. If either party brings witnesses not listed in the appeal form or the Notice of Hearing, 
the Panel must decide if those witnesses are to be heard. 

vi. If new documentation is presented the panel must determine if that documentation is to 
be considered. If there is no objection from the other party, the documentation should 
be accepted. The hearing may be adjourned to allow the other party time to review the 
new documents. The Panel may determine that the documentation is not relevant and is 
not to be accepted. 

c. The Hearing may not be audio or video recorded by anyone, and no minutes of the 
proceedings are taken. The decision letter is considered the official record of the 
proceedings. 

d. The Secretary of Senate or designate may be present at the Hearing for the purpose of 
providing advice on procedural issues. 

e. All Senate hearings will be conducted in a manner consistent with the Statutory Powers 
Procedure Act (SPPA). A copy of the SPPA is available for review in the Senate Office. 

IID4. Decisions: Decisions of the Senate Appeals Committee are final and may not be appealed. 

IID5.  Record keeping 
a. Statistics on the type, grounds and outcome of appeals must be reported to the Secretary 

of Senate at the end of each term. 

b. The complete original copy of the appeal documents shall be retained and held in 
confidence by the Senate Office and the Registrar shall confidentially retain a copy of 
the decision letter. All other copies of the appeals documents are to be shredded.
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ACADEMIC CONSIDERATION AND APPEALS PROCEDURES 

P-I. Academic Consideration 
P-IA. General Regulations 

1. Students should normally notify and consult with their instructor when they require academic 
consideration for circumstances that arise during the semester that impact their ability to 
meet academic obligations. If the circumstance affects all of their course work, or if they 
believe that they cannot discuss the matter with their instructor, they should consult their 
Chair/Director or designate*. 

2. Students, instructors, Chairs/Directors should make every effort to resolve issues related to 
student requests for academic consideration informally whenever possible. 

a. Requests for academic consideration should be made via email where possible, but 
can be made in person or over the phone if necessary, and confirmed by email. 

b. Instructors will respond to requests for academic consideration via email where 
possible, and in person or via phone if necessary and confirmed by email. 

c. If an instructor has not responded to a specific request for academic consideration 
within 5 working days a student should email the Chair/Director to discuss the 
situation.

* Someone in a Department/School of Faculty may be designated to work with students in appeals and to be the decision 
maker for that unit. The terms Chair/Director and Dean will include such a designate throughout these procedures. 

P-IB.  Alternate Arrangements 
P-IB1. For a Conflict between a Religious, Aboriginal or Spiritual Observance and an 
Examination, Test, or Assignment Due Date 

a. To request an alternate arrangement for work that must be missed because of a conflict with 
a religious, aboriginal or spiritual observance, students must consult Senate Policy 150: 
Accommodation of Student Religious, Aboriginal and Spiritual Observance found 
at www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol150.pdf and use the form found at 
www.ryerson.ca/senate/forms/relobservforminstr.pdf

i. Normally no later than 2 weeks prior to the conflict in question; or 
ii. for final exams, within 2 weeks of the posting of the final exam schedule. 

b. Students and instructors must negotiate and agree upon appropriate accommodations for 
such observances. 

c. If students and instructors cannot agree on an appropriate accommodation, then it is the 
responsibility of the student to contact the Chair/Director to discuss the matter. 

P-IB2. For Accommodation of a Disability 
a. To receive an accommodation for a disability, students must first register with Ryerson 

University’s Academic Accommodation Support (formerly the Access Centre). 
b. Accommodation letters will be sent to each of a student’s instructors through the online 

academic accommodation support system used by AAS as early as possible, prior to a graded 
assignment, test or exam. The letters outline the approved accommodations the student 
requires for each course. 

c. Refer to the Academic Accommodation Support website for the procedures and timelines for 
booking a test or exam (http://www.ryerson.ca/studentlearningsupport/academic-
accommodation-support/index.html).  

d. Detailed instructions on appropriate accommodations for students with disabilities and the

http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol150.pdf
http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/forms/relobservforminstr.pdf
http://www.ryerson.ca/studentlearningsupport/academic-accommodation-support/index.html
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related procedures are found in Policy 159: Academic Accommodations of Students with 
Disabilities at www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol150.pdf. 

P-IB3. For Missed Assignment, Test and/or Examination for Medical and Compassionate 
Reasons (See Policy 145: Undergraduate Course Management Policy, section 2.2) 

a. Student Responsibility 
i. Students must contact their instructor via email in advance when they will be 

missing an examination and/or assignment or test for medical or compassionate 
reasons. 

ii. When circumstances do not permit advance notice, students must contact the 
instructor via email as soon as reasonably possible. 

iii. Students are advised, whenever possible, to document all consultations and/or 
attempts at consultation with the instructor, including email correspondence, 
phone conversations, office hour visits and other appointments. Written 
correspondence is preferable. 

iv. Students must submit appropriate documentation, based upon instructor 
requirements, within three (3) working days of the missed assignment, test or 
exam. In extraordinary circumstances, exceptions to the 3-day requirement to 
provide documentation can be granted if the medical illness, including 
documented mental health issues, prevents a student from seeking medical 
attention or documenting his/her illness in a timely fashion. 
a. Medical documentation: Students must submit a fully completed Ryerson 

Medical Certificate, or a letter on letterhead containing all of the information 
required by the medical certificate and signed by an appropriate regulated 
health professional for the applicable period of time. The portion of the 
Ryerson Medical Certificate containing the student signature must be attached. 
The documentation should explain the duration of the medical condition and 
the impact of the medical condition on the student’s ability to perform during 
that period. Where circumstances do not permit this, the student must inform 
the instructor as soon as reasonably possible. The University may seek further 
verification of medical claims. 

b. Compassionate documentation: While it is recognized that compassionate 
grounds may sometimes be hard to document, items such as relevant travel 
documents, death certificates or notices from a funeral home, letters from 
counsellors, therapists, or religious or community leaders would be appropriate 
documentation. It is advisable that students provide relevant and appropriate 
documentation when possible. 

c. Documentation containing personal information of others: Any 
documentation which contains the personal information (e.g. medical 
documents) of someone other than the student must be accompanied by a letter 
from that individual allowing the information to be used. If not, the 
documents will not be distributed with the appeal. 

v. If students do not receive a response from the instructor within 5 working days 
concerning alternate arrangements for the missed work, the student is responsible 
for consulting with the Chair/Director via e-mail. 

vi. Students who are not offered or do not accept alternate arrangements offered by 
the instructor may consult with the Chair/Director.

http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol150.pdf
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vii. If consultation with the Chair/Director does not result in an acceptable alternate 
arrangement, students must document their concerns via email, stating why they 
do not accept the alternate arrangements. Students will be asked to abide by 
alternate arrangements to the extent possible once the Chair/Director has 
intervened, but can appeal the final course grade if the test or assignment for 
which the alternate arrangement was given becomes a point of contention for the 
final course grade. Once the documentation has been approved, if an arrangement 
cannot be made for a make-up for a missed final exam, the student can request an 
incomplete (INC) grade. A form must be filed by the instructor indicating the 
date by which the work must be completed, which must be within three months. 

viii. It is the students’ responsibility to follow up with the instructor to ensure 
completion of an INC within the required three month time frame. If the INC is 
not completed, it will become a grade of “F”. 

ix. If students encounter problems making arrangements for completing an INC they 
must contact the Chair/Director. 

b. Instructor Responsibility 
i. After receiving a request for an alternate arrangement, instructors will assess the 

merit of the request based on medical and compassionate grounds and respond to 
the student within five (5) working days. 

ii. Instructors must retain all correspondence and document meetings with students, 
with respect to requested and agreed upon considerations and arrangements. 

iii. If instructors require medical or compassionate documentation, it must be presented 
within three (3) working days of the missed work. In extraordinary circumstances, 
exceptions to the 3 day requirement to provide documentation can be granted if the 
medical illness, including documented mental health issues, prevents a student from 
seeking medical attention or documenting their illness in a timely fashion. If the 
instructor wishes to validate the document they must have the Chair/Director call 
the appropriate office. It may only be confirmed that the documentation is valid. 
A health professional cannot be asked about the nature of the student’s medical 
condition. 

iv. Acceptable alternate arrangements may include setting a make-up test, transferring 
the weight of the missed work to the final examination (as per Policy 145: Course 
Management at www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol145.pdf) or extending a 
deadline. All considerations must be documented via email. 

v. If a student requests an INC, once documentation has been validated for outstanding 
work, the instructor must fill out the appropriate form, retain a copy, submit a copy 
to the Registrar and provide a copy to the student. 

vi. It is the responsibility of the instructor to provide a make-up final exam for INC 
grades within three months of giving the INC. 

c. Chair/Director Responsibility 
i. A Chair/Director may need to respond or intervene in cases where the instructor 

has not responded to the student’s request, the student does not feel comfortable 
with approaching the instructor, or the student disagrees with the alternate 
arrangement and would like further consultation. 

ii. Once a consultation has been completed the Chair/Director may recommend 
alternate arrangements to the instructor. 

iii.The Chair/Director may be contacted by students who are unable, for verifiable 
reasons, to complete an incomplete (INC) grades in the three-month period. In

http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol145.pdf
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these cases it is the responsibility of the Chair/Director to facilitate an appropriate 
resolution. 

P-IB4. For Inability to Complete Term Work in More Than One Course 
a. Student Responsibility 

i. It is students’ responsibility to contact the Chair/Director of their program, 
preferably via email, when circumstances arise during the semester that prevent 
them from completing their work in more than one course. 

ii. Students are advised to document, via email, all arrangements agreed to with the 
instructor. 

iii. Once the student has consulted with the Chair/Director, the Chair/Director will 
contact each faculty member via email outlining the proposed alternate 
arrangements. It is then the responsibility of the student to get the approval of the 
alternate arrangements from each instructor, unless the Chair/Director determines 
that the circumstances do not allow this. In this case, the Chair/Director will 
assume the responsibility for coordinating with instructors. 

iv. If an instructor does not agree with the proposed alternate arrangements, it is the 
responsibility of the student to consult with the instructor and the Chair/Director 
to discuss alternatives. 

b. Instructor Responsibility 
i. Instructors who receive suggested alternate arrangements from the Chair/Director 

regarding a student should contact the Chair/Director if they require further 
information on the matter or wish to discuss the recommended alternate 
arrangements. 

c. Chair/Director Responsibility 
i. It is the responsibility of the Chair/Directors to request supporting documentation 

outlining the student’s request for alternate arrangements in more than one term 
course. 

ii. The Chair/Director should advise students as to what to do on a course-by-course 
basis as soon as possible, and document the recommendations in writing via email. 

iii. Potential alternate arrangements may include offering the student the option of 
completing the work in some courses, dropping some courses, requesting 
extensions of deadlines or assigning grades of INC. A Chair/Director may also 
facilitate leaves of absence from the program if the circumstances prevent the 
student from continuing in the program. 

iv. It is the responsibility of the Chair/Director to send an email to each instructor 
outlining the proposed alternate arrangements for the student. 

v. Courses may be dropped by the Chair/Director, but the Chair/Director should 
inform the student that it is advisable to speak to the instructor before dropping 
any course. 

vi. The Chair/Director may recommend to the Registrar that a student be permitted 
to drop one or more courses after the drop deadline depending on the 
circumstances. It is the responsibility of the Chair/Director to contact the Registrar 
and provide appropriate documentation as to why this recommendation is being 
made. The Registrar will determine if a retroactive drop will be granted. 

vii. The Chair/Director must ensure that copies of suggested alternate arrangements be 
kept on record in the Department/School.
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d. Registrar Responsibility 
The Registrar will review documentation and contact the Chair/Director should any 
clarification be required as to why a student should be granted a INC or course drop after 
the deadline. The Registrar has final approval of both retroactive course withdrawal 
without academic penalty and any possible financial arrangements that may result. 

P-IB5. Advance Request for Consideration of Academic Standing: It is the students’ 
responsibility to contact the Chair/Director when circumstances arise that may later affect their 
academic standing on medical or compassionate grounds. 

P-IC. Grade Reassessment 
P-IC1. Re-grading or Recalculation by the Instructor 

a. Student Responsibility 
i. Students who believe that an assignment, test or exam, either in whole or part, 

has not been appropriately graded or that there has been a miscalculation must 
first review their concerns with their instructor, or Chair/Director if they feel the 
matter cannot be discussed with the instructor, within ten (10) working days after 
the graded work is returned to the class. 

ii. Students can request a reassessment of work either verbally or via email. Students 
are encouraged to follow up on verbal discussions with emails. Failure to properly 
document such discussions may jeopardize any future appeal. 

iii. If requested, students may be required to submit a written rationale to the instructor 
outlining where there has been an error in the grading of the work, with 
documentation from notes, the text, the course outline, etc. Requests that are not 
based on the merit of the work will not be considered. 

iv. If the instructor does not respond to the request for a regrade or recalculation, or if 
the student disagrees with the result, the student may file a request for a formal 
regrade with the Chair/Director (see Section P-IC2). 

b. Instructors Responsibility 
i. It is the responsibility of the instructor to return graded work in a timely manner, 

normally within 2 weeks. 
ii. It is the responsibility of the instructor to respond to requests for re-grading or 

recalculation of work within five (5) working days of the student’s request, 
assuming that the student has met the ten (10) working day deadline for filing that 
request. 

iii. Instructors can request that students submit a written rationale for re-grading the 
work including where the grading of the work has been in error, with 
documentation from notes, the text, the course outline, etc. 

iv. Instructors should inform students that the re-grading of work may result in a grade 
which is higher, lower or the same as the original grade. 

c. Chair/Director Responsibility 
i. It is the responsibility of the Chair/Director to assist in resolving disputes over 

grade reassessments when the student asks for assistance.
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P-IC2. Formal Re-grading of Work by Someone Other Than the Instructor 
a. Student Responsibility 

i. Students must submit reasons, in writing to the Chair/Director, as to why the 
original grade, and if applicable, the instructor’s revised grade, was inappropriate, 
based on evidence from the course outline, course notes, textbooks, etc. The 
submission to the Chair/Director must be within 10 working days of the discussion 
with, or re-grading by, the instructor. 

ii. It is the student’s responsibility to show why the work deserves more marks. 
That the student disagrees with the mark, or wishes to have a higher mark, is not 
sufficient support for the reassessment. The Chair/Director may deny the request 
for a re-grading only if the rationale is not based upon the merit of the work. 

iii. Either the student or the instructor (whoever has the work) must provide the 
original graded work in question, to the Chair/Director. 

iv. An ungraded copy of the work, identical to the originally submitted work, with 
all grading notations and all student identifiers deleted must be provided to the 
Chair/Director. If it is a paper or assignment, or a test that has been returned to 
the student, the student must supply the copy. 

v. If students request a partial re-grading the Chair/Director will determine  if a partial 
re-grading is appropriate. 

b. Instructor Responsibility 
i. It is the responsibility of the instructor to provide the Chair/Director the grading 

scheme utilized in evaluating the work. 
ii. Either the student or the instructor must provide the original graded assignment, 

test, or exam in question, to the Chair/Director. 
iii. An ungraded copy of the work, with all grading notations and all student identifiers 

deleted must be provided to the Chair/Director. If it is an exam that has not been 
returned to the student, the instructor must supply the copy. 

c. Chair/Director Responsibility 
i. It is the responsibility of the Chair/Director to facilitate a process by which the 

work will be remarked by a qualified person who will not consult with the original 
instructor. 

ii. The Chair/Director may determine if it is more appropriate to remark the entire 
assignment or portions in addition to those specified by the student. 

iii. If a partial remarking was requested, the student must be notified in writing by 
the Chair/Director of the decision to remark other portions prior to the remarking, 
with an explanation of why the structure of the work warrants such a decision. In 
this case, the student may decide to rescind his or her request for re-grading. 

iv. The regrader must receive the grading scheme and an ungraded copy of the 
work, identical to the originally submitted work, to be regraded with all identifiers 
removed. 

v. Neither the instructor nor the student will be informed of the identity of the 
regrader. 

vi. On a case by case basis, the Chair/Director will determine if the regraded work is 
to be returned to the student. 

vii. If remarking within the university is not possible, another mechanism for 
reassessment of the material should be arranged. This may include submission to 
an external assessor.
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viii. A re-grading may result in the grade remaining the same, being raised or being 
lowered, and the reassessed grade becomes the official grade for that work. This 
grade may not subsequently be appealed, unless the student identifies a procedural 
error in the re-grading process. 

P-ID.   Course Management Issues 
P-ID1. It is students’ responsibility to bring all Course Management issues to the attention of the 

instructor, or the Chair/Director if they feel the issue cannot be discussed with the instructor, 
as soon as the issue arises. Appeals based on Course Management may be filed at any time 
during the semester. 

P-ID2. It is the responsibility of the instructor to ensure that Policy 145: Course Management 
(www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol145.pdf) is followed. 

P-II. Academic Appeals Where possible, informal resolution should be attempted before a 
formal appeal is filed. 

P-IIA. Grounds for appeal: The grounds for a grade or standing appeal are medical, compassionate, 
course management, prejudice or procedural error as defined in the Policy section IIC. 
Before filing an appeal, a student must determine if one or more of the grounds apply. Grade 
reassessment or recalculation are not grounds for an appeal. (See section P- IC2.) 

P- IIB. Department/School Level 
Appeals P-IIB1. Student Responsibility 

a. All appeals at the Department/School level must be filed by the deadline stated in the 
Ryerson Calendars using the forms (and instructions), available on the Senate 
(www.ryerson.ca/senate) and Enrolment Services and Student Records websites, or from 
Departments/Schools. Unless other arrangements have been made in advance, appeals 
must be submitted in person. If fax, mail or email submissions are accepted, original 
documents must be submitted in person by the student by a date to be determined based 
upon the circumstances. If the submission is incomplete, it will not be processed. All 
documents to be presented as evidence must be attached to the appeal. 

b. If students are appealing their final course grades, they must appeal to the 
Department/School in which the course was taught. If they are appealing their academic 
standing, they must appeal to their program Department/School. If they are appealing a 
grade in a continuing education class, they must submit their appeal to The Chang School 
information desk, which will forward the appeal to the appropriate Program Director. 

c. Students who have attempted to have work reassessed or grades recalculated and have not 
had the matter resolved prior to the appeal deadline, or who have not yet received a 
response from an instructor or a Chair/Director, may submit a formal appeal by the deadline 
on the grounds of procedural error. This appeal may be withdrawn at a later date if the 
issue is resolved. 

d. Students who wish to appeal a final course grade must first consult with the instructor 
and/or Chair/Director. Students appealing an academic standing must first consult the 
Chair/Director. This consultation must occur as soon as possible after their grades and/or 
notice of academic standing are posted, allowing enough time to meet the deadline for the 
last date to appeal.

–

http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol145.pdf
http://www.ryerson.ca/senate
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e. Students who do not receive either a decision, or a letter explaining why the decision is 
delayed, within five (5) working days of submission of an appeal should consult with the 
Dean. In exceptional circumstances, decision delays, usually because an instructor is not 
available for immediate consultation, should normally be no more than five (5) working 
days. 

f. Students may consult with a student advocate, e.g from RSU or CESAR, for advice on 
their appeal. 

g. Students may consult with the Ombudsperson regarding issues of fairness at any time 
during the appeals process. 

h. If there is both a grade appeal and a standing appeal, students must inform their program 
Department/School of the grade appeal at the time the standing appeal is filed. The 
standing appeal will not be considered until a decision on the grade appeal is received. 

i. Appeals of final grades submitted as a result of completing an INC grade must be filed 
within ten (10) working days of the posting of the new grade. Students are responsible 
for periodically checking for the posting of the grade. Appeals deadlines may be extended 
for grades not posted in a timely manner. 

j. Students must retain a copy of all appeals documents as it is not the responsibility of the 
Department/School to provide these documents should the student wish to file a further 
appeal. 

P- IIB2. Chair/Director Responsibility 
a. Where possible, Chairs/Directors should attempt to resolve matters informally before a 

formal appeal is filed. 
b. Appeals must be submitted in person. However, if there are extenuating circumstances, 

the Chair/Director may agree to accept the appeal via fax, mail or email. If fax, mail or 
email submissions are accepted, original documents must be submitted in person by the 
student by a date to be determined based upon the circumstances. The Chair/Director may 
also agree to accept an appeal after the deadline if there are extenuating circumstances, 
but is not required to process late appeals. The Chair/Director will ensure that the appeal 
is complete before it is processed. 

c. If a student has initiated more than one appeal, the Chair/Director shall determine whether 
the various appeals should be considered concurrently or sequentially. 

d. If there is a grade appeal for a course not within the student’s Department/School, the 
program Department/School must receive the decision on the grade appeal before a 
standing appeal can be considered. If both appeals are to the same Department/School, the 
appeals may be considered at the same time. 

e. If a grade appeal is delayed because there is an unresolved reassessment or recalculation, 
the related standing appeal may also be delayed. 

f. If an appeal of a charge of academic misconduct is related to a concurrent grade or 
academic standing appeal, the misconduct appeal will be heard first, and the decision, if 
relevant, forwarded to the appropriate Department/School. As per Policy 60: Academic 
Integrity, a grade of “DEF” may be assigned while a misconduct charge is under 
investigation. 

g. The program Chair/Director is not required to consider an appeal of an academic standing 
if the grade appeal was denied and it was the sole basis of the standing appeal or if the 
grade appeal was granted and the standing is automatically changed as a result. 

h. The Department/School must respond to the student in writing within five (5) working 
days of the receipt of the appeal whether the appeal was granted or denied (see P-IIA3).
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i. If the Chair/Director is unable to respond to a student within the five (5) working days 
because s/he is unable to get necessary information, the student must be notified of when 
they are to expect a decision. In exceptional circumstances, decision delays, usually 
because an instructor is not available for immediate consultation, should normally be no 
more than five (5) working days. The student may consult with the Dean if there is no 
communication regarding a delay, or if the delay is more than five (5) working days. 

j. Decisions: 
i. The Chair/Director may not award a numerical grade, or require any action contrary 

to a university policy or collective agreement. 
ii. The Chair/Director may 

a. deny the appeal 
b. grant the appeal 
c. grant or deny the appeal in part subject to conditions. If the student does not 

accept the conditions attached, the appeal will be considered denied. 
iii. The Registrar must approve any recommendation by the Chair/Director to either allow 

a student to take a course that has been failed more than three times (or fewer as per 
a Department/School standing variation), or to grant a student a retroactive course 
withdrawal. 

iv. The Chair/Director must send the decision letter, following the format provided by 
the Senate Office, to the student via Ryerson email. A copy must be sent to the 
student’s program department (if different), the Associate Registrar, Enrolment 
Services, and Senate. The decision will be deemed received on the date sent. 

v. Students are responsible for contacting the Department/School if they have not 
received a response in the specified period of time. 

P- IIC. Faculty Level Appeals 
P- IIC1. Student Responsibility 
a. Appeals must be filed within ten (10) working days of receipt of the decision at the 

Department/School level and must be complete. Incomplete and/or late appeals will not 
be processed. Forms and instructions found on the Senate and Registration and Records 
websites, or from the Dean’s office, must be utilized. 

b. Students may consult with and be represented by an advocate such as a student advocate 
from RSU or CESAR. 

c. Students may consult with the Ombudsperson regarding issues of fairness. 
d. Except for Procedural Error and extraordinary circumstances involving medical illness, 

including documented mental health issues, no new grounds may be introduced. 
e. Grade Appeals are filed with the Faculty in which the course is taught and Standing 

Appeals are filed with the student’s program Faculty. Grade appeals for continuing 
education courses must be filed with the Dean of the Faculty which has responsibility for 
that course. If the course is not tied to a specific Faculty, it is to be filed with the Dean of 
The Chang School. 

f. Unless other arrangements have been made in advance, appeals must be submitted in 
person. If fax, mail or email submissions are accepted, original documents must be 
submitted in person by the student by a date to be determined based upon the 
circumstances. 

g. All documents to be presented as evidence must be attached to the appeal. This includes 
all documentation from the previous level of appeal. Failure to provide all documentation 
previously submitted, or the alteration of documentation previously submitted may result
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in a charge of academic misconduct. It must also include a letter stating where the decision 
of the Chair/Director is disputed. If it does not, the Dean may dismiss the appeal (see 
procedures on Dismissal). 

h. Students who do not receive either a decision, or a letter explaining why the decision is 
delayed, within five (5) working days of submission of an appeal should consult with the 
Secretary of Senate. In exceptional circumstances, decision delays, usually because an 
instructor is not available for immediate consultation, should normally be no more than 
five (5) working days. The student may consult with the Secretary of Senate if there is no 
communication regarding a delay, or if the delay is more than five (5) working days. 

i. If a student does not proceed within the timeline stipulated, the appeal will be considered 
terminated. Required to Withdraw/Permanently Withdrawn students will be removed from 
their courses once the time for the appeal has expired without an appeal being 
launched. 

j. Students must retain a copy of all appeals documents as it is not the responsibility of the 
Dean to provide these documents should the student wish to file a further appeal. 

P- IIC2 Dean Responsibility 
a. Appeals not submitted within ten (10) working days of the date of the decision letter from 

the Chair/Director will normally not be processed. The Dean, designate, or appeals 
committee will not process incomplete appeals. Documentation must include all 
documents submitted to the Department/School and the decision letter. It must also include 
a letter from the student indicating where the decision of the Chair/Director is in error. If 
it does not, the Dean may dismiss the appeal (see procedures on Dismissal). 

b. Unless other arrangements have been made in advance, appeals must be submitted in 
person. However, if there are extenuating circumstances, the Dean may agree to accept 
the appeal via fax, mail or email. If fax, mail or email submissions are accepted, original 
documents must be submitted in person by the student by a date to be determined based 
upon the circumstances. If the appeal is not complete it will not be processed. The Dean 
may also agree to accept an appeal after the deadline if there are extenuating 
circumstances. 

c. In some situations appeals may be dismissed (not accepted) at this level (see Dismissal 
Procedures). 
d. The Dean must respond to the student in writing within five (5) working days of the 

receipt of the appeal. If the Dean is unable to respond to a student within the five (5) 
working days because s/he is unable to get necessary information, the student must 
be notified of when they are to expect a decision. In exceptional circumstances, 
decision delays, usually because an instructor is not available for immediate 
consultation, should normally be no more than five (5) working days. The student may 
consult with the Dean if there is no communication regarding a delay, or if the delay 
is more than five (5) working days. 

e. Decisions: 
i.  The Dean may not award a numerical grade, or require any action contrary to a 

university policy or collective agreement. 
ii. The Dean may 

a. deny the appeal 
b. grant the appeal 
c. grant or deny the appeal in part subject to conditions. If the student does not 

accept the conditions attached, the appeal will be considered denied.
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iii. The Registrar must approve any recommendation by the Dean to either allow a student 
to take a course that has been failed more than three times (or fewer as per  a  
Department/School standing variation), or to grant a student a retroactive course 
withdrawal. 

iv. The Dean must send the student a copy of the decision letter, following the format 
provided by the Senate Office, to the student via Ryerson email. A copy must be sent 
to the student’s program department/school and teaching Department/School (if 
different), the Assistant Registrar, Enrolment Services, and Senate. The decision will 
be deemed received on the date sent. 

v. Students are responsible for contacting the Dean’s office if they have not received a 
response in the specified time period. 

P- IID. Appeals to the Senate Appeals 
Committee P-IID1. Student Responsibility 

a. Students must submit an appeal to the Secretary of Senate within ten (10) working days 
of receipt of the Faculty Level response. Forms and instructions for the filing of Appeals 
can be found at the Registration and Records or Senate websites, or are available from the 
office of the Secretary of Senate. Unless other arrangements have been made in advance, 
appeals must be submitted in person. However, if there are extenuating circumstances, 
the Secretary of Senate may agree to accept the appeal via fax, mail or email. If fax, mail 
or email submissions are accepted, original documents must be submitted in person by 
the student by a date to be determined based upon the circumstances. If the appeal is not 
complete, it will not be processed. The Secretary of Senate may accept an appeal after the 
deadline if there are extenuating circumstances. 

b. The student’s appeal must include all of the documents submitted at all previous levels, 
all decision letters, all evidence, and a letter to the Senate Appeals Committee that clearly 
outlines where the decision made by the Dean and Chair/Director are in dispute. Failure 
to provide this letter may result in the appeal being dismissed (see Section P-III). Failure 
to provide all documentation previously submitted, or the alteration of documentation 
previously submitted may result in a charge of academic misconduct. 

c. The student may consult with an advocate, e.g. from RSU or CESAR, who may represent 
them in the hearing. The student may also consult with a lawyer, who may represent them 
at the Senate level. Any advocate or legal counsel must be indicated on the appeal form, 
and there can only be one advocate or legal counsel. 

d. Students must indicate on the form if they are bringing any witnesses. 
e. Students must retain a copy of all appeals documents. 
f. Students must reply to all email inquiries as to their availability for a hearing, which will 

be scheduled as soon as possible. Students are normally given (10) working days notice 
of the hearing date, but the appeal may be heard sooner if both parties agree in writing. 

g. It is in students’ best interest to attend the hearing. Unless there are extenuating 
circumstances, the hearing will proceed if the student does not attend. 

P- IID2. Chair/Director Responsibility 
a. The Chair/Director serves as the respondent in the Hearing. In grade appeals, the instructor 

for the course is also encouraged to attend, and where not possible, the Chair/Director must 
be provided all of the relevant materials. Often only the instructor is able to answer the 
Hearing Panel’s questions. The instructor may be present throughout the hearing and may 
answer questions at any time during the hearing.
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b. The Chair/Director (or other respondent) shall reply to the appeal in writing to the 
Secretary of Senate within five (5) working days of receipt, including any documents to 
be submitted as evidence. A copy of the relevant course outline(s) must be submitted for 
all grade appeals and where possible, student’s grades in each component of the course. 
The Registrar must also receive a copy of the appeal. 

c. Unless there are extenuating circumstances, the hearing may proceed if the respondent or 
instructor does not attend. 

P- IID3. Secretary of Senate Responsibility 
a. The Secretary will review the appeal to determine if it is complete and is within the 

deadline. 
b. In some situations, the Secretary will give the student notice of dismissal (non- acceptance) 

of the appeal (see section III). 
c. The Secretary will immediately forward the appeal to the Chair/Director and determine in 

consultation with the Chair/Director, who shall be the respondent and, based on the nature 
of the issue, if others should be called as witnesses or co-respondents. 

d. The Secretary will establish a Hearing Panel of the Senate Appeals Committee, consisting 
of at least two (2) faculty and one (1) student, and appoint a Hearing Panel Chair 

e. The Secretary will determine if the student’s academic record is pertinent to the appeal, 
and if so, provide it in the complete appeals package. 

f. The Secretary will schedule a hearing based upon the availability of the student and the 
instructor or Chair/Director. Both parties must receive at least ten (10) working days 
notice of the date, time and place of the hearing. An appeal may be scheduled with less 
than ten (10) working days notice with the written agreement of both parties. 

g. The Secretary will forward all of the appeal submissions, including a Notice of Hearing, 
to: all members of the Hearing Panel; the Chair/Director and any instructors who will be 
attending the hearing; the Registrar; the student; and the student’s advocate, if any. 
Students must receive appeals information related to their Hearing from the Secretary of 
Senate either in person by prior arrangement or by courier, normally five (5) working 
days in advance of the Hearing. It will be deemed that the information has been received 
on the date it was picked up or couriered. 

P- IID4. Appeal Panel Decisions 
a. The Hearing Panel may not award a numerical grade, or require any action contrary to 

another university policy or collective agreement. 
b. The Hearing Panel may 

i. deny the appeal. 
ii. grant the appeal 
iii. grant or deny the appeal in part subject to conditions If the student does not accept 

the conditions attached, the appeal will be considered as denied. 
c. Students who are appealing their academic standing may be registered in courses during 

their appeal and are normally dropped from their courses if their appeal is denied. However, 
if the student has either completed or nearly completed these courses at the time of the 
decision, and if the reason for the timeframe for the Senate decision is a procedural 
matter under control of the university, the Hearing Panel may determine that the grades 
for that semester should not be removed. 

d. The letter to the student, outlining the decision of the Hearing Panel clearly stating the 
basis on which the decision was reached, must be sent by the Panel Chair to the Secretary
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of Senate, who will send a copy to the student via Ryerson email within five (5) working 
days. The Secretary of Senate must send a copy of the decision to the Chair, the Dean and 
the Registrar. 

e. Decisions of the Appeals Committee of Senate are final and binding. 
f. Based upon matters arising at the Hearing, the Hearing Panel may make recommendations 

on procedural or policy matters to the Appeals Committee of Senate, the Secretary of 
Senate, a Department/School or Faculty Appeals Committee or Appeals Officer, a Dean or 
the Registrar’s Office. These recommendations should be in a separate memo addressed to 
the Secretary, who shall distribute appropriately. 

P-III. Dismissal of Appeals 
P- IIIA. Circumstances for dismissal 

1. Normally, submission past the deadline and incomplete submissions will not be processed. 
These are not considered dismissed appeals, and there is no further action. In extraordinary 
circumstances, including documented mental health issues, deadline extensions can be granted. 

2. An appeal may be Dismissed because of the following: 
a. Failure to provide a sufficient rationale outlining the reasons why the decision 

made at the Department/School level or Faculty was incorrect. 
b. Missing an exam and/or assignment for religious observance (see Policy section 

IB1). If a student did not file appropriate forms at the beginning of the semester 
or as soon as the final exam schedule is posted, cannot appeal at a later date 
based on religious observance (See Policy 150: Accommodation of Student 
Religious, Aboriginal or Spiritual Observance 
www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol150.pdf) 

c. Grade reassessments are not grounds for an academic appeal. (See Policy section 
IC.) Students are required to review grade concerns with the instructor within ten 
(10) working days of when the graded work is returned to the class or by the 
appeal deadline if it is a final exam or paper. If the instructor does not agree 
to review the work or does not respond within five (5) working days, a student 
should consult the Chair/Director. The only appeal permitted regarding quality of 
work is if the reassessment of the work was not done or has not been done in 
keeping with the policy. The ground for this type of appeal is Procedural Error 
(Section IIA.5). There is no appeal of the new grade received – it may go up or 
down or remain the same. 

3. Medical (See Policy section IB3) – Documentation must be submitted within three days of a 
missed test or exam, or graded assignment deadline, or as soon as reasonably possible. It is 
expected that students will consult with an appropriate regulated health professional at the time 
of their illness. Appeals can be dismissed if the medical certificate is not submitted in a timely 
way, if it does not cover the period of time in question, or if there is no medical documentation 
submitted with an appeal based on medical grounds. 

4. Prejudice (See Policy section IIA4) – If the H u m a n  R i g h t s Office has found that 
there has been no prejudice on a prohibited ground, continuation on the ground of Prejudice 
will be dismissed.

http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol150.pdf
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P- IIIB. Dismissal at the Faculty Level 
1. If an appeal is dismissed at the Faculty level, the Dean must give the student written notice of 

the intent to dismiss the appeal and the reasons for the dismissal. 
2. Students have five (5) working days to provide a written response as to why the appeal should 

not be dismissed, addressing the reasons stated in the notice of intent to dismiss. 
3. The Dean must forward all documents to Senate, including the student response, if any, to be 

reviewed by a panel of the Senate Appeals Committee, which will decide if the appeal will be 
dismissed or proceed. 

4. The Secretary of Senate will inform the Dean and the student of the decision in writing within 
five (5) working days. 

5. There is no further appeal unless it is based on Procedural Error. 

P- IIIC. Dismissal at the Senate Level 
1. If an appeal is dismissed at the Senate level, a student must be given a written notice of intent 

to dismiss the appeal and the reasons for the dismissal. 
2. Students have five (5) working days to provide a written response as to why the appeal should 

not be dismissed, addressing the reasons stated in the notice of intent to dismiss. 
3. The documentation will be reviewed by a panel of the Senate Appeals Committee, which will 

decide if the appeal will be dismissed or proceed. 
4. The student will be informed in writing of the decision within five (5) working days. 
5. If the Panel upholds the dismissal, there is no further appeal.
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1 PREAMBLE

In the Yeates School of Graduate Studies, the pursuit of scholarship and research is a 
collaborative academic process in which faculty1 and students come together in an environment 
influenced by their disciplines and the broader intellectual traditions of the University.  An 
academic course represents a discrete learning endeavor in which an intensive sharing of 
knowledge, expertise, experience and perspective may occur.

1 In this document, the term “faculty” includes any person teaching a graduate course. 

The central purpose of the course management policy is to provide a framework of common 
understanding for students and faculty concerning the structures, processes, objectives, and 
requirements that pertain to graduate courses at Ryerson.  

Course outlines are required by the University and it is the obligation of faculty members to 
prepare outlines for their courses that adhere to this policy.  It is the responsibility of Program 
Directors to ensure that course outlines are produced that meet policy requirements.

In creating the policy, we recognize the importance of advanced education, research and 
scholarship while (a) defining the types of information that both students and faculty need in 
order to optimize the learning value of any given course, and (b) making clear to students and 
faculty alike the principles and procedures that have been adopted by the University that affect 
the operation of academic courses.  In a more general sense, the course management policy is 
intended to reflect principles that are fundamental to teaching and advanced study at the graduate 
level. 

It is recognized that no course management policy can anticipate all possible circumstances and 
configurations.  In cases where a course must vary from approved course management policy, 
this may be authorized by the relevant program Director.  Students will be informed in writing of 
such variances at the beginning of the course, or if they arise during the course, at the earliest 
possible opportunity.

2 COURSE OUTLINES/SYLLABI

2.1 Provision of Course Outlines

2.1.1 Students will be provided at the beginning of every course with an outline, either 
electronically on the University’s Course Management System, or in hard copy, that 
includes, as a minimum, information on the items specified below.  Outlines may be 
supplemented by more detailed topical or project information periodically during a 
course. 
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2.2 General Information about the course that must be included

2.2.1 Course name and number; semester and year; and requisites and exclusions, if any

2.2.2 Faculty member’s name; office location; scheduled student consultation hours; office 
telephone number; e-mail address; faculty/course web site(s) if available.  If any of 
this information is unknown when the outline is prepared, it will be provided in 
writing at the beginning of the course.  Student consultation hours may be 
communicated by other means

2.2.3 Method of posting grades and method of returning academic work in a manner which 
respects the privacy of students   

2.2.4 Any instructions or limitations on student use of email for faculty contact, as well as 
any preference for means of student contact

2.3 Course Description

2.3.1 Calendar course description

2.3.2 An explanation of the academic focus and scope of the course, the objectives and/or 
intended learning outcomes, and topics with their approximate sequence and schedule

2.3.3 Texts, reading lists and other course materials and/or equipment

2.3.4 A description of the teaching method(s) that will be used (e.g. lecture, laboratory, 
studio, cases, problem-based learning, seminar, field work, oral presentations, or 
combinations of these)

2.3.5 A schedule of field trips or required activities outside of class time

2.4 Expectations/Requirements

2.4.1 A list of all assignments, tests, exams, group and other work to be graded, and a 
general description of these2

2 Specific and appropriately detailed information on the format of tests, exams, and assignments, including group work, will 
be provided by the course instructor as early in the course as possible.  Save for extraordinary circumstances, this will be at 
least three weeks before the evaluation in question.

2.4.2 A schedule of deadlines for graded work and a close approximation of test dates3

3 In the case of intensive courses and other courses offered in a rhythm outside the conventional semester pattern, e.g., three-
weekend courses, standard schedules cannot apply.  In such cases the student must be informed in writing at the beginning of 
the course what time-lines will prevail for all projects, tests, exams, and other graded and required non-graded work.

2.4.3 The penalty for not meeting submission deadlines
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2.4.4 The weighting of each assignment, test, and/or other unit of evaluation

2.4.5 Specific details on any Information Technology requirements for courses utilizing IT 
in course work, assignments or exams

2.4.6 Specific requirements for field placement, if appropriate

2.4.7 Program and/or class policies on the appropriate use of cellular phones, laptop 
computers and other electronic devices in the classroom

2.4.8 The requirement for medical documentation/notification for missed work, or other issues as 
set out in Policy 152:  Graduate Student Academic Consideration and Appeals (Senate 
Policy 152)

2.4.9 The requirement to adhere to the principles of academic integrity as set out in Policy 
60:  Academic Integrity,  Policy (Senate Policy 60) which means that such things as 
cheating, inappropriate collaboration, fraudulent excuses and the like will not be 
tolerated 

2.4.10 The requirement for approval as outlined by Policy 51: Policy on Research Involving 
Human Subjects (Senate Policy 51) and/or Policy 52: Ethics Review of Research 
Involving Animals (Senate Policy 52) for work involving research with animal or 
human subjects/participants 

2.4.11 Other student requirements related to the course

3 ASSESSMENT AND FEEDBACK ON STUDENT PERFORMANCE 

Timely (normally within ten business days) and constructive feedback in response to student 
work is an essential element in the leaning process.  Constructive feedback refers to any type of 
instructor response that serves to inform, guide, encourage, and/or instruct the student in respect 
to relevant course work or research.

3.1 It is important that all work be graded and returned with reasonable promptness.  In the 
case of work that the faculty member will retain, students should receive feedback on the 
content in addition to a numerical grade.

3.2 Where an assignment or test requires students to build directly on the proficiencies 
developed through earlier work, they should have the benefit of feedback on the earlier 
work before the subsequent assessment.

3.3 Should a student miss a test or equivalent (e.g. studio or presentation), with appropriate 
documentation, a make-up will be scheduled as soon as possible, preferably in the same 
semester.  Make-ups should cover the same material as the original assessment but need 
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not be of an identical format.  Only if it is not possible to schedule such a make-up may 
the weight of the missed work be placed on the final exam, or another single assessment.  
If a student misses a scheduled make-up test or exam, with the appropriate notification 
and/or documentation, the grade may be distributed over other course assessments. If 
there is no appropriate notification and/or documentation, a grade of zero will be 
assigned.

3.4 Final examinations must be scheduled by University Scheduling in the examination 
week(s) as specified in the Yeates School of Graduate Studies Significant Dates on the
YSGS website.

3.5 Students who miss a final exam with the appropriate notification and/or documentation 
and who cannot be given a make-up exam prior to the submission of final course grades, 
must be given a grade of INC, and a make-up exam (normally within two weeks of the 
beginning of the next semester) that carries the same weight and measures the same 
knowledge, must be scheduled.  If a student misses a scheduled make-up exam, a grade 
of zero will be assigned.

3.6 While it is preferable to post grades electronically on the Course Management system, 
grades on assignments, tests and exams, including final exams which are posted in hard 
copy, must be posted by numerically sorted student identification number after at least 
the first two digits have been removed.  Instructors must inform students in all course 
management documentation of the methods to be used in the posting of grades.  Students 
who wish not to have their grades posted in hard copy must inform the instructor in 
writing prior to the due date of the first assignment.

3.7 All grades during the term on assignments or tests must be posted or made available to 
students through the return of their work.  If work is returned to the student, it must be in 
a confidential manner consistent with FIPPA requirements.

3.8 Final exams, and in some cases final papers, are not returned, but are retained for a period 
of one year after the end of the semester.  Programs must develop procedures to ensure 
that the disposal of examination papers respects the privacy of the students’ work and 
adheres to FIPPA.

3.9  Grades on final exams must be posted.  However, as there may be other consideration in 
the determination of final grades, students will receive their official final grade in the 
course only from the Registrar.  Final official course grades may not be posted or 
disclosed anywhere by an instructor.

3.10 It is the responsibility of the Program to develop systems or determine procedures for the 
confidential return of graded work.  It is the instructor’s responsibility to ensure that these 
procedures are followed.
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3.11 The assignment of an incomplete grade (INC) normally follows discussion between the 
faculty member and student concerning the work to be completed and the relevant due 
date(s). To confirm arrangements that are already mutually understood or to provide the 
necessary information where prior consultation has not taken place, the faculty member 
will complete the official INC form that specifies the work to be completed and the due 
dates. Copies of this INC form must be submitted to the graduate program office, which 
will in turn provide a copy to the student. It is the student’s responsibility to follow up 
with the graduate program office if a copy is not received.

The due date set by the faculty member will be no later than the end of the following 
semester, but will normally be earlier than this.

4.  CHANGES TO AN ANNOUNCED EVALUATION SCHEME

4.1 During the semester, it is sometimes necessary or desirable for a faculty member to revise
the plan of student evaluation contained in the course outline.  When this is the case, the 
faculty member will: 

4.1.1 inform the class of changes; 
4.1.2 make such revisions as early as possible in the course; 
4.1.3 confirm the changes both orally and in writing (handout or posting to course 

website); and
4.1.4 submit a copy of the revision to the graduate program Director for approval.

4.2 When such a change involves only the extension of a deadline, a minimum of one week’s 
notice is normally required.  In the case of other changes (e.g., in the number, mix, and/or 
weighting of methods of evaluation) students will be given as much notice as possible, 
normally at least three weeks, in order to adjust their course work plans. 

4.3 Once students have begun work on a particular component of the evaluation scheme, 
changes will be made to that component only under extraordinary circumstances.  When 
such changes must be made, students will, if at all possible, be given the opportunity to 
complete the evaluation(s) as initially set out and with the same course weight, if they so 
wish. 

4.4 When changes are made to the plan of student evaluation or to the nature of a particular 
assignment/test to accommodate the needs of an individual student or of a group within the 
class, the nature of the accommodation will be outlined in writing with a copy retained by 
the student(s) concerned and the faculty member(s).

4.5 In the case of emergencies such as faculty illness, the Director of the graduate program is 
responsible for restructuring the evaluation scheme, if required, in such a way as to maintain 
course integrity while not creating undue disadvantage for students. Normal periods of 
notification may be waived in such circumstances.
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5  RECORD KEEPING 

Instructors are required to:

5.1 submit a copy of all course outlines and any revisions, in the requested format, to their 
graduate program office at the beginning of each term;

5.2 only assess the work of officially registered students;

5.3 maintain a grade calculation sheet, all final examinations and in some cases final papers 
for each class taught for a period of one year after the end of the term; and

5.4 records no longer required at the end of the required holding period must be disposed of 
in a manner consistent with FIPPA.

6 RELEVANT POLICIES

Instructors and graduate students are required to adhere to all relevant University policies, 
including those related to courses and research.  All policies can be found at the Senate 
website: http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/

Plagiarism

Instructors should emphasize to students the importance of the policy on plagiarism in Senate 
Policy 60: Academic Integrity: http://www.ryerson.ca/content/dam/senate/policies/pol60.pdf .

Students should be encouraged to inquire if in doubt.

Other policies include, but are not limited to, the following:

Academic Accommodation of Students with Disabilities: 
http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol159.pdf

Examination Policy: http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol135.pdf

Accommodation of Student Religious, Aboriginal and Spiritual Observance: 
http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol150.pdf

Ethics Review of Research: http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol51.pdf
http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol52.pdf

Official University communications via e-mail: http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol157.pdf

Graduate Student Academic Consideration and Appeals: 
http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol152.pdf

http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/
http://www.ryerson.ca/content/dam/senate/policies/pol60.pdf
http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol159.pdf
http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol135.pdf
http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol150.pdf
http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol51.pdf
http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol52.pdf
http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol157.pdf
http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol152.pdf
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RYERSON UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE ACADEMIC CONSIDERATION AND APPEALS 

Ryerson University is committed to promoting academic success and to ensuring that students’ 
academic records ultimately reflect their academic abilities and accomplishments. The University 
expects that academic judgments by its faculty will be fair, consistent and objective, and 
recognizes the need to grant academic consideration, where appropriate, in order to support 
students who face personal difficulties or events. Academic consideration is the general name 
given to a number of different alternate arrangements that may be made, dependent upon the 
circumstances and what is appropriate for both the students and the University, such as the 
extension of a deadline for an assignment, re-scheduling or re-weighting of an exam or assignment 
because of missed work, the assignment of an INC or the permission to continue on provisional 
standing. It should be understood that students can only receive grades which reflect their 
knowledge of the course material. 

This Policy  provides the process by which graduate students may seek academic consideration. It 
is expected that requests for academic consideration will be made as soon as circumstances arise. 
The policy also describes the grounds and process by which students may appeal when they believe 
the academic consideration provided is not appropriate or when they have been unable to 
informally resolve course-related issues with their instructor. (For purposes of this document, 
“instructor” shall mean any person who is teaching a graduate course or supervising a graduate 
student at the University.) The University is responsible for dealing with student appeals fairly and 
must adhere to the timelines established in this policy. 

Students should refer to University publications (on the YSGS website and the Senate website) for 
detailed information on the various types of academic consideration that may be requested; 
necessary documents such as appeal forms, medical certificates and forms for religious 
accommodation; and procedural instructions. Students are responsible for reviewing all pertinent 
information prior to the submission of a formal academic appeal. Incomplete appeals will not be 
accepted. Students are responsible for ensuring that a formal appeal is submitted by the deadline 
dates published in the calendar, and must adhere to the timelines established in this policy. 

All issues regarding academic standing should be referred to the Graduate Program Director 
(GPD), or GPD Designate, 1of the student’s program. (See section IIB on Grounds for Appeal of 
Academic Standing.) The Academic Appeals process reflects decision-making in an academic 
environment and, as such, cannot be equated to decision-making in the judicial system. The 
principles of natural justice and fairness will apply to all decisions made. 

1 For the purpose of this document, Program Director shall include the designate of any Graduate Program 
Director
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I. ACADEMIC CONSIDERATION 

IA. GENERAL REGULATIONS
1. It is the student’s responsibility to notify and consult with either their instructor or Program 

Director, depending on the situation, as soon as circumstances arise that are likely to affect 
academic performance.

2. It is the student’s responsibility to attempt to resolve all course related issues with the 
instructor as soon as they arise, and then, if necessary, with the Program Director.  Failure to 
do so may jeopardize the success of an appeal made at a later date.

3. When issues are not resolved with an instructor, or when a student does not receive a timely 
response from an instructor, the Program Director must be contacted for assistance if the 
student wishes to pursue the matter further before launching a formal appeal.

4. An appeal may be filed only if the issue cannot be resolved appropriately with the instructor 
or Program Director (see section IIB on Grounds for Course Grade Appeal).

5. It is the instructor’s responsibility to respond when students raise grading or course 
management issues. 

6. If the Program Director is the instructor for a course in which an accommodation or alternate 
arrangement is being requested and the matter cannot be resolved, the student should request 
that the Dean appoint an appropriate replacement to act as Program Director in the process. 

7. It is the Program Director’s responsibility to be accessible to discuss matters that cannot be 
resolved between the instructor and the student. 

8. Students who do not receive their final grades because of outstanding debt to the University, 
risk missing the deadline for filing an appeal.  Grades will not be officially released to students 
with outstanding debt.

9. Students who are appealing their withdrawn standing may continue in their program and shall 
be registered in courses on the basis of a provisional contract until the standing appeal is 
resolved. Students must pay all appropriate fees. If the appeal is denied and they remain 
withdrawn, they will be given a full refund of the fees charged for the program in which they 
enrolled that semester. 

10. Students shall be given supervised access to their graded work or final exam, and be permitted 
to use that work for a reasonable length of time in order to prepare the required explanation 
for a re-grading request. 

11. If academic concerns are not resolved with the instructor or with the Program Director, 
students should consult the specific directions and forms for details on the filing of appeals. 
These may be found at the Senate or YSGS websites. (See section IID for Academic Appeals 
Regulations.) 

12. Appeals not filed by the published deadlines will normally not be accepted. In extenuating 
circumstances, students or university administrators may request that an extension be provided 
by a Program Director, Dean or the Secretary of Senate, depending upon the level. (See 
Section III).  

13. It is the student’s responsibility to maintain updated contact information with the University to 
ensure that all information related to grades, standings and appeals are properly received.  
Ryerson program students are required to maintain a Ryerson email address (see Policy 157: 
Establishment of Student Email Accounts for Official University Communication).
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IB. ALTERNATE ARRANGEMENTS 

IB1. Accommodation for Missed Examination and/or Assignment: Religious, Aboriginal 
and Spiritual Observance
Students must have filed the necessary forms for accommodation of religious, aboriginal or 
spiritual observance as required by Policy 150: Accommodation of Student Religious, Aboriginal 
and Spiritual Observance.

IB2. Accommodation for Disability 
Students who have approved accommodations with Academic Accommodation Support (formerly 
the Access Centre), must activate the sending of an accommodation letter via AAS’ online system 
to each of their instructors outlining their approved accommodation(s) for each course. This should 
be done as early as possible, prior to a graded assignment, test or exam, according to Academic 
Accommodation Support Policies and Procedures (see section III and Policy 159: Academic 
Accommodation of Students with Disabilities).

IB3. Alternate Arrangements for Missed Examination and/or Assignment: Medical or 
Compassionate
a. Students shall inform instructors, in advance, when they will be missing an exam, test or 

assignment deadline for medical or compassionate reasons. When circumstances do not permit 
this, the student must inform the instructor as soon as reasonably possible. Alternate 
arrangements may include the setting of a make-up test, transferring the weight of a missed 
assignment to the final examination or extending a deadline. 

b. Alternate arrangements are based upon the severity of the circumstances and the amount of work 
missed. Generally, employment commitments will not constitute grounds for academic 
consideration; however, employment-related issues may be considered as one element of a 
more complex request for an alternate arrangement. 

c. Students who are either not offered an alternate arrangement or who do not accept the alternate 
arrangement offered by an instructor, may consult with the Program Director. If, after this 
consultation, they still do not accept the alternate arrangement offered, they must document 
their concern in writing to the Program Director and abide by the arrangement to the extent 
possible. If the test or assignment for which an alternate arrangement has been made becomes 
a point of contention in the final course grade, the student may appeal the final course grade at 
the end of the term, on the original medical or compassionate grounds. (See section IIC on 
Grounds for Course Grade Appeals.) 

d. Instructors will determine if medical documentation is required for an alternate arrangement 
based upon the length of the medical condition and the amount and type of the work missed 
and affected.  In the case of illness, a Ryerson Medical Certificate, or a letter on letterhead from 
an appropriate regulated health professional with the student declaration portion of the Ryerson 
Medical Certificate attached, is essential for an appeal based on Medical grounds. The Ryerson 
Medical Certificate and guidelines can be found on the Yeates School of Graduate Studies and 
the Senate web sites. The University may seek verification of medical claims. 
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e. It is recognized that compassionate grounds may be hard to document. Nonetheless, students 
should present as much documentation as possible. For example, a death certificate or notice 
from a funeral home would be appropriate documentation in the case of a death. 

f. All faculty and staff are required to exercise discretion and adhere to the principles of 
confidentiality regarding any documentation received. 

g. Normally, a student who missed a final exam will be given an “incomplete” (INC) and given a 
make-up exam as soon as possible within the completion period specified on the INC form.

h. Unless an “incomplete” (INC) grade is applicable, the instructor cannot grant extensions beyond 
the final date for submission of grades as part of an academic consideration. 

i. Once an alternate arrangement is accepted, it is final unless subsequent events interfere with the 
fulfillment of that alternate arrangement, and the grade in the course may not be appealed based 
upon an allegation of the original arrangement being unfair. 

IB4. Arrangements for Inability to Complete Term Work in More Than One Course:
a. Students who are unable to complete their term work in more than one course, due to 

circumstances that arise during the semester, should consult with their Program Director as soon 
as possible. Failure to do so will jeopardize the ability to provide consideration and to launch a 
future appeal. 

b. When seeking alternate arrangements, students must submit supporting documentation to their 
Program Director, who should advise students as to what to do on a course-by-course basis as 
soon as possible. Suggestions may include completing the work in some courses, dropping 
some courses, requesting extensions of deadlines or requesting grades of “incomplete” (INC). 
A copy of the suggested arrangement will be kept on record in the program office. 

c. Each of the student’s instructors must receive an email from the Program Director informing 
him/her that the student will be requesting an alternate arrangement and, if the student requests, 
the arrangement that has been suggested. Students must contact each instructor to verify that 
the suggested arrangement is acceptable to the instructor.  Instructors should not require 
documentation to support the request for an alternate arrangement, as an assessment has already 
been made. 

d. While it is advisable for students to discuss dropping a course with the instructor, courses may 
be dropped at the time of the consultation with the Program Director. The Program Director 
must inform the involved faculty member that the student has dropped the course. If the drop 
deadline has passed, approval from the Associate Dean, YSGS will be required to drop a course. 

IB5. Advance Consideration of Academic Standing 
If, during the semester, students experience medical or compassionate circumstances which may 
later affect their academic standing, it is the students’ responsibility to bring the situation to the 
attention of the Graduate Program Director at the earliest possible time. 

IC. GRADE REASSESSMENT
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IC1. Regrading of Work
a. At any time during the semester, students who believe that an assignment, test or exam, either 

in whole or part, has not been appropriately graded must first review their concerns with their 
instructor within ten (10) working days of the date when the graded work is returned to the 
class. It is an instructor’s responsibility to return graded work in a timely manner. Grades not 
questioned within this period will not be reassessed at a later date. 

b. An instructor may require a written request for regrading, stating why the work warrants a higher 
grade.  It is not acceptable for students to request a higher grade without justification based on 
the merit of work. 

c. If there is a concern about work returned during the final week of classes, or a final exam or 
paper, there may not be an opportunity to review the grade with the instructor or to have the 
work remarked prior to the assignment of a final grade for the course. In that case, a meeting 
with the instructor should be scheduled as soon as possible. 

d. If an instructor does not agree to review the work, does not provide sufficient rationale for not 
reviewing the work, or does not respond to the student within five (5) working days, the student 
may consult the Graduate Program Director who should assist in resolving the issue and who 
may initiate a formal reassessment at the earliest possible opportunity.  (See section IC1.f).

e. It is recognized that there are assignments that do not lend themselves to independent re-
evaluation, such as presentations or performances. Therefore, these may not be reassessed. 

f. Reassessment of work by someone other than the instructor 

i. If a student does not accept an instructor’s regrading of the work and wishes to request 
a formal regrading, he/she must submit specific and detailed reasons, in writing to the 
Graduate Program Director as to why the original grade was inappropriate, including 
any evidence from course notes, textbooks, etc.  Asserting that the work deserves more 
marks or that the student disagrees with the mark is not sufficient support for the 
reassessment. If the Graduate Program Director determines that a reassessment is not 
warranted, he/she may deny that reassessment, and inform the student, in writing, of 
the reasons and of the right to appeal that decision to the Graduate Appeals 
Committee on the grounds of Procedural Error (See section IIB.5. All appeals to the 
Graduate Appeals Committee should be submitted through the office of the 
Administrative Coordinator, YSGS).

ii. Students shall be given supervised access to any graded work that has not been 
returned or to their final exams, and be permitted to use that work for a reasonable 
length of time in order to prepare the required explanation for the re-grading request. 

iii. The instructor will provide to the Graduate Program Director the grading scheme 
utilized in evaluating the work. 

iv. Either the student or the instructor must provide the original graded assignment, test 
or exam in question to the Graduate Program Director. 

v. A clean copy of the work, with all grading notations deleted indicating the student 
number but not name, must be provided to the Graduate Program Director. If it is a 
paper or assignment, or a test that has been returned to the student, the student must 
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supply the copy. If it is an exam that has not been returned to the student, the instructor 
must supply the copy. 

g. The work will be remarked in its entirety by a qualified person other than the original instructor, 
as determined by the Graduate Program Director. Partial remarking is not permitted.

h. If remarking within the University is not possible, another mechanism for reassessment of the 
material should be arranged. This may include submission to an external assessor. 

i. A reassessment may result in the grade remaining the same, being raised or being lowered, and 
the reassessed grade becomes the official grade for that work.  The revised grade cannot be 
subsequently appealed. If reassessment of the work was not done or has not been done in 
keeping with this policy, then the ground of the appeal is Procedural Error (see section IIB.5). 

IC2. Calculation Error 
a. If a student believes that there has been a miscalculation of a grade due to an omission, improper 

addition, etc., the student must contact the instructor to resolve the issue within ten (10) working 
days of the date when the graded work is returned to the class. It is an instructor’s responsibility 
to return graded work in a timely manner. Grades not questioned within this period will not be 
recalculated at a later date. 

b. If a recalculation is not done within five (5) working days of the request or the student disagrees 
with the result, the student must consult with the Graduate Program Director to assist in 
resolving the issue as soon as possible. 

c. The grade for the assignment may be higher, lower or the same as the original grade, and the 
reassessed grade becomes the official grade for that work. The revised grade cannot be 
subsequently appealed. 

d. If recalculation was not done or was not in keeping with the policy, then the ground of the appeal 
is Procedural Error (see section IIB.5). 

ID. COURSE MANAGEMENT ISSUES 
Students who have concerns about how a course is taught or managed should normally first consult 
with the instructor as soon as the concern arises. If they feel that the matter cannot be discussed 
with the instructor or if the matter cannot be resolved, students should consult with the Graduate 
Program Director.  Failure to do so may jeopardize an appeal. 
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II. ACADEMIC APPEALS 

Academic Appeals are reserved for issues related to grades or academic standings that could not 
be resolved with an instructor or a Graduate Program Director. Students will only receive grades 
which reflect their knowledge of the course material. With the exception of Procedural Error, no 
new grounds may be introduced at subsequent levels. 

IIA. APPEALS DURING THE TERM
Appeals may be initiated at any time during the term by following the process below.

IIB. GROUNDS FOR COURSE GRADE APPEALS
There are five grounds that may be considered for a grade appeal: Prejudice; Medical; 
Compassionate; Course Management; and Procedural Error.

IIB1. Prejudice 
a. Claims of prejudice are limited to prohibited grounds as defined by the Ontario Human Rights 

Code (e.g. race, sex, sexual orientation, disability, etc.). Students who believe their grade has 
been adversely affected by another form of personal bias or unfair treatment may appeal under 
the ground of Course Management. 

b. Students must consult with the Human Rights Office (formerly the Discrimination and 
Harassment Prevention Office) if filing an appeal on the grounds of prejudice. The
Discrimination and Harassment Prevention Policy is available on the Ryerson website. The 
Human Rights Office will do an assessment and make a recommendation to the Graduate 
Program Director before the appeal will proceed. This may result in a delay in the appeals 
process. 

c. If the Human Rights Office determines that there is insufficient evidence to support a claim of 
prejudice on a prohibited ground and the student wishes to proceed on the basis of personal bias 
or unfair treatment, an appeal may then be filed on the ground of Course Management. 

d. If, during the course of any level of appeal, it is determined that there is a claim of prejudice on 
a prohibited ground, which was not investigated by the Human Rights Office, it will be referred 
to that Office and the decision will be delayed until that office has assessed the claim and made 
a recommendation. 

IIB2. Medical 
a. If a medical condition occurs during the term, it is expected that students who need an alternative 

arrangement for meeting academic obligations will submit appropriate documentation for work 
that is missed, and will make alternate arrangements for either a single course or for all courses 
in that term (See section IB on Alternate Arrangements.) Alternate arrangements are based upon 
the severity of the circumstances and the amount of work missed.

b. Students must submit a fully completed Ryerson Medical Certificate, or a letter on letterhead 
containing all of the information required by the medical certificate, signed by an appropriate 
regulated health professional for the applicable period of time.  The documentation should 
explain the duration of the medical condition and the impact of the medical condition on the 
student’s ability to perform during that period.  Where circumstances do not permit this, the 
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student must inform the instructor as soon as reasonably possible.  The University may seek 
further verification of medical claims.

c. Students must submit applicable medical certificates within three (3) working days of any test, 
exam or assignment due date to receive consideration for that work. Documents not submitted 
within this period will only be accepted under exceptional circumstances. 

IIB3. Compassionate 
a. Appeals may be filed on Compassionate grounds when there are events or circumstances beyond 

the control of and often unforeseen by the student, that seriously impair that student’s ability to 
meet academic obligations.  Instructors should have been informed of these circumstances as 
soon as they affected a student’s ability to complete their work so that alternate arrangements 
could be made. Failure to have done so may jeopardize the appeal. Alternate arrangements are 
based upon the severity of the circumstances and the amount of work missed. Generally, 
employment commitments will not constitute grounds for academic consideration; however, 
employment-related issues may be considered as one element of a more complex application 
for consideration. 

b. While it is recognized that compassionate grounds may be hard to document, items such as 
relevant travel documents, death certificates or notices from a funeral home, letters from 
counselors, therapists, or religious or community leaders would be appropriate documentation.  
It is advisable that students provide as much documentation as possible.  Where circumstances 
do not permit this, the student must inform the instructor as soon as reasonably possible.

c. Students must submit applicable documentation within three (3) working days of a test, exam 
or assignment deadline in order to receive consideration for that work.  Where circumstances
do not permit this, documentation must be submitted as soon as reasonably possible.  

IIB4. Course Management 
a. Appeals may be filed on the ground of Course Management when students believe that a grade 

has been adversely affected because an instructor has deviated significantly from the course 
management policies of the YSGS or from the course outline, or has demonstrated personal 
bias or unfair treatment. 

b. Students should have brought course management issues to the attention of the instructor and/or 
the Chair/Director when the concern arose. Failure to have done so may jeopardize the appeal. 

c. Students must provide the course outline when it is relevant to their appeal, must detail where 
the deviation occurred and must explain how their academic performance was affected. 

IIB5. Procedural Error 
a. Appeals may be filed on the ground of Procedural Error when it is believed that there has been 

an error in the procedure followed in the application of either this policy or any applicable 
policy of the University. Appeals granted on this ground will rectify the procedural error.  

b. Where students claim that an academic regulation or policy was improperly applied or not 
followed, they must reference both the policy and the alleged error, and explain how this 
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procedural error has affected their academic record. This may include such things as a failure 
to recalculate a grade or remark an exam, or when a response deadline has been missed. 

IIC. APPEAL OF ACADEMIC STANDING
Since Academic Standing is determined by students’ academic performance, students must 
provide substantive reasons why their current standing is not appropriate. Standing appeals are 
generally based on medical or compassionate grounds or procedural error. Requests for changes 
must have supporting documentation attached.  Students should normally have consulted with the 
Graduate Program Director as soon as the situation that affected their academic performance arose.

1. In appeals based on medical grounds, students will be required to submit documentation for the 
applicable period of time. The documentation should explain the duration of the medical 
condition and the impact of the medical condition on the students’ ability to meet academic 
obligations during that period. 

2. Appeals may be based on compassionate reasons when there are events or circumstances beyond 
the control of and often unforeseen by the student, that seriously impair a student’s ability to 
meet academic obligations. Instructors or Graduate Program Directors should have been 
informed of these circumstances as soon as they affected a student’s ability to complete their 
work so that alternate arrangements could be made. Failure to have done so may jeopardize the 
appeal. (See section IIB.3 on employment related concerns.) 

3. Appeals may be based on Procedural Error when it is believed that there has been an error in 
the procedure followed in the application of either this policy or any applicable policy of the 
University.

IID. ACADEMIC APPEALS REGULATIONS 
1. Each Graduate Program Director or designate shall respond to student appeals. 

2. The YSGS Appeals Committee will respond to Appeals at the YSGS level. 

3. In cases involving a graduate student and an Undergraduate or a Continuing Education course 
in which he or she may be enrolled, Policy 134:  Undergraduate Academic Consideration and 
Appeals will prevail.  

4. The Senate Appeals Committee shall hear appeals at the Senate level. 

5. In some situations, appeals may be dismissed (not accepted) at the YSGS or at the Senate levels 
(see section III).

6. Anyone who chairs an Appeals Committee at any level may not serve on an Appeals Committee 
at any other level.  

7. Conflict of Interest A member of an Appeals Panel should not have had any prior involvement 
with the case. A member of a Hearing Panel, a student or an instructor (appellant and 
respondent) must disclose any conflict of interest, if known, no less than five (5) working days 
before the hearing. Unless the conflict of interest is resolved, the Panel member shall be 
replaced. If either party raises a conflict of interest regarding any Panel member(s) once the 
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Hearing has begun, the Hearing Panel will judge the validity of the conflict and will decide on 
whether the Panel member may sit on the appeal. The Panel member(s) that is challenged may 
offer a statement but may not take part in the Panel’s decision on the conflict. If the Panel 
member with the conflict is excused and there is no quorum, the Hearing shall be adjourned and 
a new hearing scheduled with a new Panel member. 

8. Burden and Standard of Proof: In an Academic appeal the onus is on the student to show that 
the original decision was incorrect. The standard of proof in all decisions shall be “a balance of 
probabilities.” This means that, in order for students to be granted their appeals, they must show 
the Panel that it is more likely than not that the original decision was incorrect.

9. All individuals who have responsibility for deciding appeals, including Graduate Program 
Directors, members of Appeals Committees, and all Appeals Officers shall be required to attend 
training session(s) conducted by the Office of the Secretary of Senate prior to making any 
appeals decisions. 

10. Statistics on the type, grounds and outcome of appeals must be reported to the Secretary of 
Senate at the end of each term. 

IIE ACADEMIC APPEALS 

IIE.1. Program Level Appeals 
a. All appeals at the Program level must be filed by the deadline stated in the Graduate Calendar 

using the forms (and instructions), available on the YSGS and Senate websites, or from YSGS 
or graduate program offices.  Deadlines may be extended if grades are not posted in a timely 
manner.  However, students must have inquired by the deadline stated in the graduate calendar
if a grade is missing.

b. Appeals will normally be submitted in person to the graduate program office. Fax or email 
submissions will only be accepted where prior arrangements have been made, to ensure that the 
appropriate person receives the appeal. Original documents must follow by mail. All documents 
to be presented as evidence must be attached to the appeal. 

c. Students who have attempted to have work reassessed or grades recalculated and have not had 
the matter resolved prior to the appeal deadline, or who have not yet received a response from 
an instructor or a Graduate Program Director, and who wish to appeal, may submit a formal 
appeal on the ground of Procedural Error by the deadline.  This appeal may be withdrawn at a 
later date if the issue is resolved.

d. Students who wish to appeal a final course grade must first consult with the instructor and/or 
Graduate Program Director. Students who wish to appeal an academic standing must first 
consult the Graduate Program Director. This consultation must occur as soon as possible after 
their grades and/or notice of academic standing are posted, allowing enough time to meet the 
deadline for the last date to appeal. 

e. If a student appeals only an academic standing, it will be deemed that the grade(s) upon which 
the academic standing was based have been accepted. 
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f. If a student has initiated more than one appeal, the Graduate Program Director shall determine 
whether the various appeals should be heard concurrently or sequentially.  If the appeals are 
heard sequentially, then the grade appeal must be heard first.

g. If a grade appeal is delayed because there is an unresolved reassessment or recalculation, the 
related standing appeal may also be delayed. 

h. If an appeal of a charge of academic misconduct is related to a concurrent grade or academic 
standing appeal, the misconduct appeal will be heard first, and the decision, if relevant, 
forwarded to the appropriate program. As per Policy 60: Academic Integrity (available on the 
Senate website), a grade of “DEF” may be assigned while a misconduct charge is under 
investigation. 

i. Appeals of final grades submitted as a result of completing an “incomplete” (INC) are often 
posted during next term (rather than at the end of that term), depending on the requirement for 
completion stated on the INC form.  An appeal of such a final grade must be filed within ten 
(10) working days of the posting of the new grade.  Students are responsible for periodically 
checking for the posting of the grade.

j. The program is not required to consider an appeal of an academic standing if the grade appeal 
was denied and it was the sole basis of the standing appeal or if the grade appeal was granted 
and the standing is automatically changed as a result. 

k. The program must respond to the student in writing within ten (10) working days of the receipt 
of the appeal, whether the appeal was granted or denied. The letter must clearly state the basis 
on which the decision was reached. Students should indicate if they wish to pick up the decision 
in person or have the decision emailed, faxed or sent by mail. If the appeal decision is mailed, 
it will be deemed to have been received by the fifth working day following the postmark date 
on the envelope. Fax and email responses will be deemed to have been received on the date 
sent.  Students are responsible for contacting the program if they have not received a response 
in the specified time period. 

l.  Decisions
i.  The Graduate Program Director or designate may not award a numerical grade, or require 
any action contrary to a University policy or collective agreement.
ii.  The Graduate Program Director or designate may:

a. deny the appeal
b. grant the appeal
c. grant or deny the appeal in part, subject to conditions, or attach any conditions 

to any decision.  If the student does not accept the conditions attached, the 
appeal will be considered to be denied.

IIE2. Yeates School of Graduate Studies Level Appeals
a. Appeals must be filed within ten (10) working days of receipt of the decision at the Program 

level and must be complete.  Forms and Instructions found on the YSGS website must be 
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utilized.  Except for Procedural error, the grounds for an appeal should be the same as those 
claimed at the Program level. 

b. Appeals will normally be submitted in person to the Administrative Co-ordinator, YSGS during 
business hours. Fax or email submissions will only be accepted where prior arrangements have 
been made, to ensure that the appropriate person receives the appeal. Original documents must 
follow by mail. All documents to be presented as evidence must be attached to the appeal at the 
time of submission.

c. If students do not proceed within the timeline stipulated, the appeal will be considered 
terminated. Withdrawn students will be removed from their courses once the time for the appeal 
has expired without an appeal being launched. 

d. The Administrative Co-ordinator, YSGS Dean’s Office shall: 

i. review the appeal to determine if it is complete and is within the deadline; 
ii. immediately, forward the appeal to the respondent. The respondent shall reply to the 

appeal in writing to the Administrative Co-ordinator, YSGS Dean’s Office, within 
five (5) working days of receipt, including any documents to be submitted as 
evidence. A copy of the relevant course outline(s) must be submitted for all grade 
appeals and where possible, student’s grades in each component of the course.  The 
Registrar must also receive a copy of the appeal. 

iii. establish a Hearing Panel of the YSGS Appeals Committee and appoint a Hearing 
Panel Chair; (See section IID.7 for regulations on Conflict of Interest.) 

iv. determine if the student’s academic record is pertinent to the appeal;
v. determine, in consultation with the Associate Dean, YSGS if, given the grounds of 

the appeal, it is necessary to call the instructor and/or the Graduate Program Director 
to be present;

vi. schedule a hearing based upon the availability of the student and the instructor or 
Program Director. Both parties must receive at least ten (10) working days notice of 
the date, time and place of the hearing. An appeal may be scheduled with less than 
ten (10) working days notice with the written agreement of both parties; and 

vii. forward all of the submissions for the appeal, including a copy of the student’s 
academic record where relevant, to: all members of the Hearing Panel; the Graduate 
Program Director and any instructors who will be attending the hearing; the 
Registrar; the student; and the student’s advocate, if any. Students must receive 
appeals information related to their Hearing from the Administrative Co-ordinator, 
YSGS, either in person by prior arrangement or by courier. It will be deemed that the 
information has been received on the date it was picked up or couriered. 

e. All Hearings shall be conducted in accordance with the Statutory Powers Procedure Act (SPPA).
A copy of the SPPA is available for review in the office of the Secretary of Senate. 

f. Hearing Regulations: 
i. The respondent in the appeal shall be accompanied, when possible, by relevant faculty who 

shall attend to respond to any relevant questions. 
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ii. Both parties may bring witnesses, who shall normally be present at the hearing only while 
giving testimony. Students may bring one representative or advocate (including legal 
counsel) at this level.

iii. Unless the Committee is informed of an emergency situation, if either a party, a
representative or advocate, or a witness fails to attend the Hearing, the Appeals 
Committee will proceed in his or her absence. 

iv. The Hearing Panel may adjourn the Hearing when it is required for a fair process. 
v. An oral Hearing may be open to the public except when the Hearing Panel is of the opinion 

that matters involving public security may be disclosed or the person disclosing 
intimate financial or personal matters may be negatively affected by doing so. 

vi. In order to provide advice on the process and information on a student’s academic record, 
the Administrative Co-ordinator, YSGS, may be present at the Hearing. 

g. If YSGS fails to respond to a student’s appeal within the stipulated time period, and there has 
been no prior agreement between the student and the Dean or delegate to extend the time 
period, the student is permitted to proceed directly to the Senate Appeals Committee. 

h. In some situations, appeals may be dismissed (not accepted) at this level (see section III).

i. The Associate Dean, YSGS must respond to the student in writing within ten (10) working 
days of the receipt of the appeal. The letter must clearly state the basis on which the decision 
was reached. Students should indicate if they wish to pick up the decision in person or have 
the decision emailed, faxed or sent by mail. If the appeal decision is mailed, it will be deemed 
to have been received by the fifth working day following the postmark date on the envelope. 
Students are responsible for contacting the office of Administrative Co-ordinator, YSGS 
Dean’s Office if they have not received a response in the specified time period. The YSGS 
Appeals Committee must send copies of the decision to the instructor, the Graduate Program 
Director, the Registrar and the Secretary of Senate. 

j. Decisions
i.  The YSGS Appeals Committee may not award a numerical grade, or require any action 

contrary to a University policy or collective agreement.
ii.  The YSGS Appeals Committee may:

d. deny the appeal
e. grant the appeal
f. grant or deny the appeal in part, subject to conditions, or attach any 

conditions to any decision.  If the student does not accept the conditions 
attached, the appeal will be considered to be denied.

IIE3. Appeals to the Senate Appeals Committee 
a. Students must submit an appeal to the Secretary of Senate within ten (10) working days of 

receipt of the YSGS Level response. Forms and instructions for the filing of Appeals can be 
found at the YSGS or Senate websites, or are available from the office of the Secretary of 
Senate.  Appeals will normally be submitted in person. Fax or email submissions will only be 
accepted where prior arrangements have been made, to ensure that the appropriate person 
receives the appeal. Original documents must follow by mail. All documents to be presented as 
evidence must be attached to the appeal.
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b. The Secretary of Senate shall: 

viii. review the appeal to determine if it is complete and is within the deadline; 
ix. Immediately, forward the appeal to the Graduate Program Director. The Graduate 

Program Director shall, upon receipt, inform the Secretary of Senate who shall be the 
respondent. The respondent shall reply to the appeal in writing to the Secretary of 
Senate within five (5) working days of receipt, including any documents to be 
submitted as evidence. A copy of the relevant course outline(s) must be submitted 
for all grade appeals, and where possible, student’s grades in each component of the 
course.  The Registrar must also receive a copy of the appeal. 

x. establish a Hearing Panel of the Senate Appeals Committee and appoint a Hearing 
Panel Chair; (See section IID.7 for regulations on Conflict of Interest.) 

xi. determine, in consultation with the Assistant Registrar, if the student’s academic 
record is pertinent to the appeal;

xii. determine, in consultation with the Chair of the Hearing Panel if, given the grounds 
of the appeal, it is necessary to call the instructor and/or the Graduate Program 
Director to be present;

xiii. schedule a hearing based upon the availability of the student and the instructor or 
Graduate Program Director. Both parties must receive at least ten (10) working days 
notice of the date, time and place of the hearing. An appeal may be scheduled with 
less than ten (10) working days notice with the written agreement of both parties; and 

xiv. forward all of the submissions for the appeal, including a copy of the student’s 
academic record where relevant, to: all members of the Hearing Panel; the Graduate 
Program Director and any instructors who will be attending the hearing; the 
Registrar; the student; and the student’s advocate, if any. Students must receive 
appeals information related to their Hearing from the Secretary of Senate either in 
person by prior arrangement or by courier. It will be deemed that the information has 
been received on the date it was picked up or couriered. 

c. All Hearings shall be conducted in accordance with the Statutory Powers Procedure Act (SPPA).
A copy of the SPPA is available for review in the office of the Secretary of Senate. 

d. Hearing Regulations: 
i. The respondent in the appeal shall be accompanied, when possible, by relevant faculty 

who shall attend to respond to any relevant questions. 
ii. Both parties may bring witnesses, who shall normally be present at the hearing only while 

giving testimony. Students may bring one representative or advocate (including legal 
counsel) at this level.

iii. Unless the committee is informed of an emergency situation, if either party, a 
representative, or advocate, or witness fails to attend the Hearing, the Appeals Committee 
will proceed in his or her absence. 

iv. The Hearing Panel may adjourn the Hearing when it is required for a fair process. 
v. An oral Hearing may be open to the public except when the Hearing Panel is of the opinion 

that matters involving public security may be disclosed or the person disclosing intimate 
financial or personal matters may be negatively affected by doing so. 
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vi. In order to provide advice on the process and information on a student’s academic record,
the Secretary of Senate and a representative of the Registrar’s Office, respectively, may
be present at the Hearing.

g. Decisions
i. The Hearing Panel may not award a numerical grade, or require any action contrary to

another university policy or collective agreement. 
ii. The Hearing Panel may
a. deny the appeal.
b. grant the appeal
c. grant the appeal in part subject to conditions. If the student does not accept the conditions

attached, the appeal will be considered as denied.
iii. The letter to the student, outlining the decision of the Hearing Panel clearly stating the

basis on which the decision was reached, must be sent by the Panel Chair to the Secretary
of Senate, who will send a copy to the student by the means specified by the student
within five (5) working days. The Secretary of Senate must send a copy of the decision
to the Chair, the Dean and the Registrar.

iv. Decisions of the Senate Appeals Committee are final and binding.
v. Based upon matters arising at the Hearing, the Hearing Panel or Appeals Officer may

make recommendations on procedural or policy matters to the Senate Appeals
Committee, the Secretary of Senate, a Program or the YSGS Appeals Committee or
Appeals Officer, a Dean or the Registrar’s Office.

III. DISMISSAL OF APPEALS

IIIA.  Circumstances for dismissal
1. Normally, submission past the deadline and incomplete submissions will not be processed.
These are not considered dismissed appeals, and there is no further action.  In extraordinary 
circumstances, including documented mental health issues, deadline extensions can be granted.

2. Incomplete submissions, or submission forms improperly completed.
3. Missing an exam and/or assignment for religious observance (Section 1B.1): If a student did not

file appropriate forms at the beginning of the semester or as soon as the final exam schedule is
posted, cannot appeal at a later date based on religious observance (see Policy 150:
Accommodation of Student Religious, Aboriginal and Spiritual Observance).

4. no text available
5. Regrading (Section 1C1) or Recalculation (Section IC2): Grade re-assessments are not grounds

for an academic appeal.  Students are required to review grade concerns with the instructor
within ten (10) working days of when the graded work is returned to the class or by the appeal
deadline if it is a final exam or paper.  If the instructor does not agree to review the work or
does not respond within five (5) working days, a student should consult the Graduate Program
Director.  The only appeal permitted regarding quality of work is if the re-assessment of the
work was not done or has not been done in keeping with the policy.  The ground for this type
of appeal is Procedural Error (Section IIB5). There is no appeal of the new grade received – it
may go up or down or remain the same.

6. Prejudice (Section IIB1) – if the Human Rights Office has found that there has been no prejudice
on a prohibited ground, continuation on the ground of prejudice will be dismissed.
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7. Medical (Section IIB2) – Documentation must be submitted within three (3) days of a missed 
test, exam or graded assignment deadline, or as soon as reasonably possible.  It is expected that 
students will consult with an appropriate regulated health professional at the time of their 
illness.  Appeals can be dismissed if the medical certificate is not submitted in a timely way, if 
it does not cover the period of time in question, or if there is not medical documentation 
submitted with an appeal based on medical grounds.

IIIB.  Dismissal at the Program Level
1. Only appeals which are not filed by the deadline date found in University calendars, or which 

are not complete or filed on the appropriate forms may be dismissed (not accepted) at the 
Program Level. 

2. If there are extenuating circumstances (medical/compassionate) that prevent a student from 
meeting the deadlines, a student may request an extension from the Graduate Program Director.  
Supporting documentation may be required.

3.  Students should be notified in writing of the dismissal of the appeal.
4.  There is no further appeal unless it is based on Procedural Error (IIB5)

IIIC.  Dismissal at the School of Yeates School of Graduate Studies Level
1.  If an appeal is dismissed (not accepted) at the YSGS level, the Dean or designate, must give 

the student written notice of the intent to dismiss the appeal and the reasons for the dismissal.
2.  Students have five (5) working days to provide a written response as to why the appeal should 

not be dismissed, addressing the reasons stated in the notice of intent to dismiss.
3. If the student responds, the Dean or designate should forward all documents to Senate to be  

reviewed by a panel of the Senate Appeals Committee, which will decide if the appeal will be 
dismissed or proceed.

4.  The Secretary of Senate will inform the Dean and the student of the decision in writing.
5.  There is no further appeal unless it is based on Procedural Error.

IIID. Dismissal at the Senate Level
1. If an appeal is dismissed (not accepted) at the Senate level, a student must be given a written

notice of intent to dismiss the appeal and the reasons for the dismissal.
2. Students have five (5) working days to provide a written response as to why the appeal should 

not be dismissed, addressing the reason stated in the notice of intent to dismiss.
3. If the student responds, the documentation will be reviewed by a panel of the Senate Appeals 

Committee, which will decide if the appeal will be dismissed or proceed.
4.  The student will be informed in writing of the decision.
5.  There is no further appeal.
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**************************************************************************** 

Date: August 19, 2016 

To:  All RFA Faculty and CUPE 

Pre-release: RFA executive and CUPE executive  

Subject: Accommodating students with mental health disabilities 

From: Chris Evans, Interim Provost and Vice-President, Academic 
provost@ryerson.ca

Earlier this year, the Ontario Human Rights Commission (OHRC) recommended that all 
universities and colleges put in place by September 6, 2016, specific documentation guidelines, 
forms, and procedures related to accommodating students with mental health disabilities. The 
OHRC made these recommendations to remove potential barriers for students while ensuring 
that institutions get appropriate medical documentation to help determine academic 
accommodations.  

The purpose of this email is to ensure that all faculty and contract lecturers clearly understand 
their responsibilities related to the OHRC guidelines. Background information and the steps the 
university has taken to prepare for the September 6 deadline follow at the end. 

Ryerson has been in compliance with several of the guidelines for the last number of years: 

Guideline A) Do not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis to register with the 
university's Office for Students with Disabilities, or receive accommodations or supports 

- Ryerson students are not required to disclose a specific mental-health diagnosis to register with Academic 
Accommodation Support (AAS, formerly the Access Centre). 

- The university requires a registered health care professional to complete an assessment form that clearly 
states the nature of the student’s disability and how it impacts their academic functioning. 

Guideline C) Make it clear that both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities will be accommodated 

- Ryerson has been providing academic accommodation and support to students with temporary and 
permanent disabilities for several years. This applies to all disabilities, not just mental health. 

Guideline E) Do not require students to reveal their private medical information to, or seek accommodation 
directly from, their professors, instructors, teaching assistants, etc. 

- Once a student is registered with AAS, they are required to send their accommodation letter via the AAS 
online system to each of their instructors outlining their approved accommodation(s). This practice has been 
in place since 2014. 

- If you receive such a letter, you are asked to log onto the AAS online system and confirm you have read the 
letter. 

mailto:provost@ryerson.ca
http://www.ryerson.ca/studentlearningsupport/academic-accommodation-support/


**************************************************************************** 

- Students are expected to follow-up with you about particulars, such as deadlines, but where clarification is 
needed regarding an accommodation, you are asked to contact the academic accommodation facilitator listed 
in the letter. 

- In some cases, arrangements for accommodation may be made directly by the staff in AAS on behalf of the 
student. 

- Students who approach you about academic accommodation related to any disability without a letter should 
be referred to Academic Accommodation Support – aasadmin@ryerson.ca or 416-979-5290. 

- If a student wishes to speak to you about their disability, the advice is to focus on the student’s disability-
related request, and not on specific medical information including the diagnosis. This applies to all disabilities, 
not just mental health. 

Two of the guidelines are new to Ryerson: 

Guideline B) Make it clear that students may request interim accommodations for mental health disabilities 
pending receipt of medical documentation 

- Students who register with AAS may be eligible to receive interim accommodations while documentation from 
a qualified health care professional is being obtained. This applies to all disabilities, not just mental health.  

- Any approved interim accommodations will be communicated to you via a student accommodation letter (this 
is the regular AAS process). 

- Upon receipt of documentation, AAS reassesses the interim plan and any adjustments are communicated to 
you via a re-issued letter. You are asked to log onto the AAS online system and confirm you have read the 
letter.  

Guideline D) Do not state or imply that requests for accommodation after a deadline, test or course completion 
(i.e. retroactive accommodation) will not be considered 

- A mental health disability may prevent a student from seeking appropriate support or providing 
documentation in a timely manner. 

- Please review your course outlines to ensure that they do not state or imply that requests for academic 
accommodation after a published deadline will not be considered. 

- Requests for retroactive accommodation will be assessed on a case-by-case basis. Note, that considering the 
request does not necessarily mean that the request will be granted. 

Ryerson’s response 

Since receiving the OHRC’s recommendations, the university has been working toward 
implementation. Presentations were delivered to deans, associate deans, chairs and directors, 
as well as to Senate at its May 31 meeting. Necessary changes to several Senate policies to 
ensure compliance were approved by the Senate Priorities Committee (SPC), which has the 
authority to act on behalf of Senate during the summer months.  

http://www.ryerson.ca/studentlearningsupport/academic-accommodation-support/
mailto:aasadmin@ryerson.ca


Next steps 

AAS is in the process of developing a faculty handbook and FAQs about academic 
accommodation; this will be posted to their website as soon as it becomes available.  

The Vice-Provost, Students will be visiting departments/schools upon request at the beginning 
of the academic term to speak about the guidelines, and the Learning and Teaching Office (LTO) 
will host a workshop on student mental health and academic accommodation later in the term.  

If you have additional questions about these guidelines, please speak with your chair/director, 
or contact the Office of the Vice-Provost Students at vps@ryerson.ca.  

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Evans 
Interim Provost and Vice-President Academic 

mailto:vps@ryerson.ca
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Mohamed Lachemi
President and Vice-Chancellor

July 4, 2016

Chief Commissioner Renu Mandhane 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON M7A 2R9

Via Email: legal@ohrc.on.ca

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane:

RE: Response to June 9, 2016 letter

Ryerson University acknowledges receipt of your June 9th letter which requests confirmation that our 
institution is in the process of implementing the Ontario Human Rights Commission's six guidelines 
related to medical documentation for mental health accommodation, policies and procedures. It was 
already Ryerson's practice to not require disclosure of a diagnosis statement for a mental health 
disability in order for a student to receive accommodation.

The Office of the Vice-Provost Students in partnership with academic and administrative departments 
has been working since April to ensure compliance with all of the guidelines by the Commission's stated 
deadline of September 6,h. This has included a review of all policies and practices related to the 
guidelines, and the development of a communications plan for our academic community.

The university will be submitting its final response with supporting materials by September 6th.

Sincerely,

Mohamed Lachemi 
President and Vice-Chancellor

http://ryerson.ca
mailto:mlachemi@ryerson.ca
mailto:legal@ohrc.on.ca


TRENT UNIVERSITY

1600 West Bank Drive, Peterborough, ON Canada K9J 7B8 trentu.ca/vpacademic 705.748.1011X7695

Office of the Provost 
& Vice President Academic

June 29, 2016

Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON M7A 2R9

Dear Ms. Mandhane,

In response to your June 9th 2016 letter, we are pleased to respond that Trent University is in full compliance 
with the Ontario Human Rights Code. Rest assured that Trent University is committed to take the necessary 
steps in reducing barriers for all students with disabilities, and we have already made several changes over the 
past year that would satisfy the measures outlined in your correspondence.

a) Our Student Accessibility Service (SAS) division revised their forms and procedures in September 2015
and we no longer require students to submit medical documentation that includes a DSM diagnosis, 
unless the information provided is "complex, challenging, and unclear" (OHRC, 2014).

b) Trent provides for interim accommodations, including for mental health, while a student is waiting to
be assessed or to have their documentation forwarded.

c) Trent makes it clear that we accommodate students with temporary disabilities as well as permanent
ones.

d) Trent provides for retroactive accommodations on a case-by-case basis.
e) Student Accessibility Services has an automated system whereby instructors are notified of the need

for accommodation and our students do not have to reveal their private medical information beyond 
the Student Wellness Centre (Health, Counselling, and Accessibility Services).

f) In preparation for September 2016, Trent is reviewing our communication strategies to ensure that all
students, staff, and faculty are aware of their legal rights and obligations under the Ontario Human 
Rights Code.

If you require any further information please do not hesitate to ask.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Muldoon, PhD
Provost and Vice President Academic

http://trentu.ca/vpacademic


UNIVERSITY of 
GUELPH

GUELPH ONTARIO CANADA NIG 2W1 519-824-4120 FAX 519-767-1693 www.uoguelph.ca

OFFICE OF THE PROVOST AND VICE-PRESIDENT (ACADEMIC)

July 6,2016

Chief Commissioner Renu Mandhane 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, Ontario M7A 2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane:

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation

On behalf of the President, I am writing in reply to your letter of June 9, 2016.

I wish to confirm that the measures (a)-(f) as identified in your letter of March 17, 2016 are in many 
respects, already an established practice at the University of Guelph. I am delighted to note that in 
response to your letter, the University has undertaken a thorough review of its policies and procedures 
related to supporting students with disabilities. Proposed changes to our Policy have been going through 
our normal governance process and to date have been reviewed by our two Senate subcommittees: the 
Board of Undergraduate Studies (May 16) and the Board of Graduate Studies (June 3). Suggestions at 
these meetings have resulted in further refinement and improvement of the Policy. While the full Senate 
does not meet over the summer, we anticipate proposed revisions will go the first meeting of Senate in the 
fall (October 24, 2016).

We have also been engaged in numerous discussions both on campus and with colleagues in the province 
regarding our procedures and documentation requirements. We have found these discussions helpful. As 
such, while we continue to enhance our own institutional procedures, we are also committed to supporting 
the COU recommendation that we work collaboratively to develop a sector-wide approaches and 
templates to accommodating students with disabilities.

Finally, every fall we engage in a communication plan on campus to highlight changes to our policies and 
procedures as we continue to implement the full range of AODA recommendations. We will take steps 
during this process to ensure that members of the University community are aware of our expectations.

Please feel free to contact Brenda Whiteside, Associate Vice-President (Student Affairs) should you have 
any questions. She can be reached at b.whitesidc@exec.uogueli)h.ca.

Yours sincerely,

Charlotte Yates
Provost and Vice-Presfdent (Academic)

ce: B. Whiteside, Associate Vice-President (Student Affairs)
J. Ngobia, Assistant Vice-President (Diversity and Human Rights)

http://www.uoguelph.ca
mailto:b.whitesidc@exec.uoguelph.ca


University of Ottawa

University of Ottawa 
Office of the Vice-President 
Academic and Provost

613 562-5737 
613 562-5103

550Cumberiand (217) 
Ottawa ON K1N6NS Canada

www.uOttawa.ca

June 30th 2016

Renu Mandhane
Chief Commissionner
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900
Toronto ON
M7A 2R9

Dear Mrs. Randhane,

On behalf of Mr. Allan Rock, President of the University of Ottawa, I am replying 
to your letter received on June 21st 2016.

The University of Ottawa is currently in a transition period in that our new 
President is taking office July 4th, 2016. The University of Ottawa will be 
welcoming Jacques Frémont, an experienced leader. Mr. Frémont has in depth 
knowledge of the university environment and is an internationally renowned expert 
on human rights, good governance and democracy. In 2013, Mr. Frémont was 
appointed by Quebec’s National Assembly to chair the Commission des droits de 
la personne et des droits de la jeunesse. Prior to his arrival, Mr. Frémont was 
briefed on communications received and wishes to participate upon his arrival and 
provide his input.

The University of Ottawa is committed to promoting and protecting the rights and 
dignity of students with disabilities and to create a safe, respectful, inclusive and 
supportive learning environment for students with disabilities. We have conducted 
an analysis of practices and place and believe we currently have a robust sen/ice 
for our students to ensure that they have an equal opportunity to meet the 
essential requirements of their academic programs.

We have reviewed your proposed measures against our current best practices. 
We wanted to share that we have identified areas where recommendations were 
implemented as well as areas where improvements can be made. We are also 
identified some points of discussion to ensure that all students benefit from an 
optimal service. We wish to collaborate with the Commission and to this end, we 
are inviting you to the University of Ottawa to share with you our current best 
practices and discuss this further with you.

Noting the above and in consultation with our Disability Service Office, we will 
require additional time to consult with Mr. Frémont and will require more 
consideration and time to implement.

We look forward to working collaboratively with the Commission.

Regards,

Michel Laurier
Vice-President Academic and Provost

http://www.uOttawa.ca
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UNIVERSITY OF 
TORONTO

Simcoe Hall, 27 King’s College Circle, Room 225, Toronto, ON M5S 1A1 Canada 

Tel: +1 416-978-2122 Fax: +1 416-978-3939 provost@utoronto.ca www.utoronto.ca

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT & PROVOST

Ms. Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON  M7A 2R9 

September 6, 2016 

Dear Commissioner Mandhane, 

Further to President Meric Gertler’s letter of July 8, 2016, I am writing to provide you with additional 
details related to the six measures outlined in your letters of March 15 and June 9, 2016. 

As noted in my letter of July 8, 2016, a working group had been established to consider enhancements 
to the University’s processes and communications. The work of this group has resulted in the following 
improvements to the current practices directly related to the six measures as follows: 

a) U of T does not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis in order to
register with accessibility services or explore accommodation. To increase awareness, the University
will:
i) Broaden the distribution of information about the institutional disability-related academic

accommodation process and its benefits to students, staff, and faculty.
ii) Clarify language on current forms such as the verification of illness form which may be confused

with disability related accommodation documentation.

In cases where students do not wish to disclose their diagnosis, information on the general nature of 
the disability should continue to be requested (e.g. categorization of disability) from a health-care 
professional who knows their functional limitations the best, thus assisting the student in obtaining 
accommodation that is relevant to their functional needs. 

b) Students currently may request interim accommodations pending receipt of medical documentation
of a case-by-case basis. The University will continue to request preliminary (non-diagnosis)
documentation from a licensed health-care practitioner able to make a confirmation of disability,
assisting in the expeditious processing of interim requests and ongoing requests.

c) Both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities are accommodated at the University of
Toronto in accordance with the Ontario Human Rights Code. Communication materials across our
campuses will continue to be reviewed to ensure consistent and clear language is used. Language
will be clarified regarding what constitutes a temporary disability and the persons responsible for
providing temporary disability-related academic accommodations at the University.

mailto:provost@utoronto.ca
http://www.utoronto.ca


d) Requests for accommodation after a deadline, test, or course completion will continue to be
considered, when received, on a case-by-case basis, having regard to the specific facts of each case,
which can include the relevance of existing disability issues that may have affected the specific form
of evaluation being considered.

e) U of T students are not required to reveal private medical information to their professors or
teaching assistants, nor are they encouraged to seek accommodation directly from instructors.
Communications will continue to faculty and other instructors regarding the accommodations
process. Students will also be encouraged to proactively engage with the accessibility offices on all
three campuses.

f) U of T communicates through a variety of channels – whether online, in print, or in person, and new
communication opportunities are regularly evaluated. This Fall, new resources will be available for
faculty, staff, and students. For staff and faculty, a new “Demystifying Academic Accommodation”
booklet is being developed. For students, “Need Assistance?” messaging has been developed for the
student information systems that outline how students seek academic accommodations and
support.

Beyond the improvements listed above, the University continues to look at strategies to assist in the 
maintenance of a positive and inclusive teaching & learning environment.  

To conclude, the University’s current practice and procedures align with the OHRC’s six 
recommendations relating to mental health accommodation. The OHRC recommendations present an 
opportunity to further communicate to students, staff and faculty about the range of services and 
programs offered by accessibility services. 

Sincerely, 

Cheryl Regehr 
Vice-President & Provost 

cc. 
Sandy Welsh, Vice-Provost, Students 

Simcoe Hall, 27 King’s College Circle, Room 225, Toronto, ON M5S 1A1 Canada 

Tel: +1 416-978-2122 • Fax: +1 416-978-3939 • provost@utoronto.ca • www.utoronto.ca 



Office  of  the  President

Meric S. Gertler, CM, FRSC, FBA, FAcSS
PresidentJuly 8,2016

Ms Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
900-180 Dundas Street West 
Toronto, ON M7A 2R9

Dear Commissioner Mandhane:

I am writing in follow-up to your letters dated March 15 and June 9, 2016 regarding medical 
documentation guidelines and accommodations at the University of Toronto.

The University of Toronto is committed to compliance with the Ontario Human Rights Code and the 
principles enshrined therein. This commitment extends to a very sophisticated approach with respect 
to the duty to accommodate, including with respect to students with mental health disabilities. The 
University of Toronto’s practices are in compliance with the requirements of the Code. Our practices 
are also consistent with the six measures relating to mental health accommodations that are outlined 
in your letters. By September 6, we will provide you with a fuller analysis of how our current 
practices and procedures ensure consistency with the six measures, including additional changes we 
are making in relevant offices to enhance communications and documentation regarding this 
important and complex subject.

We appreciate your March letter’s acknowledgment of the fact that the University of Toronto is 
committed to eliminating barriers for students with mental health disabilities. We are indeed 
dedicated to the Code and to fostering student success. Student success includes appropriate 
accommodations and resources for students with mental health disabilities, thereby ensuring that U 
of T’s rigorous academic standards are upheld for all.

The University of Toronto has, for quite some time, dedicated very substantial and sophisticated 
resources to assisting students with their accommodation needs. There is an accessibility services 
office on all three campuses, and each office has expert staff who are considered national leaders in 
the areas of student learning and success. We also have many accessibility resources in place at the U 
of T Libraries and individual Faculties and Colleges for students with disabilities.

With respect to the specific assurances that you have sought we are glad to provide the following 
information:

a) U of T does not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis in order to 
register with accessibility services or to explore accommodation. The office is available to 
students who have a disability that might affect their academic participation in ways that 
might require accommodation. Once engaged with accessibility services staff, more 
information is gathered. If it appears that a diagnosis may be relevant and necessary for a 
more effective assessment of accommodation needs, it may be requested as part of a



confidential and expert process to tailor the accommodation more precisely to the student’s 
needs. When a mental health disability is involved and a student chooses not to disclose their 
diagnosis, the medical documentation instead would describe functional limitations that need 
to be addressed through accommodations. The entire accessibility services process is 
confidential, and is designed to identify appropriate accommodations; it is only these 
accommodations (not diagnoses) that are conveyed to instructors who are teaching and 
evaluating the student.

b) Students may request interim accommodations pending receipt of medical documentation, 
and these are considered on a case-by-case basis.

c) Accessibility services staff are trained to ensure that both temporary and permanent mental 
health disabilities, within the meaning of the Code, are accommodated and this is specifically 
addressed as part of the assessment process.

d) It is not stated or implied that requests for accommodation after a deadline, test, or course 
completion would not be considered, and such requests - when received - are considered on a 
case-by-case basis.

e) Students are not required to reveal private medical information to their professors or teaching 
assistants, nor are they encouraged to seek accommodation directly from instructors. Students 
with disabilities register with accessibility services for confidential support and resources in 
managing their disability, including accommodations.

f) U of T communicates the various resources, supports, and processes related to accessibility 
and accommodations through various websites, student handbooks, syllabi, etc. More work 
can always be done in clearly communicating our policies and procedures in this area, and 
this will be a focus in the months ahead.

Accordingly, the University of Toronto is fully compliant with its obligations under the Code in this 
important area.

As noted above, by September 6, we undertake to provide you with a fuller analysis of how our 
current practices ensure consistency with the six measures outlined in your letters. In addition, the 
University has already established a working group to consider enhancements to its processes and 
communications (including documentation) to ensure an even more effective approach to addressing 
the mental health disability needs, and other disability needs, of our diverse student population. The 
work of this group will help inform our more detailed forthcoming response to the Commission.

We look forward to being in touch later this summer.

Sincerely,

Meric S. Gertler 
President

cc: Cheryl Regehr, Vice-President & Provost
Sandy Welsh, Vice-Provost, Students
David Lindsay, President & CEO, Council of Ontario Universities
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Ontario Human Right Commission Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation 

Appendix A: Guidelines Checklist 

Guideline Forms and Procedure Requirements Current Measures Supporting this 
Guideline 

Measures Being Implemented By 
September 2016 

Diagnosis and gathering 
information: 

1. Students are not 
required to disclose 
mental health 
disability diagnosis 
to register with 
AccessAbility 
Services and receive 
accommodations or 
supports 

Clearly state that students are not required 
to disclose their disability diagnosis to 
register with AccessAbility Services and 
access accommodations and supports. 
Make providing a diagnosis voluntary 
(without any explicit or implicit pressures to 
disclose). 

Current practice only requires that a 
registered health professional 
confirms a mental health disability. 
The University’s Verification of 
Condition Form does not require a 
disclosure of the mental health 
diagnosis. 

Verification of Condition Form fully 
implemented within the University (Health 
Services, Counselling Services). 

Update website and written materials 
(brochure, handouts, policy and procedures 
manual) to include statement that 
diagnosis does not need to be disclosed, 
and that registered health professional 
need only to confirm presence of a mental 
health disability (suspected temporary or 
permanent). 

Explain that students may need to consent 
to provide a diagnosis if applying for certain 
bursaries/grants. 

Current practice is in alignment with 
this measure. AccessAbility Services 
confirms disability status only to the 
Student Awards and Financial Aid 
office.   

Indicate that forms can be completed by 
any appropriate licensed medical 
professional such as a family doctor, 
psychiatrist, psychologist or psychological 
associate 

Current practice allows for a variety of 
registered professionals to complete 
forms. Registered professionals who 
can verify a condition are listed on the 
Verification of Condition Form, on 
website, and in printed materials. 

Verification of Condition Form fully 
implemented within the University (Health 
Services, Counselling Services). 

Ask medical professional to confirm that 
the student has a disability OR is being 
monitored or assessed to determine a 
diagnosis 

Current practice allows students being 
monitored, or assessed to determine a 
diagnosis, to receive accommodations 

Verification of Condition Form fully 
implemented within the University (Health 
Services, Counselling Services) 
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and register with AccessAbility 
Services. 

The Verification of Condition Form 
provides opportunity to confirm 
disability status OR that individual is 
being monitored or assessed.  

AccessAbility Services accepts letters 
from practitioners verifying that a 
student is under evaluation and 
require interim accommodations. 

Update website and written materials 
(brochure, handouts, policy and procedures 
manual) to explicitly state that persons 
being monitored or assessed can receive 
support and register with the office. 

Focus on requesting information about 
functional limitations due to a health 
condition that impairs the student’s 
academic functioning 

Current practice (Verification of 
Condition Form) inquiries about a 
student’s functional limitations due to 
health condition that impairs their 
academic functioning. It does not 
require a mental health disability 
diagnosis to be disclosed. 

Verification of Condition form fully 
implemented within the University (Health 
Services, Counselling Services) 

Only ask about the effects of medication on 
academic functioning and not about the 
details of the medication prescribed. 

Current practice (Verification of 
Condition Form) inquiries about the 
effects of medication on academic 
functioning and not about the details 
of the medication prescribed. 

Verification of Condition form fully 
implemented within the University (Health 
Services, Counselling Services) 

Not require students to give blanket 
consent to release of additional medical 
information or subsequent discussion with 
the medical professional. If further 
information is justifiably needed, the 
student can be asked to provide express 

Current practice requires students to 
provide explicit informed consent via a 
consent form for AccessAbility 
Services to communicate with health 
providers, family members, and on-
campus service providers. 
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and voluntary informed consent to release 
that information. 

Verification of Condition Form notifies 
students that they will be asked for 
their consent prior to seeking 
additional medical information or 
subsequent discussion if needed. 

Diagnosis and gathering 
information: 

2. Make it clear that 
both temporary and 
permanent mental 
health disabilities 
will be 
accommodated 

Ask for updated medical information where 
a disability is identified as temporary or 
where academic accommodations need to 
be re-visited over time to ensure that they 
continue to meet the student’s needs 
appropriately. 

Current practice is in alignment with 
this measure. The Verification of 
Condition Form allows health 
professionals to indicate when/if 
updated medical information is 
needed. 

Update website and printed materials 
(brochure, handouts, policy and procedures 
manual) to inform students that 
AccessAbility Services may ask for updated 
medical information where a disability is 
identified as temporary or where academic 
accommodations need to be re-visited over 
time to ensure that they continue to meet 
the student’s needs appropriately.  

Indicate all disabilities that give rise to 
functional limitations that impair academic 
functioning will be accommodated 
(permanent and temporary) 

Current practice is in alignment with 
this measure. Website, printed 
materials, and Verification of 
Condition Forms indicate that 
temporary disabilities can be 
accommodated.  

Update website, printed materials 
(brochure, handouts, policy and procedures 
manual) and Verification of Condition 
forms to explicitly state that temporary 
mental health disabilities can be 
accommodated. 

Interim and retroactive 
accommodations: 

3. Make it clear that 
students may 
request interim 
accommodations for 
mental health 
disabilities pending 
receipt of medical 
documentation 

Confirm that assistance will be provided to 
students who require interim 
accommodation pending receipt of medical 
documentation. 

A process for providing interim 
accommodations to students with 
undiagnosed health conditions is in 
place and involves collaboration 
between AccessAbility Services, 
Health Services, and Counselling 
Services.  

Update website, and printed materials 
(brochure, handouts, policy and procedures 
manual) to explicitly state that students can 
register with the office and receive 
accommodations pending receipt of 
medical documentation. 

Establish a process to address interim 
accommodations in situations where a 
student self-identifies accommodation 
needs or it becomes apparent to staff in 
AccessAbility Survives that a student may 

A process for providing interim 
accommodations to students with 
undiagnosed health conditions is in 
place and involves collaboration 
between AccessAbility Services, 

Formally document and share the process 
with university stakeholders. Update 
website, and printed materials, to explicitly 
state that process of accommodating 
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have an undiagnosed health condition with 
accompanying functional limitations that 
impair the student’s academic functioning. 

Health Services, and Counselling 
Services. 

students with undiagnosed mental health 
conditions.  

Interim and retroactive 
accommodations: 

4. Do not state or 
imply that requests 
for accommodation 
after a deadline, 
test, or course 
completion (i.e., 
retroactive 
accommodation) 
will not be 
considered 

If time limits must be contemplated, 
AccessAbility Services should determine 
them on a case-by-case basis in 
consultation with the student. 

Students are expected to submit a 
request to receive exam 
accommodations in AccessAbility 
Services’ Exam Centre, in order to 
appropriately plan and prepare. 
However, late submissions are 
accepted and are reviewed on a case-
by-case basis. Moreover, students are 
provided with additional supports and 
options if they are unable to receive 
an exam accommodation with the 
Exam Centre (e.g., department can 
facilitated exam accommodation if 
exam Centre is unable to facilitate it). 
Students are informed of this deadline 
via multiple venues, including 
reminder emails.  

Update Advising Appointment Content 
Checklist to include discussion around 
deadlines with students and options for 
retroactive accommodations. 

Include statements that the institution will 
consider requests for retroactive 
accommodations on a case-by-case basis.  

Update website and printed materials that 
the University will consider requests for 
retroactive accommodations on a case-by-
case basis, noting the process used to make 
the request. 

Establish a process to meaningfully consider 
requests for retroactive accommodation or, 
if a process already exists, provide clear 
information to students, faculty and staff 
about the process 

Students are provided with the 
opportunity to petition grades, 
deadlines, and other policies in order 
to be considered for retroactive 
accommodations. 

Communicate online, in print, and in 
advising appointments that the university 
will consider requests for retroactive 
accommodations on a case-by-case basis 
via the petition process. 
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Communicate with departments regarding 
the need to thoughtfully consider 
retroactive accommodations for students 
with mental health disabilities. 

Develop a process that enables a student to 
have a retroactive accommodation request 
considered in a way that does not require 
the student to reveal their private medical 
information, or seek accommodation 
directly from, their professors/instructors.    

Privacy and 
confidentiality: 

5. Do not require 
students to reveal 
their private medical 
information to, or 
seek 
accommodation 
directly from, their 
professors, 
instructors, teaching 
assistants, etc. 

AccessAbility Services will communicate 
with professors, instructors and teaching 
assistants about accommodations. 

AccessAbility Services will implement a new 
software system that will enable 
AccessAbility Services to arrange 
accommodations, and communicate 
directly, with educators on student’s behalf 
using only the student’s ID number as an 
identifier. 

In cases where accommodations may affect 
essential academic requirements (e.g., the 
use of memory aids or calculators), 
AccessAbility Services will negotiate with 
the instructor on the student's behalf.  

In cases where accommodations may 
modify course requirements (e.g. alternate 
deadlines or shifting the date/time of a test 
and exam) AccessAbility Services can either 
endorse the student's request or negotiate 
with the instructor directly on the student’s 
behalf.  
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Ensure all information provided to 
AccessAbility Services is kept confidential. 

Current practices are in accordance 
with this measure.  

Clearly state that a student’s involvement 
with disability services and the fact that the 
student has received academic 
accommodations will not be identified on 
the student’s official university records, test 
results, academic transcripts or graduation 
documentation. 

Update website, printed materials, and 
Advising Appointment Content Checklists 
to ensure students are aware that a 
student’s involvement with disability 
services will not be identified on their 
official university records, test results, 
academic transcripts or graduation 
documentation. 

Communication: 

6. Clear 
communication to 
all students, faculty 
and staff 

Post the institution’s medical 
documentation guidelines and forms online 
and providing information about disability 
accommodation in any student handbook.  
Students should also receive information 
about academic accommodation at the 
beginning of each semester via the 
institution’s email communication or 
newsletter. 
Information about academic 
accommodation should also be included on 
all course syllabi, including links to policy 
references and other resources. 

AccessAbility Services website 
contains information on 
documentation guidelines. 

Information about academic 
accommodation is included on all 
course syllabi, including links to policy 
references and other resources 
(standardized across campus). 

AccessAbility Services will work with 
departments to promote, in each 
department’s student handbook, 
information about disability 
accommodations. 

AccessAbility Services will work with 
campus partners to promote information 
about academic accommodation at the 
beginning of each semester via the 
institution’s email communication or 
newsletter. 

Include in-depth training on the 
documentation guidelines, forms, and 
procedures for staff in AccessAbility 
Services  

Current practices are in accordance 
with this measure. 

Include effective and ongoing training for 
full-time faculty and part-time faculty, 
instructors and teaching assistants on 
mental health and accommodation.  

Faculty are provided with training 
related to a) AODA accommodations, 
b) mental health training/awareness, 
and c) suicide prevention.  

AccessAbility Services will work with the 
University to develop a formalized training 
program for departments/faculty 
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throughout the academic year regarding 
academic accommodations. 



UNIVERSITY OF 
WATERLOO

519-888-4S67 uwaterloo.ca 200 UNIVERSITY AVENUE WEST, WATERLOO, ON, CANADA N2L 361

July 8, 2016

Chief Commissioner Renu Mandhane 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
Office of the Chief Commissioner 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON M7A 2R9 
legal@ohrc.on.ca

Dear Chief Commissioner Renu Mandhane:

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation

The University of Waterloo is committed to providing appropriate accommodations to students 
with disabilities, including those who experience mental health disabilities, in order that they can 
access our services and facilities in a respectful manner and participate on an equal footing with 
their fellow students.

The University supports the six OHRC recommendations (a-f) in its medical documentation 
guidelines and intends to be in compliance with them by the September 6, 2016 deadline. Indeed, 
most of the recommendations are consistent with current practice. Enclosed please find a chart 
(Appendix A) outlining the University's current and planned measures to meet the 
recommendations in the guidelines. Appendix B summarizes steps that will be taken to implement 
the planned measures.

The University is also currently reviewing its policies and practices with respect to the further 
recommendations in the Academic Accommodations Report. While most of the suggestions are 
current or soon-to-be practice, some are complex proposals, particularly items 9, 10 and 11 
(appeals, faculty advisory committees, professional teams for complex cases). As such, further 
consultation at various levels within the University is underway to examine how these might 
operate within our institution.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Sincerely,

La^upie Arnott 
Legal Counsel
Secretariat and Office of General Counsel 

University of Waterloo
la u r i e . a r n o t t @ u Waterloo.ca

X37558

Manager
AccessAbility Services 
University of Waterloo

J e n n i f e r . g i l l i e s @ u w a t e r l o o . c a

x30440

http://uwaterloo.ca
mailto:legal@ohrc.on.ca
mailto:laurie.arnott@uWaterloo.ca
mailto:Jennifer.gillies@uwaterloo.ca
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Appendix A: Guidelines Checklist

Guideline Forms and Procedure Requirements Current Measures Supporting this 
Guideline

Measures Being Implemented By 
September 2016

Diagnosis and gathering 
information:

1. Students are not 
required to disclose 
mental health 
disability diagnosis 
to register with 
AccessAbility 
Services and receive 
accommodations or 
supports

Clearly state that students are not required 
to disclose their disability diagnosis to 
register with AccessAbility Services and 
access accommodations and supports.
Make providing a diagnosis voluntary 
(without any explicit or implicit pressures to 
disclose).

Current practice only requires that a 
registered health professional 
confirms a mental health disability. 
The University's Verification of 
Condition Form does not require a 
disclosure of the mental health 
diagnosis.

Verification of Condition Form fully 
implemented within the University (Health 
Services, Counselling Services).

Update website and written materials 
(brochure, handouts, policy and procedures 
manual) to include statement that 
diagnosis does not need to be disclosed, 
and that registered health professional 
need only to confirm presence of a mental 
health disability (suspected temporary or 
permanent).

Explain that students may need to consent 
to provide a diagnosis if applying for certain 
bursaries/grants.

Current practice is in alignment with 
this measure. AccessAbility Services 
confirms disability status only to the 
Student Awards and Financial Aid 
office.

Indicate that forms can be completed by 
any appropriate licensed medical 
professional such as a family doctor, 
psychiatrist, psychologist or psychological 
associate

Current practice allows for a variety of 
registered professionals to complete 
forms. Registered professionals who 
can verify a condition are listed on the 
Verification of Condition Form, on 
website, and in printed materials.

Verification of Condition Form fully 
implemented within the University (Health 
Services, Counselling Services).

Ask medical professional to confirm that 
the student has a disability OR is being 
monitored or assessed to determine a 
diagnosis

Current practice allows students being 
monitored, or assessed to determine a 
diagnosis, to receive accommodations

Verification of Condition Form fully 
implemented within the University (Health 
Services, Counselling Services)

1
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and register with AccessAbility 
Services.

The Verification of Condition Form 
provides opportunity to confirm 
disability status OR that individual is 
being monitored or assessed.

AccessAbility Services accepts letters 
from practitioners verifying that a 
student is under evaluation and 
requires interim accommodations.

Update website and written materials u 
(brochure, handouts, policy and procedures 
manual) to explicitly state that persons 
being monitored or assessed can receive 
support and register with the office.

Focus on requesting information about 
functional limitations due to a health 
condition that impairs the student's 
academic functioning

Current practice (Verification of 
Condition Form) inquires about a 
student's functional limitations due to 
health condition that impairs their 
academic functioning. It does not 
require a mental health disability 
diagnosis to be disclosed.

Verification of Condition form fully 
implemented within the University (Health 
Services, Counselling Services)

Only ask about the effects of medication on 
academic functioning and not about the 
details of the medication prescribed.

Current practice (Verification of 
Condition Form) inquires about the 
effects of medication on academic 
functioning and not about the details 
of the medication prescribed.

Verification of Condition form fully 
implemented within the University (Health 
Services, Counselling Services)

Not require students to give blanket 
consent to release of additional medical 
information or subsequent discussion with 
the medical professional. If further 
information is justifiably needed, the 
student can be asked to provide express

Current practice requires students to 
provide explicit consent via a consent 
form for AccessAbility Services to 
communicate with health providers, 
family members, and on-campus 
service providers.

2
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and voluntary informed consent to release 
that information.

Verification of Condition Form notifies 
students that they will be asked for 
their consent prior to seeking 
additional medical information or 
subsequent discussion if needed.

Diagnosis and gathering 
information:

2. Make it clear that 
both temporary and 
permanent mental 
health disabilities 
will be
accommodated

Ask for updated medical information where 
a disability is identified as temporary or 
where academic accommodations need to 
be re-visited over time to ensure that they 
continue to meet the student's needs 
appropriately.

Current practice is in alignment with 
this measure. The Verification of 
Condition Form allows health 
professionals to indicate when/if 
updated medical information is 
needed.

Update website and printed materials 
(brochure, handouts, policy and procedures 
manual) to inform students that 
AccessAbility Services may ask for updated 
medical information where a disability is 
identified as temporary or where academic 
accommodations need to be re-visited over 
time to ensure that they continue to meet 
the student's needs appropriately.

Indicate all disabilities that give rise to 
functional limitations that impair academic 
functioning will be accommodated 
(permanent and temporary)

Current practice is in alignment with 
this measure. Website, printed 
materials, and Verification of 
Condition Forms indicate that 
temporary disabilities can be 
accommodated.

Update website, printed materials 
(brochure, handouts, policy and procedures 
manual) and Verification of Condition 
forms to explicitly state that temporary 
mental health disabilities can be 
accommodated.

Interim and retroactive 
accommodations:

3. Make it clear that 
students may 
request interim 
accommodations for 
mental health 
disabilities pending 
receipt of medical 
documentation

Confirm that assistance will be provided to 
students who require interim 
accommodation pending receipt of medical 
documentation.

A process for providing interim 
accommodations to students with 
undiagnosed health conditions is in 
place and involves collaboration 
between AccessAbility Services, 
Health Services, and Counselling 
Services.

Update website, and printed materials 
(brochure, handouts, policy and procedures 
manual) to explicitly state that students can 
register with the office and receive 
accommodations pending receipt of 
medical documentation.

Establish a process to address interim 
accommodations in situations where a 
student self-identifies accommodation 
needs or it becomes apparent to staff in 
AccessAbility Survives that a student may

A process for providing interim 
accommodations to students with 
undiagnosed health conditions is in 
place and involves collaboration 
between AccessAbility Services,

Formally document and share the process 
with University stakeholders. Update 
website, and printed materials, to explicitly 
state that process of accommodating

3
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have an undiagnosed health condition with 
accompanying functional limitations that 
impair the student's academic functioning.

Health Services, and Counselling 
Services.

students with undiagnosed mental health 
conditions.

Interim and retroactive 
accommodations:

4. Do not state or 
imply that requests 
for accommodation 
after a deadline, 
test, or course 
completion (i.e., 
retroactive 
accommodation) 
will not be 
considered

If time limits must be contemplated, 
AccessAbility Services should determine 
them on a case-by-case basis in 
consultation with the student.

Students are expected to submit a 
request to receive exam 
accommodations in AccessAbility 
Services' Exam Centre, in order to 
appropriately plan and prepare. 
However, late submissions are 
accepted and are reviewed on a case- 
by-case basis. Moreover, students are 
provided with additional supports and 
options if they are unable to receive 
an exam accommodation with the 
Exam Centre (e.g., instructor is asked 
if he/she can facilitate exam 
accommodation if Exam Centre is 
unable to facilitate it). Students are 
informed of this deadline via multiple 
mediums, including reminder emails.

Update Advising Appointment Content 
Checklist to include discussion around 
deadlines with students and options for 
retroactive accommodations.

Include statements that the institution will 
consider requests for retroactive 
accommodations on a case-by-case basis.

Update website and printed materials that 
the University will consider requests for 
retroactive accommodations on a case-by- 
case basis, noting the process used to make 
the request.

Establish a process to meaningfully consider 
requests for retroactive accommodation or, 
if a process already exists, provide clear 
information to students, faculty and staff 
about the process

Students are provided with the 
opportunity to petition grades, 
deadlines, and other policies in order 
to be considered for retroactive 
accommodations.

Communicate online, in print, and in 
advising appointments that the University 
will consider requests for retroactive 
accommodations on a case-by-case basis 
via the petition process.

4
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Communicate with faculty regarding the 
need to thoughtfully consider retroactive 
accommodations for students with mental 
health disabilities.

Develop a process that enables a student to 
have a retroactive accommodation request 
considered in a way that does not require 
the student to reveal their private medical 
information, or seek accommodation 
directly from, their professors/instructors.

Privacy and 
confidentiality:

5. Do not require 
students to reveal 
their private medical 
information to, or 
seek
accommodation 
directly from, their 
professors, 
instructors, teaching 
assistants, etc.

AccessAbility Services will communicate 
with professors, instructors and teaching 
assistants about accommodations.

AccessAbility Services will implement a new 
software system that will enable 
AccessAbility Services to arrange 
accommodations, and communicate 
directly with educators on student's behalf 
using only the student's ID number as an 
identifier.

In cases where accommodations may affect 
essential academic requirements (e.g., the 
use of memory aids or calculators), 
AccessAbility Services will negotiate with 
the instructor on the student's behalf.

In cases where accommodations may 
modify course requirements (e.g. alternate 
deadlines or shifting the date/time of a test 
and exam) AccessAbility Services can either 
endorse the student's request or, if the 
student is not comfortable discussing 
directly with the instructor, AccessAbility

5
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Services can negotiate with the instructor 
directly on the student's behalf.

Ensure all information provided to
AccessAbility Services is kept confidential.

Current practices are in accordance 
with this measure.

Clearly state that a student’s involvement 
with disability services and the fact that the 
student has received academic 
accommodations will not be identified on 
the student's official university records, test 
results, academic transcripts or graduation 
documentation.

Update website, printed materials, and 
Advising Appointment Content Checklists 
to ensure students are aware that a 
student's involvement with disability 
services will not be identified on their 
official university records, test results, 
academic transcripts or graduation 
documentation.

Communication:

6. Clear
communication to 
all students, faculty 
and staff

Post the institution's medical 
documentation guidelines and forms online 
and provide information about disability 
accommodation in any student handbook.
Students should also receive information 
about academic accommodation at the 
beginning of each semester via the 
institution's email communication or 
newsletter.
Information about academic 
accommodation should also be included on 
all course syllabi, including links to policy 
references and other resources.

AccessAbility Services website 
contains information on 
documentation guidelines.

Information about academic 
accommodation is included on all 
course syllabi, including links to policy 
references and other resources 
(standardized across campus).

AccessAbility Services will work with 
departments to promote, in each 
department's student handbook, 
information about disability 
accommodations.

AccessAbility Services will work with 
campus partners to promote information 
about academic accommodation at the 
beginning of each semester via the 
institution's email communication or 
newsletter.

Include in-depth training on the 
documentation guidelines, forms, and 
procedures for staff in AccessAbility 
Services

Current practices are in accordance 
with this measure.

6
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■ Include effective and ongoing training for 
full-time and part-time faculty, instructors 
and teaching assistants on mental health 
and accommodation.

Faculty are provided with training 
related to a) AODA accommodations,
b) mental health training/awareness, 
and c) suicide prevention.

AccessAbility Services will work with the 
University to develop a formalized training 
program for departments/faculty 
throughout the academic year regarding 
academic accommodations.
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Appendix B: Steps Taken to Implement Measures by September 2016

1. AccessAbility Services staff will update website and written materials (brochure, handouts, Form) to 
clearly communicate the following:

a. A student's diagnosis does not need to be disclosed. Registered health professional need 
only to confirm presence of a mental health disability (suspected temporary or 
permanent).

b. A student being monitored or assessed can register with, and receive support from, 
AccessAbility Services (pending receipt of medical documentation). .

c. A student may be asked for updated medical information where a disability is identified as 
temporary or where academic accommodations need to be re-visited over time to ensure 
that the student's needs are appropriately met.

d. A student can be accommodated for temporary mental health disabilities
e. The University will consider requests for retroactive accommodations on a case-by-case 

basis, noting the process used to make the request.
f. A student's involvement with disability services will not be identified on their official 

university records, test results, academic transcripts or graduation documentation.
g. The process of accommodating students with undiagnosed mental health conditions.

2. AccessAbility Services will formalize/document the following internal process:
a. How AccessAbility Service's will communicate with instructors directly about 

accommodations when a student does not want to discuss academic accommodations 
directly with the professor/instructor, particularly in cases where accommodations may 
include curriculum modifications.

b. Update Advising Appointment Content Checklist to include discussion around deadlines 
with students and options for retroactive accommodations.

3. AccessAbility Services will formalize/document the following process in collaboration with the 
following Inter-University stakeholders:

a. Counselling and Health Services to formalize the process for providing temporary, interim 
accommodations for students pending documentation.

b. Counselling and Health Services to formalize the process for implementing the Verification 
of Condition Form.

c. Associate Vice-President, Academic to ensure information about disability 
accommodations are included in each academic department's student handbook

d. Associate Vice-President, Academic and Associate Provost, Students to ensure information 
about academic accommodation is included via the institution's email communication or 
newsletter at the beginning of each semester.

e. Associate Vice-President, Academic to develop a process for thoughtfully considering 
retroactive accommodations for students with mental health disabilities that supports a 
student's privacy (not requiring student to reveal their private medical information, or seek 
accommodation directly from, their professors/instructors)

f. Director of Equity, Counselling, Centre for Teaching Excellence, and student Success Office 
to develop a formalized training program for departments/faculty throughout the 
academic year regarding academic accommodations.

1



Sept. 6, 2016

Chief Commissioner Renu Mandhane
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
Office of the Chief Commissioner 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON M7A 2R9
legal@ohrc.on.ca

Dear Chief Commissioner Renu Mandhane:

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation

The University of Waterloo is committed to providing appropriate accommodations to students 
with disabilities, including those who experience mental health disabilities, in order that they can 
access our services and facilities in a respectful manner and participate on an equal footing with 
their fellow students. The University provides the following documents that outline its 
implementation measures related to the six OHRC recommendations (a-f) in its medical 
documentation guidelines. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Sincerely,

Laurie Arnott
Legal Counsel
Secretariat and Office of General Counsel 
University of Waterloo 

laurie.amott(5>uwaterloo.ca
x37558

Jennifer Gillies 
Manager
AccessAbility Services 

University of Waterloo 

Jennifer.gillies(Buwaterloo.ca
x30440

mailto:legal@ohrc.on.ca
mailto:laurie.arnott@uWaterloo.ca
mailto:Jennifer.gillies@uwaterloo.ca
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Appendix A: Guidelines Checklist 

OHRC Guideline OHRC Forms and 
Procedure 

Requirements 

Previous Measures 
Supporting this 

Guideline 

Measures Being 
Implemented By 
September 2016 

Status 

Diagnosis and 
gathering information: 

1. Students are not 
required to disclose 
mental health 
disability diagnosis 
to register with 
AccessAbility 
Services and 
receive 
accommodations or 
supports 

Clearly state that 
students are not 
required to disclose 
their disability 
diagnosis to register 
with AccessAbility 
Services and access 
accommodations and 
supports. Make 
providing a diagnosis 
voluntary (without any 
explicit or implicit 
pressures to disclose). 

Current practice only 
requires that a registered 
health professional 
confirms a mental health 
disability. The 
University’s Verification 
of Condition Form does 
not require a disclosure 
of the mental health 
diagnosis. 

Verification of Condition 
(VOC)/Functional Limitation 
Form fully implemented 
within the University (Health 
Services, Counselling 
Services). 

Update website and written 
materials (Documentation 
Brochure and Documentation 
Standards Procedures) to 
include statement that 
diagnosis does not need to be 
disclosed, and that registered 
health professional need only 
to confirm presence of a 
mental health disability 
(suspected temporary or 
permanent). 

The University’s Verification of Condition 
(VOC)/Functional Limitation Form has 
been updated to ensure compliance 
with OHRC recommendations (see 
Appendix B). 

Updated VOC/Functional Limitation 
Form has been posted on our website 
(https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-
services/current-
students/documentation). 

Updated VOC/Functional Limitation 
Form has been adopted campus-wide 
(Health Services, Counselling). 

AccessAbility Services’ Documentation 
Brochure has been updated to include 
statement that mental health diagnosis 
does not need to be disclosed (see 
Appendix D). 

AccessAbility Services’ website has been 
updated to include statement that 
mental health diagnosis does not need 
to be disclosed 
(https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-
services/current-
students/documentation). 

https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-services/current-students/documentation
https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-services/current-students/documentation
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AccessAbility Services’ Documentation 
Standards and Procedures has been 
updated to ensure mental health 
diagnosis does not need to be disclosed 
(see Appendix C). 

Explain that students 
may need to consent to 
provide a diagnosis if 
applying for certain 
bursaries/grants. 

Current practice is in 
alignment with this 
measure. AccessAbility 
Services confirms 
disability status only to 
the Student Awards and 
Financial Aid office.  

AccessAbility Services’ website has been 
updated to include a statement that 
disclosure of diagnosis may be required 
for certain bursaries/grants 
(https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-
services/current-
students/documentation). 

AccessAbility Services’ Documentation 
Brochure indicates that students may 
need to consent to provide a diagnosis if 
applying for certain bursaries/grants 
(see Appendix D). 

Indicate that forms can 
be completed by any 
appropriate licensed 
medical professional 
such as a family doctor, 
psychiatrist, 
psychologist or 
psychological associate. 

Current practice allows 
for a variety of registered 
professionals to 
complete forms. 
Registered professionals 
who can verify a 
condition are listed on 
the Verification of 
Condition Form, on 
website, and in printed 
materials. 

VOC/Functional Limitation 
Form fully implemented 
within the University (Health 
Services, Counselling 
Services). 

AccessAbility Services Website has been 
updated to ensure it is clear that a 
variety of professionals can complete 
documentation forms 
(https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-
services/current-
students/documentation) 

The updated VOC/Functional Limitation 
Form indicates it can be completed by a 
variety of professionals (see Appendix 
B). 

https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-services/current-students/documentation
https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-services/current-students/documentation
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Ask medical 
professional to confirm 
that the student has a 
disability OR is being 
monitored or assessed 
to determine a 
diagnosis 

Current practice allows 
students being 
monitored, or assessed 
to determine a diagnosis, 
to receive 
accommodations and 
register with 
AccessAbility Services. 

The Verification of 
Condition Form provides 
opportunity to confirm 
disability status OR that 
individual is being 
monitored or assessed.  

AccessAbility Services 
accepts letters from 
practitioners verifying 
that a student is under 
evaluation and requires 
interim accommodations. 

VOC/Functional Limitation 
Form fully implemented 
within the University (Health 
Services, Counselling Services) 

Update website and written 
materials (Documentation 
Brochure and Documentation 
Standards Procedures) to 
explicitly state that persons 
being monitored or assessed 
can receive support and 
register with the office. 

The VOC/Functional Limitation Form 
provides opportunity to confirm 
disability status OR that the individual is 
being monitored or assessed (see 
Appendix B).  

Updated AccessAbility Services’ 
Documentation Brochure to explicitly 
state that persons with suspected 
disabilities and or those being monitored 
or assessed can receive support and 
register with the office (see Appendix D). 

Updated AccessAbility Services’ 
Documentation Standards and 
Procedures to ensure it is reflecting 
OHRC recommendations that those with 
suspected disabilities and/or those being 
monitored or assessed can receive 
support and register with the office (see 
Appendix D). 

AccessAbility Services website explicitly 
states that persons with suspected 
disabilities, or those being monitored or 
assessed can receive support 
(https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-
services/current-
students/documentation).  

Students are able to register with 
AccessAbility Services using a new online 
system indicating that a disability is 

https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-services/current-students/documentation
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suspected and/or they are awaiting 
assessment. 

Focus on requesting 
information about 
functional limitations 
due to a health 
condition that impairs 
the student’s academic 
functioning 

Current practice 
(Verification of Condition 
Form) inquires about a 
student’s functional 
limitations due to health 
condition that impairs 
their academic 
functioning. It does not 
require a mental health 
disability diagnosis to be 
disclosed. 

VOC/Functional Limitation 
Form fully implemented 
within the University (Health 
Services, Counselling 
Services). 

The University’s VOC/Functional 
Limitation Form has been updated to 
ensure compliance with OHRC 
recommendations (see Appendix B). 

Updated VOC/Functional Limitation 
Form has been posted on our website 
(https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-
services/current-
students/documentation).  

Updated VOC/Functional Limitation 
Form has been adopted campus-wide 
(e.g., Health Services, Counselling). 

Only ask about the 
effects of medication 
on academic 
functioning and not 
about the details of the 
medication prescribed. 

Current practice 
(Verification of Condition 
Form) inquiries about the 
effects of medication on 
academic functioning and 
not about the details of 
the medication 
prescribed. 

VOC/Functional Limitation 
Form fully implemented 
within the University (Health 
Services, Counselling 
Services). 

The University’s VOC/Functional 
Limitation Form has been updated and 
only asks about effects of medications 
(see Appendix B). 

Updated VOC/Functional Limitation 
Form has been posted on our website 
(https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-
services/current-
students/documentation). 

Updated VOC/Functional Limitation 
Form has been adopted campus-wide 
(Health Services, Counselling). 

https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-services/current-students/documentation
https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-services/current-students/documentation
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Not require students to 
give blanket consent to 
release of additional 
medical information or 
subsequent discussion 
with the medical 
professional. If further 
information is 
justifiably needed, the 
student can be asked to 
provide express and 
voluntary informed 
consent to release that 
information. 

Current practice requires 
students to provide 
explicit consent via a 
consent form for 
AccessAbility Services to 
communicate with health 
providers, family 
members, and on-
campus service 
providers. 

Verification of Condition 
Form notifies students 
that they will be asked 
for their consent prior to 
seeking additional 
medical information or 
subsequent discussion if 
needed. 

VOC/Functional Limitation 
Form fully implemented 
within the University (Health 
Services, Counselling 
Services). 

Updated VOC/Functional Limitation 
Form does not provide blanket consent 
to release additional medical 
information and has been posted on 
AccessAbility Services’ website 
(https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-
services/current-
students/documentation). 

Updated VOC/Functional Limitation 
Form has been adopted campus-wide 
(e.g., Health Services, Counselling). 

Diagnosis and 
gathering information: 

2. Make it clear that 
both temporary 
and permanent 
mental health 
disabilities will be 
accommodated 

Ask for updated 
medical information 
where a disability is 
identified as temporary 
or where academic 
accommodations need 
to be re-visited over 
time to ensure that 
they continue to meet 
the student’s needs 
appropriately. 

Current practice is in 
alignment with this 
measure. The Verification 
of Condition Form allows 
health professionals to 
indicate when/if updated 
medical information is 
needed. 

Update website and printed 
materials (Documentation 
Brochure and Documentation 
Standards Procedures) to 
inform students that 
AccessAbility Services may ask 
for updated medical 
information where a disability 
is identified as temporary or 
where academic 
accommodations need to be 
re-visited over time to ensure 
that they continue to meet 
the student’s needs 
appropriately.  

AccessAbility Services’ Website has been 
updated to include statement that 
updated medical documentation may be 
requested 
(https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-
services/current-
students/documentation). 

AccessAbility Services’ Documentation 
Standards process has been updated to 
include guidance on when updated 
documentation may be requested (see 
Appendix C). 

✓

✓

https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-services/current-students/documentation).
https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-services/current-students/documentation
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AccessAbility Services’ Documentation 
Brochure has been updated to include 
statement that updated medical 
documentation may be requested (see 
Appendix D). 

Indicate all disabilities 
that give rise to 
functional limitations 
that impair academic 
functioning will be 
accommodated 
(permanent and 
temporary). 

Current practice is in 
alignment with this 
measure. Website, 
printed materials, and 
Verification of Condition 
Forms indicate that 
temporary disabilities 
can be accommodated.  

Update website, printed 
materials (Documentation 
Brochure and Documentation 
Standards Procedures) and 
VOC/Functional Limitation 
Form to explicitly state that 
temporary mental health 
disabilities can be 
accommodated. 

AccessAbility Services’ Website updated 
to explicitly state that permanent and 
temporary disabilities can be 
accommodated 
(https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-
services/current-
students/documentation). 

AccessAbility Services’ Documentation 
Brochure have been updated to 
explicitly state that permanent and 
temporary disabilities can be 
accommodated (see Appendix D). 

AccessAbility Services’ Documentation 
Standards and Process has been updated 
to explicitly state that permanent and 
temporary disabilities can be 
accommodated (see Appendix C). 

Interim and retroactive 
accommodations: 

3. Make it clear that 
students may 
request interim 
accommodations 
for mental health 

Confirm that assistance 
will be provided to 
students who require 
interim 
accommodation 
pending receipt of 
medical 
documentation. 

A process for providing 
interim accommodations 
to students with 
undiagnosed health 
conditions is in place and 
involves collaboration 
between AccessAbility 

Update website, and printed 
materials (Documentation 
Brochure and Documentation 
Standards Procedures) to 
explicitly state that students 
can register with the office 
and receive accommodations 

AccessAbility Services’ Website updated 
to explicitly state interim 
accommodations for mental health 
disabilities pending documentation can 
be accommodated 
(https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-
services/current-
students/documentation). 

https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-services/current-students/documentation
https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-services/current-students/documentation
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disabilities pending 
receipt of medical 
documentation 

Services, Health Services, 
and Counselling Services.  

pending receipt of medical 
documentation. AccessAbility Services’ Documentation 

Brochure has been updated to explicitly 
state that interim accommodations for 
mental health disabilities pending 
documentation can be accommodated 
(see Appendix D). 

AccessAbility Services’ Documentation 
Standards and Process has been updated 
to reflect that interim accommodations 
for mental health pending 
documentation can be accommodated 
(see Appendix C). 

Establish a process to 
address interim 
accommodations in 
situations where a 
student self-identifies 
accommodation needs 
or it becomes apparent 
to staff in AccessAbility 
Services that a student 
may have an 
undiagnosed health 
condition with 
accompanying 
functional limitations 
that impair the 
student’s academic 
functioning. 

A process for providing 
interim accommodations 
to students with 
undiagnosed health 
conditions is in place and 
involves collaboration 
between AccessAbility 
Services, Health Services, 
and Counselling Services. 

Formally document and share 
the process with University 
stakeholders.  

Process has been formalized with 
UWaterloo Wellness team (Counselling, 
Health Services) (see Appendix F). 

Documentation Standards process has 
been updated to reflect that interim 
accommodations can be provided 
pending documentation (see Appendix 
C). 

Documentation Brochure has been 
updated to reflect that interim 
accommodations can be provided 
pending documentation (see Appendix 
D). 
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Interim and retroactive 
accommodations: 

4. Do not state or 
imply that requests 
for accommodation 
after a deadline, 
test, or course 
completion (i.e., 
retroactive 
accommodation) 
will not be 
considered 

If time limits must be 
contemplated, 
AccessAbility Services 
should determine them 
on a case-by-case basis 
in consultation with the 
student. 

Students are expected to 
submit a request to 
receive exam 
accommodations in 
AccessAbility Services’ 
Exam Centre, in order to 
appropriately plan and 
prepare. However, late 
submissions are accepted 
and are reviewed on a 
case-by-case basis. 
Moreover, students are 
provided with additional 
supports and options if 
they are unable to 
receive an exam 
accommodation with the 
Exam Centre (e.g., 
instructor is asked if 
he/she can facilitate 
exam accommodation if 
Exam Centre is unable to 
facilitate it). Students are 
informed of this deadline 
via multiple mediums, 
including reminder 
emails.  

Update Advising Appointment 
Content Checklist to include 
discussion around deadlines 
with students and options for 
retroactive accommodations. 

Advising Appointment Checklist has 
been updated to include discussion 
regarding deadlines for receiving exam 
accommodations, as well as information 
on what to do should a deadline be 
missed. 

Include statements that 
the institution will 
consider requests for 
retroactive 

Update website that the 
University will consider 
requests for retroactive 
accommodations on a case-
by-case basis, noting the 

AccessAbility Services’ Website updated 
to explicitly state retroactive 
accommodations will be considered on a 
case-by-case basis 
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accommodations on a 
case-by-case basis.  

process used to make the 
request. 

(https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-
services/faq/faq-students). 

Establish a process to 
meaningfully consider 
requests for retroactive 
accommodation or, if a 
process already exists, 
provide clear 
information to 
students, faculty and 
staff about the process. 

Students are provided 
with the opportunity to 
petition grades, 
deadlines, and other 
policies in order to be 
considered for 
retroactive 
accommodations. 

Communicate online, in print, 
and in advising appointments 
that the University will 
consider requests for 
retroactive accommodations 
on a case-by-case basis either 
directly by an instructor, or via 
the petition process. 

Communicate with faculty 
regarding the need to 
thoughtfully consider 
retroactive accommodations 
for students with mental 
health disabilities. 

Develop a process that 
enables a student to have a 
retroactive accommodation 
request considered in a way 
that does not require the 
student to reveal their private 
medical information, or seek 
accommodation directly from 
their professors/instructors.    

Our current practice includes 
consideration of requests for retroactive 
accommodation through the petitions 
process in each Faculty. 

AccessAbility Services’ Manager 
provided several presentations about 
the OHRC requirements, and the need to 
consider retroactive accommodations on 
a case-by-case basis, including: Deans 
Council, all graduate and undergraduate 
Associate Deans, Undergraduate 
Operations Committee (consisting of 
Associate Deans and key department 
heads), Faculty/Departmental operation 
committees (Engineering, AHS, Arts, 
Science), support services and 
committees (Centre for Extended 
Learning, Mental Health Collaboration 
Operations Team), all academic advisors 
(Academic Advisors community of 
practice), and to groups of instructors. 

Revision of our current practice is 
underway.  The Chair of the 
Undergraduate Operations Committee 
appointed a task force to explore 
retroactive accommodations, and how 
the petitions process can be unified 
across campus, and ensure that it is in 
best alignment with OHRC 

https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-services/faq/faq-students
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recommendations. The task force has 
had two meetings, and the Chair of the 
task force has conducted individual 
interviews with members from each 
Faculty’s petitions and standings 
committee.  

AccessAbility Services is working with 
the Centre for Teaching Excellence on 
workshops for instructors (new faculty, 
faculty seeking advisor status, etc.) on 
the duty to accommodate, which 
includes information on retroactive 
accommodations that is in alignment 
with OHRC recommendations. 

Guidance to faculty on the appropriate 
process for considering retroactive 
accommodations has been developed 
(see Appendix E) and is included on 
AccessAbility Services’ website 
(https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-
services/faculty-staff). It will also be 
used by the Centre for Teaching 
Excellence in their training and 
promotional work.  

AccessAbility Services has developed a 
process for exploring whether 
retroactive accommodations are 
warranted on the basis of disability and 
the procedure for working with faculty 
and departments on retroactive 
accommodations. This method has been 

https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-services/faculty-staff
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• 

adopted from McMaster’s Suggested 
Guidelines for Cases of “Retroactive 
Accommodation”.  

The University is working on developing 
an Accommodation Policy for Students 
with Disabilities, which will include 
direction related to retroactive 
accommodations. This policy would be 
linked to AccessAbility Services website 
for students to access. 

Privacy and 
confidentiality: 

5. Do not require 
students to reveal 
their private 
medical 
information to, or 
seek 
accommodation 
directly from, their 
professors, 
instructors, 
teaching assistants, 
etc. 

AccessAbility Services 
will communicate with 
professors, instructors 
and teaching assistants 
about 
accommodations. 

AccessAbility Services will 
implement a new software 
system that will enable 
AccessAbility Services to 
arrange accommodations, and 
communicate directly with 
educators on the student’s 
behalf.  

In cases where 
accommodations may affect 
essential academic 
requirements (e.g., the use of 
memory aids or calculators), 
AccessAbility Services will 
negotiate with the instructor 
on the student's behalf.  

In cases where 
accommodations may modify 
course requirements (e.g. 
alternate deadlines or shifting 

AccessAbility Services new online system 
was implemented July 2016.   

AccessAbility Services revised their 
Accommodation Standards and 
Procedures to support the 
recommendation that only AccessAbility 
Services will communicate with 
instructors about accommodations. 

✓

✓

✓
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• ✓

✓

• ✓

✓

the date/time of a test and 
exam) AccessAbility Services 
can either endorse the 
student's request or, if the 
student is not comfortable 
discussing directly with the 
instructor, AccessAbility 
Services can negotiate with 
the instructor directly on the 
student’s behalf.  

Ensure all information 
provided to 
AccessAbility Services is 
kept confidential. 

Current practices are in 
accordance with this 
measure.  

AccessAbility Services installed new 
alarm systems in the file room and exam 
centre with limited access to the code. 

New keys have been distributed to staff 
in the office which limit access into 
advisor’s office by non-advising staff.  

Clearly state that a 
student’s involvement 
with disability services 
and the fact that the 
student has received 
academic 
accommodations will 
not be identified on the 
student’s official 
university records, test 
results, academic 
transcripts or 
graduation 
documentation. 

Update website, printed 
materials (Privacy Brochure), 
and Advising Appointment 
Content Checklists to ensure 
students are aware that a 
student’s involvement with 
disability services will not be 
identified on their official 
university records, test results, 
academic transcripts or 
graduation documentation. 

Updated AccessAbility website to 
include a section on privacy where it 
explicitly states that a student’s 
involvement with the office will not 
appear on any records, etc. 
(https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-
services/current-
students/confidentiality-and-disclosure-
information).  

AccessAbility Services’ Confidentiality 
and Privacy Brochure includes statement 
that a student’s involvement with the 

https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-services/current-students/confidentiality-and-disclosure-information
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• 

• 

• 

✓

✓

✓

• ✓

office will not appear on any records, 
etc. (see Appendix F). 

Communication: 

6. Clear 
communication to 
all students, faculty 
and staff 

Post the institution’s 
medical documentation 
guidelines and forms 
online and provide 
information about 
disability 
accommodation in any 
student handbook.  
Students should also 
receive information 
about academic 
accommodation at the 
beginning of each 
semester via the 
institution’s email 
communication or 
newsletter. 
Information about 
academic 
accommodation should 
also be included on all 
course syllabi, including 
links to policy 
references and other 
resources. 

AccessAbility Services 
website contains 
information on 
documentation 
guidelines. 

Information about 
academic 
accommodation is 
included on all course 
syllabi, including links to 
policy references and 
other resources 
(standardized across 
campus). 

AccessAbility Services will 
work with departments to 
promote, in each 
department’s student 
handbook, information about 
disability accommodations. 

AccessAbility Services will 
work with campus partners to 
promote information about 
academic accommodation at 
the beginning of each 
semester via the institution’s 
email communication or 
newsletter. 

The University’s VOC/Functional 
Limitation Form has been updated to 
ensure compliance with OHRC 
recommendations (see Appendix B) and 
has been posted on our website 
(https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-
services/current-
students/documentation). 

Updated VOC/Functional Limitation 
Form has been adopted campus-wide 
(Health Services, Counselling). 

University’s new student orientation 
process as well as Open House events 
have been revised to include content 
about AccessAbility Services and the 
services that are available to students 
with permanent, temporary, and 
suspected disabilities. This helps to 
ensure all incoming students will receive 
information about academic 
accommodations. 

Include in-depth 
training on the 
documentation 
guidelines, forms, and 

Current practices are in 
accordance with this 
measure. 

New training manuals and procedural 
manuals have been developed for staff, 
which are in alignment with OHRC 
recommendations 

https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-services/current-students/documentation
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• ✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

procedures for staff in 
AccessAbility Services.  

Include effective and 
ongoing training for 
full-time and part-time 
faculty, instructors and 
teaching assistants on 
mental health and 
accommodation.  

Faculty are provided with 
training related to a) 
AODA accommodations, 
b) mental health 
training/awareness, and 
c) suicide prevention.  

AccessAbility Services will 
work with the University to 
develop a formalized training 
program for 
departments/faculty 
throughout the academic year 
regarding academic 
accommodations. 

AccessAbility Services worked with 
Counselling Services to ensure OHRC 
Recommendations are embedded in 
their faculty and staff mental health 
training initiatives.  

Counselling Services offers a variety of 
mental health training initiatives to 
faculty and staff, including: QPR 
(suicide prevention/awareness 
program), Assisting Students in 
Distress, More Feet on the Ground, 
Mental Health First Aid, ASIST, and Safe 
Talk. While mandatory, these sessions 
have reached thousands of staff and 
faculty over the past five years. 

AccessAbility Services worked with the 
Equity Office to ensure OHRC 
Recommendations are embedded in 
their faculty and staff mental health 
training initiatives.  

Equity Office provides learning 
opportunities to faculty and staff on 
topics including the duty to 
accommodate. 

AccessAbility Services Manager 
provided sessions for all Undergraduate 
academic advisors and discussed OHRC 
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recommendations, the duty to 
accommodate, and provided guidance 
on how to support students with 
mental health disabilities.  



 ☐ __________________________________ 
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Appendix B: Verification of Condition/Functional Limitations Form 

This section is to be completed and signed by the student PRIOR TO asking a health care professional to complete 
the verification of mental health disability Form 

Consistent with the Ontario Human Rights Commission's Policy on preventing discrimination based on mental health 
disabilities and addictions and the University of Waterloo’s Documentation Guidelines for Students with Mental Health 
Disabilities, you are not required to disclose your mental health disability diagnosis in order to register with Accessability 
Services and to receive academic accommodation.  
The Ontario Human Rights Commission recognizes that Disability Services Offices have expertise in dealing with 
accommodation issues in the academic environment, and as such, play a vital role in assisting with the accommodation 
process. If you wish to, you may voluntarily disclose your diagnosis to UW AccessAbility Services. 
Providing your diagnosis may be required to establish eligibility for certain federally or provincially-funded bursaries and 
grants and privately funded external scholarships and financial awards. This Form can be used to establish eligibility for such 
financial assistance, provided you have consented to the disclosure of your mental health diagnosis.  
If you choose to consent to the disclosure of your mental health diagnosis, you must check the box below. Your consent will 
allow your Health Care Practitioner to complete the relevant section of the Form. 

I consent to disclose the diagnosis of my mental health disability
Signature of Student: 

Please Print: 

Student’s Last Name: 

Student’s First Name: 

Date of Birth (DD/MM/YYYY): 

Student Number: 

Address: 

Phone Number (Home/Cell) : 

U waterloo E- address: @uwaterloo.ca 

Alternate E-mail:  

16 
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Registered Mental Health Professional 
Dear Practitioner, 

Your patient is requesting disability-related academic accommodations from the University of Waterloo. This individual wishes to 
register with AccessAbility Services and currently requests you to complete the enclosed verification of condition form. AccessAbility 
Services is an educational support program for students who require academic accommodation for a permanent or temporary 
mental health disability. Interim accommodations may be provided for students who are in the process of being assessed for a 
mental health disability.  

Our office suggests that the professional completing this form have first-hand knowledge of the student’s condition, experience in 
working with students with the stated condition(s), and a familiarity with the demands experienced by students in an academic 
setting (i.e. taking examinations, doing research, completing assignments, and assuming responsibility for one’s higher education 
pursuits). Information gathered by AccessAbility Services will be reviewed and used to assist in determining eligibility for reasonable 
academic accommodations. Reasonable accommodations are individually determined and be based on the functional impact of the 
condition and how it restricts the student’s ability to perform daily activities necessary to participate in post-secondary studies. 
Disability documentation submitted to AccessAbility Services is confidential and is retained in accordance with pertinent provincial 
and federal regulations. 

The University of Waterloo and AccessAbility Services are accountable under the Ontario Human Rights Code and are committed to 
accommodating students with disabilities. These guidelines help us provide academic accommodations that level the playing field 
for students with disabilities without creating an unfair advantage or undermining academic integrity. We rely on your detailed 
knowledge of this student’s disability, including a list of the functional limitations and restrictions that may impact their 
education together with your recommendations for appropriate academic accommodations.  

In addition to this information, AccessAbility Services requests that all new students attend a New Student Advising and Registration 
Appointment either in person or by phone. Our service considers the individual with a disability to be a valuable source of 
information regarding; the impact of their disability and the effectiveness of accommodations. 

Thank you for helping to reduce barriers for students with disabilities while upholding the academic standards of the university. 

This form must be completed by a licensed medical practitioner or registered psychologist 
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☐

☐
___________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

☐ ☐

Note: Documentation submitted by a relative of the student will not be accepted due to professional and ethical considerations even 
when the relative is otherwise qualified to do so.  

Functional Limitations Assessment for Post-Secondary Students with a Mental Health Disability 

The following criterion must be met for the determination of a disability: 

The student experiences functional limitations due to a mental health condition that impairs the student’s ability to perform daily 
activities necessary to access and participate in post-secondary studies. Please confirm by selecting a statement below 

I confirm that this student has a disability based on a diagnosed mental health condition according to the criterion outlined above. 

I confirm that I am in the process of monitoring and assessing the student’s mental health condition to determine a diagnosis and this 
assessment is likely to be completed by 

Date (DD/MM/YYYY) 

If the student has consented to disclosure of specific diagnosis to AAS (as indicated by their signature on page 1), please provide the diagnosis 
and DSM-V code, as applicable. 

Duration of the Disability 
Complete 1 OR 2 OR 3 to indicate the duration of the disability: 

1. This student has a permanent disability (the mental health disability is expected to be lifelong) with symptoms that are: 
Continuous OR  Recurrent/Episodic 

2. This student has a temporary disability with symptoms that are: 
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☐ ☐

__________________ _________________

☐

_____________________ ______________________________________________________________  
 

______________
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

Continuous OR  Recurrent/episodic 

Accommodations to be provided from to *

3. This student is being assessed to determine a diagnosis. *

*Updated documentation will be required by AAS to continue providing academic accommodation after the date specified above. 

Medication 

If this student has been prescribed medication for this condition, when is the medication likely to have a negative effect on their academic 
functioning? (Check all that apply) 

Morning Afternoon Evening N/A  

Functional Limitations 

Consider functions necessary to participate in post-secondary studies. Check abilities and activities that are affected by the student’s current 
condition and functional limitations. Please rate the impact of the impairment caused by the disability as well as possible medication effects (if 
any) on the areas of functioning below. 

A. Cognitive Skills & Abilities 1 
Within normal 

limits 
No functional 

limitation evident in 
this area  

2 
Mild or Slight 

Functional limitation 
evident 

in this area 

3 
Moderate 

functional limitation 
evident 

in this area 

4 
Severe 

Functional limitation 
evident 

in this area 

5 
Unknown 

Unable to assess or 
unknown at this time  

Attention/Concentration 

Short-Term Memory 

Long-Term Memory (Retaining of information) 

Information Processing (verbal) 

Information Processing (written) 
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A. Cognitive Skills & Abilities 1 
Within normal 

limits 
No functional 

limitation evident in 
this area  

2 
Mild or Slight 

 
Functional limitation 

evident 
in this area 

3 
Moderate 

 
functional limitation 

evident 
in this area 

4 
Severe 

 
Functional limitation 

evident 
in this area 

5 
Unknown 

 
Unable to assess or 

unknown at this time  

•

•

•

•

•

Managing internal distractions 

Managing external distractions 

Executive functioning 

Organization 

Planning 

Problem Solving 

Sequencing 

Time management 

Ability to meet assignment deadlines 

Ability to take notes during class/lectures 

Other: Please describe 

Comments:  Please elaborate on any of the areas above 

B. Social and Emotional Functioning 1 
Within normal 

limits 
No functional 

limitation evident in 
this area  

2 
Mild or Slight 

Functional limitation 
evident 

in this area 

3 
Moderate 

functional limitation 
evident 

in this area 

4 
Severe 

Functional limitation 
evident 

in this area 

5 
Unknown 

Unable to assess or 
unknown at this time  

Participate in group work/situations 

Participate in classroom settings 

Ability to deliver oral presentations  

Ability to manage emotions during academic 
evaluations 

Participate in group work/situations 
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B. Social and Emotional Functioning 1 
Within normal 

limits 
No functional 

limitation evident in 
this area  

2 
Mild or Slight 

Functional limitation 
evident 

in this area 

3 
Moderate 

functional limitation 
evident 

in this area 

4 
Severe 

Functional limitation 
evident 

in this area 

5 
Unknown 

Unable to assess or 
unknown at this time  

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Other: Please describe 

Comments:  Please elaborate on any of the areas above 

Please list any additional functional limitations that may impair the student’s academic functioning in the post-secondary setting: 

How did you arrive at this assessment? Check all relevant items below: 

Structured or unstructured interviews with student 

Interviews with other persons (parent, teacher, therapist) 

Behavioral observations 

Psycho-educational or Neuropsychological Testing 

Other (please specify):  
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_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Recommended Academic Accommodations:  

Based on the functional limitations that you identified above, do you have recommendations for specific academic accommodations (e.g. 
reduced course load, extended time to complete tests/ exams, flexibility in assignment due dates, assistive technology, note-taking supports, 
etc.)? 

Student’s strengths: 

CERTIFICATE OF ATTENDING HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL 

Documentation completed by a relative of the student will not be accepted due to professional and ethical considerations even when the relative is otherwise qualified to do 
so. The provider signing this form must be the same person answering the questions on the form above. 

Please Print: 

Date Completed (DD/MM/YYYY): 

Practitioner’s  First Name: 

Practitioner’s Signature:  

Medical Practitioner’s License Number: 

Registered Psychologist’s  Practitioner’s License 
Number: 

Name/ Address/Phone Number/Fax Number: Please use office stamp as well as signature 
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Return complete form to the University of Waterloo - AccessAbility Services - 1401 Needles Hall or fax this form to: 519.746.2401 

Student Consent 

Completion of this section is voluntary; however, if you elect not to provide your consent at this time and in the event that further information is 
required there may be delays in the provision of your accommodation.  

I give consent for the University of Waterloo AccessAbility Services to contact my medical practitioner or registered psychologist to discuss the 
information provided in this document if necessary to clarify the information provided regarding functional restrictions and limitations or if there 
are questions about complex academic accommodation.  

Student’s Signature:  

Date Completed (DD/MM/YYYY): 

**Note to student: If you have other relevant documentation, you may include copies of it with this registration package. These additional 
documents are not intended to replace the AccessAbility Services registration package. Please note - additional documentation may be 
requested. 
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Student’s informed authorization for disclosure of information is obtained in accordance with the following sections of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Sections 41.(1)(a), 
41.(1)(b), and 41.(1)(c) allowing for the use of personal information and sections 42.(1)(b), -s.42(1)(c), and s.42(1)(d) allowing for the disclosure of personal information. 
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Appendix C: AccessAbility Services Documentation Standards 

Principles 

A. Current Documentation 
Documentation of disability must be current to accurately reflect the existing functional limitations. The nature of the disability and impact 
on academic functioning can change over time. Documentation needs to represent the nature of the disability as presently experienced by 
the student to be relevant to the current academic setting and requirements. This in turn informs accommodation decisions that are 
relevant and appropriate. 
What constitutes current documentation is specific to disability category and is outlined in the Guidelines. 

B. Appropriate Assessing Professional 
Documentation must be provided by a regulated health care professional who is licensed to assess and establish a formal diagnosis. 
The regulated health care professional must be qualified to determine functional limitations associated with a specific disability, with 
relevant experience. 
Documentation from other regulated professionals (e.g. counsellors, social workers, physiotherapists), will be accepted for interim 
accommodation if it references a prior formally diagnosed disability. 
Documentation issued by other disability service professionals will be considered for interim accommodation. 
Documentation from other sources will be evaluated using the above criteria. 

C. Relevant Documentation 
Disability documentation must support a specific accommodation or service being requested. Recommendations made by the assessing 
professional must address functional limitations due to the disability.  
In cases of coexisting disabilities, documentation must be relevant to each disability. 

D. Sufficient Documentation 
Sufficient documentation confirms the presence of a disability and describes in sufficient detail the nature of the disability and related 
functional limitations in the academic setting. 
While student self-report is an essential source of information used in accommodation decisions, it does not alone suffice as a 
replacement for documentation. However, student self-report can be used to supplement information provided on formal documentation. 
The Guidelines section describes specific factors that determine if documentation is sufficient. 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Guidelines 
For each of the following documentation categories, a set of factors to be considered is provided on the basis of the Principles outlined above. 
To meet the standards, all factors must be considered. 

1) General guidelines: 
a) To be considered sufficient, documentation must contain the following information: 

Confirmation of disability and expected duration (permanent or temporary); 
Information to allow determination of functional limitations and the severity of academic impact; 
Formal diagnosis or diagnoses, where necessary; 
Recommendations informed by functional limitations, where applicable; 
Signature and credentials of the assessing professional. 

b) If documentation cannot be considered sufficient: 
the student must be referred to appropriate assessing professional to complete the necessary aspects of the documentation (e.g. 
insufficient information on functional limitations). 

c) Interim accommodations and supports may be provided without sufficient documentation if it is possible to establish functional limitations 
relevant to academic accommodation. It is the role of the disability service professional to evaluate available information to make this 
determination. The following sources of information may be used to establish functional limitations due to disability-related reasons without 
access to formal documentation and for the purpose of interim accommodations: 

Student self-report 
History of formally identified disability 
Third-party report 
Personal observations by the disability service professional 
Screening tools 
History of academic accommodations 
Relevant documentation from previous educational institutions 
Proof of disability from non-medical sources 

2) Learning disabilities: 
a) A psychoeducational assessment (PEA) report is required. 

Other documentation referencing a PEA and a learning disability identification based on that 

• 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
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PEA can be accepted in the interim, but the original PEA report should be requested. 

b) Acceptable professionals for a PEA are registered psychologists or psychological associates with experience in performing PEAs. 

c) The PEA report must contain unambiguous, formal statement identifying a learning disability according to an established definition or criteria 
(e.g. LDAC, DSM). 

d) The PEA report should be no less than 3-5 years old, or performed with adult-normed tests (typically starting at age 16 or 17). 
A report for a PEA that was done within 3-5 years but with child-normed tests will be valid for that time period. Following that time period, 
a new PEA should be performed with adult-normed tests. 
A PEA formally identifying a learning disability with child-normed test and performed more than 5 years prior to the start of postsecondary 
studies will be accepted for interim accommodations and supports. A referral for adult-normed assessment will be made immediately. 

e) The PEA must include the following as a minimum and necessary requirement to test for a learning disability: 
A comprehensive formally recognized test battery or cross-battery of cognitive ability (e.g. Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale; Woodcock-
Johnson Tests of Cognitive Ability; Stanford-Binet). Where a cross-battery (mix of tests from different batteries) is used in place of an 
individual battery to assess cognitive ability, it must be a validated cross-battery approach (e.g. XBA by Flanagan et al.). 
A comprehensive formally recognized test battery or individual tests of academic ability (e.g. Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Achievement; 
Wechsler Individual Achievement Test). 

f) In addition to the minimum requirement for assessment of cognitive and academic ability, additional testing may be necessary to support 
specific academic accommodations and services (e.g. comprehensive formal test battery of memory to inform memory aid accommodations). 

g) Accommodations recommended on the PEA report must be specifically supported by relevant information about functional limitations 
provided in the report. 

h) Disability service professional helps facilitate a PEA referral when necessary. 

i) Disability service professional assists or informs the student about funding opportunities to cover the cost of the PEA. 

3) Mental health disabilities: 
a) Documentation from a regulated health care professional is required whose scope of practice includes mental health. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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b) A formal statement must be included confirming a mental health disability that was identified according to established criteria (e.g. DSM, 
ICD). 

Disclosure of specific DSM diagnosis on formal documentation is voluntary and is subject to the student’s written consent. 
Student may choose to self-disclose diagnostic information. 
If diagnosis is provided it is used to infer and anticipate barriers, risks, and the need for relevant accommodations and supports. 

c) Information relevant to the following areas of functional limitations should be provided: 
Attention and concentration 
Memory 
Cognitive processing of information 
Rational thinking and reasoning 
Social interactions 
Managing internal distractions 
Managing external distractions 
Managing coursework in full-time studies 
Timely completion of tasks and meeting deadlines 
Regular participation and attendance 
Self-regulation in daily activities 
Stress management Limited functioning at certain times of day 

d) Documentation should indicate permanent (chronic or episodic) or temporary status of a mental health disability. 

e) Documentation of a mental health disability should be regularly reviewed and updated as necessary due to the changing nature of mental 
health. 

4) Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD): 
a) Documentation, such as a letter, a structured form, or a psychoeducational assessment (PEA) report, from a qualified regulated health care 
professional is required. 

A qualified professional has experience, training, or expertise specifically related to assessing ADHD. 

b) Documentation of ADHD from childhood should be updated to determine functional limitations in postsecondary setting. 
If old documentation consists of a PEA report, a new PEA is not necessary to solely confirm ADHD at the present time; a letter or a 
structured form by a qualified regulated health care professional would suffice provided it confirms formal ADHD evaluation and related 
functional limitations at the present time. 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
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c) Documentation of ADHD from adulthood that is significantly outdated must be renewed to reflect the nature and severity of present 
functional limitations, due to changes in ADHD presentation in a certain proportion of mature adults. 

d) A psychoeducational or cognitive assessment may be required for certain accommodations or support services on the basis of ADHD (e.g. 
memory aids). 

e) Documentation should include information about the specific impact related to ADHD in the following academic areas: 
Attention and concentration 
Memory 
Information processing (written, verbal) 
Stress management 
Managing distractions 
Organization and time management 
Timely completion of tasks 
Managing coursework in full-time studies 

5) Medical disabilities: 
a) Documentation from a regulated health care professional licensed to diagnose physical/physiological conditions is required. 

b) Documentation should indicate permanent (chronic or episodic) or temporary status of a medical disability. 

c) A documentation update may be necessary for the following reasons: 
There is a change in the medical condition that affects functional limitations 
Anticipated duration of a temporary condition has ended 
If duration for a temporary disability is not specified 

d) Documentation should include information about the specific impact of the condition in the following academic areas: 
Attention and concentration 
Cognitive processing of information 
Managing coursework in full-time studies 
Timely completion of tasks and meeting deadlines 
Regular participation and attendance 
Sustained physical or mental effort and tolerance in daily activities 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
• 

• 
• 
• 

Stress management 
Limited functioning at certain times of day 

6) Head injury: 
a) Documentation from a regulated health care professional qualified to diagnose brain injury and relevant functional limitations. 

b) If the trauma results in permanent disability with anticipated life-long impact, a neuropsychological assessment is recommended. 

c) Documentation should include information about the specific impact in the following academic areas: 
Physical or sensory (e.g. headaches) 
Behavioural/emotional (e.g. depression) 
Cognitive (e.g. memory) 

7) Mobility disabilities: 
a) Documentation from a regulated health care professional. 

b) Diagnosis of relevant condition resulting in a mobility disability. 

c) Documentation should indicate if the student requires specialized equipment/devices, adaptive technology, ergonomic furniture or 
transportation in order to participate in post-secondary education. 

d) Documentation should indicate if the student requires attendant services while participating in classes and other activities on campus. 

8) Visual disabilities: 

a) Documentation from a regulated health care professional specialized in optometry or ophthalmology. 

b) Information confirming the degree of visual impairment (e.g. blindness or low vision). 

c) Documentation should indicate if the student requires assistive technology in order to participate in post-secondary education. 

9) Hearing disabilities: 
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a) Documentation from a regulated health care professional, such as an audiologist or otolaryngologist. Formal audiology report is 
recommended to support enhanced services. 

b) Diagnosis of relevant condition resulting in hearing disability. 

c) Information confirming the degree of hearing loss, best corrected, and degree of academic impact, with corrective devices. 

d) Documentation should indicate if the student requires specialized devices (e.g. FM System, hearing aid) in order to participate in post-
secondary education. 
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AAppendix D: Documentation Brochure (AccessAbility Services Documentation Requirements)  

Documentation Requirements 
AccessAbility Services uses documentation, in part, to determine appropriate accommodations, services and financial support. 
AccessAbility Services requires documentation from a licensed health care practitioner (such as a psychiatrist, psychologist or 
family physician) who has in-depth knowledge of a student’s condition (please see sections below for more detail). 
Documentation must contain:  

Statement of disability  
Clear diagnosis and severity level (NOTE: Students are not required to disclose mental health disability diagnosis) 
Disability status as: temporary, permanent and/or chronic 
Description of the functional limitations and how academic participation is restricted. Functional Limitation is any 
restriction to a person’s ability to perform daily activities necessary to participate in post-secondary studies and is 
expected to remain with the person for the person’s expected life or a determined duration. 

Students are encouraged to use the University’s Verification of Condition/Functional Limitations Form which can be found at:  
https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-services/documentation
Updated documentation may be requested where a disability is identified as temporary or where academic accommodations 
need to be re-visited over time to ensure that they continue to meet the student’s needs 
AccessAbility Services may provide interim accommodation pending receipt of medical documentation.  
Non-specific wording listing areas of need does not constitute a diagnosis.  
An Individualized Education Plan (IEP) from high school is not transferrable to university and is not sufficient to guarantee access 
to academic accommodations. It will be accepted as supporting documentation only. 

ADHD
AccessAbility Services accepts evaluation reports completed, in most cases, no more than three years before entering the 
University of Waterloo.  
Reports must be completed by a qualified professional with experience in the diagnosis of ADHD as well as in the treatment of 
adolescents and adults with ADHD.  
Assessment reports must contain:  

Name & Title  
Professional credentials and licensing information  
Area of specialization, date of report and signature  

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-services/documentation
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• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

Reports must provide a clear diagnosis and severity of adult ADHD and must show evidence of functional limitations in a university 
setting to warrant academic accommodations.  
A diagnosis of ADHD that is successfully managed with medication (or other coping strategies), or is not accompanied by evidence 
of functional limitations, may not warrant academic accommodations.  
Reports must contain objective measurement of attention as well as subjective measurement of attention and the impact on 
academic performance.  

Learning Disability 
AccessAbility Services accepts psycho-educational reports completed no more than three years before entering the University 
of Waterloo. Assessments completed after the student was 18 will be accepted on a case-by-case basis.  
Reports must be prepared by a qualified professional:  

Clinical, Educational or School Psychologist  
Neuropsychologist  
Physician trained in assessing learning problems in adolescents and adults  

Assessment reports must contain:  
Name & Title  
Professional credentials and licensing information  
Area of specialization, date of report and signature  

Report must provide a clear diagnosis and level of severity. If a learning disability is not present, this must be stated. The report 
must:  

Include all scores of tests administered  
Show evidence of a significant current impact on the student in the university context  
Recommend accommodations that are supported with the data and specify how the learning disability will be remediated 
by accommodation and/or assistive technology.  

Sensory Physical, Medical and Mental Health/Psychiatric Disabilities 
Diagnoses in this area includes medical, mental health, physical, and sensory impairment. These conditions may be classified as 
temporary or permanent/chronic.  
Documentation must be prepared by an appropriate licensed medical professional (such as a family doctor, psychiatrist, 
psychologist or psychological associate). 
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Documentation must provide evidence of the functional limitations due to the disorder that restricts the student’s ability to 
perform daily activities necessary to participate in post-secondary studies. Effects of medication on academic functioning may 
be requested, but disclosure of medication prescribed is not required.  
Reports should clearly indicate:   

Statement of disability and severity level 
Disability status as: temporary, permanent and/or chronic 
Description of the functional limitations and how academic participation is restricted 

Note: Students presenting with mental wellness conditions need only confirm that the diagnosis is within the area of mental health. 
However, a clear mental health disability diagnosis may be required for certain bursaries and awards.  
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AAppendix E: Retroactive Accommodation Process 
About Retroactive Accommodations: The concept of “retroactive accommodation” is recognized in human rights law. However, its application is 
challenging and highly fact specific. The relevant jurisprudence indicates that the following eight questions are central in answering the question 
of when a university may have a duty to make present accommodations for past disabilities, and what the extent of such a duty to accommodate 
may be if it is found to exist in a given case.  

Procedure: 
1. Instructors are encouraged to inform students that retroactive accommodations will be thoughtfully considered. 
2. Instructors are encouraged to inform student that in order to consider retroactive accommodations that are disability related, 

AccessAbility Services will consulted and engaged in the process to protect the student’s privacy and ensure the student is supported. 
Moreover, in order to protect their privacy, only AccessAbility Services will need to review and store medical documentation. 

3. Instructors are encouraged to refer the student to AccessAbility Services 
4. If a student was not already registered with our office, AccessAbility Services (AAS) will ask them to supply the office with appropriate 

documentation, or support them in obtaining it. AAS will then review and vet documentation. 
5. AccessAbility Services will meet with the student to discuss the situation exploring with them the following questions: 

a) What is the delay in time between the material time and the request for accommodation?  
b) Could the student, with due diligence, have brought the issue to the respondent’s attention at the appropriate time? If he/she 

didn’t, was the failure to do so related to the underlying medical problem or other relevant factors, such as language / cultural 
barriers or stigma and embarrassment?  

c) Did the respondent have actual or constructive knowledge of the issue that later gives rise to the accommodation request?  
d) What is the quality and specificity of the medical evidence – should more medical evidence be requested to clarify the issue and 

eliminate other sources of difficulty?  
e) What other factors, not related to a prohibited ground of discrimination, may explain the student’s difficulties at the material time?  

6. AccessAbility Services will provide the department/professor with our recommendations based on the information gathered thus far. 
Collaboratively, department and AccessAbility Services can explore:  

a) If the facts that come to light at a later time were known earlier, how would the request have been handled in the first place? 
Would it have triggered the duty to accommodate?  

b) Does offering some form of accommodation now put the respondent into a position of undue hardship - the answer could change 
depending on what accommodation or remedy is offered – it does not necessarily have to mirror the accommodation requested 
by the student.  

c) What is the overall context of the appeal? Has the student sought late withdrawals in the past, is there evidence tending to 
undermine the student’s credibility? Has the student sought a late withdrawal in other courses that he or she was enrolled in at 
the same time?  
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7. The instructor/department will make an informed decision on whether the student should be accommodated after the fact.  
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AAppendix F: Interim Accommodation Process 
Process for Interim Accommodation Referral to AccessAbility Services 

(For Health Services and Counselling Services) 

Purpose: This process is to enable UWaterloo registered Wellness professionals (i.e., Health Services, Counselling) to refer a student to 
AccessAbility Services for interim accommodations pending documentation. 

Baseline Criteria: Students being referred should typically present with a pervasive condition lasting for a minimum of one academic term (or 6 
months) that is not responsive or slowly responds to intervention. The condition and symptoms must negatively impact functional 
abilities in at least 2 domains of life and limit ability to access curriculum and engage in academic activity.  

Procedure: 
1. Wellness staff will inform the student about AccessAbility Services:  

Indicate that AccessAbility Services facilitates academic accommodations for students with permanent, temporary and even 
suspected disabilities.  
Indicate that AccessAbility Services may be a resource that can help them overcome the academic barriers they are facing as a 
result of their disabling condition. 

2. Wellness staff will make a referral to AccessAbility Services:  
Ask the student if they are comfortable with being referring them to AccessAbility Services. 
If so, contact AccessAbility Services’ Senior Advisor  via email or phone with the following information: 

a) The students name and ID number 
b) The suspected nature of the condition 
c) Admission status: temporary, permanent 
d) The name of the UWaterloo staff whose care they are under 
e) The approximate length of the interim accommodations 

3. Wellness staff will follow up with AccessAbility Services:  
Each term, follow up with AccessAbility Services’ Senior Advisor  via email or phone to provide an update on the status of the 
assessment.  

4. AccessAbility Services registers the student 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 
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AccessAbility Services Advisor will review any documentation that has been provided, and will establish a meeting with the 
student.  
During the admission process, a determination regarding the length of stay in AccessAbility Services will be established. This 
decision will be based on the permanency of the condition. Students may be admitted under one status and move to another or 
be discharged during this period of time. 
AccessAbility Services Advisor will communicate directly with the student regarding the status of their accommodations from 
term to term 
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AAppendix G: Brochure – Confidentiality and Privacy 

Confidentiality and Privacy 
AccessAbility Services takes confidentiality seriously and complies with relevant information privacy legislation.   
AccessAbility Services believes the best service is provided in a respectful, private and confidential manner. 
All information arising from contact with AccessAbility Services staff, volunteer, intern, or any other person within AccessAbility Services 
will remain confidential. Regulations governing our Services requires that AccessAbility Services and its staff retain your information 
confidential.  
Information related to you, your disability, and whether you are affiliated with AccessAbility Services shall not be released in any form 
without your expressed (verbal, written, electronic means) consent, or by signature contained on any AccessAbility Services form. 
However, should any AccessAbility Services staff member believe you may be of harm to yourself or others such information may be 
shared as necessary.  
A student’s involvement with disability services and the fact that the student has received academic accommodations will not be 
identified on the student’s official university records, test results, academic transcripts or graduation documentation. 

Use of Information 
All information collected from you on a AccessAbility Services Intake form, or from the Office of the Registrar, is for the purpose of 
allowing AccessAbility Services to assist you as you have requested.  
Information contained in your file is accessible to you upon your request with reasonable notice.  
AccessAbility Services, from time to time, also uses aggregate data from our records in support of our mission, and annually as we report 
to government.  

Retention of Documents 
As per University of Waterloo documentation destruction policy, student records with AccessAbility Services (including documentation, 
case notes, and any other information shared with the office) will be stored securely for a period of 10 years after which the 
documentation will be shredded. 

Contact us 
Please contact us at any point with questions you may have about your privacy 

AccessAbility Services, Needles Hall 1401, Phone: 519-888-4567 Ext. 35082 
Email: access@uwaterloo.ca Website: uwaterloo.ca/accessability-services

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

mailto:access@uwaterloo.ca
http://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-services
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Appendix E: AccessAbiltiy Services’ Retroactive Accommodation Process Procedure 

8. The instructor/department will make an informed decision on whether the student should be accommodated after the fact.  

Knowledge of disability prior to 
Request 

Neither student nor instructor 
had knowledge of disability  

Student had no knowledge, but instructor 
had constructive knowledge of disability  

Student had 
knowledge, but 
instructor did not 
have knowledge 
of disability  

Student had knowledge of 
disability but was 
prevented from requesting 
accommodation due to 
nature of disability or other 
factors, instructor had no 
knowledge of disability  

Student had 
knowledge of disability 
but was prevented 
from requesting 
accommodation due to 
nature of disability or 
other factors, 
instructor had 
constructive 
knowledge of disability  

Timing of Request  

Years after  
degree granted  

Unlikely  Unlikely  Very unlikely  Very unlikely  Unlikely  

Shortly after degree granted  Somewhat likely  Somewhat likely  Very unlikely  Somewhat likely  Somewhat likely  
After grades finalized  Likely  Likely  Unlikely  Somewhat likely  Likely  
After course ends but before 
grades finalized  

Likely  Likely  Unlikely  Somewhat likely  Likely  

Post drop date, but while 
course still running  

Likely  Likely  Unlikely  Somewhat likely  Likely  

Prior to drop date  Very likely  Very likely  Very likely  Very likely  Very likely  
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Appendix F: Process for Interim Accommodation Referral to AccessAbility Services 
(For Health Services and Counselling Services) 

Purpose: This process is to enable UWaterloo registered Wellness professionals (i.e., Health Services, Counselling) to refer a student to 
AccessAbility Services for interim accommodations pending documentation. 

Baseline Criteria: Students being referred should typically present with a pervasive condition lasting for a minimum of one academic term (or 6 
months) that is not responsive or slowly responds to intervention. The condition and symptoms must negatively impact functional 
abilities in at least 2 domains of life and limit ability to access curriculum and engage in academic activity.  

Procedure: 
5. Wellness staff will inform the student about AccessAbility Services:  

Indicate that AccessAbility Services facilitates academic accommodations for students with permanent, temporary and even 
suspected disabilities.  
Indicate that AccessAbility Services may be a resource that can help them overcome the academic barriers they are facing as a 
result of their disabling condition. 

6. Wellness staff will make a referral to AccessAbility Services:  
Ask the student if they are comfortable with being referring them to AccessAbility Services. 
If so, contact AccessAbility Services’ Senior Advisor  via email or phone with the following information: 

f) The students name and ID number 
g) The suspected nature of the condition 
h) Admission status: temporary, permanent 
i) The name of the UWaterloo staff whose care they are under 
j) The approximate length of the interim accommodations 

7. Wellness staff will follow up with AccessAbility Services:  
Each term, follow up with AccessAbility Services’ Senior Advisor via email or phone to provide an update on the status of the 
assessment.  

8. AccessAbility Services Advisor will meet with the student to complete onboarding process 
9. AccessAbility Services Advisor will review any documentation that has been provided, and will establish a meeting with the student.  

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 
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10. During the admission process, a determination regarding the length of stay in AccessAbility Services will be established. This decision will 
be based on the permanency of the condition. Students may be admitted under one status and move to another or be discharged during 
this period of time. 

11. AccessAbility Services Advisor will communicate directly with the student regarding the status of their accommodations from term to 
term. 

Definitions 

Interim status - Students who are being investigated for conditions may be granted admission until a disability determination has been made at 
the end of the assessment period (typically one academic term). 

Temporary status  - Temporary disability is defined as a functional limitation due to a disorder that restricts a person’s ability to perform daily 
activities necessary to participate in post-secondary studies. The individual is expected to regain abilities to pre-morbid status post recovery in 
absence of any residual symptoms or limitations. (Typically one term or a defined duration). 

Permanent status - Permanent disability is defined as a functional limitation due to a disorder that restricts a person’s ability to perform daily 
activities necessary to participate in post-secondary studies and is expected to remain with the person for the person’s expected life. (Ongoing 
admission) 
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July 8, 2016

Chief Commissioner Renu Mandhane 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
Office of the Chief Commissioner 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto ON M7A2R9

Dear Chief Commissioner Mandhane:

Re: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation

The University of Windsor is committed to the principles of the Ontario Human Rights Code and 
to creating inclusive and supportive learning environments that foster mental health and well-
being among members of its community.

This letter confirms that the University is in the process of ensuring that its medical 
documentation guidelines for accommodating students with mental health disabilities are 
consistent with the measures outlined in the Ontario Human Rights Commission's (OHRC) letter 
dated June 9, 2016 (OHRC's letter).

Many of these measures have been part of the University's policy and practice for many years:

• Item (b) listed in the OHRC's letter: Students have the right to seek interim 
accommodations for mental health disabilities pending receipt of medical 
documentation.1

• Item (c): The University makes it clear that it will accommodate both temporary and 
permanent disabilities of all kinds, as defined in the Ontario Human Rights Code.2

• Item (d): The University makes it clear that students can request accommodations prior 
to, during, or subsequent to tests or assignments.3

1 See the Registration Section of http://www1 .uwindsor.ca/disabilitv/new-and-returnina-students
2 See httD://www1.uwindsor.ca/disabilitv/documentation and the University’s Documentation of 
Medical Disability form
http://www1.uwindsor.ca/disabilitv/svstem/files/Documentation%20of%20Medical%20Condition 0 
pdf

3Bylaw 51, 1.18.1.1

mailto:president@uwindsor.ca
http://www.uwindsor.ca
http://www1.uwindsor.ca/disability/new-and-returning-students
http://www1.uwindsor.ca/disability/documentation
http://www1.uwindsor.ca/disability/system/files/Documentation%20of%20Medical%20Condition_0.pdf


• Item (e): Whether the accommodation involved is temporary, retroactive or ongoing, 
students always have the option of seeking accommodation for their mental health 
disability, without disclosure of their diagnosis, through the Registrar's Office or Student 
Disability Services.

Our current Bylaw outlines both informal and formal processes that students can elect 
to use when seeking accommodations. This model maximizes students' autonomy in 
determining their preferred course of action. While the informal process enables 
students to communicate directly with their instructors to establish accommodations, 
students always have the option of a more formal process which enables them to work 
with Student Disability Services or the Registrar's Office to identify and establish 
necessary accommodations.4

The University supports the position of the Inter-University Disability Issues Association. 
Students should not be required to reveal their private medical information, diagnoses 
or the nature of their disabilities directly to professors, instructors or teaching 
assistants. However, professors, instructors and teaching assistants are the most closely 
involved in a student's learning, and their inclusion in the accommodation process is 
critical to ensuring that accommodations are appropriately refined and targeted in 
order to meet the student's needs. Further, the development and practice of self- 
advocacy skills within this highly supportive context is critical to students' transition to 
the workplace or other learning contexts.

4 Bylaw 51, 1.18.1.1

Revisions to other policies and procedures are underway to ensure consistency with your 
requested measures. These include:

• Item (a): The University has developed a standalone form for the documentation of 
mental health disabilities. The new form does not require the disclosure of a student's 
mental health disability diagnosis. Instead, it requires reporting on the functional 
limitations produced by the disability and seeks input regarding recommended 
accommodations. This document will be finalized by August 1, 2016

• Item (f): Every year, the University circulates a memo reviewing accommodations 
policies and procedures to everyone responsible for implementing those policies. All 
syllabi are required to include a link to the University's accommodations policies, and 
Student Disability Services maintains a detailed website including specific information 
regarding: the documentation required for mental health accommodations, forms and 
resources, information for faculty and staff, and an FAQ,. These documents are in the 
process of being updated to ensure consistency with the University's revised procedures 
and guidelines, and will be reviewed and revised as necessary prior to September 6, 
2016. Over the course of the next year, the University will roll out revised 
communications to better coordinate and enhance the flow of information to faculty, 
staff and students

• Item (a): The University has reviewed its institutional bylaws and policies to assess their 
conformity with the measures identified. Only one policy change is required: to ensure

2



that a student's consent is always required for information regarding his or her 
diagnosis to be provided or communicated in any way. The language in the current 
policy will be revised by August 30, 2016. However, as this institutional policy resides 
under the governance of the University Senate and within a hierarchical approval 
structure, the earliest possible date for formal approval of this change is November 
2016.

When the University received the OHRC's letter, it was already too late to schedule 
revision, review and approval of these changes prior to the Spring 2016 Senate recess. 
It should be noted that as bylaw and policy changes fall under academic collegial review, 
the University must abide by that democratic process in seeking this change. However, 
every effort will be made to ensure the approval of this revision.

As you can see, our practices and procedures align (or will soon align) with the OHRC's 
recommended measures. Like our Council of Ontario Universities partners, we remain 
committed to a system-wide approach to the operationalization of the OHRC's 
recommendations to ensure fairness, consistency of practice and nuanced integration with the 
procedures and principles of post-secondary education.

Sincerely,

Alan Wildeman
President and Vice-Chancellor
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UNIVERSITY OF ONTARIO 
INSTITUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGY

2000 Simcoe Street North, Oshawa, Ontario  L1H 7K4  Canada 905.721.8668 uoit.ca

Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissioner  
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON M7A 2R9 

September 6, 2016 

Regarding: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation 

Dear Ms. Mandhane: 

I am following up on my letter to you on July 7, 2016 to provide you with further information on the 
policies and procedures in place at UOIT concerning students with mental health disabilities.  We are 
pleased to inform you that we have completed the work of reviewing our guidelines, forms and 
procedures and have made the necessary changes that are consistent with the six measures outlined in 
your letter of March 15, 2016.  These are detailed in the attached. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any further questions or concerns. 

Yours sincerely, 

Olivia Petrie  
Assistant Vice-President, Student Life 

c.c.: Tim McTiernan, President and Vice Chancellor 
Deborah Saucier, Provost and Vice President  
Tina Murray, Manager, Student Accessibility Services 

http://uoit.ca
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Student Accessibility Services  

Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation 

UOIT has in place following accommodation policies and practices which are consistent with the 

measures outlined in the letter from the Chief Commissioner at the Ontario Human Rights Commission 

(March 15, 2016):  

1.  Do not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis to register with your 

Disability Service Office (DSO), or receive accommodations or supports. 

UOIT does not require a diagnosis of a mental health disability to receive accommodations. Students 

have the option to consent to disclose the diagnosis of their disability should they choose to.  

While diagnostic information is not needed in order to accommodate students, it is often helpful in 

determining the most appropriate and individualized supports and services. Students with mental 

health disabilities work with staff employed at Student Accessibility Services (SAS) office at UOIT to 

determine their academic accommodations. SAS staff are well equipped to receive and safeguard 

this medical information with the goal of supporting the student in the best possible way. The team 

is comprised of two registered Social Workers, one Ontario registered Occupational Therapist, and 

one Ontario registered Psychotherapist; all of whom have the training, knowledge and expertise to 

work professionally and clinically with medical information. These professionals use pertinent 

medical information to provide counselling and psychoeducation to students about their disability. 

The medical and diagnostic information can provide the opportunity for staff members to make 

appropriate referrals within the local community.  

Below is the information about the disclosure of diagnosis that is included on our mental health 

documentation form: 

Under the Ontario Human Rights Code, students are not required to disclose their diagnosis to register for 

and receive accommodations, services and support. If the student wishes to disclose their diagnosis, this 

information is kept strictly confidential within the SAS office ONLY and is often useful to the professionals 

specifically trained in the provision of disability accommodations. If the student does not permit the 

disclosure of a diagnosis, verification that a disability is present must be included. There are certain 

circumstances where a diagnosis is required to establish eligibility for certain private (external) and 

federally or provincially-funded supports and/or services. 

2.  Make it clear that students may request interim accommodations for mental health disabilities 

pending receipt of medical documentation. 

At UOIT, staff and faculty members are aware that they can refer students to Student Accessibility 
Services if they are struggling academically or personally. Information about SAS services is included 

in course outlines. Counsellors and advisors confirm that supports and accommodations will be 

provided to students who require interim accommodations while they await receipt of medical 

https://shared.uoit.ca/shared/department/student-accessibility-services/documentation/Mental_Health_Disability_Documentation_Form.pdf
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documentation or while functional limitations are being assessed by the medical practitioner. For 

this request, the SAS team provides interim accommodations and the interim status is re-evaluated 

within the time frame set by the practitioner, or each semester. Any time limits for receiving 
documentation are determined on a case-by-case basis with each student. 

The SAS team works collaboratively with physicians, psychiatrists and psychologists and provide 

interim accommodations especially in cases where a diagnosis is being explored or assessed.  The 

SAS team recognizes that this process can be lengthy and continues to provide support and 
accommodations to students throughout this process.  

3.  Make it clear that both temporary and permanent mental health disabilities will be 

accommodated. 

UOIT provides support and accommodations for both temporary and permanent disabilities. . For 

temporary accommodations, documentation from a physician is accepted, especially if a diagnosis is 

being explored or assessed. From the Student Accessibility Services website: 

If you require assistance from SAS on a temporary basis, you must also provide medical documentation 

that includes the anticipated recovery period. 

… 

If your documentation is not current or you don't have documentation, you can download and print the 

appropriate documentation form, have your physician complete it, and bring it to your counsellor or 

advisor at SAS. If you are in the process of obtaining documentation, an SAS counsellor or advisor will 

access the need for interim accommodations and support on a case by case basis. 

4.  Do not state or imply that requests for accommodation after a deadline, test, or course 

completion (i.e. retroactive accommodation) will not be considered. 

UOIT’s Academic Regulations state that: 

Students with disabilities may request to be considered for formal academic accommodation in 

accordance with the Ontario Human Rights Code. Students seeking accommodation can find more 

information about Student Accessibility Services at uoit.ca (5.17, see also 5.25.2.1). 

Student Accessibility Services will consider requests for accommodation at any time and students 

are encouraged to contact SAS if they suspect that they may have a disability that may be affecting 

their participation in a course. Requests for retroactive accommodations are assessed in 

consultation and collaboration with the SAS team, the student, and the faculty member(s). All three 

are involved in the retroactive accommodation process to ensure communication is clear, and that 

assignment deadlines, testing dates, and accommodation needs are understood and supported by 

all parties. This process is individualized and takes place on a case by case basis, taking into account 

the nature of the students’ program, essential requirements, and course concepts.  

5.  Do not require students to reveal their private information to, or seek accommodation directly 

from, their professors, instructors, teaching assistants etc. 

http://uoit.ca
http://studentlife.uoit.ca/student-accessibility-services/Documentation/index.php
http://cms.uoit.ca:443/entity/open.act?type=page&id=2937f121cdd3b537141ab43df53edd3b&confId=6c876e65cdd3b5372377744a3b3f57f9
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UOIT provides students with various options for communicating their accommodation needs with 

their professors and Faculty. Students have the option to 1) have SAS staff send notices of 

accommodation directly to their individual professors via email, 2) have their accommodation 

notices printed off so that they can meet with the professor in person to discuss their 

accommodation needs, and/or 3) access their accommodation notices online (via our secure portal) 

and either print them or email them directly to their professors.  

6.  Policies clearly communicated to all students, faculty, and staff. 

At UOIT all Student Accessibility Services staff have undergone training regarding our guidelines and 

procedures for academic accommodations. The SAS team continually updates their procedures and 

best practice guidelines as needed in response to changes in student needs.  

The SAS website provides detailed information to students, faculty and staff about the processes 

and procedures related to accommodation and support services. In addition, the SAS leads a 

working group of staff from each of the different Faculties at UOIT that meets on a regular basis to 

provide education and awareness about the unique needs of UOIT students with disabilities and to 

ensure consistency across the University.  

The “Policies, Procedures and Other Resources” section on the SAS website is updated and 

populated regularly with new information and links to policies, guidelines, procedures, as well as 

training and resource information for faculty and staff.  

The course outline template that is posted on UOIT’s website is available to all professors and staff 

and contains relevant information about how students can access the support and services required 

for disability related needs. 

http://studentlife.uoit.ca/student-accessibility-services/index.php
http://studentlife.uoit.ca/student-accessibility-services/policies_and_other_resources.php
https://shared.uoit.ca/shared/department/opp/Governance/Quality%20Assurance/QA-Templates/QAH%208D-%20Course%20outline%20template.docx


Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissioner  
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON M7A2R9 

July 7, 2016 

Regarding: Medical Documentation Guidelines and Accommodation 

Dear Ms. Mandhane: 

I am writing in response to your letter of June 9, 2016 to President Tim McTiernan seeking UOIT’s 
commitment to reviewing and if necessary updating our medical documentation for students with 
mental health disabilities. 

We commend the work of the OHRC and its partners on the Academic Accommodations Project.  We 
further appreciate the guidance provided by the OHRC’s Policy on preventing discrimination based on 
mental health disabilities and addictions. 

This letter is to confirm that the University has reviewed the Policy and is supportive of the 
recommended approach. We are pleased to advise that we anticipate having completed work to 
implement the six measures outlined in your letter and to have medical documentation guidelines, 
forms and procedures in place for all UOIT students by September 6, 2016.  At that time, we will send 
you further written correspondence confirming the actions UOIT has taken.  

Please feel free to contact me if you have any further questions or concerns. 

Yours sincerely, 

Olivia Petrie  
Assistant Vice-President, Student Life 

c.c.: Tim McTiernan, President and Vice Chancellor 
Deborah Saucier, Provost and Vice President  
Tina Murray, Manager, Student Accessibility Services 



Western University

Western University Stevenson Hall, Rm. 2107 1151 Richmond St. London, ON, Canada N5A 5B8 
t. 519.661.3110 f. 519.661.3139 provostvpa@uwo.ca www.westernu.ca

Provost & Vice-President (Academic)

July 7,2016

Ms. Renu Mandhane 
Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto ON M7A 2R9

Dear Ms. Mandhane:

I am responding to your letter of June 9, 2016 addressed to Dr. Chakma.

We believe that Western's current practices, offered through our Services for Students with 
Disabilities Office, comply with the six principles set out in your letter and the 
requirements of the Ontario Human Rights Code with respect to accommodating students 
with disabilities. However, we recognize the importance of having clear and accessible 
policies and guidelines to support our students, as well as the staff and faculty who are 
often engaged in the accommodation processes. Thus, we have committed to undertaking 
a review of all policies and practices at Western, particularly as they apply to students with 
mental health disabilities, to ensure that each student is able to participate fully in the 
educational environment, consistent with the principles of accommodation: dignity, 
individualization and inclusion.

Given the time of year, and the necessity for consideration of any changes by both our 
Board of Governors and Senate (who do not meet until the fall), it is unlikely that our 
review will be fully completed by September 6th, 2016. However, we would be pleased to 
update you at that time as to the status of our review.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions or concerns.

Yours truly,

Janice Deakin, PhD
Provost & Vice-President (Academic)

http://www.westernu.ca
mailto:provostvpa@uwo.ca


Wilfred Laurier University

75 University Avenue West, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3C5 T 519.884.0710 x2443 F 519.884.2947 wlu.ca

Office of the President
Waterloo | Brantford | Kitchener | Toronto

24 June 2016

Renu Mandhane

Office of the Chief Commissioner 

Ontario Human Rights Commission 

180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 

Toronto, ON M7A 2R9

Dear Renu Mandhane,

I acknowledge receipt of your letter of 9 June and have forwarded it to Vice-President of Student Affairs 
David McMurray and to Provost and Vice-President: Academic Deborah MacLatchy. They will provide 

me with a status report on the progress at Wilfrid Laurier University toward the objectives you have 

outlined in contact again afterTreceive the status report.

U. Max Blouw, PhD 

President and Vice-Chancellor

cc: David McMurray, Vice-President, Student Affairs

Deborah MacLatchy, Provost & Vice President: Academic

http://wlu.ca


6 July 2016 

Renu Mandhane
Office of the Chief Commissioner 
Ontario Human Rights Commission 
180 Dundas Street West, Suite 900 
Toronto, ON M7A 2R9

Dear Renu Mandhane,

In follow-up to your letter of June 9, 2016, I am responding on behalf of Wilh'lll I mi.iIhJ 
University. You have requested that Laurier provide its commitment and plan for 
implementing measures by September 6, 2016 to bring accommodation policies and 
practices relating to students with mental health disabilities in line with the requirements of 
the Ontario Human Rights Code (Code).

The university is committed to the integration of all students with disabilities, including 
students with mental health disabilities, within the university community as reflected in 
Laurier's policy 2.3, Academic Accommodation of Students with Disabilities (the "Policy").
We are committed to providing reasonable and appropriate accommodation for students 
enrolled in undergraduate, graduate, and non-credit programs in an effort to promote and 
demonstrate the ability of students with disabilities to fulfill the essential requirements of 
their programs.

The Commission has identified six measures to be implemented by universities to ensure a 
systemic, sector-wide response. Laurier has implemented or is in the process of 
implementing all six outlined measures by September 6, 2016.

These measures include:

(a) Do not require students to disclose their mental health disability diagnosis to register 
with the Laurier Accessible Learning Centre (ALC; the Laurier office for students with 
disabilities), or receive accommodations or supports.

The definition of "Documentation requirements" set out in Laurier's "Policy" clearly notes the 
following:

Documentation requirements: students seeking academic accommodations are 
required to provide written confirmation from a licensed medical/psychological 
professional. The documentation should clearly indicate the presence of a disability 
and the functional impact on the academic environment. Interim support will be 
offered to students who suspect they may have a disability pending the receipt of 
documentation. Consistent with the Ontario Human Rights Commission's 
"Policy on preventing discrimination based on mental health disabilities and 
addictions", students are not required, to disclose their mental health



disability diagnosis in order to register with Accessible Learning to receive 
academic accommodations.

In addition to the Policy, approved by the university's Senate on May 26, 2016, the 
registration process for students to access accommodation services through the Accessible 
Learning Centre (ALC) clearly notes that students are not required to disclose a diagnosis to 
access accommodation services.

(b) Make it dear that students may request interim accommodations for mental health 
disabilities pending receipt of medical documentation.

The registration process clearly provides that a health care provider may note that a 
diagnosis is pending and make recommendations to make interim (i.e. temporary) 
accommodation available.

(c) Make it clear that both temporary and permanent mental health disability will be 
accommodated.

The registration process clearly outlines that the ALC is available to students who have a 
permanent or temporary disability and accommodation may be for a condition that is 
chronic (permanent, long term) or temporary.

(d) Do not state or imply that requests for accommodation after a deadline, test or 
course completion (i.e. retroactive accommodation) will not be considered.

The registration process to access ALC services does not restrict students from requesting 
retroactive accommodation.

(e) Do not require students to reveal their private medical information to, or seek 
accommodation directly from, their professors, instructors, teaching assistants, etc.

The Policy, as well as information available on the ALC web site, notes that all 
documentation about a student's disability will be centrally retained by the ALC in a 
confidential and secure manner. While students are encouraged to work with faculty 
members, information will not be released without the student's consent and 
communication regarding appropriate accommodation for each student is sent via 
confidential email to the student's professors. Students are expected to fully participate in 
the accommodation process, including meeting with instructors as needed to discuss 
arrangement for accommodation; however, this does not include a requirement to reveal 
private medical information.

The ALC is the central location to coordinate accommodation for students. Faculty and 
instructors are encouraged to refer students to the ALC whenever they observe a student 
who they believe may benefit from supports. Student requests for accommodation made to 
instructors should first be discussed with the ALC.

(f) Clearly communicate measures to all students, faculty and staff.

Laurier has a variety of ways to communicate its commitment to accommodation of 
students with disabilities, including:

• Detailed information on the Laurier web site;
• Presentations at orientations for new students, faculty and staff on the ALC and 

accommodation services available at Laurier;



• Presentations to faculty members by ALC staff at departmental meetings;
• Faculty are encouraged to contact the ALC for clarification on any accommodation

matter; this is highlighted in the email sent to faculty at the start of every term;
• Broad discussion and consultation with faculty, staff and students on the new

Academic Accommodation of Students with Disabilities policy through the review and 
approval process.

Additional information relating to the Commission's recommendations in the Academic 
Accommodation Report will be added to the ALC web site and included in the orientation 
sessions provided over the summer.

Wilfrid Laurier University appreciates its obligations to provide appropriate accommodations 
to its students under the Code, including those with mental health disabilities, and is 
committed to helping students with disabilities reach their full academic potential.

Wilfrid Laurier University also supports the Council of Ontario Universities (COU) 
recommendation that Ontario universities work collaboratively on developing consistent
sector-wideapproaches to implementing the six recommendations set out in your letter.

D. Max Blouw, PhD 
President and Vice-Chancellor

cc: David McMurray, Vice-President, Student Affairs
Deborah MacLatchy, Provost & Vice President: Academic
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